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This study had its inception ovr 30 October 1950 when Vidm Charles V.
Fox, SC,$ U. S. Navy, then Chief of the Bureau. of Supplies end Accounts proposed to the Chief of Naval Operations that a studW of the supply aspects
of the logistics systems of the former Oesman and Japanese navies should
be made.

In this connection, *Aifi
Fox wrote:
"While this Navy has made great strides in tUe field.
of logistics, we must give relentless attenition Uo
the further re~finament of our system in order to keep
abreast of the increasing requirements of ou pwa
ting forces. The problems presented in providing
material logistic suppoet to the Pleet are becoming
more and mawe difficult of solution. It is considered,
therefore, that we should erplwor all. available methods
of affording Improvement. Chic possible meng is a
ýstudy of the wu~ply systems of, the former G
n
~Japanese navies. *Lila it in believed tha~t at wfidarable amount of material has been written that
touches on this 'subject, investigations to date have
not revealed any consolidation of the materiel now to
be found in various scattered documents.

"UNless Opewanhwas
odge of such an existbing conpilation and unless other-dee directed, this. bweau,
vith the view of possibly extacting aqua ideas on
meithods eeployed by' the Japanese anid Oesman paies
to the benefit of our own, proposes to und~ae a
review of what has been written on this subject to
determine the practicability of making a detailed
study of the suppl aspects cc the logistics systems
of the Japanese and German navies."'
Oni 15 November 1950 the Chief of Naval Operations (CF-4D), agread to
the proposal of the Chief of the Thuwoa of Supplies and Accounts and directed that significant findings be brought to the attention of the Deputy
*Chief

of Naval Operations (Logistics) and tfrA an a~p~?~i
submitted upon completion of the project.

report be

Cdr Roy 0. StrattoU, SC, U. 8.

ofie
ocnuttesuy

Navy (Retired) ,was recelled to active duty mn11 January 1951 as the project

4

1
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It voon boom. apparent that the soap. of the proposed study
wasn so broad that the problem could not be attacked as a whole, brut
would have to be phased.

The Deputy Chief of the Bureau of Supplies

a~nd Accounte, Rear Mmoirsl George U.

Bauemrncohmildt, SC, U.S. Navy,

therefore determined that greater benefit would accru from first
studying the techniques wad systems emloyed by the German Navy.

If

information obtained in that phase of the study was found to be of
sufficient importance, the systems and techniques employed brr the Japanese Navy would than be studied.
The project wasn approached IV conducting en examination of the
documents and papers relating to the former German Navy which were.
contained In +,he files of the Office of Naval Intelligence and the
Classified lecords Center of the Division of Naval Records and History (Op291), In order to determine what a-upply/Ltogitic facilities
the Gesuan Navy had, where they were located and who controlled thea.
Ride Jobn Neffernan, the Naval Historian, was most helpful and md
many suggestions regarding possible souce moatrial.

Information

was also sought in the files of the kAry Quartermaster, the Armed
Forces Industrial College, the Foreign Studios kmanh of the office
of the hAz tphief of Staff, tUe I.bVary of the Army Aosistent Chief
of Staff for A~tefligenoe and the Gorman Military Documents Section
of the CQfloe of the Adjutazt- General of the hAry.
Mw assisetac, of Cdr. 8aauql R. Sandes, Ui,

formerly assigned

to treanlations of Germn naval doomaunts and now on inactive duty
was also solicited.

This officer was va7 helpful and made available

many doc~aueta that had not yet been catalogued.
The files of the Navy Department LIbrary were searched and inquiries
made at the iLtbrsx' of Congress and National Archives for Information
held by those agencies that might be pertinent to the study.
The project officer' ¶Ixited the offices of the NE(IU Tn3,
IFI1Z TIM and JGRTU iAgasines at New York City and the 1IADU'S
DUST at P1easantvin.U,

N.Y. wan searched th~e inex Males of those
UISMICU
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publications for information that, might be of assistance.

He also

visited the libraries of the Logistic Research Facility at Bayonne
and the Naval War College at Newport for-the same puIpose.

While at

Ijowport, he interviewed Capt E. G. Durgin, USK. the Professor of Naval
fcience at Brown Uuivearsity, Providence, •ith the view to ascertaining
the names of Important supply•ogistic personalities in the German
Capt. Durgin had been the U.S. Naval Attache at Berlin just

Navy.

prior to the outbreak of World War II.
When preliminary examination of these sources of information had
been made, the project officer moved overseas to London

where an ex-

amination of seized German naval secret documents was conducted at the
British AdMralty.

This phase of the study started on 9 June 1951.

The U.S. Nava. Attache, London, obtained security clearance for
fue project officear and permission to use the files of the Foreign
Docurment Section of the Historical Division of the British Admralty.
He also effected the necessary introductions to RAdi Roger M. Bellaire,
the Royal Naval Histcrian, and his assistant, (dr. Malcolm Saunders,

Royal Navy (Ret).
The use of all facilities of the Foreign Document Section was
made available to the project officer, and a former german naval
archivist, Mr. Walter Pfelffer, and a translator# Mr. Kenneth W. Caee,
were aceigned on a part time basis to assist hi* in locating and

tranulting dL• ments pertaining to the study.
The originals of the German secret documents held at the !ritish
Admiralty are known as the Tambach Files.

They have boen given this

nam because they were captured by the Allies at the end of the war
at Tambach Castle, three miles due west of the city of Coburg.
German

The

rA~alty secret archives had beeon moved there shwtly after

the bcmbing of Berlin had become affesAive.
of &11 Airalty

The secret coxrespondence

offices and bureaus was sent there each dey.

As a

result, these files are quite extensive, and several rocs in the

RUTRCTO
:3

SWJURITY

FlhO1WATION

basement of the Britiinh J~mir~ity a"e roquire0

',q

house tJA.

In 1945-1946, the U. S. Navy Microfilmed most of these filies.
Mr. Pfeiffer was the senior, assint-at to the Gonnan naval histo&..i, TM.w Asmen, at the time theme domcuwse

were c6piwsd. He

wo then taken cai the staff of the British MAftralty and bian been Us~
ardhiviat In charge of the Tabach, Male ever $Iwce.

wo' Case was

an 40q'ee of Uhe U.S. lava] Lleg.]. QMWfe Oft the Staff of Mcin
lastLemt~sd and was working at the Brtish Admiralty o c"~a~

against

the %hited Statos ower lotses, of Deman merchant =wimn* vesssole.

fs-

cause of the great familiarity ct Mseaws. Pfeiffer end Case waith the
onmtents of the Taubach PIleas muich information that ma othorwise have
e0scped ezsminatica~ vas; made available, to the project officer.
Mw erOman Navy rwrgsniad the bureauas of its AMafreltip, the
Nana] War Staff and its AMairal Quartermaster Division and its above
establishmenat five times during World War II.

Itch time an cagsnisa-

tion book was issued setting forth the responsibilities of each division Ws& uo-ticm of the various bureaus$ offices and other adeni.atrative agencies of the Amifralty "IdNaval War Staff.

No coaies of

these books Wabeen localied in the fMle of the Qofie of Naval. Inte2.Ugoence or the Division of Jars]. Records and History durnizg the
research conducted in Washingtcax.

When ther were compared iiith infor-

nationi pr*Wouwa1y obtained it was seen that the namins arA functions of
mawW of the suppJl'/lcgintic agencies had been changed and that several
orgsaz4aticais on the project ofticer's list woe duplicative.

There-

for*,, a functional orgatizatIcsn chart of the German Amuiraltry, showirig the inoumbent in each ctfice vas prepared. this entailed considerable research.,
Informal talks in. American navsal circles In London and VWashinto
had revealed that ishile cur former enemies, the Germans, would undoubtedly

4
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co-operate in a study such as this$ any approach to than would have
to be made in a manner designed to convince them that the person
sceklng information had made a thorough stud

of the *organiation

of their Navy, that his project was worthwhile and that he was ainP1r this reascn

oare in bia desire to banefit by their npearefate.

great aphasis was placed on the accuracy of the chart that was prepared in London.
During the period 19 - 28 -uly the project officer made a trip
to Ge;may

to beamus acquainted with the various American naval

offiers there who would probably be of assistance in the stud,

and

such former Gersan naval officers and official.s a opportunity might
permit.

The headquarters of Cmandar, U.S. Naval forces in

aernaw,

at Heidelberg, the office of the U.S. Naval Intollgeafe Offloer at
Berlin, and the U.S. Naval Advanced Bue a4 kaerhavex were visited
on this trip.

Cofereoes were helA at ench place.

Little was acomuplihed at Heidelberg.

. G. OwpbsUj, the

Mor.

.
logistics officer on Rida Holdents st•uf, and Odr. R. Wlivew

SCO,

the assistant logistics .officzr, evinced great interest in the study,
but know of no former Geruan naval officers or officials in the

m

who might contribute ary worthwhile inforoation.
At Berlin, however, Capt. D. L. Da,

the Intellig•enoe Officer

and his assistant, LOir. L. G. Riedel, were of grnat assistance and

proferred much advice and Information regarding Oaiumn personalities
who the

believed vould help in such a stuidy.

Because Ldr. Riedel had been an duty in Genm=

before the wat

and for most of the period since the vler, he was able to furnish the
names and addresses of several officers vho were later interviewed.
Most of these officers lived in the Hamburg - ILMhelahaven - Kiel
area.

General Admiral Otto Schnieind, the former coder-in-Chief

of the Gorman Fleet,wvan said to be the dean of the fcmer naval

officer corps and In contast vith moat of the forme
5

senior officor-

M=VRIth nS7WRKATN
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and officials. Arwangmuimto vas made by~ L.dr Riedel with the naval.
Intelligence officr at Brenerhavenj, L~dr 0. B. Brouillette1 to effect
an Introaaution of the project officer to Gendm. Sobniewind and a group
of his close associates, V~ft Esimuth, Hey. 5 YA#h Friedrich Rugp, R~da
Gutftf~t Vmgneaý and Air Toros Colpois Walter Gaul.

Many ta.les had been to344 to the project off itir In London,, Heidelbergpand. IsnrLn of thp alarb one-sided oppmoah of soms Ameicans wahua
seeking information froia their former onalog, the Germansm and the
resentisont that such attitudes ha oreated., The fact that former
officers had bean stripped of .11 rank had been stressed.

They mere to

be knowa as 'Mister only, one, infazuent stated.
This approach did not seok to be on., that would induce aman,
once, proud of their position and prestigte, stygi freely of their experience and Opinions.

Genift Schnieidnd had bee one of the most senior

officers In the Navy.

VAds Rug. had been m,divisional. chief of the

vary Wortaiit Bureau of Warship Conularaction, and .namment.

VAdvL 1Uar

had been the, Ccuanser-in-QMief of the ftmall Bttleo Units. R2Mm Wagner
had been the operations Plannin
In the Neval War Staff.

officer for

mand Molral Kal Doenits

Col. Gaul had been liaison. officer betwen Orand

Admirals Roeder and Doenits and Bermaun Goering. Manifestly an approach
likaly to create won the slightest romontumt -^oxld not be used* After
int-oducotions the project, officer saids

eGeneral Admiral SchniiewIzd and geatlemens The

b"imeca Navy has lang respected the tratiftios
and efficiency of the Germau Navy. rame somers
of cur Maggy Corps are great7 1irieseed idth your
ability to wage a war on two frouts, operating in.
an economy of scarcity such at vas GearmeaW during
World War n, and. to extract so much equipmen
ftoia so little, material.
ftoer Amuirel Fbx, the COdef of the Dwooen of
Sqpplies and Accousito, and his depuityp Rear Admiral B3auernschimidt, send yon their respects and
best wishes. They want the ansivers to main quwatime. Should the Wcted States ever again be
forced to engage In a vary It cannoct offord to
dissipate its resources. Iach ounce of its raw
materials, each screw driver., each pair of mhoesm,
each beg of flour, each, spag pert - everything
In the supply systems of ita armed, forces must
he fully utdisad. They want to know how you
stretched the materials avaiblabl to you, how you,
salvaged your obsolete, worn ouit and da1vage equipment, Aat accounting principles you emloyed and
RISMOITE
6
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many other things, They have sent me, the
student, to you, the teachers to get these
answers."

The effect was electric.

Genlm Schniewindts deeply lined and

stern face softened into an alnost complacent satisfaction.

He had

been a prisoner of war fo three years and had been tried and ao4bitted
at Nuernberg.

Vidn Heye, who had been very formal and had scowled dur-

ing this speec, relaxed and appeared mcoe friendly.
as imperturbable as before.

Ti Ruge re.aine"

He speaks Inglish like an Oxford prof•as•

and weighs every word for its finest shade of MeanI.
miled.

RlUd

Schubert

His bushy eebrows, which stick out from his forehead like

those of a fox terrier

seomed suddenly less militant.

00l. Owl# the

extrovert of the quintettN crossed the roca and extended a friendly
hand.

The approach had been successful.
The functional organization chart was then spread out on a table.

In this report it has been broken down Into sections, and the nams of
the chief of bmreaus, divisions, etc. have been amitted, aince tha
appear in the text.

The five

The original, however, was complete.

officers studied the chart in silence and it was some time before GeaAft Sohniewind spoke.

He aid:

*A lot oif wrk has obviously gone into the proparatiou of this chart. I have checked the
names of the department,. divisionand section
chiefs and tbq are ecrxeet. low can we help
the details of this first meting with Geam. Sohniewind and Uhs

assoiates ore reported here only to emphasise the desirability a
careful, tactful, even flattering approach what 4*lig with foreiguies.
Witho•t the support of this poop, maey of the off•iaes and offeicals
interviewed would never have been reaebed and, bad ther been located,
would never have been iufdued to speak as freely as th

did.

An outne of the study and specific questions in its various areas
had also been pp•r.eed.

Theme were submitted to Cesa
e
ca uaei4u

his associates for criticism and suggeasions.

After a sht

and

discu•sicon

Genda Schiewind stated that a conference echeadle with vTaiOs *eperts
all over Western Geftany would have to be establisbede
The project officer retunned to lmdon to continue research at the
7
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On 13, A~ugut he embarked' again for Gevma

and

to Drll ft to int.1t Ube itbid Phase of the ski4e

It wmut be a~aaulue

that iiiuu the IntoivIewsp shotJly to be 'do-

swibedgwere MeM the Germain $vvy hbed bees aampletely didwamh4.

its

ocubsteat *lp. Jis bee.seek or agparlaedma nmg the viataious silies.
Its iesahleoablsbmakedtha been vreok.4 e±~iat by air attacs (w demolitiet.

Soat its ptsomml woe expl~ed In, alasommoeapi

cpatratians

*4Wl *111.4 vwqevis~ars ht meek at them woe In civillsa jobs* In
UW luwteo

the diardýse and pmereol pqeoe of nat~l atloeoe and

stlielals baf beft cameesb.4.
relsatin to elhagd

1111h the emmaptics. at a few backs

sod pmcv10ano *I&± vrse heIA bq the Witial

Adarae*'I it am IspsiMAi~l to le004. e

a~eso"Aing tookwumtcs w

war Im1t51 laftnwettlegaclm~ag the m4Wy mystame m teehelques
Q~lqeld 1 t"e aeq. As a results it Was aseseas

la Nam

antatnoes

to rely an the ammories of pwomes intasViewm Is eewutn

such

qebMs .s teetfiAPq".
SwIa

the perod U August to 22 Septwarw 3l95,

Iena~la hoes 1W Ga4e lakaedmd

atfl~awsand

sni kis 0#weexbos were Inteviewed

I& MW Sim*$ and tomes ct lhetuai Geumeq.
V~f Uelarlah Stlaps, wba was du st os
ae

3cal,
Do

Seti~cs of tho

o-faVsvW#d Ovastrastlce mad Animat ofi #bare4 vh aver-all adaain-

ivlfWme of be*h the Getheel ftooewsme

Offie sad the Tehnaioal Pro-

eswkn Offic supply &q04.me"
vms tasylVeg at Berlin OR U~-15 inusat.
Me b"4 eatwee the Nwy I& 1WO, hAl bea a Optala at the matbsk of
vwo wes pafmieta it Mara
was the moot mibqeke
'1;0

IAbtl In 1940 m4 Tines A&rl In lC)42*

He

tftwor Satasvio% as fir as asitlelem. cc pro-

w/n ,imt~klwpsee*&ee Isemeewnel and anpew"

vasa them, theS
I t1s IsVmdlifbsibUt~if teOhleS*W4&s

to be better
UWlag the

ftht "Is meetlacg, he sons" a little stiff and fafal, aiteangh be
emaw"oeft
qetis

freely.

reoswslt diseppearet.
be we so YOW"lal

weft the aem"u Meeting, hoiwarp this

It wes *ia

the esean. days interview that.-

hiss esltialms at Ike Albert Spear sad Qraz

Mid-ami feeslts.

ft also spaee to sedI ty nasl aMtitcawl Inf+Astai
ca the Matory sad deviaeflont ct +he naZv ompy ostem. The ProJect
offloar 3.oft merlin fta. kanisbva ca the nigh of the 16th cc August.
8
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VA. Bruno Imkoens, the A

-ralQuartin-ster of the Navy from 1942-

1914 and the officer charged with matching material requrmnts with
operations, had acme to Breerhaven from Rohearode, a town in the Bars
)ontains

ares, at the raupst of Canida Sanoimind to act a 9gtde, oontact

ma and interpreter for the project offlcer in intwrvims to be held during
the period 18-28 August.

Is prooised, Gentda $Sowbdndbad established

The questions given to hbi had beew tranlated into Goran and

a sohoeda.

LArumihad to grup leaders in tree cities in" vhich intervioa vere to be
bald.

Capt

a

1 toalag hod bern designated as the oftlau
A.

appointmonts and oondtft the proceedings at Bme.
lad the same responsibilities at KiaJ..
at Ambarg.

/r
Beare

/

0

daMkI= iia

to wke

U& (hanther 38mabort
was the grmp leade

Ost0

n

the interviAus were hald,

om Beds
d 8fWrar, -aformer Uaval

UOLwl Lt

NiJir*

vepwas assigned'

Lbdr

interpreter. Valte-a

W1

at Uromer-

Ian project stagraphor and assistant

Q6eibl
a former U~uti

the Garmi

Air 7orcor also 0*loyed at the Intafligance Office at

Wo

datiled "tm
@oufwer.

On 17 bmguat, Geoudemtaan

z

lusa,

a miin eaipleet Waomrra-

seat offiial with the rank of Commander, and LCdr Irits Gismans, a Supply.
Corps officer who bad beow aa 3-boat flotila and 3-boat supply officer,
Ware interviewed at Promorbavn..
On IS &gust, VMSk 911 Iaul, the Surgeon Gemeral of the Navy, who
was carrootly

ltued as the JXrector of Pabuo Nkeath of the city of

Bremen, wax intervisuod. Capt. abm R..be

i,

Chief of U-boats in Vwtern

famme, *Ad Capt. Bruno Fischer, chief of mxwrina base contruction in

Frame, wire also interviewed at Bremen on the same day.
On 19

August,

Geouabderintesdnt Wolfgwg Shou la, a supply official

with the rank of cowsn.ar, was interviewed at Brnmrhaven.

This officer

was a clothing ard distirhing specialist sad at onme time had bee

soadpy *offwe,

the staff

Naval Caooad Italy. Questioning was confined to disbursing,

clothi•g and mutual assistane matters.
9
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On 21 kAsgt, Mkf Otto flueber, Chief of Oridnance vas interviewed at
Holent..

Thin officer had beew the commnding officer of, the omiueor IUUWDNU

Is 1939-19A0, chief of staff on the logistic/operationil comaond Group North
in 1940-1942# and in charge of procament, of a&U guns and ainnition fron,

1942-194.

Man has Tonss at one time -the chief of the 7ael. and Trenspor.-

ItaUDin Sestiem of the

~ra1 Owartermestor's Division and later Chief of

VI6178aMdS in N~rwuj MAd TUR Iboheus were also intervisued at Datin on the

On 22423 Augus, SM&i
Ineather Sohabert, chief of the Planning, RevifreInsists anm Orgkaaiati~on Sectio

of the Aihivel oiarbuuaters 2Mxvision in

1%43pa942 wee interviewed at Kiel.

This officer Iwd+ fornarly been the ser-

cad In 4oomian of the SMIMfl2NS.

DzrU~g 1943.1945', be wee the lihiral

omoewin

the Wort-am Baltic.

No spearheaded the 11.1 interviews, was

estraslY as-operative and helpfls1 and was the outstanding officer intewviewdo
cmR
the esbJ eat of organization of the SMv.

Ue hed assembled for interview:

(a) Ff Arich *elIeor a spooial4st in adniag and nine
warfare. lids officer bad beew a captain it the
outbreak of war. Use was Chief at the IMceking and
V~Ing DIVisica and in charge of a&U prcawrosit of
misses, nstsp boom and ninesveopig euoaiwat 45ing
the pftiodA 1943-1945.
(b) Cept bus SlerChief Of the OOW.NieaQtioa
liiinat Dino.This offleer had estewed the
Novy in 1921, bat had bees rel~eased that the service
behugam 1919 end 1933, whan he resesteed as a c.
uMnIaiOaSS sPesLInLUt. SO was prestd to Captain
In 1%41 and assigned 45te as o1st af the Omasnoawtions
AVpsjaut AivisIon, whre he was responsible for all
yoaroneswmt of such eupipesat.
(A.) CePt. Adibirh

Pablo assistant to Ma [Lueber in the
Ovdasne Divisios Aring the period 1943-1W4.
Us
ISas WOeM7m researek specialist and perforsed mocb
of the prcmsrint of heavy gass for the naval artilleqY divisioN nsmd heavy unIts of the fleet.

(d)

-hiebrnpko
Maltrdich sur Hishlep, a supply
official, with the rank of senior lisatemmnt. This
official was the supply officer of the port of Troadhein from 1942-1943 and doonaitzated an extensive
knowledge of the supply systoweM aoyd in advanced
bases. USo
was again interviewed. at hktin on 25 August.

(e) Tide Nkohows was interviewed a second tine on this day.
On 24 Augast, V~da Walter lineal, Chief of Daokyards in Framce was,
interviewed at Tiemsbw&g

Tis officc.i, had retired from, the Navy in 1932

and was enguige In business in China Air-ing 1933-1940.
10
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to duty in 1940 and vas assigned the Job of repairing surface vessels in
Wetern Trance.
3R8d

Herald lienast, Chief of the Comnnication Inspeotorste from 1931.

1942, was also interviwed at Flesburg on 24 August.

This officer had

entered the Navy in 1915 and had always been a odamnioation specialist.
During 1943-1945 be was in charge of all oomunication schools.
M

August Domaing, Chief of the Supply Officer Corps, was also inter-

viewed on 24 August at Zk.-mfoeride.

This officer entered the Navy in 1910

and sarved oontinously in the Paymaster or Supply Officers .Corps until.,1945.
He was the only member of the Supply Officer Corps to be promoted above the

rank of Cptain.
The interviews at Hamburg were held in accordance with the schedule
arzanged by FMiK Max Adam, the Chief of the Fuel and Transportation Section
of the Admiral Quartermaster Division.

Rida Adam was responsible for the

logistic support of all surface vessels at sea, for the arranging of all
rails inland water, air and sea transportation for the Navy with the High
Comned of the Armed Forces and for the administration of the Navys. fuel
progm.

He was interviewed on 29 August.

He was most co-operative.

is the manager of the Anglo-Iranian Oil Compeo

He

in Hamburg, is alert, very

active and dapper and gives the impression of the top-notch American public
relations or sales manager.

He is extrmely well disposed towarda Americans

and want to great lengths to impress upon the project officer many of the
details of how the Germans synthetized the various types of fuel used by
the Navy.

He had assembled for interview:
(a) VMAM Bernhardt Rogge, the captain of Raider Vessel
#16, the ATLUTIS, who was interviewed on 29 August
regarding logistic support of raider vessels and
blockade runners in the InO~an and South Atlantic
Oceans. This officer was most cooperative and friendly and very anxious to be of assistance.
(b) Hinisterialdirektor Dr. Guido Trittler, Chief of the
Construction Corps, an official with the rank of vice*
admiral, interviewed on 26 August, who was interrogated
about construction battalions, coastal defense installations and the logistic problems. experienced in connection with them.
(a) PAdm Walter Dose, Chief of the Hamburg Acceptance
Inspectorate district. This officer was charged with
inspection and acceptance of all equipment and supplies
manufactured in the Hamburg area for the ArmW, Navy and
31
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Air Force. B1 was qieetioned an 29 Jag•st re
rdirng aetbods mplare.

(d) iiottemintmmkmnt hart Maeaseju

a Special Sviryo.
&W2~y Officer with tUe rank Of Oeptaia W30 had
bee. the staff pp officer In the b1k1mass* He
was quetioned om 28 &ustabout the prol ms of
logistic mapport in that eaas. g is at jraeaat a
Bamator and DUUtist, Teig at Iboa and Hoiburg. The
iaerwim was hue in htA ebmbesh in the citry bll.

(e) Wlottemiatimabat burn valtf, eastber APOOSia Service

Sawy officr with the rak of oaptatn, w1he Wa baem
Gla..aingl suo~senor, in the AUamk~ ead had ales bean
the staff Aip3Y offlsaw or Nard Oemnut Ialy. No
is nov a maritjum

lmear.

ONaatW smisa

to the

Wre aked of thina Ofiew on 27
Oues PAt to OAleesi W
Augst. Ba was antrm y eo-eperative.
(f) Cdpt Verner IL. tolqObs, Ciee or the secret bwy
Service from, 1938-1943. ,irtioms wer eeoflued to the
activitise of the $4eow-t pplt' Se'VieG.
(g) Obarrgagir~bguat *nost 7.mstatts a sea trasapert
official with the rest 9t WcANidr inteavisied am 27
August. 741s C-14icial. was in eharge of all sea trAhs.
portation matto for the Black Oe are, md Italyi
from 1941-1944. Wei Official was qaastioee 20ueqftM
aes transportation ratters only. ]a is mmosly As
of•oul in the aniptry ,efflm
Water
e Of the city
of 1bm&"g.
(h) Dr. Hm Graeber, the aagia director of the lantasbe
eretta, a large oou ial shinaed at
wq,
o
&Udm the was, was in c
of the ams
oarge
of Prom
fabricated makfndnea for the Upeer lftzistfY at 901s1
Tranoe. He wv interngsted ragrdi waesmarW xqad In transportiLng subi~rimss, over;ý eatd tkeug the
inland vatew a to the )aditerresa
and the problem
emmaeroed it connection with muh work.
(1) Capt. Wilhelm Naussamean a summery specialist ehargsd
with the procuremet of ore iAe 4 P
is.e Basrae
2at
of Versbip Constrution sad Amrnt. Oaeatiom were
confined to the operations of tke Beval Ormasee Iumpeetorate SApl~y System.
The interviews at HBmburg completed the first p$ee oa $be sebadle
established b7 Genuk

Schniewind and the project officer returned to BeM-

erhaven . to transcribe sound recordings and p•mit the stemograpber to type
hew notes.

Du-ing the period 30 August to 6 Septamber, Cedm Shmhiwind, 1pka
ftge, VAtha Nqe and Rif Wagner were intrviewed on gaealo

matters.

Col. Goa was questioned about Geman naval aviatiaon.

vaderintendante Ualusa and Sobaoul
on mi"i

organiastional

and LCdr GMlmin

Gesob-

were again questioned

and general service supply matters.
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On 6 September, the project officer left Bremerhaven for Bonn with
Col. Gaul, who had been designated as contact man by Genidm Schniewind for
the second phase of the schedule

and the stenographer.

At Bonn, the follow-

ing were interviewed on 7 September:
(a) Oberregierungsrat Dr. Hans Georg MIeller, a supply
official with the rank of commander, who was ohief
of procurement at the naval dockyard, Wilhelmhaven,
and chief of storage and procurement under Vida
Stiegel in the Admiralty. Thin official was questioned
on supply organization and procedures. He is at present employed by the West German Government as CQief
of Inland Waterways.
(b) Ministerialrat Rolf Hesse, a supply official with the
rank of captain, who served as supply officer of the
naval dockyard at Wilhelmshaven and later on the senior
administrative staff at Kiel, handling disbursing, clothHe was questioned on these
ing and commissary matters.
matters.
(c) Mtnisterialrat De., Klaus A. rggert, a supply official
with the rank of captain, who had been attached to
the Navy Budget Office in the Admiralty from 19411945. He was questioned on matterepertalning to
finance. He is presently employed by Ubq) government
in the Finance Ministry at Bonn.
On 8 September, Oberregierungarat Dr. Werner Booker, a supply official
with the rank of cciander, was interviewed at Bonn.
deputy fuel director for RIda Adam.

This official had been

Questions were confined to fuel manage-

ment and fuel aecounting.
On 10 September, Admiral Otto Backenkoehler, Chief of the Bureau of

Warship Construction and Armaent from 1943-194$ was intrviewed at lramnfort an Main.

Questions were of a general nature.

Capt Hans Guenther

4ommsenj, Chief of the Economic Division of the Bureau of Warship Construetion and Armament from 1940-1945,was also interviewed at Frankfort am Main

on 10-UI September.

This officer was a very important man in procurment/

production programs of the Navy.

He was questioned at great length about

procurement and production.
On 12 September, the project officer visited the headquarters of
Coxmiander U.S.Naval Forces Germazy at Heidelberg.
On 13 September, Mlnisterialrat Dr. Hans Jannsen, an official with the
rank of captain who was the chief chemist of the Navy, was interviewed at
Stuttgart.

Questioning was confi,.id to fuel production and fuel administra-

tion.
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On 14 September, LCdr Karl Pospischil, a member of the Sea Transporta.

tion Section of the Saviral Quartermasterts Division and area sea tranaportation officer in Italy, was interviewed at Munich. Qaeationing was oonfined to shiyeents, markings and the sea transpqlration organisation.
On 15 September, )arinebandirektor Dr. Heinx Frien., a supply official
with the rank of captain, who was Chief of the Technical Procurement Office
MuPY system, was interviewed at Munich. Whst of the czeetionS put to

this official. pertained to apart puts and engines and their procurement,
storage and distribution.

The project officer and his party returned to Bremerhaven on 16 Septeml.
ber.
On 19 September, Ida Erich 7oerste, the Navy Budget Officer from 193r.

1937?, Coanding, Officer GNEISEKAU from 1938-1939, ldm!ralegaeis 1941-1943
and CinC Chief Oommnd North Sea 1943-1945, was interviewed at WilheIlmshaven.
Qestions were confined to financo and budgets.

Capt. Wilhela Boettcher, a pa5mastcr and supply officer from 1915-1945,
and Fleet Paymaster, North Sea from 1942-1945, was also interviewed at WilheJmshaven on 19 September.

Questions asked covered all pbtses of supply, dis-

burning and logistics.
On 2D September, Yr. Otto Merker, a civilian assistant of Dr. Albert
Speer,was interviewed at Hannover. Mr. Merker was the nan who established
the produotion line system of prefabricating submarine bulls and is at present the managing director of Hannoveresche Maschinenbau-Aktien-Gesejlsohaft
(Hanomag)., a large truck and tractor nanufacturIng company.

Questions were

confined to the Speer Ministry and the Navy's production problens.
On 21 September, VAda Rogge was again interviewed at Hamwbrg on mobile
support matters.
On 22 8eptember, the project officer returned to London.
Research work had been assigned to Messrs Pfeiffer and Case at the
British Ademralty.

The material exctraeted from Admiralty filet was reviewed

and now assigments made

Daring this visit, it was discovered by the project

officer that the files containing the secret correspondence on the German
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Navy's research and development program had not been

icrofilaed by the

U.S.Navy at the time when the seized documents were reviewed,
reported to the Naval Attache at London.

Thie vwan

An exchange of despatches betwc•

the Attache and the Office of Naval Intelligence corroborated this. With
the permission of Cdr. Saunders of the Foreign Docmets Section of the
Admiralty, these files wore taken to the office of the Naval Attache and
microfilaed.

They were subsequently forwarded to the Navy Departaet.

Before leaving Germar,

it was suggested by VAdm Hq* and Wk Vagner

that LGdr iut Ambrosius, a former minesweeping flotilla co

nder, then

residig in Paris, kmight be able to contribute some informatiot on how mineoweesrs and other ... 1

craft were logistioa.l.

supported.

This officer

was interviewed in Pais on 1 October.
It was also rocomasaded by Flottenintendant Wlff and Geschwaderintuedant Schoula that Colonel Comissariat Vittorio do Luca an Italian Supply
Corps captain, should he interviewed regarding the ntual assistan•oe arrangeunts between Germany and Italy.

Capt. W. J. harshalls the Naval Attache,

has, smae the nocessary appointment, and the project officer visited the
Italian Navy Department at Pow on 16-17 October to interview Colonel de
Luca.

This Interview proved to be a very important one.

lavale

Tenrente Gonerale

the Payster General of the Italian Navy, and Colonel do Luca were

very oo-operative and, in addition to furnishing information during the de
Imsa interview, the gave the project officer copies of the Italian Navy•ts
instructions to its forces regarding mutual assistance transfers of material

and other details of the program.
The project officer returned to Lotdon, completed his affairs at the
British Adkiralty and embarked fcr the United States on 27 October 1951.
Before leaving London, a review

He arrived in Washington on 29 October.
of the information obtained was made.
looked.

Some essential points had been oven-

Rather than return to Bremrhaven, a lettear was written to Col.

Gaul raeesting that the additional information should be obtained.

This

rowlted in contributions to the atudy being made by RlId P. V. Slob, the
offlow in charge of the logis÷4

support department at
15
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Throughout the visit to Germqqy, the officers and officials interviewed

"re0eeved
traieis.

the project ottieer vith great eourtemy, friendlinss and velcome
ha Imortant c•etributory factor to this was that he wva acoom-

pealed by a represeatative of OenAfa Iehmiwi*6 who amgbaosaed that it wva
Geiad Iaemiedad'i ad Mis aisieeiateS

desar, that thq should answer fully

and traththtly svesy qe stion asked them by the proJect officer.

and Ccl. Goal, be

VTi lmachen

me of their forer pesition, ver very well known by

all. of the naval offiews and officials.

With them acting an guides, contact

mee and interpeetrs, it was ecqiaratively easy to reach the various officers
and officials In their offi-es, homes and confareene roms.

The project

offlie decided to travel by whaterer means was affbrded, to stop at whatwet hotel hA iwide desigated and to keep apointmets whmever or wberever
was most convenient to the persons to be Interviewed.

Inanyinstances this

Involved ecafieamoes late at night or early in the morning, in third class
hotels, in village imm and on board a floating hotel on the RMine River.
It also involved traveIling in third clan day coaches and sleepers, or
peIW four in a mall GarmIsm Opel car vith recording eqaijamt, typswriters,
bagage and Jerry cans filled with gasoline.
was thoroughly searched b7 peronm

In ]ktin and NIbkg, his room

unknown.

Despite these incidents, howeveor, the day to day job of interviewing
was pleasant. and the presence of the contact officers made the task of
breaking the ice vith those interviewed considerably oener.
The officers and officials interviewed were highly intelligent.

supply officers and officials all spoke U3glish somnclaitly
of the lUse oftiers.

VTik Supes

Mraters LOol Sohelbel and 17rine

The

as did sm

ol GIoi, lottAiendnt Wulff$ Hilferinn
dektor

riese•, while speaking loglish

with a decided Oxford accent, quite. often intafspersed their remarks with
hmericnisea.

It appeered that all the officers and officials were technical

experts in their own jobs.

Bowveer, the conclusion was reluctantly reached

IV the project officer that moat of them did not have a very broad knowledge
of the over-allorganisatiom of the Navy or the responsibilities of divisions,

offies, eftc., other than those to which they bid beaw attached.
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In several imstnces, dwing iniiornl disoassion,

refrwenc was

]ad* to Dansia and its occupation of teast Gumrmj, its potential tbreat
to Vast Gernaly and the work being done bor the United State. nade the Nobrth
Atlantic Treaty OrpmIsation.

There wan little doubt that those GnMnaw

whom the project officer anet thoroUghy dislike the Ruissians sad were Very
kindly disposed towards Amwios.
TO SMMIzingra,

"

5~4 foreign Offtinws or officials, of the fozue Geama

ma~
the former German Air boros 1 the Iqvl Navy and the Italian Na" eo-

tribated to this stW.

These officer. and Officials vase of the follWing

ranks or comparative, ranks.
Liantassat Colocel (AF) ....... j.I

General Adia........l
Amer A~a..........O
Captan ...........

Cmunade
IrA

Liontemat (3kitivh),.........2
Civilimanasistaos to Dr.

1

(Evitish)............ l1

the United States, 18 Anwioam aitisass sad navel alofwos not

attached to the Navy Dqiartmbt also contributed to this st'a*:
Vk. eSom&
DWAldin# Nlitary Ilitor of the New York ?Taas.
Po1.llen
Xk. M.ard Ibsenass$int
mk. Swueth V. PrAyne, h')Ontvs Aditor Aneales Diest *naaime.
ve.Water hhonem
at0witor, headers
Digest m mihgase.
1
te, xditovr, Aeades t Digest )kgaaine
am*. Hope, Nastaan
Hima %hr7Ibsn sad kin. Adith StazrkeW, India Departments,
Mr. Cbarles 1krpih, Associate Mitor,, Life Nopsine.
vises" hAm llsahe and Am oibaih Indax Dqwrtmat of Life$
Tine aud borbane Ibsines.
Capt. IL 1- Dxzhrl 00, Professorof Nava lSciencev Brow Univesit+y.
CaPt. 360127 boles, UM# Bead of Logistics Depa-tamnt, 1J.3.Nval Var
Cdr.
Car.
Mr.
Cdr.
RMk
Car.

So X. Itadimsh, 80, U934 assistant to Cpt. baeles
I, Tofle, gas Una assi3teat to Capt. B"elss.
UMilimS , UM assistant to Oapt. blSo"
3.3,
A. H. HomIý R UW, SeOnd flet 9 1. Atlant4is let.
C. it. Unsti% A 0UK Logistic A;seer Conteort y'0010, N.JT.
N. P. Knwles, it, UN, assistant t. ME kstis

The Naval Attaches at London, RIe D. 5. Corwafl sad M~k A. locek,
and the Assistant Naval Attache,, Capt 3. Watts, sMoved, gneat interest in the
project and mAde the facilities of their office available to the trojact
officeir as a base fromt which to operate.

The Naval Ittache at I=##, Capt

w. ,L marehiJi, wa also of grast assistance ýin effecting appointments and
introdactions to personnel at the Italia Na" Departaient.
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anL the assistant W1ets and psat of the heads of

Vithnbla *dSA

diwiUlawss

ds, mufesticas regordlug areas in whiok the study obwd be

ditm*AW1.

WW Wepered qemwticun thqr believed pertinent to the study.

SwaMM4

otfieas at the

Corps
Wnwl eidmvil soeesa

on daty in the

Of loe of the Chief of ftwel Opecatiow also l1Wt vainable aaolstaxoe.%
Johns twobletm, the civil "mpiqer

or the &mesee and Dsvslop.eot xviulons,

blen~dS IMPIaed to the proJ st a,1 edALMIAiatriv

eSsiatlAt 4ls0 has 004-

tcwlbtd c~atly to the project tbrongh Mes peiastekiq reseorok and trans3ntufa of CORONa 6*GMMt,6
Mwe prejet offloer vokleftes; thin vhale hearte suppor and assist-m by 421 these offloers and other persons in a spirit of great oppreocatlas. Without sach wAnwot sa

eslsntoan,

the bulk of the inforwation

eellewte dArive %bisstudy esud not have beow obteised,
?rmnslated dowaeets, vounA resordnagosoad steowgrephic transcriptions
of inkteriews bead sad other remseso

data used In emoplla ths report

we in the filse, of the Research end Dwvalagmeot Xvilsla of

am.

Jbaifestly, it heas been impossible, to orcee.,oheek all of the Latfsomtlon
eowtaixed in this report.
either throeg

The bulk of it hoa been orose-seheekeds howover,

study -X seised dowimtste, ORI report. sad published, articles,

wr bwer possible,

by qaestioning nore, than one twaser na~al offleer or

offlelal cn the sawa

bj~ot. Mwe mqt bas been @0bjeote to corare

for the, porpos. of prodacing the miost acoarats, pictuen possible.

sorutiny

Where inforh.

vation of a doubtfal nature bos bows inclu"e for the parpose of ocapleting
a plcture, attmntion has bees invited to Its possible unreliability. The
parpose at the whole ins neither to praise vor to blesao but to ameaur*.

It

has bees the desire, of the projsot officer tbroughout the compilation of this
report to present the laformtioan In an .ttgww-a4Qdicod'5gannw, sinose it Is
only upon unblesed infroratIon that sound conclusions can be drawn.
Asovioan sometiams fall to beer in aind, when compering the esperlencos
of other coautrics with that of the United States# that the orgenizations
sad operating aetbods of those ocuntrioe reflect the past traditions, history#
watcstm and beliefs of those countries and aer peswuliar to then alone.

$mes

ouply and disbursing tochniqcas described in this report wil appear, vhen

is

MOMM

Suci~r xw"ancuO

wcfI

first eOaidwed, WhOIVlly i

l of wvon trial I~y the U. S. MVy bomeas
Whle it in true that they were

of our standards and Ameisan vay of life.

eomboeived maC ptrctUsed Under a totalitarian astam of Ipyernment, it is
ams tree that thq' were practised bra a,y sorewly preuse4 a navy tr7ing
to elialmate waste and poor utilimation of valuahle .stipamt and suJplies
wherever poesible.

500 Of

them were mgbco'd to, avoid disrutWoc of the
Otbe.was

eoomomies of aomqdped oacatries.

ISO
meO eryUboom"e of the iso-

3Lated position of Oew=Wvs sain aeval bases and the inability of its forees
to return to them for roploosiuemat manrspefrs.

Whatever the reasons for

their adoption br the Gusoma AN%, it in recc~mdeAd that tb'r be fUlly con-.
Waveed beore "~h are disoez4eod "s unmiitabLe for hausiomr mse in wartime.
This reoonmmatioa Is mae becinsa of the oomavitioa that has been Saining
strength in Americ"an uiitarY circles that another wr would reqtafr the
Zfxll utilimation Of GVerj came
that cor omnts

-

not ton

-of

equipments ntarial and mipplie

eon pmaoboe
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rhis toommaltmi

UflZAI1 ci THZ GflI.

.-

of the arganisatim of the jerman lavy mXut be pref-

aeed by an eiatioa

at the outset that the whole structure of the

Gemm Meob, its .eoma,
eveL

NAVEt

its flsanoe,

its civil and f.mita_7 agencies -

faceet at its matiomal life - was subrdinated to one person - the

1eser, Aolf Nitle.

In 1933 he asumed tba title of Chancellor of the

Gimna Aeieh, a&d stripped- the Relbstag of its traditi•nal authority to
une

laws.

After January 1, 1934, it merely aroved the legislation

pinalgated bl titler aslo
e

or bF him and his cabinet.

national budgets or appropriations was eliminated.

Public control
In short, Hitler

eruated a miltaRy state.
Ue GOeau

aobillsed for war, she stood, with only about ome-tenth

of the UAited States' area, close to the United States in the value of
her ladmatrUl output.

rise.

Industrial Geamn

csisted of 1,900,000 facto-

7hers ma full emlqumt. Over 00,000 foreigners had been In-

ported mand

t to week.

7he cripples, the aged and those injured in

immustzial &Wa&detx baated
bee oca
five miflica womn

hpted.

A pool of between four

wkes bad beeo tapped for additional labor.

Ia~stry and come

And

Mining,

together aepload 58 peroent of the mployable popu-

lation.
he stool and eleotroteeuaical indastrlis were second in world production. American In t7
s Ger1U ,s c47 peo in this field. The
mhaieal indatxU,

which supplied most of the world with dyes and chemi-

eels, tied with Wated States indastxy for first place in world produotion.
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I. G. YarbenindIstrie was perhaps the world's best know name in
chemistry.

Machinery and automotive equipment, two of the foundations of

adutrialim-,

employed the sixth biggest labor force in Germany.

The

Grman machine tool Industry was one of the most powerful in the world.
It was greatly Qpa&ided befae the war and vas rigidly controlled as being
highly Important to the w
largest in the wrld.

Gemja

other strategic Industries,

effort.

The vehicle indAstry was the third

facilitated and encouraged development of
such as those manufacturing aircraft, instru-

uents, accesscries, rubber and fuel substitutes.

German products we"e

sold in eww7 Important nation in the world.
Sixtq-seven percent of the German population lived in cities.

Berlin

was the world's fourth largest city, with a population of four and one
quarter million.
lion.

The population of the German Reich proper was 66 all-

Crmeed into an area much maller than the state of Texas, the

people lived 353 to the asqare mile, a population density eight times
that of the United Staten.
Comeotig her Industrial centers, seaports and large cities was a
high

interwaven tranbportation system.

The state-owned railway system

Included 42,50 miles of trck, or almost twice as much as tho combined
tracksce of the Pennsylvania and New York Central sayt=s.

Rolling stock

consisted of 22,00) locomotives and 670,000 passenger and freight cars
which hauled ame than 5W,000 tons of mercbandise annually.
Rihiways cut across the country at all angles.
tnoua

aute

-e.

Among these were the

The.e hghNways consist of two 25 foot lanes divided

by a 16 foot center strip and bordered by a shoulder strip on either side.
Designed to conneet ctmercial centers, these roads avoid contact with
villagos cc cities.
highways.

They are high speed truck and passenger car express

Mmen German mobilised for war, they were 1850 miles long,

with 9000 amles more either projected or under construction.

The high-

way s7stem as a wdole totalled 13M,000 miles, or more than all the hard
surface ro*ads in southern United States.
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Inland waterways reached far into the interior, with interconnecting
canals that would permit transit from one end of Germany to the other.

The inland fleet consisted of almost 18,000 vessels.

Germany's ocean-going

merchant marine was about one-third the size of that of the United States.
Its aiwaeys system connected with 33 European, South American and Asiatic
countries.

In brief, the German econamy was one of the most highly geared,

aggressive and industrialiaed national systems in the world.
Incongruously, however, Germany had practically none of the raw naterials required to support an industrial aoon~my within hei, own borders.
It

is cWleme

nation needs.

that there are aver 30 vital materials that an industrial
Of them all, Germany had in abundance only coal and potash.

She had to import all the rest in part or whole quantities - all of her
p'ecious metals, anl of her nickel, chrnmixu,

and mercury, 71 percent of

her coppr and iron ore, 51 percent of her lead, all of her cotton, silk,
rubber and jute and aljost all of her wool, hemp and vegetable oils, as
well as ae

half of her hides and skins.

This was the German econumic

position when she entered World War II.

In developing the new military state, Hitler permitted the national
agencies of the government (with the exception of the Reichstag; the
Reichreat; and the Reich Supreme Court of Accounts, the duties of which
were si4ilar to those of our General Accounting Office) to continue to
function as they had under the Weimar Republic.

The power of the Reich-

stag and Reicharat, however, were curtailed to that of a rubber stamp
com-pes-, and the function of the Supreme Court of Accounts limited to
superficial examimtion of accounts, designed only to determine whether
cn not money had been spent for the muroses intended by the respective
oinanders-in-chief of the armed forces.
A maber of charts showing national agencies, the High C-and of
the Armed Forces and the various naval bureaus, offices and fleet coands
have been inclided in this chapter as a means of eliminating unnecessarily

long or involved discussions of the functions and relative importance of
the many units that coposed the Navy's organization.

The description

of these organizations has been kept as brief as was possible without
22
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loss of clarity.

It is not intended that such discription sbhall be con-

strued as ccmplete.
CcawrA

Many national agencies and divisions of the High

of the Armed Forces had responsibilities that indi ectly affected

the operations of the Navy.

The ones that follow, however, are those

that most actively affected naval logistics.

NATIO.AL lEL
At the national level the agencies that affected naval logistics the
most were:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The
The
The
The

Reich Cabinet
Reichstag and Reicharat
Ministry of Labor
Ministry of Econmics, which was later absorbed by

5. The Ministry of War Production and Armament
6.
7.
8.
9.
i0,

The
The
The
The
The

Ministry of Transportation
Ministry of Food and Agriculture
Ministry of Finance
Reichsbank
Supreme Court of Accounts.

The functions of these policy-making organisations and their effect
on naval logistics, the fights for priorities, the ccmplaints of inequities, and the dissension that mrose within the Navy over the loss of its
traditional prerogatives in the field of procurement and sea transportation
have been described in the chapters on Finance, Transportation and Procuremaer, Storage and Distribudion of Supply.
DEPARTMOT OF IEES lEL
Under the German principle of unity of coumnd, the Army, Navy and
Air Force were regarded as branches of a single service, the Armed Forces
(die Wehrmacht).

Instead of three departments, there was a single branch

of the Government known as the High Coand of the Armed Forces (Obakrkmado aer Wehruacht:OKW),

which represented the Joint interests of the

armed forces with respect to otilr governntal departments.

This Joint

high oinnd, of which Hitler was the supme head, was responsible for
the general conduct of the war.
forces in the field and saw to it

It

appointed camnders for the Joint
that the efforts of the three branches

of the service were thoroughly coordinated.
Under the OKW, each branch had its own high caad:

the High

Cmand of the Army (Oberkamando der Heeres:OKH), the High Coand of
RISTRICID
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the Navy (Cberkommando der Kriegsmarine:CM),
Air Force (%serkcmando der Luftwaffe:rEL).

and the High Command of the
These were responsible for

organizing in detail, under the general direction of the CEl, the military, raval and air establishments respectively, and for carrying out
the strategic planning of the OKW in their particular spheres.
Until 1935, the Army was solely responsible for the mobilization
and organization of Germany's entire war potential.

Its staff was also

responsible for all aspects of planning, and control was not confined to
the Army only but included both the Navy and the Air Force wtthin its
scope.

It is possible, therefore, to realize the imense power which

was then wielded by the Supreme Army Staff, and to understand that the
Ary•, which was traditionally of first importance, considered the Navy
and the Air Force as "supporting services".

It has been said that the

German &nm never fully appreciated the value of an independent navy and
air force and that, as a result, the Navy (M) and the Air Force (CL),
though represented on the Supreme Army Comnand Staff, had iL practice
less standing than the Anr.
In 1935 Hitler dismissed von Blomberg as head of the Supreme Army
Staff and took over the position of Supreme Comander of the Armed Forces.
He reorganized the entire system of higher levels of command, separated
the three armed services from the Supreme Army Staff, and created a new
and maller organization, the High Coasnd of the Armed Forces ((KW).
It was made responsible for giving effect to his orders and for coordinating the activities of the Army, Air Force and Navy.
This new organization was headed by Gen. Keitel, who was known as
the Chief of the Armed Forces (Chef der Wehrmacht).

He had no real power,

however, and his principal duty was merely to draft Hitler's orders.

It

is sldd that he seldom. voiced an opinion and that he was regarded with
etatept by most of the senior officers.

O very different calibre, how-

ever, was General Jodl, who directed a special planning staff within the
00U, and who was responsible for working out the broad outlines of major
operations.

It has been reported that he understood the principles of
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inter-service cooperation more clearly than most of the German staff offiowrs and that his cold intelligence fitted him well for his duties.

Theo-

retically, Jodl was subordinate to Keitel, but in practice he served as
ar. equal, and both generals worked together as Hitler's private staff
Officers.

The three CnCla, Goering (AIr Force), Raeder and later Doenits (Navy),
and van Braudeitsch (Ake), wer

senior to Keitol and Jodl and, depending

on their personal relations with Hitler, more or less directed their own
operations within the framework laid down by the Supreme Omcdor.

haCh

CinC bad the right of direct access to Hitler, and periodically djinusaed
with him future plans and the progress of current operations.

These

"Fmhrer Conrarences" were the nearest approach to a Council of ler in
Nasi German,

but they never attained the status of a genni

as the three finCs were seldom allowed to report together.

council,
The confer-

ences were essentially reports by the CinG concerned to Hitler, and although the rePorts were frequently advisory as well as descriptive, it
depended on Hitler whether a free discussion followed or not.

The other

officers present, usually Keitel, Jodl, and minor staff officers of the

0KW, were there simp3y to note decisions reached or to provide infoxfmtion
on specific points raised at the conference.
coand of the Arm,

In 1941 Hitler also assud

dismissing von Brauchitsch.

In addition to being

Supreme CGomander of all armed forces, he was then also GinC, (KH.
RAda Guenther Schubert, Chief of the Mobilization Planning and Requirements section of the Adlmiral Quartermaster Division, Naval War Staff
(AdM Qu 31),

when asked to explain the development of the 01W and its

influence on the naval logistic system, stated:
ODuring the first years of the war, the Navy tried,
and succeeded, to nasntain its independence.
It goes
without sayins th*t now and then OrW tried by so-called
1Fuehrer direc+ivesl to interfere with the Navy's canpetence even in the sector of operational cuumana.
However, actual consequences hardly ever resulted
from these activities. It was not until the entire
Germn w-_rfare was forced more and aore into the defensive, and the supply problems grew more difficult,
that C9W rose into the foreground where the Navy was
concerned. In this defensive situation the three services had increasingly to closeaction.
the ranks of their
forces in the field of camon
25
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"This natmu
and usel
development was followed 1t
a me rum ecueteatica of th three services at
the bigbast level, the MlL This vas a logical reaction and in no way disadvantageous. It was a Mere
necessit.
In nearly all theaters of war, commnuds
comprising all three services were set up. However,
naval warfare not connected witi' coastal areas (at
that tip practically only submsrine warfare) was
not toiched be, this developont. Shipbilding was
traniferTe& to Speer, who, as head of the Ministry of
Ammmat =4 hr Production, froa that time onward
becme xaapmeihle for the armament of the forces.
In this period of scarcity of productive capacities
and raw materials, there was no other solution. The
difficulties then being faced by the Navy in logistics
and supply did not result from this step or froa the
mare rigid direction by (W, but were due to the merean situation.

"This wamoldable developunt in moder warfare had
bee recognized in peace time and led to the idea of
creating a corps of high level staff officers, cmsisting of represeatatives of all three services, to
carry out general staff duties in connection with the
combined commd of the forces. Each service therefore sent able ataff officýak to a comon trainin
course, established as the Armed Forces Academy (Webrmachtsakadusie). It was our Intention to create a
staff officers' corps able to concider and judge the
over-all situatihn rTcn a higher point of view, one
exceeding the sphere of their own sertices. Only
this type of staff officer in a High Ccmand of the
Armed Forces would offer a guarantee that in top level
decisions interferences which were disadvantageous to
vitl. cor,ccrn; ý.,f tnu uf the tiervices would bo cut out.
However, it was impossible to avoid this danger coklxLetely. That is human nature. In spite of all this,
in audern warfare such combined cmand of the forces
had to be created."
Some of the naval officers and officials interrogated claimed that

the subordination of the Navy to the (W bad been disadvantageous.

They

stated that Hitler, as head of the Army while head of the state, and
Goering, as head of the Air Force while head of the Four Year Plan, had
used their influence to commndeer badly needed supplies for their respective services and that, as a result, the Navy had not been furnished many
of the its
ful war.

of supplies (predominantly fuel) necessary to wage a success%ben RAin Schubert was questioned on this subject, he continucd:
"First, it has to be stated that a modern war, which
will alvays be a total one, cannot be conducted without subordinating the various services under one comam planning and operating authority. The problem
now is, how far the ecopetence of such a top level
osranization. is to influence the individual services
without enaingering their %m tqpe of warfare. It
snews obvious and logical, owing to the different
26
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backgrounds of the top staff officers of the individual services, that such a staff ought to see its
task merely in terms of strategical aut operational
planning. The center of gravity of aln te tasks a
High CmnAnd of the Forces has to carry out will always rest with organizing and directing the brtire
war effort of the nation, i.e., of its material -.
personnel strength, its industry, economy, and sources
of raw materials and, also, to assign to the various
services that amount of means of war as is necessary
to meet the situation.

"The

CXV, established before the war, was tLa directing and administrative staff of the Supra Ccmander
of the Forces, Hitler- It had no ccammd authority
on its own and, therefore,ý no authority to issue orders
to the various services. These were subordinated to
their om condsrs-in-ehief, who were directly subordinated to Hitler. The head of (XV, therefore, had
no duties or authority other than being the chief for
supervising and directing the staff duties of the C(I.
Merely to complete the picture, I might mention that,
in addition to the tasks listed above, CIV, for all
three services, dealt with propaganda, counter espionage, strategicel reconnaissance and intelligence,
and problems of military and international law.
"When the Ol waae set , V in pace time it waS plAniAed,
in case of war, to subordinate the three services to
a Supreme Comander, who was not appoialt
= peace
time, who wculA be required to use the CXV staff for
his staff duties in planning and comand.
Theoretically, all preparations necessary in this direction
were completed beforehand. However, this appointment
never oaterlalized before war broke out. Hitler was
the suprm comwder and rmained in that position.
In autumn 1941 he took charge of the UrW and thus designated to it a dominating position.
At least it
appeared that way to an outside observer.
"This position of the Army resulted on occasions in a
disadvantage for the Navy where large scale supply and
procurement of stores was concerned. However, regarding
the problem of cainand, the Navy had the advantage,
because it retained its independence and its own conmand by naval experts. The predominance of the Air
Force over the Navy in the field of supply, beginning
with the creation of the Air Force, was due to the
economic key positions in industry held by Goering."
Althoueh the officers and officials claimed that the danger involved
in superimposing an Army cisnnd over the Navy was clearly foreseen, and
that they expected from the very beginning of mobilization to be treated
as Ostepchildren" in such a scheme, CinC Navy had no misgivings about the
establishment of the 0%W.

In a speech delivered by GrAde Raeder on 3

February 1937, he said, among other things:
"Today war means not ctdy soldier against soldier but
also war between total populations. The concept of
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different fronts will disappear.

Not oray will the

land, sea and air fronts on the borders of the Motherland present a unified battlefrcat, but the operations
area of the war will include the total of our own area

agd that of the onemt.

This will also be true of an.

colonies, base.3 and sea cammnnioations.

It

is here

that the crisis of the war vust be expected. The bordear of th enemy which lie directly adjacent will not
be the decisive factor under all circumstances.
"The beat possibilities for the successful completion
of an operation exist when not cly the operation itself cams as a surprise but also the outbreak of war.
Since World War I it has become apparent that there
has been a transition from the independent conduct of
a 1wr by the Army or the Navy to war operations conducted uMnder a unified command."
In carrying out its

mission of coordinating Army, Navy and Air Force

activities, (KW controlled most of the Navy' s procurement and production
until 1942 because of CKV's liaison with the Ministries of Labor, Transportion, EonomAics, Food and Agricultwj-e, Mr rrofuction and Armament and
Fipasne.

The agency in CIV that dealt with such mattesrs was the

iyALXWM of Xilitary Xrcri!

when the Speer

VA i'=nnnt ((IVAu. V]41.

iniatry was formed, thl

Until 1942

division controlled the alloca-

tion of ra-w materials, prices which conti ictors could charge the military,
and other economic phase: of procurement i -r all branches of the Azmed
Forces.

The Armament Cccmands and Armameat Inspectorates, described in

the chapter on Procurecmnt, were oubordinated to this division.

It only

needs to be said hero that CKW/Rue Wi designated which should be the
service responsible for procurement of common use items of equipage or
consumables, and determined what percentage of the raw materials, finished
products ard plant production facilities each cervice would receive.
Another activity in the CIV that affected naval logistics was the
FZOrln mtnj A
Canaris.

n

i lv•on ((KS//Abehr), headed by Adm Wilhelm

It was dissolved when that officer was arrested in July 1944.

The Ausland/Abwehr section of this division controlled the activities of
Itappendienst, a secret supply organization composed of buoirness men abroad
who operated under orders of the varicuý naval attaches throughout the
world.

The mission of this organizaticn was to cer-icc submarines, block-

ade runners, armed merchant raiders and other naval vessels at foreign
RESTRICTED
SECURITY INFORMATION
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An account of its

activities and organization has been included

In the chapter on the Secret Supply Service.
Th0

F4.t

s )miical_

DIvIaln played a relatively vuniprtant

role In naval logistics but should be mentioned here to complete the pietwe.

Its function was to procure and equally distribute medical supples

and equipowt asmg the various services.

Details are contained in the

chapter on Procluiweint, Storage and Distribution of Supply.

TIE IGH~i~INDTI 151!,referred to here as thb OKK or Admiralty.,
consisted of:

(a) A Navy Budget Office which consolidated the fiscal requirements
of the Navy for submission thrcugh CinO Navy to the Yinistry of
Finance (later direct ta the Reich Cabinet), and which then, as
direct representative of CIzC Navy administered the budet.
(b) A Cimander-in-Chief's staff which, in addition to performing
the normal functions of such a, staff, cared for and administered
the civil and ailitary personnel of the Admiralty.
(c) A Naval War Staff (SKL), whose functions were similar to those
of our Chief of Naval Operations. It exercised naval and logistics c
nd, with an Wairal Quartermaster division (Ada Qu.)
whos duties paralleled those of our Deputy Chief of Naval Operations for Logistics.
(d) Two technical bureaus: The Bureau of Warship Construction and
Armament (MarRuest) and the Bureau of General Affairs (Yar~ehr)

(a) A Bureau of Officer Personnel (MarPers)
The following is a breakdown of the functional organization of these
offices, staffTs and bureaus*, insofar as they affected naval logistics.
The Nav

Budxet office (mi/z),

headed by Captain Basuke, was the

surem authority in the Navy in all budget and disbursing matters.

This

department was solely responsible to CinC Navy, its head acting as the
direct representative of GrAda Raeder or Doanitz in such matters.

Many

persons inUrrogated said that this 6epartment was vwwy arbitrary in its
decisions about how much mey could be spent and in what manner, and that
man

or these decisions were based on opinion rather than the evidence of

need subitted.
MVE was responsible for the preparation of estinatos of the Navy's
financial requirements and revisions of estimates; development, ewecution
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assistance to naval activities in the administration of their appropriations; and supervising the general finances of the Navy.
It

played an important role in the development of the new German Navy

by maintaining a secret budget used for the establishment and perpetuation
of a "shadow industry" to construct fishing vessels, motor boats and other
patrol craft in Germany, electrical torpedoes in Sweden and U-boats in
Holland.

It

also financed experiments in Finland and Japan.

It

accom-

plished this without the consent or knowledge of the Reichstag or Relchsrat,
through tlte establishment of a business firm, the Metallurgical Research
Company, whose bonds were sold to the public.

The details of these trans-

actions and other responsibilities of 0KM/H are contained in the chapter
on Finance.
Tha Ca

an-Ar-Tn-Chief s Staff (M),

headed by RAdm Schulte - Moenting,

contained a Public Relations Division (MI),
Military Personnel Division (MIM),

Naval Attache Division (MATT),

Civil Personnel Division (M Allg),

Naval Dispensary (M/Sta) and several other groups, whose functions were
primarily housekeeping ones.

The Naval Attache Division (MATT) was the

contact point between the Foreign Intelligence Division of OKW (Ausland/
Abwehr) and the area or group leaders of the Secret Supply Service,

since

directives relating to their work and reports from them were transmitted
via the naval attaches in the countries in which they served.
TEMNAVAL WAR STAFF (SKL)
The Naval War Staff, headed by VAdm Meisel, consisted of two groups,
an operational staff (SKL) and an Admiral Quartermaster's Division (Adma
Qu).

The former (1-6 SXL and SKL/KA) was administered by RAdm Gerhardt

Wagner (1 SKL) and was charged with the planning of all surface force
operations.

The latter (Adm Qu) was administered by VAdm Bruno Machens,

the Admiral Quartermaster, and was charged with the logistic planning for
such operations.

SKL may be likened to the staff of our Chief of Naval

Operations, Adm Qu to the staff of our Deputy Chief of Naval Operations for
Logistics.

A discussion of the duties of some of the divisions and sections

of SKL and Adm Qu follow.

"*

Those not mentioned had no logistic functions.
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1 SKL. the Onerations (non U-bat) Division, was, as has been said,
headed by RAdn Wagner.

Its function was to develop and execute operation-

al plans for the surface fleet, including cmerce raiding and blockade
running, and had charge of all divisions of the Naval War Staff, except

2 SXL (U-boat Operations Division).

It informed the Admiral Quartermaster

divisions of its operational plans so that Adm Qu could plan the material
requirements for such operations and inform the various supply organizations of the Navy what was needed, where it was needed and when it was
needed.
Sectio

Ih of this division co-ordinated the assignment of supply

vessels to operations with the Fuel and Transportation Section of the
Admiral Quartermaster Division (Adn Qu III) and was charged with the operational planning of commerce raiding in foreign waters, schedules for blockade runners and rendezvous between supply vessels and blockade runners
and armed merchant cruisers.
SectionIa

, in conjunction with Adf Qu III co-ordinated the fuel re-

quirements of bases in occupied countries with those in Germany.
2 SKL. the U-boat ORarations Division, was headed by RAda Godt.
GrAda Karl Doenits was CinG U-boats, before his appointment as successor
to OrAde Raeder.

When he assumed his new duties as CinC Navy in 19A3, he

retained his title of CinC U-boats.
of submarine warfare.

As such, he was in

ocuplete control

Godt acted as an operational chief of staff and,

despite the position of 2 SKL in the organization of the Naval War Staff,
reported direct to Doenitz and not to VAdm Meisel, Chief of SKL.

The

U-boat arm of the Navy was autonomous organization, a Navy within a Navy.
The U-boat Administrative Ccomand, described later, was charged with the
procurement of U-boats, their trials and acceptance and preparation for
sea, including personnel to man thea.

When in all respects ready for cm-

bat, the U-boats were brought up to the fighting line and turned over to
2 SKL for operations.

When they returned from their missions, they were

again turned over to the U-boat Administrative Ciand for overhaul and
refitting for sea.

Rendezvous of undersea and surface supply ships with
31
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submarines on patrol were co-ordinated with Adm Qu III.

When raiders or

blockade runners were operating in the same area with subnarines, supply
of U-boats by those vessels was Pxranged with 1 SKL/Ih.
. SML. th

Cnmimiitnn

Di

m.ie
, was headed by Ridm Stumel.

This

division performed all requirements planning for communication equipment
for operations scheduled by I SKL .
5S L. the Iww Location Divisio,

headed by Odr Meckel, determined

requirements of radar, search and thermal equipment required for operations.
6

L. the Mautical Division, was headed by RAdm Fein.

The functions of Sectin I of this division were similar to those of
our Hydrographic Office.

It supervised the preparation and issue of all

naval charts, nautical almanacs, pilotts handbooks and' sii~'
books and pamphlets.

r nautical

It also established requirements for navigational

equipment for new construction and ship-to-shore telephone service in hone
waters.
Section III established the requirements for all meteorological and
aerological equipment at naval weather stations.
naval air arm.

The German Navy had no

The Air Force furnished all reconnaissance and observation

planes.
TI{E ADMIRAL OUARTE{MSTER DIVISION (ADM-OUf
This division was a part of the Naval War Staff and should properly
be abbreviated SKL/Adm Qu.

However, for clarity, it will be referred to

throughout this report as Adm Qu.

VAdm Machens, the Admiral Quartermaster,

was charged with the co-ordination of logistic planning with operational
planning and informing the various naval bureaus, inspectorates, intendanturen offices, technical and central procurement offices and other naval
logistic organizations of the Naval War Staff's material and transportation
requirements, and the administration of the Navyts fuel program.
Mm Ou I- the Surfaer

Fleet Readiness-Requdr=Mtr,

was headed by Capt. Loewbisch.

Lanni

Section

It performed the logistic planning referred

to above and informed the various supply agencies of the Navy of SKLts
requirements.
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"
Max Adam.

Ou III. the Fuel and Trausnortation Seca9,

was headed by Rads

It was responsible for:

(a) Co-ordinating all demands for logistic support of naval forces
ashore and afloat.
(b) Determining the rail, air, sea and inland waterway transportation
requirements of naval activities and arranging with the General
and Home Department, General Division of the High Command of the
Armed Forces (OKW/wfStd/feimstab) for the allocation of suchtransportation.
(c) Loading, schedulin, ýand dispatching supply ships and tankers to
support fleet activities and raiding vessels.
(d) Freight shipments between Japan and Germany via surface and submarine blockade runers.
(a) The operating supplies of all logistic support vessels and the
hoising, pay and subsistence of the personnel operating such vessels.
(f) Controlling the logistics support system in line with general
naval requirements.
At the outbreak of war, Adm. Qu III took over the direct management
of the Trossschiffverband, a shipping company with 26 large and
ers.

-mall tank-

To this fleet of tankers were added, as the war progressed, regular

Navy-owned supply ships, converted supply ships, German-owned commercial
tankers, chartered vessels of friendly nations and captured eneaW vessels.
It was the task of these vessels to supply surface ships at sea with fuel,
amunition, water, provision, general and special supplies, as well as to
furnish any required transportation of raw materials, such as ore and foodstuffs, from occupied countries.
Adm Qu III was responsible for:
(a) Procurement, storage, distribution and accounting for all fuel,
lubricating oil, boiler feed water and distilled wator required
for high pressure engines.
(b) Preparation of all contracts, leases, charters and other legal
documents concerning fuel procurement and its storage and transportation in tankers, rail or highway tank cars and trucks owned
or leased by the Navy.
(c) Administration of all naval fuel stcrage at home or abroad.
(d) Preparation and management of the Navy's fuel budget and appropriations.
(a) Control, after 1944, of such secret supply activities as still
existed.
33
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Shortly after war broke out, the establishment of two logistic support departments as field activities of Adm Qu III was directed.

at Kiel, the other at Wilhelmshaven.
April 1940.

One was

They commenced to function on 1

The reason for this decision was, according to Rhdm P. W.

Zieb, head of the logistic support department at Wilhelmshaven from 19401943, that the logistic support system employed at that time failed, and
that sulmarines and motor torpedo boats (apparently during the first attempt
to penetrate the channel ports) were not promptly fuelled.

From then on,

these departments, as field activities of Adm Qu III, managed the fuel
depots, fuel oil distribution system and operations of all logistic support vessels.

See sections of this report on Fuel and the Logistic Support

Departments under Main Naval Base Organization for further details regarding the functions of these departments.
IAd

Ou

IV. the Coastal Sactitn, headed by Capt von Regendorff, was

responsible for the requirements planning for all naval artillery divisions
and other special naval paramilitary formations ashore and the installations manned by theia.
The Navy was jointly responsible for coastal defenses with the Army,
usually for the more important naval objectives.

This responsibility was

administered by the group commanders and their subordinate area commanders.
Three special corps of naval personnel performed these duties.

They were:

(a) Naval artillery divisions, which manned the main coastal batteries.
(b) Naval flak divisions, an independent anti-aircraft group defending coastal ports, areas and shore establishments.
(c) Naval smoke divisions, which were an integral part of the naval
artillery divisions.
Until 1940 tVe Navy was responsible for all coastal defense.

At that

time, however, the points to be defended became so great in number e.g.
Belgian, Dutch and French ports, that naval personnel was no longer adequate to do the job and Army personnel had to take over certain sectors.
The Navy also developed two other special groups whose duties were
primarily ashore, the Emergency Battalions and the Naval Shock Troops.
The Energency Battalions were organized after the Normandy invasion, from
34
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redundant shore perscnnel, to perfom paramilitary duties.

The Naval

Shock Troops were founded and organized by the Navy at the time the Normandy invasion was contemplated.

They were later trained as special guards

for naval shore establishments.
Adf Ou VI, the Sea Transport Section, was headed by RAdi Englehardt.
t
Until April 1942 sea transportation was the Navy s sole logistics respon-

sibility to the other armed services.

In carrying out this responsibility,

Adm Qu VI was responsible for scheduling the movements of all Merchant
Marine vessels except those regularly assigned to the Navy for logistic'
support purposes, their loading, sailing, rendezvous, turnaround and all
.other details of their operations.

After April 1942 the Navy was stripped

of some of these responsibilities by the Ministry of Transportation.
section on Transportation for further details.)

(See

During the period in

which Ada Qu VI had complete control of these vessels, however, it performed all requirements planning for their operation.
Adm Ou II.

the Mobilization RequpL

ants Section , headed by RbAd

Ger-

hardt Schubert, and ldm Ou V. the Fleet Training Section, headed by Capt
Rofluan, had no supply logistic functions.

They did, however, perforv,

personnel logistic duties.
THE Z=u

d? WARSTIP CCNS'MUCTION AND ARMA

T (MARRIT

This bureau, headed by Adm Otto Bachenkohler, was the counterpart of
our Bureaus of Ships and Ordnance.

"the functions

It was also responsible for same of

of our Bureau of Yards and Docks (construction battalions);

Munitions Board and Chief of Naval Operations (economics); Office of Industrial Relations (manpower for naval manufacturing establisiments); Office
of Naval Material (policies with respect to manpower, material and production at industrial plahts performing work for the Navy); Inventions Branch
of the Office of Naval Research (inventions and patentu); and Bureau of
Supplies and Accounts (exports of naval equipment to allies and foreign

bases).
As its t.Lle indicates, this bureau was responsible for the research
and development in procurement and production, storage, distribution of
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and accounting for guns, aunuition, torpedoes,

optical and fire control

material, mines, booms, nots, communication and signal equipment, and all
equipage, spare parts and consumables, except clothing, food, fuel and
lubricating oil, distilled and boiler water, Medical, navigation amd meteorlogical/aerological material or supplies.

Its field activities included:

(a) Six naval inspectorates, a group of top level staffs of technical
experts, subordinated to a technical division of MarRuest, each
of which controlled a supply system for its own particular weapon. Each produced the type of equipment for which it was responsible, stored, distributed and accounted for the equipment,
spare parts or consumables in its supply syster., (See section
on naval inspectorates and chapter on Procurement for details.)
(b) A warship acceptance inspectorate, whose duties consisted cc
inspection of new construction for acceptance by the Navy.
(See section on Naval Inspectorates.)
(c) A Central Procurement Office with a vast system of supply centrs.,
depots and storehouses, in which were stored and from which were
distributed all general equipment, spare parts and consumables.
(Sea chapter on Distribution of Supply.)
(d) A Technical Procurement Office with another vast system of supply
depots and storehouses in which were stored and from which were
distributed all engines, auxiliary machinery and their spare

parts.

(See chapter on Distribution of $up`i7y.)

MarRuest, as a bureau, was not a direct purchasing agency in any respect.

It

formulated policy, arranged for the acquisition of raw materials

and factory space for naval-production of material over which it

had tech-

nical cognizance through CKW/Rue Wi (later through the Speer Ministry) and
supervised its field activities in their work.

Title to articles was not

taken until they were finished and inspected.
The naval inspectorates, the Central Procurement Office and the Technical Procurement Office, as explained in the chapter on Distribution of
Supply, maintained their own supply systems and determined their requirements for MarRuest.

The naval inspectorates were responsible for produc-

tion of their equipment.

After the finished products had been inspected

and accepted, they took the material into their supply systems and distributed it.
The production of common use items, such as certain shells, small arms,
and ccmanication equipment was assigned to the branch of the armed forces
having the greatest need for them.

However, once an item of such stock
RESTRICTED
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was produced, it

was delivered to the Navy and taken up in one of these

supply systems.

Until 1942 the Ministry of Economics determined what

portion of the national resources would be available for military producticn cf war materials.
tion.

After that the Speer Ministry performed this func-

The chapter on Procurement contains a detailed explanation of the

procedures employed.
A breakdown of the divisions and sections of MArRuest follows.
is intentionally brief and gives only their important functions.

It

Those

sections not described had no supply responsibilities.
Mkr1Bust/K-Stab- 4

Eachankchlar'S staff, headed by Capt von der

Damerau-Dombrowski, was responsible for liaison with OKW, later with the
Speer Ministry, in matters of ship construction and for the preparation
of statistics regarding all production supervised by the bureau's naval
inspectorates.
by Capt

, rheast/Ad.a,=aded

Cociancig, was a clearing housa for all bureau inspection matters.

It

was not a part of the Naval or OKW Armmnt Inspectorate organizations,
but co-ordinated the several independent inspection groups maintained by
MarRuest divisions to enforce adherence to their specifications.

These

inspectors worked independently of all naval inspectorates and were responsible only to the bureau.

MarRuest/Abn also prepared,

in conjunqtion

with other MarRuest divisions, specifications for material under the technical cognizance of MarRuest.
YarRust/K. the Warahin C•ostruction Division, headed by VAdm
Friedrich Rug., through its field activity, the Warship Acceptance Inspeotorate, dealt with the design, construction, and testing of all types of
naval vessels, except U-boats, prior to 1942.

comand, prior to 1942, tested all submarines.
try assmed these functions.

The U-boat Aoeeptance

After 1942 the Spear Minis-

The shipbuilding departmnts of all dock-

yards and private shipyards perfarming such work were also supervis6d by

MarRuestA/.
Section K-fl. the ShiU a&M Dorckvgd Section, headed by VAda Heinrich
Stiegoel, was charged, among other duties, with the ordering and distribution
37
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of anl

general and special equipment, spare parts and consumables for the

naval establishment.

The Central and Technical Procurement Offices were

field activities of this section.
for details.)

(See chapter on Distribution of Supply

In addition, MarRuestA 4 was responsible for repairs and

maintenance work performed at naval dockyards and private shipyards, including U-boat repairs and overhaul.
MarRu.t/As.

U_
the

niA e flivinimn.

headed by VAdm Hoffmnan, was

charged with the research, development, improvement and distribution of
guns for ships and naval stations, coastal artillery weapons, small arms,
amunition and smoke equipment and ordnace consumables.

Much of the

initial research performed by Germany's armament Industry was also supervised by this division.

It also performed the same functions in connec-

"tion with the production of fire control materials, such as searchlights,
rangefinders and computers.

Actual assembly, storage, distribution, mainý

tenance and upkeep of aminition and its components# the installation of
ordnance equipment, smoke apparatus and anti-gas equipment, and their
storage, distribution, maintenance and upkeep were accomplished by the
Naval Ahmunition and Ordnance Inspectorates, which were the field activities of this division.
The Navy had ro gun factory.

Most of its ordnance equipment, spares

and consumables and otomponent parts of aumuition were manufactured by the
armamant industry under the supervision of the Army Ordnance Inspectorate.
The Naval Ordnance and Ammunition Inspectorates took them over when produced.
MarRuest/A1V-C. the LoisAtias and Procmrement Seetion-t headed by
RAdm Otto Klueber, represented the Naval Aiaunition and Ordnance Inspectorates with YhrRuest'Rue Wi and the Aray Ordnance Inspectorate in all matters connected with the production of ordnance and snamnition components.
It also maintained statistical data on equipment, spare parts and consunable* in the supply system of the Naval Amaunition and Ordnance Inspectorates for ready reference by MarRuest.
ariRuast/af-V. th

L

a

Fisnal Section, headed by Cdr von Borriez,

prepared all contracts and made all disbursements for the various divisions
-

of MarRuesto
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XkarRuast/Ta. the Torpedo Division, headed by RAda Gutjahr, performed
the sawe functions in relation to torpedoes as Nmrfiast/Jia performed for
ammunition, ordnance, etc.

The Naval Torpedo Inspectorate was a field

activity of this division.

The Navy had no torpedo factories of its wen.

Prior to the formation of the Speer ministry, oe

onent parts ware man-

fectured by civilian firms under supervision of ths Naval Torpedo laspeetorate, and shipped to assembly and testixn

activities where the Naval

Torpedo Inspectorate actuilly assembled and tested
distributing them.
torpedoes.

ll

torpedoes before

After 1942 the Speer Ministry manufactu;rd complete

Thereafter, the Naval Torpedo Inspectorate only tested and

distributed torpedoes.
Mar-uast/StW-

the MininG a,

Divinin, headed by RAda Erich

Mueller, performed the same duti6s in relation to mines, minesueeping
gear and hoom defenses as that performed by TVa in relation to torpedoes.

It had management control over the Naval Mining Inspectorate and technical
personnel attached to that inspectorate.
riymntflij ennheeded by Capt

Mj~~hjat~~a.the~im~aton

Hans Schuler, after 1941 was in charge of the research and developpt ,
procurement, storage, distribution and accounting for all comnioation
equipment, including radar and landli•

ommuniations.

Prior to 1941

the Naval Cutmuniation Inspeotorate was a field activity ofet Was

iviulga.

In 19AI, however, most military ocnication apparatus and eoquommt was
declared to be comn use items for all three services, and preoftioa
responsibility within the armed forces was determined by OWI o= th
of service requirements.
most of it.

basils

The Aroy, being the larV -4 service, produced

As a result, the Naval Ccunicatiou Inspectorate was dis-

solved and MakrRuestfiWa asnmed its duties.

Allocation of indmstryls total

productive output, however, was made by 0KW/Rwe
try) among the armed forces.

i (later by the Speer Minis-

Prior to the disestablishment of the Naval

Couication Inspectorate, MarRuest/Wa performed the am functions with
relation to comunication apparatus and the Naval Cimmunication Inspectorate as MarRuest/Wa performed for torpedoes and the Navel Torpedo Inspectorate.
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Section of Iaval Communications Division of ONO; the Bureau of Medicine
gý-l Surgery; Bureau of Yards and Docks; the Subsistdnce Division, the Disbursing Operations Division and the Field Branch of the Bureau of Supplies
and Accounts; the Naval Clothing Office and Naval Clothing Factory; the
Office of Industrial Relations (EXOS); and the Office of the Judge Advocate
General.

A description of the responsibilities of its various divisions

follows:
MarVahr/TR. the Lower Deck Personnel Division, headed by RAdm Schoenermark, was, like some of the divisions of our Bureau of Naval Personnel,
charged with the pre-induction training (Hitler Youth Organization) of
lower deck (enlisted) personnel; also regular recruiting and induction
and recruit training.

It

was also responsible for the transfers, pro-

motions, separations and education of all lower deck ratings, except those
belonging to the submarine service, and the education of orphans of naval
personnel.

It

had cognizance over all Navy-owned motor vehicles, their

maintenance and repairs and the issuance of special permits for procuring
tires, gasoline and oil necessary for their operation.

Bicycles and

horses used for official transportation were also the concern of this
division, as were the issue of and accountability for welfare funds, and
the procurement of motion pictures and training films.
In the education of lower deck personnel, the Navy had a program for
preparing lower deck ratings for return to civil life.

It

consisted of

six weeks education per year at a technical or non-technical school.

A

man had to serve two years in the Navy before becoming eligible for such
training.

The course lasted ten years.

If a man completed the sixty

weeks' training successfully, he was then entitled to twelve months'
education at a trade or specialist school.
upon graduation.

He received a national diploma

This entitled him to a position, as vacancies occurred,

with a government agency.

Many of these graduates became supply officials

and supervisors in the Navy.
MarWehr/Zdv. the Cantral Naval Publications Division, was the counterpart of our Registered Publication Section, Naval Communication Section,
42
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Naval Communication Division of the Office of the Chief of Naval Operations.
It was headed by RAdm Tobye aad had cognizance over the preparation and
issue of and accountability for all registered (not necessarily classified) publications.

These, among others, included supply manuals.

MXNWer/Sbb. the hecinl Staf f= Accagoation QusAtiona, headed
by Cdr Stein, handled all the details of providing emergency quarters and
other accommodations for naval personnel and civil employees eracuated
from bombed out or other disaster areas.

While some planning in this

field has been completed, the American Navy Department has no organization
of this kind.
MarWehr/G.

the Medinal Division, was headed by VAdm Dr. Mail Greul,

the Surgeon General of the Nay7,

He was chief consultant and assistant

to CinC Navy in all matters concerning the naval medical service.

He had

full command over all medical personnel, their appointment, post graduate
training, transfers, details, etc.

In addition to personnel matters Mar-

Wehr/G controlled, through the Naval Medical Inspectorate, the medical
supply centers at Kiel, Wilhelmshaven and Gdynia and other supply depots
established in occupied countries; the procurement,

storage, issue of and

accounting for all medical and dental equipment and supplies.

All hospi-

tals, convalescent homes, dispensaries, fleet and group medical staffs
and medical schools were subordinated to this division.
nurse corps.
ees.

It

The Navy had no

Hospital staffs included nurses, but they were civil euploy-

also had no warrant pharmacist corps.

Naval pharmacists Were

officials.
Hospital ships were not employed in the peace time Navy, but it

was

planned to convert merchant marine vessels into hospital ships in periods
of emergency.

When the Navy mobilized in 1939, conversion of thirteen

merchant vessels to hospital ships was commenced.
1940.

They were completed in

In addition to these hospital ships, the Navy had improvised hospi-

tal ships equipped for only one or several cruises, and transport 'vessels
which had been pressed into service for the purpose of evacuating patients
previously treated.

Towards the end of the war, hospital ships were
43
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frequently used to replace regular hospitals in ports where naval and
merchant marine traffic was heavy.

River and canal tugs and barges were

often used for the evacuation of wounded to and from the inland areas.
An unusual function of this division was that it

represented the

Navy with the labor unions to ensure that civil employees, especially dockyard workers and those employed in factories producing Navy material, were
promptly treated and hospitalized when necessary.

It

also conducted a

civil employee health program, involving safety engineering features, in
close collaboration with the various labor unions.

The U. S. Navy Bureau

of Medicine and Surgery performs a similar service for civil employees,
but only within the naval establishment, and independent of trade or labor
unions.
Mar~ku and MarWehr/B. the Civil Engineering and Construction Divisions,
headed by Ministerial Direktor Dr. Guido Trittler, was similar to our
Bureau of Yards and Docks.

There were no commissioned Construction or

Civil Engineering Corps in the German Navy.
duties.

Officials performed these

The functions of this bureau did not include ship construction

(a function of MarRueAt/K),

but were limited to construction and maintenance

of buildings, facilities and grounds of the naval shore establishment at
home and at bases abroad.

It

did not, like our Bureau of Yards and Docks,

have cognizance over housing projects or barracks, once they were built.
This was a function of MarWehr/C.

It

worked closely with the Ministry of

Labor (later the Speer Ministry) and MarRuest/PiWa.

Its primary function

was that of planning, layout and supervision of construction.
MarWehr/C. the S2uolv Admirnitration Divisio,
oberstabsintendant Benda.

It

was headed by Admiral-

was divided into three' sections and charged

with these responsibilities:
Pay and Allowances Section
(1) Formulation of all policy and issuance of regulations and instructions regarding salaries and allowances of civil and naval personnei.
(2) Establishment of seniority of naval officials.
(3) The payment of all civil and naval personnel, including assistance grants, sick benefits and other relief benefits.
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(4) The management, operation and inspection of all pay offices
ashore and afloat.
(5) The procurement of all German and foreign currency for disbursing
officers from OK/E and the Reichsbank.
(6) All tax and customs matters.
(7) Pre-audit and inspection of all disbursing accounts.
(8) Preparation of budgets covering naval and civil pay and allowances and cost of operating chapels, churches, libraries,
Intendanturen offices, the clothing and food stores and their
supply systems. Representation to the Ministry of Finance
and Reichsbank in matters of litigation where the Navy was
involved. Interpretations of principles of national law regard-1
ing longevity and rank of naval officials. Determination of
procedures in settling carrier claims for transportation,
railway freight rates and other forwarding expenses, postage,
telephone and telegraph charges.

~elfnre

and illetin• Sectio~n

(1) Spiritual welfare of Naval personnel, upkeep of chapels, churches
and libraries. Arrangements for funerals and burials& Care of
naval cemeteries and war graves. (Chaplains did not come under
this department.)
(2) Procurement of and accounting for bend instruments, bicycles
and horses used for recreational purposes.
(3) Acquisition of land, utilities and the living accemodations at
hospitals, convalescent hones, sailors' rest howea, leave centers, naval barracks, and housing projects fm officers, officials and doc]4yard workers at Kiel, Wilhelmhaven and overseas
bases. Determination and requisition of rates of compensation
to be paid for private property.

(4) Management and procurement of supplies for the operation and
maintenance of barber, tailor and cobbler shops and laundries,
Supervision over the operation of canteens, but not procurement of articles for sale in canteens, which were operated by
civilian concessionaires while ships were in home waters.
(Oa long cruises sailors operated them for the concessionaires.)
(5) Single service responsibility for developing and procuring special
tropical quarters for all branches of the armed forces, and proclreMent of huts for the National Labor Corps.
(6) Establishment of priority lists for all construction or conversion
of housing facilities for all military and civil personnel in the
naval establishment, and buildings required for use by food,
clothing or disbursing activities.
Provision and Clothing Section

(1) The requirements planning, procurement or production, storage,
transportation, issue and sale of and accounting for all food
and horse fodder. Preparation of schedules of food available
at food stores foi general =nd independent messes.
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(2) Research end development in synthetic foods, food preservatives
and food preparation equipment. Processing, preparation and
packaging of food.
(3) Procurement and maintenance of refrigeration space and equipment.

(4) Administration, inventory, stock control aid personnel management of food stores, food warehouses and commissary departments
ashore and afloat.

(5) Provisioning of forces afloat, schedules, manpower required in
provisioning ships.
(6) Supplemental food for dockyard workers. Publicity and propaganda
regarding the conservation or waste of food.
(7) Training programs for Supply Corps officers, special Service
Supply officers and supply officials, Supply Corps cadets, other
non-commissioned supply personnel and civilian galley staffs
in food packaging, preparation, storage, conservation and accounting. Issuance of directives and regulations on these subjects.
(8) Food requirements for submission to Ministry of Food and Agriculture via OKW/Rue Wi. Reports on food economics and evaluation of foreign and German press reports regarding fooe
Navy
garden projects.
(9) Planning the layout and construction, conversion or modification
of all naval food stores, warehouses, refrigeration plantv, field
kitchens, and galleys and provision storage and issue spaces
afloat.
(10) Management control over all naval food stores.
Clothing

(1) Development of raw material, plant production and comnon use
clothing item requirements for submission to OKW/Rue Wi. Supervision over manufacture, storage, issue, survey of and accounting
for all articles of uniform for naval personnel and officials,
-nd such identifying clothing as was needed for naval employees
and laborers.
(2) Preparation of uniform regulations and specifications.
Establishment of clothing requirements for officers, officials, cadets
and non-commissioned personnel. Uniform outfitting gratuities
and clothing maintenance allowances.
Compensation rates to be
used when clothing was lost or destroyed in disasters. Life
expectancy of articles of uniform. Indices of raw materials
allocated to the Navy by OKW/Rue Wi but not used in manufacturing clothing.
(3) Management control over the Naval Clothing Factories at Kiel
and Wilhelmshaven.
The Naval Intendanturen Offices at Kiel and Wilhelmshaven were the
field activities of MarWehr/C at the outbreak of war.

Later, senior admin-

istrative staffs attached to each group and subordinate area command absorbed their functions.
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All supply officers, special service supply officers and Intendantur
(supply) officials were subord~iated to this bureau.

All accounting,

ashore and afloat, including that done for naval inspectorates and the
Central and Technical Procurement Offices, was performed by these officials.
I

As shown by the functional details listed above, MarWehr/C was the

responsible logistic agency of the Navy for all food, clothing, welfare
items and services and equipment for barracks and quarters.
it

In addition,

was responsible for all disbursements and accounting in the Navy.
The details of these functions and the procedures employed by repre-

sentatives of MarWebr/C are contained in the chapters o

Finance and

Accounting, Clothing, %all Stores and Ships Store Activities, Supply
Officers and Supply Officials, and Distribution of Supply.
MnrWehr/D. the Civil A

anlovee
Relations

aivision headed by RAhm

Heinrich Wagner, was similar to our Office of Industrial Relations.

It

.as responsible for the settlement of all labor disputes and acted as
liaison between the Admiralty and labor and trade unions, and between
civil employees and naval management personnel.

It

supervised anl

civil

employee welfare and recreational activities, such as libraries, picnics,
outings and sports programs, and issued information bulletins on those
subjects.

It worked closely with the Billeting Section of MarWehr/C in

connection with housing for all civil employees,

except civil officials.

Each division of a bureau had a section that handled the personal affairs
of officials attached to it.
=Ar=ehrNSF, the NARi Pronarna Division headed by RAda Matthies,
was charged with the inculcation of National Socialist principles in the
Navy and the "intellectual welfare" of naval personnel.

Each coamm

bureau and office appointed an officer to perform this duty.

,

Personnel

interviewed during this study stated that none of the officers so appointed
took his duties seriously, and that the lower deck ratings likewise disregarded the propaganda disseminated to them.
MarWehr/R. the Judze Advocate Division headed by Adm Rudolphi, performed functions similar to our Office of the Judge Advocate General.

It

dealt with all legal matters of the Navy, standing courts-martial and
review and approval of sentences imposed by courts-martial.
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THE BUREA

CF GFFICGt PERSQINEL (MAIRPPSCtRALAMT)

This bureau, headed by Adm Patzig until 1943, thereafter by VAdm
Baltzer, dealt with officer personnel only.

Appointments, details, deco-

rations, promotions and separations of all officers, except medical and Uboat officers, came under its cognizance.

Each personnel section re-

tained its own fitness reports and personnel jackets, and recomnended
assignments and action '.o be taken on courts-martial proceedings.
LOGISTIC/PERATNAL CrMYANMR
The organization of the shore establishment and fighting units, except U-boats, was changed five times during World War II.

As the opera-

tional areas were ext nded or contracted, reorganizations to meet the
tactical and strategic situations were developed.

Between these changes,

additional cammands and subordinate ccamands were established to keep the
existing organization flexible enough to meet the changing demands on the
logistic system and to control operations.

These changes in command ashore

and afloat did not necessarily reflect themselves in the organization of
the Admiralty.

Little evidence has ccme to light during the course of

this study to indicate that any great changes were made in its organizational structure, with the exception of renaming certain technical divisions
of bureaus, or inaugurating new subsections to take care of expanding
operational areas.
None of the admirals interrogated during this study believed, at the
outbreak of war, that the Navy's operational area would extend very far
outside the homeland waters of Germany, except that pocket battleships and
U-boats would operate in the Atlantic as comnerce destroyers.
thinking of operations, it

They were

appears, in terms of World War I operations,

viz., sorties of major fleet units to engage and destroy units of the
British and French fleets, returning to their home bases at Wilhelmshaven
and Kiel when a battle was finished.

This is borne out by the concentration

of major repair/supply facilities at these two naval dockyards, and th% statements of VAdm Machens and RAdm Schubert.
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When Machens was interrogated about logistic planning, he stated that
in 1939 there were only the two logistic/operational commands, namely CinC
North Sea and CinC Baltic, and that he and his contemporaries never thought
that Germany would occupy Denmark and Norway.

The Navyts mission, he said,

was to protect the coasts of Germany and to stop a foraign navy from enter1
ig

the Baltic.

cult.

As a result, their logistic problems were not so diffi-

When asked if he envisaged niaval action in france, he stated:
"I did not believe even after the war bad begun that
we would get all of France. I thought we would be'
successful if we got the Channel Coast up to Calais.
,46 had no plans to extend our supply facilities, none
that I ever heard about."
When Schubert was asked about the Navyt s mobilization planning for

World War II and its plans for expanding its supply system, he stated that
they had large central supply organizations (supply centers) enly at Kiel
and Wilhelmshaven, which they were not preparing to expand in 1939.
"We were preparing for warfare in the Atlantic by
pecket battleships and the heavy battleships. For
supplying these units, we prepared an organization
of coastal supply and other supply facilities afloat
but not ashore. This was impossible, because we did
not know what would happen."
During this study, certain evidence was disclosed, which indicates
that the Navy was loathe to over-extend its logistic system, because of
the reluctance of its officers to believe that Hitler could achieve his
ambitious plans to conquer all Europe, and the widespread belief that
eventually the Navy would have to have a logistic system capable of handling situations on a local rather than on a continental basis.

This opinion

was most volubly expressed by VAdm Stiegel, when he was asked when he knew
that Germany had lost the war.

He said:

"Before it startud. In June 1938, during the Sudeten
crisis, A&&Lar
Ils,
the CinC of the German Fleet at an
admiraL' conference, stated: 'I cannot understand
what the Government is doing. Either it has a thousand trumps in its hand or it is politically comitting a crime. We are in no position to go to war.
The Navy has no ships and the Army is not prepared.
If the Government continues its present policy, we
cannot avoid a Second World War, and Germany will lose
that war under any circumstances. The Government is
making a simple milk maid's conclusion. You need
only compare the power potentials as regards soldiers
and industry and raw materials.2 I believed this
way also at the time. The Second World War was forced
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upon the German people. In 1939, CinC Fleet Adm Boehm
had his own staff for political tangents. Raeder had
Boehm keep him informed of the political situation.
We were completely unprepared.
Stalingrad and Romnal's
defeat Un Africa clinched our convictions. We knew
all along that if we did not conclude the war in early
1942 it was a hopeless situation."
When Germany entered the war, the Navy was operating under the organization plan of 1 August 1939.

This, as has been stated, consisted of two

group cmmnands, Group Baltic, with headquarters at Kiel, and Group North
Sea, with headquarters at Wilhelmshaven.

Bo+i were responsible to the

Admiralty for policy and operations of the shore establishment within
their caminnd.

CinC Fleet, whose headquarters was also at Kiel, was in-

dependent of these group com'a'ds and responsible under SKL for the operations of the surface fleet.
U-boat operations.

CinC U-boats had the same responsibility for

This was also an independent corm.nnd.

In April 1942, when U-boat sinkings of merchantmen

were at their

highest, when armed merchant raiders were taking their greatest toll, when
Norway, Franco and the Lowland co-intrias had been conquered and the German
Arar had overrun the Balkans, a reorganization was effected.

Three over-

all logistic/opsratiomal conr-uds were established, namelýy Group North,
Group West and Group South.
Group North absorbed Groups Baltic and North Sea.

Several new commands

w", established and placei wimer the over-all administrative and operational command of Group North.

Thesa were:

Admiral Coruanding Denmark,

Admiral Comnndiag Baltic Statas, Admiral Coanindi .4 West

altin,

AcdLmi!l

Coyanandig Central Baltic, Admiral Cocmandiig Poaeranian Coa3t, Admiral
Comoanding East Baltic, and Naval Chief Command Norwcqv with subordbiate
Admirals West Coast, North Coast and Polar Coast.
Grou.V West controtled the area Belgiui-*etherlands-Wranae
majy defense and operating establishmunts ia those countries.

•ind tie
Under this

group was established Admiral France, with subordinate commands of Admiral
Channel Coast, Admiral Atlantic Coast and Admiral Soutk Coast of France,
each cowanding a nuabsr of sea defensa commandants.

The Flag Officer in

Co•mand, Western Defenses, also a part of Group West, com"nle-1 a numbhor
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of naval defense divisions in the Lowland countries and on the western
coast of France.
Group South controlled the activities of fleet units under Admiral
Adriatic, Admiral Aegean and, Admiral Black Sea and their supportinj bases
in Rumania, Albsnia, Yugoslavia, Greece ond Bulgaria.

These three sub-

ordinate cowmnands had their own sea defense comnandants.
Naval Command Italy, with headquarters at Rome, maintU41ed official
liaison with the Italian Navy.

This was an independent command and reported

directly to the Admiralty.
CinO Fleet and CinC U-boats also continued to retain their independence.
In May 1943, when the major units of the surface fleet had been
driven from the ports of France into Norwegian and Baltic ports, a third
logistic/operational organization was promulgated.
organization of April 1942.

It was based on the

However, several new commands in western and

southern France were added to Group West.

Naval liaison staffs in Rumania,

Finland and Croatia had been established.

GrAdnm Doenitz, while continuing

to occupy the post of CinC U-boats, had also been appolnted to the post of
Supreme Commander of the Navy in the early part of that year.

He Immediate-

ly Introduced a number of organizational changes, the most iUortant of
which was the subordination of 2SK= (U-boat Operations Division of the
Naval War Staff) direct to CinO U-boats.
On I March 1944, another logistic/operational organization plan was
distributed.

The Navy had abandoned its surface operations.

fare had passed its peak in tonnage sinkings.
raider had been sunk.

U-boat war-

The last armed merchant

The independent Swell Battle Unit Gcmmand had been

established as a possible desperate means of steming the tide of reverses
that beset the Navy.

Aside from this coand and the independent Naval

ommand Italy and U-boat command, there were then only three instead of
four logistic/operational commands in the new organization.
Groups North/Fleet, West and South.
North.

These were:

Fleet had been absorbed Into Group

Naval forces and activities, however, were extended from the
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Arctic Ocean along the western coast of Norway, the northern fringe of
Germany along the Baltic, the coasts of Latvia, Lithuania and Esthonia,
the Atlantic coasts of Belgium, Netherlands and France, the Mediterranean
coasts of France and Italy, the ports of the Adriatic and Aegean, and the
Balkan ports on the Black Sea.

The Danube River, with its interconnect-

ing canals, was a hive of activity, as river steamers and barges supplied
the Black Sea units.
and were still

German armed forces were sprawled all over Europe,

in Crimea, even though they bad suffered a staggering

defeat at Stalingrad.

The Normandy invasion was anticipated.

The allo-

cation of fuel to the Navy was so small that many vessels had to be immobilised.

This was the period during which the logistic system of the

German Navy was put to its greatest test.

This new organization of 1

March 1944 is the one chiefly studied in this report.
spects it

deviates from thosb preceding it

While in many re-

and the one following it,

for

purposes of' the study of the supply aspects of the German naval supply
system, it

provides a comprehensive picture of the many coxmands inveltvd

and the demands made upon the Navy's logistic system.
In August 1944, a fifth organization plan was drawn up.
emergincy shift in the command structure of the Navy.
landed in Normandy.

It

was an

The Allies had

The need for decentralization and authority for local

area cceuanders to meet situations as they arose appears to have dictated
this change.

Suffice it to say that the fleet was again made a separate

command, as were Naval Chief Commands Norway, North Sea, Baltic, West and
South, and Small Battle Units Command and Naval Comand Italy.
Machens put it
"Every little

As VAdm

when interrogated about the German concept of organization:
commander in his little

district was a king in his own

house."
In the 1 March 1944 organization, operating directly under OKM, there
were, apart frm the independent U-boat and fnall Battle Units commands
and Naval Comand Italy, three logistic/operational (Group) ccmmands, all
of which were responsible for all activities ashore and afloat in their
respective areas.

They were:
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A. GROUP NCETH/WEER

Norway, Denmark, Baltic Sea and

Helifoland Bight Coast.
B. GROUP WEST

France, Belgium and the Netherlands.

C. GROUP SOUTH

The Balkans, the Adriatic, Aegean
and Black Seas.

Fach group comander was responsible for the operations of the units
of the fleet as well as the shore stations in his area, and each issued
orders to the officer in commnd of forces afloat.
CinO Fleet, CinC Battleships and CinO Cruisers were always Junior
in rank to group coommnders.

Group Commander WST, for example, issued

directives to large units of the fleet operating in the Atlantic.
the BISHRCK and PRINZ EUM,

When

after their engagement with the HOW, were

proceeding to a French port, they were subject to directives from Group
WEST, who supplied CinO Fleet on the BISORCK with information concerning
the location of the British units and issued instructions *as to the course
he was to steam.
enea,

When major units of the fleet became engaged with the

CinO Fleet, if present, and if not the Flag Officer in Comnd,

was required to act on his own initiative without recourse to the group
commnd.
Each shore station, with its sub-stations, was administered by a
comanding admiral subordinated to a group commnder.

It was the mission

of these stations to defend the coast, the rivers and the off-lying islands,
to provide base facilities for forces afloat, to administer coastwise
naval intelligenoc

and to regulate shipping in its own area.

A. GRou IR

This logistio/cperational comnd was headed by CinO Group North/
Fleet.

His headquartera were at Kiel.

The three principal commands under

hin were:

(1) Qmnj~m± (headquarters at Kiel)

GamnA Otto Schniewind was CinC Fleet free 19,2-,4.
were throe cmands:

Under him

This commnd had seven ships: three battleships, two old
battleships and two pocket battleships in 1939.
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In 1943, it had the same strength, considering interim losses. In 1944, it had six vessels. In
1945 only five remained.
(b) Commander Scouting Forces (Cruisers)
Two heavy cruisers and six light cruisers comprised
this coammnd in 1939, two heavy cruisers and five
light cruisers in 1943, two heavy cruisers and
five light cruisers in 19/4 and two heavy cruisers
and four light cruisers in 1945.
Reporting to Commander Scouting Forces were:
(c) Com•aMder Destroyers and Tornedo loats
There were 52 destroyers and torpedo boats in this

command in 1939, 66 in 1943, 102 in 1944 and 57.in
1945.

(d)CgiMmaggndr3 (PT) floats

The S-boat command had 52 boats in 1939, 150 in 1944
and 125 in 1945. X-boats were included in this
command.

(e) CommQder Mingsweepers
This command had 187 vessels in 1939, 376 in 1943,
655 in 1944 and 762 in 1945.
(2) Naval Chief Commad Norway (headquarters at Oslo)
Under CinC Naval Chief Command Norway, whose functions
were administrative, there were three admirals in command of the coastal areas:
(a) a•mjrl Conmnsnd-ih West Coast (headquarters at Bergen),
whose area extended from the Swedish border to Stad-

landet (62

3-'N).

In charge of the sectors of this command there were
sea defcnso commandants at Bergen, Stavanger, Kristiansond (s) and Horten (Oslo), who were generally
responsible for the seaward and local defenses and
chipping regulation.
Supply centers were established under this command
at Bergen and Horten. Supply depots were established
at Oslo and Stavanger.
(b)

Co

dimnl
gnNorth Coaat(headquarters at

Trondhein), whose area extended from Stadlandet
to Nordfolda (670 40t N).
In charge of sectors of this command there were
soa defense commandants at SandnessJoen, Trondhelz and Moldo. A supply center was established

at Trondhei. Supely depots were s3t up at Sandnessjoen and Yolde.
(a) idMiral C

.mmnndePol
g

Coast (headquarters at

Tromaj), whose area extended from Nordfolda to the

Russian frontier.
In charge of the sectors of this command were the
mea defense commandants at Kirkenes, Hammerfest,
Tromso and Narvik. Supply depots were established
at Tromso and Narvik.
5
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Note

MAmiral Northern Waters, with headquarters at Narvik, had a purely operational function. Main units
of the fleet in the Arctic area of the size of a
destroyer and above came under his control. U-boats
also operated occasionally under his ccmnand, when
combined operations with surface craft were required
or intended. This commnd was not responsible for
shipping and off-shore defenses in its area, which
came under Afatial Comanding Polar £oast. Operationally it was subordinated to SXL and Group North/
fleat, though administratively it came under CinC
Naval Chief Ccmand Norway. This was a special
ccmand established to take care of operations from
northern Norwegian bases on the.Arctic Ocean.

(3) Naval Chief C

.nmndoroth Sea (headquarters at Wilhelzs-

haven)

CinC Naval Chief Comand North Sea was responsible for
coastal defanse on land and offshore, and for the general administration of the shore stations'(e.g., naval
inmpectorates, etc.) within his area. The conscription
and training of personnel in his area came under the
directiva of the Second Admiral Naval Chief Cuand
North Sea. The principal subordinates to this comand

were:
(a) FLa
2

ea,

in QCinnd 1ith

Sea Defenses (head-

quarters at Wilhelashaven), who was concerned only
with offshore defenses. Subordinated to him was
the Fifth Defense Division (naval artillery with
headquarters'at Cuxhaven) which was responsible
for shipping, convoy protection, patrols, etc.,
in the Heligoland Bight.
(b) TI"affigai In ng~n valiIgnA Right (headquarters at Wilhelmshavon), who was responsible
for shore defenses and controlled regional defense
commands in Borkua, Heligoland, Cuxhaven, Wesermuende and Wilhelmshaven.
(4) Naval (.?
C,---li
(headquarters at Kiel)
CinC Naval Chief Command Baltic had functions similar
to those of CinC Naval Chief Co nd North Sea as regards defenses and shore establisaments. In this command, the conscription and training of personnel also
came under the direction of the Second Admiral. The
principal subordinates to this comand were:

(a)

'Altin Bat#A Ma (headquar-a C1WInaM In Qq mAn
ters at Copenhagen), whose area extended as far as
Menel. Be was responsible only for shipping and
offshore defenses within his area.

(b) Flag Officer in Ccmand West Baltic Coast (headquarters at liel), with:

(1 I

1 QIý1Smr

e

Chant

(headquar-

ters at Swinsamde) with naval bases at Rueagenhafen, Ruegenvald, Sassnits, Swinamuende and
Idlbarg.

(2)

ast P61Qt. Cmamt (headquar0a,1 cminAM,
•
ters at Pillau, last Prussia) with a naval dockyard at Gdynia, and naval bases at Pillau,
StolyAmende and Neukuhrem. Both commnds were
responsible for the administration of the shore

establishment and shore defenses in their respective areas.
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(a) A'

(headquarters at Esbjerg on west
coast of Dcnmark), responsible for the amuinistration of the shor( establishments at Copenhagen,
Frederikshaven, Aarhus, Aalberg and Esbjerg, with
shore defenses and supply depots at each base.

]-tdc States Coast (headquarters
na
(d) Admiral
at Tallinn, Esthonia), responsible for the coastal
defenses in the Gulfs of Finland and Riga, and the
naval base with its supply depot at Libau.
The shore establishment subordinated to group North/fleet follows
shortly.

Because of the great number of activities involved, it

has been

omitted here in an attempt to describe clearly the logistic/operational
and independent command organizations.
B.

=

(headquarters at Paris).

Cin0 Group TWst was responsible for all naval activities ashore and
afloat in France, Belgium and Holland.
him

The two principal commands under

are those of the CinO France (headquarters at Paris) and Flag Officer

in Command Western Defenses (hendquarters at Brest).

(1) Naval Comuder in Chb gFrance
CinO France was responsible to OinO Group West for the naval
shore establishment in France, and had as subordinates four
admirals in charge of coastal areas as follows:
(a) Admiral Ccoarlamr! Nothorlands (headquarters at
Antwerp) to whose responsibility the northern fringe
of Belgiim had Been added, so as to include all the
naval defcnses in the Scheldt estuary under one
comand. It has been impossible to determine during
this study exactly how far north this command extended, but it is Lelieved that it included all of
Holland, with the exception of Drente, Fries, Groningen and the Frisian Islands. In charge of the
sector in the command there were sea defense commandants, in the north at den Helder, in central Holland
at Rotterdam and in the south at Flushing, who were
generally responsible for seaward and local defense
and shippinZ regulation. Supply depots were located
at Rotterdam, An3tcrdam, Groningen and at the shipyard at Den Holder.
(b) ArIn'ral C
ninrll
bannariml(TCh't. (headquarters at
Rouen. In charge of the sectors of this command
were the cea defense commandants at Cherbourg,
Alderney, Lo Havre, Boulogne and Bruges. It is
not k•oua Vbthtr the northern part of the Brest
pcninsula bilonged to Admiral Commanding Channel
Coast or to Admiral Commanding Atlantic Coast.
(c) AA•r• Cr1 •rin, ' Atinntic Coast (headquarters at
AnGers-EriCno), vhoze area extended from Brest (or
the northern boundary of Brittaxq) to the Spanish
Frontier. Under this command there were sea defense
comrndantz at Brest, N1antes, St. Nazaire and Bordeaux.
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(d)

ounng iAfA South Coast ot Franne (headqu~ar-.
ters at Aix, Just north of Marseilles), who had
under him sea defense commandants at Montpellier
and Toulon and a sea defense flotilla at M~arseil~les.
The supply center at Rennes came under his command.

(2) FVanr 0ff~ca! inC~mai
etrn f e a~se
(headquarters
at Brest).
The responsibilities of Flag Officer in Coomand Western
Defenses were restricted to offshore defenses and defensive sea patrols. To assist him in this mission,
he had the First Defense Division of naval artillery
(Dutch Coast), the Second Defense Division (Dutch frontier to Cherbourg), the Third Defense Division (Cherbourg
to Lt~rient) and the Fourth Defense Division (L'Orient
to the Spanish frontier).
0. GR

M

(headquarters at Sofia)

CinC Group South was responsible for naval activities in the Balkans,
in the Black Sea, the Aegean Sea, the Eastern Mediterranean and the Adriatic Sea.

According to U. S. naval Intelligence reporta, he had under his

coamand in l9 41, 1600 officers and men at Varna, 1200 at Sozopol and 2000
at Sofia.
(1

Subordinated to this c~annd were:
Sea (headquarters at Constanza)
M mrIan
Omdaipra
Under this coimmnd were the sea defense commandants for
the Caucasus and Orlmea-lUhraine districts. Constanza
was the main Black Sea base from 1939 until May 1944.
Prefabricated sutmiarines, shipped via canal and the Danube
River, without their conning towers, were assembled at
Gelatin, at the mouth of the Danube, and commissioned for
Mflack Sea service.
Varna was the main operating base from May 194+4 until
the Rumanian government fell in August 1944. At that
time, there were between 50 and 60 German vessels stationed there. Most of them were engaged in transporting supplies and ame to the Crimea and to Greece. There
were also 1500 naval personnel stationed ashore at Varna
at that time.
Italian K-boats operating under this coamand used the
port of Bolas. German-lHuguarian naval personnel operated gunboats, armored motor boats, combat ferryboats,
artillery carriers and patrol boats on the Danube River.

(2)

(3)

-iia
jw=LIitl~n(headquarters at Athens)
This commnd had sea defense comandants at Crete,
Lemos, Salonika, Attica, Peloponnesus, Vest Greece
and Leros.

;4n Adriatic (headquarters at Belgrade)

This coimond extended from Trieste tc the Greco-Albanian
frontier. Sea defense coimndants subordinated to
this coamkd controlled the North Adriatic (headquarters
at Trieste), Dalmatia (headquarters at Spalato), and
the South Adriatic (hcadquarters possibly at Durozo).
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(4) Naval Mission RAUMn&a.

The functions of this mission are unknown.

The major problems of support in the area controlled by Group South,
according to Ministerial Direktor Guido Trittler, c1ief of the Construction Corps, were the long distances involved, i. e.,

getting the required

material to the various ports and dockyards, and the shortage of experienced workers to do the job aft4r the material was procured.

This was

particularly true, he said, in Greece, where, aside from the small ships
that sailed from Black Sea ports, rail was the only means of transportation.

There were not enough trains.

by the Partisans.

When this happened,

The tracks were often destroyed
shipments had to be unloaded, trans-

ported around the destroyed area, and reloaded.
operations.

Lack of trucks hampered

Lack of rolling stock at the other end of the destroyed rail

area also slowed up operations.
mall vessels such as motor torpedo boats, minesweepers, etc., required for operations in this area, were transferred from Germany via the
inland waterways and the Danube River into the Black Sea and from there
to Greece, if needed in the Aegean Sea.

Prefabricated submarines for the

Black Sea were assembled in Germany, except for their conning towers,
transported overland on huge trucks or, where possible, lightered through
the inland waterways to the Danube River where they unloaded and guided
down the river to Galatz, Rumania.
submarines at that point.

The conning towers were placed on the

They were then put into service either in the

Black Sea, the Aegean or Mediterranean.
Shipping space in the Black Sea was so tight, according to Oberreglerungsrat Dr. Ernest Tenn.itedt, that:
"It was necessary to load ammunition and barrels of
gasoline in the same holds. Ships blew up sometimes.
Necessity was the mother of invention all the time.
One had to improvise. If more sea transportation
had been available, we would have dispersed such items
in the ships."
Flottenintendant Arend Wulff, one of the staff supply officers for
Group South, told of the hundreds of thousands of tons of clothing and
food and immeasurable quantities of other types of stores that were
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abandoned when Rumania turned Camnunistic and the Army and Navy were forced
to retreat.

Despite this, he said:

"These losses had no great effect on the logistic
support of Group South. The war continued eight or
nine months after that and there were always ample
stores."
THE U- OLT CCage

(headquarters at Berlin)

Theoretically, the operations of U-boats should fall within the province of CinC Group North/Fleet.

However, inasmuch as CinC U-boats exer-

cised an independent comand, it

is believed that he was not subject to

the orders of any group comander.

This belief is

supported by a report

that during an engagement between major forces of the fleet and the Royal
Navy, U-boat comanders refused to obey the orders of GinC Fleet and that
as a result of such disobedience, the Royal Navy' s losses were lessened.
As described before under the 2 SIL organization, GrAdu Doenitz retained his title as CinC U-boats when he succeeded GrAdm Raeder as CinG
Navy and appointed RAdm Godt, 2 SKL, his chief of staff for operations.
GenAdi von Friedeburg, Second Admiral U-boats, whose job will be explained
under the organization of the U-boat Administrative Cmand, was responsible
for bringing the submarines up to the firing line and turning them over
to Godt for operations.

When they returned from sea, Godt turned them back

to von Friedeburg for overhaul and servicing preparatory to their next
trip to sea.
Submarines were organized in flotillae, each of which included frcm
10 to 30 units.

The Navy had 63 active submarines in 1939, 450 in 1943,

465 in 1944, and 379 in 1945.

Each flotilla had an administrative bead,

usually a former submarine c•i•ander

with the rank of LCdr.

Several of

the officers holding such positions in 1943 had been engaged in combat
operations during the early years of the war but, due to incapacitation,
were assigned to flotilla staffs.
Before the occupation of F~rance and the Low Countries, sulmarines
were based at German North Sea and Baltic ports.

Taking advantage of

all opportunities afforded by the changing situation as the war theaters
were extended, however, new submarine bases were established in Norway,
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Denmark, Netherla 3s, Belgium, France, Italy, Albania, Greece, Rumania,
Bulgaria, and in the Far East in Japan, the Marshall Islands, Malaya and
Java.

In addition to these, several clandestine, i.e., not regularly

established bases with supply/repair facilities, existed in Spaln
and South America.

(See charts showing ports and anchorages in

Mexico

furspe

and other parts of the world for details of operational areas.)
2M .2

BATTLE UNITS CGRAM

(headquarters at Berlin)

This command was established late in 1943.

operate in April 1944.

Units under it

began to

Its mission was:

(a) To strengthen coastal defenses against allied
landings.
(b) To provide new defensive weapons which would caupensate in part for the failure of U-boats.
(c) To provide a stop-gap until old subma&ines could
be equipped with anti-radar and anti-asdic devices,
or until new submarines with increased speed and
better protection could be built.
(d) To create quickly a naval arm which could serve
as a useful propaganda theme to save the face of
the Navy at the time when submarine losses were
severe*
VAdm Hellmuth Heye was CinO Small Battle Units.

Like the U-boat

command, this organization was given independent status and did not report
to any group or fleet commander but to I SIL direct.

It has been said that

Italyts main contribution to Axis warfare was in sneak craft, serving as
models for VAdm Heye's battle units, which consisted of:
(a) One-man torpedoes
(b) Ohe-man midget submarines (Molch type)
(c) One-man midget sub-

(f)

Electrically controlled
shore launched torpedoes
(g) Long range shore launched
torpedoes

(h) Kain Assault craft

marines (Biber type)

(d) Two-man mdgot submarineq

(i)
(j)

Eplosive motor boats
Swimming saboteurs

(e) Torpedo launching
ceaplane floats
One-ran torpedoes, one-man Molch type midget submarines and explosive
motor boats were .crganized in 60 craft flotillas.

One-man Biber typo

midget submarines wora organized in 30 craft flotillas.
of the other sml battle units is unknown.

The organization

In January 1945, it

was estimated

that the Small Battle Units Co•mand had approximately 1350 operational units.
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C0eration bases for these units were located as follows:

2=perm
Borkua

k
*Aarhus

Danzig
Ickernfoerde
#Luebeck
Neustadt
Nordeney
Schlutup
5
Sungwarden
Island of ylt

Ro I M

Norway

I&

Atc

Anlesund

Groningen

Bornholu

Arendal

Hellevoetsluis

Pola

Horup
Kronborg
Saeby
Fredericia
Helsingor
Siwib
Dphede

Bergen
lidavold
Kristiansand
Mo-I-Rana
Molen
Oslo
Stavanver

Hook of Holland
Ijxuiden
Poorter•haven
Rotterdam
Schisdam
Sohowmn Island
Scheveningen

Lussino Island
Porto Naurisio
San Ramo
Trieste
Venice
Verona
71=4

(List)
Lynass
Narvik
Wi3lhoaaven low Zealand frandawi
Lovanger

*Levice

Dan Holde

# Main Supply Baoo

SRegional

BSadquarters

Training bases for this coand were located at:

Bad Hols
Bad Schwartau
Bad Suls
Bad Toulz
Cuxhaven
Eckernfoerde
Frierichubaven
Heilingenbafen
Kiel

Luebeck
Neustadt
Ploen
Priesterbek
Scblutup
Selimsdorf
Surendorf
Timndorferstrand
Travemuende

Genoa
Sesto Calende
Stresa
Valdagna
Venice

Mcusark
Saeby
Soeraa

List (Syrlt)
T NAVAL CCUNDTAN
• Y (headquarters at Rome)
This comand was primarily a staff whose mission was to keep the

Italian Navy in the war as long as possible.

Fros 1939-1942, its mission

also included the control and nnaagment of all sea transportation in Italian
saters and the arrangement with the Italian GovAnrment for the logistic
support of submarines, landing craft, sall
operating in Italian waters.

battle units and transports

Supply depots, with, stocks limited to those

required for these types of naval

oessels,

LaSpezia, Pola, Naples, Genoa and Trieste.

were established at Venice,
From 1942-1945, the Navy onar

provided escort vesels and armed guard crews for merchant convoys.

(See

chapter on Transportation.)
In August 1941 orders were issued for 15 operational and 23 training

landing craft to be built at thr- Italian shipyard at Palermo.

Personnel

was sent from the dockyards at Wilhelmshaven and Niel to supervise construction.

Construction was completed in December 1951, and naval crews were
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sent to Italy to mmx the craft.

A storehouse, in which provisions and

spare parts only were carried, was established at Palermo in support of
these craft.

Main stocks were carried at Naples.

"Further landing

craft were built at Palerao for use both as escort

land supply vessels in the African campaign.

Their cargo capacity was 75

tons in bad weather, 100 tons in good weather.
pCNTS AND MQNCRA~ TTSUr T 1CRL

n£A!

Three charts showing the location of ports and anchorages used by
these many comands in Swrope appear opposite this text.

It has been

impossible to determire the periods during which units of the Navy operated fr•m these ports.

All that is known is that forces 6f the type indiAs the German fortunes of war

cated operated fron the places shown.

improved or deteriorated, they were active or inactive.

However, since

it is desired that a complete picture of the Navy'a logistic responsibilities be shown, even though determination of the period such responsibility existed has been impossible, all ports used by naval forces have been
included.
A fourth chart, showing ports and anchorages used by the Navy in countries outside Swrope has also been included.

Sene of the research material

used in constructing this chart my possibly contain inaccuracies, due to
the large rwaber of unverifiable reports originating in Latin and Central
Aericca during the war.

It is known that subuarines operating in the

Carribean and South Atlfntic Oceans were supported by surface and undersea
supply ships.

However, it has been impossible to separate inaccuracies

from accuracies in these raportas therefore, all reports of submarine
activity in ports and anchorages in the Western Hemisphere have been ineluded.

In each izportant harbor in Germany and in the occupied countries,
there was a naval port director (Hafenkcmndant) who was responsible for
the administration of thz port.

Subordinated to him were, among other

groups, the following logistic activities:
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(a) A byd roraphic office, c.r=oZa

with t

d4tribution
rc

of ch~rto and recot i~oa cicL
(b) A rcdical officer and staff or naval ho--pital depending
on the size of the part, vith a z-fk of zedical cup-

plies for icz•oe to fore-a aflcat.
(c) A torpedo rupply depot or torpedo storehouse, depandin

an the size of the port.
(d) An ordnance depot or crdzanc3 storehouse, depending an

the isio of the port.
(e)

in amiticn
of the port.

depot or storehoaue, depenaln

(f)

A mining .zd barrage depot or storehouse, deopwAug on
the sizt of the port, for the purpose of issuing mizea,
mine fittings erA minesweeping gear, and Installing and
servcting barrage zets.

(g) I cmiacation supply dep
on the size of tte port.

an the elms

or storehouse, depending

(h) A pay office.

(1) A food office.
(S) A clcting de;ot or clojhdng store, depending on the
Cize of the rort.
(k) An accommodation office, charged with the accommodation
of all rhore based perstmnel.

(1) A rx-val laurldry.
Nrte% Pay, Food, Clothing, and Acc
edation offices
ure all a part of the Internantur supply cystc•=
Utiualy, the =ae Surply Officer, Special
Cervli. Supply Officer or Intendantur offioial
in charae we- re:zrponzhle for aln of these
offices In oce port.
In additicn to the ahove, there were located in each important harbor,
but not subordinated to the port director:
(a) A Sea Tranport Office (M), charged with the resopsi-

bility of requisitioning, e"dtIng the turnaround,
repair, *,e'npping, serVICIZg a*Ad ae*Iy of eonroys of
merchant veYils. Ttese offles were field activities
of Ada Qu VI. Thy alto had authority to recruit labor
for load-ng and unloading chIps.

(b) A reCrezertaiVe of the
tr-try of Tranrportation to
a:Azit the Sea Trw.:,ort Office in coordinating the
mvo-net of nz=r
t hip1-IrZ. During the latter part
Of the 16&r (ae Qdjter '1),
theae representatives
tzo'j over 1&at o! the duties of the Sea Trarxport Office.

Coxztal dcfeoreo c:zILtod of hth
u-nay c.erýin

naval and &rM batteries, the former

the n--rO ircrtant naval oblectivez.

Naval defenses an

sJMRICirlmOM

LT

slKWTX1

IIWVM(X

naval coastal defenze troops came under the grcup cc=mnderp but the ditpyoztton of theL forces was mainly the concern of the adnfralo coaandir- coastal areas and the sea defense cosmandants, e.*, CinC Naval Chief

Coonsad North Sea and FOIC North Se* Defense:.

Each admiral comandinc

a coastal area vas ropo€•dble for deciding the tacticl omTLquamnt of
t.e defense troorz azicned him and the ctrategical locations of the naval
fortifications vithin his cowmad.

He al• had to obtain permission,

;e:•azmel and zecc:=ara funds from KahanettPMla to buld such fortificare economical or expedient, obtain bids from qualified

tionz and, uhere

civilian ccrtruction aje'clez.

Ee was rezponhiblo for overzeeinC the

constructions 'ontroollig the u=e of rationed materialo, and acquirim
the necessary reel ocat•t

though purchaze, lease or requi•ition.

To asziat the area corders in these reoponrIbfliti3s, Construction
Battalion SUtMf

(ObsrfaatugspIoaierztab),

with headquarters at Kiel

uhich operated. under the mvperwlion of Matihnst/Pl~a, were assigned to
perform these dattIe

and wuprvise all coastal artillery, anti-aircraft

and rAumrie pan construction.
zponzible for the procuuin
tool,

In addition, these staffs were also re-

t and distribution of naterial such as steel,

cancuflago material and other conotruction equi•eent and cupplies,

as wall as obtabLUC toremen and labcrerz to pvrorm the actual constructicn in Germazny,,an
laval Labor

lai:r ttal•cnz for ccnstructicn overseas.

attalionz, clzo cubordl:-ated to

quarte- at Sobor,

wih headweittia,

conatructed the culbarine pens and naval. anti-aircraft

Irntallatiovs In occupiet countrles.

The:e battalions were composed of

raval permorl who Wad been elven tralnitu- in cc truction techniques as
wall as In military cubjectz.

In l293, thrve vere tbree ouca battalions.

GroV N/rth/Fleet, in addition to rurfaco unito, controlled all chceo
e.tabMli.xts in Gerazq, az well az those in Dcrzark and Norway.

In

Georzn itzelf there were three min dockyardz, one at Kiel, one at

'-4
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Swinemuende with branch depots at Sassnitz, Warne~mende,
Ruegenwalde, Stolpauende, Kolberg and Neukuhren
Pillau-Libau
During the period between World War I ond World War II, the increased
need for supply/repair facilities required that bases with facilities
be organized as (a) main naval bases, (b) second class naval bases, (c)
third class naval bases and (d) U-boat bases.
effected in 1935.

This new organization was

Support facilities afforded by them were:

Main naval bases (Kiel, Wilhelmshaven and Gdynia)
In addition to having a supply center with large permanent stocks of
,al kinds of consmables and equipment, including aMMmnition, for supplying forces afloat and shore activities in the immediate area, these had
largo technical deparItm'ents to take care of problems of ship construction,
overhaul end repair of machinery, electrical, ordnance, torpedo and ccunication equipcnt, as wol as dredging and harbor construction.

In addition

to these facilities, the drydocks and slipwoys of tho many private shipyards in the iecdiato vicinity of theeo rain naval bases wcro requisitioned,
as necessary, to provide rcpair facilities.

The bases themselves were

amply outfitted with tugs, supply and special craft, floating cranes, etc.
During the war additional nain naval bases were established at Hamburg
and Le Havre (France).
Second class navgl baseg (Swinemuende, Stettin, Danzig, Pillau and
Koenigsberg)
These had naval supply depots for supplying fuel, consumable stores
and general equipment, also stocks to moet the demands of the forces based
on them for at least ninety days.

Docking and repair facilities to care

for all local needs were provided at the shipyards in the area.
Third class maynl bare

(Eaden, Heligoland, Cuxhaven, Glueckstadt,

Saasnita, W-arn-=undo, Rucgcnwaldo, Stolpmue=nda, Kolberg, Muorwik, Travomueend

and Neustadt)

Thece were equipped with naval supply sub-depots with limited stocks
(mostly fuel and water) for supplying permanently based units.
no special equipment.

They had

A few tugs and supply craft were assigned to these
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bases when special conditions warranted such action but, aside from a
few

shops awhore

-11

where minor repairs could be undertaken by a ship's

force, no special repair facilities ware available.

xanples:

At Emden,

the repair shops of a private shipyard were utilized; at Cuxhaven, the
same situation obtained; at Sassnitz, the railroad shops were available;
at another port, the facilities of the Inlad Waterways idnministration
were used.

Similar bases were established during the war at Mesel, Weser-

muende and Linz on the Danube.
1-Jtbing

(liel and Wllhelmshaven)

These bases provided berths,

special supply facilities, billets, school

rooms, sport facilities, etc., but had no special yard installations or
repair facilities.

The latter were provided by the main naval bases.

During the war a great nuber of submarine bases were established in Holland,
Belgium, France, Italy, Greece, Rumania and Norway.

(See chart showing

location of ports and anchorages.)
Main and second class naval bases employed chiefly civil personnel and
used only a smal

number of naval officers and amn.

Third claas naval

bases and U-boat bases, however, employed only naval personnel.
These base facilities were greatly expanded when the Navy mobilized for
World War 1I.

However, the bases enumerated above continued throughout the

war to play an important role in the logistic mapot of the fleet and
shore establishment under Group North/Ileet.
Vain Nnval

Na.o

Oi.,ia~t~ln

AU main naval bases (naval dockyards) werc directly subordinated to
the Bureau of Warship Construction and Repair (NatRuest), although adniafitratively under the control of the respective group oomanders.

Ther

mission, as has been stated, was to build, equip and maintain ships based
on them and such shore stations as were in the territorial limits assigned
to them.

They were comanded by a naval officer, knom as the Director

of the Dockyard.

Admiral Fleischer held this position at Wilhelmshaven

in 1942.
R6STAICTED
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An organization chart showing the facilities at the Naval Dockyard at
Wilhelmshavan appears opposite this page.

This organization, with the

exception of West Yard, is the same as the ones used at Kiel, Gdynia and
Le Havre.

In order to administer the multiple tasks imposed on the dock-

yards, they were di.ided into two divisions, five offices and ten departaunts as follows:

Z
TA

Staff Division
Works and Planning Division

A
D
F
K
ZO3

Labor Office
Office of the Base Medical Officer
Radio Control Office
Base Hospital
Ccmnications Center

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
(V)

Equipage and Navigation Departmqnt
Gunnery Department
Shipbuilding Department
Engineering Department
Harbor Construction Department
Torpedo Department
Dredging Department
Ccunmications Department
Logistic Support Department
Supply/Admiristrative Department

Each departmeut was headed by a civil official, known as the department
director.

Offices functioned separately.

All were subordinated to the

Dockyard Director.
Z-

The Staff Divisin
This division, also known as the Central Division, was the counterpart

of a cmandant's office in our naval shipyards, and had charge of all departments and offices in the dockyard.

It was headed by a naval officer,

usually a captain, who acted as chief of staff to the Director of the
Dockyard and administered the various divisions, offices and departments
in accordance with the directives of that officer and the naval regulations.
It was subdivided into seven sections.
1.
2.
3.

They handled:

Mail, messenger service and ground maintenance
Information center and dockyard library
Mobilization matters
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4. Air raid precautions
5. Security, yerd police and press releases
6. Motor pool
7. Fire prevention
T1

-

The V"r7

n

1
flivi-s4(m
Panntf

Tho head of thin division .,a the CcoaztrUotion SIcr.1nte.ndant of the
dec!-yerd.

Tho funsationn of the office wero to plean atl ccuperwiro afl con-

structicn, cztzablich dc-Allnez, eupTervica the utilization of calvaged
material, ordeio routlrei and i=ýtr-

1c .ulei, entab'3ich vages, prepare

Work staticntico, hzLcnnco c"-.1C7ent uith C=)l.yoce~3, C'4rvio rcfrehehr
cmir~c-c for c--,.loycca, tranir_- pcrc=cz; for ajprcaticc3

OLrd otkr-

ctc==3

of Instruction and lectures.

A. TeM Labor Office

This officesz~e

$

by a Lator BE:ard, hal cle7cn ccaticas that performed

duties In connection with:

1. Mobilization of clerks and labore*=

2. Insurance zatters
apo~nd
releaze or' laborers, personnel statistics,
3.
eports and tran.-portaticn for dockyard employees
4. Boyloyent and relceae of clerks, personne). titi
5. Accident prcventieci, inr.uztria]. byciene, inquesto rezmrding accidents
6. Grantz, cllicua- r r4ý
-c aez7iotene for clerks and laborers,
family azzintance, ceercration with Welfare Association
7. Matters peraining to Welfare Center and quarters Ifor
apprentices

WZ.
SP.
EX.
ill.

Base newspaper
Recreational matters, arorts, etc.
National Insurance
Dockyard Uelfare A.ezceiation matters

The Fedic~l Officcr hr4 c%-rxto of the L-aze dlienrary where all first

eld una r1cr~er

=r1 r-hyic.-l c=1ratic= vcr ccr4tdut4.

At the asam

ti-ej, ho rnz elca th,3 t:z-: ct-r~c:n cr4 crca r-tedcel officer.
ca'7e'ity, he3 Va3 1:::l ci' thot!:e
efllhziee dicTz=:eriL:,
the3 r-,:i=cil

In. the former

h -Itnel, in the latter in ohargo of
Laze

=14 r-::icznl

&;s~t3 In the cr-cea Cr4

rly ccntcr ci' the ra-in rza'cl bz:c. Z3 v--: t:3 rc"rczentr.

tiva of XnerLLr'/G in prrl

CC-IV11-etrativo rztte-ro =d of t1: Kdi

cal Ir--;:tcrata in tattcrz or~tplc

cr1 ratcrial =,a t!sir detrltuticn..
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i4n

•lfMk61

flee and

mmicat
ams
Center

These office. furnished the be" with cmmication serice.
ticn,

In addi-

they ensued that the natorial requirements for all radio stations

in the command area were supplied.

In this conneetion, they were field ac-

tivities of the Naval Conmunication Inspectorate and FarRaent/WNta.

They also

mwerised the preparation of newspapers and other printed propaCanda media.
Thmm

't

[

-

XeuAMe end

ULU=
ati[• Deartment

For each ship permanently assigned to the base, this divivion pro-

vided space In which the ship cculd store its supplementary reserve, strip
ship Or excess equipment.

The shipls complete equipment wau stored

by this division while the ship was under construction or during extensive
repairs or conversion.
long as ther

Such storeroom were maintained for the shkps as

were in om aission.

The adodinstration of these storeroons

was the responsibility of the dockyard.

The equipnt, however, belonged

to the ships and the dockard was not permitted to usa it for any purpose.

Extraordinary, cmbrsome and bulky pieces of equipment and/or spere parts
used Ouiy infrequently were stored in

Decial compartaents or storeroom

hideh were also exclusively assigned to the ships.
In addition to providi•g storage spa,

ashore for the vessels assigned

to the base, this division functioned sIaL arly to a harbormaster' e departmat or yardcraft office, in that it was responsible for the assignment of
harbor space, floating cranes, tugs and other harbor mell craft, and transit
of vessels through the locks at the entranee to the base.
It was responsible for the operation and malatenance of locks, ferries,
yarderaft and other floating equipment, except floating &hdocks,and for
staring and issing comasses, and other navigational instruments.

It also

prepsred, assembled and maintained all ships' allowance lists and other publications, including navigational charts, for all ships i

comission or re-

seto attached to the base.
Denaxtoot TI

Gi

-MM=k

aArt_

The mAission Of the Gunnery Department was to store, install, issue,
repair and service guna,

smal ar

and smke equipment for vessels and naval
RESMRICTED

SzUC

Tr INJCWIATIOE

artillery installations in the area assigned to the bases and fire control
instruments.

It was a sqpply/repafr facility of the Naval Ordnance lapec-

torate.

The Sfipbuilding Depertaent was responsibla far all ship construction
and ship repairs.

It provided etoeap for m~av-nee, cataplta, sumaearis

nets and oil hose, conducted dock trials, diving nd

alvage eperations and

monuflactured equipage ncri~sLly produced bW the Navy and Issued 1jr the
Yard &qly/mistzattve Departamut for the Central amd Tewical Pro-•
cvwement Offices auch as tackle, rigglog and linem
ports, ladders, lockers, etc.
details.)

It also had a

boats ad boat equijmat,

(See chapter an Distribution of ftply for

lmagmeat control over the locksmith, carpenter,

lathe, paint and sadMdt's workshops, the sal and rigging lofts, and dhydccks and floating drydocks.

This division worked closely with the Vr-

sh1p Acceptance Inspectorate and was subordinated, through the Dockyard
Director, to Narltuot/A MV.

The bgineerwig Depertm•nt constructed, assamled, repaired and/or
Installed engines and

gineeing, and elettriral ship equipsmat, and man-

talned all electrical Installationm,

operating •emnims of swinging

bridges, dock inatallations, powe houses, etc.

broken into two sections,

Organizationally, it was

viz., (a) the xachine•7 construction

workshop

and service section, under which ware the nachine coastruction shop, maotor,
boiler, copewrmith and pattern maker's workshops and the foundr,
(b) the electrical workshop and sarvce section, under ••b
electrical, Calvano-teblcal and searchlight workshops.

and

were the
This departmat

worked closely with the Naval logineerine Inspectoratc, Techcalal Procureamot Office and &;ppl"y/Mainitrative Departmet of the base in manufacturing electrical equilent aszd eq-ires and their s;are parts fcr ultimate
issue through suppy activities.

This department wa resonzible for all design, construction a&
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am~its~ana

of alldn

bdats, vor'kaho;3 emd other pjblio works

mal-e~ In tbe Wflhlmezmnarena.
h1ttsalla

staftf

3&h0VdIA~t~d to
t y I -

an

It worked cosly~3 with the Cc~t~ruotion

tb3 department was the printing dopartmaut.

-

Th Tor~pedo Deparzetau,

stored, maintained., repaired and is-med torpedoes

and torpedo accessories, Including la~mbIng equipmet, and supplies.
also fr~atalled torpedo launching eqcyixent.

It

It was a mruply~/rerair facill-

ty or the saval Tarps" Inapactorate.

Tbs regulation or the navigable parts of Wae Bay, construction of
san vills, dikes and :molea outs1de the harbor and the drmdgIng of afl North

atbe hors em meMade this 4epartmat.
The xission of thi daptartue,

was to equip ships and chore stations

with co-uica~ticu ey&ajeat and aepcial commmication aupplies, the repai f dAusged co=ic~atIcn ejuidae~t,, andi the storage and issue ofrweplv,-=t c:ýaF~ot =1 z~i~

It had atcce

to the various departtents

of the dzcowad fcr rqmdr =14 teAztSn work outside the vMop of technical
adjustmant.

Sints, the greater part of cainication equipment used by

tLe 907169
i.-a=Z=:az

fror C:=rClal fir=a, a

rpecial procuzrament, divioicn

of this dc;artmmt, =--'= =,ex-icicu of the Naval Comimication Itn-Ptotorate (later by KazueatAMw)p bandled such purchases.

It hail its ovn

storus, divizicn, c'~dI71dod Into equ4nent, supplea end tube aeotiono.
PTA~z

dt-Artm-t, uw co of t1o:.3

eation

Iampetoratej,

y/erf facilitlen of the Naval Commmi-

later taken over biw MszlustAflk.

T7i9 department, was a field a-tivIty of Adz Qra MI
Z=r Ca

~rnt

v34 1-1i or wnter C anl mr,liez re.Tred to cupm-

;Zrt tL* frzcz ointcit. rx4tt.,l
mi12io=, all flett

Croizzi cr

It was rearmnsibio

cbiPs3,

mzsotzido Gctany.
=111,07r

V`upply Ohir-,

To facilitate thic
all Navy-ewned

2:-tcrod tan-krs a=1 ftcl ctorz~es vere msuborditated to this
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doZpartz*mt. The

V1n c~ji' cl,=eted t7 t..o iz*nrt-.mQt w
Inr~e

rubz-Iteed, t==-A e4d fed t7 tVdc dT:;t=* or itn br:ah =it inx rrarce.

It vwz =ld

fr-to t~ce divizic=4 (a) Ccr~±co Dinctorato N, (b)

d

Service Directorate T and (c) Service Dlirectorate S.
Service Directorate N
2ato-ac--tza-

W-1~' u-tte

rani,

toi btk:eze

a!:- e::d

all fuel =d vater storage an~d fael
=1I h-4Ch

tr--z:rtatic= of epip-

c:-tric:, atte= tr-:;pcrtaticn Wa

In :3

-,

It cup-erized th~e 1cad1j4g and

been fm~-1c!:ed 1. tte

cz

d~cartcb of rx'vli lo!Iciztlc

vc::!1s to c~cr=e= ta=e cr r=cQc-nu

wIth 'ý-crez aflctt. It
zmt of tszk fe--

f~:~dt~tnt1--ti1 c-:2c

~:~~c

end

=1 %-z r cr-,:S1lo for tto rcadite=

of all ve::els M~~e to en~&-trtct
InZ thefr Iccicn.

on*

ca4 ino

It haed Its m~ tn,:)1,

of c~atz tw

gCudz azd tmc~k ew~ra for

(SS Czcýt- on rictritticz of .C'41y azI t!~

ttiý

iV.wy

require-

on Fuel for 4et.±1s.)
lerflce D!.re:+xpt-3t

port veussel

T rader:ed te:!L"Aca2 cemiieo to All lteztie zuzp-

and fuel itzteatlouiu.

anr"Ient of all crwiz z:

to tn

= d other

C ;;;I

venels aasicned to the tV.ktie S~4port, Departast.
DpRtM;A~ttV
The c

-

Tý. Su~rr1ý. MpTd=1L-Akan Acrartzlmn

/

t

IT*~ S. zrmxrl t&e rf--

offiiel)u~ifl~f~

t

d

of a -1r, riva bas van, In

t

~rtl

icz7,

A r

c
c,=t,
,r.
zt

itha t~o r=!: of rcir admiral. It

carrie! Ini CtCA all eee~zrnl =a

-,4=0~~t
Parts~4 alld can-

vzntles cn-ried It t~ i c,::y
17
and tte T~ec!=!c&'

e

It 6=s Lead4d by a civil1

of V:3 Ccztrl P-r:-.t.cimwt, Office

Cffl3 =3

ai 1:=t of tl::zo L,4-Iy ayatw.aa

Fo= purpcere cf &bufd-tratIct, these departmmt3 bad:

C)A sain accomat~ng office
~ pers nel office
)A
office
A dhzburzfrI
,Ci
derartaeut.
sntprin
C11A
teA prelit1=A7 axudt o~ffice
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NWmm aSTIRa
pllees, tkahadb~ a mads store

.1~istaie
broken into:

(a) A pSwrol .qaipat atome *ectic
.EsbleS stores e"Ctio conumube stores section
pseari oquiUmmt,
I b) A Mcalm
spare, parts .and
A
SC)
(4) AI Old matadtol eSWUM
A 6"Orw omtiof ie.

officse. *to.$ foMcve:

1. To mnaltalm a rec4orda an1 edwge and credits incurade
twirotb trausactis with sulps ed stations for lusawsi
oCmterWa or atom, work per.fsomed for tbw bcr base
iq~rMUtet (mwq~ 4eoex~t sad laspectorte branches
alike) or material m atome tonmed In to tbase dsepat2* To abdalater the ano~tmt for the seeral dearuitmeto,
dilimsla ami effices ot the uual doebwsri
3.

To 1of*. debt and aredit. againt mo nhalotmeta.

4* To lesmeU wu~tI astatuata ct beaimase rwealzig In
inch auaftmata to "Oeriaute heafs cf 6*petnmsit.
To facilitate cmtrol m~ar an1 !aaues, receipts and. charges against
4spartau~tal *W-tmmt-sp all reis~itiots, invoies, sdealerat bills or
c~t!

de--mzPnt3 fz "--ayrelitie

-threr tte Ochs

to charges and credits, regardles3

cr cre~lt c-!f-rted cm the ba-le, vere initially taken

to tl&e
FLI-n

Mice, ul-e-re ttey were recorded as beeing received

amd treeted ez a r.tet!A clýrre c- credit. Vham Ismes were made, wwk
era

t7 a. de.trtsm-t cr inaterA~il received in one of the stores

c:--tl= Cf t!ýt v.;:::7
C-- crat.t V"~ umt

c- c~t!ýP=~

n~± t!hs Iica~

czmritr,

tho debit

toee KOM A,:czmtbg office fc: l~icirgs, entry in thto

re:rde, ard tranxittel to the abip cr ataticn. In the case of a dealer t s
til,v 14, wam to t15 dCbrfi~cfle for paxent., The office also maintx!-to-t a re-::zl Cf al real ezztste trar.--a-tft=3 and a rlant acctomt f cr
e.U t!;d:-c In t"~

a:ty4ed
thetr fi

isblrz3 and ezyliaicit.

ama afficee.
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Ame detai'L of poymts and fin-n-ia record keeping In the Navy we
cotained In the chapter = PUwne.

This office, hwever, paid all base

perso~el, Including doc4ard employees,

d bill..

hen stores ad/cr materiel were requisitlond by a shlp or stations
the cogisant stores section of a base depWatm

IItvi

t (naval Inepectorate alt-

ccr upply departwont) assembled the strem or material, propa

a LUst of than, their destination, .bowiniwether thq vere to go IV air,
rail or vater, wd statinanysqpwc

pacida

Woe

to be observed.

It tAw turned the list and the stores ever to the base pickqw-dellvery
service (a branch of this division eq dppd with trucks, mobile enwes,
electric flatbods, etc.) w•hch brovaht thus to this division, where pae14 papers Were pepr,

the material e

dnd spping Goewemats pre-

pored. The cases were thean delifved to the Logistic Sqpprt Divisla
for shipmet.
XU mail, freight and siress

hWpmt3 fron base departments, except

that of the Logistic Support Department, passed throuh the Shipping Division.

This division was heeded by a civil official.

cepta and isom
ahles.

It controlled all se-

of general and apecial equipment, spare perts and cuam-

Befor the Teecaical Procumet Office and the Central Preaoswnt

Qtfet were established,

W fasunctions were performed by the avel sepply

center, ](elp CFO f~amtions were handled byr the navel supply center, V1iholustwen.
thse

After these tuo main procurement offices were estaUlehed,

py cefters become a part of their supply s•tes a

atorice and isubig depots for them.

acted as

(See chapter oan Distribution of

Supply for details.)
the divirico vas divided into four sectionz:
(1) A central office, to whicb all ad&Wn-strative matters
pertaiinng to the division were referred, and which
Evdled all lsacr srd firancial matters

7SM ICTZD
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(2) A general equipment and spare parts stores section
(3) A general consmable stores section
(4) A special equipment, spare parts. and consumables section
(5) An old material setion.
The General Zquyaent and Consumable Stores sections and thes Special
Icquipment, Spare, Parts and O'casuable Stores section each bad its own
management office, accounting, procurement, storage and shipping subsections.
Umdinet Reman SWAeIn

(GLI)

Wei section was subdivided into:
1. Accolunting sub-section

(a~ oce oto
. Recdciptsadr issuies, control
cCorrespondence
2. Management sub-section
(a) Inventory Control Office
Priced vouchers, verified nomenclature and quantities,
took up and expanded material from cardez.
(b) Procurement office
contract purchases
(1)
f2) Cown
boo aiqd
manufacturing
3. Shipping sub-section
Assembled material for delivery l~r deliveiry service to
Shipping Divisiom¶.
Stores sub-section
I

~~D..~

1

Boast gear, anchors, line, chain, shackles, cables,
sails, swabs, buckets, life jackets, work and proclothing.

-tective

Military and comercial flags, pennants, signal
flags, signal horns, megaphones, watches, clocks,
sounding lines.
IIICaii~iai ~d iv
M
ajz'MMI
Axes, hammers, planes, Isis, metal working tools,
diving helmets,. diving suits, diving air pumps.
i p*tr
unl a~m~
Chinaware and table accessories bed linen, blankets,

17~nk

cabin furniture, office equipment, brooms, padlocks.
V

Va

ba

aa

ui

Spare parts for machines and auxiliary machines,
instruments, equipment for cleaning, overhauling machine and boiler equipment, hand tools.
nm1i

nl

VI Puefling hose, fire fighting equipment, bicycles
and their spare parts.
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VII Boats, equipment for boats and life saving
equipment.

VIII Electri•s1l1 e ui-man and electri

3.,mini

Motors, instruments, switcheso transformers,
telephone and telegraph equipment, batteries
and battery charging equipment, searchlights
and covers, electrical hand tools.
IX

Tools of all kinds, except those carried in
sections III, V, Va and VIII.

X General equipment, except engino-s and spare
parts, for U-boats, R-boats and 3-boats.
Administration, i.e., inventories, stock receipts and issues, of each
section was the responsibility of the stores section manager.
G~iar1 Cnu

abl Stores Sectin (VL)

This section was subdivided like the equipment Stores Section into an
accounting, management, shipping, and stores sub-section.

The tasks of the

various sub-sections are the sam as those in the Equipment Stores Administration.

The stores sub-section was subdivided as follows:
I
II

Coal, coke and lubricating oils
Glycerin, paints, chemicals, lubricating fats,
unprocessed leather (including driving belts),
firebricks, holystones, grindstones, sand

III All tarred and untarred rigging, hemp, manila
and other rope products, steel and copper cable.
IV

Iron, cast-iron, steel, forging iron, zinc,
copper, tin, bronze, brass, aluminum, standard
type sheet metal tubes, wire, pipe, electrodes

V Notions: canvas, bunting, linen, miscellaneous
types of cotton, belting, woolen and linen bends;
metal articles, nails, screws, nuts, glass and
wooden artizles, rubber and asbestos articles,
packing materials, paper, screws, nails, rivets,
hasps, staples, etc.
VI

Hemp tow, yarn, old linen, old canvas, horsehair, kapok, sponge shreds, barrel measuring
rods, oakum, tar

VII Timber, boards, planks, plywood, including
veneers of maple, beech, cypress, ebcq, oak,
alder, mahogany, walnut, pine, etc.
VIII Stationery: foolscap, scratch paper, note
pads and bookt, forms, blotters, ink, pencils,
pens, penholders, erasers, file folders, etc.
IX Electric bulbs, lamp shades, sockets, carbon,
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insulating material,
batteries, portable Ips,
rheostat wire, plain and covered copper wire,
"etc., for electric llghting
I Ilectric cable of all kinds
The General Equipment and Spare Parts Stores Section and the General
Consueable Stores Section carried the items belonging in the Central procurment Office supply system.
TeWMl
"LWma$t

SB=n
8n-

PmLts

CongUmU

le Stores Section (TLV)

This section vas subdivided like the Equipment Stores and Consumable
Stores Sections into accounting, management, shipping and stores subsections.

This section carried the items of technical equipment, spare

parts and consumables that -prised
Office sUpply system.

the stock of the Technical Procurement

They were not maintained in classes, but as equi-

page and supplies for the various types of vessels, which in general were
broken down into surface and undersea craft.

Spare parts, however, were

split into:

(a)

which were peculiar to battle-,.
s'
C"ta-ships, pocket battleships, heqy cruisers, light cruisers, destroyers, torpedo boats, minelayers, minesweeperspatrol craft, landing craft and small battle unit,

(b)

e sn
, which were peculiar to supply
htn•n ah•
ships, tankers, armed merchant cruisers, blockade runners, merchant ships, trawlers and other vessels taken
over by the Navy for the duration of war.

SAA .Nada Section (EvX
This section stored all used materials returned to the dockyard by
ships and stations, according to their relationship, and held them ready
for sale.

Unusable items received were checked by a Used Ifaterial Ispoc-

ticn Committee (arvey Board) which made certain that the articles could
This coeittee bad the additional tasks of determining

not be used.

whether or not the articles were Reich property and to establich the prices
at which they were to be sold.
sub-sections:

For these purposes, the section had two

namely, the accounting and storage cub-sections.

Salvage of material was a very important part of the Navy's mission
in wartime.
to a base.

All supplies not actually required on board ahip were returned
When an article arrived there, it was sent to the Coasumablo
RIMTAICT
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Stores Section of the supply depn-rment, where a receiving official inspected it

and determined whether it

could be reissued, uied in making

repairs, or should be sent to the Old Materials Section.
If an article was usable, it was taken up by the Consumable Stores
Section.

After its value was azcertained and entered on the stock records,

the invoice was forwarded to the Main Accounting Office, where the value
was credited to the ship or shore station and debited to the Cosumable
Stores Section.
If an article was unusable, it

was sent with the invoice to the Old

Materials Section, where the Comittee agnin inspected it
of utilizing it if

at all possible and, if

determined its sale Value.

with the view

it was absolutely unusable,

No credit was given to the ship or chore

station for items determined unusable; however, the invoice was accomplished by the Old Material Section as a receipt for the article.

If only

part of a shipment was unusable, the Consumable Stores Section Wsde a
cut invoice for the unusable articles and forwarded it

with than to the

Old•Material Section.
Articles carried by the Old Material Section were not priced on the
stock records.

Money received from the salo of unusable material was

taken up by tke •ain Accountinz Office and disbursed for the maintenance
of the YAn Stores Altinictration.

Any trurplus was deposited to the credit

of Reich Receipts (miscellaneous receipts of the government).
This system was also used for material returned to a naval dockyard
in peacetime, when ships were placed in reserve or struck from the Navy
register.
RVPA - The Pr.11',,,a

,

Oie
=ri

Because of the great volume of acccunting transactions, the Supreme
Court of Accounts established preliminary audit offices at each main nav•l
base and at the Ad1iralty.

These offices audited the fiscal receipts and

expenditures of the Main Accountiug Office and'of all vessels attached to
the base, as well an all -hore activities within the territorial limits
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of the comand.
officials.

The heeds of these offices were elderly Intendantur

It was their responsibility to ensure that audits of disbursing

vouchers, invoices and property returns for equipaent, spare parts and
consmbles, including aiatenance of vehicles aWd yarderaft, were carried
out obJectively and carefully and that the naval regulations and directives of the &4pwme Court of Accounts were observed.

RVPAs, uhile orgaui-

sationally suibordiated to the Supp•:y/malidstrative departments (later
to the seior aftinistrative staffs) were service departments for the

aein naval bases and the ships based an then.

Their relationship was that

of a coordifating agenc.

ents, offices and divisions

Koiver, the dacpm

of the naval base and ship coads were obliged to provide thae,

Idiate-

2y, punetually and eaaustively, with such lnforoation as they might require In the *e*ase of their audits.
We audits

ere copleted, the vouch• s, returns, etc., were forwarded

to the qenee Court of Aeoconts (Reicharechmmgshof) via the Docyard
Director or Fleet Pqmaster, depending on ihther the return audited cae
fro

a

eor fleeot activiay.

Not a part of the dockard, but usually imediately contiguous thereto
and a purt of the
a food

store,

lain naval base, were a nine depot, an amnition depot,

a clothig store and, in the case of Wilhellshaven and Kiel,

a naval clothing factor7.
the Naval Minig and

These activities were distribitive agencies of

mmunition ITnpectotates and the Intendanturen (supply!

administrative) offiees respectively.
system.

Zash Wad Its oa

stock control

Ammition was probably not invoiced by the min accounting office

of the naval bee for the ammition depot.

Although there has been evi-

denoe indicating that provisions and clothing were Invoiced by the Main
Accating WMie for the food and clothing offices, it is known that
there vas no acecoutability for -iin

and blocking material.

In addition to naval baeis located within the territorial limits
of his comnd, the logistid organizations described below were also under
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the a-ainstrative control of CinG Group North/Fleet:
a Th2 U-boat adbinsttrative coand

b Eeven naval Unnetcaates
( A control procurement office

dAtecnical procurement office

0aqvif/asdsnistratLve (Intmndaaturen) offices

This organisation was headed by GonA&a van lriedeburg, mho was known
as the Second Mairal U-boats.

BHedquarters were at Kiel.

The oomand

trained, assigned, praoted and sepeaated its cia officers and no-oaidssioed personnel, including eagineering, sipply, medical and dental urficers
and lower deck persomel.

Lnitial procurement of stihc personel ws proo-

eased in the same mazoer as the personnel for the surface fleet.
The aission of this oomnd Was to preare sukmarines for war and to
bring them to the frout line ready for sea. At that time, the sulmarines
wera placed under the operational oand of 2 SM.

Mhon they returned

from sea, they again come under the cognizance of the n-boat
Comnd.

dministrative

As pointed out in the discussion of the functions of 2 SML,

GrbAs Doenits retained his title of CinC U-boats when he relieved Greba
Raeder as CnC Navyxin 19/3. R1dm Godt (2 SML) was responsible for their
operations whil. at sea.

Second JMafral U-boats was responsible at all.

other times.
Nov construction, trials, acceptances, repairs and overhaul of mbmerines and axiliary vessel. such as underseas supply ships,

ubmarine

repair vessels and tenders, target towing tugs, floating hotels, etc.,
were all matters coming under the cognisance of this cond.
It. relation to the inspectorates, the Central Procurement Office,
the Tochnipa1 Procurement Office, the Intendanturen offices and tobuical
hireaus was the same as that of surface force comands, in that the inspectorates, etc. prccured the equi~xnt required fcr the aubwarie arm.

How-

ever, the research and development of equipment and material peculiar to
mugmrinez uas performed b7 the U-boat Adini3strative Cocnd.
All general supplies, spare parts, fuel, moedcal supplies, food and
clothing vero, procured by theI U-boat Administrative Ccomand through normal

*,:
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chaneals br It# cognisant heads of depertaents; vis., clothing, food and
=oe bkq the

qpvly offiaer,

madicel and dental supplies by the medical

end dental officers, and other num-taehical supplies, spare parts and fuel

lr the engineering officers.

"settleemt

Separate U-boat pay offices and accomto

offices were maintained.

Foreign exthange requirements and

*motig and ceateen matters ware supervised b7 the senio•i U-boat suppy
offIctr, as wre the Preparation of U-boat budget estimates and the Inspeotiond of supp2y and disbursing activities.
maintained its

The com
facilitie,

oim reot centers, clinics and other medical

although the logistic support of these organizations was a

reepCmsIbIlitr of the Medical and supply/administration divisions of Marorganixation, a navy within

and C.

a na

, reohPmable only to Gr~da Doewits, CinC Navy.

omotes,
la

r.

In short, it

was an au.toromu

Writ

Before Doenits was

the crgMilatics euinted with Doenits reporting only to GrAda
Bievea, because the U-boat Service was dependent upon the shore

aetiitioee mnder 0nc Group cttAaieet for logistic support, it warn admnisatratively subordinated to that commnd.

The Procurment of Weapons,

equilient and supplies for the naval es-

tablibsmet was as highly decentralized as were other functions of the
bureaus and offices of the Navy.

An has been explained under the organi-

sation of the bureaus VArRuest, NsrMehr and 1arPers, separate divisions
were established for each major type of naval material.
Yezluet was responsiblo for the production of ships, their weapons
and maintemance, and the general and technical suplises required to service
and operate the ships and their fighting equip••nt.
MarVehr was responsiblo for lower deck personnel and their support,
i.e., their food, clothing, medical treatment,

salaries and welfare.

MarPers provided the Navy with officers.
Aa Qu 1i3,

the Fuel and Transportation Section of the

dMairal Quarter-

master Division of the Naval War Staff, while not a bureau, was a logistic
egmncq and furnished fuel and lubricants necessary to run the ships after
they bad bew equipped and manned and personnel needs provided,,
ISTRICTED
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Each division of NarRuest responsible for the production of a type
of weupon had a subordinated navel lanpectorate that was charged vith the
rrocmint or production, storage and distribution of that weapon.

These

divisions and their subordinated navel inspectorates were:
(arluest/41a (Ordnance Division

Atmmition Inspectorate

rRuest/ALW (Ordnance Division

Ordnance Inspectorate

Xarfestý
'Torpedo Division)
NazRuest/S11 (Wining and
Division)
1ocki
WarRuest•/Wa (Comnication Pivision)

NarRuest/t V/-t (Ship Machinery riviuicn)

Torpedo Inspectorate
mining Inspectorate
Commication Inspectorate
Egineering Inspectorate

Charged with the procurement, storage and distribution of general
and technical supplies required to service and operate the ships, but
not procured cc produced by any of the inspectorates listed above, there
were subordinated to the Ship and Dockyard Section of the Warship ConsoructIon Division, MarRuest4-4, two other logistic agencies:
The Central Procurement Office
The Technical Procurement Office
Three divisions of NarWebr were responsible for the procurement and

distribution of lower deck personnel and supplies required to support
them

Theue divisions and the Inspectorates and offices subordinated to

them for the pwpose of procurement or production, storage and distribution

of waplies woere
Maverel/fr(Lr

Dock Personnel Division)

Education and Training Inspeetorate

XvWWA
(Medical Division)
Medical Inspectorate
leaw/C (Sp•y/datinistrative Division) Naval Food Stores
faxh/O (1
i/MAministratlve Division) Naval Clothing Stores

7e naval inspectorates W be likened to the American ArW' s tecmnioal ser•ioes in that each controlled its oi

supply distributive system

In which was carried its own technical equipment and supplies.

hple:

The Mining Inspectorate had its own nine depots, the Medical Inspectorate
Its a- medical supply depots.

The details of the methods employed by

than in the procurement of the equipment, material and consumbles carried
In their supply systems are contained in the chapter on Procurement, Storage
and Distribution of Supply.
The isusions and locations of the headquarters of the various navai
inpect•rates follows.
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Location of
aate Wilhelmshaven

Experiment, research, do-

velopmrnt in awauxition.

(Miaine Artillerie Arsenal

Charged with storage of

Inspektioc)

unfilled aunition cases.
Filling, storage and distribution of live awmition. Inspection of
amnition dumps and armswas. Return of shell
casings, development of
safety precautions and
other administrative procedures.
Developed Navy' s requirements for amnmition of
all kinds for submission
to MarfuestAtue Wi. Was
field activity of MsrRuest/
AVa.
Th.Na
(In

galfr

~tion der

Experiments, research and
development, storage, distribution of, accounting
for and training in use
of main and secondary
battery guns for naval
vessels, shore based antiaircraft, coastal defense
guns and optical and fire
control equipaent for such
guns.

lie]
*eInspnetarat.
Marine Artillerie)

Was field activity of Ma.Ruest/AWa.
Developed Navyla require-

mants for all types of

ordnance equipment for
submission to HarRuest/
Rue Wi. Administered all
experiAmatal stations,
laboratories, gun testing
plants, ranges, gunnery
school ships and specialist personnel.

Th. Nal Ym-nwo InMnactoata

(arine

Torpedo Inspektion)

iel

Eferiments, research and
development, assembly
(during the period 193442), testing, storage,
distribution of and accounting for all torpedoes and
anti-gas equipment. Administration of all torpedo
depots, laboratories,
experimental stations,
schools and specialist
personnel.
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Was a field activity of MarRuest/Tkia.

Navle
la. 1ftnin

TnxMipt=*t~nAt

(Marine SPeirrwaffeuinspektio)

Niel

Developed Navyta requirements
for torpedoes and materials
necessary to manufactur, comnponent parts for submissioni
to Marfltest/lRue Wi.
kperImuits, research and
development, production of
component parts of mines and
nets and minesweeping equinBamt- Storage, assembly bfld
filling of -mines. Distribu~tion of all mines, minesasep-.
ing equipmenat and harbor defense weapons and equipment.
AdministrAtion Of all mine
and barrage depots, ezperimental stations,. laboratories,
testing stations and schools
and specialist personnl.
Was a field activit~p of Mar-

Tha
Napy-Ci

ndmatnIUape4ct. Niel
=At& (Marine Nachrichten
Inispektizga)

Developed Nav' 4s requirements
for mines,ý minemieepting gear,
eto*.* and raw material newessary to prodace them for submission to XarRuaatI/ua in.
hpermumets, research and
development, testing, storage,,
distribution, of and acoun~ting for all otamuiostio. eqntpVmnt, Including radar and search
eqv'pewt.. A iniAration of
all OCOMIications equipment
depots, laborateries and teststations and specialist personnel,
Developed Javyts requirements
for cGIKmioaitiOU equipment
and raw materials, Idhere required for its production for
submissicn to MarRuest/Ibn wi..
Wasn a field activity of Mar-

;DAb.
n .=MI~i T noectoraltk
(Marine Sanitates Inspektion)

RuestAM AR.
Kiel

Research development and exPeriments in medicinea and
dentistry and their techniques.
Procureamnt, storage and distribultion of and accounting
for all medical and dental
s'.plieS. Administration of
all medical supply centers

and depots.
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Was a field activity of MarWehr/G and developed Navyts
requirements for medicines,
drugs and medical supplies for
aubaission to the Medical
Division of OKW where available medicines and medical
supplies were allocated among
the armed forces.
ThA I"

mazWe

InomrAm

Wilhelmshaven

Research and development, ex-

periments and training in use
S(Schiffenachlnen

Inspektios)

of engines and machinery. Administratior, of engineering
schools. Worked closely with
MarRuest/ I/Ii and IV in the
development of ship machinery.
Thin inspection performed Lhe
same duties in relation to
all kinds of engines as the
Torpedo Unspectorate perfrermed
in relation to torpedoes at
the outbreak of war. Development of the Navy's requirementa for eagines, apare parts*
etc., for siUbmi•slon to MarRuest/Rue Wi. Its storage
and distribution functions
were taken over by the Technical Procurement Office when
that organization was established.

The Nval Vars

leant.--

•Vilxhelmshaven

aom
(Irprobungskoimndo fuer
Kriegsachiffneubauten)

Responsible for the trial and
acceptance of all vessels, except U-boats, which were tested
and accepted by the U-boat
Acceptance Cnmand. Subordinated

to MarRuest/

until the Speer

Ministry was formed, when it

became a part of the Ship Design and Construction Section
of the Navy Division of that
ministry. All the technicians
required to put a ship through
its trials were attached to
this inspectorate. Took over
and tested vessels when private shipyards and naval dockyards completed their construction.
jnj
naactoratog
Othe Navl
There ware two other naval inspectorates.

One was the Naval Education

and Training Inspectorate (Inspekticn der Bildungswesens der Marine) with
headquarters at Niel.

It

administered the naval acadezy, naval war college,

naval training stations and vessels, such specialist schools as did not
properly come under the other naval inspectorates,
offices, or Armed Guard Inspectorate.

and the Intendanturen

It procured such personnel material
RESTRICTED
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as text books and clasromn

supplies for students assigned to schools for

which it vas responsible.
The other was the Naval Armed Guard Inspectorate (Inspeftion der
Marine Flak krtillerie), with headquarters at Evinmnde, idwich had cop4wnice over the installation of guns on armed merchant crulseor,

troop

transports, supply ships, tankers, blockade rumners and other armed merchant
arliary vessels.

It also adulnstered armed guard personnel pools.

It

had no procurement or other logistic responsibilitte..
These two Inspectorates are included In this report only for the puzpose of completing the picture of the naval inspectorate orgenisation.

In addition to the Inspectorates, the following offices had oognisanee
over the procuement, productiot,

strage and distribution of equipmet,

spare parts and coneumoale supplies:
,ildeshlm,

Storage ad-distribution. of and
accounting for all general equipmt,
spare parts and conmumable
supplies not coming under the
ogniane of the maval Ispectorates or Intendanturen Offices,
and required fo the nitida.

(Marine Zentral Besebaf•,gmuwa)

equipping, mintenance and re-

pair of warships and aUXi
vessels. Devseopd Navya r&quframents for the"e item and
raw raterials required In their
production for submission to
NlrRuestAlne i.,
Ibi

suppI7 organisation coaried the type of equipment, material and

supplies shown under the organisation of the Genoer: W pi -t Stores
Sectim (GLY) and the General Consumable Stores Seotion (LiV)

of the Sup-

py of the Vain Stores Administration, Naval Dockard, VIlheshavea.

The

"hisatry of its incption and subsequent development to contained in the
chapter on Procurmm•t, Storage and Distribution 6f Supply.
SZMAMt
che
BDschaffungesut-TBA)

"*

RHobamaste•dt

-

omuut storage, distribution and accounting for engines,
auxiliary machinery and their
spare parts for all ships and

small craft. Developed Navy's

requirments for these items
and raw materials essential
in their production for submission to NarRuest/htue Wi.
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This supply organization carried the type of equipment, material and
supplies shown umder the organization of the Technical Equipment, Spare
Parts and Coniables Section (TLV) of the Main Stores dminitration,
Naval Dockyard, VMluhaven.

The history of its inception and develop-

seit is also contained in the chapter on Procurement, Storage and Distribution of Supplye
MarWehr/C
kJ.43a± at-ZJL2L
ma-gau••development,
(Marine intendanturdianetellen)

jeavJ

Experiments, research and
procurement,
storage, distribution of and
accounting for food and clothIng. Also responsible for
pqMents of military and civil
payrolls; for the outfitting,
maintenance and upkeep of all
barracks and other living
spaces ashore; administration
of Navy garden projects and
naval laundries, barber, cobbler
and tailor shops. Vere directly subordinated to MarWebr/C.
Controlled all food and clothing stores, clothing factories
and disbursing and eocount
settlement offices. Developed
Navyts requirements for clothIng, provisions and barber,
tailor and cobbler supplies
and raw materials necessary
in their manufacture for submission to MarWehr/C.

This supply organization carried food, clothing, bedding and furniture
for barracks and other quarters ashore and afloat.

See chapter on Procure-

aent, Storage and Distribution of Supply for details on its inception and
develojmemt.
Navnl Itate•e COflfe

Naval attache offices were maintained at Stockholm, Helsingfors, Madrid,
Lisbon, Ankara, Tokyo and Buenos Aires.

They are included in the logistic

organization of the Navy because of the important part played by some of
them in the Navy Secret Supply System.

Geruan's fleet came into being, flourished and died in a series of
rapidly changing situations.

These were the early build-up attending the

1935 British-German Naval Pact, the intensified submarine construction
88
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program, the large numbers of ships which were taken fran defeated nations,
and the final destruction of the remnants of a fleeto

As a consequence

of these events, the supply organization was c-ongtantly confronted with
the problem of anticipating andsmppling: the requirements of a rapidly
fluctuating force.

Fram the standpoint of logistic support this presents

an interesting problem and merits attention to the nambers and types of
vessels operated throughout these periods of change.
this purpose

is included below.

A tabulation for

The figures which appear are presented to

illustrate the scope of required logistic support at variou stages
during the war and should not be construed an representing a detailed
analysis of new ship construction and ship losses suffered.

Mank spaces

indicate a lack of information about the period involved.
The build-up of the German navy comenced in -latnest with the 1935
Eritlsh-Gesran Naval Pact, which gave the Nazis the right to build up
to 35 percent of Britaints strength.

The naval dockyards at Wilhelmshaven,

Kiel and lden and the private shipyards of the Deutsche Werke and Germania Verft at Kiel, Blobs and Toss at Habug, Deahiag at

meen and

Vulcan at Vegesack all mIned 24 hoas a day turning out new battleships,

battle cruiser,

heavy and light cruimem, destroyers,

mwaler naval vessels.

u•arinoe

and

At the outbreak of war Gnusry had epproximtely

611 vessels in oiuic.,sou.
With the appointment .of GrAft Donits as head of the Navy in 1943, vIrtuasly an other naval construction was halted in order to concentrate all
shipbAlding facilities on U-boat construction.

Danish, Lowland country,

French and Rumanian shipyards were all pressed to the task of assembling
suhearines for Doenitz9as wolf packs.

The supply organization was called

upon to meet the needs of a fleet that was undergoing a rapid change in
its composition of vessels.
When hostilities ended, Gezury had 12 maJor surface units, ouly two
of which were fit

for combat.

In addition she had 28 destroyers, 29 tor-

pedo boats, 762 minecraft (layers, sweepers, etc.), 66 supply ships and
tenders, 58 tankers, and about 1832 miscellaneous craft including auxiliaries,
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I-boats, R-boats, jotor topedo boats and -1l

msrines, etc.) as well as 379 U-boats.
mmccpleted carrier, :

battle units (one man sub-

She bad lost

jU

battleshipat, oe

haV caisers, UM light cruisers, 53 destroy-

ere and 944 submarines, a total of 1,064 majr naval vessels, as well as
a peat nvaber of aurtleries such as raiders, blockade runners and prize
tankers.

TY
Bttleships

1939

1940

1941

1942

1943

1944 1945

2

3

4

3

3

2

1

hdBattleasbips
Pocket Bttleships
Ur.arat' Carriers

2
3
W1

2
2
*2

2
2
*2

2
2
*2

2
2
*2

2
2
*2

2
2
*1

49y Cruisers
Light Cruisers
Destroyers
T!zpdo Boats
River •hnhoata
1600.0 U-boats
SpUP9
)inalslers
1200 T U-boats
750T U-boats

2
6
38
14
6

3
**7

2
**5

2
*55
28
30

2
**5
36
30

2
*5
44
58
12

2
4
28
29
10

500 U-boats

200-300T U-boats
Ared Mechant. Cruisers
Minecraft
Fleet &4*4 Ships
AiUdlZary Sunp3 shJ.
U-boat Suppi Tender-

0
0
0
. 10

14
6
20

21

32
0
187
4

9

8

3

6
5

3 ***0
5 *0
17
26
70
36

94
279

310

304

21
22

24

53

37
1
376
4

51 1522
0
0
655 762
2
2
11
1
63
6

58
5

Tankers
Hospital ships

26
0

Miscellaneous

22

12

13

172
Miscellaneous
(other than auxilaries)
Motor Torpedo Boats
52
0
Midget Submarines
(Molob)
0
Midget Submarines
(Biber)

516

329

150

Aumzilanrie

Midget Submarines
(Seehund)

RKplosuve Motor Boats
Oe Man Torpedoes

Totals
S
S

"*
*5*5

13

13

13

10

0

0

0

125
300

0

0

0

300

0

0

0

0

150

a
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

300
300

611

3,166

Launched but not coapleted
Inclwoudo. ION, former Netherlands light cruiser GONDULAND
99 additioaal had been •refabrioated to March 1945, 66 of which were
being asumhbed and fitted out.

45 addltionl bad bean Prefabricated to March 1945, 21 of which were
being asembled end fitted out.
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Uniformed Personnel Strength
No docuaentsa have been found which segregate the personnel strength
of the fleet from that of the shore establishment.

The following, however,

summarizes the development of uniformed manpower in the German Navy from
1939 to 1945.
Date
9/1/9
6/2/
6//
7/1/44
4/1/45

Officers

Officials

4,500
13,500
27,100
27,500
*1*26,400

2,500
9,100
14,300
*13,300
** 8,500

Total
Personnel

Ratin•s
73,900
381,200
776,100
779,400
**653,100

80,900
403,800
817,500
820,200
**688,000

i

Many officials were comaisioned as officers during this period.

*1

Following the invasion of Pranoe (June 1944), a large number of naval
personnel was drafted into the Ary. This accounts for the great decrease during the period 7/1/44 - W/45.
Not included in the foregoing table were about 26,000 women naval
assistants (a counterpart of our WAVE corps but not uniformed), of
whom approximately 300 were granted officer authority and privileges.
The organization of the Navy and those national and departmnt of

defense level agencies that affected naval logistics consisted of:
(a)

Ton agenoie
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

of the National Socialist Governments

Reioh Cabinet
Reioiatag and Reicharat
Ministry of Labor
Ministry of Eoonomxis
Ministry of War Production and Armament (Spear Ministry)
Ministry of Food and Agriculture
Ministry of Transportation
Ministry of Finance
Reichsbank
Supreme Court of Accounts

(b) Three Divisions of the High Conamnd of the Armed Forces (0KW):
1.

The Division of Military Economics and Arament (O1x/RueWi)

2.

The Foreign Intelligence Division (OXW/Ausland/Abwehr)

3.

The Medical rivision (O01/A)

(c)

The High Comand of the Navy (01M) with a Navy Budget
Office (OKH/E)

(d)

A Naval War Staff (SKL) and its Admiral Quartermaster
Division (Afa Qu)
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(e) Two tealminl bW alty bur
1.

MweBnrsau of Warship Constmaction andlA mament

(keROON't)
2.

The Breau of Oneral Affairs (NasehV

)

(f) The Bureau of Officer Persomne1
(g) Tbree logistit/operatiaml ccmmadst
2.

Group Vest

3.

Growp Souzth

(h) Agq independent ocomAes:
1.
2.

The U-boat oand
The &all Battle Units Cfamd

3. laval3

~C=M Italy

(i) A Mal sho
1.

*At

,limbuat
comulatig Of':

Five main naval basses
a. N.ie
b. Vilhelmaavmn
e. Gdywnia

do Le Anre
e. aabuzg

2.

Five second class naval buses
a. Swnsmandse
d. Pf13au
b. Stettin
0. KouD$igsbeg
c. Densig

3.

Tevlve third class naval bases
a. "JIM~
v. Seauits
b. Heligoland
f. Varznmende
c. Cuxhaven
g. Ruagnmwld.,
d. Glueckstadt
h. Stoa.lymiae

4.

1 U-boat ibinstrativt Oesnd

5.

Ten
a.
b.
c.
d.
a.
f.
g.
h.
i.

3.

naval inspectorates
An bwinition Inspecterate
An Ordnance Inspectorate
A Torpedo Inspectorate
I Mining Inspectorate
A Camunication Inspectorate
I Medical Inspectorate
in Egineering Iuspectorate
A Warship Acceptance Inspectorate
In Nucation and Training Inspectorate
An Amed Guard Inspectorate

6.

A Central Procmmet

7.

A Teolmicel Procuram t Office

8.

i.
olabarg
J. Nm
urk
k. Travemmude
1. Reustkdt

Office

ftply/MAfinistrative (Inte danturen) offices com-

slating of:
a.
y Of(fmies
d. Clothing Stores
b. Accounting Offices
. Clothing factories
a. "Food Stores
t. Accamodation Offices
A Port Director Organization
10.

A Coastal Defense Coastructio

OrganiAsation
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These agencies of the National Socialist Government, High Command of
the Armed Forces and the Navy were tied together to logistically support
the naval establiehment as shown on the chart appearing opposite this text.
The system followed was:
The ten agencies of the National Socialist Government controlled
and
/
allocated the basic logistic elements, namely, money, raw materials,
finished products, plant production facilities, labor and transportation,
These elements, with the exception of money, were made available to
the Navy through the High Command of the Armed Forces, where 0KW/Rue Vi
and OKW/Heimstab apportioned them to the individual services on the basis
of over-all requirements.
cedures.)

(See chapter on Procurement for detalled pro-

OKW/Ausl Abw was responsible for the activities of the Secret

Supply Service and its support of armed merchant cruisers and blockade
runners.

(See chapter on Secret Supply Service.)

Money was made available to the Navy by the Ministry of Finance,
later by the Reichabank, in accordance with the directives of the Reichstag and Relchsrat or Pbloh Cabinet.

The Navy Budget Office (OK/E) dis-

tributed and administered such funds for Cino Navy.
Accounts finally audited their expenditures.
The Naval War Staff (SKL),

The Supreme Court of

(See chapter on Finance.)

in its operational planning, determined

the Navy's needs for ships, bases and naval shore defermes.

The Admiral

Quartermaster Division of the Naval War Staff (Ada Qu) planned the material
and personnel requirements for these operations and notified the cognizant
bureaus of such needs.
The Admiral Quartermaster also managed all fuel and transportation,
obtaining allocations thereof fron OK/Rue Wi and OhY/Heimstab respectively.
(See chapters on Fuel and Transportation for details.)
Adm Qu was charged with the scheduling, dispatch and rendezvous of
all logistic cupport vessels with ships at sea (see chapter on Distribution
of Supply for details), including blockade runners and armed merchant
cruisers, and, for a part of the war, all transportation via merchant marine
vessels.

(See chapter on Transportation.)
RESTICTED
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The Bureau of Warship Comstractiouaend Repair (Narluest) supervised
the production of all ships, vespons, spar. peuts and the consumables
necessary to cperate, end service them. Assisting this bureau as field
activities on an operating level were seven anw.al inspectorates, a Contral
Frocurient Office and a Technical Prociwrn

t Office.

(See chapters on

Procurment, Storage and Distribution of Supply for details.)
The Burau of General Affairs (Ns.Webr) NupervI.sed the oncasription,
train~ing and detail of non-comisuioned personnel and supplied them with
housing, food, clothing, medical treatment and money. The Naval Munation
and Training Thspectorate, Intendantuwaa offices and Noval Medical Imspectorate, acting as field activities of this bweau, performed these functions.
The Bureau of Officer Personnel (HarPers) procured, trained end dertailed officers.
Three. logistic/operatioala onmads controlled to. operations of the
fleat and shore establisinmnt.

One of these, Group North/Pleet, controlled

all bases and other logistic facilities In Oarmary, Noruay, Denmark and
the Baltic States as wall. as fleet -perations in those areas and in the
North Sea.

Group Vest controlled the bases and other logisic facilities

In. the Lowland countries and France and float operations. In the Atlantic.
&4xV South controlled the shore establishment in the Balkans, Greece and
Crimsea and fleet operations In the Black, Adriatic and Aegean Beas.
The U-boat and Small Battle Unit comans and Naval Comman Italy
were separate organizations and retained Independence of action.
The laval War Staff (ML) and the Admral Qaartemuster Division
(Afu Qu) dq(4*vlned jihat was needed, uwhee it was needed and when it was
needed.
The naval inspectorates, Central and Technical Procurmnrmt Offices and
supply/administakttive (Intandanturea) offices mae the equyiawt, material
and connmashles available.

Nar~ehr/Xr and Nar~ero, through the Second

Amuiralsa of the Logistic/Operational Cosands, made the personnel available.
The, Fuel and Transportation Section of the Miral
& Quartermaster
Division (MAdQU InI), through itz logistic support departments dispatched

914
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the supplies to forces afloat or in occupied coumtries.

It also arranged

for rail, air and inland waterway transportation wh"re necessary.
echeduled the arrival of its supp2

It

ships, tankers, rail car, airplane

or barge to arrive at the point of requiremnt when the tactical or other
cammnder needed the supplies.

RUTaIT3D
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CHAPTER II

-

SUPPLY lfJICIEB AND OFMIfIARI

A list of the line and various staff corps of the Navy, showing
title. and comparative ranks of officials, appears opposite this text.
In this list are three corps of officers and one corps of officials who
performed supply, accountUgg disbursing and logistic support duties.
They were;
(a) The Verwatus Offiuier 1pros Mxnly Officer Corps)
These officers, after 1935, were regularly cowissioned graduates
of the naval acldeaq.

They wore gold stripes on the sleeves of their

uniform coats with a letter "V" (Verwaltung) with a bar below it as
their corps insignia.

They went to sea in naval vessels as supply and

disbursing officers and, wbile on such duty, were responsible for the
disbursement of funds, operation of the general mess, procurement and
issuance of clothing and siai. stores, and the requisitioning and accounting for all general and technical equipment and supplies for the
ship.
N=en ordered ashore, they were integrated into the Intendantur

orpas (composed of officials), where they performed acoounting, disbursing, conissary and clothibg duties and those connected with the
equipment of barracks and other quarters for naval personnel.
(b) The Intendantur Mos, (Suly Officials Corn)
This corps of officials was divided into two groups, namelys
(1) The Intendantur group (Most of the members of this group were
cormissioned in the Bonder Officer Korps in 19"4.)
(2) The Dockyard Intendantur group (Members of this group were
not commissioned in the Sonder Offixier Korps.)
These were divided Into four levels, vim:
The Senior Service (applicants required graduate study)
b) The Raised Service (applicants required a college degree)

Sa)
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.S.

S§eeoff1jjiSV
(Line Oificers)

___

Teet Amiral

Grose Admiral
(5 stars)--

(one

General Admiral
(4 stars)--

Kk~AffO~fLijzials
IK2rp& (Ordnance
U~~~fficer Corps)
(a) Gunnery
(b) Mlining

Offizierep 1o~
(Torpedo Officer
Corps)

xR S

Marinaee'i
!(Naval Coastal
Artillery ufficers Corps)

~~a(Rep.-

(pca

Icr

£lliraloesbdiaoesbintendant

--

-

Vize Admiral

Konter Admiral
(2 stars)

)immodore

Nommodore
(4 stripes)--(4sro
s

eptain

Kapitaoa zur See

immsnd er

Fregattesn-Kapitua-

eutenant
isa~r

(4stripes)

Koietn

eutensat

Kapitaejlsutnant

eutenant

OberleutresatI~:b-

(21F
stripes)

sign

stripes)

Leutnont
(1 stripe)

Iintendant

str)

x

-lntedax

-

-

x

-

-

x

x

X

Xb~

x

x

A

xKiesas

x

x

-x

x

x

-

{ltennenal

Ge::lwad::intandant

aiteI-

(3stripes)

unior grade) (2

Amritb.

--

(3

tar Admiral

1- affjr
Offict

ular Supply'
Officers Oorps)

-~

Ice Admir~l

Offi
SupplyOf
op)(o~

-

admiral
(4 stars)

dirl

Torpedo

1

96a

7A

Main

Marineober-

1

X

1

zarleSeee
jMarinstahl..

tna
bs-

1

RAIIS

iX ffizigr Korme

11aghribtenvessen

.dial Supply Off 1zorps)

Ofj ppko=~
I(Communication
Officers Corps)

06loberstabsOunt

alstabstdant

kwaderintendant

AND THEIR XqUIVAkLIT It TES RAM~ 01 OIPICIALS

h
J~onj (Medical
Corps)

dmiraloberstaboarz

-

Justivbeamte 17o )s

Itnhnt

(Legal Officials
Corps)

(.;Upply
Corps)

Admiralstakrichterl

Minister

Admiralrichterl

Minister

Ministerialbauratl

Flottenrichterl

M4inister

Oberregierangsbcararatl 2
'Marindberstabsinganieux

Geschwaderrichterl

Oberregi

Oberstaborichtel
JustigamtsmanZ

TRepie1'ur4
AmtsratZ

ýz~ikmeistear- Baubeamte Ko

us
of fi-zsxiere RorD!
(33andmaoters
corps)

skjtr tions(Construction
Officials Corps)

-

-Ministerialdirektorl

-Adairalstabuarzt

~aiugdt

weidmtendaxnt

0F K&VAL OflIUME

~nisterialdirigentl
U

-ladmiralartt

-

-Flottenarzt

Obermusilcinsipizient

-Geschwad4erarzt

neoberstabs.adsnt

x

Oberstabsartt

Musikdnspient

Regierungsbwaratl 2
IMarinestabsinganieus

nestabsadent

x

Stabsarzt

Stabmmusikeoister

Regierunpsbaumeisterl
MarineoberingenieurZ

tneober-

X
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Ii~ssistenzarzt
x
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iRegieruAn
*Stiberichterl
Tusti zoberinspektorZ Marineob,
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IMarlneinzenieur2

Footnotes
1 off icials of senior service
2 officials of mid~dle service
X indicates ranks allowed in the corps

2

2
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2
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0

2F

I G I AL.-S

(Legal Officials
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Bea te Kory

Corps)

Corps)
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Corps)
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Admiralrlchterl
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----
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-
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2
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2

2

(over 10 yrs service)
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Oberstabsshat

esglerangaratl

Studienrati
Oberfachachullehrer

Stabsvabnartz
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2
)berinsoektor
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IMOW
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2
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2
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ýc) The IY±dddle Service (appicants required secondary school education)
d) The lower Service (requirements are unknown)
Members of the Raised and Senior Services of the Dockyard Group of
this corps were recruited direct from civil. life.
Service were required to be practising judges.
were required to hold a law degree.
ice of the Intendantur Group were.

Those of the Senior

Those of the Raisd Service

Nembers~of the Raised and Senior Servin some instances, members of the old

Zabimiste (Paymaster) rorpa who had remained officiasi
Offiuier Karpx was estpblishe.

when the Tepwaltungm

Yanbers of the MOdis Service of both groups

were recruited from civil sources.

Some of themt had completed their term of

service in one of the armed forces or reserve units ends, whiLe in that serv-

II
I

ice, had shown a particular aptitude for supply management work.

They were

required to have a secondary school education or its equivalent.

Members of

~the lower Service were stockmen and other lower level workers$ and viers not
considered as officials.
Miembers of the Intendantur Corps wore the sume unifore as officers.

~

~Their
corps inSbawas a winged staff of Bermes (sImilar to a Gduseus).
MarkIngs and insignia. on their uniforms, however,, were mule of a silvercolored material instead of gold.

Because of this, they wors,known as

"Usilberlingalt.
(.c) Bonder Offisiar rarme (teci~al iervice

annnly aff Iaer Comae)

These officers performed the sano duties an members of the Supply Of-

ficer Corps and those formerly pereormad by t~he Inutendantur Corps (c~tlotig,
provisions, pay and allowances and accounting).

They wore the same uni-

fore an other officers), with gold lace and a corps insignta which was
identical to that of the Intendantur Corps, a winged staff of Bermes.
They were former Intemdautur Officials transferred to officer rank when
the Sunder Offisier Korpe was established on I Yby 1944.

These officera had

no experience in supply/disbursing duties afloats and served ashore only.,
(d) The ImenIeur.ffisier [arcs (Rnuinser Officer Coma)

These officers were regulerly conatssionod aosdeq graduates.

Thaw

wore gold stripes on the sleeves of their uniform. coas$s with a pinion wheel
as a corps in1aignida.

A part of this corps van assigned the responsibility
97
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for procurement, storage, distribution and accounting for fuel (of all types).

Their duties in connection with supply and logistic matters were it4ted to
the period during which they were assigned to the Fuel and Transportation

Section, Admiral Quartrmaster Div.Wonj, Naval War Staff (AdmQu III) or to a
logistic support department.

In all other assignments, they performed regular

engineering duties only.
TVIE SIPPIZ OFFIER CORPS

The Supply Officer Corps of the German Navy dates back to 1867, when the
Navy., known at that time as the Royal Prussian Navy was first established.
(The Imperial German Navy, successor to the Royal Prussian Navy was created
in 1871, after Bismarok had formed the German Epire. )
This corps was originally known as the Marine Zahlbmister Korps (Naval
Paymaster Corps).

Its members were officials - not officers,

It

continued

under that name and its members remained officials until 1935, when 2.t was
transformed into the Verwaltungs Offizier Korpa (Supply Officers Corps) and
its members commissioned the same as other officers.
Before Germany's defeat in World War Is naval paymasters were educated
and trained separately from Line officers.

So were engineering officers.

When the new Navy was formed in 1919, the necessity for a comon education
of all naval officers was recognised.

A pilot run of a few paymaster mid-

shipmen through the naval acadex was made about 1923, even though they were
being trained to become officials and not officers.
entered in each class.

Thereafterp a few were

Replacements for the Paymaster Corps, however, con-

tinued to be procured mainly

from supply department ratings until about 1933.

A3l paymasters were required to graduate from the naval acadery from that
time ons, although some of the paymaster midshipmen were not recruited direct
from civil life, but were ex-supply department ratings who had demonstrated
special aptitude for that type of work.
This Joint basic military trainin

of the Lin

and paymaster midship-

men during the first part of their careers. followed by a specialized train98
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irg for the paymaster midshipmen served to promote a mutual understanding between young officers, and proved extraordinari

effective, even though their

employment and promotion proceeded along entirely different lines.
Until this transitions however, it

appears, from conversations held with

many officers and officialsj that with few exceptions, the background of the
paymaster appointed prior to 1933 was such that he was unable to grasp many
of the new supply procedures being introduced into the Navy.

An in may

organisations, the tree died from the top only and it was not until the
middle part of World War II that the deadwood of the old Marine Zahlositer
Korps was eliminated by retirement and other means and the acadeeW-educated
paymasters reached positions of authority where their influence could be emercosed.

This, it

was said, was one of the bernie reasons for the limited

scope of the duties of paymasters.

In t!e Navy's officer candidate procurement program, there was an annual

competition each year in Germany ameong youths between the ages of 18 and 20.
Successful candidates were apportioned anong the schools for Line, Pay,
Egineering and Medical Corps according to the needs of the service and individual aptitudes.

Civilian applicants were required to have graduated

from the equivalent of American high schools and also to have completed two
years of undergraduate college work.
petty officers.

Those from the Navy had to be chief

Entrance requirements Inclwuded a certificate of examination

showing proficiency in second year college subjects.

le

had to be between 17 and 20 years of age.

In the case of naval personnel.
languages.

Appl4cants from civ~l

This requirement was waived

An had to have a good knowledge of modern

The number selected annuau

wav a very small percentage of

the number of applicants.

Iken young men first reported for training a
known as "aspirants".

midshipman, they were

They reported to the Naval Academy at Murwik, near

Flaenburg on the Danish border.

In spite of the need for officers during

the expansion of the German Navy between 1933 and 1939j there was no relaxation of standards.

For the first five and one-half months, these can-
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didatex were maspirants' only.

They had no position whatsoever and they were

constantly reminded of this tact.
airJng ts

first 10 weeks of their training•,

they lived together in bar-

rks, doig xquad drillp acrubbing decks, aet.

Their treatment and work was

about the samw 'a

that of any newly conscripted recruit.

training was completed, the branches were divided.
to

ea for three monthst training in the saili

!Wen this phase of

Line aspirants were sent

ships.

Medicaa and 'engi-

neer4zg aspirants were sent to shore establishments. Paymaster aspirants were
of the Intendantur Norps 9n
sent to the administrative offices and storerooms
shore, where they performed all sorta of tasks, including the rough work.
Howeve!r,' they were not allowed to do it
an sailors.

with kid gloves.

They were treated

The object of such training program was to train then physically

and at the same time allow their officers to get a clear idea of their genoral behavior and reactions in emergencies.

They did not. go to these new

duty stations as a large group, but as individuals in smell groups.

They re-

mnaied with each specialty long enough to gain a thorough understandIn
its

of

Importance and functions as part of the whole.
It was not until this five and one-half month preliminary training was

completed and their reports on the "aspirants" had been sent to the Admiralty
in Berlin that they were given the rank of cadet.
in traini

They then were sent to sea

vessels and again merged with the line, engineering, and medical

cadets.
As in all other phases of their training, there was nothing gentle about
their lives in the training ships.

They performed the work of seamen.

While

they were oil board these ships they were actually given lower deck ratings, so
that there would be no lack of understanding of a seamants life and the conditions under which he lived.

It was the poor living conditions of the

German sailor which led to the mutinies in the Fleet in 1918 and to the Revolutions,

rand senior naval authorities had no intention of forgetting them

or permitting a potential officer to form any misconceptions regarding them.
Paymaster cadets had been In the service about 13 months when they
passed out of the training ship and, provided they passed a long and stiff
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examination, were promoted to midshipmen.

Their lineal positions in tha Navy

were fixed at that time and they received their sleeve marking, the winged
staff of Hermesp designating them as belonging to the Paymaster Corps.
then returned to the Naval Acadeq, where

They

ll midehipmen were mixed in their

studies. places at the mess tables dormitories and everywhere else (except In
the lecture halle

and classrooms, where they natumraly followed tha# own

work), in order to ensure that they knew one another intimately.
ing program continued to be tremendously hard.

The train.

To ensure that they did not

lose sight of the fact that the Navy came first in their lives, they were
given no Christmas holidays or other breaks in the training routine of the
acadeem.

It

aes tough, but developed a muaolo-hardeued, serioua-minded mid-

Chipman.
The curriculum for Paymaster midshipmen at the Naval Acadey consisted
of:

Administration and supply
Economics

7

Mon4y,
banking and foreign exchange
law

4

Stenography and typewriting
The Naval Service. and Regulations

2
2

Foreign languages (moetly ftlish)

8

Naval history
Study periods

6

Watch duties within companies
Athletics
Horseback riding
This phase of their training was seven months long.
Navy one year and eight months when it

ended.

They had been in the

They stood their first

examin-

ation, after which they were sent to naval commismar7 departments, comercial
paokin

houses, bakeriesj clothing factories and other similar institutions on

shore for a further four month.$ period of training.
second examination.

After that they stood a

They were then distributed among the ships of the fleet

as midshipmen for thirty monthsa

intensive training in supply techniques.

All work aboard ship was not practical.

Various papers, compositions,

and reports were written, some in foreign languages, and individual log books
were kept.

Practical exercises in all shipboard supply activities, including

accounting for and purchasing of supplies in foreign ports, were supplemented
with reading and instruction courses.

At the end of this final phase of train-
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ing (four and one-half years after entering the h'vy); the fortunate received
their oommssinns as Lsutaants Sur See (Ensign).

Anl of them did not make

the grade, however,, beomsmi oz the custom in the Navy, inherited from old
Imperial Navy days., which required election by officers with whom the midshpsl ad been serving

If hin superiors were not satisfied with his be-

havior or qualitiees and Provided the Admiralty eagred with their verdctt. he
was debarred from the Navy.
SM sIn

geiiua
emn

After the new Supply Officer Corps was foraed, in 1935, its officers had
the same privileges as those afforded line officers.
the Army and Air Vlore.

bis wias not true in

7hose branches of the armied forces retained the per-

master of the old type, the one usually promoted from nozn-commissioned ranks.
Within the Navy, however,, the supply officer was the zflitary superior of his
own department personnel and hsd the same personal. disciplinsry rights toward
younger officers as any other officer although no general disciplinary Powers
were vested in hix.

On board =all ships, this, power rested with the cap-

tain; on larger sehips with the second in oomard.

The T with a bar below it

replaced the winged staff of Beume as the new corps insignia.
Unlike line officers, supply officers were not permitted to spcialize.
A supply officer had to be experienced in all phases of coumissary, disbursing,
clothing, and shipboard eaccounting procedures.
After 1933,, anA suppy officers, both regular and limited service officers
were graduates of the naval acadoW.
supply officer corps fromt civil life.

No appointments were, made direct to the
Men experienced in banking or other

business, which would normally fit them for supp:ly, accounting and disbursing
daties, had to enter the. Navy as lower deck ratings and stand selection for
the naval academy if they wanted to become supply officers,

Some civili!ans

were directly commissioned as reserve line officers, 'but the Supply Officer
Corps clung to its prewar po.iV of giving its officers a background in common with that, of the regular line officer.
Wihen asked how successful this program had been, Rift Schiberb stated:

"T1he training of supply officers, especially that of
the younger ones, was very good; and the Verwaltangs
Offihier Korps was highly efficient during the war.
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This was solely due to the fact that they underwent
most of their training at sea.
-In the post-World War I Ray, supply department
chief petty officers, who had proved successful end
were wae qualified, now and again were taken into
the Zmblnm'ster Corps. Dring World War II, this
happened more frequently, but not unless a man had
undergono officer cadet trapdag. These men, bowever, were only oonisalioned for the duration of
the war. lath exceptions, the former aethod proved
a success.
The' latter did not, but here too there
were exceptions.

"Pinpeacetim,

the selection of pamanter cadets

from supply department ratings took place only after
four and one-half years service In the Navy. Howover, after 1936, and particularly during the war,

everything was stepped up because of the great demand for subordinate comuaders. Gradually the
quality of the young non-co-isvioned officer corps
(cie
petty officers and petty officers first class)
deteriorated. In peacetime, promotion to chief
petty officer had taken place only after 6 years'
service in the Navy at the earliest. Man candidates,
with difficult special trainivg, had to plarticipate
in chief petty officer expert courses, lasting one
to two years or even longer.
"This thoroughness was also applied to the field of
military training and proved highly efTicient. The
expedited training that took place later led to
trouble. The education of those who were to become
military superiors suffered from the haste under
which training went on during the war. This remauted In difficulties to which the Geruan armed
forces were particularly susceptible, because noncommissioned officers could exercise their authority
as military superiors even when off-duty."
The evolution of the German Naval Pamaster Corps was somewhat similar
to that of the U.S. Naval Pay Corps, which later became our Supply Corps.
Both were founded in the 1860,.

Both obtained some of their personnel from

the enlisted and warrant ranks.

Both appreciated the desirability, and in-

augurated a system, of giving its

officers a naval acadeay background in

co~mon with that of general service officers, although our Navy did not pursue this policy to the same extent that the Germans did.
from its

Our Supply oorps,

inception, was engaged in a wider field of professional employment.

logistics was not recognized by most navies as a facet of naval science
until World War II.

The German line officer performed a type of supply

planning, closely resembling the American Navy's early attempts in this
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phas Of logistics PIAM2ing.

Th, lack of Opportunity for mpply officers to

take any ar in its hOwVIer.,W

disheartening to thoe. senior members of

the Supply' Officer Corps weho'were interdvieed.

Thinking undoubted3.7 in terms

of modem concepts of logistics, they pointed out that while this type of

planIMg if a command function and aso such properly comas Under the super'vis

of 1in officer

they were willing and anxious" to assume more res-

ponalsility in planning the supply phases of operationsa deqpteý the contenton of Intendantur officials that they wer extremely limited in their
capabl4ities.

A Abugh members of the U. S. Navy Supply Corps, in isolated

oases, took Part In this kind of plannin during the early part of the World
War

II it was not until the end of the war and the adoption of the Inte-

grated Naval &Vppl Plan. that that corps was able to mask a coordinated offort to assist in this work.

"ide from its profesasiona competence, the Supply Oicer Corps was
very highl respected throughout the Gersma Navy$ because duniug the naval
watiny in November 1918, the Ma
officers against the mtineers.

tins, very

7-asister Corp. sided with the ine
11Mm Schubert said that they were *very

loyal, very reliable' and that the Navy was not so sure about the

other staff corps.
Supply officers intervie•ed appeared to be very efficlent, very alert

and very intellgent, men with whom officers of our Navy could easily and
pleasantly conduct business.
&IMMT Marrant atriar
There were no pay clerks or chief pay clerks in the Navy.

The warrant

officer corps was abol.shed In 1920, because, as RAM Boening explained,
*They were disloyal durin

the 1918 nuti.n.

Ther Joined the sailors.

For

that reason, they never case back.'
Other YX=on-Cnm~maln

Personnel

In an atteapt to reduce supply department personnel costs to a minimum,
only supervisory storekeepers were rated as petty officers.
room personnel were seamen strikers.

All other store-

Supervisory storekeepers (petty officers

known as Verwaltern), were assigned groups of storerooms.
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according to PWa Schubert, there Vere 20 storeronas.
into four or live groups.

Theae were divided

The system of rating only. thoroughly trained per-

sonnel, in this Instance$ eliminated about 15 potty officerso and saved the
difference of approximately 750 reichamarkm per month in salaries.

This

supply iuon-comfissioned personnel,

system was followed, apparently, with al

e.g.j, in the galley, bakeshop, pay office, etae
In peacetime, a men had to serve at least 6 years,in the Navy before
becombW eligible for advacemant to petty officer.

He then had to attend

a petty officer school before being rated.
aords. details. fitmas

and nRmeoK

rarts

A personal data file was mainta•nd for each officer.

This provided

details such aa date of birth# next of kin, training, etc., and was kept upto-date as regards all service peroraed (tour of duty In particular assignpromotions, service ashore and afloat, serv-

sent, special courses comqpl"t
ice in the tropics,

phyuical disabilities incurred In the line of duty,

decorations received, etc.).

One copy of this questlonnalre waa retaied at

N

the officer . duty station; one was kept In the Officer Personnel Section
of the group command to which he was assigned; and one remained In the Bureau
of Officer Personnel (Warpers).

ware m
Assignments of officers vade

MarPers anz.ally.

A senior supply
As

officer, usually a captain, acted as detail officer for supply offic•rs.
a preliminary step, HarPers advised the group and fleet omuada of it,
tons.

tentions and plans and requested -e

in-

Assignment of staff (IWdr,

Cdr and Capt) and flag officers ware made t7 MurPers without the benefit of
such reooo

ndations.

During peacetim,

a conference was held at Narfer

in August of each year. at which the proposed changes In assignments were
discussed.

This onfer*ec

was attended by the heads of the

Tficer Person-

nel Sections of Group Comands Baltic and North Sea and a representative
Uina Fleet.

Any special wishes and reoeations

made known at that time.

of these commends were

An changes in assignments decided upon during

this conference were then commicated to the group comanders and CinGC Fleet.
Divergent views were ironedout or referred to CinC Navy for decision.
REThICTM
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Finally, the Chief of MarPeras transmitted the proposed changes in assignment
to CinC Navy for approval.
Ada Patzig, Chief of MarPers from 1937-1942, was interviewed at the end

of the war.

mong other things, he said:

"The most fundamental rule in to recognize the aptitude
and competence of younger officers very eariy in their
careers and, through proper assignment, enable them to
further their tranin4
and knowledge in preparation for

more important assignments.
"In the assignment of officers to specialist duties, attention should be given to the fact that they do not love
contact with the operational navy$ for their specialties
will then serve their own purpose. In the field of technical development, the danger exists that exports become
indispensable and thereby become dissociated from the
over-all scope of their naval duties. I take the standpoint that the chief of a technical bureau or division
in the Aduiralty need not necessarily be a specialist;
that be should have acquired wide experience in the operational navy. He will then be better able, without having
had his vision narrowed, to give instructions to his
collaborators in their special fields and, in matters requiring decision, be able to afford more consideration to
the essential, less complicated matters.
"In the assignment of officers to ranking posts, I consider it vital that, besides ability, an officer should
possess personality and character. Ary lack of knowledge
in the theoretical scientific field can be offset by the
assignment of advisers or staff officers to his comand.
However, in difficult situations requiring the recognition
and assumption of risponsibility, this can only result
if an officer is possessed of strong, reliable character.
Even an excellent staff cannot make up for any deficiency
in this respect."
The intelligence officer who interviewed Adm Patzig interpreted the
last paragraph as referring especially to GrAdes Raider and Doenits, because he felt it

was their duty to take the lead in discouraging Hitler in

his war-making policies which took the Navy into war before it
of waging it.

was capable

This observation is included only as a matter of general in-

terest.
VAda Machens was interrogated about the system of assigning officers
on a personality basis.

He saids

"We knew not only the younger supply officers but
also the cowunants of the shore stations and the
captains of the ships. AU2 details were made in MaxPars on this basis. Every attempt was made to separate personalities which would clash. If a captain
was very strict, a perfectionist, we would detail a
supply officer he liked to his ship."
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Fitness reports were prepared for junior officers biennially, and once
every year for officers of the rank of Irdr and above, by the Officer Personnel Section of the group command to which they were attached.

In addi-

tion, fitness reports were required to be prepared each time an officer was
tranpfeorrd.

These reports covered details on performane

of dutys effi-

ciency, character, aptitude, qualfications for special dutiesp whether
qualified for promotion and, in the case of senior staff officers, their
competence to hold comaad.
channels.

Thor were forwarded to MarPera via official

Al comands throuch which the reports passed were required to take

action thereon (concur, disapprove, etc.) and, where appropriate, add additional comments.
After the fitness reports had been acted upon by the chief of HarPera
they were transmitted to CInC Navy, who In turn either approved the reports
or entered supplemntary remaik.

Officers directly responsible to C±Un

(chiefs of bureaus and technical divisions, Cine Flaeet, group comandor.•tet.)
weore reported upon-by Cin

Navy himself.

Fitness reports were prepared In triplicate.

One copy was attached to

the officerts Jacket which accompanied bin on evero

chamge of station* Sup-

plemaentary remarks and comments therein ware wade by the comand to which he
was attached.

The second copy was retained by YarPors, and the third copy

was kept by the group comand to which he was administratively attached.
Promotions during peacetime usually depended on whether the naval budget
permitted then; however, the following shows the average time spent in ranks

4

Midshipmen

3

&nsign to Lieutenant (jg)

years

Lieutenant (jg) to Lieutenant
5-6 "
Lieutenant to Lieutenant Commander
5-6
Lieutenant Comander to Comander
5-6 "
Commander to Captain
2-3 "
Captain to Rear •a•ral
4-5 "
Rear dmiral upwards: Contingent upon needs and qualifications.
Supply officers, with the sole exception of RAds August Boening, wer
not promoted above the rank of captain.
ning mate system.

Promotions were based on the run-

Commanders and above were selected.

of selection, he was not forced into retirement.

If an officer failed

He vwa often assigned a

running mate in the next junior naval acadeq class and retained, although
REMICTED
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he had failed of selection two or three times.

RPdm Boening explained the

method employed,, when he said:

"It depended on why the man was not promoted. Perhaps he bad done something wrong. 14aybe he had been
drunk. Then he had towaita•year or leos.
Ifhe
was inefficlent, he would never be promoted. During
the war we would keep theo on duty, but in peacetime
we usually turned theo out of the service. There
vs no systea to it.
Sometimes theF were able to
perform service as a ladr, but were not suitable for
higher ranks In such oases they might stay on in the
Navy for several years, depending on how long they
had to serve to be llgible for a pension. We always
considered such conditions. In most cases, we weeded
out the unfit while they were cadets and midshipmen."
No professional examinations were required for promotion; the recomuesmations oaf an officer's superiors were the basic consideration.
regarding actual promotion rested with CinC Navy.

Decision

His action was based on

the recomndation of the chief of MarPers, whose reomendation was based
on all available reports regarding officer concerned and his own personal
knowledge of his.
Promotions out of the ordinary (spot promotions) were not noimay made.
There were a few exceptions to this policy during the war.

Ada Patsig's

point of view on this subject was as follows:
"I am of opinion that every promotion out of the
ordinar7, or the reservation of a promotion for a
certain officer, is false. Through such a. policy,
ambition becomes a disease and promotions made out
of the ordinary are made at the expense of the officerls colleagues. This also happens when for
reasons of special consideration or particular
qualifications an officer is placed in an assignvsnt which is Intended for higher rank. His
qualifications to take over and fill a higher post
are therefore not dependent on his rank but on his
personality.
"The manner of fulfillment of duties in any assignment is not due to the rank held by an officer but
attributable to his own qualifications and efficiency. A military rank is merely the means of
giving expression to legal functions and the basis
for an officerts personal existence (pay and allowances). Should ark assignment be one which provides for higher pay and allowances, i.e., higher
rank, then any officer assigned to such a position
should draw the corresponding emoluments. No officer should ever be promoted to a higher rank simply
to enable him to draw more pqr, otherwise materialism would triumph at the expense of ideals.t
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The results of this policy were noted in many instances in studying
the organisation of the Admiralty.
head of one division.

A rear admiral would be assigned as the

The head of another would be a commander.

Several

admirals and officials were asked why all divisions or sub-divisions,as
appropriate, were not headed by officers of comparable rank.
that such assignments were made on the basis of ability.

They stated

One instance of

such an assignment in the Supply Corps is that of Marineoberwerftinspektor
(official with the rank of lieutenant) zur Mushlen as the supply officer
of a major supply center in Norway, a job filled in Italy and In the Balkans by officials with the rank of eaptaln.
Retirement
Retirement of officers was not fixed by law.

It was not an officer t s

privilege to remain in the Navy, barring physical disability and non-selection, until he reached a certain age.

Generally, a line officer became a

rear admiral at the age of 48-50 years.
his stars, he would be told:
would be retired.

Two or three years after donning

"We have no further use for you," and he

In most cases, officers were retired earlier.

When Karl

Dhenits became CinO Navy, all officers senior to him were forced out of the
service.

Vida Machens explained:

"No one could be senior to the Commander

in Chief of the Navy.'
Retirement pensions depended upon assignments, ranks hold, and length
cof service.
purposes.

All wartime and foreign service counted double for retirement
The first condition was that an officer should have ten years$

coiueaioned service.
which he retired.

That gave him 35 percent of his pay in the rank in

Very year 5 . service after that, for the next 15 years,

earned him a credit of two percent.

After 25 years, he earned an addi-

tional one percent for each yearts service.

Ne could accumulate 75 per-

cent of his pay as a pension, but he had to serve 33 years in the Navy to
get it.

The Supply Officer Corps was sml before World War II.

In 19301 it

consisted of:
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2
22
48
0
7

Cosmandere
Lieutenant Commanders
Lieutenants
Lieutenant (jg)
Ensigns

1889-1890
1892-1902
1902-1917
1923-1925

In 1937, the corps consisted of 120 officers and 80 midshipmen. and
cadets, broken down as follows:
BAWL.

AMnintd

2
I
37
39
17
17
43
37

After
After
After
After
After
After
After

Captains
Comanders
Lieutenant Counanders
Senior Lieutenants
Junior Lieutenants
EnsIgn.
Nidsbipmen
Cadets

38-40 years service
35-37 years service
20-34 years service
9-19 years service.
5-6 year!s service
4j years training
13 months training

In 1939, the officer strength of the Supply Officer Corps was 275.
ime the war# this figure increased monthly.

Mur-

In April 1944, the corps had

approximately 1600 maebere.
The strength of the corps was based on a ratio of one supply to about
15-20 other officers in the Navy.

There were 20,700 supply department male

ratings who worked directly under supply officers during the war.

ApprozL-

mately 26,000 marine helferinnen (women naval assistants) also came under the
supervision of naval supply officers and supply officials ashore during this
period.

The Navy had no auxiliary corps such as that of our Waves.

These

women were civil esployees.

The Intendantur Norps was founded shortly before World War I, in an
attest to infuse new blood into the slow-moving, regulation-observing,
bound old Zahblaeater lorps.

hide-

Grldm von Tirpits, an official said, was re-

sponsible for ito organization and was considered the "Grandfather of all
Intendenturen."

The corps had proved the soundness of his Judgement in this

respect during World War I and, when the naval clauses of the Versailles
Treaty becam effective, 50 percent of the supply officials allowed for the

new Navy were appointed from the Intendantur Corps.
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The organization of a new navy, i.e., the reduction of the shore establishment and fleet from that of a first-class to a fourth-class power, afforded this new corps an opportunity to establish an entirely new system of
supply.

A3l the faults of the old one were reviewed andj where incompatible

with the interests of the new navy, abolished.

New qualifications for can-

didates for the Intendantur Corps were also formulated.
One of the first steps taken In reorganization was to separate responsibility for money, food, clothing and housekeeping items from general and
technical stores.

This was somewhat in keeping with a system employed

ashore in the British Navy during World War II,
official handled all matters pertaini

wherein a Vi'3tualling Stores

to food, clothing, bedding and house-

hold items and a Naval Stores official handled all general and technical
stores.

This division of responsibility called for the creation of two

groups within the same corps, namely:
Intendantur Group

Responsible for pay, allowances, disbursements, financial accounting, and the procurement, storage, distribution of and aocounting for clothing, provisions, bedding
and cabin gear, table linen, mess and galley
gear, etc. These functions cam under the
administrative cognizance of Mar~ehr/C.

Dockyard Intandantur Group Responsible for the procurement, storage,
distribution of and accounting for all
items of equipage and consumable stores not
carried in the supply system of the Intendantur group or those of the Torpedo, Ordnance, Amnnition, Medical, Co4munication
or Mining and Blocking Inspectorates. The
Central Procurement and Tecbn4cal Procurement offices and their supply systems, directly subordinated to KarRuest/X-4, were
administered for that section by officials
of this group.
The Pa~master, later to become known as the Supply Officers performed
the functions of the Intendantur Group afloat.

In v.1dition, he maintained

ship allotment records, stock control systems and performed all stores accounting afloat.

When he was rotated ashore$ he was integrated into the In-

tendantur Group (later called the Special Service Supply Officer Corps), not
the Dockyard Intendantur Group.
Another change made when the post-war DItendantur Korps was established
was to divide the Intendantur Corps into threv levels, viz•
.
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The Senior Service, resembling U.S. Civil Service grades 14-15
'b)
The Raised Service, resembling grades 11-13
0ý The Middle Service, resembling grades 9-10
deThe lower Service, resembling grades 1-8
All levels, except the lower Service, which was comprised of stockman
and others without authority, were considered officials.

A high school education or its

equivalent plus two years higher study at

a technical school., was a prerequisite for candidates for positions in the
Middle Service of the Intendantur Corps.
R4sad Service needed a law degree.

Those aspiring for positions In the

Persons ceeking positions in the senior

level had to have had postgraduate study In law and to have passed examAnetiona as attorneys or assistant judges.
ed to this new career.

MazY practicing judges were attract-

A further requirement for all members of the Middle,

Raised and Senior Services of the Intendintur Corps was that they should demonstrate a proficiency in EnglJ.sh and one other foreign language.

Thus the

eligibilty requirements for entry into new poet-war Intendantur Corps were
established.
There is another side to this story of the development of the Intendantur Corps that should not be overlooked.

It was said that this was the real

reason for the original establishment of three levels of officialdom.
is a reason that is totally alien to

merican philosophy.

It

To understand It,

it is necessary to recognize that the German class system, unlike that of
England and France, was not based on birth or wealth but on famfly specialization.

The fortunes of Germanyts Junkers and other wealthy groups had been

swallowed up by the country's defeat -in Morld War I and by taxation.
aristocracy was almost extinct.
word of the new generation.

Its

"Service to the Fatherland" was the watch-

There was little

nevertheless a class system survived.

In it

room for pleasure or display;
the son of a distinguished fam-

ily entered the military or diplomatic corps.

That was where he belonged.

His father, grandfather, and gzeat-grandfather had alweys been a general or
an ambassador.

It was expected that he too would be one.

landowner usually entered the Arny or the Navy.

The son of a great

When he had completed his

service, he retired to his estate.

Writers, musicians, artists and scien-

tists formed a closely knit group.

The sons of bankers and industrialists
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married the daughters of bankers and industrialists.

University professors

clung together in the so-called university aristocracy.

Teachers and gov-

ernment officials grouped themselves together.
It was inconceivable that the son of a storekeeper would leave his fa*sn
ily and throw away an opportunity of inheriting the family's business.
the professions, outsiders had little chance of recognition.
like a guild.

lach trade was

As in some of our trade unions, the younger members respected

the older ones.

Thq7 considered them as mater craftsmen, a repository of

especially conumnicatiod trade secrets to be passed on only to worthy apprentices.

Villagers did not welcome strangers, although they helped one another

in times of danger a:

misfortune.

It was a severes, narrow system offering

little inducement to enter a new field of endeavor, but one which left little
to chance.

It insured a permanent livelihood for everyone acoording to his

abillty, his training and his background but offered nothaing watsoever to
the ambitious. the clever or the schen4ng.

Inevitably it developed in eovry

group certalu mental characteristics, habits, qualities and faults, ind the
planners of the Intendantur Corps fitted them into the proper slots of their
new organization.
laterj when Hitler introduced his equalitarian doctrine# provisionsewre
made to fill vacancies in the lower and middle services by pemitting petty
officers of the Navy to prepare for such positions while still in s•ervice
Upon discharges they stood exzaination and were placed on an eligibility lat
for appointment.

Needless to ays

storekeepers and other Nupply department

ratings were attracted to this career.

Sam of them, through stu

and op-

plication of their Jobs# rose over the beads of their fellow workers and
reached Raised Service positions during• World War I1.
Many Middle Service Officials were recruited from the reserve Corps of

the armed forces.

These men were promoted quickly because of their ptitude

in general military subjects.

Middle and Raised SUeVice personnel had to

serve an apprenticeship of about three Years,

TrainAg wa conducted at

naval dockyards and other large shore establishmants.

Senior

trVIDie par-

sonnel stopped right into their jobe and were comissioned Imdiately.
RISThICTO
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Others were commissioned upon completion of indoctrination.

Training was

rigorous and thorough.
alaries and Allowance.
Salaries of officials were about throe-quarters of those of the officers

before 19"4.

After that they were about equal.

retiremnt plans for the two groups.
years before an official.
a greater period.

The difference lay in the

An officer usually retired about 15

Thus the official was assured of his income over

Pay consisted of basic pay, lodging allowance (when free

barracks accomodations were not provided), child allowance and local ppecial
allowances.

The number of officials and officers on the payrolls of the Navy

was determined by the budget for the year.

Thus in lean years, the couple-

ment of the Navy was reduced to that which the Reich could afford.

The ratio

between officers and officials throughout the Navy, however, remained at about
two officers to each official.
A study of the organization of the Navy revealed the repetition of the
words Npersonal affairs of officials".

Each bureau had a section to look

after the affairs of the officials employed by it.
cials were quizzed on this point.

Katy officers and offi-

To offset the differene between salaries

and cost of living, they were given miscellaneous supplementary allowances.
These fell into the category "local special allowances" referred to above.
TheGy covered such contingencies as moving from one post to another, births
of children, expenses at convalescent homes and mineral bathe and other unusual expenses.
Vdm Stiegel was asked if he considered the system of augmenting the
salaries of officials with allowances for personal emergencies to be good
practice.

He replied%
"Yes, under the circumstances. Their salaries were
low, 200-300 murks ($W-1120 before World War II).
We would give them 100-150 (140-$60) marks if their
wives had babies. Otherwise, they couldn't afford
families. They had to make application for these
grants after they had actually paid their bills
and to submit the paid bills for inspection. We always gave them less than what it cost them - about
75 percent. There was always, of course, the possibility that an official was a (Nasi) Party member
at the same time he was on the Navy payroll and
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drawing a salary from the Party as well. In the
latter stages of the war we shifted to the Aseican system of paying an official enough to live
on. It was much better. After their salaries were
increased, they only paid for medicine and bandages, not for doctors' services, in the hospitals."
Strength of Official Corps
A detailed breakdown of the strength of the bntendantur Corps is unHowever$ in 1930, the naval budget showed that the strength of

available.

officials in the Navy had attained the alarming ratio of 11.9 officials for
every 100 officers and men or two officials for every officer and one off4Acia•

for every eight men.

There was also one clerk for every official*

The Navy recognised the dangers inherent in such a top-heavy officialdom.and, it

was said, consistently tried to reduce appointments of officials

to a minimum.

Despite these efforts, the number of naval officials employed

rose from 2003 in 1933 to 7741 in 1939.

In 1939 alone, requests for the

appointment of 2407 officials were received by the Admiralty, of which 2248
were approved.
During the period 1933-1939, the number of clerks rote from 2365 to
20,066 and laborers from 8610 to 43,700.

Promotions were regular.

An Flottenintendant Whuff, a senior Servieo

official (later a Special Service Supply Officer), put its
"The normal procedure was for a man to enter the
Navy after he had finished his university training. Much depended upon his age at the tine he
enteredl however, the average age was about 30
Wen the
years during the Imperial Navy dayse.
Hitler Navy was built up# promotions wee excep-

tionally quick, but in between those periods
there was always the problem of current finames,

Much depended on your luck when you entered the

Corps. If you started out with those of us 14o
entered when the augmentation of the Navy started,
you could 'beoos a
and got on top of the list,
captain, but if you entered only two yeas later
you had to wait quiti i 1'.ile. Your position on
meant quite a lot."
the lineal list
Marinoberinspektor zur )Mehlen, a HMddle Service official, stateds

"Although I became 'an official in 1936# 1,wsa
not c-ouuisuioned until 1938. That was in March.

Then in September I was promoted to Junior lieutenant.
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About the beginning of 1939, I was again promoted
to lieutenant. In April 1942 I was further promoted to senior lieutenant. Ib promotions stopped there.*

Retirement benefits of Intendantur officials were about the same an
those of the supply officer.

The pension rate wag 35 percent after 15 years

with a two percent increase for each year for the next 15 years.

Thus an

official would receive, as a top pension, 65 percent of his pay after 30
years service, provided he was 65 years old.
fres hospitalization.

Retired officials were also given

This was not extended to their dependents, however.

- The official controlled all shore supply activities.

Although the

supplr officer wva integrated into such organization: to handle clothing,
food and disbursing matters when rotated ashore, he still
to the official.

was subordinated

Example: The supply officer of the operating base at

Trondheimp Norway was a Dockyard Intendantur Official with the rank of senior
lieutenant.

The supply officer of Naval Command,

cial with the rank of captain.

Italy was an Intendantur offi-

The supply officer on the staff of CinC Group

South was an Intendantur official with the rank of commander.

The senior as-

sistant to the Director of the Navy Budget Office (OXWE) in the Admiralty
(a line captain), was a member of the Intendantur group with the rank of captain.

The second assistant was an official with the rank of commander.

Thus

control of supply and accounting billets throughout the entire shore establisehnnt was held by supply officials.
As a result of this situation, there was much discontent In the Verwaltungs Offizier Korps, and the senior line officers recognized it.

An attempt

to integrate the supply officials and supply offiAcers into a unified supply
corps was made in 1944.

It was a failure, according to RAdm Schubert.

WIAL SERVICE SUPPLY OFFICER CORPS
This corps consisted of members of the Intindantur Corps formerly charged
with duties in connection with pay and allowances, accounting, budgets, foods
clothing and barracks arrangements.
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On May 1, 1944, the Special Service Supply Officer Corps was established to give those supply officials of all branches of the armed forces
that were "servicing troops* parity with regularly commissioned supply officers.

Various officials of the Navy stated that this was a move on the

part of Army and Air Force supply officials to gain recognition for services rendered, because they had previously been considered *second class"
personnel by line and staff officers of those servicee and, since they were
performing duties equally important to those performed by their critic.1
The corps was es-

they, the officials, had asked for regular commisasons.
tablished under the Hitlerian Equalitarian Program.

lithin the Navy, the group of the Motendantur Corps handlin

clothing,

provisions, pay, allowances, accounting and budgets, c.laimed that they were
"servicing troops" regardless of where they were stationed

since, they were

responsible for the items that contributed most to the welfare and comfort
of the troops.

They were cormiasioned.

The Dockyard Group of the Intendan-

tur Corps, i.e., those who handled general and special stores, except provisions and clothing, were unable to support such claims.

As a remut# they

were not commissioned in the new corps and remained officials.
This caused great dissension between the Special Service Supply Officer
Corps and thos members of the Intendantur Corps (predominantly Rebers of
the Dockyard Intendantur Group of the Intendantur Corps) who were not com.
missioned,

•Cdr H. Suorows

an officer of the SUpply Corps, stated that the

Special Service Supply Officer Corps was established by order of Ritler and
its

acceptance forded upon the Navy against its wishes.

that its

He further stated

establishment destroyed the Navyls plan for bul~din

a unified

supply corps.
oUMarI.an of bak•-u,,a a
Surely Officer anWo~a

duty ,,--,ts
ervice Smn OffiArs

Capt. Wilhelm Boettcher, a supply officer who had been in the Navy for
35 years, and Flottenintendant Arend Wff, a

umeber of the 8pecsa Service

Supply OffIcer Corps with the rank of captain, formerly a supply official of
the Senior Service, with 11 years service, furnished blographies when in-

MWCiom
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terrogated.

Pertinent information has been extracted from these biographies

and is not forth below for comparative purposes.
Capt Boettcher

Flottenintendant Wulff

1891
1910

Born at Niel

1905

Born at Hamburg

Graduated from high school

1923

Graduated from high school

1910
1911
1912

1914

(19)
Entered the Navy (19)
Cadet aboard cruiser =ADM
in German last Africa (20)
Entered Naval Acadeay (21)
Midi
aboard battleship

1925

(18)
Apprentice in an import frm
(19)
Entered law school (20)

1928

Graduated law school (23)

1924

1932

BRAPMUG (23)

school (27)

1915-16 Midshipman in lighter-than-

1932-34 Attorney and assistant Judge

air service (25)

1916
Comossioned as payastar(25)
1916-18 Staff, Cinc, Airships (27)
1918-19 Minesweeping flotilla pay1920

Graduated post graduate law

1934

(29)

Entered the Navy with rank
of Lieutenant (29)
1934-35 Dockyard, Wilhelmahaven, han-

master (29)
Naval Brigade Paymaster (29)

dling fuel matters in'the Supply Department (30)

1921-23 Assistant paymaster on
cruiser BRA USH•IG (32)
1924-28 Paymaster of a shore detense artillery division (36)

1935-36
1936
1936-38
1938o-42

1928-33 Assistant paymaster on cruisers
MW and KALSRVHE (42)

Naval Station, Hamburg (31)
Promoted to Lcdr (31)
Naval Station, Hamburg (33)
OKXRuo Wi, handling fuel and
transportation allocation matters. Liaison duty with Mm-

1933-35 Paymaster, Naval Air Station,
Warneouende (44)

1941

1936-37 Paymaster on a cruiser and

1942-43 Senior Administrative Staff,

old battleship-(46)

Qi III (36)
Promoted to commander (36)
Naval Group Baltic (38)

1937-38 Regimental paymaster, Receiving Station, Stralsund (47)
1938
Promoted to commander (47)

1943
Promoted to Captain (38)
1943-44 Deputy Chief, Senior lmninistrative staff, Naval Group NortlV

1938-41 Supply Space design section,

Fleet (39)

MarRuest/K-4 (50)
1941-42 Staff, Admiral Commanding

1944

Polar Coast as Fleet Paymaster (51)

Staff, CinC Group South in
charge senior administrative

staff, handling clothin, food,
housing and payrolls (39)

1942
Promoted to Captain (51)
1942-45 Staff, CinG Group North/Fleet
on Senior Administrative
Staff In charge of salariess
food, and clothing (54)

1944-45 Senior Supply Officer, Naval
Command, itay (40)
1945
Senior Supply Officer, Technical Supply Group$ Hamburg (40)

Present Occupations
Insurance Broker

Present Occup-tiont
Maritime Lawyer

GANIZAT
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The Verwaltungs Officer Corps, the Intendantur Corps and the Special
Service Supply Officer Corps were, according to German law, a part of the
Reichavermaltung (Supply/administrative personnel of the various government
agencies and armed forces of the German Reich).
ordinated to the Chancellor of the Reich.

As a result, they were sub-

However, after Hitler assumed the

post of Chancellor, this subordination meant very little.

It has been re-
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ported, Hitler delegated to CinC Navy wide authority~ over all affeirs, in,eluding control over all finances, accounting, pro rareent, storage and distribution or equidpment and consumables in the Navy.

Once this was done, Hitler

norially did not interfere In naval supply or accounting natters.

Suipply offi,3era, Special Service Supply officers and Intandantur offi.oials were subordinated to the Supply/Adialnistration Divi sion of the Bureau
of General Affairs (MuVebhr/C).

Th. chief of that division, Idoiralober-

stabsintendant Bends, (a Special Service Supply Officer with the rank: of Admiiral)
was considered the chief of .11. three corps, even though snmag~mnt of the
supply system run by Intendantur officials of the Dockyard Group rested with
a section of another bureau, Xarikiest/L4., in which an Intendantur official.
with the rank of Vice Admiral., a Mr. XWkhardtp adainistered the affairs of
the Dockyard Intendautur group, as a deputy for Aft'raloberstabsintandant
Benda.

Supply officials assigned to lbrPiest/I-4, for daty with the Dock-

yard Intendantur Group, fenl into the sa*=

lassification as Special Service

Suapply Officers assigned to accounting duty with the Mining, the Torpedo or
the Ordnance Inspeatorates, *to.# or the field activities of those inaspetorates. Assignmnets of Special Service Supply officers end Intendautur officials were made by Warehr/d.

As~signments of Supply officaer were maed by

a senior supply officer in YsrPers., who,, where higher decision was ?eqlirod1
apparently referred quaestions to Adalrelobermtabsinteadant

eands.

Under these top posts, )bz'Jbr/O and )hhe~/54 ware, Weore tUe
war-, the Intendanturen at Iiel and Vilhelsahaven.

Their hesad were Intendam-

tur officials with the rank of rear adairal. nmee offcals ilxi~sntd
the fiscal andi supply policies of the

pendent agencies.

Adoiralty. Mhei offices

ware ind-

The Intendantur, Niel van respozss~ble for all suppl;7,

diabarving, general mean and accounting natters arising aboard vessels and
at navel stations3 in the Baltic are&.

The Intendantur at Vi.ThaT1mbven bad

the came responsibilities for naval units and activities in the North &A
area. As has been sapleined in the chapter an OrgwAisation of the Navy, both

these tuo top field posts were absorbed into

*roup North and Oroup Baltic#

later int-o Group Xorth/leet,, and beame senior adstinitrative staffs.
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continued to manege, the, supply and fisca~l affairs of the aweas for which
they were formerlyr responsible, but lost their freedox of action and decislon and were subordinated to CIii Group North/Pleat.

Ihen the coimands

Group West and Group South were formed, similar senior administrat've staffs
were orgamixed within those commnds.

The independent U-boat end the

~awl

Battlet Mdto Maindas Llk~wiAe had their own senior admintstrative staffs.
Sawal Comand, Italy did not have ones since the greater part of the accountlag and otifo1 supply imork in Italy was connected with the muitual assistance'
agreement between Oeraa

aid Italy.

These sealor admixistwatU" staffs voe charged vith the tasks of prellminaiY Inspection sad chockbu, of the accounts of the varlaus supply officials and officers at the supply ceters, supply depotspdockyards, arsenalej, ordnane, aminead amattion depots, construction battalion projects,,
clothingg food, ard disbursing offices and all othar supply, fiscal or socounting facitlts ashore or afloat =&dr the jurisdiction of the commsnd
to vhich they were attached.

They were also charged with the preparation

of the budget for such activities, the allocation of funds, and the general

~ai~stration of AUl supply matters. On these staffs, a senior supply
(Verweitwis) officer, Usually a captain, handled matters perta~ning to salsraie,v foods and, clothing.

A senior Special. Service Supply officer or In-

tesdsantur officia, usually also one with a rank corresponding to a captain,
was Ini charge of other supply miatters.

All three wer subordinated to a

Special Service $apply offSEper of Mitendantur official on the staff, usually
one with the rank of a rear adiural.

It was said that the chief of one of

the senior administrative staff had the rank of vice armiral
Seaging units based ashore, such as the U-boat Mmiristrative Comazd,
ani anl larg vessels had their owe supply orgamixations headed by a aupply
(Verueltungs) officer.

Destroyers, sueearines, minemspeeperU.

were

organized Into flotillas. Nach flotilla bad its own supply officer.
Field agencies of the Inspectorates, e.g., torpedo testing stations., ammumition, ordnance and amin depts, oo~muiication equipment supply depots,
spare parts distribution cetras, aet.# had their own apecialint officers or
120
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officials In charge of actual storage and disi-ributicn.

HDOwver,4 an officer

of the Supply Officers Corps or SpecAl Srvice Supply Officers Corps was in
charge of pajubts of laborers and other wn-se.rvioe connected personnel and
performed such accounting work as was required. Thes st~ly and specisl
service supply officers and/or officials were subordinated to the comandivg
officer of the units the commandut of the base,, or the commulent of the
distriet, as appropriate.

The Channel or 40thorItY, correspondince, reports

and returns, etc., ran throwg& the SUPP27 Officers 43ecia Service Supply Officer or official on the various staffs from the lowest to the highest leVel.
An officer of the Supply Officers Corps on a staff Vas wassite
ply officers In matters pertaimin
-

b other SUP-

to food, clothing and disburzsing mattes=

not by officials or Speial Serwice Offcers, eVen though hi. iinediate

superior was an Intendantur official or Bpeci" Service &Vply Officer*

~ospitals wer similarly orgamnisd. The flow of disbursing authority was
from the supply officer throvgh the medical officer, to a supply officer on the
senior administrative staffs to the candor Intendantur official or Special
Service Supply officer on suoh staffs to the appropriate Special Supply Officar or intendantur official In )hribWC/O
This control of w444y aft fiscal functions, kg officials and Special
service Supply Officers rather then regular sapply officer ired sapply
officers consideraby, it was said, and caused a great cleavage between, ed
friction within, the Yarvaltung officer Corp., lbe Specal Servise Supply
officer Corps and the Intemdantur Corps.

Such a sitUatio Isfnesadbe

However, supply officers SpcAl" Service ftly officers, InaDenktur officials and others, were Interrogated on this subject to detormima What tbhq
theaselves thought of the situation that had been created, what thiey believed
the solution to the problem to be andj, if the Germa& Jail was restablished
what thqy would do to AUNIevate it.

'People wb have studied occufw a dominatIV position,
in pubic, lie 1-. Oeama. This domination
treesferred to the service. As a result, it took eonalderable
tins to find the middle of the road betwena tbose of the
VerwelUVgs and W44SteanUr YorpS (IasltIe60 *Oecil Awv-w
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ice Supply Officer Corps) as a vfhab, ise, the supply
oftioei or offtcia vAD Wagreat experience in shipboand dutime or on torelen. stations and those 1mho workadinitraivestaffs and In the AmufrL~ty.
ed n amio
Tefnlsix was to diseover the right proportion betvw~a those id~th mod without university trainings
tthrwghmit. the whole
lv/lodmimistrotive sphaeo~ from
DAomAmiatvr of."IcIal In the Amuiralty to
the hihet.
the lowest. s~py offloor on board shiN In this vwe
we tried to create a uniform suppy corps based on per-.
.... l capabilities and not. discriminated bF educational
bachground or the corps In which a amawas serving.
I'hltheegh the developomast of ovests did not allow us to
start this experiment from the very lowest level,, that
Is with cadets at. the naval academy, ve tried to accom-s
push It. W~ Interchanging apcintsents so that a supply
officer was givm aen appolutment. foximerly held bF a
supply official. It was a"s intended to make Intendastar officials Sipjly officers.'

vAI

ftiegels
'The officials had great power because they were resovosible for the abdminitration of funds. You*had7 to
take this int;o considramtion. whom dealing with them..
They reduced costs $0o a reasonable plane. There is a
teadeacy of meArkin to enlarge bit own might and it
pleyed a role In the. If thoy had Uimited. their action
Ics nstead of enlarging their
to their repnii~
powesr,4t would hafe beepm all right, hut this *s a
universal tendency and they followed It..
'Thy ware the brake on financial expenditures. A lot
of our officers, underestimated their caospblitiss and
ocesdered thea unimportent. They reacted against this
attitude. The officials were essential and had to folp.
low definite rules amd regulations. We could mot do
,without than. The fundamental principles of imW admimstrativre mystea cannot be adapted to the personal
wishesi of officers at any mosmnt they mey desire action.
Ther is a certain arrogance in officers one cannot
steand Therefore there wes resentiment and friction.
lbo tried to balm*c and overcomes it,. We made good pro-

litMblirts
1ffisisl of the lower and madius raskp originated
discharged
=et3~y froa petty officers who had been
atwtheir enlsUMtmet had wepired and who, whlew
serving had undergone PrePOLTatory treainin OR future
offileU at naval "speilsts schools. During the
war this w-as no longe possible. The higher Izitemisatar officials were people who had studied at a
university as administrative, Ioawr. After they
Wapassed stt-prvdexaminations, they entered
the Matmdantur Corps. They were eaplaed in the
Admralty and at other larg shore etatblishmsnts,
iaber their legal knowledge In matters. of admInitratIon was indispeassble. Sometimes they were also
amplayed In top-levial financing of Navy-sponmored
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"The Intendaixtur iafficials of the lover and madium
ranks, like those of the sentior and raised services were
not employed on board ship. hbither in the staffs nor
anywhere elhe afloat did officials replace supply officers. They worked nuo~ br W~e, however, In ---- l/
administrative work,. the supply officers chiefly aboard
shIp, the Iutendaiitur ofrJicials (paut of whoo la~ter becams Special Service Supply officers) ashcre. In the
last stoags of the war, Intendantur officials vere,
partly provided as off~icr f the
(special service officers not incorporated Into the
officers corps). They had no milItaz7 authbority. I
consider the wihole measure a faluvre."
-

Bear Adxiral

--

-sodudsm

oenirgt

"PIthirk or ambition was that all the positionas of
the Thtendantur official, should be occupied 17 officers of the tPply Officer Corps. In the b0INeer
Corps., those adapted for higher reoks studied at the
universities. It was xW epinion that, if the Wt~y
officer should take over all these positions, he
should study law. But it was zct necessary that he
study all phases of law. CrimSina lAi was V0060004427
"nhaturafly there was oppositica between the supply

officer and the official becauise the Interldauturoficial said, SOnly fully studied laqerm can do- thlis.
I believed that the officers should be given xcre
responsibility. These were spe"ia points Of cODDsideration In our lavy They woUld act maettor in
the United States. All officials IAx OGerm thin
that high positionis should be occupied b~r lwevsre.
The Intendautur off4oals saidp IIf You have conferences with all tUse people and are not a fully
ezperiencsd
lemyers, you will. not be on an equal level.,I
I said, t That t s nonseael It depends on the peroonis basin hfte.'
ality of the ama and
-bo

All three groUps, i.e., the lupply Officers Corps, the Aieie SerVice Officers Corps and the Ztntsdantur Corps, reognPised the Seed for ~A
unit ý.dsu~pply orps. The main stuabling block in its 6rave1.lut seOW to

have been the decision as to which gro0V should Soutrol It.
When

would

flottenintendant WAIzff MWaas93ed idia tae Of a seppl

MIrPS he

develop were he iwhasered In his efforts, he Itated

"the Intendantur Corp. was comquised of lIqeYrSS

while in mset cases the old S.hlmsister (Yertalt~ugs
Offisier torps) came fromt the reeks en1d, sIdc the
expansion of the Navy, the navela aoadeq, Whs gav
the new Supply Officer Corps a better basis for recruiting personnel and they obtained m0ro ulfe
personnel. Before the corps could bemegdne
standards of basic training would have to be etablished. This in turn involves forei* & ver diferent corps; perhaps a smrsfleaibe cmn# mqb saet
Buat you canit rely an 4L=Lr 'f Ilmted baotrcimd to
223
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make the dciosyou have- to make todar. You have
to get so mesh out. of so little material. This re-.
quires a. knoalasdge or now~ thingso.

"*The Iateedantuir Corps in the Javy worked well; thereror.,s r dontt thin we could aeke a change repidly. On
the other hand, I should may the members of a corps
that Ulashm basdc legal training could not interpret
mW of the dommns cX busizese and industry. It
aight be. well that officers of the W1pply Officer Corps
should serve for a limited time In the Intendantur
.Corps ma, vice versa the latzndantur Corp~s in the
Supply Officer corps.
Pif I were umnhampered In my efforts, I would draw up
the whole scheme on a commercial basis with fever per'sommel, mot so maiW offiial but more employ"su, so
that I coulA make changes if a man proved inefficient.
I would crete over-ell depots and have a s-al but
very carefully educated staff of supply officers., a new
corps, who deal not only with food or clothing but also
take care of spare parts, etc., without being expert in
high-pressure borrowing. They wo~uld have to know
enough to be able to rum a depot in which you could
fideverything anid which you could transplant to
another bases if necessary.
'I think It mould be wise to orgaidiss a supply corps
and to train its people to handle a12 the kinds of
supplies which I would normal~t went. On the other
hand, of courrs, our difficulty was, at least during
wartime, that you couldntt train experts for &U.
these areas. If you wanted an expert in clothing,
then you would not want an expert in food. Therefore
you need one large departmoset in which all these experts can work.*
Captain Boettohers
Ou1iring the time of the Imperial Navy, supply officers
were only officials. They entered the so-called Zahlmeister Corps. The highest rank: attainable in this
corps was equal to that of a lieutenant coanutder and
there was no possibility of going higher. The retirement age was 65 years. Although msat of the officials
entered and sat.yed with the Navy, somse left after asrvIng about U, years and tried to get along on their
pensions which was a good one.

"rThe fact that one could never reach a hisher rank than

Lieutenant Commnder and be only an official gave little
incentive for a young man to stay in the service until
be was 05 with no chance for further promotion. Therefore a new way had to be found. M~xallys in 1935 the
new Vervalturgs Offisier Korps was established. This
development, in a few instances, permitted promotion to
the rank of captain, and in one exception to that of a
rear admiral. Young and efficient men were attracted
to the new corps. They were given the ssew basic training as other naval officers.
"Bowever, the ultimate goal in building a complete supply corps was to carry out a fusion of the Intendantur
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Corps and that of t~a Supply Officer Corps. It was
intended that a pwt of this voabinsd service branch
would study at a uiversity and thus be able to fill
positions in the senior adainistrative staffs and in
the Admiralty. I personally believe that this would have
been a solution to our problem and that after som years
of experience we would have been able to develop a good
supply corps."
Ninisterialrat Dr. %gert:
"The official was an official for life. An offic
vas only an officer as long as he could do his duty*
Unless he was ill, the service of an official continued until he was 65 years old. Candidates for the
Supply Officer Corps, like all other candidates, had
to graduate fronm high school but not from a univerasty.
Wth officials there vas a difference betweanothe
lover and higher grades. The latter group had to have
a university degree and In the Inteadantur a full
course In law. An official of the Intendantur Corps
first had to spend three of four years at a univerisity and then take a second examinations a msin 1w
examination. Then he could enter the Navy at the ase
of about 26 or 28 years.

"We also had lover officials such as the bapectors,

Oberinspektoren, Antuanner. Those mon had only to
graduate from high school lke the candidates for the
Supply Officers Corps. Despite this, the off
s TOeceived more salary than officials of the higher panes.
That is why the supply officers tried mot only to prove
that they could do as neoh as the lover officials but
also as much as the higher officials. Tbere wa always
a big fight between the two corps. The suppy officer
performed duties of a supply officer afloat. Ashore
he only billeted the troops$ and took care of thebr
poy, food and clothing, because the offlicias contrelled the whole supply organisation. That U AV we thovght
our men wore better even though the suppy otficqs
were promoted to high positions as captains aM ad-

mirals.

They had u good reputation with the offliere

at

the front, but they built a second grade offloe.

An shorn by the above statements, representatives of all three eorps
wore interviewed, newly RAda Doeanif of the Spply Ofioers Corps,
Flottenittendant Wulff of the

ecmial Service Supply OfTice

0o0p lM

Miniaterialrat Dr. Iggert of the Intendantur Corps, as er three adalres
of the line, Aks Foerste, VAdm Miegel and RAm fchubert.

Bach on0 of

theme men felt the need of a unified supply oorp In the Geam hkwy.
Foersto recognised the necessity for higher education in a vMp.y officer.
Stioegel saw the necessity for a tight control on the ftvy pwe strftgs.
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Boanig vanted his corps to absorb the others.

ftply

Iggert felt that the

Officer Corps was a lui* group of poorly educated officers who

plqed a bluffibg game in supply work.. Wuiff was realistic but dubious
about the Supply Officer Corps ability ever to attain the qualities he

considered so essential In a modern-dq supply officer.
From the anawers given to questions propounded to officer" and officiali with regard to a future Goemn Naval Supply Corps and other source
material studied, it

Is believed that, should the Western

owers become

interested in a reorganised German Navy# the standard for entrance requirements to the supply corps should be such that all these criticisms could
be overcome.
The Germans place great eqwhbsis

on university education.

If a uni-

fied Supply Corps is to be developed in the German Navy in the future#
a compromise could be reached whereby officers of the suply corps would
be required to graduate from college providing a liberal arts/sai-legal
education before being indoctrinated at the naval acadeaz.

RESTRICTE
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CHAPTER III- THE LOGISTIC OISTUI
The Lozistic SystLn

The logistic system of the German Navy was divided into four
sections:

(a) Requir•ments planning
(b)
(c)
(d)

Proaurement and logistic support
Storage and distribution of supplies
Transportation

It has been epiasined, under the organisation of the Adiral Quartermaster Division, that Ada Qu performed the logistic plning for the Navy
and matched material requtir"eot with the operational plans of the Naval

War Staff (So).
Responsibility for planning the material and personnel requirments
for operations was distributed among the various sections of Ada Qu as
follows •
Section I

Technical and other material
needs for the whole Navy$ except
the coastal defense sitem.

Section II

Personnel

Section III

1ual and transportation

Section IV

Coastal defense system

Section V

Training in all Its phases

Section VI

Ia transportation

Responsibility for oonscription, training# pyoution or proaurment•
storage and distribution of all personnel

mon•e

,

ships,, equipment

material and supplies required in the various supPly sstems was vested
in the Bureau of Warship Construotion and asrwat, the DRnai of General
Affairs and the luel and Transpoitation Section of the Amiral Quartermaster Division (Ada Qu III).

A group of naval inspectorates, Intndan-

turen offiaes, logistic support departments of main naval basess a Oentral
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Procurement Office and a Technical Procurement Office, as field activities
of WarRuest, M•azehr and Ada Qa III, established the material, plant production capacity anh lead time requirements for them and, when the finished
items were received; stored and distributed them.

(See chapter on Procure-

zant, storage and Distribution of 6upply for methods employed.)

SpeoificaUl3

the following groups had cognizance over personnel,

money, ships, e*qipmmnt, material and supplies and their diatribution4
BeAdmiralty
Personnel

7ield Activity

reaý oZ division
Ada Q- II and V

Second Admirals of

Hazilbr/M

Group Commands.

MarPera
Uduoation and Training
Inspectorate.
Roney

OIOI

Intendanturen offices and
senior administrative
staffs.

construction,
repair and overhaul of ships

VarRMest/K

Naval dockyards and prl..
vate shipyards.
Naval Warship Acceptance
Inspectorate.

Awanition
Ordnance equipmeat
Torpedoes

Naval Ajmnition Inspectorate.

Marftest/AWa

Naval Ordnance Inspectorate.

marflaest/AMa

Naval Torpedo Inapeatorate.

MarR~ast/Tla

Naval Xining Inspeotorate.

Kinae, mineeeep- Har~uest/Sa
ing material, booma,
nets, etc.
Engines, auxiliary Harfluest/K (I;I/
machinery and spare
parts
Coinication
equipment

and IV)

Naval Eagineering inspectorate.
Technical Procurement
Office.
Naval Communication InspeCtorate

Maribiest/•a

Naval Medical Inspeotorate

Medical equipment and

supplies

Kzv~ebr/G

Coastal defense
construction
equipaent and
supplies

1da Qu IV
Marrhest/PiWa

Construction Battalion
Staffs.

Haxehr/C

Naval Intendanturen Offices.

Food, clothing
and equipment
for barracks,
food stores,
clothing stores
and pay and ac.counting offices
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General equaipment,
materiel and supplies
not listed above

INarRasest/Z-4

Central Procurement Office

Fuel, lubricating
oil, distilled water,
boiler feed water, air,
rail and inland waterway transportation.
Scheduling, despatch
and rendezvous of naval
logistic support veaeels.

Ad~bi III

Logistic support departnects, of main naval bases

Sea transportation
in merchant vessel

Adwi VI

Sea Trnsport Offices

Several changes in the Organisation controlling the distribution of
supplies were reqpired during the war.

MWa have beew described in the

chapter on Procurament,. Storage and IdstributiOn Of Supply.
Before control of stock in the variocs supplIy YstSMS 'was lost and
later when control was regained, the iAfiralty, it was audd, was informed
daily on the level of stocks in the various supply systems *An in the
6upply pipelines.

jualple: The logistics support departments of the

main navsl base. and the logistics support unit at St. Issfre reported
the level of stocks in fuel depots, amounts received, the estimated withdrawals for the following 24 hours and deficiencies at base. within th9ir
sectors to Ad~u. III.

The naval inspectorates, the construction, battal-

ion staffs and the Intendanturen offices made, daily reports of receipts
and shipments of material, including anticipated shpijunts to be made
the following day to their parent divisions In Xisrhaost and NUVebr.
After the Technical Procurement and the Central Pro nrment Office. vere
established, they too rendered siailar reports of transactions daily to

Thux it will be seen that, In the supply syst;= of the various field
agencies, namely, the logistic support divisions of the =ain naval baes,#
the naval inapactorates, the Technical and Central Procurement Offices,
the construction battalion staffs, and the Intendanturen food and clothing
offices, the Navy maintained supply demand con~trol points for each type
Of materiaL~
The reports received by the cognizant Admiralty divisions from these
supply demand control points wore consolidated into Navy-wide stock status
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reports and deficiencies determined.

These deficiencies were broken down

into finished products, ruw materials, lead time and plant production facilities

required and submitted to OXW/ftudli monthly, where the requirements

of the

av were merged with those of the Arm

reqdamtt for the armed foroes established.

and Air Force and the total
These requirments were

submitted to the W.nistry of economics (food requiriments were submitted
to the Ministry of Food and A•riculture) prior to 1912.

After that, they

were submitted to the Spear Ministry.
After scrutiny b7 the Ministr7 of

loonomics, the Ministry of Food

and Agriculture or the Speer Ministry, such finished products, raw materials
and plant production fAeilities as were available within the eoonomy of
GormarY and the ocupied countries were allocated to the Armed Forces.
These allocations# in the form of priorities, were made available to 0/W1
ftxeWi, which in turn reallocated them to the three services, the Arm,
the Navy and the Air Force.
When the Navy's share of finished products, raw materials and plant
production facilities was made known to Mar•uest, Mar&ehr and Ada Qu III,
thosa Admiralty divisions reallocated it to the various naval inspectorates,
offices, eto., and let the contracts necessary for the produotion of now
equipment, material and consumbles.

The inspectorates, offices, etc.,

supervised production and, when the items were delivered to the Navy, took
them into their supply systems.

Items being produced were considered to

be in the supply pipeline and were added to the daily stock status reports
as being on order.

Thi oompleted the cycle.

The ame system of arriving

at material needs was used again the following month.
RAds Schubert explained this rather oomplicated organization as
follows:

"3For the

supply and technical maintenance of weapons
afloat and ashore (ordance, mines, torpedoes, conmuications), each cognixant division maintained its
own organization supporting the entire boae coast and
the coastal areas of occupied countries. The top
expert staffs of these organizations, the Naval Inspeotorates, were located in the bome area and were directly
subordinated to Xarhoest in carrying out their special
tasks. In naval bases at home, as well as in the main bases
in occupied countries, central depots specialized for the
different types of materials were established. They
had huge Mtocks and maintenance capacities. Each of
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these arsenals (supply center*) was responsible for
a certain area in whiichx it maintained various eStab-lishments able to camr out local recdfrmats. In
all second and third class bases, naval forces bad
mupply and repair stations for their weapons at their
disposal, and in main naval bases there vere facilties for taking oars of larg orders in animamt,
SUPplY, provisions and reairs.
*lbrepeat, the laoistio orgenisation consisted of
one top staff of techniocal eap-s~t for each type
of material, speoialised supervi~sion and direction
staffs in various areas and of estoblisbamts to
answer the recpmirements in the various naval, bases.
It goes without saying that this orgamisation did
not only serve the units afloat, but was also responsible for the requirements of the. coast, e.g.,
small battle units, amoke maromenis ltos
batteries, radio
coastal art1Ulryen antiardf
stations and underwater, listening stations, tole"p
installations, tealpbmen% signa and radar st"Io--the links of which oparted in close cotatiuat ,
dookyards and supply centers for shipbuilding man
eqduaent.
'In areas vwe wiavl baes"were enidangered ltg
ammW action, e.g., oconpled, coasts and later
also the coastal areas of the homel-and the loddampon
mandants of the coest woro entitled 'to issue orders or
directives to the repreeentatives of these specialized
organisatdons. It goes without s"Xing that his interforemose could not be eatendod to the technical. process
of =7 tytpe of workt bat was limted to directives
concerning thet amloarsit of manpower, and concentratit
it on decisive 'tasko, depending on the adlitary
situation. ltareoser in case of enm' Immtgs, riots.
etc,* local naval commndants wae" entitled to camit
personnel undeir theiz commnd for a mlitary smorgenc.
lb ensure; the necesosry power of ocnmad in
cases of ameorgencises the persomami of these arseenals
or maistamanca estahishnamta was subordinated to
then for dinoipliusm7 purposes.
*It is noeessar also to mention that the staffs of
medium and lower ocomandents were provided with officOr specscieit. whlo dealt with the 20sel dmmands. of
the orgsniaatlons Motioned. As the lose si edats
were responsible for the functioning of the Whoe baset
the techoloal weapon specialists included In their
staffs had the task of ambling their ccmmimto to
materiellse this repniiiy
okadmatters
were orgaise in a simila way. The top of the orvmistonwa
established in lbzfaest, It directly
cdctdthe employasat Of the larg naval dockyard.
and mupply centers In home bases. These in their
turn, instituted supervising staffs for shipbuilding
In civilian dockyard. working for the Xav.
*Tbss it was guaranteed that the technical administma.
tfakn of dochya-rds in the occupied cocuntries could be
controlled b7 the CUC of the proper UaVy Group, As
for as the group commnder was concerned, he was responsible 't6 CiC Javy for the'effective fuoationing
of the naval bases under this
- --2 and to the
C1mC of the Armed 7bors In the area (theater coamondor) for the proper streamlinIng of naval forces and
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naval authorities and offices of his area. In the
ooupied tbrritories there were a nuabar of naval dooh.
yards which vere under the control of the dockyards
Kiel and Wilhelmshaven. These in turn controlled
civilian dockjsrds situated in the imediate area.
Some iprtant bases (not dockyard*) maintained

special

pply depots, some of which had repair

facilities of limited capacity.

"OThe supply

of the naval oomat forces and the shore

establiuluant, with food, clothing and general equdp.
meat w" affected by the Intandantur Offices. Thq
were also responsible for the administrative tasks
of the station. In soe of the larger bases, central
food and clothing stores were established within the
frmwork of large Intendanturen Offices.
"The professional oinnd in this organization from
top to bottom ran frm the High Coumnd of the Navy
(NvWsehr/C) via the senior akdinistrative staffs of
Groups Nortblseot, West and South to the executive
offices in the bases With the organization of the
senior aatinistrativo staff•, the Intandanturas vat

bult up on a large scale basis as working atafa, so

as to enable the sonior administrative staffs eetive.
ly to perfora their part as the center of the over-all

organization of logistics.
"In addition, the loca Navy CInGn, an reoponsible
military leaders of the Naval
'as (•e.g., Amiral
Connandtng Pedlar Ccast, FOIC, I !tic Defenses, etc.)
also had tchnical weapon spech lists to assist him.
ery comnder or a medium size ' or so area also
had adinistrative (suppvy) pern.cal in his staff who
not only did he work of that
f'pta.
but also were reqcasible for carrying out the over-anl Navy supply tasks.
"In sbort, on the one hand, the various organizations
of this kind were built up in such a way that in all
their functions they could easily be kept under control.
On the other hand the organization made it possible
for the responsible military CinCs (theater concadera)
always to eercise comand over the organization and its
personnel if this appeared necessa
for military and
operational reasons, without affecting the mere technioal execution of tasks. This organizatory principle
was based on the Idea that the over-all responsibility
for the functioning of naval activities rested with
the indivi&al local Navy CinC.

"*Unfortunatalythis rather complicated organisat Ion is
unavoidable in a modern war. It proved effective with
the German hNay in World War U&. Jlthough its work often
was hampered beoause of understandable disputes about
oompetence, it was of utmost importance that, In the
event of a sudden danger threatening the operational

foundation of the Navy, it be possible for responsible
CinCs to exercise their comand in line with their recporsibilitite uycn the lcgistic and supply organizations.
"The naval medical organization bad its technical head
in the ]Mdical Inspectorate which was immediately responsible to Iar~ehr/G. The two large areas of the naval
organization, Baltic and North Sea, each had a central
medical office from which logistics, supply and procurement for the occupied territories was organized. 7hese
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medical offices wors placed under the ocinnd of CinG
llrou

%DrtJ/flset. nie4r

technical instructions by-.

ever, come fm Nu)hiir/G. Anl naval. hospitals and
medical. depots in the boans areas were under these too
central, Aedical offices.

"In the, occupied territories, the leading msdlooll offlcors In the, staffs of the local'Cin~s and flag officers
were responsiblit for medical problems. Thsq were techicafly oD1trOlled b7 thes Medical Inspection, Owing to
the integration into the staffs usaticeeid, it was guaranteed that the reepoesixibe m~ltary %atboritiesscoold
Intwroea in the work of thes medical Orgmisatioa. it
goes withot saying that Is the escapied torritores also
there were, hospitosals d mosLcel sqigU depots to maggiy
the naval combat, florcee at the Uases. Claso "Vereatics
beween the navaol medical Qrgnisastimsod those of the
other services, and matcal noahmags of sesee items remalted in practice In: a la. OceIe organization of an
Armesd Yon"e Ysdical Dspeitmeat, despite the Inikvi'hal
organizsations, The individeil tn*o vait. mo ships had
ships and hospitals and sick bays of their cman ma a
limited sc.lt."
The 0

Caroaut of Losiatics

The defnsition of the teau *Logstics' is gewrnealy o=*oWe byr
Akoviom military personnxel and those who have writtes an the sobjeet,
to bet

"Tha military sIoiee that provides the tactical
caMMade with the proper moaft Of eIVIpSeIPt, fatesil~d,
oomasiubles end persomael In thes right qvUmtytO at the
right plece it the righat times"
Thre are ma
&Uallme

variaticas to this 4efiattica brat esstis.UY Owe

the soms.

Mft Uohbebrt, vas oaskd what, In his opinisc was the Geums Uae~'
someept of logstis., No replied:

wolevel, espeeOLalY sUtastagie operaticesi or tacticals, the Goaod domnates Wvary Other
Saqtor of werfare
fTht $me Pew sw tnw of Weaarne
includig naIvalwrfare. The smmani has, to be 620
ported byr ever caginuisatioml mosem to volin It 'to its
highest etfisliemq'. Anl Soeaeeveble cavoetmoes useme
(legal power sd enheit) ae to be 6aIsled to it
to eerwy vroocqk their
to obable, the ceidgstf
decisions. Mzecal l1*.d witht the *MONA we 00%.
inaaioatione sd istelliuewese. It Is the deelsadme of
the oamendbig wathtorities solel that emot fbr sa
meaw.1ra taaaen within the vast arooamiatioa of thes hwye
,IA wax, on

"l1Ae organSa11tica of COcind Is T497 eMil eSOPOVed With
the, huge orgumisatica of ripply and lagintivis in moders
av~al varfare. I vaut to oamime sad oomeastrate this
In the term 1fonea~tlo. Of 3101velwrs ox
Parle
a000#
pretty vahstent~La orgeaniatica is needed for the Pro-.
tactic of a *oast, spiet saf sod air raids. 2botp In
its turn, al"o noeds adlItiosel WMAY facilities. Thus,
it is obvious that Wndecision of the cosmend anthorities rwiaites somehow to the vast orgamisation of
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logistics. The higher the level of the cosmand, and
the more inportant a decision Is, the more the conponents
of the supp~ly organization are effected.

"T4his, ptvaiiars ha~s to fuznction ucatoisatically, becamse

it is IMpossible, for the otosmad, being crowded with
declisin to be aswd., to deal also with the probleas of
spiply. 26 awre a pinntual, correct and automatic sadjuotasat of these~u
lass nd branched out orgenizatione
to the efforts diosanded. of them, ooxnioations have to
oodst to the ooina4 organisetion, tight *wojah to receive
ths mecessary Information, but not so tight as to become
a bixiremee sad irritation to the ooasu in performing
itso poettloaal aeemirses. The best eaot#ý= of connned

sathoritivesare doomed to failure,

hoWviers if supply

esi logistics counot keep pace with thein, This Is true
particaluly In soders warfare in-our age of technics,
vhisk read... fighting forces particularly susceptible
to toeesIn supplies or wrongly directed seasures of
logistics.

"The orpanisation of the GersonlBay during t1he war tried

ta, stoodup to these dessuds, and goinerelly fiwitionsd
correctly. Ailong the route of ocornad, from the Naval War
Itaff (MML) down to the base of operating units1 , it was
aimad to set up the necessary nookber of contact points
oomsetiag the comandl orgeulatlion and the crmpnization.
ot supplies. At these contact points the supply organizatice bad sot only the opportunity to get now information
frost the command sector, hot here the oonsn authorities
bad also an opportunity to straighten out and direct supply
activities, even to iuterXere with and alter them. On the
other hend, Lu normal situations, the eOs flow of supply
and pvxr~,armet, bed to be left alone to run woothly in
Its general course as set up by experts.

"Mhe meat isportant contest point was the Navel War Staff
itself. Here, within a firm organisation, coqzantively
sool beside the operations division, the idtiral Oartorwaeter mXrision was etatblishoA, where the denods of the
cosman to the supply crganizaticn were dealt with. The
heeds ct th, various divisions and sections of the Admiral
Qsart~exmsster Department received their supply requremwants fromt the daily briefing on the situation and the
'Intentions and decisions disclosed at this occasion.
kbreoOe, there were additional. directives by the Chief
of Mavel War Staff. In these briefings, the situation
In the fields of the Arny and of the Air orcas was also
reported, this pitting the entire Cavelopmont and the
masts of war at the disposal of the supply orgazisation.
"ftram the Adsiral Ozartermaoter the necessary demands
were forwarded to the planning and executing supply dopartamits of the "av, operated by the top experts of all
supply orgsaisatio~ns, (Inspectowates and Intendanturen
Offices). ?Uis aeasn that in the Admiralty the demands
for suplis er transformed into figures and tine limits,
end into forz of orders issued to the executing end procur~ing Inspections or other central procurement muthorities.
In addition, in accordance with Instructions of the Navel
War Staff, the Admiral Quwtermaster directed the distribution of all. supplies. In case the center of gravity
sbdted end it beanese necessary to divert supply activities
accordingly, then corresponding directives were Issued to
the responsible coananents and their subordinated areas.
7hey too, jus~t as their subordinated commandants of exaller
areas, had fixed contact points with the organization of
su~ply and lcgistics renching into their ares. Thus, at any
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pointi, azXy kind of diversion of supplies could be effected.
"jibes the war economy slid more, and more into deadlocks, whether by scarcity of raw materials or by
loasom in indastrial capacity, it was the task of the
suppl~y departments; in the Adairaltir (IkrastVI and
Am WI, Ikilehr/C and 0) to bargain with OIR/Aue Vi (or
9foer Mnisitry) for satisfaction of the Saral War. Staff' a
demndvs. Airing the peak of the cries" towards the end
of war, this task was carried out pertly b7 the Naval War
Staff or even b7 CiaC Navy himself.

"INefoextarting to talk about the proremet of per-

maunl, I hooe
xiormntion the problem, of directing the
orgemisation. Desoune Of the ocatuvcacul caboine
aitootiom, the orumniustiom itself also had to be eheaged.
Mwe department oxneotimg thi &ity was 3W divish.OS the
Vbbilisatloa Reqzfrooonts Section of the Adiral Quarter'master's Ditvision. The direction of operations end organimotion stood closely together under a common beed, in
that the Admiral 4oartaemster Division was a part of the
Naval War Staff. 7be direction of organization was very
strictly handled.

"]rery coared every utihority needed, a *birth certifioatew before its creation. Thise was isomed bV iW sea.tion. Until this certificate was issued, it was not able
officially to live. In thin certificate, officially called
an worder of establiahast,' the xae of the organisatiozi,
Its subordination, personnel strength, field post mnbwe,,
location sand z3cpiyomet was ordered. The.no showed the
task of the mea estab~lisasat. The reports of personnel
sobwed separately the type of personnel who was to be
ftraished to the emoad, wheret the persoomel would come
from and hwhee it woold be listed In the waster rolls.
"Zo oe of the strengtha. of personnel afloat and ashors

determined the Got"l req~fromsat In pereomul. These
dosalstlatce were oeatrafly carried out at HIbzher in the
Adodelt.
The reeraitmout was ensouted bly the large pear"emetl dopartamats, the Second Wtro3s, at the nvaol. sta'ties, Datub and North S.., lsatr at the headquarterse of
a"ee Wortwaslet. Noreove, peronel MUNnaGaet* when
Calarltift its r~desexmntsl, took into account the probable doomada or nbating fromt special chwasge in the situation, know to it by information from the Norel Waer
Staff, and the losses that occurred. The recruited persommel was trained ia what was called mnannn divisions
sand reserve formastions -and kept in readiness for soplormeat. Asspegntsnt of personnel to ships, oomsands and
formation*sashort vwer ordered by the Second Ads'rslsa.
-Now something about the supply of the battleships
SCHMITR and MW11b when operatiM in the Atlantic.
Vwhe depating from their home bases, the ships were
equipped aud suslied In a way that far exceeded normal
reqaIrements. keroz conceivable, speace aboard ship was
used to store, additional material and food. Serious
consideration was given to the flour stocks, pertly stored
In bags in passages in the lower decks, beosose, of the,
danger or &ast 69plosions in case of hits.
*Some large supply ships of the DITrISMCN type or
similar ones (tankers) had alreadyr departed to the
Atlantic a long tine before the battleships and kept
cruising for months on the rendeavous lines ready to
supply the units. It worked exoellently. The direction
3~RIMCTZD
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of the operation and of the supply ships were carried
out by GinO, Group West. Because of the danger of being
located, the battleships could not contact their tankers

by radio.

"Theae supply chips were provided with everything normally
stored and stocked in large naval bases and suitable for
ships, with the exception of personnel, which was not
necessary anyway. Refuelling was perforked by two hoses
running from the stern of the tanker to the battleship's
bow, together with the towing rope. This practice of
refuel.ng over the tankerts stern had the decisive taotiDal adtantage that in case of wergenoy, ever7 connection
with the tanker oould be cut off imediately and the
battleship would be ready for action.
"The most difficult Job was the transfer of provisions
in rough weather. This was carried out by boat and the
provisions were handled in big nets carrying about a
quarter of a ton. The nets werd hoisted in and out of
the boats by the shipst and the tanker's cranes.
"In addition, the tankers carried supplies of material,
medical stores, provisions, spare parts for the engines
and weapons, etc. The issue to the battleship was carried out by means of requisition and account papers Just
as it was performed at naval bases ashore, when dealing
with food, clothing, etc. Yor issues and administration,
the supply ships were staffed with Verwaltungs (supply)
personnel of thesavy.
They were manned by civilian
erew@, except the personnel manning the guns."
The Millsatiou

Plan

As a generalization, it can be stated that, although the German Navy
had a mobilization plan for World War II,
those plans prepared by the U.S. Navy.

it
It

did not have the scope of
consisted only of directives

to put the fleot and shore establishment on a war footing.
revealed no plans for expansion of the Navy's loistic

This study has

system, or tie move-

ment of forces outside the territorial waters of Germany.
The 1933 zbilization plan provided mostly for alerting the naval establio-cnt and Scorot Supply Service for war, getting commerce raiding vessels
and cub=marinc

to sea, and repatriating or otherwise using as much of its

zerchant marina ao possible for war purposes.

As a result, on 5 August,

although the actual =obilization order was not released until 15 August 1939,
the cupply ship ALTUM4R left Gormany for Galve3ton to take aboard fuel to
cupport the GRPAF SPE in her raiding operations in the South Atlantic.
departed Galveston on 13 I.ugust for sea, with fue
and gcnerol consuablcs but no

provisions, spare parts

muminition for the GRAF SPEE.

coilcd from Germany on 21 August.

She

The GRAF SPEE

The Secret Supply Service was also alerted

about 21 August.
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The supply ship NORK

also put to sea on 19 August to service

the IJTS!HCLD, which sailed from Wilhelmshaven on the 24th, on her
operations in the North Atlantic.

Fourteen submarines departed to take

up station in the Atlantic on 19 August.

The fleet supply SUip DITT2AXP

OCHU reported the same day to Commander Group MRTH

K as a standby

mobile support ship.
On 25 August, all Geran merchant ships throughout the world were
ordered to proceed to Germauy if

possible; otherwise to proceed to the

nearest neutral port and report to the naval attache or consular representative.

In doing this, they were ordered to leave the customary sea

routes and to avoid the

nglish Channel.

Navy chartered tankers in the

Atlantic were diverted to ports in Western Spain.

Cargoes loaded in

neutral tankers were diverted to Malmo, Sweden, where ther were sold to
Swedish firms.
Secret supply agents reported to their group leaders, usual1y the
German naval attache in the country in which they were serving, and obtained instructions regarding merchant vessels proceeding to ports in their
area.

Six merchant marine vessels were ordered to private shipyards for

conversion to armed merchant raiders.

Those surface units mot already

despatched to sea were dispersed as follows:
Battleships, pocket battleships
and cruisers

Kiel or Wilhelmhaveu

Destroyers and Torpedo Boats

Swineaiende, Bremerhaven
Kiel or Wilhelmshaven

Minesweepers

Cuxhaven, Pillau or

On 1 September 1939, the German Arm

entered Poland.

ie)l

As guaran-

tors of Poland, Great Britain and France declared war on Gemarar on 3
Sepervuber 1939, as also did Australia, Canada, New Zealand.

of South Africa declared war 6 September 1939.

The Union

Thus World War II was

formally launched.
Logistic Planning
Ada Qu was resprnsible for all logistic planning for the Navy.
Machens was questioned about its volume.

V/da

He stated that normally 30-50
RESTRICTED
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percent of the work of Ada QCwas devoted to logistic planning, and.that
during the Norwegian campaign the percentage stepped up to 70.

It was

evident from his replies and those of other officers questioned that, although
the timely arrival of sapplies was always considered in their operational
requirements, the Navy did not prepare a separate logistic plaL., A search
of Garman captured documents failed to disclose much information on
subject.

this

Therefore, in an attempt to determine what type of logistio plan-

ning was performed by them, German naval documents in the files of the
British Admiralty relating to logistic support furnished to the Arm
Air Force during the invasion of Denmark and Norway were studied.

and
They

disclosed the following:
On 4 March 1940, lSKL issued orders that all surface operations were
to cease and that all vessels, including U-boats, not at sea were to be
placed in readiness for the invasion.
The Navy had the sole responsibility for sea transportation for all
armed forces.

Inasmuch as adequate flow of supplies was as important

for the success of the Norwegian campaign as the initial seizure of the
most important coastal towns and fortifications, it

was directed that

supplies were to be sent in convoys of merchant ships escorted by naval
vessels.
This was the Navy a first actual experience in an overseas movement
of troops.

S8L knew that British intelligence officers were watching its

movements and, instead of transporting its first wave of invasion troops
to the northern ports of Narvik and Trondheim in conventional traisports,
decided upon fast transportation by destroyer.

The following conditions

prohibited the retention of all of these destroyers and other escort vessels in northern waters and harbors:
(a)

Fuel supplies were available for a short
time only and would not meet the needs of
the total force for any extended period
of time.

(b)

There were no supporting bases available for
the forces in northern Norway. The harbors
had limited anchorages against which a superior
enemw could bring all kinds of weapons to bear.
The German forces were to be split up in the
several harbors and any delay would permit the
enems to affect a concentration of superior

forces.
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In consequence of these circumstances, the whaling ship tender
JAN WELL4 was directed to proceed to Narvik and the tanker UTTHILT to
Trondheim to furnish fuel and provisions to the destroyers and such U-boats
as might participate in the operation at those ports.
GNEISMU and SGHIIWORST and cruiser HIPPE
in the invasion of these ports.
refuelling.

The battleships

and 14 destroyers were engaged

The heavy units, however,

did not require

On 30 March 1940, M1 directed that two destroyers would reuain

in Trondheim and that the tanker. detailed to that port would be loaded
with adequate supplies of provisions to support those destroyers.
On 6 March 1940, OIL stated in an operation order that all preparations
must take into consideration the fact that the operation would startle
the western countries as well as the northern countries, that great secrecy
of Germaxq's intentions was necessary.

As a result, the embarkation troops

and the departure oZ transports and supply ships was carried out under
cover of darkness.
In addition to Narvik and Trondheim, troops were to be landed at
Bergen, Stavanger, Kristiansand, and Oslo in Norway and at Copenhagen, Norsoer and Middlefort in Denmark.
The ML.N, KOENIGSUM and BRIM,

the larger escort vessels for the

Bergen transports, did not require fuel for their return voyage.
and BROU were to fuel the two

NOXX

torpedo boats and S boats (motor torpedo

boats) that accompanied them after the invasion, after which S boats would
be supported from supplies available in the harbor.
The BRUHM and torpedo boats escorting the transports to Stavanger
required no fuel for the return voyage.

One tanker was directed to arrive

two days after the invasion to support motor torpedo boats and other smell
craft and ensure that local supplies were adequate for their future support,
The KARAW0,

78INGTAO and torpedo boats escorting the Kristiansand

contingent likewise were furnished no fuel support.

TSINGTRO was direct-

ed to fuel the two torpedo boats and the S-boats that were engaged in this
operation Imediately following invasion.

Tanker STEDINGEN would provide

support for torped.! boats and U-boats upon request from Commander Torpedo
Boats and CinO U-boats.
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The MLUIB,

WUMTZ

and (Ný

and three torpedo boats taking part in

the Oslo invasion were to be supported by the tanker HIDESO.
No essort force was provided for the vessels engaged in the invasion
of Denmark.

The old battleship SCHLIIG WDLS7IN and a number of auxil-

iary vessels were engaged in that operation.
The task of the Navy in these operations vas to land shock troops
in small ships and smal craft under the protection of ships of the line,
transport batallions from Warn.••end

to Gedier by means of the Gedfer

ferry, and send supply ships to Fredrikshaven and Skagen for the purpose
of establishing those ports as supply points for Norway.
The warships scheduled to land the first troops during the morning
of 9 April 1940 were to put to sea again in the evening of the same day,
The troops landed would of necessity be left without artillery protection
and with no means of defese against attacks from the sea.

It was there-

fore necessary that the first ships bringing logistic sevrort should arrive
at the individual ports on the same day the invasion took place.

They were

to bring guns necessary to defend the harbor and adjacent area, personnel
and material iequired to establish an Air Porce ground organisation and
also a body of troops to occupy the ports captured.

The second phase of

logistio support planned was for seven convoys to sail at intervals of from
two to four days in the course of the following two weeks.

The second,

third and fourth convoys were each to transport one infantry division.
The other convoys were to take troops, personnel and material for coastal
fortifications, together with the renants of units previously carried.
On the day of the invasion, supply ships and transports were to put
into all ports at which German troops had been landed during the morning.
The second supply convoy, however 1 and all subsequent ones, with the exception of a few tankers, were routed to Oslo only.

Supplies were then

to be shipped from Oslo along the coast, or sent overland to their destinations.
A series of circumstances prevented the German logistic plan for the
Norwegian campaign from functioning exactly as intended.

After the third

convoy, considerable changes had to be made because of loss, damage or
breakdown of ships, either due to or independent of ene= action, and the
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unexpectedly strong British sumarine activity in the Skagerrak and Kattegat.
Unloading was considerably delayed by the slow progress of the battle
ashore in Norway.

For some weeks this also prevented logistic support

from being sent overland from Oslo.
a VI was charged with the direction of the sea transportation.

i

In the loading ports - Koenigsberg, Gynia, Stettin, Traviouende, Kiel,
Homburg and Brunabuettel - the Merchant huam. Shipping Offices (NlD)
vere ordered to requisition all ships suitable for transports, tankers,
or supply vessels and refit thin in the yards for their various purposed.
Most of the ships for the convoys, vhich were merchantaen with civilian
orew, had been converted into troop carriers by mid-March, and at the
beginning of the last week of March were lying ready for loading in their
ports.

By 1 April the ships which were to arrive in Norwegian and Danish

ports on the day of the invasion and two days afterwards had taken on their
cargo of guns, niscellansous weapons, asnition, provisions, equipment
and vehicles.

During the afternoon of 2 April the directive to cmnooe

the Norwegian operation was released by the AklAralty.

The time for the

seizure of the Norwegian ports was fixed at 0515, 9 April 1940.

Troops

and horses wbarked in the ships shortly before they sailed.
Nach merchant vessel carried a supercargo (in mat cases a naval
reserve officer) as representative of the Navy (1rm.x VI).

This offloer

received secret orders concerning the ship's destination and the object
of her voyage and, when required, transmitted them to the captain.
The following ships were scheduled to arrive on the day of the inasion:

atlarvik
at
at
at
at
at

Trondheim
Stavanger
Bqrgeu
riastiansand
Oslo

at Copenhagan
at Middelfort

5 (2 of which were tankers)

4 (1 of which was a tanker)
5
2
4
6 (1 of which was a tanker)

1
1

Two days after the invasion the following were scheduled to arrive:
at Stauenger
at Oslo

1 tanker
11 ships

Three days after the invasion:
at Bergen

1 tanker
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Jor days after the invason:
at Trondhe••

1 tanker

SiM daye after the invaion:
at Olo
014

Ships (1 of which was a tanker)

The "lsport Jorce" was instituted because of the demand of the &-r
and Air lorce that the troops put ashore from the warship& should have
artillery and heavy equipment to support them in every port on the day
the invasion took place.

In order to reach the furthermost ports in time,

the ships of this group because of their slow speed were obliged to nail
fros the home prta

as early as six daya before the rest.

They were left

entirely to their own resources.

No escort could be provided because it

would have attracted attention.

SKL raised strong objections to sending

these ships to sea without escort, objections which later proved wholly
justified, but it

had to give way to the requirements of the two other

services.
The vessels of the "Export Force" were camouflaged as cokeships.
TheMy were given a sin-foot high deck load below the hatches, and their
papers were for Norwegian territorial waters.
to prevent Norwegian authorities from enminin
an esmrgency, if

If possible they were
the real cargo and, in

forced to subait to exp-ination, were to give Nuumsk

as their correct destination.
The Turce consisted of seven vessels, three of which were for Narvik,
three for Trondheim and one for Stavanger.
The J

group sailed from Brunsbuettel Roads, at the North Sea

entrance to the liel Canal, during the early hours of 3 April.

The

Irondheia group followed on 4 April, and the ship for Stavanger sai-ed
on the 7th.

Not one of these seven ships arrived at their destination

at t~e time intended.

As early as Kobbervig, at the beginning of the

Norwegian Islands, some of the ships were subjected to considerable delay
because the Norwegian pilot station claimed that there were no pilots
available for them.

Later in the voyage, one vessel was torpedoed by

British forces in Vestfjord shortly before reaching its objective, the
second fell into enew hands, and the third put into Bergen on 11 April,
only to b3 sunk there in a British dive-bombing raid on 14 April while
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discharging its cargo.

Of the Trtýndheim

group, one struck a mine and

sank, the second van sunk by a Norwegian destroyer, and the third reached
Trondheim on 12 Apr1l.

The voesel bound for Stav

was rnk by a

Norwegian torpedo boat on 9 April.
These heavy losses wrecked all Arm and Air Force hope for being
immediately provided with artillery,

meamition, equipment and provisions

for the troops landed in the northern harbors.
The Tanker Force
The tanker force was composed of three large and five sall tankers
carrying fuel support for the Air Force. Of the three large ships, two
were to arrive in Narvik on the day of the occupation.
in Trondheia on the sea

The third was to be

day ro that the ships which had put in there

could refael and put back to sea again the sae

evening.

To accomplish

this it was necessary, in the case of the Rkport Force, that the tankers
pat to sea before the invasion comenced and proceed independently to
their destinations.

The vhaling ship tender JAN UUE ( had already

been sent to Polyarny, the Secret Supply Service base in Nola Bay in the
Arctic Ocean, during M~arch and vas awaiting orders there. Her sailing orders
were issued on 6 April.
alongside the dock.
on 3 April,

When the destroyers entered firvik this ship wan

The other two large tankers sailed from Wilhelmshaven

Both fell victim to onea action.

The losr of these two

tankers vwa fatal for the Narvik destanoyers inasaich as they were unable
to put to sea the

sme evening an planned and had no alternative but to

awalt the anticipated attack of vastly stronger enew forces,
Of the five small tankers which were scheduled to arrive in Oslo,
8tavanger, Bergen and Trondheim between 9 and 15 Aprl with cargoes of
aircraft gasoline, one destined for Trondheia vas sunk on 12 April by
a British submrine.

Tne VFirt Sea Trasort Force
This force, consisting of fifteen vessels, of which five were for
Oslo, four for Kristiansand, three for Stavanger and three for Bergen,
carried only troops.

The ships sailed fron Stettin on 5 and 7 April.
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7hua by the tins they entered the darncrouu waters of the Kattcgat and
Skagerrak they bad the naval forces which were hcadinglhr the various
Norwcvian ports either ahead of the

or near thc.

To form these ships

up into one or -wo convoys would have irediately betrayed them as
troop transports when they pa•sed through Danish waters.

Each therefore

proceeded irdcpcrdcnt•7y In the dimguivo of an ordinary merchant vcsel3,
with orders to keep within or near neutral territorial waters.

All troops

had to keep below decks in sight of land or other vessels.
Two vessels in the Oslo group were sunk.

The other three arrived

in Oslo on .1 April,
Of the Kristiansand gftup, three ships arrived at that port on 9
April and the fourth on 1 April.

The StavanCer force arrived safely.

ri.. one ship of the Bergen group reached its destination, on 11
April.

One vessel ran agraund on 7 April north of Helsingborg and had

to pit into Oslo on 10 April, while the other was sunk by a British submarine on 8 April.

The

ond Trens' rt Forae
This group, consisting of eleven vessels sailed from Gdynia on 8

April.

An the Danish watera leading to the Great Belt, were already in

German hands by the tino the ships reached them, it was not necessary
for them to be disguised as ordinary merchantmen.

The ships sailed in a

closed convoy and were protected egainst cnEry submarines by armed trawlers and esccrt planes.

In the evening of 10 April, British submarines

attacked the corrvoy in the Kattegat, north of Goeteborg,
of the ships and dispersed the convoy.

They sank two

Daring 11 April, eight ships put

into Oslo and one to frederikshaven.
The heavy losses incurred by this force (900 men were lost through
the vau=arino attack) were the occasion for SMI to make immediato changes
in its logistic plan.
(a)

In agreeent with the OXW, it was decided that:

Troops were no longer to be trasported in
convoy. Instead, troop transportation was
to be efiected in fast warships or fast
-11 vessels over the shortest sea route
between ports in northern Denmark and
southern Norway.
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(b) )ktwial was to be transported an before,
sand smltidtom, 3materal and pmovisioas
were, to be fugrled in fishing boats fromt
The Thrd ZMRdnur bo
This force, consimtixg of fourteen vessel~s, vas divided up accord,.
119 to speed into five groups and sailed for Sorway on 13 April. one
OUlP vwas rank by a submrine and another rem agroud In' the islaods
West of Preerder* Mring 15 and 16 April the other ships of the Force
Pat~ iato Oslo.

ate Southern Pore
Mei forice, which smiled to Zoreans, Cvpenhgm and )tIddefart, for
the occupation of the Danish ports, arrived an sohedtiled witbout suffer..
action.,

In ions tbzamos~

Once railrioad commrnlcations through occupied. Dervrk were available, supplies were rapidly ferried across to Larvik cee Cslq 7joid fram,
the northern tip of Doommk,
In four weeks.

In thie way 21,000 samvare sent to Norway

About 100 fishing vmsels were used in 5 weaks to carty

sons 8,000 tons of Azr'

and Air Torce mnaterial from Demmark to Norway.

No losses vwee naourred.
U-boat fmotto
After the Allies bad landed In Sommes and Aodaisvnas the position
of the Arey Air Porce troops in Troadheiat becomes critical.

MWu were

completely out off. Supplies destined for then bed sunk in the Uqort
Torces.

Railroad oommamication with2 Oslo bad beaw severed and could not

ba expected to be restored until the lead between had bean captured.
Bqppiwe

could mot be sent by air.

Tne Army and Air 7orce therefore

rectpaested the NkVr to send aircraft gasoline, bams,, anti-aircraft guns
and somnition b7 eve~ry possible seaw.

Although SM~ and Cinc U-boats

were loath, to divert U-boats frox operational, especially --. that tine,
the perilous position or the other services coiapells! thes to detail
seven U-boats to duty as transports.
One U-boat currying 12 tons, and a aseond carrying 18 tons of
supplies, smiled Imediately and arrived in Tronfheia on 18 April.
2he other five boats underwent a rapid convrsnion first, so that t-,
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eould take on larger quantities of curgo.
20 Ums of

Two were fitted for carrying

Aixed cargo and 30 tons of aircraft gasoline,

toe of nixed eerp and 80 tons of aircraft gasoline.

three for 50

An example of

the quatities which thee. U-boats actually took to Trondhein is shown
in the oargo list of VUA"
on 27 AR11 1940:
44400
1,133
1,166
1
16

gallons gasoline
gallon. aviation lubricating oil
rounds of 8.8 an eaanition
8.8 =n anti-aircraft gun with accessories
250 kg. bombs

Them U-boats kept up an unbroken slhuttle service between Germany
and trondbeta until the beginning of June, when the Oslo-Trondheim railroad was repaired to the extent that supplies could be sent overland
again.

TreportatLon of aviation gasoline by sauarine was then aban-

do•nad as an uneoeweariy dangero,•s practice.
The trensportation demand
cpalp

made upon the Navy daring ths Norway

vere far in axess of the original plan, and far in excess of

eqthing even dremmed of by those in authority.
m had becn sent by sea to Norway.
percent of all transported.

By 13 Noy 1910, 70,161

Those lost wabeied 1,242, i.e. 1.77

By 1 November 1940 the umtber transported

was 2220490 and 1,300 (.6 percent).
The following list contains a review of sea transportation furnished
by the avy from 3 April to 1 November 1940:

No. of ships

Tons
Gross

Men

Horse

Vehicles

Additionc
Cargo tons

AOU
497

497

22*

2,004,327

18,911

20,912

26,488

227,204

33,379

7

886

19,891

2,004,327

222,490

20,919

27,374

247,095

114,058

1,300

400

1,425

21,648

"*Ofthe

ships listed above, thren
totaling
21,939 tons gross were twed in by German
salvage tugs.
Total nmber of voyages:
953 totaling 3,733,988 tons gross.
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In addition, between 10 pril and 22 Noy 1940, 100 drifters totaling
one 1t1O000 tos gross were sent to Xo-wegian ports with about 8,000 tons of
Arw-iAr Yoresupplies.

In August and Septeiber, 48 ships vere engaged

In "cmtaltraffic sl.ng the Norwegian coast.
Despite the Success of this oweign, the Ny, fro

a logistioiansa

point of vim# did not have a flormal plan of action when preparing for
th1 Norwegian invasion.

VA&Iohems, when asked about his plens for this

operstion, stated:

"mne dey, I think it was in Much, I was suddeny celled
to ML and there I heerd for the first tim that we
would in•ades SiAW. Nturally, the first things
I aske was 'at organIatio sll
I use? here
oboll I get the neIs I wag told that it was hoped
that thee voud be no difficulties. Of our" we
could oly improvise beease =oboy could be told
about the plans so I said to Ut che of Adm. (m II,
Was. vse collect sas*people, some companies of persono.
mel, ame puery personael andI so fbrthtl About 500
Noayam ewero n the shops goin to Norway but I

neer

did get thes. I think the only reeson we were success1al at first in Norwy was beocase sme of the ships
were sankp for saemple the
0I81
and the NX2E=
You see, this people we had destined for duty with the
naval oom&=er at Oslo and also baerormaster at Oslo
(m and offi•er•) all died. As a rosult the personnel

of the EUIU
with themn we me

sand the REWE

were seat to us and

it.*

Mi Iachem was interroated at great length regardizg logistic

plauti,

the establishmeet of overse•es bases to nest ne

xsply demands,

mobile supprt and other logistio nsmsures mqoyed by the Grmsn Navy.
Prtimat semtracts have bee made from this inteoriew.
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Q. IAdiral Machems, what changes in the logistic establishment of the
German Naxy would have been desirable in order to increase the rel-

ative authority of the chief of the supply organization and therefore improve the control of its logistlo functions?
A.

Well, you see, the chief of the supply organization zust be a man
who has some, experience in operations too so that he can not only
tell about hie own tasks but also six in operations himself.

Q. What you mean by that, air, is that he should be a man of great
experience in line and tactical duties?
A.

He m=st also be a technical man.

His education in the Navy cannot

be confined only to the supply organization.
supply officers.

For instance, we had

Their word would not carry the necessary weight.

I man who has the 7uhrergehilfenaumbildung in the German Navy, that
means staff experience, is the one who =st be a chief of a supply
organisation.

Perhaps a chief of staff could be a supply officer,

but not a chief of a supply organization.

Q. For example, in your staff organization in Norway, were there any
supply officers?
A. Naturally.

We had not only a supply officer (he did most of the

accounting and such things) but we also had a Ylottenintendant
(an Intendantur official with the rank of captain).

He was a very

clever non and we worked very well together.
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Q. Was his experience such that he would have been chief of a supply
organization?
A.

No, I don't think so, because he knew nothing about operations.

He

had studied law.

Q. To what degree did the personalities of particular senior officers
affect the structural system of the supply organization and it.
faunctions?
A.

That is a most important question because in s

opinion the chief

of a supply organization must be a good housekeeper, especially in
the German Navy.

He cannot be a man who in used to waste.

people are different.

You see

Some will hold and soe will spend.

that it should be one of his most important qualities.

I think

He must be a

thrifty individual.
Q. Did the personality of any one of your particular senior officers,
perhaps Groas Admiral Doenits, affect your supply system?
A.

Naturally.
I'll

Not only Doentiz but also any one of the other officers,

give you an example:

In Norway we had some comanding admirals.

They gave us (Ada Qu) their demands.

I knew them and therefore I

knew in some instances that we mst furnish 100 percent of what they
requested or even more because that particular officer would ask for
only absolutely necessary things.

The other would get onLV 80 per-

cent of his demands because he always longed for more than he needed.

Q. What educational system existed for junior, intermediate and senior
officers in supply procedures and in strategy and logistics?
A. We had the so-called 74hrergehilfenauabildung, a naval staff colleg%
The course lasted two years in peace time.
classes in strategy and logistics.
cedare, we went to 014&

Naturally, there were

For some parts of the supply pro-

They gave us lectures there so we would

have an over-all view. At the naval schools, we were also taught to
write operational orders and learn the necessity of close co-operation
between the tactical commander, the strategic comander, the logistic
officer on his staff and the supply personnel in the dockyard.
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Q.

laturalLy, the writing of your estimates of the situation, etc., was
the most important phase of operational planning, but vas it not neoeenary that you have a fair understandin

of logistics and supply pro-

cedures?
A.

You mst remember that at that time we had Just the North Sea Station
and the Baltic Station and we never thought we would be going to
Norway or Demark.

Our mission was to protect

and to stop a foreign
avy

/

shecoasts of GOmany

from going into the Baltic Sea.

Those were

our aim and therefore all these questions of aupply were not so diffl-

cult.
Q.

That is very interesting, however, I got the general iptanpaion during
one of the conference. held yesterday, when an admirxal said that he
never anticipated a war, that your logistics systm could not keep up
with your occupation force.

A.

I did not even believe after the war had begun that we would get all
of frante.

I thought we would be auooeqful if we got the Ohannel

coast up to Calais.
Q.

So your plans of war never included amytbing like occupation of Western
france?

A.

I remmber that we played what we called "War gazes between the Blue
and Red".
it

I played it for the first time in 1937; maybe some played

the year before.

In 1937, we had the first gam

"Britain attacks

the North Sea."

Q.

Britain and france?

A.

Yes.

Britain would help France.

said Rogland would help france.
war guame

Up to that tine, in politics, we
It was more instructive to play our

against two opponents than one.

Q.

Can we discuss the authority of an area ommander?

A.

Our concet of organisation was that every little
little

district vas a king in his own house.

Admiralty tried to build up their own Navy.
amunition.

Marlhiest/iWa controlled it

oumander in his

But some men in the
Take, for example,

through the mmunition InspectorRISICTED
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ate,

because the Inspeotorate always got its orders from the Admiralty.

Therefore, Owition people could rotate between the Admiralty and
the inapectorate.

I think it

started in the time of Tirpits.

up the Second Navy to a point where he was GinO.

He built

He van against the

Admiral 8taff and because he was a great person, he won, and from that
time on was an important figure.

MAW tried to do the same thing

thesaelves.

Q.

What in general was the concept of logistics in the German Navy?

S.

I told you that before the war we did not imagine that the war would
be extended in such a way.

It might be extended in the Baltic Sea.

It night be extended in the North Sea up to Calais.

In that case,

the North Sea Station and Baltic Sea Station would be sufficient.

Q.

What about your mobilization planning?
slty for an

A.

Did you envisage the neces-

new supply facilities either at home or abrpadj

It would not have been necessary to establish new station oomands,
ouch as Norway and Black Sea, etc., so I do not think we had prepared arW plans; none that I ever heard about.

Q.

What did you develop along those linas during the wari

How did you

take care of situations that arose?
A.

I told you about My experience Just before the Norwegian invasion.
There were no real plans for that.

Q.

Am the war progressed, did you give consideration to an enem
enoq

A.

country:s

in your planning?

Yes, we tried to do that to a high degree in Norway.

You see we had

very few watching vessels, i.e., coast guard ships, so we took some
of their trawlers and made contracts with the Norwegian dockyards
for then to build us some trawlers.

Q.

What did you do about getting what supplies you could out of the
occupied countries?

A.

We had a Reichskoauissar.
from the occupied country.

I think he was responsible for all supplies
Most of these things went to the

renember seafood and blankets.

Arly.

I

We had to collect them and deliver

them to the armed forces.
Q.

Did the Navy control the fishing industry?
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A. Ve established eoms factories.
freezing factories.

The Norwegans did not have big
One factory had Just been built

Thow have now.

by the Germans, bW was not finished.

Afterwards we had some freezing

factories in Trondheia, in Skolweg and in other ports of Norway.
Q. Did you send these preo&te to Germany to increase your food supply?
The Norwegians in Troasoe, however,

A. There was not enough fish for that.

could almays get fish when I wee there.
Q.In yzoy logistica planning in Ada Qu, do you know of any steps taken
before the war to stockpile important strategic materiaels
A. I think we did.
0,

Captain Nomeen will know about it.

Do you know how far Ger=nn

progresed into the war before the Navy

developed ax, shortages?
A.

lel.

I reoall that heanI got a

oomnma

That was In the last pert of 1942.

as Ada Qa, I stocked copper.

Copper vwe very limited.

wards we had enough copper because we did not us.e so muoh.

In former

Then copper began

ties" we used copper in many electrical fittings.
to be restricted.

After-

Ve discovered how to use aluuixgma as a substitute.

Vhen that was accomplished, there vas no shortage of copper.

I think

steel or steel plate or any metal like that was a problem though.
Q. I was just wondering, because you must have had some kind of stockpiling progra in effect before the war.
A.

I think there was no stockpiling before the war.

Perhaps some persons

from the Speer Ministry can tell you.
Q. Yon know about General Haushofer, the professor who taught geopolitics
at the College of M.nioh2

Do you happen to know whether his theory

was used as a basis for any logistic planning?
A. Ima not sure, but I remeaber that daring the war, especially during
the fall of bassia, that there were fights between Hitler and the
General Staff because the General Staff only thought of things from
the military point of view while Hitler had to consider the oil fields
of Baku or the Djneiper and the electricity of that river.

I think

I found this theory used to a amall degree at that time.
Q. Do you know to what extent German losses were considered in logistic

planning?
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A.

Naturally.
got.

I renaber minesweepers were one of the first task I

We said, "How manylosaes will we have?

Nov anyi mineswepers

can be built?"

If the losses vent up, we had a oonfe•reos. "Can

we build more"

That meant we aoat get the material from other

things, so we had stop this or that.

I think ons ofw

van to decide what was most important.
landing craft.
be built.

prim

tasks

I remember we had to build

That was in spite of the wish of IJL that destroyers

Ey and by all these ships were sunk, than subearines got

up to fist

place.

It was very difficult to build an type of big

ship.
Q.

I suppose in your planning you considered other kindA of loosest

A. Naturally.

I also considered aminition.

to deliver very little

nmmition to our coastal batteries becsme

they did not shoot ver such.
vwa great consuption.
L

You see at first we had

After the Russians came though there

This was also true in Norway.

Weren't your naval artillery stations along the coast firing at
Xglish pilots too? Didn tt you also have to have large quantities
of asmnition there?

A. It was very difficult to get IA
needed it too.
this before.

onewition.

and Air larde

I gave preference to some sections.
I rember that smstivm

theaters of war and put it into Genma
delivearie

The Arm

then I stocked the batteries.

beginning of the war that

aln

We spoke about

I got amunition from other
and if we had some bigger
It was Uportant at the

our batteries should have a real suppy

in their ready room so we could drow on that supply.
Q. How was your logistic plnnn

integrated with your strategic plan-

ning?
A. Well, I think that the logistic planning - I'll

wq it in another wa.

The strategic planning was not integrated too suoh with logistio

Planning.
Q. I see, not too mach.

But It developed as ou went along? As you

planned to go into the Mediterranean, how did you arrive at your
reqpirmants and how did you determine how you wvi,

going to got

them there?
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A.

In Ada Qu, when I saw during a conference that soaething was in the
air and I,

from a

knowledge of things, ane

that the supply problem

would be of great importance, I went to Wagner (1loL) and said, "I
think ther is

something going on vhere you will do sonething; you

will not speak about it.
and that, from.

If you will do this

knowledge of operations, than we have this and

that thing and we out
cannot wait.

Is that not right?

do this and that."

You see all these things

They mast be done ahead of time because it

dit•icalt to handle such affairs at the last moment.
is given and you then interferes

Q.

it

is very

If the order

is too late.

Do you know, Admirel, of any mistake that was aide in the selection
of any advanced basee in Norway or in France or other mistakes in
planning for operations or in the selection of bases?

A.

You could not select very any places in Norway because Nature gave
you only certain jlaces and they were the only places you could
establish bases.
Norway.

It

was the esae with the coastal batteries in

may be t-hat nowadays there are not as mavy batteries

an we had there during the war but if you had to build now ones,
you would come to the same places.

There are no other places be-

cause of the mountainous terrain.

The supply bases had to be at

important harbors such as Bergen, Trondheim and Kristiansand.

Q.

Were they there already?

A.

Yes, we took the dockyards and the supply storehouses from the
Norwaegian Navy.

Did you take them over from the Norwegian

We could not build now ones.

VWas the same true in France?
A.

As I understand it,
the submarine pens.

it was the same, but in Trance they also built
Maybe they built aome underground storage.

Q. Were there any organizational weaknesses or conflicts of authority between OKI and the O0?
A.

There were always quarrels, I think because the OW was not an O1
(High Command of the Arm).

It was an Inspectorate of the &rW.

The others (Navy and Air Force) were parts of the Armed Forces.

We

suffered in these quarrels because of lack of proper representation.
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At first, we ona

Admiral Vos.

had Captain Amann there and therefore we sent

OW was the highest level organization on papr.

That is all very well if you have a head of 0Q and then three sepa-.
rate heads of the differment branches, but anl three different persona
In the

will not oonform if the ablef of OW has no persoality.

Navy it was JuWt the other way. We had DmIts and flaeaer.
wax a personality but Zeitel war not.

And if,

Dowits

for example, Nietel

ordered 30,000 me from the Navy to the Arzy, I don't think Doenitxs
would do it.

H

ouldgo to Ritlw and s *Shall do it or vot?"

Q. Along the nwme lines, Admiral, I have read of the story of GrAdu
haderts ne

appointamt, after he apparently had a usasuderatandig

with the fuebrer, and Admiral Dbenitsit

A.

AsAftiral Inapektour

appointaent a•

inO Navy.

That was only a title.

Q. D~t Aeiral Raeder wax a very fine officer, was he not?
A.

I think his abilities, especially to educate the officers, were very
great.

Q.
A.

I also think Doenits war too specialised.

asa ribvrine officer?
Tax, also at one time in torpedo boats.

We all had been in torpedo

boats at one tlme, when we had only two flotillas in the Raichomurine.

q. What logistic

problems did

bu have that were peculiar to the support

of the fleet in Norway and France?
A.

In mapporting the fleet and xubTLvines in Norway, we had the problem

of using certain eaves. We had to dig thin.
Q.

Were there a

A.

'To.

other probles that you recall?

It was a very long way to Norway, so take potatoe.

that the Germans eat a lot of potato".
*rozen. When I vas in Trounoc,
frozen potatoes to eat.

You know

Wont of the timewe had them

from Jamary to March, I had only

Anothw problen in northern Norway was refrig-

eration space.
Q.

What were the methods by which these operational plane were translated into terma of supplies, for instance, requirweants for spare
parts and omoon supplies?
by some of your acktrals8

I think that question has beem answered
but you night be able to shed sam more

light on It.
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A.

Here you had your operational planis and lSKIa would say, "This is what
we are thinking about.

You take the plans or the hints of the plwas

and traaslate them into what you will need in Norway."

lSKL would have

to decide how many mines should be given Tor this or that operation.
Q.

You told me when we discussed your general difficulties that you
aould get these hints from ISKL and then you would go back to your
staff and have them get you thý information you needed.

A.

Naturally, if a mine operation had to be done, I went to Admiral Mueller
in MarRlest aid asked, "How many mines do you have and how many will
you get in tha naxt 14 days?

What types of mines and when?

from the 1SKL they need suca tnd such",

I heard

and they would give me the

information.

Q.

Then the mining group had a good stock control system and were able
to tell you right away.

A.

Was this also true for ammunition?

Generally they could tell.mq at once, but sometimes they had to send
telegrams to the Inspectorate.

Then they would know.

Q.

Do you believe that they had a good stock control system?

A.

I had a book which I always kep'

to myself.

It was a small book.

entered all the things they said we needed in it.

I

When I knew that

an operatton would be discussed with Doenitz or Raeder I took it with
me.

When we needed more detailed information General Moller (0KW) was

also invited but he only stayed as long as he was needed at the conferences.
Q.

What single service logistic responsibility for all the Armbd Services
was assigned to the Navy?

A.

Only sea transportation.

All railroad transport, a)..o all inland

waterway transport was controlled by the Army, but in spite of that,
we of ,the Navy picked up some transport of our own.

For instance,

we had soma E-boatq we wanted to. send to the Mediterranean and, as
long as we could, they woula go on inland waterways through France.
Part of the way they had to go on very large Navy trucks.

Q.

Did you have any other single service responsibilities?

A.

No.
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What relative mpha•is was placed in your planning on logistics;
W.
what percentage of the whole effort?
A.

It

is very difficult to tell because it

mbraces the whole process

from the producer to the consumer, but in the planning itself I
cannot give you these percentages.
the banes in Norwva,

I think when we established

the logistic plannin

was a whole lot, maybe

70 percent.

Q. In the whole war effort theo,

as far as running your office was

concerned, would you say it would probably be about 25 percent?
A. It might have been about 30%.
Q. How much a•zbasix was gven supply space in planning new warship
construction?
A.

You see, in designing a ship, there was
ralWys a big quarrel between
all the different departments, especially between the torpedo, the
gunnery and the supply departments.

It was not only because of the

organization but also because of the personalities involved.
the war, we had Admiral Wits@U, now the iuhssians have him.

Before
He was

a man of very much kzowlege but, he looked at things only from the
standpoint of weapons, therefore OIL always bad to interfere to make
sure that other departments were not neglected.

We had some percent-

age factors worked out; for instance, in torpedo boats we would give
20 percent for gunnery and for speed such and such a percentage, etc.,
Of course you always had to take care that the supplies and stores
were not neglected.
Q. But that was primarily a job of Ada Q to go over the plans and take
care of these details, wasn't it?
A.

Sometimes.

rou see, if MarRuest/K was going to construct a ship,

some reserve space was always left because new demands for neo
equipment always arose and we had to make sure that they did not
take it from the equipment storerooms or from the navigation instrua
ment storeroom or from the bridge.

I think it was a famous English

construotor who said, "I have built a lot of bridges, but no none has
ever been satisfied with axW of them."
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Q. The reason I ask the question, Admiral, is that on an inspection made
abroad the PRIJI

EUIGN when she was first brought to America, a

commander in our Supply Corps made a report that man of the store-

"rooms of

the supply department were next to the skin of the ship,

that they were long and narrow and that in order to get to the stores
in the back of the storeroom, you had to crawl over boxes and crates
/

or pull all the stores in front of them outside, and that your spare
parts were on the skin of the ship.

The one thing that attracted ny

attention as outstanding in the design of the PRINCE ]IGER was that
you lined your flour rooms with hard wood to cut down condensation
from the bulk heads.

I have also been told since that some of your

outer provision storerooms were constructed the same way.

is

a re-

sult I an wondering, how much attention was given to ship design as
a logistic factor.
A.

I think all this would have been developed by the by.
way we did it.
you needed.

It wis not the

If you designed a ship, then you could lay out what
From experience you knew that you needed this and that,

but naturally, these rooms were often built in such places as were left
over, because the engines, guns and magazines all those places had to

be in certain spots.

You put the provisions in what was left.

Q.

Did you have a course in logistics at your Academy?

A.

Not only for logistics.

I told you that at the Naval War College we

had lectures about logistic planning.

If we made a plan for an

operation, the teacher always asked us: "You did not neglect your
supplies, did you?"

Q. Was that particular course conducted at Murwik, or where?
A.

In the Adoiralty at Berlin.

It was not a special course but, during

the general career of an officer, you went there before you were ordered
to a senior Job.
Q.

What was your naval concept of living off conquered lend?
work?

A.

Did it

How did it

have any faults or any virtues?

Naturally, you will use as much of their materials as you can.

I think

It was quite different in the various countries, but I only can tell
about Norway.

We made contracts with the dockyards to build ships.
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At first when they hadm aterial all went well, but after a while we
had to give them steel, etc., and it
steel was always needed elsewhere.

wau alwayo difficult because
And when they said:

Ne mut have

it.*,we only produced a percentage of what they said they needed.
Q.

But in the contracts you made with them, was there w

guarantee that

you would pay them, or was their service just militarily requisitioned?
A.

No, it was not requimitioned.
There were people who said:
and take him to prison."
got something.

I would speak with the Reichakoisar.
wihan they don't do it,

catch the owner

"That is nonsense", I said, "if you want to

If you do that, he will only be a martyr."

we made contracts just like we did In peace time.

Arqwsy,

If a ship was to

be ready on a certain date, the dockyard would get a certain sum.
it

was ready earlier, they would got a bonus, and if

If

It was late, they

would have to pay a fine.
Q.

Did the sane conditions prevail in everything that you procurod from
this country, in everything you required for your operations?

A.

I don't know.

The Reichakomoisar had to provide it.

We dealt only

with the dom•yards.
Q.

Which KX

issar?

A.

The Reichekomuissar.

We spoke with the dockyard immediately.

That

was the job of our Flottenintendant.
Q.

Can we discuss the subject of mobile support?

A.

In peacetim we had in the Navy a lot of vassels, not only tankers
like the DITT)WSCHEN, but also little
naturally also tugs, etc.

They were generally under the comand of

a main or second class base.
had at Swinamende.
some tugs.

small tankers and barges and

The latter were small dockyards like we

They could make -sall

repairs.

But there were

shana cruiser went into the harbor of Swin•m•ende the

supply depot had some tugs which could serve the cruiser and some motor
launches or boats to carry food and water; also barges, etc.
Q.

Did you have a service force like we have?

A.

Yes, we bad one but it

Q.

You had a very special method of supporting your ships in that each

was not very large.

major f-ghtizg ship and every two or three smaIler fighting ships bad
a special supply ship that accompanied the ships on voyages and
R1S59,gTOR CHGMAITI
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furnished supplies.
A.

Yes, but in many instances they were chartered boats and were used for
other things too.

Q. Did they go to Norway when you had a special force operating there?
J.

Yes.

We had some big battleships operating there and we had two or three

tankers and some repair ships because it was so difficult to get repairs
done locally.

The only dockyard was in Troeeheim in the north.

If

we had a repair ship available, it went to Narvik, because there was
a small dockyard there in Bogen Bay.
Q. Did you have submrine tenders up there toot
A. Yea.

Q. And they were prepared to make the repairs and furnish sleeping
quarters for the crews?
A.

Yesa, some of them had sleeping quarters.

We generally had some houses

in Harstad near the naval base so they could sleep ashore.
Q.

In fueling at sea, making the transfer between ships, did you do that
underway?

A. Yes, we tried it in peacetime very often.

Q. And is that the reason you built the DITTAMOHEN-type of ship, so
you could make transfers underway?
A. Yes.

We tried all types of transferring fuel, coming in a parallel

line or from behind or with the destroyers going behind the DITTMESCHIN.

Q. What did you find was the most effective method of fueling? Do you
happen to recall?
A.

I cannot remember emaotly.

I think going behind the DITTMOSCHEN was

the beat way because I remember that usually when taking on fuel, we
set up the pipe lines with the fuel hose over the stern.
Q.

I read in -the log of the ATLANTIS that she always fueled in tow
behind the tanker.

A.

Yes, we fueled alongside underway in peace time once.

We were just

trying it.
Q. What was the effectiveness of the DITTN•KMHE

as a mobile support

ship?
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A.

I think that these mobile support ships were very effective.

I reaem-

ber, when we were in Spain, we m-ftelled at sea without any difficulty.

Q. But I am not Just thinking of fuellin . Was she an effective ship as
a whole?
A. Too. She had torpedoes, supplies and ammition.
Q. Do you know of any defects found in her design, or any changes that
were made after she was built?
A.

No, ezoept when she was first comissioned, but ther were Just normal

changes.
Q.

In the oonatruotiot?

A.

Yes.

Q. When you were in Norway, that was perhaps your longest supply line.
How long vas itt
A.

I don t t kn7W eactly.

Q. Was that the first time your Navy had such a long supply line?

And

was it the longest one you had during the war?
A.

lea.

Q.

Did you support your submarine bases in Trance entirely overland?

A. Yes, as far as I know.
Q. And what did you do in conquered countries to cut down the strain on

GeraM'

eoonoWl

A. When we came into Norway, rationing was introduced.

All food and

clothing ws oontrolled through the Reichakoemissar.
Q. In your preparations for the caupaign of Norway, did you use a system
of loading your ships where the first things needed when you arrived
were loaded on top?
A.

Yes.

(Combat unit loading system was explained.)

That is one of the most isportant things in sea transport.

I raemeber in 1923 or 1924 we had maneuvers with the Army and a loading problem of very small proportion, where we put the cannons on
board.

At the time we bad horses to pull them.

The carts were stored

on topside, but the tongues of the carts were stored in the bottom of
the ship. When we were unloading, ve had everyt•aig but the tongues.
It ls such smell failures that give you experienie.

I always thought

of these tongues when I bad to load a ship.
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Q.

And you actually loaded your ships that way when they were going to
Norway?

A.

Yes, Adm Qu VI had a lot of merchant marine officers.

They were told

what was needed and in what order and they handled it.

Q.

Do you think it was effective?

A.

Yes, there were some mistakes, but the use of merchant marine officers
was important since they had more experience than we had.

Q.

Can we now discuss the methods used to disperse your material in the
event of mobilisation?

In talking to these various gentlemen today,

we found that you had small storehouses built inland in back of the
bases.

Do you happen to know if

these weie built before or during

the wart
A.

Such things as a-mnition, torpedoes and other valuable things were
dispersed.

But food and clothing was more concentrated.

After the

beginning of the war, especially when air raids began, we had to disperse our stores even to Posen, especially the food and clothing.
This was true all over Germany.
the war.

We did not do this generally before

But during the war we put them in dance halls and other

large covered spaces.

When the war began,. or Just before, manufac-

ture of the clothing was stepped up.

Daring the first days of the

war I went with my admiral through the clothing factory at Wilhelmshaven.

Q.

They were working at high speed.

Was that because you had a lot of new men coming into the service
and needed clothing for them? Were you able to get it

all suffi-

oiently in time?
A.

I think so.
and food.

Mobilization contracts were made, especially for clothing
I remember in 1938 we had a logistic planning

in Goslar in the Harz Mountains.

seminar

The Reichnahrstand (a farmersa

organization) people had discussions with our Intendantur officials
about how the Navy would get its food during war.
lasted about eight days.
like that before.

I was there.

The conference

We had never had a meeting

It was very interesting, inasmuch as a lot of

problems arose.
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Q.

Then you never really considered logistic planning as very important
I think you told me that you tightened up your

before the war.

whole supply system in 24 hours after mobilization, that price controls
went on throughout the country and that issues or sales of all nonessential material was frozen.
A.

Well, take food.

We had the Reichsnahrstand.

Through this organiza-

tion, it was possible for each village to produce a certain amount.
It was then determined what percentage of it the Navy would get and
from where.
Q.

In the tightening up of the organizational structure of your supply
system and procedures you were still free with materials?

If one screw

driver would accomodate three men would only one screw driver be
furnished?
A.

Yes.

Is this the way you workedi

One of the failures of this organization of the Admiralty,

the Inspectorates and the Supply Centers was the duplication of
material.

In Tromsoe we had an Ordnance Inspectorate Supply Depot.

They had their own screw drivers and screws.

And then one day a

supply depot of another inspectorate told me it
screw drivers.

did not have enough

So I went there and looked at the stock and I said,

"You take some from the Ordnance Supply Depot.

You only have a small

stock but if we put them all together we will have sufficient."
of the weaker points of this system was that everybody,

One

torpedo,

gunnery, commwnications and mines, had their own stores.

That was

the reason why we, Schubert and I, always tried to have a horizontal
organization.

That neans, that the commander-in-chief of an organi-

zation, as I told you, is king in his own house and is able to bring
them together in a centralized store.

When I went to a new place,

for instance Haratad, I visited all the storehouses, not only the
troops, because I thought maybe at some point there might be a want.
The sailors in a commonication station had no wardrobes.

I went to

the storehouses where the Intendantur kept his stock and he had a lot
of them so I brought them together.
authorities.

I think that is the task of local

I tried to strengthen the authority of the local command-

er but s6metimes

difficulties were experienced with the technical
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bureaus of the Admiralty.

Q.

In Norway did you have any freight transit facilities?

By that I

mean, did you set up a place on your docks for sorting freight or
did your ships send their boats alongside the suplly ships to get
their stores?
A.

Generally it

depended on the type of supplies being received.

In the

case of ammnition, it was brought alongside the ship in an amminition lighter.
Q.

But a destroyer would get it with its own boat.

But you would not unload general stores on a dock and segregate or
separate them?

A. No.
Q.

Generally we got them from the ship itself.

Did the manpower in Norway, the civilian manpower, all come under
the Reichskommisaar?

A.

Yes, we had civilians paid by the Navy too, for instance night watchmen, etc., as we had in Germany.

Q.

What was the effect, in your opinion, of a General Staff, the OKW
on naval planning for mobilization, for weapons, ammunition and
stores?

A.

They did not do any planning.

Q.

But they did have to approve your final plans in the OKW, didn't they?

A.

I don t t think they did before the war.

Q.

Before the war?

A.

In some ways, as you heard from Captain Schuler, one of the tasks of
the OW was to decide what percentage each branch of the armed services would

get of available stores.

I think, in a coming war, this

task should be given more to the services, since they have to divide
the material, especially if there is a run on material.
come from a higher command.

This must

Otherwise, it will be as in Germany,

where the Air Force got more than the other forces due to the fact
that Goering had a strong control over industry.
Q.

What would you say were the outstanding features of the planning for
operations in France and Norway?

A.

Let's take Norway.

It was handled only in lSKL and in the General
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Staff of the Air Force and of the Army, but when things had settled
down to a certain degree, a new staff was formed in Norway under the
command of Falkenhausen.

This staff was comprised of Army, Navy and

Air Force personnel and they arranged all these things.

I told you,

I think it was in March, that I was called to Berlin to see GrAdm
Raeder and Adm Bohm about the invasion of Norway.

We had nothing

to do with the landing but I had to write down our first order, what
we would do in occupying the country allt.r the landing.

The politi-

cal picture was drawn for us in such a way that we thought everything

would be quiet, there was not very much to put down.

I had to see

that sealed orders were delivered to the different groups with
instructions to open it when they were at sea.

We only put down

that their first task was to get into communication with the Commanding Admiral Norway and to put up a defense if

the British followed.

Not many instructions were given for future operations.
if

I remember correctly, that we did very little,

I think,

and after the first

few days I was always wondering whether or not I had ordered the right
things in the right quantity."
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CHAPTER IV - MOBILE SUPPORT

The Navy had no regularly organized service force or service squadrons
it

such as we had developed at the outbreak of World War II.

Instead,

had a small force of naval repair ships, supply ships and tankers whose

mission it was to support the forces in the North Sea and Baltic.

It was

aware of modern naval thinking in this branch of naval science, however,
and had plans to develop and provide its fighting units real mobile support,
Example:

The DITTMABSCHEN (now the USS CONEGJH, A0-110) and NORIMMRK (the

ex-VWESTEMRALD) and ERLANMD, all 10,821 GRT fleet supply ships with a speed
of 21 knots, and large bunker space for fuel for pocket battleships, were
built in 1937.

In 1939, fleet supply ships ALTMARK and FRANKEN both 11,000

GRT ships, also with a speed of 21 knots, were put into service.
Heavy Units
The German concept of mobile support was that a battleship or pocket
battleship would always have a supply ship assigned to it.

These supply

ships moved with the battleship or pocket battleship at all times and
were their main source of supply for everything, including food.

In the

two ships, i.e., the fighting and supply ship, a six months' supply of
consumables, except fresh food and fuel oil, was carried at all times.
It was distributed as follows:

Ordinarily, three months' supply of

consumables, such as hardware, cleaning gear, line, etc.,

stored in the

fighting ship and a similar three months' supply carried in the supply
ship.

Transfers were made between the ships as required.

.Amunition was

an exception to the general rule, because requirements were indefinite.
Ammunition resupply, however, was carried in the supply ship.
When on extended operation missions, such as the one the SCHARNHORST
undertook in 1940-41, five or six supply ships were stationed at strategic
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positiona in the Atlantic, such as in Norway, Northwest Africa, Greenland,
Iceland and waters around the Lesser Antilles, so that one of them would be
available in whatever sector the fighting ship might wish support.
These ships were combination tanker/supply vessels equipped with a
reconnaissance plane and guns to defend themselves against enemy merchantmen, submarines or other light forces and aircraft.
for prisoners taken by ships supported by them.

Space was provided

Example:

The supply ship

ALTMARK was captured by HMS COSSACK at Josing Fjord, Norway on 16 February
1940 with 299 British survivors of vessels sunk by the GRAF SPEE.
Although manned by civilian crews, these supply ships were provided
with regular navel supply personnel, including an officer, to supervise
the requisitioning and accounting for stores carried.

A cargo officer,

usually an ex-merchant officer with great experience in handling cargo,
had charge of loading and making issues.

Eight of these ships, according

to Flottenintendant Wulff, each carried 11-12,000 tone of oil.
capacity of a pocket battleship was 3,000 tons.

The bunker

Its consumption rate,

Wulff estimated, was 60 tons per day at normal cruising speed of 19 knots.
When a supply shipls 12,000 tons was added to the 3,000 tons of a pocket
battleship, a great cruising radius resulted.
These supply ships carried all types of stores, spare parts, food,
ammunition and other material necessary to support a fighting ship.
Although they operated under the direct cognizance of the logistic support
departments at Kiel, Wilhelmshaven or St. Nazaire, Group North/Fleet was
charged with effecting their rendezvous with vessels to be serviced.
Fighting ships were not permitted to use their radios to contact supply
ships; therefore, Group NortW/Fleet directed them to proceed to a rendezvous point.

The supply ship received a similar directive.

Usually it

was ready to service the fighting ship with fuel by hose (in tow with the
fighting ship 500 meters astern the tanker, not parallel, at a speed of
7-10 knots, using two hose), and food and generalstores (by boat, not
high line transfers running parallel underway) when it arrived.

Transfers

of stores were usually made at night with both ships practically dead in
the water, "a dangerous practicer, by Rtd
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Machens stated that several trials of fueling 4nd transferring stores
steaming parallel underway had been conducted in peace time but that the
method had been discarded as unsatisfactory.

Some of the methods employed

in mobile support in the Atlantic were discovered in the log of the pocket
battleship ADIIRAL 8OHE,

from which the following entries have been

extracted:
10/27/40

AWRIPL SCHEE departed Brunsbuettel
accompanied by the supply ship NORDmaRK

11/17/40
11/18/40

MDREHUAB supplied U-65 and tanker
WJRI1FD (Raider ship #lOts tanker)
NORIMU serviced ADM1RALWHEER
with supplies and ammmnition

12/14/40

NORtMO

12/18/40

ADMIRAL SCHEER captured IYQJUESA a
refrigerated ship, carrying meat
and eggs from Argentina to the United
Kingdom. Placed prize crew aboard
and ordered her to rendezvous with
NOR24AMK

12/21/40

UJQUESA provisioned ADMIRAL SCHEER

12/22/40

IIJ4JEL provisioned NORMIRK

12/27/40

WLfJ!ESA provisioned ALMIRAL SCHEER
and Raider Ship #10

12/29/40

NORMWK refuelled and furnished
supplies to AMIURAL SCHER

2/2/41

NORDMIAK refuelled Ship #10 and
EI•JFELD

1/5/41

VJQUESA provisioned STORSTADT, a
regular supply ship that came to
South Atlantic with spares for
ADMIRAL SCHEER! also provisioned
Raider Ship #10.

1/6/41

NORAKM fuelled AL
SOHEER
(diessel oil) STORSTADT refuelled
NORDMARK (black oil)

1/8/41

NORMW fuelled ADMIRAL SCHEER

1/9/41

IYJQUES1 provisioned ADMIRAL SCHEER

fuelled ANOM

SCHR

Note: UJQUESA was a coal burning
vessel. When fuel was exhausted
and SCHEER, NORMK, Ship 10 and
EJ0OFELD had taken aboard all provisions they could store, DUQUESA
was sunk.
18"
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1/24/41

NO)MAR fuelled and furnished supplies
to ADMIRAL SCHR and SINDEFJORD, a
prize merchantamn, preparatory to despatching SINDUJORD to a French port
with prisoners.

2/3/41

NORDWR

refuelled ADMIRAL SCHER

2/17/41

KETTY BROVIG (prize tanker) refuelled
ADMIRAL BCH=. NOROMMAK furnished
AI*1IRAL SHGR with supplies.

3/10/41

ALSTENFER furnished ADMIRAL SCHEE
with supplies

4/1/41

ADMRIL SCHEER arrived Kiel

This operation lasted 161 days.

The A[RhL SCHEER steamed 46,419

miles, was furnished logistic support by the NORDOM,

WIUESA or KT

BROVIG on fourteen occasions, and sunk or sent to French ports 21 enemy
ships, totalling approximately 151,000 GRT.
Although an extravagant use of supply ship tonnage, this system
of mobile support of battleships and pocket battleships worked very well,
according to mamy persons interrogated.

There were, they said, no failures

in the system.
Cruisers
Cruisers, because of their reduced cruising range, had no supply
ships assigned to them.
operations.

They carried consumables sufficient for 33 days'

Fuel was furnished by tankers rendezvousing on orders from

Group North/Fleet.
Destroyers and Torpedo Boats
Destroyers and torpedo boats had a very limited range of operation
and therefore carried only a small amount of consumables.

No repair or

depot ships moved with them.
U-boats
With submarines a different situation arose.
were used for coastal defense only.
for only 14 days.

The 250 ton type U-boats

They could operate away from port

They were replenished at their operating bases.

All other types were supplied by undersea supply ships known as "milkcows".

These undersea supply craft were built especially for this purpose.

Theq were short but had a broad beam.

They were constructed, according to
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Capt. Hans R. Roessing, Commander U-boats France, of parts from type VII
submarines and had a large bulge around the hull.

They carried, in addi-

tion to fuel, submarine spares, food, clothing, anti-aircraft and other ammmition and other essential supplies.

They had a small machine shop, with

tools and lathes, capable of performing small repairs for submarines.

They

bad a quick release type of fueling hose, with a telephone connection running through it,

thab permitted cessation of fuelling underwater if an

enew was heard approaching during the operation, or a crash dive was necessary when fuelling on the surface.
A doctor, with medical equipment stores, was embarked on each trip.
Supply ratings were attached to these ships, but they carried no supply
officers.

If they met a U-boat that had lost one or two men th-ough injury

or illness, they tried to replace them from their own crew.
In discussing these ships, Capt. Roessing stated:
"The number of subs supplied by the cows varied.
It depended on the requirements of the individual subs which,
of course, were cut to the extent that homeward bound subs were given only
what was necessary to make port and those subs
on transfer to their operational areas were
given what they had consumed up to then. Thus,
the quantities issued to the individual boats
were normally rather sma-l.
With the capacity
of the cows of about 350 metric tons of fuel,
it was fairly possible to replenish ten or more
subs, although the numbers were sometimes smaller.
Often, five or six subs surrounded the cows when
air surveillance was not too strong. The cow's
skipper had to be a smart dealer as his clients
often wanted more than they were entitled to
and tried to bargain. Undersea torpedo carriers
to replenish submarines with those weapons were
commissioned during the latter part of the war
but were never used in that capac.ty, although
they were employed to transport torpedoes to
Norway."
The U-boat command had 14 such undersea supply ships, also five surface supply ships, the NORWARD (4,000 tons, speed 10-1/2 knots), the
URLAND (7,600 tons, speed 14 knots), which operated mostly in Norwegian
waters, and the KOTA PINANG, BULLAREN and PYTHON, concerning which there
are but few details regarding characteristics or area of operations.

The

loss of the XDTA PINANG and PYTHON on their first supply operation prompted
the Navy to build the undersea supply ships, which normally operated from
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the port of Bordeaux.

Some of the 1600-ton minelaying submarines were

converted during the latter stages of the war into undersea tankers, according to Roessing, because (i) the mines developed had pr'ved unsatisfactory# and (2) these submarines were so large that they could do little
with them in certain mine fields.

Most of these underseas supply ships and tankers were lost during the
spring and early summer of 1943 through bombing or air borne depth charges.
When asked wIW, Roessing said:
"The British built up west of the Biscay about that time
a patrol of aircraft and subehasers, destroyers, corvettes,
etc., where our destroyers could not reachothem. Our
air force was losing superiority in the air in that area.
Another reason was at that time we had no schnorchel and
the submarines had to surface. The return trip through
the Biscay was the greatest risk of azW mission, particularly for the cows, since they were verr clumsy in movement and offered, because of their size, a better target
for Asdic and water bombs. We lost one after another,
It was an absolute tragedy at that time. We had our other
subs outside starving and we had to send our regular
torpedo carrier submarines to refuel them in order to
get them back to the base. After that, the operational
submarines would run out and have to return. Contrary
to some opinions extant, the pocket battleship ADMIRAL
S0HEER was the only surface vessel that serviced submarines
operating in the Atlantic."
Small Units
Hinesweepers, E/R boats and small battle units were all supported by
the bases from which they operated, by other naval vessels in the same
port or at a port nearby.
Supply Ships and Tankers
In addition to the five fleet supply ships, the Navy had nine auxiliary supply ships ranging from 5 to 14,000 tons, with load capacities from
7 to 20 thousand tons and speeds from 12 to 18 knots.

In 1914, when the

Navyls major surface units were blockaded in Norwegian and Baltic ports,
one of these vessels was used as a destroyer tender, one as a U-boat tender
and one as an ore ship.
In addition to these fleet and auxiliary supply ships, there were on 5
October 1944, 63 tankers of the following tonnage supporting the forces afloat
in the many theaters of operation:
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1
2
3

2
6
2
5

14.15,000 tons
13-14,000 tons
12-13,000 tons

11-12,000
10-11,000
9-10,000
8- 9,000

4
9
9

tons
tons
tons
tonu

1
4
5
10

7-8,000 tons
6-7,000 tons
5-6,000M tons

4-5,000
3-4,000
2-3#000
iw2,000

tons
tons
tons
tons

These vessels, in.mort instances, carried general or special supplies,
depending on their mission, in addition to fuel.
In addition to tenders, hospital ships and depot ships, the Navy
had for mobile support purposes:
5 iurface U-boat supply ships
14 undersea supply ships

5 fleet supply ships

9 auxiliary supply ships

While the SCRARN•S3T,

63 tankers

01111

m4, HIPPER and GNEISENAU operated in

the Atlantic in the early days of the war, it can be stated in general
that German fighting forces, except U-boats and a few armed merchant
cruisers, operated from nearby bases, returning there when their mission
was completed for replenishment.

The need for a service force or very

highly developed method of mobile support was therefore unnecessary.
Flottenintendant Wulff stated that sub•arines operating from Pola, Spesia
and in the Black and Aegean Seas, and R-boats operating out of Augusta
(Sicily) presented no support problems, that the stocks of all types of
supplies in Group South were ample.

He also stated that no submarines

or raider vessels were forced to return to German or friendly ports because of lack of supplies.
Blockade Runners

It became apparent early in 1940 that the flow of certain critical
raw materials, especially rubber, from the Datch East Indies and other Far
Eastern territories to GernaxV had to continue uninterrupted.

Sixteen

German merchant vessels were in Chifiese, Japanese and Manchurian ports.
Six other merchant ships operating on the west coast of South America
had crossed the Pacific and joined them.

Adm Paul Werner Wenneker, the

naval attache at Tokyo, was asrigned the task of transferring them into
the Navy and equipping then .as blockade runners, collection carriers for
the blockade runners or supply ships for the armed merchant cruisers and
submarines which the Navy intended to send into the Pacific and Indian
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oceans as commerce raiders.

In economic delegation, headed by fr. A.

Wohlthat, was established to assist in the work.
Most of the work of equipping the ships was performed in Japan.

Ten

of these 22 vessels were considered unfit for such duty and sold or chartered to Japan.

The 18,000 ton, 21 knot, Pacific express liner SCHO HRST,

one of them, was later converted into the Japanese aircraft carrier SHINYO.
The SS IJLMMND, WM TNILND and REGWWRG were equipped for duty

as supply ships for armed merchant cruisers, and the SS QITO and BOGOTA
as collection carriers.

The task of the latter was to pick up raw materials

at the various ports in China, Thailand, Malaya, etc., and deliver them
to Djakarta or Batavia, Java, the points from which most of the blockade
runners departed for Bordeaux or the Denmark Straits.

Seven vessels were

equipped for blockade running duty by the Secret Supply Service at other
points and assigned to this operation.
Twenty-four German merchant vessels in East Indian ports were seized
by the Datch and therefore were not available to the Navy for this purpose.
A total of 14 merchant vessels, as shown below, were finally used as
blockade runners.
RIO GR1NDE

BEMEHLAND

OLMNIELD

RHiXOTIS
DBESIU

SPREWEALD
PORTLAND

BREMH1VIE
SARLAND

TJNNFEW
ANNEIESE ESBIGE

OSOR33

' 4ESIE
D
OSTFRIESUND

This operation, designed to improve Germanysa raw material position,
proved very successful.
This study has disclosed that the Far Eastern branch of the Secret
Supply Service took over full control of blockade runners from the Ministry
of Transportation on 3 February 1941.
Japan in May 1941.

During that year, four out of five of these ships

successfully evaded the blockade.
interception.

The first blockade runner left

In 1942 about 50 percent avoided

In 1943 success waned and four out of five ships that sail-

ed either from Java to France or from France to the Far East were sunk.
The SS OSORNO, arriving at Bordeaux in December 1943, was the last blockade
runner to reach France from the Far East.

According to GrAdm Doenitz,
RESTRICTED
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the use of surface vessels as blookade runnerm and commerce destroyers
was abandoned after that because of the effectiveness of the reconnaissance patrols established by the allies in Bisosy.

1600-ton submarines,

stripped of torpedoes, guns and amunition, were then utilized for this
purpose.

An example of the overall suooss of the mission, however, is

contained in a report that during the period 1941-43, 21 surface ships

sailed from the Tar East with 69,300 tons of raw commodities, and 15 of
them with 62,500 tons of raw omoditien and 26,500 automotive tires
reached a Eropean port.
was

In addition, 2,500 tons of Tar Eastern cargo

oarried in these ships for Italy.

During the same period, 35 blockade

running surface vessals with 257,000 tons of supplies for submrines,
and armed merohant cruisers operating in the Indian Ocean or special
equipment for Japan sailed from Western France, and 16 of them arrived
in the Tar last with 111,490 tons of cargo.
Bases for blockade running operations were established at Yokohama,
Kobe, Saigon, Singapore, Batavia, Djakarta and Soerabqa.

Blockade runners

were also used to replenish such U-boats and armed merob•it cruisers as

may have been operating in the areas through which they passed on their
voyages to and from the Far last.
support systam, operating as it

This offshoot of the regular logistio

did half-wtj around the world from the

Navy's active luropean theater of operations, was very valuable for the
purpose of exchanging important military and commercial goods and afforded
bases to which armed merchant cruisers and submrines could proceed for
repairs and supplies.
An illustration of the type of raw comodities Germany obtained through
this operation is contained in the cargo list

of two blockade ruhners:

SS BZGENANJ!

05 RIO GRFl

Sailed Djakarta, Java

Sailed Djakarta, Java

on 25 Novaber 1943

on 28 October 1943

Rubber from Saigon and Singapore
Tin from Penang and Singapore
Wolfram brought to Singapore from

Tung oil from Yokohama
Wolfram from Singapore (brought
there from China)
Rbber froL, Saigon and Singapore
Tats and edible oils from Saigon
Tin from Singapore
Resin and quinine from Batavia

Japan
Opium, partially processed, from
Yokohama (Had been flown from
Manchuria to Japan)
Quinine and tungsten from Batavia
Soya bean and oocoart oil from
Yokohama
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Su1brine Blockade Runners
When the use'of surface blockade runners was no longer profitable,
this schme, as stated before, was discontinued.

A plan to use sub-

marines for this purpose was then devised, and 15 German, five Japanese
and seven Italian U-boats vere assigned to this duty.
marines, among which were the G1PPLIIL,

7h. Italian sub.

RXLLI, B•GELfI and GIVIOI,

were converted at Bordeaux in iprtl/Kmy 1943 for this duty.
were converted at German shipyards.

German U-boats

Tabes and min -armament were removed to

provide -msm fuiel and cargo space.
U-boats returning to Germany from patrols in the Indian Ooean, among
which were U-178, 219 and 861, were diverted to ha.yay

totake on cargoes

of critical war essentials and transport thea to Baropean ports.
Regular blockade running submarines operated between Penang or Sin.pore and the French Atlantic ports of Bordeaux, La Paleice and LtOrlant.
They transported natural rubber, tin, quinine, ores of metals were used in
special steels (wolfram, molybdenum, etc.), opium, caffein, vitamin conoentrates and other vital war essentials for Germany.

They returned with

mercury, formic acid, refined steels. optical goods, radio apparatus, radar

equiiment, machine tools for fine work, small arms, plans for aircraft and
samples of shells and other manitions for Japan.
enchange technical personnel.

ThiV also transported

No evidence was discovered that these sub-

marine blockade runners afforded mobile support for submarines operating
in the Indian and Pacific Oceans.

However, since they relieved surface

blockade runners, because of the dangers involved in bringing vitally needed
raw materials through the allied blockaded waters of the eastern Atlantic,
it appears reasonable to believe that they continued the support of these
submarines.
In return for the assignment of Japanese submarines to this operation,
and the release of interned Italian submarines for use as blockade runmrs,
Hitler gave Japan a 740-ton U-boat in 1943.

Two of the Italian submarines

were used as collection ships in the lar EBst and brought materials to the
blockade running submarine stations at Penang or Singapore.

In the latter

part of 1943, two or three Japanese submarines arrived at LtOrient, france,
with cargoes of rubber and personnel for training and manning German U-boats
destined for Japan.
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Although, submarines were used as blockade runners from 1943 to 1945,
Ada Nomra, the Japanese Navel Cooinsioner to Berlin, stated at the end
of the war that this effort to obtain critical materials was unsucoessful,
that only three Japanese and five Gorman submarines successfully ran the
blockade into French and German ports.

"This study has also disclosed that the Navy designed and built streaum.
lined, non.-self-propelled submersible'supply trailers for use by blockade
runners between Nut Asia and 3kxrope, it being intended that operational

U.boats should only take over the tow for the shorter stretch of the route,
i.e., from the South Atlantic to western ?ranoh or German ports. As mazy

as three of this tpe trailer could be towed by a submarine.

It was also

intended that these trailers would be used as floating supply bases for
miarines in the South Atlantic.

Rafd Wagner stated that the Navy did

not expect the percentage of losses in this type of craft to be high.
The first trials of these trailers were conducted in October 1943.
GrAda Doenits had been adamant in his disapproval of such a venture for
some time.

Hwever, the designer of these trailers successfully demonstrated

one of them to Doenitz and Dr. Albert Speer at that time and orders were
issuedi Nor 1944 for the construction of fifty 90-tonners.

By July 1944,

three 90-ton general supply and one 300-ton fuel oil trailers were completed and a 700-tonner designed.
At the sam time, i.e., Jul

i944, it was suggested by the Navy that

Japan should build these trailers for the interchange of essential raw
materials.

Tokyo replied that experiments were already being carried out

on 30.-, 75- and 100-ton trailers, that the first one was already in use in
Saipan.

The Japanese models, called "cargo tubes", were somewhat similar

to midget subrines and could be towed three or four in train.

The

Japanese had had difficulty with theirs, due to towing speeds, battery
capacities and shortage of suitable towing lines, but agreed to build a
limited- number of the German type, provided Germany would guarantee the
technical efficiency of the system and would pass on all of its experiences
in trials and operations of the trailers.
The 90-ton trailer had a cylindrical body with spherical nose and a
RESTRICTED
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finned conical tail.

It was 63 feet long, had a beam of 10 feet and was

tested with a tow line 230 feet long.

It performed satisfactorily behind

a submarine at periscope depth, or when towed by surface craft.
capacity was 31 tons.

The chamber

The details of towing speed. turning, positive buoy-

ancy and other data are contained in 0NI files.

It was not definitely de-

termined whether the Navy actually used these trailers for the purpose intended.

It is suggested, however, that other navies my have captured some

of, them with the view to developing a new type of mobile support vessel.
Submersible

aeel Barges

A seawortby, subaersible fuel barge was developed in June 1944.
capacity was 25 tons and it could be lowered to depths of 49 feet.

Its
The pur-

pose of this barge was to provide fuel storage which could be submerged
in harbors and coastal waters without danger from bombing.

Yam persons

were interrogated about this barge, as well as a collapsible rubber tank,
reported anchored at Socorro, San Nicolas and Santa Rosa Islands off the
coast of the Yucatan peninsula.

None of them could furnish am information

about thea.
Blockade ,Rnnina from and sul=ort
of Submarines in Sain
The use of submarines as blockade runners was an expensive, long haul
of the much.-needed raw materials.
ful venture.

Is has been stated, it was not a success-

Attfepts were made to supplement the amount obtained in this

way by purchases in Spain and running the blockade of the western coast
of France.
Mjch evidence has been found to indicate that Spain was unofficially
sympathetic to Germaiyls problems.

Mary reports of the release and aiggng

of interned submarine personnel over the border into France and the lack
of interest on the part of Spanish officials in the fuelling operations of
submarines from interned German tankers at EL ?errol on the north Spanish
coast have been studied.

One Secret Supply Service document related that

24 fuelling operations were carried on unnoticed and according to plan
from the harbors of Cadiz, Vigo and M Terrol, Spain and Las Palms, Canary
Islands.
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Anglo-American intelligence officers were very active in Spain and
both the Spanish and German governments desired to avoid protests from
Britain and America lest pressure thus brought might embarrass Spain or
swing that government over to the Allied cause.

Despite this, however,

several attempts were made to run the allied blockade with chartered
Spanish fishing boats and other small vessels.
atteupts are unknown.

The final results of these

The vessel VUOIU20, 375 tons, however, is recorded

as having sailed from Vivero (Bay of Biscay port) on 28 December and arrived
at the Gironde Estuary (Bordeaux) on 31 December 194.
Operational Submarines in 7ar Est
As early as April 1940, Germany requested Japan to afford bases for
her submarines.
Japan.

German

In 1941, armed merchant vessels had taken prize ships to
had sought refuge for them in Yokohama.

granted only after much negotiation.

GermhWJapanese relations were strained.

Japan signed a non-aggression pact with Russia.
mnded that Japan break it.
was apparent.

Permission was

Japan declined.

In May 1941, Germany dee

Distrust between the navies

Each kept secret from the other its fundamental methods of

conducting naval w?2fare.

Because of these conditions, it

was not until

December 1942 that Japan granted Germany and/or Italy U-boat bases in the
Far East.

Penang, the Japanese headquarters of 0inC Submarines Indian

Ocean, Sabang or a port in the Andaman Islands were offered, along with
necessary fuel supplies.
No facilities other than a sheltered anchorage and Japanese workshops,
with a slipway for very small ships, and a fuel stock of 1,000 tons were
provided at Penang.

The Navy found the Penang offer attractive, however,

and in June 1943, the first U-boats started operating from that port.
Between June 1943 and May 1945, 19 submarines operated from Penang or
Batavia, Java.

The food situation was bad.

The Navy had to import most

of the food used underway in its surface and submarine blockade runners.
Singapore was more desirable, because of dock facilities, etc., and some
repairs were effected there, but until Germany capitulated, the Navy
continued to operate its submarines from Penang because of intelligence
gained from Japanese submarine personnel stationed there.

Batavia grow

more important during the last months of the war, because of its proximity
to Australian watorn ir which i titppnd up oporatloro woro t zlhnig piacil,
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but Penang continued to remain the major operating base.

Soerabaya, whilo

used as a submarine base, was not satisfactory because of the lack of
any repair facilities.
cially if

Some U-boats were sent to Kobe for repairs, espe-

they needed new batteries.

The SS CHARLOTTE SGHLIERMNN, a tanker,

was assigned in March 1943 the task of supporting submarines operating in
the Fgr East.
.Ared Merqhant Cruisers (Raiders)
The conversion of merchant vessels into raiders took some time, because
the Navy decided, due to the effectiveness of air reconnaissance, to abandon
the old method of rough-and-ready preparation of fast ships that could be
recognized from afar and instead to convert and careftily ca1ouflage
innocuous looking freighters with the greatest possible speed, provide
them with modern devices and arm them strongly.

Ship 16, the ATLANTIS,

for example, carried a crew of 350 officers and men and had acoommodations
for 150 prisoners.

Pressure of priority work on warships and U-boats

further delayed the completion of these ships.

Thus the first armed mer-

chant cruiser only came into operation in the Spring of 1940.
Generally speaking, at the commencement of raider operations, the strategical situation was such that the Germans assumed that once a raider had
sailed from Germany she would have to rely entirely upon her own resources,
apart from certain supplies from the Secret Supply Service, and that when
her supplies were exhausted, or if

she ran short of any essential stores,

she would have to return to Gernmay, or at worst, lie up in a neutral port.
Ship 16 operated under these conditions one year, eight months and eleven
days before she was sunk by the British heavy orbiser I)VE0SHIRE.

With

the occupation of Western France it was possible for Adm Qu III, through

its logistic support departments, to institute an organized supply system
through which ra.Lders were supplied with fuel, weapons, ammunition, provisions and general stores and, if necessary, with spare parts and medical
supplies.
Ships 10, 14, 16, 21, 23, 28, 33, 36,
the war.

1I and 45 were completed during

Five other raiders under conversion were not completed.

Ship 14

was bombed and damaged in the Channel on her way out for her first operation.

She had to return

andwas pold off.
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To illustrate the support furnished these vessels, a list showing
the raiders involved, the periods and areas in which they operated and
the supply ships, prize supply ships, tankers, prize tankers and blockade
runners that serviced them follows:
shipo.

10

NM

Thor

Period
j

6/5/40-4/23/41

Operating
Are.

Serviced by
T - Tanker
PT- Prize Tanker
S - Supply Ship
PS- Prize Supply Ship
BRPBlockade lhmer

South Atlantic

Rio Grande (BR)
1hrofeld (T)
Rekum (T) (2)
Turiouu (T) (2)
Nordinark (S)_
Storatad (PT)

11mqpasea (PS)
2/17/42-14/20/142
A/21/42-u/30/42

16

Atlantia

3/11lAD-4f12A1

South Atlantio

Regensburg()
Ebggerbank (S

Indian Ocage

(s)
Dresdn (BR)
Tannenfela (BR)

Indian Ocean

Ole Jacob (PT)
Storstadt (PT)
letty Brovik (PT)
Dummitor (S)
sOp•bank (PS)
Tiran (P)

Teddy (PT).

Tannenfels (BR)
Advocate (PT)
4/13/4•-7/30/41

South Atlantic

Dresden (BR)
Babitonga (PS) (2)
Alsterufer (S)

Nordmark (S)
21

widder

5/N/40-10/24/40

North Atlatic

23

Stier

4/24/42-9/47/42

South Atlantic

28

Michel

3/10/42-2/15/43

South Atlantic
and
Indian Ocean
out of Capetown

Charlotte SohliemannCT)/
Regensburg (S)
Doggerbank (T)
Uckermark (S)
Rhakotis (BR)

6/4/43-10/17/43

Indian Ocean
and
South Pacific

Oaorno (BR)
Bergenland (BR)
Dresden (BR)
Rio Grande (BR)

6/15/40-1/5/41

Indian Ocean

33

Pinguin

180

Emrofeld (T)
Rekum (T) (2)
Koenigsberg (T)
(3)
Charlotte Schliemanm(T)/
Ibggerbank (S)
Tannenfels (BR)

-

(4)

Storatadt (PT2) (2)
Nordvard (PS)
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Ship No.

Name
----- -

Period

Operating
Area

Invol.1/6/41-2/27/41

Serviced by
..

South Atlantic

D.upe•a (TS)

and Antarctic

2/28/41-5/2/41

36

Orion

3/30/4&.6/24/41

Ole Jacob (PT)

Indian Ocean

Alstertor (S)
Tuirioum (T)

Indian and

Winnatou (T) (2)

South Pacific

Nuensterland (W)
Kulmerlan () (2)

Ol Jacob (PT) (2)
&uland (S)
Alstert•or (5)
Troupic Sea (PS)

41

6/25/41-8/23/4

South Atlantic

Ship 16

Kormoran 12/440-3/22/41

South Atlantic

Nordaark (S)
Spreawald (BR)
Portland (BR)
Rudolf Albrecht (T)

Komet

45

3/23/411-/19/41

Indian OceanKleerla

(8)
ileterufer (5)

7/9/40-21/l/41

Pacific and

Kulzerland(S)

Indian

Alstertor (8)

Muensterland (8)
Regensburg (5)
Anneliese lssberger (BR)

The method employed in affecting rendezvous between tankers, supply
ships and armed, merchant cruisers was, according to Vida Rogge, that SKL
issued instructions regarding the dates and grid area in which the supply
ships and raiders would operate.
both ships.

Absolute radio silence was observed by

They cruised in the area until contact was effected.

Lists of the grid areas were held by I SML, the raiders and logistic
support vessels.

These positions, which were in the open sea well clear of

shipping routes were grouped under oceans.
positions in the Indian Ocean.

There were about a dozen such

For the sake of security each position was

given a code name so that the transmission of latitude and longitude was
avoided.
The positions remained constant, but the cover names were changed at
regular intervals or if
fuel or stores informe 1

their compromise was suspected.
1 SKL by short signal.

sideration the raider's position and the enem

A raider requiring

1 SML, taking into consituation in the area,

selected the rendezvous position for the raider and the tanker or supply
181
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Both were then ordered by short signal to rendezvous within a given

ship.

period, the nearest listed rendezvous position being used as a reference position.

If bad weather precluded refuelling or the transfer of stores, the

supply shlp usually remained with the raider until the weather moderated.
Thus it will be seen that one can hardly speak of a regular supply or refuelling area for these vessels.

Gaselle Bay, in the Kerguelen Islands, how-

ever, was used as an overhaul base by raiders operating in the South Indian
Ocean and the Antarctic.
This system, according to Tlottenintendant Wulff, was very effective
until the E35

GDMNIA was captured by the British and the codes used in

directing logistio vessels in their operations were seized.

The British,

he saidp using the code, directed eight or nine large tankers that were
cg to proceed to certain areas
operating with the PRINZ UGSD and DIMTTMMF
where thsy intercepted and sunk them.
miesd.

The system was, of course, compro-

Whan this was disoovered, the system was discontinued.

Stores Traznfer Technioues
It is evident from the great wass of documents studied and the number
of persons interviewed that the Navy had no real need for a regularly
organized service force before the war and that, once their supply lines
were extended and they were confronted with the need for fast supply operations, they developed nothing to facilitate them.

The following are examples

of some of the methods emloyed:
All ships, including warships, fuelled in tandem.

Hoses were run out

astern of the tanker and taken over the bow of the vessel being fuelled.
Battleships were provisioned in the open sea by boat transfers.

Undersea

supply ships usually fuelled other U-boats on the surface through hoses
attached to floats.

Stores were transferred by rubber rafts.

Torpedoes

were lowered into the water with floats attached to the boses and tails.
Yen vent over the side to stead$ them.

The receiving submarine took the

torpedo aboard by partially submerging a"d surfacing under the torpedo.
An American who was captured by Raider Ship 16 wrote an account of
that vesselts fuelling and supply operations.

He said:
RES•RICTED
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"The ships spent several days supplying one another with
fuel and food. The fuel was pumped through red arnd green
hoses, supported on floats. The stores were loaded on

tubular rubber rafts with canvas bottoms supported by
wooden slats. The shipst launches towed the rafts from
one ship to another."
Support of bases and
fleet units, in Norway
Daring the time Norway was occupied by Geram forces$ its mW ports
and fjords were used by various fleet units, isme as operating bases for
submarines and forces raiding oonvoys along the coast, others as refages
from allied warships.

It is

interesting to note that during this period

the Navy developed nu freight centers. -v freight sorting or transit sheds&,
nor cargo handling battalions or a regularly organised service force to
support the great number of vessels employed in this area.
A small number of repair ships and submarine tenders were retained in
the major ports.

Supply ships and tankers pads irregular trips along the

coast, stopping at the ports to discharge stores, but even this service was
infrequent.

The whaling ship tender JAN WXLN was used at Narvik to supple.

sent shore fuelling facilities.

Submarine personnel generally slept on

submarine tenders during rest and overhaul periods.
A few supply ships/tankers were stationed at l~.yarny, the Secret
Supply Service base in Kola Bay on the Arctic Coast of h1assia, during
1939-40, when the Germans were carryirg out their operation of getting

their merchant vessels, e.g., theaBRDI

and ST. LOUIS caught by tha out-

break of war in mid-Atlantic, back to GermaW along the Norwegian coast.
This operation was quite successful in that between 48 and 50 percent of
all marchant vessels that were not placed at the disposal of the secret
supply agents and tried to make German ports did so.
The raider vessel

DNOW,Ship 45, crossed the Arctic Ocean in July-

August 1940, from )hrmansk to the Bering Straits and thence into the
Pacific.

Russian ice breakers assisted in this venture, but logistics

support was afforded by the German Navy while the R)IST was preparing
for the crossing.
The supply depots at Tromso, Harstad and Herfest
supplied by the SS COTINII, SS SmSLUND.
15_A

were regularly

A fleet of small boats made
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frequent irregular runs from these depots to ports in which the vessels
to be supported were anchored.

VAdm Machens stated, "When battleships

were operating fr.om northern Norwegian fjords, a repair ship was stationed
at Narvik in Bogen Bay."
icing

The fact that the only dockyard capable of serv-

large ships in northern Norwegian waters was at Trondheim and major

units requiring overhaul or repairs had to go there or return to Germany
indicates a lack of forehandedness on the part of the Navy in constructing
floating drydooks or fleet tenders large enough to render such service.
This should undoubtedly have been done when the new Reichsmarine was being
built.

This failure, however, bears out the statements of Vadm Machens

and 1Pdm Schubert that the Navy was not planning to extend its lines of
comm-nication beyond the North and Baltic Seas.

The difficulties encountered

by the Navy in obtaining funds for construction of its fleet and supporting units also undoubtedly militated against such construction.

(See

chapter on finance for details).
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AND DISTRIBTION

Introduction
Before discussing the Navy's rather complicated procurement system,
it

should be explained that there were two groups of inspectorates.

group was composed of armament inspectorates.

One

It was subordinated to the

Military Economy and Armament Mvision of the High Comand of the Armed
lorces (OK1/Rue Wi).

The other group, known as naval inspeotorates, were

subordinated to the Navy's Bureau of Warship Construction and Armament
(Marlhiest) and Bureau of General Affairs (MarWebr).

Both these groups of

inspectorates took an active part in the procurement and production programs of the Navy.
The first group, the armament inspectorates, did not procure or produce anything.

They merely established procurement policies on an inter-

service basis, assisted industry in manpower problems, co-ordinated production orders and finally accepted and passed equipment, material and supplies
manufactured for the armed forces.

Later, their mission was limited to in-

spection and acceptance and their organizational name changed to the Armament Acceptance Inspectorate.
The second group, the naval inspectorates, actually supervised the production of an item from the time the raw material and plant production facilities

were made available to them until the finished item was placed in

their individual supply systems.
ed for the item after it

They also stored, distributed and account-

was received in their supply systems.

Although the military services were integrated into a High Comand of
the Armed Forces (01W),

the Army was by far the largest service and the
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Supreme Commander of the Armed Forces was Hitler and after 1941, CinC AraW;
therefore, the lines of distinction between OK and the High Command of the

Anrm,

(OKH) were not clearly drawn.

As a result, the OKH acted in some pro-

curement areas for the 0K.
The responsibility for estimating requirements for all three services
was essentially a staff function of 0KW, since it
operations.

involved present and future

Inasmuch as 0KW was the staff of the Supreme Commander of the

Armed Forces and assisted in planning all operations, it was logical that
one of its

divisions, 011/Rue Wi would be assigned the responsibility.

The three services, the Arw, the Navy and the Air Force, stated their
requ4remonts for common use items of equipment to OKW/Rue Wi (later to the
Speer Ministry), and for major items such as armored vehicles, special antiaircraft guns for submarines and bomb release mechanisms, the respective
Cinms discussed their requirements with Hitler.
OK/Rue Wi, after conference with the Ministry of Food and Agriculture
(for raw food and processed food) and the Ministry of Economics (for all other
raw materials) and after 1942 with the Speer Ministry decided what raw
materials would be allocated to the requirements and advised the individual
services of its decision.

The services then placed the contracts with the

firms designated by OWI/Rue Wi or the Speer Ministry as having the necessary
plant production capacities.

All letting of contracts was done at a central

contract board in Berlin and no provisions were made for contracting in the
lower echelons within the armed services, except for necessary local purchases

of perishables and minor items.
Armaments orders were placed by the inspectorates of the respective
services Ce.g. those for naval mining or minesweeping mterial for the Navy
were placed by the Naval Mining Inspectorate).

As buyers, the naval inspec-

torates also inspected work progress, expedited it when necessary and paid
for all orders.

Sub-contracts were let by prime contractors for spare parts and components such as gears and maintenance materials.
On the production side, as stated above, OxK/Rue Vi and/or the Speer
Ministry, through their rtgionmal armament commands and armament inspectorates
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had a decisive influence on the selection of firms, coordination of armament
orders with other orders, labor questions, scheduling, supervision over production
and final inspection and acceptance.
The testing of comn use ordnance equipment and aunition and their
acceptance at the armament factory was the responsibility of the ArM Acceptance Organization,

a branch of the Arm

High Comand.

This, in general, was the procurement co-ordination system employed, but
there was some abuse on the part of the armed forces in obtaining allocations
of raw materials# plant production facilities and priorities.

As a result,

allocation and production functions were taken away from the armed forces and
v~sted in the Speer Ministry in mid-1942.

Therefore, for clarity, the de-

scription that follows must be broken into four periods:

before 1934, between

1934 and 1942, from 1942 to 1943, and from 1944 to 1945.

Before 1934, each branch of the armed forces procured its own equipaent
and supplies.

Proced-res employed were similar to those ep•loyed by the Iseri-

can Navy, in that proposals were solicited from at least three qualified
bidders and the lowest bid was accepted.

Contracts contained the customary

clauses regarding specifications, inspection, completion dates, delivery to
naval activities, percentage of profit allowed# etc.

Material was inspected

by naval inspectors before acceptance and delivery to a naval supply organisation.

Period 1934-1942

From 1934 to 1942, the Military Economy and Armament Jlvision of the

High Comand of the Armed Forces (OW/Due Vi)p established in 1934 and working in close collaboration with the Ministry of Xbonomics, determined what
part of the national resources and productive capacities of Germany and,
after war broke out, of the countries occupied by its

troops, could be made

available to the individual services for the production of weapons, equipment,
material and supplies.

The gcnoral ocheme followed was that the individual services estimated
187
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their requiroments and submitted lists of thou to

0KW/Rae Vi. Therse lists

were broken down into raw material. and time requiirements.

0KW/1he Wi then

prepered a consolidated list of requirements for all armed forces, and submitted it to the Ministry of loonomics or, in the case of raw and proce~sed
food, to the Iftntsfry of Food and Agriculture.

These ministries then deter-

mined what part of the natior4s and occupied countriest resouroes and prodchtive, capacities was required for the various civilien economies, and what part
would be allocated to the armed forces.

It then informed 01W/Rae Vi of the

quantities of ore, coal, lumber, steel, textiles, guns, radio transmitters
and other raw and finished products which the armed forces could hae.o, and
which plants, mines 1 shipyards, machinery, automobile and aircraft producing
factories, etc., they could use to produce their equipment, material and
supplies.
Mhe irMet Commndsad
the Antmetu Inmeotions
To assist 01W/Pue Vi in these tanks, there were established throughout
Germax' a series of armament commnds and armament inspectorates.

These

organizations ware subordinated directly to 01W/Ihe Vi and were top,-level
technical organizations which co-ordinated production of weapons or material
required by the armed forces and essured that satisfactory equipment and
material was prodcked.

The armment compnds controlled certain areas, some-

what like our Army Corps commnds; iLe.j, Bavaria would be in one arma.ment
command, Ochlemdiig-Holatein in another.
Under each armoent oomond was a number of armament inspectorates serving
an field activities.

There were a great nmmber of them.

They were established

by districts. Some of the larger industrial areas, lMe the Rthr area,, might
have several inspectorates.

Another might have only one. Their location de-

pended on the volume of work to be done.
Armament inspectorates were headed by military officers, known as Armament
Inspectors.

One armament Inspectorate would have an Air Force officer in com,-

:mend. Another would be commnded by an Aroy officer, another by an officer
of the Na0y.

Inspectors of coastal districts were usually naval officers.

hkoh armament inspeetorste bad a Central Department,. en Arnvy, a Havy and
an Air Force. Department.

The Central r ,=*tmsnt performed the adhiniotrativo
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The others co-ordinated the orders of the three servicesp scheduled

work.

A naval depart-

production at the plants and in general expedited production.
ment of an inspectorate was staffed with naval officers.

The sae personnel

staffing system was followed by the other service departments,

e.g. aUW

personnel in an azvT department, etc.
Capt. Mommsen stated that the main duty of an armament inspectorate,
insofar as the Navy was concerned, was to ensure that industry in its district
was able to carry out the production expected of it.

Thus an Inspector had

to be thoroughly acquainted with all industrial activity in his area and to
know the plant capacities to ts

final detail.

Also, he bad to determine

which plants vwre most suitable and to be in a position to undertake the or-irs
received from the naval or inspectorates of other services.

The reports of

these armament inspectors to the Uavy, he said, formed the basis upon which
naval inspeotorates placed orders with plants in a district.

It was also

necessary that the armament comands and armament inspectorates be kept
posted on the priority of the rAserous orders placed with industry in their
areas by naval inspeotorates and those of other cerviccs$ and to know the types
and extent of orders which could be placed.

Therefore, before a naval in.

speotorate placed an order for material, careful consideration bad to be
given to the information regarding the Industrial plants fuTrnished by the
arawment inapectorates.
To recapitulate, the mission of the armament inspectorates Was:
1.

To contact all industrial plants in their aresa, to ascertain
which types of equipsent, material and Suppliesthey vere
beat able to manufacture.

2.

To maintain a file of all technical drawings, instivotions
and specifications for use by industry in production.

3.

If required, to regulate the availability of plants, their
macfinery and other equipment within their district.

4.

To give assistance to industry in their districts in mapower, transportation, power and fuel difficulties.

5,

To represent industrial economic interests with the military
services in industrial manpower problems, such as when workmen were conscripted for service. In this connectionj, they
prevented the drafting of great numbers of both skilled and
unakilled labor eagaged in industry.

The Mlitary and Cotrel Devartaents

of the-,rmaent Insxectorates
The d&tic3 described above were initially performed by the military
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(Aran Navy and Air Force) departments of the armament inspeotorates, since
When war broke out,

those departnente had their amn technical personnel.

taken over by the Central Departments

however# these tasks were more and ar

of the armament inspentoratess which were composed of civil officials.

The

result van that the military departments could no longer perform the tasks
for which they were created and thua lost their influence in industrial oircles.

As a result, military personnel eventually beme technical advisers

to the armment inspectors.
This reduction of service Influence in industry had an unfavorable effect
and resulted in increased difficulties in expediting prodaction.
Divgsion

The Central

since it represented the Armed Forces as a whole and none of the

individul services, had to comider not only the over-all production program
of the armed forces# but the civil needs of the population as well.
it could not intercede for any individual military service.
additional burden on the naval

This

This threo an

u-speotorates in thats in addition to actuall

producing the Navy's equipitent$ material and suppnlies

they had to detail

some of their technical personnel to ferret out now production facilities.
At the same ties, cognizance over manpower, transport, power and coal for
military needs was also transferred from the armament inapeotorates to the
Central Departments of the armament cimndl.

According to Capt. Mzjen,

this transfer was Justified, since these questions could onar be solved
regionally in cooperation with the state and municipal authorities and industrial leaders.

However, these were problems constantly affecting all planto

in which the naval inspectorates had placed running production orders.

-#.rtmt

The
The a

constantly strived to obtain the appointments of as many naval

officers as possible in the armaent Inspeatorates.

Wherever pozsible, rAval

officere were appointed as Inspeotors in the coastal resiors.

They were also

proportionately placed in OMf/te Vi, and occasionally in the Central Depart=cnto of tho mr-ncztorate3 exd c"-rff.

Theec officeras h:wcverj, were dircotly

eubordirated to the Inspector and, as a rezalt, were obliged to
policica in t:0 ov-eor-zal or=.snt, prczra.
cuffcme,

In this wase the

upport bhin

aIVY's interests

circo the AM end Air Force were larger services and Politically
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more poverful.
To repeat: until the outbreak of war, the rAyal departments of the armssent inspectorates were responsible for all reval interests in the armeant
inspaotorates' work.

They had to oontact indutr7 and arrange for taking over

plants designated to produce naval material.
aw

It was also their &dty
to make

prelWairy preparations required at such plants.

anom when

They rendered assist-

troubles or difficulties arose in such matters as sampower, trans-

portation, electric power and industrial suplies.
vith the plants and offices involved.

This involved discussions

Howeverp, wen war broke out, they

were forced to turn over to the Control Departments of the arent

inspector-

atoo the job of eqmalising the workload of the different services in the
plants and dealing with amnicpal and state authorities.
When these responsibilities were banded over, representation of naval
Interests within the arment inspeotorstes beome increasingly difficult.
WTie caused greet dissLenon within the naval inapectorates.

As a reosut,

the Navy constaatly tried to reain its influence in indu trial circles and
its control over plants made available to it for production of its equipeent

and eifplies.
Dr. Alert Speer, who took over all war production in the frivn
reeopied thid
Ani,

Inta

Navy aad Air oreei

of 1942,

l strife and attempted to elimite all influence hr
persommel in the inosptorate,

ale

oplnion that hiM was the sole remposuibility for prodiotion.

e

was of the

As a conoeusfc,

the military dopartamats of the azumest inepootoretee were dissolved In x.d1944

Tha all direct

teaecam to an end.

seeatation of the arsed services in the inspectorDspite this, naval

snet inapeetorates at the Nav's request.
imat.

ffieos we retained In the armoves, tbher position was insgnif-

At best, tbhe seved only as techenial advisers and, after this

hange was made, say ooplaits or interservioe disagreements over production

MA to be reported to the pseer eistry.
The Spew Widstry cotrolled prodoction through * group of comittem,

and used the arnm•nt inspectorates only In inspectio,/acceptsnoe dities.
bs the IArent Aceeptance Lpectorete was established.

According to Capt.

Nowsen, this proved impractical, especially during the latter part of the
war.
RFE31TIMMT

RUmhm
VAda Stiegel stated that the Armment Acceptance Inspeotorate was

mered7 a pper oganisation, fUl of red tap, and serving no useful purpose.
. Sw plans were evolved to divide the entire country into a fewa mamen

regions, each of which vas to ejoy oomplete economic independence.
howevesr
the ezent

vw

nevr pat into effect.

Thisj the Nkvy's direct influence in.

inspectoratee steadily dimish

and finally, In 1941,

This plan,

during the period 193!-4942

a entirely eliminated by the Speor Ministry.

As has
b Jut been related, the Armment Aepeptance Inpeotorate was'an
outgrowth of the military departments of.the armament inspectorates.

It was

or~pmlsd, by the Spoo Ministry, an a political sop# to remove what that
ministry considered a roadblock to the over-all production program.
the remarks of Capt. Ymse

Dsu1ite

and VAda Stiegal, hovever, this organization

functioned until the end of the var.

Jk

Donse, Inspector of the Hmburg

azrmeet acceptance inspectorate district, when interrogated, stated that
there wme

230 naval officers and navel officials detailed to the organization,

in addition to those from the AnW and the Air 7boroj and that, in working
directly for the Spear WmInstr-,

rather than for the three serviwcs, his

-rgm•isation vis better equipped to qqeilte production.

At the sam time,

he eontimeds, naval personmel attached to the irmment Acceptance Inspootorste
were able to keep the naval inspeotorates lifomed of oanditions in their
districts and assist them in maw ways with their samifacturing problems.
All eqaipst, materal and oont=umbLs anufactured for the armed forces
were required to be inspected and pa&'ad by this edganisation before title
to t1* articlems old

Lp taken by a

ailitaz7 servicee

However, VAda

ftifegel, vbo was responsible for the prccurmentj, storage and distribution

of all general and technical equipment, oonsumables and spare parts stated
that, despite the rule that the Armtment Acceptance Inspeftorate should

inspect and pes all eqimment, he directed that inspection teams made up of
civil and marine engineers and suppIy officials from YArLrust/9 4 should
visit the dockyards and plants and Inmpect and accept the =aterial that
vent into the Central and Technical Procurenet Office supply systeus.
they got into trhb1e', he amid, *they referred the,
tha decision a3 to vwat to do.

"I.

tter to zo, and I =ado

There were no difficalties."
RET
T

RWMCfT ID(UAI
?rOM the foregoing, it will readily be sow~ that ptoosrwEea~prodcotionl
of wral equipment, mterial wanoonomablew was compiloateds fraught with
interaarvio. and politioul emnnmvers for gainiug influaco with in*,setry and
ooctvol of the economies of GersaWs and the occupied cuntriese

it it w~t

USRWOp of this str4 to Judge whether or not at*ps taken and methods
within th
used were Justifid.

Thq' are reported, howJwww# to demostrato oonditions

that oan ailt even Unde a totalitariDR form of governmenut when a too highly
oseatrelised

t/roecio p

is dwri1oped la the armed force

ot a outry.

In ediitio to the armaet ocemmds and armemat inspeotorates (later an
Arseest Afteptamse Iuspetorate) described abowe,. wbioh were units of the High
0a(mo of the Areed 7boee

(OSI/Rig Vi) and not a part or ow iri~4vide1 geev-

lee, the Navy ke:
1. A Novel
2. A ftval
4.A ftvel
5.A Neva

An"tics Isopeertorste
MAnese Xmgpectorete
Awig Imepeetoante
Ocunaieatioa lamPoetorsto

7. A Newel Medifel lusnotorat.,
8. A Naval ftwtio and Tzeulfiu
hee. orgaluiatoes nwer
dletis

Ispectorate

MOsetue with the aotual o

ctnsoge

hatioa or sad seeoumtis for all vespoess medical wuuplies, e&&ationa~l

MAd traiming egaipmet, sasimes for all Und of sawai wraft and the mpg"
perts awd ooammhles reqaired to repair and matstais maho egaipment.
Zh wy alM
8h--ad four other locstio orauaaitIoussmot *cal~sd inspectorat*& but with the same responsibilitlee;

which were conownred with the pro-

carewisat storsge and distributioa of and aacivatimg for eedpijAa

and vapliem.

The tail and hIfemsortatina Seetiesa of the Abiral
Qoarteamswtw Ilvisica or the savel, Ver Staff (ide am MI).
10. rte Istemiesturea ibd "d CMquin Offics
R1. The OWatMal PrhesMMNt Otfis
12. The Thu mlms
Pr~ouvmmmt Office
9.

Aft On InI dealt with feel and lbeloant,

2he Isteadantur Offices bon"ied

food, clothing and eqxpimet fo±- offices, barracks and other *atwmtuashore.
The Central Pnecurement Office was concerned with equzipmect and consumeble

siamm

nwnm

suppUes not coming under the naval inspeotorates (1-7), the Intendanturen

offoie. (9) or the Teohnioaol Proourment Office (10).
nest COtioe, successor to the Bevale

The Technical Procure-

Lgineering Inspectorate, was responsible

for eaginest, wxliary maohinery, spare parts and consumables required for
the overhoul, msIntenance and upkeep of engines end auxiliary mahiner7.
Theso 1nopeotorates and off••e

were Mt subordinated to the High Cond

of the Armed borass (OW/me Vi), but worked under the supervision of the

following divisions and *metion@of the Admiralty:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Sawa
Naval
Naval
Naval

5.

Naval Commadoation Ispecbarluest/Ifa (Communication Division)
torate
Vaval Engineering Inspeoctorate Nafrest/E 1, (Shipbuj2ding, Ship -maII and I1
chinery, Ship and Dock
yard sections of Warship
Construction Division) .
Naval Medical Inspeotorate
)aiehbr/G
(Medical Division)
7el and Transportation
SK/Ad Qu
(Loistic planning

6.

7

e
8.

Amnition Inspectorate
Odananoe Inspeotorate
Torpedo nspeotorate
Mining Inspeotorate

)brles/AVa
Marjbestlha
)brFlest/.TV&
Narlekst/Sa

Division)

Section, Admiral QuarterUnter Division

9.

(Ordnance Division)
•Ordnance Division)
Torpedo Division)
(Mining and Blocking

Intendantur Offices

divisions of Naval War Staff)

)fgeire/C

(Clothing, Provision, Welfare
Billetln¶

sections)
10. Central Procurmest Office
ni. Technical Procuremunt Office

P47 and Allowance

)ar~besst
4 (Ship and Dookyard- Section)
Narlaest/k 4 (Ship and Dockyard Sectionj

At the head ot the whole armed forces procureent/produotion organization
from 1934-1942 was OD/e

Vi.

To this organization were detailed the top

economists and technicians of the armed forces.
cer, headed the organization.

General Thomas, an Army offi-

His Job was to bargain with the MinAstry of

3bonomics and the Ministry of bood and Agriculture for the armed forces' share
of the raw materials and productive resources of GermazV and occupied countries.
Direotl7 subordinated to 093/are Vi were the armament commands which controlled the various armament inspectorates in their areas.
The armament inspecotorates, through the armament ooends kept ORI/Re Wi
jinformed of German and foreign plant capacities.

They advised that agency of

the availability of factories not yet converted to arsmant production, in case
plants already engaged in such work were partially or wholly destroyed by
bombing or other disaster.
Vy thn plrmnt

They also advised OKW/Ruoe Wi about lead time required

tn producn tho varioun Itc=

of .quipment and nuppliori,
!ý -F f I1--,

thn
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availability of production facilities for other branches of the armed forces,
and which factories could manufacture identical items for all three servioes.
Repreaentatives of the arament inspeotorate

made freqtent inspectioms

of the factories in their district to ensre that they were used to the

w-ui1- capacity.

Thar also assisted industry in manpower and other labor

problem.
These three agencies, 01/WI~e Vi, the arament comands and the armo.
ment inapetorate,

were on a departiant of defeae level and as such Were

theoretically -conoerned with the ove•a3I military procuramet prog

only.

-

Power politics, however, played an Important role within the aiwzamt
inspectorates, and all three services wer oonstantlj struggling to get as
much raw material and factory space as possible for the production of the
mnr item they required.
There vere eleven navel inspectorates and other naval logistic organtsations charged with the actual production of

utimentj, material and up-

plies, once the raw xaterials and plant produotion.facqUtiea were made
available to them by OI/•fte Vi.

hkoh had its own supply system and was

responsible fot its own distribution,
fPerjod"

EMI9M

D9i

The chart appearing on page 194a shows the supply system of the
Na'y# the bureena and divisions having technical oogaisanoe over the xaterial
in it and the naval inspectorates and other logistic agencies responsible
for the procurement and/or production of equipment, material and suppl

es.

Operational and material reqairaments were tied together in the Naval
War Btaff (MlL).

The operational plan

agencies of ML decided what

strikes the Navy would make against the ensm
Ad•iral Oiarteroaster Division of SIL (A•d

and the tim and place.

The

1), determined the material

and personnel requirements for such operationa and transitted them to the
cogixant bureaus.

Those bureaus and their divisions passed these requir*-

aents on for fulfillment to their naval inspectorate,
departments and offices.

logistic support

According to VAda Machens, this was the system
U9ICTZ

195
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used :in matching operations and material requirements each time an operation
Was Planned.
In estimating the needs of its supply system, however, each naval inspeotorate, secton a" office prepared its own list of material requyirements.
These were assembled by' the bureau divisions having cognizance over the
material.
In the Bureau of Warship Construction and Armament (Xarloest), there
was a division, the 3bonosles Division (Kerlbasst/lbxe Hi) :which assembled the
material roquirements for the Naval Amuaition, Ordnance, Torpedo, Mining
and Comsunioation Inspoetorates and the Central and Technical Procurement
Offices.

In the bireau of Oeneal Affairs (Mair~ehr), there was also a division,
the ftVpl/Adalisitration Division (YazVebr/C)# wh~ich assembled the Navyls

"pdqxaments

for food and clothing.

Another divi1sion int the same bureauj,

the Medical Division (Ihrlbbr/G),assasmbled the Navy's requirements for mnedicines and medical and dental supplies.

A third division, the Lover Deck

Peronnel Division Qkzilebr/Tr) assembled nonb-oomissioned personnel material
recD.Irannts.
In the Admiral Qutartermaster Division of the Naval War Staff (Ada Qi),
the 17ael and Transportation Section (Ads Qu III) assembleod the Navy t . requirements for fuel and lubricants, distilled and boiler feed water and transportAtion.
The Bureau of Officer Peronnel (MarPers) assembled the NaVy's requirements for officer personnel materiel reqdxarments.
Most of these activities translated their requirements into raw materials
and production lead time.

Requirements for food, personnel, drugs and com-

aon us* items of equipment and supplies were, of course, stated in items.
These requiremenxts were transmitted to O0l/Due Vi, where they were
consolidated with the requirements of all other armed services, and an
armed forces requframets schedule was prepared.
This consolidated schedule was then presented to ths Ministry of
Abonomios where the civilian needs of Germany and/or the occupied countries
were weighed against the military requirements, and raw materials and plant
196
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production facilities allocated through OK/Iae Vi to the armed forces.
An exception to thin general rule was that food and fodder requtireents
were presented to and allocated by the Ministry of Food and Agriculture.
An inter-service conference would then be called by ON/Jk/e WVi at
which time the raw materials and plants facilities would be distributed
among the various services according to their stated requirements.
At these conferences, the service needing the greatest number of an
Item of equipment or supply would be designated as the procuking/produoingagency.

kEample:

Air Force 500.
ties available.

The Arm

needed 1,000 telephonps, the hevy 100 and the

Only 1,000 could be produced with the material and faciliGeneral Thmws would order the Ara

to produce the tele-

phones and allocate the ran materials and factory needed for their production to the Arjo. At the same time, he would direct delivery of six percent,
or 60 telephones to the havy vhen prodotion vwa

oompleted,

or 665 telephones to the Anr and 275 to the Air orce.

"66

t

In much instance,

that part of the raw material, the steel, copper, eto., which went into
the manufacture of the awvyts 60 telehones would be deduated from the Navys
allocation of raw materials for the period involved.
If the telephones were already in stock, OW/JUe Vi having advanced raw
materials required for their productions the telephones would be furnished
on the same percentage basis and the Xawyts allocation of steel, oopper, etc.,
charged.
If the iten required was not a cion-uso one, but was needed for only
one branch of the armed forces the plant production facilities and the
necessary raw materials would then be allocated to that service.
It should ba noted that these allocations were made by OWIF/e Vi on
the basis of stated requirements.

This vas said to lead to abuase, becnse

some (if not all) services inflated their requirements to get as mnch equipment and material a3 posible.

Another complaint registered by officers

and officials interviewed was that the Ars' and Air Force used their preponderant position in the military hierarchy to infuence the Judgement of
KWI•xae Vi in such matters.

In this connection, attention is invited to the

chart en pAge 196a, shcwing the Navy's requirements and allocations of
197
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iron amd etel OUring the period 1939-1944.
Paw materials and plant production facilities were allocated to the
Navy by GXVwe Wi for the production of ships, their weapons, fueloand
general and technical equpment.

Other material and supplies were turned

over to )brwuest for redistribution.

MarRuest/Rue WI divided these mate-

rials and facilties among Ads QA III, the Naval
Torpedo, Mnni

£1Anition, Ordnanoe,

and Coimnoilation Inmpectorates and the Central and Tech-

nical Procurement Offices.
NaxVnhr, through its

smuply/aduinistrative,

sonnml divisionsp divided its
tion facilities

allocation of rwi

medical and lover deck permaterials and plant procko-

ong the Naval Nedloel and Maoation and Training Inspeo-

torates and the clothing factories and food stores ooaing under the oognixanco

of the Intendantur Offices.

)brPm likewlse reallocated its share to the

Nhavl Mioation end Training Inspectorat a.

-

Thee naval inspectorates, food and 3lothig stores and Ada

a IlI#

through a Central Procureent Board in Bero iAn then contracted with the des-

igfted factories for pro~zction of their **'qimt or material, advised the
na

departments of OW'. earnest impectoates of the work to be performed

for than by plants in their districts, and obtained from them ae
informtion regarding production lead time.

necessar

Their €Arn i•lpection service

aemired that work oamemoed and continued on oobsedl

and that material in

prodiction onform•ed to naval specifioations.
When the equipmet# matewal or suppli

was produced, ispeoted and

accepted ty the inspection groups of the various inspeotorates and offices
and Ada a

III, the items vw*

of the Navy.

taken Into the appropriate wiupply systems

In the case of mines, iiunition and torled&ec

only ware profXtod under contract during this period.

ae•-n-ut.

parts

Mines, shells$ powder

beo and torpedoes were ass•bled as required by the responsible naval

inspectorates In their otn aseshy depots.
Ihr

-EM1§od19/,2- 1945
In 1942j, it

became apparent to Nasi Party leaders ttat

were reqaired in procurement and production proceduor

radical changes

end policios.

Russia

had become the agressoron the eastern front and the German armies had
been thrown tuck.

The Army had suffered enormus losses in nen and naterial.

Production kad fallen considerably below that of fc•ror war years.
TRE•ITRIE

The

reserves of arms and sainitions h~ad been used up by the sid(la of Movanier.
The great superiority of ams wtich bad enabled the Ams

and Air Yorce, to

gain easy victories over their first opponents was gote.

No longer were

unlimited resources present.
The mobility and striking power of the armed forces were directly dependout on thn productive strength of Industry.

Large nuabeirs of ame eapg-ad,

in armwmet production bad been called Into the Arq to train for the 1942
Spring offensive. Hitler bad relieved the CiW Ara,

von Mrsawcbitx of

commnsd and had sassmed the job himself.
Allied air raids were, becoming effectives, and to add to all these,
diffiultioes, winter came exceptionealy early In 1941 and wes mach more
severe than in prevIous years. A coal shortage, developed in Dpeer.
This led to dislocations In industry, and wxV factories bad to shat down.
Tvansportation wee crippled.

Sufficent fuael. could no0t be prodacted to

operate trucks on H~itler's such publicized autobabnons end the railroads
were overlocedad.

Food and

lalwasy cars were in critically abort supply.

clothize sbortage. developed.

Synthetio butters made from coal appeared

for the, first time in the markets.
Pounds per parson per week.

The potato ration was reduced to

4j

Clothing and sboea were unobtainable.

To counteract these unexpected reverses, the Ministry of War Prodaction
and iznament vat formed under the Asorgency Program of 1942.

Dr. Yknatield

was appointed froduction Victotor and was given wide powers tat
I* )bke available sore, armisast workers by closing down
or converting to war pirpoeas wbat littlo remained of ther
commodities industr7.
1. Lncrease, production by reorganizing plants.
3.

obilliso more workers by tapping the reserves still
avaiable within Gewuw# but above all, by bringing
in foreign workers from the occupied countries.

Wo. Mansfield was reoved fron bis; post after two short xonthiep because,,
according to 3hz Beydouits, who was not rigorous enough In abutting down on
comodities and did not bate the iron band zeceusar
needed workers of Oeaww and other countries.'
leaders was appointed to the post in Yfarch 1942.

for assembling the

Gauleiter Snuckels an 83
Dr. Albert Spear wus

appoitted Minister of War Proftictioni and Arznan+entadurin

the Spring of 19,42

RESTRICTED
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and in the latter pert of that yeasz

Jurisdiction over the armament oommnds

ud srmat Isapeotorates v" treafered frowt OW to his organisation.
fau 19421945j, the Speor flaistq, a the

nI@tU7 of Var Proeiotion

eolled, controlled the procuruwnt of anl ray
and Arnat ve eeiaV @

mtwaals, pleootimo of armmat# aivereiat
th Ingetion and acept

ships and their acoessories,

e of oa eted itim of stock and their alloce-

tion mng the varlo nericoes of the armed forces. The INvy and other

adeais *oatimied to debase ther interna. reqtiramt

but udbaitted

thm d4ret to the oper atustq, Not to On/as Vi.
After Nitler asemed his position " CinC AnW& OW,0according to Col.

adp lad s oo-ordinstios powers.
the sale pupwe of ubioh was to peo
the mOluiti

e said it became an IM General Staff$
aIpte Hitleeas directives.

of the SPOea MAistr mat be divided into two periods.

The first is the one between 2942 and 1943p when the Spear lMnistr7 absorbed
0/3. Vi but persitted the naval i•hopotoratee, AdWi III#
the Atmotions of Of
the ntmandmtur Offices and the Central and Tchnical Procurmnt Offices
to cotis• e to adoiiater their own proftotion.

Me second period is that

of 194.945, when the Speer IMiistry took all prd•cution a

from the

aVad left the nwal Ilnpeotorats., otc., with their storage and distribUtitu fwactios 0elY.
n oTrlSAMiM ehart of this mInSIst

Sw7ar opPOsit this tVst.

Attention Is invited to the fact that it abO'aS ton produoction divisions
and a row mterials allocation division.

DarIng the period 194-43, theae

rawiy formed production divisions merel supervised the activities of the
arament ooemane

and ormmnt Isepeotoratee, attepted to reatoe intern-

servicae friction s beet they could and stepe up production.

In 194,

however, having gained control of industry and a knovldge of wbat thhe
tbatuht the armed forces sbould hava, they converted the arment inspeotorates into an Aumnat Acceptance Inapectorate and relieved all naval
Inspeotorate, iAdQ Ill and the othe logistic agencies of the Navy of
all responsibility for production.
A dez-ription of the frmtio= of the produotion divtsions of the
S;ccr alniotry fo~coz.

Thin dczcription pivcn refers to tho poriod 1944-1945.
RESTRICTED
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For .clarity, it must be repeated that duA ng 1942-1943, in addition to these
fuznctions, these divisions also had the responsibility of determining what
plant production facilities could be made available to the various services
of the armed forces.

During that period the raw materials allocation division

determined what raw materials those services could have for their production
programs.
The words "produced" in the following text means "contreted with industry for production, inspected material and methods enploe

during prodto-

tion, assisted industry with its production problems and delivered material
produced to the cognizant branch of the armed force. after inspection and
acceptance by the Speer Ministryt' Armament Acceptance Inspeotorate".
The Weapons Division of the Speer Ministry produced all torpedoes, mines,
booms, nets, minesweeping gear and ordnance and optical equipment and
instruments.

When they were turned over to the Navy, they were taken into

the Naval Torpedo, Mining and Ordnance Inspectorate suppl3y systems.
The Engines Divisions of the Speer Ministry produced all ship and
small craft engines and their aparb parts for the Navy.

After 1 January 1944,

they were received into the Technical Procurement Office supply system.
Before then, they were taken into the supply system of the Engineering
Inspectorate.
The Steel Construction and Prefabrication Division of the Speer Ministry prefabricated thesections of U-boats that were assembled by Spear's
Ship Construction Division.
construction for the Navy.
ance

This latter division also controlled all new
It is unknown whether or not trials and accept-

of newly constructed vessels were conducted by the Ship Construction

Division of the Speer Ministry or by the Naval Warship Acceptance Inspectorate of the Navy.

It

is believed, however, that during the period 19441945,

this naval inspectorate was subordinated to the Spear Ministry.
The A1mnition Division of the Speer Ministry produced all shells,
powder, fuses, etc.

The Naval AInmition Inspectorate, however, continued

to assemble its shells and fill

its

powder bags after component parts were

received by it.
The Commnication Equinent Division produced all consinication equipment.
RESTRICTED
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When received by the Navy, it
controlled by MsrRuest/IWa.

was taken into the comainication supply system
Before the establishment of the Speer Ministry,

production and/or procurement of naval communication equipment had been a
function of the Naval Cominication Inspectorate.

Allocation Procedures YA-Ant Period 192-19h5
The Speer Ministry planned the total military production from the
material requrements lists submitted by the three services and allocated
material on hand or in the supply pipeline on a percentage basis proportionate to their needs.

Diring 1942-1943 materials ead production facili-

ties were made available to the individual sexzvices and they produced
their" requirementso

Common-use items were produced by the service having

the greatest need for an item,

However, during the period 1944-1945, pro-

curement and production was, an a general rule performed only by the Speer
Ministry.

The armed services informed it

of their needs and took such per-

centage of the total stocks available as the Speer Ministry determined they
should have.
An was the case when OI/1bae Wi controlled raw materials and plant
facilities, the percentage of available materials allocated was usually
based on the relation of the persohnel strength of a service to the over-all
strength of the armed forces.

This meant, of course, that the Irm

received

the lionts share of the finished products, raw materials or plant facilities,
that the Air Force was then given its
was left.

share and that the Navy received what

Cina Navy, it was said, often had to present the Navyts require-

ments personally to Hitler to keep naval production rolling.
of some SKL files corroborates this.

Translation

In the section relating to March and

April of 1943 a report of one of the conferences between GrAdn Doenitz
and Hitler states that GinC Navy stressed the need for an increase in
its iron allocation.

Its quota for the second quarter of 1943 was there-

upon raised by some 45,000 tons.
Some of the reasons given by GrAdn Doenitz in justification of this
request were:
"At the beginning of the war, steel allocations for the
Navy amounted to 160,000 tons a month and rose to an
average of 177,300 tons a month for 1941. In 1942,
despite increased German steel production, the level of
allocations started to fall, and for the second quarter
RESTRICTED
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of 1943 the figure was down to 119,795 tons a
month. This quota was dangerously low for the Navy.
Of the iron available for the Navy, normally up to
50% was used for warship construction, the other 50%
being used for the production of guns, torpedoes, mines
ard ammunition (about 25%) and for the development of
bases (dockyards, fortifications, sohools; equipage,
food and transportation equipment - about 25%).
"The uininm steel requirements for the Second Quarter
1943 and actual allocations for that period were:

Branch of Industry

Allocation

Miniuma

Shipbuilding

58,000

85,000

Gunnery

20,490

30,495

Torpedoes
Mines
Buildings
Dockyards Development
Armament
Fortifications
Air Raid Damage
Copper Substitutes
Food

8,650
9,490
7,575
3,300
1,200
1,200
3,700
2,300
1,300

13,132
12,490
16,650
4,300
3,200
3,165
4,700
2,300
1,300

Boiler Repairs

1, 500

2,561

Navigation Meterological
Service, Clothing Equipage
and Motor Transport

1,090

2,190

TOTAL

119,1795

187,483

equirments

"Hence the fixed monthly steel allocation of 119,000
tons fell short of the Navyts mininim requirments
by some 62,000 tons. The deficiencies were dangerously large. The moat vital industries had to be given
priority over other important projects. In gun mfecture, certain lines of production had either to
cease completely or be severely restricted so that full

gun and amunition production for U-boat, was not inpaired.

"Requirements demanded 2,000 torpedoes and 170 torpedo tubes, bat only 1,170 torpedoes and 124 tubes could
be wmanufaotured from the steel allocation. There was
a danger that the U-boat -ar would be brought to a
standstill within a few months, as oonxumption exceeded
production and stocks could not be maintained at the
required level.
"With mines, requiremunts could only be met up to 50%
for mining and barrage, up to 34% for minesweeping and
up to 30%for net manufacture.
"Nuilding was subjected to heavy delay, in some instances construction of fortifications ceased completely. Industrial ormament development was seri-

ously curtailed, and the reduced allocations for the
development of bases also made itself felt.
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"The most serious effects of these defigienciess how..
ever, were in shipbuilding. After the oppture of
Norway, the Lowland Countries and France, SML in August 1940 had decided on the following strength in
light units;

103 deitroyers, 120 torpedo boats, 156 3.
boats, 400 minesweepers and 400 motor
minesweepers.
"None of these requirements vas fulfilled. A teor.
porary increase in steel allocations was of no use

against the ever-inoreasiug shortage of materials.
"By March 19413 it had not even been possible to
keep to the target figure of 224 U-boats a month
laid dion In the U-boat Program, As all steel re.
quirements for U-boats construction had to be ful.
filled completely, more and more curtailments had
to be nade in the construction of light forces.
The development by the Navy of standardised malt-.
ple purpose craft instead of individual submarine
chasers, ineinoeepers and anti-aircraft vessels had
not succeeded in offsetting the difficulties.
"While the steel shortage affected the Navy's over-all
sbhpbuilding program by 33%, It restricted the co0.
struction of light naval forces by as much a s6%,
an ful allocations bad to be given to U-boat o'.
struction and Mediterranean commitments. This 'd
-.
to disorganization in the shipyards) as every quarter - almost every month - craft alread under c€nstruction had to be deleted from the list because of
lack of material.
"The prinoipal task for patrol vesels was to keep
the sea comanications open for U-boats, areed forces,
supplies and trade. Maintecance of imports of high
grade iron ore by sea was a matter of vital ailitary
importance for Germany. Fortywtbree percent of Gez.
many's crude iron production depended upon shipping.
The Navy's request for an increased steeol allocation
of 62,000 tons Monthly, which would at least enable the
restricted shipbuilding progras to be a.rried out,
was little compared with the danger to which G•e•ra•n.
entire steel prodaution was eiposed by the lack of
patrol vessels. The best way of ensuring production
was to safeguard the iron imports program."
In an effort to keep abreast of changing requirements and to maintain
harmonious relationship, a conference was held each month at the Speer
W.nistry, to which each service sent its representatives.

Diring these

conferences it was determined what changes in design of equipment were
desired, what changes had developed in material construction, shortages
of critical metals, alloys, etc., how much of the combined armed forces
material requirements claimed could be prodced and what portion thereof
would be given to the Army, the Air lorce and the Navy.
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by ONW/Rue Wi prior to 1942 was followed; i.e., a proportionate allocation
giving a percentage of the production whole to each service, based on the
requirenents of that service to the total number of units required for all
three services.
Here again, it was claimed, there was much wrangling between the services over the

amount of raw materials, production facilities or completed

items made available to them.
Most of the Speer Ministry personnel who attended these conferences
were former executives in industry, persons of wide practical experience
who required justification for every ounce of metal being taken from
Germanyts impoverished economy.

Therefore, it was a natural consequence

that the representatives of the armed forces, striving as they were to
get as much equipment and material as possible resented having to explain
in detail to these men their reasons for needing certain items.
An example of the Navyts attitude in such conferences is contained
in Mr. Otto Merkerts story about one of his experiences at the Admiralty,
when he first took over the job of prefabricating submarines.

Mr. Merker

said:
"!hen I joined the Ministry in 1943, W first conference
was held in Berlin in the presence of DIenitz and Speeo.
The whole Admiralty was assembled there. I personally
had invited about half a dozen of the most important
directors of the shipyards. The purpose of this conferonce was to discuss the submarine program. The levy presented a plan. At that time, the submarine war was almost lost and the Admiralty had staked their hopes on
the 21 and 23 types of submarines. At this oonferenee
the first designs and rough plans were presented.
"The timetable of production, in the view of the Navy,
was about this: A thorough design would take one year,
that would be 1944: then the construction would start,
that. would take another year. In 1946, we would have
reached a series construction and in the middle of 1946
we could start the now submarine campaign. I, however,
said: 'That is quite impossible. We mnst try to complete
the whole layout much earlier. I Wuggeption
r
was that
I would assemble the best designers, so as to complete
the construction of the first boat in the Spring of 1944,
and imediately prepare the production line before even
the first boat was completed. In that way we would be
able to have the first 100 or so completed boats at the
end of 1944. Then one of the admirals said: 'You are not
a ship's constructor. You are a newcomer in the business.
This is mere nonsense. We are the experts and we do not
believe it can be done. t He said it in such a dignified
way that I got angry. I smashed xV fist on the table and
said: 'Gentlemen, do you realize that we will have lost
the war by then?'
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"I finished the design of the :,ubmarine in December 1943. The fl -t submarine was launched in
April 1944, and by the end of 19/4 about 130 of
type 21 and about 80 of type 23 were coapletod.
Subrine warfare would have started again in the
Spring of 1945 if the Allies had not landed on
Europe.
"Of course, the admiral who made, the above state-

ment never apologized."
So.m of the officers and officials interrogated during this studcy
denouaed the Speer Minstry and the mannor in which its
handled allocations.

representatives

Others stated that the7 thought th'it the material

and supplies available were very fairly distributed.

Some of the state-

ments may have been prompted by the belief that procurement of military
equipage and consumable, should be left in military hands.

Here in the

United States the armed forces have always claimed this responsibility,
because of the intirate relation of military operations and military
supply, inclding procurement.

Americans 'believe that the supply process

starts with research and development and requirements, which are dependent
upon tactics and strategy.

It

then moves through storage, distribution,

issue and finally salvage.

Lifting procurement out of that chain breaks

the chain.
It

in believed that =oat military am willingly accept any organisation-

al change that will help then win a war, if

its the effort are competent.

they feel that those direct-

German naval ý..!foers and officials interro-

gated during this study appear to be no exception to that general rule.
Dr. Albert Speer, his assistants Mr. Otto Marker, and many other industrial-

ists associated with the Spear Ministry brought much technical know-how
into the armament production field, but Nazi Party affiliations being what
the

w"

ame man with great authority but little

qualification for

their Jobs were charged with the production of military equipment.

It

is

recognized that parallel conditions can be found in most government wartime operations; however, the lack of understanding of naval requirements
displayed by some inexperienced executives of the Speor Ministry led to
confusion and discontent in the Navy.
Personnel interrogated about the Nevyts experience with the Speer
Ministry wore unanimous in their opinion that what military success Germany
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had dudrg the latter years of the war was directly attributable to Dr.
Albert Ieprls efforts.

It vas said that Production wis almost tripled

durig the years 19••.1944

va that without the Speer Ministry the nation's

armament program would have booed dowz6

Jkwwewe, the failure of some re-

sponsible officials in the organization to understand that the Navy's requaresacta were p.aiarly its own and not necessarily identical or i
those of other branches of the arm! forcone

to

lftt deep scare of fuAsration

and antipatbr on the asmories of saq naval officers,
led them, six years after World War II bad em&4

Mhir anrimose

to speak out.

VAda Steigal was eqphatioaUy asainst civilian control over military
produrimmt.

Be aid:

*I reported or demands to the Speew laistry. It told
me what materials were available. It allocated the rpi
materials to the mafacturns, and I placed the ordes
with the firm. Take for ecomple U-boat batteries.
Speer believed the Navy had plentr of them. I convwined
hia that a anm facto=7 should be erected at Pb.... ]ken
though thq bdlt the factory, there VeU was a ahortage of submarine batteries at ti•"e.
*It r#
Olaterwals oonfamuam about the Navy's
needs wer, held beten Spewr officials and w staff.
Iateotatives of the stet il2stry, the shiwards

and eagMeaIC-g Plants and their branches took part. We

would seed batteries on a oertain date. Spear's go*
would Promis thn.
isme in wartime are not enough.
Delivery mst be assured. We would hold another conference.
Aga thw would prmdse delivery,
Isi two days, we will
deliver tbem', they would say. In the ueataj
the ta.
tory could not met ft ws promises. I would bi
pressure on tUe factories to do so and in this way meet

the

aVy's requIrements.

"UIf we had not

followed up, the would have never met our
demnda
for material. Although Spea had the responeibility for delivery, Ihenits shifted this rsponaibility
but not the power to ne. Sper had all the Power and no
responsibility. Doe•its would not back me up. I did all
the work. Spew got all the oredit. The $pser Mnlet.
try promised much more than they oculd dell- -' If I
emphasised q' needs and showed that the plants were unable
to prodace, Speer would take action to speod up produotion bly overtinm.

"UThe

avLyhad to watch that the Spear mlnistry did not
meddle In acceptance. Theg were only interested in quan..
tity production....not quality production. Spear wanted
to speed produotion eren through lax inspecti:on rles. 1a
didn't believe the pbake of acceptance important. Only
quantity mant awthing to hbi.
kcaopl: Tlhr were ase
tw&ilea to be inspected. I knew that only specialist.
could inspect teatiles. Spewr believed tlat nonopecia•L
ints oculd do the Job as well. I adhered to x opinion and
forced textie specialist inspection,
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"The Min Ship Comission of the Spear Ministry
repeatedly interfered with the technical procurement
and supply for ships and boats IL ocomiaions as it
confiscated spare motors for MTsa P-boats, naval
barges arA war fishing cutters to further nw oom..
atruction prograss, without fulfilling its promises
to replace the equipment fron current production.
Although I protested against this procedure it showod no result since Grids Do:vits could not be indued
to oppose the Speer IWIstry. In MWa oases long
repair periods were the rest,
while on the other
band new construction itill
bad a long way to go be.
fore completion. This bore bitter fruit dndj* the
fighting and evacuation of oVr troops from the Baltic
States, whom shortly before the crisis, the last six

spar" motors and stooks of sparo Parts for fiM
suttero had bean bhld up by the Spear tinist.
As
a conequence, six fishing cutters which, with these
spare actors could have beeo re-fitted in tine, never
'cme into action and others broke down because of
lack in spares. The resalt was a bitter lack in support of a fighting Army.
"In

all Justice to Speer, I must say that his organi.

wation was an effective one.

They prokoed hMe quan-

tities of material. They believed, howevero that they
coud do each more than theW a&014al
could. They wished
to appear as brilant
producre and tell Hitler, 'W
Puebrer, I have produced msch and mach a quantity of this
or that material.,
ActuallW what they produced was
ingufficiaent, bt Hitler only beard 8per'ls reports.

"NDoenit

would not tell Hitler the truth. As a result,
Hitler got a lot of misinformat.on. Afterwardsp the NaVY
was blamed for not fulfilling acdeptanee promises. 'If
ahad had all thbe responsibilities frvm the begibsing, it would be said, IWe would have won the war. The
fay is no good. I This was also true in the Air Force

and the ArO•.

Ads Dachepkoeblero Chief of )brjkest was mach milder.

He saidt

"The

Navr sent various representatives to the Speer
Mnitstr.
It wva good cooperation. O oMuMOs tha
attimpta to overome the deadlocks led to hard fights.
ibt
of the heed of bureaus and divisions had to fight
to get their requirements filled. All Material Vas too
scarce when the nazy organisations reqTiring allotments of
raw naterial lined up to share the small mount available.

"If decisions could not be reached daring the conferenes,

I personally called on Spear. He always tried to cooperate,
especially since the requirements of the Uvy were smll in
comparison with thoso of other services.
"Ono of the grcatc•t difficulties we had was in obtaining
anti-aircrefb orewa aboard the Navy auxiliary vessels.
This was quite apart from the need of ship construction
material.
'this led to the decision to abandon the construc.
tion of large ships. Everything available had to be utlp
lized for construction of submarines# Motor torpedo boats
and small fighting units.
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"It turned out to be a fight for existence. Wvary man tried
his beet. The cooperation of the sImple laborer and
everyone else conneoted with the war effort was excellent.
I freqcuently pointed out to the Industrial pecyle that they
could not atandon the fighting man at the front. I had
alwvas had oominds afloat or on foreign shore and had

never been assigned to Berlin before 1940.

T7meo ooonfe,

ences were always very serious. The difficulties of the
people in the front lines* when pointed out by o impressed
the inbstrial people vary surch.
"If I was not successful in my conference with Dr. Spear
or his ministry, I voud see GrAb Dsetits and relate the
facts to him. He would then go to the 1Ifebrar and tell
him about our difficulties over raw materials and point
out the serious conseuencas that mliht result,
"ou
Ibnow# there were different types of priorities# AMarel
D1ce•itz would get. the hihest priority for obtainit
ailo.
cations once in a while, At the and of the var, however,
one first priority stood nmst to the other. The effoilewy

could be stepped up r longer.
Marinebaudirektor Dr.

There were only priorities.

WAins Prieeo Chief of the Technical Procarmmut

Office, sid:
"It was the intention of the Speer Ministry to combine
and take over the entire procurment of our spare parts now construction bad elrea4 beeo turned over to it.
The Navy only had a type of supervision over oonstruction - but the Javy always held the view that, in carry.
ing out its operational tasks, its unite should be sup.
plied with spare parts in the shortest possible time and
that it vas therefore necessary that procurment of spare
parts be kept in its own hands."
Ministerial Direktor Dr.

utdio Trittlrs, Chief MmrWebr/S, sai.d:

ICur organization was a maai but very active one. At
first there was no great lack of material. It was suf-

ficient to work with, but when, through air raids, the
at mned for and shortage of materials arose, a larger
organization was required. The Speer Ministry alone made
the ruccm of the building program possible., All planning
van done by the Navy. The construction itself was done by
Speer. Most of the nava construction officials were asigned

to his ministry. Only those charged with maintenane of bild.
ings rimzed with the Navy. I was subordinated first to
the Uavy, as chief of the Construction Department, and at
the ese time to Speer for naval construction work. Py this
maethod it was assured that all work was done as the Navy
wished it. Because all personnel working in oonstrm ion
Wa" subordinated to me, I had real influence. Through A
subordination to Spear, however# m' influence wa natulaly
sombhat diminished. On the other hand, howvere, the Navy
was able to get more building material."

MRda Wet Paeller, Chief of IbrIhest/Wa, said:
"The importance of the Speer Ministry, in my opinion,

only grow because there were so m bombed out factories.
If there had been no air raids in Germer, this organization
would have been urnecessary. Towards the end of the war,
ve ad to fight for every ton of iron we ot. At the end

of the war, Speer gave the allotments to definite conSUmers."
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Wren a.kel if it was true t'-At meabers of the Speer Ministry were
rmt *a iatcit on turxnirZ cat recTrýed qaantities of material which not
Navy speoiftcatioa
dcued so

Wa

as on being able to report to Hitler that the

pro-

thousand unite, Ridm Mueller expanded an the subject and

repl.ed:
T7hat is right. It Is also the opinion of VAds
iaehesa.
I dont think it vas Sper himself bat
som people on his stafT, such as Seaur and Sohieber,.
Those two people were looking out for themselves. I
talked to Speer one da.
I said, tIf you try to do all
of these hingsa, you will have to take us over too.t
His imortance aut have permitted hbi to deal only
with persona on a veY high level, and to report iapor.
tent facts without details. Another thinga If 1
went to Speer and had an order for a great amount of
one Itean for production it was all right but with a
theous
different things, as was often necessary in
ini
eqjapaet, he could not handle them."
VAds ibchens, the Admiral Quartermster, said:
"I had a list of ribmarine eqipmenat that Speer had
promised to deliver to the Navy. No showed it to
the FYuehrer. Your month& later I entered on the
list what his organization had actually delivered.
He had promised the eaipment on the assumtion that
all would be clear salling. In the awatim we had
some air raids. 1aturally I never thought that I
would get what he promised and it was a pleasure to me
to see ham show, the corrected list to the 7ehrer,"
It will readily be seen that the Navy was uot unanimous in its
opinion of the Speer Ministryso effectiveness as a procurement/production agency,

The fact that the Speer Ministry attempted to take

over tUe production of all naval material or was more interested in
mass production than in tha quality of the end items it furnished the
Navy seem to have incurrod the displeasure of some.
over-all picture =~re clearly.

Others saw the

It in a natural desire on the part of

any naval cozoander to want as mach material and equipaent as he can
obtain during a war.

VAda dtiegel had great responsibilities, as did

Ada Bachenkcehlcr, bin buareau chief.

However, there was an underlying

factor that was peculiar to Germany that was not mentioned by the
officers and officials interviewed and that was that most of tble research and dovelopent for the armed forces was not conducted by them
but was performed by German industry, most of which had large research
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staffs.

•lo•t of the largo Gir-,n indistrial c_-ezpanic: devoted part of

thoir rcacorh ceTorts tov-rd3 dovclopinm cqeip=znt for tho armed forces
withoaut rch
oolvc3.

siotanco or intercet on the part of the arxd force3 thc2..

Ge'rsn aircraft woro dcsitncd by the civilian aircraft industry,

and nmst of tho imrpl-cnto of ver wcro alco dosiencd prim-Ariy in private
industry.

Tho Army was content to tako what was aiven it.

In a lergeo parts,

it has bccn rcrprtcd, that that was truo of the ravy and that it certainly
was true of the Air Force.
hcre was zrat •ch intcrc3t on tho part of tho military lcaders ther.cclvcs in tho irprove:nt of tho qaality of war ratcrial.

This =-ant, then,

that whatccr wns done in Gormn indostry lorcdly doterained tho quality
of the war nateriel.

It was industrial kneiA-hg qo-p-lotaly which was

c:*petcd to provide tho quantity of ratcrial that was wantcd.

The ro.

ccro•h ar- dv;ooouent pcoplo worricd abct quality; the industrialiots
further had to worry about quantity.
Tho tc-hnical officera of the Ger=mn Axt

5

cuch as thcy were, did not

ueuslly havo cafficicnt trainina to stand on thoir owm fcet cerpercd
with tho eziAn=er in German industry.

Tho cneinors, by and largo, looked

down their noses at the military officer.

Hr. John D. Millot, Ascociato Profcszor of Public Administration at
Colu-bia University, in a apc•'•h delivered 12 January 1948 beforo the
Industrial College of the Imed Forces, said:
"Speer spoke over and over aeain of self-responsibility of industry as being the key to his ministry. I think he is not wrong when he puts the
empasio he does on that particular aspect of his
job. He did organize industry on a Mnch more effeative basis than it had ever been organized before. He placed responsibility upon industry. He
completely threw overboard the leadership principlo so far as the German econom was concerned. He
told Hitler he was going to do so; and, because
Hitler had the greatest confidence in him, he made
no protest, although some of the party men did not
like it very well. Speer placed his entire emphasis upon organizing industry into what he called
main committees and main rings. The Main committees were end-product industries, and the
main rings were raw material processing industries.
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"Each of these committees had a chairman who
was a leading industrial figure. Speer insisted that he must be under 45 years of age.
If he could not find a man, for various reasons,
urder 45 years of age who would be acceptable,
then he would take somebody over 45 but with a
deputy under 45 years of age. More than this,
Speer insisted on taking not the front men-he
would have nothing to do with chairman of boards
or with presidents-but the technical men. He
wanted the engineersa he wanted the production
experts primarily. He took these men and made
thed chairmen of committees.
"Then the various industrial units, the pro.ducing units, had a representative on the committee. This particular main committee then
became the basic unit in parceling out war contracts, in parceling out raw material, in keeping very careful production records, in exchanging know-how--that is, exchangir4g all forms of
industrial experience so that the best practices
of one producing unit in an industry could be
handed on to another producing unit-and in
generally exercising oversight of all war production."
Speer placed the responsibility for performance 100 percent upon
these main committees and these main rings.
up to them to perform and do the job.

It

Then he told them it

was

was amazing what was accomplish-

ed after 1942 until the last quarter of 1944 when German industry began
to collapse.

By and large, war produ3tion was increased about three

times during these three years.
without an

It

was largely done, Mr. Millett said,

additions to manpower and without any substantial additions

to raw material supply, but through rationalization, the use of the best
industrial practices of one producing unit throughout the entire industry,
and through the much more careful control of the use of raw materials
which was made possible through this pattern of industrial organization.
The confusion began immediately after Hitler came into power.

The

Arny had done the planning just as the U.S. Amy had done most of the industrial mobilization planning in this country between the two wars,

The

German Army had a number of ideas about what kind of an administrative
organization should be set up in order to use the resources of the country
effectively for the production of war material.
of these Army suggestions.

But Hitler scrapped all

More than that, General von Bomberg, who
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became Minister of Defense and then Minister of War, a kind of superohief
over the three component parts of the armed forcest never pushed very hard
to get the ArM

suggestions accepted.

He was more or loss content to go

along with whatever was provided through the machinery of the Nazi regime.

As early as 1935 a secret defense law was passed in Gezmei

which

called, in time of warý, for a Commissioner General of the Econom; it was
commonly understood that the Commissioner General would be the Minister
of Economics, who was then

joalmar Sohaoht.

Iimediately after the passage

of this law in May 1935 Schacht began to act as if he were alroa4 Geos.
missioner General of the Economy, as if all the machinery of war had
already been ictivated.

He began to control the use of war materiel and

the use of industrial plants.

Instead of directing the resources toward

the armed forces, he directed them more and more toward the civilian
econozW,
Mr. Millett continued:
"Speer was an architect. More than that, he was
a member of Hitler's intimate entourage. There
were not very many members in the so-called family
group around the Faehrer. Goering, for emample,

was not a member of that close family group. Goebbels was, but he was the only minister who was.
Most of them were peculiar characters of one kind
or another. About the oriy hal'Nw norsml person
I can think of who was in the group seems to have
been Speer himself.
"Spear was Hitlerts personal architect and had von
Hitlerts confidence in designing and supervising the
construction of maV of the great mnemmnts of the
Nazi regime which Hitler was so particularly interest.
ad in. When Todt was killed, Hitler summned Spear
to him a day later and told Spear that he was to sue.
ceed Todt in all his jobs: as head of the Organization
Todt, which was a construction organization for carrying on Jobs outside of Germany; as Minister of Mnittions; and certain other Jobs under the ?ou-Y-ear Plan
that Todt had been responsible for.
"Of all these Jobs, Spear took most seriously the
Ministry of Mhnitions, (Ministry of War Production and
Armament) which existed only on paper until February.
I don't think it tias entirely a matter of choice. Hitler certainly realized by February 1942 that he was in
a tough spot industrially and he told Speer, 'Now, get
to work on the industrial problem.'
"Why Speer should have turned out to be kind of genius
is Just another peculiar accident of history. I know
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I think, by and
of no other way to explain it.
large, he was an organizational genius. Ib was
Speersa genius more than almost anything else

that brought about the industrial mobilization
of Garmayts resources on a full scale from 1942
to the end of 1944.
"Speer had his difficulties, especially on labor
supply. He thought that labor utilization vaes primarily a production problem, but in the meantime
Hitler had given all labor problems to a Gauleiter
named Fritz Sauckel. Speer had better thank bis
lucky stars that Sauckel had the labor responsibility.
Sauckel was hanged at Naeremberg and Speer got 20
years. Speer had all kinds of quarrels with Saackel,

who refused to take instructions of any kind from
Speer during the war years.
"Speer set up machinery under the Four.-Year Plan
Office which he called the Central Planning Boa-d,
This was the nearest thing to a planning agency that

Germany had yet had on tbe economic front during the
war and prewar years. He used all of the influence
of Goering for his own purposes.
He brought most of
the Ministry of Economics under his jurisdiction. He
still
had difficulties with the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs on the exploitation of foreign resources. For
the moot part, von Rlbbentrop was able to keep the exploitation of the occupied areas under his own control.
Again Speer was probably lucky from the long-range
point of view concerning his own life. But Speer did
bring about a degree of unification that had never
been achieved before.
"He took over virtually all responsibility for Arh
procurement. He got Air Force procurement after
the famouq air raids of February 194, the famous
air attacks from England upon the German aircraft in-.
dustry. Then the Air Force people were happy to
turn over air force production to Speer, for it was
a down-hill concern at the moment. The Navy turned
over all naval production to Speer in the summer of
194, not until July or August.
"Now, I say "turn over production". Let me explain
in a little
more detail exactly what I mean by that.
Speer never transferred procurement officers from the
JArmyp the Air Force, or the Navy to his Ministry.

Actual contracting relationships continued to be in
the hands of the three armed forces. The acceptance
of all war materiel, the instructions about its delivery, and storage remained in the hands of the three
armed forces. But the fixing of production schedules,
the control of raw materials, the expansion of indus-

trial plants remained on Speer's hands, for Speor had
placed all of this authority in the main committees
and main rings of industry itself to carry out.
"General plans for procurement, that is general statements of munitions requirements, were given by the
ermed forces to Speer directly. Usually they consult.
ed with Speer or one of his subordinates on the details.
On major itemw, Hitler himself dreamed up the programs.
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He would not have the Air Force or the Jayv or

the A

nd especially the Arx.--fixing require.

mants beoanse he thought they didn't know anytahig
about the subject. He decided all three issues
himself. More particularly, so far as research
and development were concerned, Hitler inspected
every single item, even the mllent items, before
they were ever adopted as standard for use in the
AxW. That was less true in the Navy, but it was
true also Zor all aircraft.
"I asked Speer about that, and I got the rather
interesting answer that in fact Hitler was something of a genius himself on technical matters

and his judgent was very, very
eyes, anyway. I think that was
good many other people who were
formed and knew the situation.

good-in Spearts
the judgment of a
fairly well in.
More than that,

this was one of the things which interested Hitler
more than anything else. He always dreamed of h*
self apparently as a great strategist and as a
great technicitn and as the only person in all
Gerasny who combined the two qualities. He never
He
delegated either one of these responsibilitime.
remained to the end the strategist. He remained
to the end the technician, so far as the quality
of war materiel was concerned.

"But Speer did got a large part of the various
administrative agencies of Germany under his
domination. It is true, an I said, there were
exceptions, very important exceptions. But, for
the most part, he did get a degree of centralUzation that they had never had before.

"He still had his battles. In the closing days
of the war there was a greater and greater effort
to undermine Speor; and he became more and more
distant from Hitler personally. The party leaders
especially were very bitter about Speor and wanted
to get rid of him. Apparently there was much talk
in the high circles of the Nazi regime after the
twentieth of J.u: that the next big purge ought to
be in German industry-by high circles I man prim.
cipally Bormann and Goebbels, who were the big plotters of the Nazi party machinery. If they had had
their way, there might have been a repetition of
the arm purge throughout all of German industry.
Spear did his beet to get around
Speer fought it.
it.
I think object number one of ary purge must
necessarily have been Albert Speer.
"But there was great confusion. On such things
as price control, on such things as civilian supp3ly generally, in such things as rationing, on such
things as agriculture, on such things as transportation, on such things as war finance, Spear
had little authority. There continued to be rather
bitter conflict between many of the top figures
to the end, with Hitler himself as the only pen..
son to carry out any degree of co-ordination at all.
Mbst of the time Hitler was not interested."
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This, then, is the side of the production picture that the
Navy failed to see, did not want to see or did not want to admit.

14r.

Millettto statement that Speer was the target of the Nazi party leaders
may be significant of a general feeling among those leaders that filtered through party circles to the Navy.

It may have become fashionable

to blame Speer for service as well as party shortcomings.
Nevertheless, without the services of Dr. Albert Speer, it

is

an established fact that the procurement/production program for the
armed forces would have bogged down in 1942-1943.

The success that the

Navy enjoyed in supporting its ships, its U-boats and its shore establishment during the latter part of the war aust be attributed in great
measure to the organizing ability of Dr. Albert Speer and his assistants
in the Ministry of War Production and Armament.

The Navy did not have an organized program designed to keLp it
abreast with modern developmeot and improvements in weapons and other
equipment.

It

relied instead on private industry to develop and improve

these items for it.
The system of procurement employed in Germwa
at the beginning of 1942.

was radically changed

Before this time each of the services procured

and distributed end items of equipment, except common-use Ltems, independent of each other and on a competitive basis.

The specifications of

items used in commn by all services, however, were so stated that it was
impossible to interchange them among the services.

Allocation of raw

materials to each service by OKI/Re Wi was done on a percentage basis
with no regard for requirements.
This condition was partially overcome by the creation of the Speer
Ministry which, by the end of 1944,

had assumed responsibility for prac-

tically the whole of German production, transport, supply and distribution
of power, and all civil and military constructional engineering and building including the roads.
The three branches of the armed forces retained the responsibility of
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formulating the requirements for development and production, and, through
their inspectorates, inspected, tested and accepted the finished stores,
while the Speer Ministry placed the responsibility for most of the devel.
opment and all of the production in the hands of industry.
While the Navy, before 1944 had the responsibility for procurement
of items of equipment peculiar to the Navy, Hitler frequently intervened and
demanded that certain requirements of his own be met.

The Faehrerts re-

quirements received the highest priority, and essential items required by
the Navy and Air Force suffered delays and cancellations because of losses
of raw materials or production facilities.

Goering also exerted great

influence on industry to the disadvantage of the Navy.
obtain special priorities for the Air Force.

He was.able to

Mr. Merker stated that

trouble over priorities frequently arose because of interference by Hitler.
He said that:
"He always changed the priorities according to the
wishes of the last top-ranker who had visited him
and tcried on his shouldert. He was very temperamen..
tal and one had (only) to catch him in the right mood."
Daring the period 1942-1943, the naval inspectorates and other production agencies of the Navy continued to supervise the actual production
of their material requirements.

From 1944-1945, the Speer Ministry

supervised such construction and the naval inspectorates, etc., controlled
onay their storage and distribution systems.
It Is difficult to make a comparison of the American system of procurement of war materials with that of Germany.

Germany had a dictatorial

control over raw materials, labor and industrial facilities.

This enabled

it to increase production steadily from 1942 to 1945 in spite of the Inefficiency which resulted from Hitlerts policy of creating overlapping and
parallel organizations which would act as a check and balance against each
other so as to prevent any group from becoming powerful enough to challenge
his absolute power or the preponderent influence of the Army and Air Force.
The text book principle which shows clearly where responsibility was
delegated did not always trork out in actual practice.

The services had

certain responsibilities which were frequently rendered inoperative by
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action of Hitler.

The Navy, as has been shown, had a distrust and dislike

of the power of tne Speer Ministry which was gradually usurping what the
Navy considered its prerogatives in the production of items of equipment,
and in the research and development of new equipment.
Despite all of these obstacles, however, it was reported by the various
persons interrogated during this study that the Navy had no real shortages,
except in fuel and some metals required in the production of motors, generators, etc.

The officers and officials stated that the quality of cloth-

ing deteriorated during the latter part of the war, but that the clothing
produced was usable; that food was in short supply but there were no instances of malnutrition or starvation; that hand tools had to be spread
around a little more in a machine shop, but that there was always a sufficient number with which to do a job.

There was, according to them, an

abundance of general stores.
Mr. Otto Marker said:
"I joined the Spa .Ministry in June 1943. The best
understanding eis&- ' between me, from the production
side, and all nava.. officers. There were no difficulties at all. The moat &erious and gravest problem was
the period when the new submarines came into construction, not from the constructional side as a whole but
because of the new way of construction. I was the
expert who introduced the prefabrication system of submarine construction.
"Programs were set up, and according to these programs
the necessary amount of material was allotted. As is
well known, the material was not sufficient at all. The
whole amount was too smell. Then fighting between the
various services started right at the top level and
continued down through the various departments of the
services. That finally led to the introduction of the
priority system. This priority system naturally was
affected by the actual war situation and therefore contimiously changed. With the Navy, however, there really
were never any serious allocation difficulties. Some
difficulties arose when the steel factories were unable,
becauo e of bombing, to deliver and produce the necessary
amount of steel for ship construction. Nevertheless we
succeeded in very fairly fulfilling the program of the
Navy."
Several admirals and senior officials were asked how GermasW was able
to extract so much usable equipment and supplies from so little material.
They all stated that after war broke out they soon realized that in total
war it is necessary to get along with whatever is at hand, and that they
had to improvise, conserve, reclaim and reconstitute each time an opportunity
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to do so presented itself.

Old netal and rags were regularly collected;

all available iron and copper was seised.,
decorations were replaced by wood.

Iron fences and other metal

Scrap metal from outdated consumer

goods, wrecked buildings, obsolets, broken or damaged mohbinary, ships,
railway equipment, trucks and automobiles as wall as sheared and cropped
steel ends, mill scale and fabrioation waste was gathered, not only in
Germaz

but in the occupied oountri.

as well, and sent to the m@ils to

help stop the drain on the raw materials required In the aanufacture of
steel.

Raw materials not subject to deterioration were hoarded more

jealously than foodstuffs.

XZah service, it was said# had its own organi-

sation for the collection of metals and junk.

Each conducted all kinds

of drives to assemble stores of materials required in the production of
war supplies.
Also important to the economic program was the research leading to
increased production of those raw materia-a for which GeruarW depended
largeWy on other countries.

The government encouraged industries engaged

in making artificial substitutes for essentials imported from abroad.
The American lavyls experience with pilferage, waste, carelessness
and, in isolated instances downright profligacy and negligence in the use
of stores and material in its supply systm.has made it evident that step&
must be taken to eliminate such unnecessary attrition if the resources
of this nation again has to support the armed forces and their allies in
a global struggle.

In search of a clue to bow the Germans were able to

achieve such success in buabanding their material and stores, Mr. Varker
was qfestioned on this subject.

Mie reply, which In general follows the

pattern of the others, was:
"I think that the whole secret is based on the fact
that a man only reaches highest efficiency when he
works under enormous pressure. Mample.: If I plan
the construction of a motor as an industrialist and
one of my assistants sets up the plan and says, 'I
need 20,000 square meters of space in which to do the
Jobt and I tell him that I have only 10,000 square
meters available, then he goes on trying and trying
until thi greatest efficiency is put into the available 10,000 square meters of space. By that example,
I an just trying to show that highest efficiency is
only reached under greatest strain. The same is true
with individuals. The pressure exerted by a man in
business life, the ambitious personality which drives
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his along, an occupation which inspires him, a
desire for power such as Napoleon and Hitler had,
these are the motivating factors that make suocose possible.
"The fact that the Gezean, besides being efficient,
is a good organizer also had some bearing on it.
This is also true of Americans and I think that if
Anerica and its people ever found themselves in the
ane sitl-'-tion in which the Gerans found themselves, they would show the nsae efficiency and
energ.
There is no doubt about Hitler being a
master at inspiring the Geran people to highest
efficiency and, although during the latter stages
of the war large groups of people began to realize
that Germany could not win the war, they could not
do otherwise than carry on, since they all had
some relative in the field who had to have supplies
with which to fight for his country.
"President Roosevelt t u demdnd for unconditional
surrender also spurred the German nation on to
a last ditch fight rather than accept those terms.
The war would have probably ended sooner had that
demand not been made."
STOP=K AND

TUITO0N

There was no opportunity to observe stoMe methods employed by the
Navy.

One former German naval storehouse is still intact at the U.S.

Naval Advanced Base at Bremerhaven.

It is a reinforced, three story

building with large, easily accessible bays and a number of
rooms.

-sna store-

There is quite a lot of bin space, but the incumbent supply officer

was unable to state whether they had been installed by the Germans or by
Americans.

The storehouses at Wilheolmhaven and Kial, both seen from a

distance, had bean badly damaged by bombing or demolition.
It is a matter or record, however, that underground storage was used
wherever possible, and that nineshafts, caves, bomb shelters and empty
underground fuel tanks were frequently used both in German
occupied countries.

and in the

Capt. Roessing said that the bombproof submarine pens

built in Trance had storerooms for epare parts and consumables.
Storage space in these pens took up about 15 percent of the shelter
afforded.

Limited quantities of food, clothing, spare parts, tools and

consumables were kept there.

Ministerialdirektor Trittler stated that am.

nition, torpedo warheads and other explosives were stored in underground
shelters adjacent to the pens, and that the bulk of other stores was kept
inland in a central storehouse and brought to the submarine pens as necesesry.

Fuel tanks for submarines were also underground.
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docks with lines running from the fuel tanks were built outside the pens.
Nineshafts were not used in Norway, according to Marineoberinspektor
zur Maehlen.

He said that only caves, huts and Norwegian naval storehouses,

wherever available, were used* because of icy road conditions and inaccesaibility of shafts in the mining areas.

At first, underground fuel tanks were built of iron, Trittler said.
Later, because of the shortage of iron

they were built of concrete, into

which was introduced a special emulsion so that the oil would not penetrate
the concrete.

He also said that all underground fuel tanks were connected

with the various bases in the Kiel and Wilhelmshaven area by pipe lines
that ran directly to the fuelling pairs.

(See chapter on Fuel for details

regarding underground fuel storage.)
Near Paris, there are large caves normally used as mushroom nurseries.
The Navy took over the biggest of them for the storage of torpedoes.

Capt

Mommsen said that there were big roads underground, wide enough to drive
trucks through, and that these caves had been dug into the natural rock.
Torpedoes were stored, repaired and tested in these caves.

They were very

dry and the Navy experienced no difficulty with humidity or condensation.
Ministerialdirektor Trittler said that many mineshafts in the Paris ax ea
were also used for storage.

In some of them, especially those used for

storage 6f clothing and provisions, installation of air conditioning equipment was necessary.
Floating storage was utilized when possible.

A Dr. Taffrentz, a ship

designer, was reported to have developed a successful underwater storage
barge.

Four of these barges were built under his supervision and were last

reported to have been seen in Danzig.

Two hundied tons of miscellaneous

stores, consisting mostly of machinery parts, electric motors, electric
cable# manila line and wire rope, in two barges were found tied up in a
at Steinkisohen by British forces at the Sal
end of the war.

Zur Maehlen

stated that the Navy had about 22,000 tons of material stored afloat in
Norw•a.

Three highly mobile, nom.propelled whaling vessels were also used.

They were stationed at Narvik, Tromsoe and Polyarny (a Russian port on the
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Barents Sea) and towed from port to pqrt In their respective areas.
Dispersed storage, of course, was used widely.
farmersa

Dance halls, theaters,

barns,, basements of municipal and office buildings and cellars of

private homes were used to get stores under cover wherever possible.

Huts

in forests and, where necessary, open storage along the rivers and main
highways was also extensively used.
Zur Hiehlen said:
"Most of. our stores in Norway were dispersed in the
woods in huts, caves and bunkers, which we disguised
as peasantsS homes. Safeguarding stores under such
conditions was quite a problem.- The assistants assigned
to supply officers were non-specialists who knew nothing
about storage, Just enough to open the doors and windows
so that we could make issues or pit stores in the huts.
Trained personnel were only available for detail to the
central storerooms.*
An interesting feature in connection with storage space aboard ship
was uncovered in an Admiralty directive of 1936, which stated that all
food storerooms in ships of the Navy, Including those storerooms which

it was anticipated would be used as provision storerooms in case of mobilization, would, in addition to aiu-conditioning, have hardwood linings installed to eliminate condensation.

An inspection of the PRINZ NODIE in

1945 disclosed that the storeroom in which flour was kept had such a lining.
The log of the ATLhANTIS, Raider Vessel #16 contains the following, written
by Capt. (later VAdm) Rogge, its captain:
"Let me say in conclusion that the overhead in these
spaces must be lined with boards, or prepared according to the latest cork spraying procedures, to avoid
the danger of foodstuffs being spoilt by condensation."
The spaces referred to were the canteen, galley, bakeshop, provision
issue room and flour storage.
Supply officers and officials professed complete ignorance of the use
of fork lift

trucks, conveyor belts, pellets, monorails and other ware-

housing handling equipment.

of such equipment.

Some of them said that they had never heard

VAdm Stiegel stated that pallets and fork lift trucks

were used only at Kiel, and Wilhelmshaven.
Amtsrat Pfeiffer stated that floodlights for night loading were first
used at Kiel and Wilhelmshaven dockyards in 1937, when pocket battleships
were being despatched to Spain.

In this emergency, he said, it was neces-

onry for the first time to load and dlespatch naval vesselu in twelve hours.
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Before that time, movements of vessels had been planned and their loading
was performed in a leisurely and methodical manner.
loading system had been evolved.

As a result, no night

Tracked vehicle trains were also used for

the first time to expedite the movement of stores from warehouses to holds.
The use of floodlights and tracked vehicle trains proved so successful that
the method was established as routine procedure in night loadings.
In 1939, however, when war broke out, blackouts were enforced at all
naval do•o•ards.

Air raid -darning systems were effective in inland cities

but on the seacoast Allied aviators would fly low, close to the water under
the radar beeam and alert systems could not be trusted.

In theme black.

outs, stevedores could work inside loading sheds and warehouses and in the
hold of the ship.

The problem was how to expeditiously move the stores

from the sheds into the holds and still maintain blackout security.

Result:

Assembly and segregation of stores for ships was conducted in an inner
chamber of the shed or warehouse.
formed.

Human or tracked vehicle trains were then

Hand lines, similar to those used on decks of destroyers and tankers

to prevent loss of personnel overboard, were strung along the route to be
followed, and the stevedores or tracked vehicle operators were thus guided to
their position under the ships crane or to the gangway.

The stores were

hoisted or carried on deck and through the blackout curtain to the ships

passagw••,• thence to the storerooms.
supply.

Flashlight batteries were in short

A blue lensed, hand.squeesed generator that would produce enough

current to give the bearer Just a glimpse of the route to be followed, was
developed to assist personnel on the docks.

It was a very slow process but

the only one used throughout the war for night loading.
Regular quarterly inventories of all types of material in store were
conducted during peacetime.

During the war, however, according to VI&

Stiegel, only important classes were thoroughly inventoried.
tories were taken in some.

Sample inven-

Others were not inventoried.

With respect to disposition of dead or obsolete stocks this officer
also said:
"We established a special contr6l over material to
ensure that there was no dead stock. We made certain that it was issued before it became deteriorated.
First we determined from our card system where old
stock was located, if it was unuseable, where it could
bo uocd for other purpoose, if it could be converted
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or if it should be scrapped. If an item of metal
stock was unuseable at the point at which stored and
could not be converted to some other use, we melted
it down, and reduced it to a manufacturing state.
Worn out textiles were used to maks paper. When ships
were damaged beyond repair, we dismantled the engines
and either laid them aside for installation in other
ships or salvaged the parts for spares. This recovered
a lot of material. Had a salvage firm rather than the
representatives of my division handled such matters,

mich of it would have been lost.

I always sent special-

ists to see what should be done to safe the greatest
amount of material,"
Shortly after World War I, a system was used whereby consumable stores
were issued according to fixed allowances.

Each ship received a commis-

sionizg allonce. While in active service, deteriorated and lost equipment was replaced through approved survey report procedure, the original

of which was surrendered to an Issuing activity in exchange for the replacement Item.

Issues of equipment could not exceed fixed allowancess except

for use under different climatic conditions, e.g.,

ships on arctic or

tropical assignment, or in 6thor special circumstances where the Admiralty
approved the issue in excess of the fixed allowance.

In 1920, this system was abandoned, and issues of equipment, spares
and consumables were limited only to the amount of money granted annually

by the Reichstag to cover the cost of such item for the whole Navy.

In

other words$ no limitation was placed on the number of items the Navy could
have on its allowance lists.
When Hitler became 1hancellor of the Reich, the amount of money allowed
for the operation of the Navy was limited to what CiuG Navy and Hitler agreed
was necessary.

(See chapter on Finance for details.)

This was the Navy's

first opportunity since Worle War I to get all the material and supplies it
needed, and the supply departments of the main naval basce filled their storehouses with stocks to meet every possible demand.
Aside from contract procurement., theeo supply dcpartments obtained much
of their stock through manufacturo at the naval dockyards.
materials, such as generators and other it=

Reserve war

rcquiring long raaufacturing

periods were stockpiled in limited quantities - not In anticipation of war,
but with a view to getting as much stock as possiblo while the supply was
unlimited.

This by no meanw filled all needs when Ger--zar mobilized for war,
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ibt it did give the Navy a reswve stock with which to outfit it.

ships.

The xobilisation plan of 1938 called for the stockpiling of sufftolent
initial eqdpisat, spare parts and corusblo atoro3 at Kiol and

"toequip

each naval vessel fAY for thirty days.

.Wiebhaven

This reserve wasn tadd

tion to those supplaies zorsd3nv reql-red to meet current operating require.
aunt,

lserve stocks of food and fuel for thirty dayst operations vea•

atored at lsden, Weseruaendee

HEligoland and Cuxhaven.

Reaerve stocks of

.. U other kinds of supplies were asessbled at the amin naval baso.

Unage

faotors propared according to ship types and based on allovanwe lists and
actual consumption experiences in war gemes and in the Spanish Civil War
were used to assess the Navy'. requirements.
"Imtbodasr

This raserve stock was called

(Initial Requirements) and was held in store separately froa

reguar Iuue &took.
In addition, the naval inspeotorates, Intendantur Offices and Ada Q III
were required to place orders with firms throughout Germny to provide repiaoemont of these initial requirements at a rate which it was believed
would be demanded by naval expansion and operations &dringthe early days of
a war.

Contracts specified that first inorements of those replacement stooks

slated arrive at the various supply depots on the eleventh day after mobllisation was ordered,
In acoordanee with this plan, another set of contracts provided for
delivery of the sase items of equipment, spare parts, and consumableo to the
same naval activities in stepped up qcmutities as soon as possibleitter the
eleventh d,

so as to have in each supply depot on the first day of each

mnnth ufficient stores for one month to meet any demands from the
bforces
supported.

These stores were known as "Nachbebubbedarf" (Supplemental eqUire-

Kent.),
Since Kiel, Wilhelmshaven and Gdnia were the principal supply points
and had all facilities for supporting a ships waely a supply center and
repair and construction facilities, the mobilization plan provided that these
maen naval bases would be flirnishod with sufficient UitiaL requtrements to
=Upply other naval units in addition to the forces reglarly based on them.
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However, there were no provisions for outfitting all fleet units at one
main naval basa simultaneouoly.
Second class bases were stocked with limited supplies only, i.e.,
fuel, consumable supplies and general stock for 90 days operations of the
voesolo regularly assigned to them.

Third class bases carried only 30

days operating stores for the particular typo of ship assigned to them.
In some cases, this only consisted of fuel and water.
When mobilication was ordered on 15 August 1939, personnel required
to bring all c.hip up to their wertino complement was ordered aboard from
the receiving stations.

The fiahtivg ships, U-boats, supply ships, tankers

and other auxiliaries then moved to the naval dockyards, fuelling and provisioning stations end took aboard their first requirc=_nts.

Naval coastal

defense rcgironts wore furniohcd with ncose-3ary equipmcnt, amunition and
food.

R-p,•caccnt and rupplcmzntal stock bcen rolling toward the supply

centers and depots according to the mobilization plan.
At first storage was adequate.

The Navy, however, had not visualized

the capacity of Gorm-A indtstry to manufacture what it needed nor of the
railroads and other transportation agencies to got the material to them.
It alco had not vicualized the great number of additional auxiliary ships
that would be co=mleorcd and require cupport.
did not kcep abreast of the incominS stores.
wore highly concentrated.

Elpanaion of storage space

The warehouses bulged.

They

Then the British air force went to work on them.

The air raids of 1940-/l, according to many persons interviewed, had
not bean axkcwted by the Navy a

more than by the civil populace.

Herman

Goering had asuured them that his air force would turn back amnenemy aircraft long before it reached the German homeland.

"If we don't do this,"

he is reported to have said, "xW name is Meier."

"Well," a supply official

remarked, "we cslled him Herman Meier from then on, but it didn't help us
to protect our supplies.

Large quantities were lost in the early days of

the war."
Immediately after the first big air attack on Bremen, the stores at
wilholmahaveon were dispersed into the area of -Ostfriesland (between Wilhelmshaven and the border of the Netherlands).
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at Kiel, where stores were dispersed to about 100 small sub-depots, cellars,
dance halls, barns, ete., known as "dead stores", since no issuing was done
from them.

Material to be issued was brought from these dispersal areas to

Niel and Wilhelmshaven for distribution.
At

The

beginning of this report it was stated that Germany needed to

import most of its raw material requirements for war production.

Some

shortages began to appear soon after war broke out and the policy of obtaining from the ebonoaW of occupied countries as man
ed products as possible was soon established.
of Germawls general war plan.
uted 'it

to expediency

raw materials and finish-

This may have been a part

However, several persons interrogated attrib-

of the moment rather than to a general plan.

In amn

event, when bases were first net up in Belgium, H0lland and France, supply
facilities were established to support the forces operating from them.
A supply depot, later expanded into a supply center was soon set up at
Rennes (Yrance) to support these local facilities.
were furnished by Wilhelmshaven.
forth maintain its

Initial requirements

It was directed that Rennes would thence-

stocks through local procurement and a separate procure-

ment department for that purpose was established in Paris.

This greatly

reduced demands on Kiel and Wilhelmshaven, but had one disadvantage; that
tools and other technical equilment ordered in Prance did not in mamy instances
meet German machine requirements.
The Navy soon occupied the whole French Atlantiq Coast, and the system
of inaugurating local supply facilities was continued at the navy now naval
bases in this sector, such as at La Pallice, Bordeaux, Brest, L:Orient,
etc.

According to officials interrogated, these efforts were only moderately

successful and smull supply depots were soon set up to support them.

The

depots were in their turn supported by Rennes. Later, another supply center
was found to be necessary and was established at Le Havre.
The organization of supply in Norway and in the eastern and southern
areas was entirely different.

The Norwegian industry could not provide the

Navy's requirements, therefore all supplies had to be shipped there from
Germany.

As in the western theater, supply depots were established at ports
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from which ships regularly operated.

Kiel supported these depots.

Kiel

was also at first responsible for the support of naval activities in the
Balkans.

However, because of the long distances involved, a supply center

was eventually established at Versohetz, Yugoslavia.

The supply center at

Gdynia supported units based in the Baltic states, Lithuania, Esthonia and
Latvia and the supply depots and facilities in that area.
As these developments were taking place in occupied countries, the
decentralization of stores in the Kiel and Wilhelmshaven areas were followed
by the establishment of more supply depots in middle and southern Germany.
This was necessitated by accumulating stocks and the effectiveness of air
raids.

These depots were not, like the may dispersal areas near Kiel and

Wilhelmashaven,

"dead stores", but active issuing points, and were well

staffed with trained personnel.

A further reason for their establishment

vas that the capacity of the railroad systea was being strained.

Before

they were established, material had to be shipped to Wilhelmshaven or Kiel
from the "dead stores", checked and transshipped to Atlantic Coast bases.
This was manifestly unpractical.

Supply centers, with a great number of

small depots with reserve stocks in the immediate area were therefore established at Kolmar and Ullersicht to back up Rennes,, Le Havre and other depots
in France, Belgium and Holland.
Among other changes brought about by the air raids, the great increase
in inventories and the rapidly expanding war front, was the subdivision
of equipment and consumables on 30 August 19/11 into:
(1)
2)

General equipment, spare parts and general consumables
Special equipment, spare parts and special consumables

This was the step that paved the way for the establishment of the Central

Procurement Office (for general equipment, spare parts and consumables) and
the Technical Procurement Office (for special equipment, spare parts and
consumables).
Despite allied air supremacy, the continuous bombing of Kiel and
Wilhelmshaven, the establishment of mary new supply facilities in the
interior of Germany and in the occupied countries, the postal and other
delays incurred through crippled como

ication facilities and other incon-

veniences resulting from such a system, the Navy nevertheless continued
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to centralize all control over its supply system for general and special
equipment,

spare parts and consumables at Kiel and Wilhelmshaven.

a decision may be attributed to lack of vision on its
tenacity or to Just plain German hard-headedness.

Such

part, to Teutonic

However, because of

the friction that existed between officers and officials and the fact that
the Intendantlir offices, which were mostly staffed by officials, controlled
all supply facilities ashore, it

is suggested that a reluctance on the part

of senior officials to release control over the management of the general
supply system may have affected this decision.
Vidm Stiegel said that it

was apparent in 1939 that the Navy had to

expand its storage and distribution system and that he detailed three members of his staff to establish a system that would:
1.

Reduce personnel requirements

2.

Reduce all unnecessary bookkeeping and reports - all red tape including, if necessary, the abolishment of all bookkeeping.

3.

Absolutely guarantee a good administration for simple checking
procedures at any time by inspectors who- had no special pretraining for this work.

This was a step in the right direction, he said, but these two main
supply centers, through the senior administrative staff of CinO Group North
continued to manage the general and technical stores supply systems until
the end of 1943.
Many improvisations in storage and distribution were attempted by the
Navy to keep abreast of the rapidly changing conditions brought on by the
military's success during this period.

Storage had been decentralized on

a large scale, but because of this, control of material was slowly lost.
was reported that mich duplication of stock resulted.

In many instances,

supply activities would order equipment or supplies from manufacturers
without knowing that the items were in stock in their own system or that
of another.

Critical spares, for example, would be held in stock at Kiel

for issue to Norwegian bases while Wilhelmshaven was desperately trying
to get the Naval Engineering Inspectorate to produce the same item to meet
a requisition from France.
This situation had not developed overnight.
for four years.

Germany had been at war

About 3,000 ships and small craft of divers types with

manifold complicdted technical installations had to be supported.
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had to be carried out in a great number of bases with shipyard and
workshop establishments of varying efficiency.

These bases and harbors

moreover were dispersed over a wide area from the Baltic to Norway, to
France, to Italy, Africa, Bulgaria,. Roumuia and the Soviet Black Sea
The supply routes across sea and land to them were long and diffi-

coast.

cult in parts.

The result was that loss of control was becoming evident

in the local supply systems of the occupied countries as well as in Germany.
Too

ny cowmands were forwarding requests to Kiel and Wilhelmshaven,

instead of to their own area supply depots.

Another error in administra-

tion was that when it happened that control of stock in the supply system
was lost or when a requisition was received and the itres requested could
not be readily located, rather than waste precious time in searching for
the,

a procurement order was issued.

Here too, practicality was abandoned.

Instead of consolidating general or technical stock procurement orders and
forwarding them to one firm capable of furnishing all the material at one
time, individual orders were placed as received with any firm seeming able
to furnish the items.

This resulted not only in higher prices but it caused

an additional load on the railroads and other transportation facilities,
because the many firms doing business with the Navy were scattered throughout Gerasmm.

It was obvious that control of the supply system had to be

wrested from Klel and Wilhelmshaven and a realistic distribution program
instituted.

Moreover, this was the only way in which it was possible to

utilize the stocks on hand in the many stores and depots.

To end this confusion, the Central Procurement Office was established
on 1 Jamnary 1914.

Its headquarters were at Hildesheim.

Dr. Kobarg was placed in charge.

Ministerialrat

It assumed the procurement and stock

control functions of the supply centers and the management of all supply
centers, depots and storehouses previously handling general equipment,
spare parts and consumables.
Thus it was effected that the Central Procurement Office executed
global control, and that only this institution could directly represent
the Navy's requirements for the supplies carried in its system with the
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Speer Ministry, which agrted with the establishment of the Central Procurement Office bat tried to prevent the creation of the Technical Procurement
Office.

However, the Navy finally succeeded with its plan.

Interference by

the Speer Ministry, Vida Stiegel stated,
"Remained within bearable limits, and cooperation
between it and the Navy was finally effected regarding the placing of orders with the firms manufacturing the many items of stock required."
From then on, only comparatively small amounts of stock for immediate needs

were carried at Kiel and Wilhelmshaven, and Hildesheim was the supply demand
control point for all items carried in Central Procurement Officels system.
Naval supply centers, depots and storehouses carrying general equipment,
spare parts and consumables were brought together in groups.

In each group

there was a headquarters with stock control facilities showing what was
held in each depot or storehouse.
centers, depots, etc.,

A chart showing the location of the supply

comprising this system appears .on page 230a.

The groups and their headquarters were:
Group Baltic at Kiel
Group North Sea at Oldenburg
Elbe at Hamburg
Group Middle at Sangerhausen
Group Saxony at Werdau
Group Voigtland at Hof
Group Frankonia at Kulmlach
Group Upper Palatinate at Ullersricht
Group Alsace at Kolmar
Group Lausitz at Loebau and
Group East at Schneideemehl
Stock control of material in this system was effected by means of electrical accounting machines.

There had been a pronounced shortage of electric

business machines in the Navy.

Because of this, Kiel and Wilhelmshaven

had been unable to tabulate mechanically and otherwise assess their stock
on hand.

Regular stock cards, in some instances roto-cards, had been used

The great number of depots, dispersal areas, etc.,

and the even greater

number of items of stock involved rendered proper posting to any centralized
card system or stock card system practically impossible.

With the

establishment of Hildesheim, however, electrical accounting machines were
obtained and all depots, etc., required to report their balances on hand
so that electrical accounting machine cards could be prepared.

One

official stated that the old timers at Kiel and Wilhelmshaven
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wanted nothing to do with such new fangled ideas, and that they wanted to
retain the card system they knew, even though they realized that they wore
hopelessly enmeshed in a stock control snarl.

Once the stock in the system

was entered on electrical accounting machine cards, the system worked smoothly
and stock status reports were easily prepared.

The dangers of such total

centralization should be pointed out, however.

The headquarters of the Central

Procurement Office at Hildesheim were totally destroyed in an air raid on
22 March 1945.

From that time until the end of the war, stock control of
Fortunately the war was almost

material in this system was again lost.

over; otherwise another supply reorganization would have been required.
Distribution of the general equipment, material and consumables carried
in this supply system was made as follows:
Requisitions were sent by the requiring units within Germany to the
nearest group headquarters,

and to the central headquarters at Hildesheim

by ships and stations outside Germany.

The usual system of screening requi-

sitions for stock availability, frivolous requests (rare, it

was said) and

designation of the group to furnish the material was employed.

Where requi-

sitions were forwarded by local commands to a group headquarters and that
group did not have certain items requested, those items were lined off of
the requisitions, and a now one prepared.

The new (cut) requisition was

sent to the cejtral headquarters at Hildesheim, which designated the group
responsible for the issue.
Material for commands in the immediate vicinity (ships at the dock or
in the stream at Kiel, a radio or experimental station near Kiel, etc.) was
sent to them by the field activity of the Central Procurement Office (the
supply/administrative department of the Naval Dockyard, Kiel in this instance)
by trucks furnished by its

shipping division.

Material for commands at sea

and overseas bases was sent to the logistic support departments of the main
naval bases for delivery by supply and other logistic support vessels attached
to those departments.

Material for commands in occupied countries in

Europe was assembled and Central Headquarters notified of its

readiness

for shipment.
A transportation expert, a representative of Adm Qu III, was attached
to the central headquarters at Hildesheim.

When stores for naval activities

in European occupied countries and North Africa were ready for shipment and
reported to central headquarters, this representative assigned a rail,
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waterway barge, or air priority to the shipment and directed the placement of the necessary rail cars, eto., at the siding, dock or airport.
Electronic
nigInes. Auxiliary

fuitent,
chinery

A similar situation existed in the section of the supply centers
which handled electronic equipment, engines, auxiliary machinery and their
spare parts and consumables.
At the outbreak of war, the Naval Engineering Inspeotorate was responsible for the designg production, procurement, and introduction of
such equipment, material and consumables into the Navy's supply system.
It

was a field activity of Marftest/).4.

Before the Technical Procurement

Office was established, the engineering departments of the main naval bases,
Kiel, Wilhelmshaven and Gdynia effected distribution of this material
for the Naval Engineering Inspectorates through the Technical Equipment,

Spare Parts and Consumable Stores Section (TLY) of the Supply Department
of the naval dockyards.
Technical equipment and spare pars carried in this system consisted
of boiler, machinery and electrical parts and assemblies such as are found
in the mechanical and technical installations aboard a ship.
Technical oonsmables were boiler, superheater, condenser, oil cooler
and exhaust tubes, coils and pipes, turbine buckets, special steel for
emergency repairs, fire clay, fire bricks, etc.
As the war fronts were extended to Norway, Western Ehrope and the

Balkean,

distribution problems for this type of material multiplied and

disadvantages in the system, like those discovered in that of the Central
Procurement Office, soon began to appear,
parts were stored at all main naval bases.
"It

Aun unnecessary amount of spare
One official said:

is a matter of record that Kiel and Wilhelmshaven,

of course with the best intention, each kept a certain
number of crankshafts, although one set of spares
would have been enough.. This meant unnecessary waste
during a growing scarcity of steel and other metals."
It

is axiomatic that electronic equipment, spare parts, spare engines

and auxiliary machinery require suitable .storages of "a type that will
permit maintenance of these items and ready accessibility for issue.
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Therefore, a kwvledge of the special characteristics of these items
is required., as Well as ILknovhedge of saintmmno. and preservation
routine.* The construction of the storages isast be such as to meet
operating needs and msast be subject to proper jnagement and imuentory.
Di~stribution require a klavlefte of th, different itmem in the storage
and the ability to determine correctly typo and quantity of requirements.
It, in apparent from converastions held with ox.fioera and officials
that the supply centers at Wilhalmobaven and ni.] were unable to meet'
them* basic reqi~uirnts in storage and distribation techniques.
ViAf Btiegel, stated that# an a result of these and other aggravating
supply conditions,* the Technical Procurement offioce was established on 1
January 1944 with *brineboudirektor Dr. Heins Friese in charge. The follow13g considerations, Steigal added, Made this supply reorganization
mandatory:
"In conftcting a War, dispersed aove N1riar
and
distant theaters, only a centrally conitrolled. management of procurement and supply in engizeering
eqdirMftt end spare parts will guarantee the success
of operations.
"In such an organization, it in the teask of the Navy
to fix the rate of eqdijmeat,, to cheok its use, to
eneure a sensible and eo~omcel, storage, and to attune
the dMINsOL to the possibilities of their fulfillment.
"The sim of the Navy mist be to out down the time for
repairs as mach as possible, by prepared spares manafactured, in serial production. This can be materadl.
ised for combatant sbips within a rami construction
program; buat for auxiliary vessels it shouild be pro..
arranged as far as possible by stockpiling special
vaterials,, asem-si nfatured, prodacts,, etc.v
He further stated that the mission of the Technical Procoeet
Office was:
"To mintain oontintious contact with ship commnds,
dockyrard. and the Admiralty.
"To 0MoUoldete the various crders before they were
foruwarded to maaafacturers.
"To scrutinise carefully and list all spare parts
which workted under special strain and therefore had
frequently to be replaced.
"To perform statistical work within this sphere
which wa to be passed to Vsrraest/K for evaluation.
"To prosecute vigorously the conservation of vars.ble materials through the use of alloys, or high
quality substitutes.
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"To work out a well-flnctioning and elastic storekeeping system and administrationp and to install
branch depots and/or separate depots for equipient
and spares for each type of ship.
"To consolidate the requirements for supply ships
along unit load lines."
The establishment of the Technical Procurement office as a supply
demand control point for special equiplent, spare parts and consumables,
and the co-ordination of the maV supply activities storing and distributing such material, made possible:
(a) The reintroduction of excess stocks of spare
parts aboard ships into the system.
(b) The utilization of spare parts formerly lost
in spare parts depots.
(c) The collection and utilization by repair forces
of parts of equipsent and engines of ships
layed up or of those intended for scrapping.
(d) A thorough examintion of requests from ommands and dookyards.
(e) 12e issuance of spare parts on an exchange basis
only.
(f)

The reconditioning of worn spare parts.

(g) The Navyts ability to convince the Speer Ministry that current requirements in spare parts
could not be calculated mechanically in percentage
of now construction, but depended on the number of
operating units, the kind of enployaent, the area
of coimtaent and supply routes, and that it was
necessary to establish branch depots.
(h) To attune the demands of the forces afloat and
ashore with industryts production capacity.
(i)

To stop procurement by independent activities.

(J) To reduce the mzmber and variety of spare parts
and other special naterial required by units or
activities having the same engineering installations.
As will be seen from the chart on page 234a, the supply organization
of the Technical Procurement Office was quite extensive.
and storehouses in all sections of Germany.

It had depots

They were most heavily con-

centrated, however, like most other naval activities, in the Kiel and Wilhelmshaven areas.
There were roughly 500 Technical Procurement Office depots and special
storehouses in Germany and the occupied countries, according to V¥dn Stiegel.
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The larger depots were at:
Melnik
Brand Irbiedorf
Nosnkeberg
Odense

Farge
Brame
Haombrg
Pi3fAu

Stettin
JAemaude
Sviinomende
Koenigsberg

A3kendingen
Ahrenaboek
freqpe

Some of the smailer depots were at:
Colburg
Xbing
Goldenstedt

Ngernfoerde Berlin
Tegaenild.
1±e
91
Verden
11telried

Rmels
Nndorf
Vinsen

In addition to its regular depot system, the Technical Procurement
Office also found it expedient to utilize storage space of firma manufacturing electronic equipment$ enines, auxiliary machinery and spare
parts for the Navy.

Bach spaces were knomn as special storehouses and

are included in the estimate of the number of depots, etc., given above.
The use of ouch space benefitted both the Navy and the contractor
in that the Navy saved personnel otherwise required for preserving, storing
and distributing.the stock.

This also aliminated the necessity of constuct-

Ing or obtaining additional naval storage.

The firms benefitted in that

they were relieved of many packaging, clerical and transportation problems
attendant to a great rasber of shipments.
In establishing these special storehouses, the Navy required the firms
to set aside suitable storage space in their plants, fuirnish the initial
equipment and assign competent personnel.

Costs of conversion, and upkeep,

e.g., personal, Ught, heating, telephone, anti-aircraft protection, transportation, etc., wer. reclaimble from the Navy.
Special storehouses were administered by employees of the firms, who
acted as trustees for the Navy.

They were authorized to sign expenditure

and recelpt vouchers and approve payrolls and 6ther expenses incurred by
the Navy in this program
The Navy reserved the right to inspect the promises, their management,
stocks on hand and records kept and to direct any change it deemed essential to good business inagnaemt of its storehouses.
Qantitie

to be produced by the firms and retained on hand in the

special storehouses were determined by the Technical Procurement Office.
Mich depended, of course, on the amount of raw materials made available
for naval production.
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Stocks at special storehouses were consldered reserve stocks and
were shipped to depots as required to supplement issue stocks.

Only items

for which the firm was the min producer for the N6avy, plus spare parts
which frequently required replacemnt were kept in special storehouses.
Each of these activities naintained a storehouse receipt book In which
was entered the usual information requfred, plus the type of ship or =aal
craft for viaoh articles stored had been

mauactured.

Stock cards were

also prepared for each item received.
Issues were made only on orders from depots of the Technical Procure.
ment *Office supply system.

They were charged off the stock cards and a

debit entry made opposite the oorresponding oredit entry in the storehouse
receipt book.
Obsolete equilaent or spare parts were raported to

erRaest/K-4, which,

after determining that theq could not be used or interohanged with other
equileantp eto.* directed theAr disposition as scrap.
Reconditioned equipment and spare parts originally manufactured by
the firs operating a special storehouse vere, in some instances, forwarded
to these storehouses by firms repairing or overhaulimg them, especiaslj if
storage at depots was crowded.

These items were treated as new stock and

held with other reserve material pending shipping instructions.
Stock in the depots van segregated and stored according to ship types

of engines,

atary meehinery, spare parts and electronic equipment.

This was a precautionary measure to avoid wholesale loss of aiT particular
type of spare part, etc., through concentrated bombing.

Attention is

invited to the great nuaber of depots and storehouse, shown on the chart
in which only spare parts for suarines vere carried,
dispersal.

and to their wide

The dispersal of motor torpedo boat engines and spares is also

wortby of stu4.

VMda Stiegal stated that the stock carried for motor

torpedo boats alone ws valued at 23 mi13ion reichamarks.

The largest stocks

of this tipe of wpipaeat and speres vea cartied at hlmadinge•
Durin

the onrse of this stud', a fet

.

documents vere located vhich

showed the storage slpace used by the Techical Procurement Office depots.
RflTICTW3
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Space utilized as special storehouses was not included.

These documents

have been analyzed, and the areas used are shown below.

These figures

should nQt be considered as accurate or all-inclusive.

They are rough

approximates only.

2Shi
TM oL
Battleships

and Pocket
Battleships

neet
Machinery, auxiliary

Square
Used
42,201

Spare parts, miscellaneous

102

Cable and electric wire
Spare parts, electrical

6,316
28,428

Aircraft
Carriers

Spare parts, miscellaneous

6,456

Cruisers

Machinery, auxiliary
Spare parts, electrical

2,690
7,586

Spare parts, miscellaneous

2.690

Destroyers
and
Torpedo Boat.

Submarines

Machinery, auxiliary
Notors, electric
Spare parts, electrical

68,004
6,370
14,612

Spare parts, miscellaneous

3241

Engines, diesel

28,383

Yachinery, auxiliary
Motors, electric
Batteries
Tubes, condenser
Boards, switch
Propellers
Instruments, speed measuring
Valves, oocks, manometers, etc.
Transporter gear, torpedoes

16,032
13,913
646
12,256
10,81
8,608
7,801
12,643
2,615

Transporter gear, battery
Spare parts, electrical

87,167
6,456

12,966

124,387

1,829
27,857

10,353

Spare parts, diesel
Spare parts, miscellaneous

222,344

375,663

Midget
Sumarines

Spare parts, miscellaneous

4,304

4"V4

4 R and S

Engines

10,760

Machinery, auxiliary
Spare parts, electrical

12,471
2,206

Boats and
Landing Craft

Spare parts, miscellaneous
Tubizg, rubber

76,278
10.73

112,475

Motors, electric
Spare parts, electrical
Spare parts, miscellaneous

1,227
2,575
31"02

34,834

Armed Merchant
Crulsers

Machinery, auxiliary
Spare parts, miscellaneous

28,363
3

28,729

Auxiliaries

Machinery, auxiliary
Spare parts, electrical

28,568
2,012

Minesweepers

Spare part., miscellaneous
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Common to most
Generators, diesel
types of ships

)kcbijjwxr,

nirliary

Tuig boiler
comrsor
Spare peta refrigerator

2,690

12,912

18,830
9,792
1.5

43s730

space in ship.

yards in whioh
*now construction
material was

stored.

16g9
1,079,105

Due .to a: shortage of electrical accounting machines, mechanical
stock control principles were never introduced into the Technical Procurement Office supply system.

The card system was used.

Electrical

accounting machines were used, however, to determine the life expectancy
of certain spare parts carried in this system.

In his description of the

methods employed in this operation, VAdn Stiegel stated:

"We used this #yet= to abow what spare parts for
high pressure hot ateam axiliary engines easily

wore out and where they were located. This was
very effective. We kbs, even before the firms that
ýmIfactured the engines, how long sparse would
lest. This information was needed in Norway, Francs
and other places. Because ve had this system, we

were able to give orders to the production plants
for hundres

of spares and meet our schedules.

"These manufacturers of spare parts were not neaessariy the ones that manufactured the engnes.
Because we bad a separate check on the life expectancy
of spare parts, and because in mny instances replacement sparse were being ==factured by firm
other than those mufaoturing the engine•, the dosign of the engines was improved. I was responsihlo for repair end replacement of spear as well as
for their procurement, ElctrIcal accounting machines
were normally used only for statistical work, but I used
sure engines would last. This was noessary, beoause these sparse were diffioult to obtain, and devalopent of the type of engine thew fit was not

oomplete.

"We punched our experience factors into the electrical
accounting machine. The machine then gave us the answers
as to whro the parts were, the frequency of repair for
certain parts and bow quiCkly thi7 wore out. B y
.arison we could determine where and when now parts
were retpired. Ve worked up averages. These shoved
the parts conoerned and the ones that wore out first.
The imafacturers bad their own opinion on this but
the machine reports made final determination as to
whether we or the manufacturers were correct. When

we had a report on a failure of a part, we punched

a now card. In this way, we built up our experience
factors. The use of these machines for this prpoWsN

is eWoellent."

P
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With rcZard to the otock control oyotc= used in the rcpilar dcpoto,
he said:
"We used a card Vystem for stock control purposes. On
these_cards you were able to seethe manufacturing
datw# the name of the maneaoturer, the part number
and every detail about the spare. Oxite often we reoeived a radio message from the Atlantic giving us
only meager information about a damaged part. By using
ths card system we could determiie what part wao required
and provide it.
Separate card systems were maintained for types of engineso. We set then up during the
maamfaoturins period. When hot steam spare parts wore
returned for repair (these spares were issued only on
a turn-in replaceable basis), the manufacturer repairing them attached a card to the spare sho;dng uhat he had
This card was then added to my card system.
done to it.
Repuare4 spares were laid aside for future issue.
"There ware almost no failures in our stock control.
Doenitz wanted to know one morning at 0300 what opares
vere available in the Black Sea, Mediterranean and
Baltic areas. We told him at .900 with all the de.
tails. The system was very successful. We elw•ys
kneow at was used, damaged and needed. Then through
the r
of telephones, parts were ordered sent from
Brest
Eo•land or other places by truck. Our whole
system of distrilution was based on card information.
"TMere would De danger, of course, in letting ouch a
syetem become too important. The real purpose of far-

nishing parts when needed vould be defeated.

The in-

stallation of any stock control system must answer
satisfactorily all of the following before it is in-

stalled - Ha will I use it? How fast can I use it?
How really useful will it be? However, under war
conditions, I knew of no better system. We had such
cnoir'•ue
dirficultie• and Lad the eyotem not worked as
well as it did, we could not have succeeded. Even
Spear did not dare change the system we used. Xe was
re-•e•niblo 'for pr--iotIon and dtlivex7 of Oearo parts
but would not be responsible for changing the stock
control system we had installed.
"Some of zV greatest difficulties were with the Spcor
Organization. They had no really skilled men, amn who
knew the Navy and Its needs. They were all party mon.
!ct they
7cntralled all ra materials and prodcotion.
The Ke7 resented Speer end would not lot him interfere
in their busnesaswherever it we possible to keep bin
out. We had Vida Top as cur top Navy liaison man in
that ministry but he played along with Speer. He wan

weak and easily influenced.

Speer also influenced

Eitler's thinking, bat not too nmcb. Hitler was selfcufficient. 1peerts acsistants were the greatest danger Inasmuch as they didnat know Navyý requirecmcts.

Eample:

didn't kne

-elker, the chief of the group under Speer,
ehipbuilding.

He was a fire fighting equip-

mant engineer, not a naval ergineezr,

These people wero

given too =ch power by HitAer. Speor himself was a
goci mans very efficient, clever and mich better than
all the others in the party but he had too ich power.
Consolidatien of power in this instance vas not good.
)q biggest headache was with Ebenitz himself. He

truseted Speer e"d would do enythirz, Speer wantcd, ec'cn
against the hkvyts advice and interests."
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Matorial carried in the Technical Plrocurcrrnt Office suppl~y system was
priced while in store but was issued unpriced.

Values of stock on hand

wore rcported to Hohmenwetedt monthly durina the 6war.

Mach information

about what had beca issued or was on hand was tranaaitted by tolephnen.
Vid= Stic,,ol coid that thero wero a grcat

~nuber of issues and it was

vitaflly noccacar to keep infor=-:d daily on cone critical. it-n in tho
ayatc3.

Ue Gave as an ezrz-plo a telephone caLl to a cuppl'y officer in

Grceco to determine what stocks of a cartain iLt=e were on band in his wvaro..
house.
Final accauntina waa porfor.=d. by Vr~iicat/&.4.
property rotuzrna woro, rcndorcd
station3.

Darin.3 Pracotine,

~i~arterly by large ohipa and all. choro

A askplified ayotc-a of ohcokinm azpanditurc3 afloat wee used,

which, it was caid, van very eatiafactory.

Allot.wnts for cn~ino and

auxiliary r~achin=ay sparas wcro Crantcd. As sotck ueas drt-m from th3
otoraroan, chargc3 vore =do, na_-Amt thc=.

Darintj the %ar, ho-icvcr, thsoo

allot~cnts ware not adhered to* and overaipan=diturc

ware, diarcaýardad.

An c=.plo of tho tcohnieal burarc'o attitude, in this rcapcot in containcd
in Vftdm Otic,-cl' a reply to a qacation about accounting in uartimo:
"Acertain anount of accounting is justified during
a war but it isast be kept very eipple. It mus~t be
so siaVLe that it cannot impede the war effort. If
you drop all accounting, there will, be wholesale
waste. Some agencies will start boarding supplies
and there will be nuzh waste and blackmarketing. A32
doors are open to everone. Control. and review mist
be retaiued but the rule. mest be simple."
by tho, c=~ aethoda
.
Distribation to chips andi otatiora weeffcatcd
an thoco, =.ployed by tho, Ccntrnl Pr~ocarc==nt Office.

rlzgaicition3 frome

coe=-Ja ovcrc=e or in occupied countries uoro foruarded dircat to hoed4r~trtcr at 1'3hoeuatcd:t, a villaero =-ar the Kiel Canal.

Fzp~oiaitions

from coartdo within GsrwanW ucro co'it to the nc=rat curpply dcpot or
otorchav o carryinj- the typo of "-"'me, cuxiuary nachinor
dosircl.

or papro parts

If the itca was out of stock at that point, Eohor~cstcdt

a

contacted for designation of an issuing activity.
At =1in naval bases3, tho TcohnicalL1Eup=ent,, Cparo Ports and Cone'ana..
blo Gtorc3 Sctiona (MLV) of the cupply dcpartnants waro field activities
of the Tezhaic-al Provarcent Office and ratio ice-uca to shipslaid chore
activities within the area.
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When asked whether, in retrospect, he had thought of any system he
would employ were he required to establish a new method of controlling
spare parts for a navy, Vidm Stiegel said:
"No.
The system we used daring the last part of the
war was the best we could produce. We were always
able to supply requirements on time. We had a system
of backup stores, similar to the one you have described
as used in the jaerican Navy (inland depot system
supporting tidewater depots). Swinmmde, for example#
bad a three months supply of all peacetime needs of
the Geran Navy before the war. Our organisation was
*uuh that we had a special group for spare perts for
special needs and were able to get the material to
the point where it was needed on time.
"Our estimates of requirements were not arbitrarily
made. They were based on practical experience factors.
Investigations were continually made during wartime to
see wbat material was used and to check these factors.
If consumption was extraordinarily high, a new investigation was launehed immediately to determine the
reason for it.
Supplies were furnished generously not in a petty way - but if we had reason to believe
that expenditures were high, our inspectors moved in.
This saved a lot of money. These inspectors were representatives of ny'office. There were over 3,000
ships and smal craft - not counting the really small
ones. Inspection personnel were mostly engineering
and supply officers, depending upon the type of material
involved."

ordwance atorms
The Naval Ordnance Inspeotorate bad its own system of supply depots
and store houses from which issues of ordnance equipment# material and
consumables were made.

Ikcept where ordnance stores were dispersed to

avoid damage by bombing, they were kept in supply depots and storehouses
located at main naval bases (major naval dockyards) and other points at.

which there was great naval concentration and activity.

Issues to ships

and aaval stations were normally made direct on a receipted invoice basis.
However, material to be shipped to forces at sea and in Norway and the
Indian Ocean area were, like other. chipmonts, turned over to the logistic
support departments of the main naval bases for delivery to those units.
Trained ordnance technicians were attached to these depots and storehouses.

These men received, stored and issued all ordnance stores.

They

also installed and repaired the equipment carried in their supply system
on ships or at naval defense installations.
RESRICTED
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Before the warý, en approved survey report sbtrwins condition, cause#
rcsponsibility and reason for rep-lacm~cnt. had to accomapny all requaioJ.
tions. Sbipsi had been issued a commissioning allowance of all ordnance
equipment and were permitted to draw replacemento on a turn-in basis
only.

Durina the war, this roquircacat wan discontinued and there wes

no limit placed on the amount of ordnancoe quip~mnt that could be drawn.
A statement, oaincd by thoeo

=d"m offcr ohavina the need for an

item was all that was required.
Little information wan obtaincd about accounting- for ordn~oanctores.
It is not bciliovcd that iocuc3 of ordnaneo cquipaznt, material or conzumz..
blc3 were priced.

Instcad, when such material vas issued, a dirct charigo

ag-adnot the ship or station allotmcnt was rads by the icauin3 activity.
It was carried aboard ships anid at navel stations on a custodial basis only.
This, however., is only a conjecture.
One 17aval Ordnance Inopooteorato official otatcd that anlmial stores
returns wore xade to 1EarIicst/tfla.

However, ho had noe further information

on the subject.

The ilaval Aa~nition Ispeomtorate alsoe bad its awn supply system
conaiatingv of eaminitien depota cad pwuder baS and shall fihli4nP faciliticos,
from which icauc3 of Laamition were radn.

Contiaucus to emob rain naval

base, bit not a part of the doclqwad or,-anication., thcre =a an ~cmiition
depot.

Tho balk nupply of live =uni'¶ticrit Xud=x,

ftes eat., brvers

wore dispersed to the interior. rMda flucber stated that the--o depots
and = u~allyCitadc- abozut fifV Hflca Intlan frem the oa~t
in woods and were well camouflaged.
Cc-a'oomamt parts of =zmition were marafcattircd by mar firs
I=.p
rliolzttal rado ft=e.

ilittoldeutebcli

Stabl~ucezo =ado shMl canlrzn.

flnothar firm taxmfecturcd pouder. Thcme cemponzmts ware the-n delvered to
the inspectoratets depots..
Cocaponcnta were satred separately and wcre not aesembclo vntil rc~raired.
All recracsto for c~msItion from b=3c in Georzai
raval t=msnitica Insopeetorato.

ucre forwarded to tho

Ships could rc~tisitlon

-=rnitim

frem

exnition dcrots at the rein saval bases3 and canition storc!zusc
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Shipments to Norway,

established wherever there was a port director.

the Far East and occupied countries in Dirope were turned over to the
logistic support departments of the main naval bases for delivery.
Before the war, anmntion was issued to ships and stations in
That expended in target practices

accordance with their allowance list.

was replaced by the ammnition depots without

or sent ashore for sampli
eharge to ships allotments.

The Naval Amnition Inmpectorate lodged
/

all charges for such deliveries against its an=al appropriation, and
prepared an annual return to

arlb•east/Ava.

During the war, the amount of ainition a ship or coastal defense
installation could have on band was increased.

The accounting system

employed before the war, however, was continued.
There has been no indication in the records studied that the Navy had
any amunition ships.

Supply ships and tankers operated by the logistic

support departaents of the main naval bases carried replacement amamnition
for vessels supported by them.

These vessels apparently had special mag&.

sines for this purpose.
Attention is invited to the fact, that although the Naval Ammunitidn
and Ordnance Inspectorates had separate storage and distributive systems,
both were subordinated to NarRuest/Awa.

The reason for this atrangement

was that most types of fixed eaminition were standardised for all three
Standardized item were manufactured by the large armament fac-

services.

tories of Krupp, Rheinmettal, Scoda, etc., under supervision of the Army
Aceptance Organization.

(See section on Procurement.)

Special naval guns and aimnition were manfactured under contracts
made by the Naval Ordnance and iAmnition Imspectorates.

The Naval Torpedo Inspectorate had its own system of torpedo swipply
depots.

The Navy had no torpedo factories.

were manufactured by civilian firms.
took over anl

Component parts of torpedoes

Until 1944, when the Speer Ministry

production of torpedoes, component parts were assembled at

the larger torpedo supply depots, tested and distributed to minor depots
for issue.
assembled.

After 1944, torpedoes were delivered to the Navy completely
assebled
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DLstribution was handled in Germany at the main naval bases through
the torpedo departnent of tho naval dockyard.
made by the torpedo ctorehoucse

Otherwise the issues were

of the port organizations. ý Each subaurine

base had its (ran torpedo storehouse.

Technical p4 ,raonnel of the Naval

Torpedo Inspootorato wero attached to aUl of these issuing activities and
handled all of the details of testing and distribution.
Ohip=nto of torpcdocs to cubmarinca on station were usual3y made by
rubzarino cupply vcoolo, oporating jointly under the U-boat Command and
Shipmente to destroyers and torpedo boats or storehouses out-

da0i III.

aide Ge=zV were handled by tho lo~iatic cupport departments of the main
naval bases.
All accounting for torpedoes van performed by the Naval Torpedo Inspeotorato.

Boforo tho war, torpedoes were flrnished to vessels on an allow-

once basic; during the war on an aa.needed basis.

An an-ml return uas

nado by the Naval Torpedo Inapectorato to Earftest/TWa.
by torpedo supply dcpots or otorchousc=

All issues made

voro charged against the Naval

Torpedo Inapectoratets anmal appropriation.
In discussing distribution of torpedoes and torpedo spare parts,
Capt. Mzzacan otated that at the end of the war the Navy had 50#000 torpedoes in store, 5,000 of which were In the Paris supply3

center, and that

75 percent of them were electrically driven torpedoes.

NMIn.

meta. Bom.
Mhis mterial wan carried in tho supply systea of the Naval Mining

Inspootorato.

Hinco ucro dieperced, distributed and accounted for in the

cazo ==or as eanition.

Kim capoanents were assembled only as needed.

MInazweeping oeuipment, booms end note were carried in stock at all
mine depots at main naval bacs
zations.

and nine otorehouses of the port organi-

oacbled nines were brought to these depots or storehouses only

when required for issue.

In the case of nine depots in the Black Sea and

Zcditerranoan Theatera, only nines fully assembled in Germany were carried
in stock.
Comalnication Zauirnt
The Nlovel Co1nication Inspeotorate (dissolved in 1941) and the Comounication Division of the Bureosa of warship Construction and Armament (Marl•hest/RESRICTED

NWa), after 1942, had their own supply system.
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The Naval Commnication Inspectorate was established on April 2, 1931.
Before that time, communication equipment was procured, stored and distributed by the Engineering Inspectorate through the engineering departments of the naval bases, Kiel and Wilhelmshaven.

Despite the formation

of the new Naval Comnication Inspectorates however, the engineering
departments of these bases continued to store and dis tribute communication
equipment and spare parts as supply branches of the new inspeotorate until
1938, when separate communication departments were established at the bases
to care for such matters and to maintain and repair this type of equipment.
From 1931 to 1941, the Naval Comunication Inspectorate procured all communication equipment,

spare parts and supplies and was directly responsi-

ble to Marlhaest/Nfa for their storage and distribution.
In 1932, a coumsication supply center was established at Rathenow,
in which was stored all reserve communication equipment.

In 1938, another

supply center %,asestablished at Thale, in which was stored supplemental
material, such as fuses and switches.

1dm Kienast, chief of MarRaest/Mia,

said that these centers were both well hidden in woods and not visible from
the air.
When Germany occupied the Lowland Countries, a comanications depot
was established at Proven, Bolgium.
France.

Later, another was established at Brest#

This system was followed in each country occupied.

Depots in the

occupied countries were supported at first by Kiel and Wi.1lmalhaveL,

It

soon became evident that transportation and peýsonnel were being poorly
used and that the system should be discontinued.

Example:

Special truck

shipments, with special guards, had to be made to keep supply equal
sil

and r

with demand, especially in western France.

As a result, arrangements were

made with the Phillips Radio Corporation in Holland and those in other countries occupied by German troops to manufacture the equipment and spare parts

required.
Adm Kienast, stated that, although he would have preferred to have the
equipment and spare parts manufactured in Germuay, there were not enough
German firms making comminication equipment to meet his requirements,

and

that the Dutch and Belgian sets proved satisfactory.
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The Naval Conuinication Inspeotorate was deactivated in 1941 and
the supply centers and depots in its supply systan placed directly under
Merrkest/Nte.

When this change was made, the chain of supply responsibil-

ity ran from )Iarhest/WA to the supply center.. to the supplyT depot or
storehouses.

Accounting was handled in inverse order, with Merleet/Wa

makin firal sm-el accounting retuirns.
All submarine besse in western Irance, had oisonication storehouses.
Thor' woes supported by the supply depot at Brest.

In addition, all large

bases in Irance had a ccmmidcation repair shop.
The Navy also provided motorized comoni cation repair shops, in which
were carried

muol

stocks of spare parts.

Amnow operating bases were *oti4s

vated, comanication supply facilities were established.

A supply depot

was established in eaech country to support these facilitises, e.g.$, Bergen,
Norway; Copenhagen# Demark; Tallinn, 1thonie; Constanza, lb-ie;
Nalonika, Greece; and Gems., Italy.
Distribution within Gersar was supervised through the naval cocmwounotion supply centers at Hethenow and Thal* and the commnioation departments
of the mjor noval dockyards or commnication storehouses of the port organizations.

Distribution in occupied countries were handled by the oosini-

cation supply depots established at the navel bases in those countries.

Shijasots to ouberinese, raiders and blockade runners and other vessels
remaining on station outside Dirpe were delivered to the logistic support
departments of the min naval bases for delivery.

Before the war, the Naval Medical Inspectorato bad a medical supply
center at Wilhelmshaven to serve activities in the North See area, and one
at Kiel, to take care of those In the Baltic area.

Necessary drugs and

dressing materials were partly manufactured by these supply centers sand
pecked in acoordanoce with the special. regizirmevits of the Navy.

The rest

of the supplies and equipment were purchased frcm private fIrma. Hospitals
and dispensaries In the area and ships based on Wilhelmshaven and liel
were supported by these centers.
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These medical supply centers were administered by Navy pharmacists,
who were officials, not warrant officers.

At first$ the procuremnt of

medical equipment was done conjointly with the other services.

Later on

it was split up, and only the allocation of exceptionally soarce articles
was agreed with the Army or Ar Force.
Hospitals supported by these supply centers were located at Fensburg
and Xiel in the Baltic arej, and at Nadens Wilhalmshaveon Sanderbusch,
Vesirmend., Cuxhaven and Kisingen in the North Sea area.

1ach of these

hospitals acted as a medical supply depot for the naval shore establishmante and forces afloat in the imaediate vicinity.

In addition, medical

supply depots were located at Bremrhaven, to met the needs of the minesaweep.
ing flatilas based on that port, and at Swineuende, to take care of de-.
stroyers and torpedo boats based there.
Accounting for issues made by these supply depots was performed for
the Naval Medical Inspectorate by the medical supply centers at Wilhelm.haven or lial.

The inspectorate made an annual property return to Mexriehr/G.

During the war, fifteen hospitals were established in the North sea
area and sixteen in the Baltic area.

Additional medical supply centers were

established at Leipzig and Delitzsch, near Hallo.

These hospitals and medi-

cal supply centers augmented the peacetime medical supply facilities desc4bed above.
D•stribution of supplies to field hospitals in occupied countries and
to overseas bases was effected through Ada Qu III for continental DEropean
bases, and through the logistic support departments of the main naval bases
for Norweaan bases and vessels at sea.
9ftostional and Trai"
Such equipment and material as was required for the education and training of naval personnel was procured, stored and distributed by the Naval
Education and Training Ispectorate.

This

naval bases of Kiel and Vilholzaaaven.

aterial was stored at the main

Shipments to sohools, manning divisions

(receiving stations) and training units were made for this inspeotorate by
the supply/administrative departments of the doWkyards at those bases.

There

w-3 no accountability for iaterial carried in this supply systam, final
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charges being made against the anwal appropriation at the time procurement
was made.

An anmml report in which was shown the value of issues and stock

on band was made by the Naval Education and Training Inspeotorate to MArand )krPers.

-ebr//r

reed Mater

Xll fel,

lubricating oils, distilled water and boller feed water vere

carried in the supply systen of Ada Ox III.

The logistic support departments

of the main naval bases and, for a time during the war, the Logistic Support
Unit at St. Nazafre, ?rance were the field activities of Ada Qu III which
supervised the distribution of these items.
Coal, as distingaished from other fuel was distributed bY the logistic
rapport department at Wilhelmshaven; lubricating oil by the one at Niel.
Details of teochniques aeployed in the saougment of fuel and its distribution, as well as the location of tank installations are contained in
the chapter on Pael.
The logistic support departuent of the main naval base at Niel was responsible for deliveries

o all harbors in the Baltic, Denmark and Norway,

and that at Wilhelmshaven for deliveries in the Netherlands, Belgium and
Prance.

Deliveries to the Meditersaeeun and to harbors in the Black Sea

were ordered by Ada QOIII either from liel or Wilhelasbaven as the situsa.
tion called for at the tiee.
Shortly before the Auslan campaign in 1941, when about 5,000 railroad

cars were taken out of circulation, the logistic support department of the
mmin naval base at Wilhelmashaven carried out the shipment of all Ael needed
in France,, Netherlands and Belgium via the inland vaterveys.
ed by mans of about 600 smell oil lighters and barges.

This was effect-

The Italian Navy was

also supported in this way at different times, by sendin fuel, barges through
the various Interconnecting canals and the Mhons River to Morseilles, where
Italian ships took the fuel from the barges. Oil lighters were aleo uaed
on the hbmbe River for supporting naval units in the Black and Aegean "ea.
An eoample of the immensity of the operations of this section is con.
tained in the atatement of RAde Adam, Chief of Ada Oa III, when he saids, in
discussing distribution of fuel outside
249
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*The logistic support departments of the naval dookyards
had to carry out the transport of fuel from its source,
the re•inerios, ete. to certain man installations. They
sot their itr•actions about how such was to be trams.
ported from wAe to where from sw department. At the
ad astellaticas, the various eoponents vewer blinded
and the
Gt portid to the
b.stelationo in the
various cantriesL
e.gV Normmy, Denrk, ITance, lJethen
lends, 3elgi= and Italy. I would like to metion that
we had ometinse to transport - smch as AD.50OOO0 tons
of liqdd fuel b7 rai tank ears over the Alps to Italy.

"This

oeuatr7 bad no sources of its own. If and wham
the buners were filled up with fuel, the Italian Nivy
vent to M)lta to sgae the emy; otherwise thU stayed
in Italy. The bl•er tankers for overseas trensport were
asn#ad directly by Adf ca nI in Berlin, because It was
necessary to work in close cooperation with the operatio-m
staff (1 MM).

"nItmight

also be of interest to you to know that at the
time the battleships SCHREPOW and GOWUW were

operating In the Atlantic, 35,000 tons of marine fuel
oil wes ade available to them by eight or nine tankers
that opeated unde. the legIstie sWat dapartamaet In
close omeeotie a with Adf ' MII end Adra1 7raaace in
Paris. At that time I was in the staff of Admiral Franc
and it was a- task to determine the quantities required
and to emmre that the supy of foal oal needed for
the operation of both of thes battleships reeehed themN
The details of how fael, lubricating oil,, distilled snd boiler feed
water were a&counted for are also contaimed in the chapter on Pael.

Until about 1941, the Naval Inteumantur Offices at 11e4 and Vilhelam.
havest

as field actiVities of

"abore

and afloat food, clothingo many and administrative supplies (ams.s

and galle

esrWebr/C, were responsible for supplying

gears stationm7 and office supeplise

bedding, bunks and other

berthing space equipment,, and such equipment and oosumables as were required
to operate clothing, food, ooemissary, acoounting and pay offices).

These

offices had the sme authority over food, clothing and administrative sups
plies as the naval inapectorates had over the technical weapons for which

they were responsible.

Me Intendisntur officesehad their own supply systemtp

one for food, another for clothing, a third for administrative supplies.
A2l, however, were administered by the same offices and all three klids of
supplies were store in the sme supply center,

depots or storehouses.

am the war progressed mnd the orgenisation of the shore establishment
and fleet was changed (ase Chapter 1I), the functions of thee offices were
absorbed by newly arganised Senior Administrative Staffs, one 'of which
25G0U
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to to ucdin tLo prctiotion of olombr,3.

thrafth ismi Clo~thing ftor..
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J
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r:.Latcr
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,
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cotoblcb-

th:o ee-icr

th ,i th±~t cf r-,L

~
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L= c3ctcbllchcz,

M=~ the Central Proccurc=-xnt OffLao cupp3,y cyntcm

th-y vero tran~fcrzcd to that ayatcm.

Iowjvok, the acmior

m~'-cdtrativo staffa cantirucd to catinato rcqairentto for rcvla*c-znt stock
In t1:3 Intc:41ntur L-qr"

coatc for ZMr~chr/C, uhich ujbzczxcnt3,y cubamittod

tbes to 012/)kL Vi or the Speor Ministry.
MrtIzte-iatica of th'o cu'ZpIic3 by the Ccmtrol Pr~cur=-znt Office 6-aa
k=aaIn tte =3e ===:r a3 theý diatribution ot other cupplice carried in
It.l SUPPlY slateS.
Labr
or

va DO&C1tion

Coof tto r.wy'o rmeet iro:,rtant przblc= vas to procuro laibor vith
u:ic~i to "=7y on th3 ra~r prcýaction rc.;ezeibilitice of tho naval inepcotecxe== cz fficc3, to -er thoe rat, rzz::cr of cupjly cotivitice and to
1zz;ý that lebe-r force =-cntc-te In ai Ceolaliotic State.

Thcoroticallys,

tzZ- totolitmriezi cyoten of Cover.zzitp c7cry czammia difficulty or
f't-- zo vAll to Czziv7crtcd into a.e~c

difficulty or ohazrtaeco.

The ravy

rc~-~thia truicm early in the .-Ar anI dceiCratcd 11tt".acot/I~io Ui no
t:3 cZ=c-7 to ka"-U'o L-ach r~attcroe with OZ1IP.ue MI# the Maiaitry of Labor
=1, tho Ce,- InI~otr for all brc=uo$ zaval 1=,-cetoratc3e nd officca.
2:10 p='-,Ica~ =-e czion~ t7 =aVal officcraz aend officila co oftczi diWUn
IttCvI=~ t~zldA ttat, Qvyb. M==2c
oommat on It,

Chicf of I~bctfUei, 16-- anecd

Us said:

5

" Gewmar sab.Uized her nanpover reaerves more eca-

pistely in Wend War IIthan in the 19Lv.418 struggle.
Cmatr~rtiozi of wzucum was carried mch further, ComnVIa.3~eey lae^r wama iztrc-&*cd: for adclezzcents (16-1.8).
Dm~Ite thia, hcuever, the Navy had the otmruireent
glenof cbtainicrj cxcnrionc
wrrkera for it* =Wn
fac-torce3, private Bbipyard,3, naval dockysrds and
cu;;3dy mativitice, tzith iu Gcr=ry and in the occupied
0ountriss.
"Ast-urtago of totWcon 20 and 30,Oa expert workman
had develc;ed at tta r.-val and private dackyrda even
before the Gemam ar:V invaded Poland. This nanpower
c!:-rte,-o iwmw
cxacl tby the fact that dhipyard business
vas low# the aIrcraft fmotories and other air force
c:=t=,uticzi projeatv paid bichor ivsge3 and that unary
of the nmm whio hal teezi omploy7ed b7 air force cezitreo-.
tors vare called up for service In the Air Force.
OW-hezi war tre-ke cut thoze werkenuwho were just ceryIng- their zzrml c=Valcory cervice time were rot
I=Uately re-tratnzferrel to in-luotry, although
narq of tl:c were 'l-t1ci as irdicpcezble, for arzaont
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prcducticn. Further drafts during the first months of
war resulted in an increased reduction of workmen in
industry. &anufacturers requested teat their experts
be discharged. According to orders isued in the begin.
sing of 1940, industrial technicians were to be dis.
charged from the services whereas untrained workmen

stayed on.

"Frox the beginning of 1940 onward, the transfer of
industrial technicians frox the services back to in.
dustry was stopped becauw- the situation in raw materiels
clearly showed the limits of the armament potential.
The attempt to recruit volunteer workers from Demork was
not very successful. Norway was not in a position to
send workers, as it needed then for its own industry.
Poles and Czechs were mainly used as untrained laborers
in naval production.
"When the campaign in France had ended in the second
half of 1940, a heavj i.crease in the demand for work.
men teck place. Navy rcZaireaents ranged at about 80,000
1l.000 men. At that time a struggle of interests
began, trying on one hand to prode'a badly needed equip.
ment and supplies in the ococpied territories and on the
other hand to transfer laborers to industry in Germany.
It was increasingly aggravated up to 1944. The Navy
planned to satisfy Its reeds for vorkmen fron the Nether%.
lands for dockyard intxztry from Belgua for heavy inhi.
try and from France for machine, equipment and precision
mechanical industries, In the first half of 19/40 the ro.
quairements in labor power were satisfied, whereas in the
second half an increased shortage developed.
"In December 1940, a school for training French laborers
was established at Paria-Puteaux by CLI/lueWi. The German firs BLMIG of Dessau, provided an ergineer for its
management. The first students were enrolled in 1941.
Volunteer French teclnioians were also obtained through
the French Labor &xchange Office vith the understanding
that they would undergo training at Puteaux for three
months and then work in a factory in Gerzany. The aie.
sion of this establiexant was to weed out unsatisfactory
qualified technicians and laborers and at the same time
determine for which factories In Gereasy they ware beat
ruited. Trus the Wav selected the proper French workers
In France for the right job in German.
"This training school had facilities for training approximately 3a0 lathe operators, drillers, grinders, welders
and other machine shop and construction workers. The
staff consisted of only seven people, namely, three in.
structors, a barracks caretaker and three social workers.
The •cial workers were concerned with the familits of
graduate3 of the school who had gone to Gerwany, and
spent most of their time establishing an; maintaining
comarication between the workers and their famlies,
indlulig telephone €oominicatioi, They arranged for
tho transaittal of edited newspapers with news and photo.
raps from. Gersary and to Germary, arranged family reanions
in Parm, Christmas parties for workers' chtldren, etc.
Qtarters were aquired for students not livirg in Paris.
To reduce maintenance costsj the Navy maaufactured air'.
plate parts in the school workshop for the Air Force.
RESMMM
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This plan for procurement of qualified French
technicians and laborers on a voluntary basis was
very wsucessful, 2,000 technicians being obtained
for 1Navy factories and ship and dockyards in Germany
in this nner. Eight thousand trainees and apprenticos were likewise obtained.
"During the latter half of 1941 there was a steady
rise in the numers employed in all activitiea
connected with shipbuilding, ship repaira and refits,
naval base and dockyard maintenance. The large acale
U-boat building program absorbed all available labor
in German and many thousands more from other countries.
Thia concentration on naval work meant that most of the
merchant shipbuilding and repairs had to be left to
the occupied countries. The shipbuilding industry in
Germany itself was estimated to employ some 200,000
peons$, as against 120,000 in pre-war days.
"The plan to satisfy certain industrial branches by
workers from occupied countries failed because recruitment was handled on a voluntary basis. The needs became increasielny urgent. W division started a special recruitment drive in Prance and later in Belgium
with its own testing and training workshops and spe.
cial prograa for the care of dependents. In the Netherlands, the German Land Dutch dockyard industries were
directly combined, tryin- to recruit labor by this arrange.
ment, guaranteeing at the same time a continuous etchange
and return of the workers. 1buever, since the personnel
requirements could not be met in spite of these drives
in the west, we then instituted a labor procurement program- among the Spaniards and Italians and later on, among
the Yugoslavians. The employment of prisoners of war was
also arranged with OW and the Ministry of Labor in cooperation with the local prisoner of war camps. In spite
of all these attempts, however, the requirements for labor
could not be completely met in 1941.
"For some tU24 in 1942 our need for manpower decreased.
Difficulties arose in defining the actual requirements and
claims for trained technicians forwarded to us by industry.
Continuous drafts to the armed forces and substitution of
new foreign workers strongly troubled Navy sponsored in.
dstr.,
7actories asked for protection. New requirements
sprang up when the foreign workers' six month contracts
were about to expire. Friction also began to develop
between German workers who were conscripted and foreign
workers who were in Germany on voluntary agreements. Aa
a result, workers from the eastern provinces and Poland
were bound to contracts for indefinite periods and those
from the western areas, Prance, Belgiu:, etc., to contracts
of at least one to two fears. Despite this, in 1942 with
exceptions of short periods, the required labor power
could not be fully mot.
"The consequences of tho continuous draft of potential
labor to the forces in 1943 resulted in an obvious thining
of steam engineers at industrial plants and in a growing
majority of untrained and foreign laborers of various
nations among the workers. As a result, efficiency of
industry did not keep pace with the number of workers at
its disposal, which had been increasing steadily since
1939. It bacame necessary to eamine non-essential plants
and factories, and to probe the industry for experts
to teach and lead the foreign working parties.
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"*Germnwomen

were recruited on a voluntary basie.

The possibility of solcying then in dockard. was
still regarded at that time as veYr luIted. We
again olaimed more protection for technicians from
drafting to the Forceas, t measures in thin respect
valid up to then had become ineffective. We established a second school for training 1ronch workers
in Paris. It was not a uQucces.
These measures were

only stop gap masures though, and requirmiats for
labor could not be satisfied in 1943.

"mHost of the Germans still employed in 1943 vaem low
than frlly capable. The askilled • who had eoaped
military service were overworked and exhausted after

years of heavy work.

A relatively large na6x

were

old sar sickly and had ceased to work before ooW4uwry imobilization) because of their pibusioel oond!.
tion. The bulk of German labor consisted of womn
and girls, aan of whom, unaccustomd to work, did it
only under compulsicn. The output of the Germn worker
in 1941 averaged about 80 percent of what the accwl
worker called up for mrlita-7 service had aosplshe
This meant that the 18.7 rIllion workera mUpbyd throva

out Germany in 1943 were in fact worth only 14*96
million regular workers.

The nominal ner

of 30.7

allilon thus were really worth 22.66 aIllion eared
workers, sone 2 amllion less than when the war began.
"Procedures for draftirg personnel and for protectig it against these drafts, as a metns of keeping

up naval proftction, changed constantly in 1944
Until then the poceadure of drafting, based an actual
names of the Indivi.a.ls listel in the Forcea Recruitsent Officea camsed heavy Mps within varius factories.
The procedure was changed to oae whereby personnel
was drafted in numbes, not by name, the choice being
left to the bead of the factory.
"Agreements with some of the occupied countries to
transfer complete groups of men of the same age to

Gernq were bringing some relief. However, theq
resulted in a lowering of efficiency and were not
enough to prevent a General over-all decrease of employees in factories. We established a training school
for foreign laborers at the Atlas Works in BRie.,o

hoping to improve their technical skill.

Mis venture

likewise was not very successful. To secure the pro.
duotion of warz-ezentials, soldiers increasingly had
to be sent on leave, discharged or crdoed to work in
various plants. From the end of 1944 until the end
of war, the Navy ordered 18.22,000 men back into GerLa" industry vrakg on Navy projects. Our retpirements could only be satisfied through our own measures since nm help could te afforded us by ober

agencies of the government. In 19450 the situation
eased besause of the lack of raw materials that had
developed aad the fact that allied boubing had destroyed mazy production and transjortaticn facilities.
"About 600,000 laborers were employed in naval prodiction in Ger=y proper dudrg the war, 200,000
of whom were e~loyed only in dock and shipyards.
About 25 percent of these laborers were either
foreigners or prisoners of war. At the end of the
war$ another 25 percent wcre either German or foreign
womaen; 4• percent of the male laborer$ were trained
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technicians, whereas at the outbreak of "r 75 percent
of them were trained. Sbout 20 million reichemarks were
spent in training programs for Navy laborers and technioians."
After the experienced workers were obtained for the shipyards and
dockyards abroad, the problem arose of how best to provide an incentive
for them to work willingly and faster.

VAdm Kinzel, Comander Dockyards

in. rance, said:
"Mr assistants and I had to pay great attention
to the recreation and food of the French workmen.
We found out that the French directors did not
care in the least for their workers. ftq got
their salaries, that was all. I bad to send some
of my officials to the messo halls to share lunches
with the workers and let them know that someone
was interested in them. We rationed their food.
Those who did the work decently got a bonub on
their ration cards. The most important part of
the scheme was that the worker should believe
and see that someone cared for him. The French dockyard worker produced about 60 percent as much as
the German dockyard worker but if you left him
alone and treated him reasonably, he worked reliably."
Dr. Tennstedt, stated, in connection with his work in the Balkans:
"At one time I considered it necessary to speed
up stevedoring work. In an attempt to find a
solution and at the same time make the work a
bit more attractive to the Roumanians, I offered
them 30 leva per hour instead of 20 which they
had been earning up until that time. The result
was that the work neither progressed any faster
nor did the Roumanians venture to raise their
standard of living. Instead, they quit by ten
otclock in the morning, since they had earned
as much money as they had previously earned during
a whole day."
The difficulty of housing the great number of Germns and foreigners
who were shifted into the industrial areas to engage in naval war production was also a problem for the Navy.

In 1943, it was estimated that two

million rooms had been destroyed by Allied bombing.

Extensive regulations

restricting the space that a person could occupy and the acceptance oz nouse
guests in such space were issued by OKW.

Barrack type accommodations were

erected for the homeless, space exceeding that allowed in private residences
was requisitioned and other similar steps were taken to alleviate the critical
housing shortage, but to little avail, especially in the industrial zones.

The Navy had eleven separate supply/distribution systems.

The naval

inspectorate or office in charge of each of these systems estimated its
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own requirements and submitted them to the division of the Admiralty which
had technical cognizance over the material carried in its system.
Allocations of raw material or finished consumer goods were made by
0OWI/Re Vi or the Speer Ministry.

During the period 1931p.1944, the Navy

obtained its material requirements through these allocations, either by
actual production of the item or by delivery of items produced under the
After July 1944, the Speer

supervision of one of the other armed services.

Ministry procured all material requirements of the Navy, and the various
naval inspectorates and offices only stored and distributed equipment,
spare parts and material furnished to them by that ministr7.
In spite of Allied bombing, the productive capacity of Germany increased steadily from 1943 to the close of 1944.

Die to the uncertainty

of the trends of war and to excessive losses in the eastern front, CinCs
Navy and Air Force had to state their requirements for major military
items personally to Hitler.

The allocations of raw materials were not made

according to armed force requirements but according to the available capacIty of industry and according to the program which was calculated on the
basis of that capacity.

Since requirements could not be definitely stated,

because of unpredictable losses incurred in retreat, Dr. Albert Speer
adopted the principle of mau4mexpansion of in&%stry.

possible production and naximu possible

This was beyond the comprehension of the average

naval officer and official and there was resentment within the Navy.
There is a natural tendency among mdlitar7 ame to believe that their
service and its mission is much more important to the defense of their
country than awy other.

Sometimes this is called OService Pride".

In amy

oase, German naval officers knew the importance of merchant tonnage destruction by submarines, and other naval measures that should be taken to
The Air Force had

break the blockade that was slowly strangling Germaey.
failed to furnish them with adequate reconnaissance.

it had taken their

naval air arm away from them, at first gradually, in 1944 completely.
The Irw had received the lionts share of raw materials and plant production
faoilities, strictly on the basis of its numerical strength rather than
RSRICSTUTE
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on actual needs, or at least eo the naval officers thought.

The ravy had

been the stepchild throu-hout the whole war, infzofr as procur=-.nt and
prodaction was contered.

It .as

a natural conscquceco that when tho $poor

Ministry embarked on a production cohcdulo designed to extract tho =oat
rather than the best out of the ecori-s7 of GormsiW and tho occupied cauntric,,
the Navy should believe that this was just one roro move on the p•rt of
the Army and Air Force to leave the Navy in the orphanago while they went
off to war.

This attitude of naval officers and officials is strcssed

to highlight the situation that can develop within a departmcnt of dofcnso
where procurement is hiahly centralized and allocations of rczourcecs
are made on the basis of strength and political influence rather than
consideration of the needs peculiar to a service.
While this was the situation in general, the Navy, through divers
methods employed by its naval inspcotoratcs and officc

=.Cgcd to procure

enough material and stores, with the exception of co=o critical =atals
end fuel, to carry on its part of the war.
Through assembly line prodaotion methods in 1943-1944, the Spoor
Ministry was able to almost triple the induotrial production of the earlier
war years.

It was said that Gor=mn

'ar=."ntproduction in 1944 vao cquiv-

alent to the complete equipment of 250 infantry divisions and 40 panzer
divisions, while Germay had only tho eTaivalcut of 150 full divisions of
12,000 men each in the field.
strength ensued.

Nevertholess, a deterioration in weapon

Dr. Spear attributed this largely to locses of equip.

men; and aunmition during the continuous Arm rotrcats, but alco to the
faulty distribution policies of the OV.

Tovards tho cnd of the war he

insisted on various meaeures to speed up delivery of matorial to units.
1kzple:

To avoid delays Involved in taking gun

test-firing was sometimes done from the factory.

to testing rangcas, the
Thu•s, field guns mado

by HAODMAG, the firm of which Mr. Otto Harker is now managing director,
were test-fired straight from the plant across the city of Hannovor.
Aiznilarwy, flak gpas were often test-fired in cities.
to introduce what ho described as tho.lbcsia
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from factory to front.

He oleo favored an organization of logistics

which could cupply forces from the nearest industrial area.
Conventional, underground, open and floating storage of all kinds
wan used.

Thoro was little

chanical handling cquipment available at

supp]y dcpots and otorehousces.

Accountin3 was na4toincd throughout the

war by the naval inepactorates and offices ashoro but not in ships at
sea.

Matorial was cxpcndcd and charged aoanat appropriation= and ollot-

nxnts uhon Isoued.
of supplice,

Invoices wore unpriced.

Annl roturne for all typos

eocept food, clothing and r-ony, woro rcndercd by the inopoctor-

atcs or offices to the parent Admiralty divioions, thenco to tho supreme
Court of Accounts.

Sco chapters on Financo and Clothing and Provioiona

for details on such accountable material.
Distribution of cquipaent, rateriel and eupplies wae
(a)

To ships in German dockyards
and shipyards and to naval
stations in the noighborhood,

offected:

By distributivo aen•cies of
naval inspeotorates and offices
in or contiguous to the dockyard by transportation furnished
by the yard.

(b) To other naval stations in
Germacy and East Baltic
countries, in the Mediterranean, Aegean or Black Sea3,
Italy, North Africa and Balkin countries.

By rail or inland waterways as
directed by hdm•p III on
priorities obtained by that
organization from ODA/WStd/
Heimstab.

(a) To Roerwcian and Far Eastern
bases and ships at sea in the
Atlantic and Indian Oceans.

By chips attached to the logietic
support depart-zento of the main
naval bases.

All stock control, with tho czacption of that of the Central Procureront Office, w=s rnintainzd on cards.

Electrical accounting cquipment Vas

ucsd by the Control Procurement Office for stock control purpoz-oe

and by

VIrruost/K-4 to detornine tho lifo oxpmstency of cortain critical cparo parts.
It

lka said that thero wera no failures in the stock control oyotcs of any

of tho inepcotoratc3 or the Intcndantur Offices.

Cach doficiencics as hod

d7uolopcd in tho stock control Voatc-, of the Centrol and Teabnicel Procuremeat Office3 wcro eliminatcd when control over the stock in thcmo syste=a
was taken away from the dockyards at Kiel and Wilhelmshaven.
The distribution eyotc= of all elevcn Iogiotic agcncics of tho IT*
worked •-oothly.

Persons intorvicwed would admit of no failures in them

and wero unable to sucgost any irprovcment that niCht be r.ad in tho systcs
employed by them during the war.

2M9
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There vere no shortages of equiluent, material or stores in these
supply system, sexpt fuel and sme oritioal metals.
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cnothzr prc==z for 31±cpfyin3 c:c,I oca-o

z~colc

ox-znflo t'it h--7it3 the r~czftc-o that it =ild, be
c'asi

c'.,vc

plcnt~e
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-- Is,

C-."c~cd b7 a atc-p protcativo tariffs tf~rt,
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=n %:zroc

zr-oIa4rzd, =1d
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~

tion. tTb a cce~~- plenm, thic izduntry vw vcaetly czadith

rot
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In 1939, oll-fra-ccal ca-zolito nt

50 pcrc--nt of Gc-rznzy'o necda.
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~r-czzno end by-drd,-craticn.
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pczilc
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tar oil, linito and oil frc.2 oil chal..

Eu udded thAt they wore cuccess-

ful in jettirj oil of Cocd qu,%ity fro= oil chalk, but the quantities wore
very

aUl.
In the early 1930s, the ,:Evy located deposits of oil chalk in Fboide,

on the western coast of Sehlecwie-Holstein, and built a hydrogenation plant
there.

A pipe line was later laid to the Kiel Canal.

There nay have been

other oil chalk deposits in Germany, but this was the only site in which
the Navy was financially interested.
The devolopment of synthetic cylinder oil for use in superheated
steam apparatus was another project in which the Iavy vias greatly interested
durir.Z this porefl,

ns tAs the dovelop=ant of a hirh Crado distilled water

required as boiler feel wAter for the hiUh pressure stcan engines of the
Eavy's rew mzireaweepors.

Great proeress *as mado in the wator distillation

project ard spetial plants were ercatcd at Eambirg eand othor major ports
in Grzua•y to provide this feed water.
The files of the InYtlliCenae Dlvi ion of the High Ccomand of the
Araed Forces (OKWAbwehr) sh•w that, in .*bruary 1936, its offices were
Instructed to ccm-ence rzakirg a systematiU coUection of all newspaper cuttikrs, essays, technical reports, etc., dealing vith crude oil strikes,
new wells, refineries and their capacities, and also with the entire larA
and sea transportation system of the countries In which such oil operations
were being ccrducted.

Thecs

reports ware kept in the mobilization files

of the Wividual Etarpo (Secret Zupply activities).

The main purpose of

gatherlrg this informAtion was to give the Admiralty an over-all view of
the state of world oil affairs and at the vcamo tizo to provide Adm Qu III
with current information in that particular field.

The r 'ports indicate

that, whore the establishmcnt of nev ttapyo stations was b, ing considered,
this work was to be given priority, so that the possibility of gradually
infiltr-tirZ sccret supply agents into the world fuel market, with a viow
to their future military value, could be exploited.
Division acted only as a collecting agency.

The Intelligenco

Evaluation of information was

ccrAuetcd by the iaval 1.ar Etaff (MKL).
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with rcprczent~atives

Tt=zo filco alca ccnt~dn rezarda zi' dicu--akt

frn: ttb lariczi Txk::r C=_r.aý- "I tho a-211 Oil Ccr.rwy on the subject of'

oil cu~plj (rcntcr3, dimrctr

of refinerics, pocoible cmft4acts on tho

tccirda of direator3 of rcfI~r~ric,

tial pz-o~1forceitrers in

eztablich~t of contacts with influcu-

the ýUeJl

Oil Cc-ary, survq7 of avalable

tariker s~aco and queaticra of cil wjzp2 ini wartir*.

The necessity for

se~urlzg contacts vith oil czpanies which did niot belong to the I~utch
&hallor &+Anad& 01.1 distributlon ebairi was otreaead

The *eaiest

plzac= to r.3ko cmch ccrita-ts, the d:cumnts state, ivere In )Hxca and
Sauth LA-crica.

oxi
ThoCen avl

tanlar4 C=:anic3 tgogther covered near3Yr

ýO perccnt of the entire oil przluction of the vorld (193?).
that tkez,

rp until

thatch infl-:ez in the a2e.ll Oil Co;arzy W-~ teen cmnsiderably

ctror~cr than Lritich.

In 193?, the doti~mts cmntinie, it uas teeipping

to ay~rcar as th--_h Eritain Lz=1 r-euidred control of M.en; nevertheless,
Par Laztcrn t~rccs of czi~ply cvQld be created, if fin~ninl arranpxwouts
oculd. to cffc~tc.l with katoci pcrczol coployel b t.7 fl in the Dutch Beat
ir-lico.

in that case, r=ne7 would be theo mnyrtant factor.

Theme dzc~ents state that dlaus~aior. uem hold with the Director

of the Varth Ger-tn Lloyd Ztea~ship Lite LE._izeerir~g Division in August
193? to firl w.-qa andi zaans of eeau~rir- a fcol-roezf =eth-d by which zerchant ve~zela could furrnich oil to raval vessels In tize or eraergenoy.

Th'- tc-zhr2ical idde of tho ratter waa to to fuwttcr in ctijat*cl.
TuctirzAmon the r~ubjeat v=~ oren to all Gcarrn hippini

In I.wv:zLber :W37 ZAr Qa

ni was infrserzl- by

a~rLj.rtity for tto VCavy to c;ýtablloh fUA11izz-

aK AhcIveb

A&

cc--panies in

that ev0r17

ctation= aabrc:4 was to to

cozk~j, tc=cuuze difficulty in fuA pcuroront .rb Eta~p in timo of war'

u=tnt~iciratci.

Tt, foil ixz lwro

jztJas

current paozitilitIen:

rtatblirhzrct of ftzllirZ fracilitici for rav-a vecezzlo:

~I~Cc z Cc=;crx
do TenerIffe;

(.h)
thw:h

(az4~o

oil cmr:ern) in Santa Cruz

(b) In T=:.;Ica .~c

SMD ITr IDOMXAIVK

S

UIT !NFOMATION

(a) in C1trib (DCt=zal; or=1
(CAi)
In Ualvis PE-Y (&uthwczt Ai'ricL.).
Tto filo alza refers to a conforcrao concerning projects for opening
up saurces owned by the Lavy for the procurc=cnt of crude oil.

Examples;

(a) Tee Isth;x
Agreement, which concerned the exploitation of 200
borfigs in the oil fields reserved for the Mexican government
on the Isthmus;
(b) A similar contraut with the tkvxcan rovernment for exploitation
of the PFoa Lica oll field south of Tazpicc; and
(o) Kegotiaticns of the firm of Siaeena-Schuckert with the M:exican
government for the delivery of electrical cachines for exploiting
the country's water power. Diesel or crude oil was to be
exchaged for the delivery of these machines.
nhe doc=uents state that the :avy alco required tankers and an independent refinery for these projects.

Invcstiations wera to he made to

cee whether Cesa in TenoriSeva3 able to refine crudo oil.
trade at a port in

Oil transfer

cuthern 'Qcecn with a firm, preferably foroign but

ccntroned by Germans, was dealared advisable.
It Is rot clear frc= documents studied, or .onvoersations hold, just
when the Vavy'a kuha urnerercurd fuel storago system was co-pleted.
knan, hover, that refore tto war troke

It is

out fuel oil stocks were being

urchased in Axatrla, E=nary, rzua.nia, Curacao, Persia and the United
Ctatei - azwhero that ol

was procusable with reichomarks - and that, at

the tine of the rationalization of the :cuican oil fields in 1938, 2f
miflion barrels of diczel oil was ;urchvsed from that country at a very
cheap rate.

All this ftzel was transported to Gersany and stored in the

newly cr struated urwcrGroud atorao tarik
A chart smvinr

the stcrc-;

on the Uezor and Elbo rivers.

cyct== dow.elo-pel Vy the Iavy prior to I July

194.4 &;;eara o;zocito this oe
The cataclty of the Iavyl- fuel -torago systcm at the outbreak of war,
accordin•g to Flottcnintcr.1=dt Valff, was about V- million tons (about 11
rmillon U. S. tarrels).
capa-itic,

Pr-curcznt abroad in 1939 had excecded storage

he raid, ar4 he had to hire obzoloto lorwcian tankers during

that ycar us flcatir.Z ct=r•a

to take care of tho excess.

GrAlm Lracler, CinC Vravy, c3tinatcl, in a vpccch zado by him in 1938,
that thri--fifth3 of the Lavy's fuel Ld to bt

Importcd and that two-fifths

was cbtairad fro= Gcroapy's c•rthutic plunta.
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Types required
lMarine Fuel (Black)Oil
This type of fuel was used in the main engineering plants of all
battleships, except pocket battleships, and in cruisers, destroyers, torpedo boats and modern minesweepers.
The Navy, in producing marine fuel oil, used:
(a)
(b)
(a)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

Shale oil from Esthonia;
Oil chalk from Heide (SchlesAwig-Holatein);
Residue of lignite (brown coal);
Residue of hydrogenation of pit coal and lignite;
PMt coal crude tar;
Tar pitch of coal; and
Pacura from Roumania (a residue from fractional distillation of
crude oil).

None of these raw products were usable as a marine fuel oil without
processing, because:
(a) They were too solid and stiff and were made liquid only at a
temperature of 1000 Farenheit
(b) They contained too much asphalt
,c) They contained too much free carbon
(d) They were difficult to spray by fuel burner on account of their
high surface tension.
To compensate for these bad qualities, they had to be blended or mixed
with synthetic oils prorduced in Germany, such as tar oil of lignite and tar
oil of pitch coal.

Even then, the quality reached did not compare with the

normal quality of world market marine fuel oil.

What was obtained would

normally be referred to as a distillate of fuel oil.

Therefore, high effi-

ciency burners had to be developed.
German synthetic crude oil was used almost exclusively for the production of benzine, gasoline and lubricating oils; therefore, usable marine
fuel oil produced from German crude oil was not available.

That which was

unfit for refinement into lubricating oil was cracked for gasoline.

Only

the residue of the latter process and the residue of lubricating oil production were available for marine fuel oil purposes.
To precipitate the free carbon and to prevent precipitation of asphalt
and paraffins, the mixture of the original raw materials, namely, shale oil,
oil chalk, residue of lignite, etc.,

had to be carried out in a certain

sequence and under different temperatures.
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of pit coal was mixed with crude tar or tar pitch of coal froli the Ruhr
district.

The result was a pitch fuel with 40 percent pitch in it,

a pro-

duct which well suited the general economy of Germany during the last two
The blending of the Navyls marine fuel oil was carried

years of the war.

out in Navy installations.
Tkese installations were divided into three groups, one belonging to
the North Sea area, another to the Baltic area and the third to the West-.
ern zone (France).

The raw materials were transported by railroad cars

or Inland waterway lighters to these installations, stored in separate
'tanks and then blended.

It

will be seen from these details that these

plants would be incomplete if

they did not have blending facilities for

all synthetic fuel products.
A blending system, according to RAm Adam, was a simple plant conmisting of a number of storage tanks and large circulating pumps.

Blending

stocks were metered into the blending tanks and totally mixed by the circulating pumps.

The tanks were fitted with heating coils, therefore a

boiler house was necessary to produce the required steam.

Blending opera-

tions, however, had to be carefuly controlled and strict laboratory supervision wan required, he said.

As a result, analytical chemists and a small

staff of assistants were required in each Navy installation.

The chief

of all naval Analytical chemists was Dr. Jannsen, one of the officials interviewed during this study.

In connection with the production of marine

fuel oil, he said:
"The moat difficult type of marine fuel oil to synthetize was the pit coal smldering oil, because it contained a large amount of free carbon and asphalt. In
spite of this disadvantage, however, it was necessary
to build more of these smoldering plants, because coke
had to be used in the Flscher-Tropsch process. To
avoid the chemical falling out of free carbon and asphalt, we had to use a large amount of pit coal tar
supplied by cokeries."
Diesel Oil
Three kinds of diesel oil were required by the Navy.

The main engines

of the pocket battleships DEUTISHLAND, LUET3OW and GRAF SM,
iary motors of the cruisers

and the auxil-

NUEBERG and IDELIN used normal quality diesel
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oil.

Submarines used a high quality diesel oil.

Diesel driven merchant

vessels, transports and other auxiliary vessels used a minor grade of
diesel oil.
The raw material for diesel oil was mostly crude oil.
able in Germany, Austria, Hungary and Roumania.
tion used in separating crude oil into its
tional distillation.

It

This was avail-

The fundamental opera-

various components was by frac-

is part of almost every refinery process.

All

distillatton plants contained a topping and cracking plant.
Normal quality diesel oil was also produced by fractional distillation out of tar oil of lignite, shale oil, and tar oil of pit coal,
-and by hydrogenation of pit coal and lignite.

This hydrogenation was by

the system of Bergius.
High quality diesel oil was produced by the synthetic method of FischerTropsch.
above.

This diesel oil was of higher quality than the type mentioned
The cetane number and diesel index was higher

(the cetane number

of normal diesel oil is about 37 to 45, diesel oil of Fischer-Tropsch is
about 90; furthermore there is no sulphur content).

Therefore, diesel

oil produced by the Fischer-Tropsch method was used for submarines, which
were equipped with high speed engines.
Capt. Roessing, when asked about the quality of submarine diesel oil
which the Navy was able to produce by this method, said:
"We had no trouble with the purity of our diesel oil.
I remember at the beginning of the war, difficulties
"in lubricating oil arose and that some engines broke
down. It was thought at first
that sabotage was involved, but the trouble turned out to be an inferior
quality of oil. Such instances may have occurred
later on but not generally.
I do know that some of our submarines got into difficulties with Japanese lubricating oil. One of our
submarines only got back after being long overdue I think the crew had been reported as missing twice by adding fat-Crease to the oil. The submarine completed the run and suddenly turned up at Bordeaux.
It was mainly due to the poor quality of the Jap
lubricating oil. I know that other submariner had
similar difficulties too, but not -s bad as this
special case. During the last weeks of war we ran
so short of diesel oil that our~big submrines had
to remain in port and use their oil to fuel the
smaller operating submarines."
Because there was always a shortage of diesel oil in the Navy, minor grade diesel oil for auxiliaries and merchant vessels was blended
RESTRICTED
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with kerosene.

Various grades of dieselkerosene oil were prepared to

meet the needs of the vessels having different types of diesel engines.
RBdm Voss stated that, during the first year of the war, many new
synthetic fuel plants were established.
"Of course", he continued, "fuel made this way was
very different in quality and did not always meet the
operating demands of the ships, inasmuch as it did
not have the necessary qualities. So, during the war,
a certain synthetic fuel, I think it was made in the
western part of Germany in the Ruhr area, was discovered. If I remember correctly, its name was Kogasin.
The quality of this synthetic was so remarkable that
you could use it as a base for mixing the different
products of the different plants and have the right
quality for our engines."
Hydrogen Peroxide
Near the end of the war, the Navy developed hydrogen peroxide (H202)
as a fuel for submarines.

The Germans called it "wasserstoff superoxyd".

It looked like water. RBdm Adam state; that if one put one's finger
into it,

the finger would disintegrate.

It was intended that this fuel

should be mixed with diesel oil to give the diesel o.capacities.

higher explosive

One of the disadvantages of the use of this

euolwas that it

required the installation of special aluminum tanks, an exponsive and timeconsuming process requiring redesign of submarines.

As a result, only

the Walther type 1XI, XXII and XXIV submarines used this fuel and then
only for a short time before the end of the war.

Through the mixture of

hydrogen peroxide with diesel oil, these U-boats were able to develop
speeds of 21-25 knots underwater.
Dr. Jannsen said:
"This fuel was 80 percent hydro-oxygen. In addition
to its use in Walther turbines, it was used in launchinZ V-2s, to assist in the launching of aircraft and
to furnish a diesel engine of a submarine with the
necessary oxygen when it was submerged and not using
the schnorchel. There is nothing special behind it.
It is just H202. The normal product is used at three
percent; perhydrol has 30 percent and this 1202 has
80 percent for military purposes. It was manufactured
by the Elektro-Chemische Werke, Hoellsriegelskrouth near
Mmuich. "
a

Coal

Many of the merchant marine vessels taken over by the Navy during
the war burned coal, as did most of the minesweepers, trawlers and larger
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harbor defense boats.

As has been stated, there was an abundance of coal.

The Navy had no procuremnt problems with respect to coal, until during
the last few months of the war.

VAdm 1Yachens

And RAdm Adam stated that

the Navy then used wood, wood mixed with coal and wood mixed with peat
as fuel for these ships.
Gasoline and Kerosene

Little information was obtained about the developnint of gasoline
or kerqpene or the quantities required by the Navy, except that it van
produced from coal in Germany and that, until the end of August 1944,
gasoline was procured from Roumania.

It

is also known that gasoline was

used by a small number of the sml battle units (the majority used diesel oil) and by some harbor and patrol craft.

As has been related in the

chapter on the Organization of the Navy, the Navy had no air am to support.

Gasoline required for automotive purposes was furnished to the

Navy by the Army.

Dr. Jannnen said that the alkalization system was used

to produce high performance aviation gasoline for the Air Force.
pane gas, he stated, was chemically attached to the gasoline.

Metapro-

It was a

chemical reaction, a chemical process, he emphasized - not only a process
of mixing two components - and was designed to obtain a high octane value
to avoid pifging

or knocking in high performance air motors.

That was

done especially in the Rommnian plants at Ploesti, whore there is a lot
of propane and methane available.

Lubricating 04•1
The types of lubricating and other non-fuel oil required by the Navy
wore:
Motor oil, grades I,

II and III

Eulsion cylinder oil

Motor oil, high octane 16.5

Steam engine oil

Gear drive oil 8.5
Motor cylinder oil 12.5
Turbine gear oil
Saturated steam turbine oil
Saturated steam cylirder oil
Superheated ateam cylinder oil

Compressor and ice machine oil
Low temperature and insulating oil
Anti-corrosion oil
Watch oil
Frost-proof cleaning and lubricating oil for weapons

Oberregierungarat Booker stated that of these oils, the saturated and
superhcated steam cylinder oils and the high octane 16.5 refined oil were
in greatest demand in the Navy.
2ý9
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Cr-ease,

The documents made available for study indicate that the following
types of grease were used:
Anti-friction bearing grease
Cable and adhesitn Crease
Stuffing box grease

Gun grease and protective grease
for weapons
Vaseline
Machine cup grease

RAdm Adam stated the Navy had no difficulty in producing grease.
Sources of

uuusly durim the war

(a) Abro
Roumania provided about 4, million tons of crude oil per year;
Hungary and Austria about 1 million tons each.
known amount of shale oil.

Esthonia provided an un-

German tankers, dispersed to neutral ports at

the outbreak of war, loaded diesel and marine fuel oil under the supervision of agents of the Secret Supply Service at foreign ports for the
purpose of supporting raiding pocket battleships, cruisers, armed merchant cruisers, blockade runners and submarines operating in their areas.
RAdm loss and Dr. Jannsen stated that Russia furnished Germany with marine
fuel oil from 1939 until Germany declared war on that nation in 1941.

(b) In Gormny
The coal fields that produced the raw materials for blending oils
were mainly in the Hannover, Heide and Bmden areas.
number of plants producing those synthetics.

tween 5 and 6 millions tons per year.
thetic marine fuel oil.
by Hugo Stinnes.

There were a great

Their total capacity was be-

Only one German plant produced syn-

This was the Ruhr Oil Co.,

According to Dr. Jannsen, it

Ltd. at Welhein, owned

developed 270,000 tons per

year for the Navy.
Reguirements Plannirg
Before the war, the Navyls requirements for fuel were planned by Adm
Q% III.

Based on CinC Fleet's recomendations and its

operational schedules,

requirements for the surface fleet were estimated by 1 SKL.
furnished estimates for submarine requirements.

CinC U-boats

CinOs Groups North and

Baltic furnished estimates for the shore e-tablishment in Germany.
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During the war, CiUnC Group North Fleet and CinC U-boats furnished
these estirmates for tho flcet, U-boats and the shore establishaunts in
Gceray.

CinCs Group Vst and Group South furnished estimates of their

require--nts ashore in the various countries comprising their commands,
as well as the requirements for surface units based in their respective
areas.
Dr. Jannsen stated that before the war, these estimates always exceeded actual requirements.

They were based on intended new construe-

tions, as well as on those vessels *nd stations actually in commission.
Quite often, he said, 1 SL forwarded its estimates without mentioning
the period or time involved in the planning.

Before the war, estimates

covering at least one year's requirements uere always submitted, and when
war did break out, I SK• furnished a three year estimate.

He added:

"These were based on the naval construction program;
however, the various changes in plans in the course
of the war made a change in these requirements. Hereover, they were always so high that they never could
F7PELIN (and
be fulfilled. The aircr.ft carrier GRAF
METER SP.MPA=13) was t•ice planned and twice carceled.
These requirements werA always added in the estimates.
Because of the task involved in furnishing the required amount of fuel ard also the task of testing its
quality, the situation was very difficult.
"The plazs of 1 SLL could not be carried out, if one
carried out the instructions laid down regarding the
amounts of fuel which had to be retained in store.
For instance, we could have put maz more raiars to
sea if we had been permitted to use more fuel. The
same applied to submarine warfare. Even tests in the
dockyards sometimes could not be carried cut because
the fuel, although it was there, was not allowed to
be used but had to be kept in storage. The Russian
supplies were stopped in 1941. Bafore then, supply
trains carrying fuel arrived almost daily from Russia."
RAdm Voss, one of the planning officers of 1 SKM, stated that until
1940, there was no real need for detailed planning in the procurement of
fuel.

However, from the end of 1940 to the middlr of 1941, he said, it

was apparent that there would eventually be a shortage.

He continued:

"This shortage of fuel developed importantly after the
start of the war with Russia, because the Italian Navy
asked us to provide 140,000 tons fuel oil a month. That
was beyond our capabilities. Before this demand of the
Italian Navy was nado, I submitted plans and suggestions
on how to restrict the consumption of fuel in our Navy,
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so that we would to able to rneot the rmore strinesnt
demands of both rnavics. In the last quarter of 1941,
this question bcca:o most urgent and the Chief of the
haval Staff - I think it wan Admiral Schbiewind at the
timo - accepted those plans, and we began to allocate
fuel oil to zho different consumers.
"Ve had no experieco in the beeinnine, of course, as
to who would want how mny tons or oil , so we made these
allocations according to the amounts our research men
found we had used duling the preceding mntha and years,
plus the current grounrd needs of the different theaters
of war. I always kept oil in reserve for operational
needs. You see, I was attached to 1 SIL.
"The operational planning officers in I SL let me
know what they were going to do and I determined the
probable amount of oil fuel needed for the operation.
When the operational plans were ready, I had inforration whether or not there would be fuel enough in
the theater. If insufficient fuel was availablo, I
Cot In touah with A&-iral Luettke in Adm Qa III and
asked him, very searetly of course, to send such and
such an amount of fuel to the theater concerned."
Because petroleum products were rationed after 1 July 1941, require-ents plannih!: for these items was discontinued in the Navy after that
date.

There was always a shortage from then until the end of the war and

the !Uavy got as much as it could, not what it needed or planned that it
should get
Procurement

Until mid-1941, the Vavy procured its own crude oil and raw blending
stocks, ets well as subsidizing its own synthetic and blending plants and
coal and chalk fields from which those blending stocks wore obtained.
There were no special procedures employed in procuring oil from Roumania, Austria, Hungary and Esthonia other than by purchase.

Until 1939,

oil purchased from these countries was paid for by the Navy in the country's currency, i.e., Roumanian leis, etc.

After then, the Navy settled

for such purchasea through bank transfers.

1sortly before the Roumanian

governzent fell to the Communists, in August 1944, a type of a mutual
assistance sottleont account was established, wherein oil received was
crodited to the Pou-mnian account and items purchased by Roumania from
Germany were debited against it.
Speor Ministry and Reicchbank.
ord keeping.

This, of course, was controlled by the
The Navy had no control over actual rec-

Sp.or Ministry reported the receipts of all fuel for the
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ar=-i forccý t-, the: Fic%=LaLL, in ath c~

rmar.~r no other itea of equl-

p~are or rurplco rc:civcd frc= on ally w.cre rc;ocrted.
Aftor =id-Jtity l9a.,

ull fuels udrcther procured at-read or develcred

vaca~.,
aluzatc~l by C~WEIVri Ui (19.41-42) or the Cpcer Mini-

within
atri (194.2-45).

Allc~atirrn ari Fattrnirrp
Fuel, likeo all raw raterials and ccci-uze consurables and items
of cluipaeo, was aflccatcl to the three az--ed services by GR1/Re Wi from
rdd-July 1941 to 1942, ani t7 I4eor Uirstry- from 1942 to the MAd of the
war. L4= 4Za III rcallocatcd the Lari'o chare to the ships ar4 shore statiorza rrnthly.

RL-Im Ld= ctatcl that onceo fuel stceko became In short

cuppl~y (IDc~cctr 1941), tho l.arj Inatitutel a strict cyatem of rationing.

Thoe 1-iral cz-r-ir.Z a force of eruicero, light cruiceor,
his =zthly aliccaticin of ftel.

etc., received

Ua then rcs.locatezl the amount allowed

him to his chiro. rzch cc;ardir.C officer was reoponaitle to his own unit

or tack fcrce cc-nnder that no =~re fuel than that allocated to him was
ue:i.

If 1 CEL re:1uird an copraticn by thece forea, tot alredy planned,

the cd-Ural ccarlire the force recelxcd a cpecial allocation.

It then

tezco his duty to distrihtoxt the tev allocation among the chips concerned.
If his foroce did zzt ue- the quantities aflocated to them, h8 reported the
residue to Aim Qa inI.
The files of COtVAtuchr chzw that until Decczber 1941, the only fuel
on ration was Casolino.

The d~ininishing otccks and drop in production,

however, cc-pellcI the Azizdralty to introduce fuel oil rationing on I
January 194.2.

The nccd for the strictcAt fuel cconcaW was impressed upon

all co~atdireg officers by mcatm of lecturco and orders.

Further econo:V

in tho uceo of fu-el oil 6=s achiaved by variona chore conzuc~ers (bakeries,
fe~d -stores, irziustrial. plants, ate.) by converting their fuel oil heatine
plants to coal.

Thu corzucption of liquid fuel in naval auxiliaries and

cerchant. vezxcela ret at cca ran In accozzcdation chips, was either reuuced
or cut out altogether, by furnichine heating and power from shore plants,
fuel barLges, aet.

ecrozeno w~as u-ced for lighting.
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In preference to oil-fired ones, were used on marine construction Jobs.
Consumption of fuel oil and oil fuel was reduced to the bare ninkum necessary for condt'% of the war throughout the Navy.
As a result of the fuel oil shortage, the ninimum requireaent of stocks
In bases could

lUnger be adhered to.

Fuel could only be reserved for

the demnde of Grmp West and the Fleet Commnd.
boen ships arrived at base

It thus happened that

without previous warning, supply difficulties

anose, and on occasion (at Io Havre and Ostend) stocks were completely exhausted, although Adairal France boumght up fuel support inmediately the
base

submitted their requirements.
In order to reduce loss of fuel to a minimum, in the event of ones7

landings or comando raids, dumps of gesoline lubricants# greases, etc.,
were moved into the Interior, away from the seaports and beaches.

No unit, flotilla or squadron received the amount of fuel it wanted
or needed.

The U-boat s"evice was an exception to this general rule, i1n

Jdam stated, until the last year of the war, when the fuel it
rationed.

used was also

The Engineering Inspection determined the quantities to b

calved by each type of vessel.

re-

From tables of consumption prepared by

that organization, force or fleet CinCs could determine the amount of fuel
required by their units at all speeds.

Allowances for operations were

based on the average speed of the vessels involved, the duration of the
voyage and the anticipated tactics involved.

According to the location of

the mrits and the deployment and operational schedules planned for them,
Ada Qu III directed delivery of the fuel allocated for the period involved,
either by rail or inland waterway tzansportattion provided by the Army or
by naval controlled tankers operated by the logistic Support Departments
at

aiel or Wlelmshaven.
Oberregierungsrat Booker complained about the fuel allocation to the

Navy by the Speer MUistry.

He said:

RI do not believe that the Navy got a fair share of
In the last stages of the war,
the fuel available.
the growing scarcity made a control system and subdivision of procurement by the various services necessary. However, it was carried out by the Speer
Ministry without satisfactory consideration of the
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operational costs and needs of the Navy. In 1944, and
from that time on, when the Navy hardly received any
fuel, the evacuation of the whole population of the
eastern provinces could not be carried out satisfactorily, although there were ships and tonnage available.
The biggest share, as far as high octane gasoline was
concerned, was received exclusively by the Air Force.
The Army received most of the diesel oil for their
motorized units and armored divisions.
"The Party system which was superimposed over the military, through a lack of understanding of naval needs,
affected allocations. Doenitz cooperated very vel
with Speer, but in the field of fuel procurement such
cooperation had little effect. I personally am not
informed about the relationship between the Fuebrer
and Doenitz and between Spear and Doenitz. One thing,
however, is very significant: Raeder had frequently
demanded personal reports from ma regarding fuel availability. He called it the 'Red Blood of the Navy'.
After the change of command, Doenitz did not ask once
for the Navy's oil needs in procurement and supply.
Moreover, it was an incontrovertible fact that the
technical development of the various craft for the
Navy, from 1943 on, required so many different types
of fuel that the list that Doenitz bad to present to
Speer was quite a large one. The same thing happened
with the Air Force, when it changed to turbine craft
and high speed planes. The Fuehrer gave preference
to the Air Force and their needs to slvch an extent
that the allocations of fuel to the Navyp from about
the end of 1943, were hardly recognizable and a lot
of the naval vessels were immobilized."
RAdm Voss stated that the rationing was so severe and the allucations
so small that all non-essential fuel oil burning vessels were placed 4n
reserve, and in some instances, the crews transferred or paid off.

The

system employed in conserving fuel allocated to the Navy, he explained:
"The admiral in com-and of the training units had a
lot of ships, motor ships, steamers and submarines
and a lot of small craft. He was in a key position
and we knew from what he had used over the last year
and during the last months that he needed about
10,000 tons a month. ge got them. Then commands at
Kiel and Wilhelmshaven needed a lot of fuel for training installations, etc. They had to support certain
groups, such as the artillery school and other Installoptions, tugs, transports, and training ships. It was
absolutely necessary to give the logistic Support
Departments at Kiel and 1ibhelwhaven enough oil to conduct convoy service in Norway, from Bremen or Hamburg
to the coast of Holland and from there to the coast
of northern and southern France. They needed the oil
first, because they had charge of the coastal shipping
and its convoy. The rest was either put into reserve,
kept there for the operational demands of SKL, or put
into the shore establishments waiting further distribution. Then, of course, there were always the onipresent needs of the Italians."
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The files of CinC Chief Command Noreny show that in March 1943 Group
Command North and the Fleet Command submitted a request for oil stocks in
Northern Europe to be increased to 25,000 cubic meters (6,603,250 U. S.
barrels) as the quantity commensurate with the tacks confronting the Navy
in northern waters.
Group Command North calculated that about 8000 cubic meters was needed
for a three-day operation.

This meant that, for a cruiser force operation

until 10 April (Group North was writing on 25 March),
of support then on its way would be used up.

the entire quantity

Any harbor routine or further

operation would have to be fed from battleship stocks.

This state of affairs,

the correspondence stated, could not be remedied by further support arriving in the existing quantities and at the existing tempo.

The outcome

would only be a gradual exhaustion of all stocks.
In reply to a request from the cruiser force on 28 May 1943 for the
allocation of 4500 cubic meters (1,188,765 U. S. barrels) of fuel oil for
exercises in addition to the monthly harbor requirements,

Admiral North-

ern Waters stated:
"It is my opinion that every effort should be made in
our management of oil gradually to build a reserve of
at least two fillings for ships and destroyers, in
addition to ships with full oil stocks aboard. This
reserve will be for both offensive and defensive purposes. Otherwise there is a danger that the Fleet, as
happened to our destroyers in the Battle of Narvik
(April 1940), will be forced to remain in port for lack
of oil. To fulfill the requirements of this reserve,
some 40,000 cubic meters of fuel oil must be set aside
in the northern theater. At present there is only
1100 cubic meters (290,587 U. S. gallons) in the North,
namely 500 cubic meters in Alta and 600 cubic meters in
in Narvik, that is, only one quarter of the target
figure.
"A monthly consumption of 4500 cubic meters solely on
exercises seems to me indefensible in our present oil
situation. Such quantities must be reserved for positive operations. I desire to draw attention to the statement issued at a high level to the effect that the
quantity of oil expended on operation Hope was unduly
high, despite the sinking of the vessel 'IOMBASA, and
an eneqr escort vessel.
"It is my judgment that the oil situation is as grave
as ever, particularly as Italy, in the present operational situation, will require large quantities of oil
for the defensive tasks confronting her fleet."
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In a report on the marine fuel oil situation made by GrAdm Raeder
to Hitler iL early 1942. CinC Navy stated that the Italian Navy was in
continual need of fuel and that the Navy's stocks were running low.

The

,passage of the Brest group through the Channel and onto Norway, he said,
consumed 21,000 tons of fuel oil alone.

By April Ist, he continued, the

Navy's reserve stocks had dwindled to 150,000 tons, Roumanian deliveries
fell from 46,000 tons to 8,000 tons per month and, since that had been
promised to the Italians, who urgently needed fuel for the Mediterranean
campaign, further withdrawals had to be made from Navy stocks.

He com-

plained:
"The total allocation of black fuel oil for both the
German and Italian navies for April (1942) has been
cut from 97,000 to 61,000 tons."
This cut, however, dia not affect pocket battleships or submarines,
because both of these types of vessels used diesel oil.
Study of CinC Fleet's files discloses that in February 1942 the fuel
oil sitaation in Norway was critical.

A minimum monthly quota of some

5000 tons was required for vessels, torpedo boats and destroyers stationed
in or transferred to that theater, and this only for normal harbor routine,
anti-aircraft readiness and two training voyages a week in the fjords.
This figure therefore excluded the transfer of ships or operational requir&ments.

A further transfer of ships, commencing mid-March, made it

neces-

sary for the Fleet Command to request replenishment of fuel oil stocks in
Norway.
Naval Group Command North reported that the fuel oil situation was
critical in the whole of its area of command (i.e. Germany, Denmark, Flnland and the Baltic States).

Only small stocks were available.

SKL had

arranged for the transfer of stocks from France and the Lowlands.

At the

end of January 1942, about 140,000 cubic meters of fuel oil were storcd
in France and the lowlands.

Adm Qu III had arranged for 50,000 cubic

meters (314,386 U. S. barrels) to be carried via the inland waterways and
by rail, so as to avoid the dangers of the sea route.

Group morth had

requested four large and two medium fully-laden tankers from French waters,
because of the shortage of tankers in waters around Germany.
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At the end of March 1942 SKL informed the Naval Group Comiads and

"the

Fleet Command that, because of the fuel oil crisis and the necessity

for holding fuel oil reserves for the Italian Navy's urgent convoys to
North Africa, it

had become necessary to further reduce oil consumption.

Operations by heavy naval units which consumed fuel oil were to be suspended.

Commands were to get along on existing quotas, so as not to

restrict operational freedom still
already small stocks.

further by premature consumption of

It was, however, emphasized that Mgjgg

tions, occasioned by offensive operations of the eneW,
out without regard to quotas.

opere-

were to be carried

In such events, the amount consumed above

the quota was to come from stocks and could not be replaced.
At the beginning of April 1942, SL ordered that even operations by

light naval forces requiring fuel oil were to be suspended.

The reason was

an unexpected reduction in supplies of oil from Roumania.
In May 1942, the fuel oil crisis had .reached the stage where the
Fleet Command reported that the cruiser "LUETmW",

the destroyers and the

torpedo boats would be put out of co=iasion unless an additional 6,000

tons of fuel oil were sent for May.
In 1942, all hope for success in naval operations hinged upon the
oil situation.

In November 1942, CinC Group North cabled to the Fleet

Command that SKL had given its approval for the cruioer AiTMPR and four
destroyers, together with the cruiser EDEIS,
sortie against the convoy QP-15.

if necessary, to make a

Fuel oil was to be taken from the re-

serve saved from the training allocation, estimated at 1,500 tons, or
was to be drawn from the December quota.
As there was no reserve available from the training allocation,
the operation against the convoy QP-15 had to be taken partly from the
December quota.
In November 1942, CinO Fleet complained that' for the past year the
units of the fleet had been admonished, and by extremely amafl allocations
compelled to save fuel oil.

The training efficiency of the ships had

been jeopardized, he said, and there was hardly any reserve of fuel oil
left.
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RLdm Adam stated that the rain difficulties arose when in the months
of April and Iay 1944, Allied planes suddenly began to bomb out the plants
where the Navy produced its synthetic oil, its other refineries and its
transport system.
He added:
"It was very astonishing for us and we asked every day,
'1hy didn't you bomb out these plants in 1943?'
FAuthermore, they mined the River Danube, so that the waterways from Roumania were disturbed and transport was
partly interrupted.
At the end of 19", the capacities
of our refineries, hydrogenation plants, etc., were
very small. I think the output was only 10-15 percent
of noamal capacity. To overcome these difficulties,
the Speer Ministry, and especially a man named Geilenberg (the program was named after him), tried to
build up small distillation plants in valleys where
they could not be seen by the Allied air force. We
also tried to establish distillation plants in breweries, etc., but success was very small, because the
railroads and the general transport system was disturbed and interrupted."
Despite all these shortages, rationing programs, etc.,

the flavy had

about 180,000 tons of raw materials for fuels and lubricants, not dresced
for use, in its supply system whbn Germany capitulated in 1945.

Storagte
A list

showing the Navy's fuel storage system in Germany and its

capacities appears on page 278a.

Attention is drawn to the fact

that on I July 1944 this system embraced twenty-thrce large fuel farms
with 262 tanks and a capacity of about 1/4 3/4 million U. S. barrels, 81.6
percent of which was underground.
were all above ground.

Distribution tanks (2,288,555 barrels)

lbst of them were tanks belonging to Esco, Shell

and other large oil companies.

Reserve stocks (12,465,415 barrels) wore

stored in underground tanks.
The underground tanks were built by the Navy.

The largest underground

installation was at Nordholz, with an approximate capacity of 3 3/4
million barrels.

It had not been completed when war broke out.

Normally,

underground installations consisted of 35 tanks of 10,000 cubic motors
(62,897.6 U. S. barrels) each.

Capt. Fischer stated that many of the

installations, not considered underground storage, were partially submorged with earthworks protecting them from bomb blast and that none of
RESTRTCTED
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the main Installations voro over affected by anew bombing and that was
tank farm,

Cal

except the one at Fargo in the Zmerican zone of occupation,

were blown up after the war by British forces.
In addition to the Navy-owned tank farms shown on the list
appcnrmin

and chart

in this chapter, many co=orcial fusl storage plants were leased.

An example of the Navyts use of coc-ercial storago was at the port of
Brcorhavon, where the Navy owned only two tanks of approxlmately 31,450
barrels each.

C~orcial storage consisted of 15 tanks vith a total capac-

ity of approximately 638,000 U. S. barrels.
hcating facilities.

These tanks were fitted with

Bunkering places wore fitted with 12 inch pipelines

for mririno fuel oil and 8 inch ones for diesel oil.
in capacity from 220 tons to 500 tons per hour.

Fuel pimps ranged

They uaro steom-driven

by coal-fired boilers.
To facilitate fuolling in stream, these comercial installations had
three self-propelled putping barges, one of 40 ton and one of 250 ton
capacity for gasoline and diecel oil, and one of 500 ton capacity for
marina fuel oil.

Non-saelf-propollad barges consisted of one of 300 tons

and one of 600 tons.
Largo wsval fuel depots wore managed by Intondantur Officials.

Those

officials wore attached to the Logistic Support Departments, Kiel and
Wilholmshaven,

and wore directly responsible to them.

As has bean report-

ed, the logistic support departments wore subordinated to Adm Qu III.
Vorwaltung (supply) officers ware not employcd as custodians of fuel plants only officials, so-called Lmtmaenner, the highest rank in the lower bracket of officials.
Booker said.

These men really knew their job, Oborregiorun=gsrat

It was the highest position they could achieve in the Navy.

Most of them had grown up in the fuel business.

"These jobs were very

highly thought of by officials and assignment to them was considered a
reward for faithful service - a 'cushy'

job," he added.

In addition to the fuel storage 'installations reported here, the
great need for crude oil made it

necessary to establish a great number of

meller fuel denots, where the seven different kinds of crude oil were
mixed into the final fuel products used by the Navy.
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Kiel, Flemhude and -wirenuendo (in Gerany), Gdynia (Poland) and
Pillau (East Prussia) wore the more important distribution points in the
Baltic area.

13ihele3haven, tchin, Cuxhaven, Bleckede, Nordholz and Fargo

were the important onos in the North Sea Area.

Trondheim, Narvik-Alta

and Kirkenes (Artie Ocean) were the major distributing points in Norway.
Hulks, barges and lightors were used to store diesel oil for submarines
at the many ports in Norway where the storage facilities were not available on shore.

No information is available on fuel storago

terrancan, Asgean, Adriatic or Black Sea areas.

in the Medi-

Testimony by persons in-

terrogated has indicated that:
(a) Fuel was shipped over the Alps from Germany and purchased in
Roumania to support German vessels operating in the l-ditorrancan
and Adriatic.

It was apparently placed in the Italian naval

storage system, from which German units made withdrawals.
(b) Fuel purchascd in Roumania was also used to support naval vessels
in the Black and Aegean Seas.

The Aegean forces were supported

from the Black Sea bases, through the Dardanelles, by logistic
support ships operating under orders of Adm Qu III,

leased

storage facilities at Varna and Burgas wore apparently used.
(a) There were two captured tank farms in the Far East; one at
Penang, one at Batavia.

-1bst of the U-boats operating in the

area, however, were fuelled by blockade runners, raiders and, in
isolated instances, by captured or Japaneso tankers.
only at Penang and Batavia.

U-168 fueled

No oil ports, such as Palembang,

inrl, Sandakan, Baklapapan or Tarakan were used.

Prior to the

sinking of the two tankers CHARLOTTE SCHLIMMI and BRAK,

all

German submarines on patrol in the Indian Ocean were fueled by
them.

After they were lost, no other tankers wore available for

servicing vessels in that area.
Distribution
The Navy had its own railroad tank cars, inland water barges, lighters,
rotor tank wagons, etc.

They were partly chartered or requisitioned for
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transportng faa from the refineries to tho main installations (blending/
storcgo plants).
and a lot of

-11

PRan Mc

said that there were about 600 rail tank cars

inland water tankers under the direct managcoant of the

Navy.
The tankers, ptc., were allocated to the several logistic support
.dcpart=tnts (cce Organization of the Navy).

Cmnding officers of those

dopartmnts, norn-ly ngmineoring officers, worked closely with the main
installations and the sources from which they received their fuel.

For

taking fu•l into the main installations, Adm Qu III had under its direct
managwmt:
b
I
d
(a)

The
The
The
The

logistic support department,
department, Wilhelmshaven;
Gdynia;
logistic support
logistic support department of Naval (inC France
TroonschiMorband (a cosorcial shipping organization).

In this connection RAdm Adam stated:
"This Trossscbiffverband was a shipping company with
a lot of large and small tankers. Ito task was to supply
ships at sea with fuel, amnunition, water and provisions.
Furthermore, it had to carry out any required transport of liquid fuels, where the regular naval tankers
belonging to the various logistic support departments
could not fulfill this task. The logistic support departments had to transport fuel from refineries, etc,,
to the main installations. They got their instructions from Adm Qu III about how much was to be transported from where to where.
*The various components were blended at the main installations. The fuels were then transported to the
sub-installations in the various countries, for instance Norway, Denmark, France, Netherlands, Belgium
and Italy. The larger tankers for overseas transport
were managed directly by Adm Qu III, in Berlin, because it was necessary to work in close connection
with the Operations Staff (1 SKL). It might be of
interest that at the time the battleships SCHARKHORST
and GNMISENAU were operating in the Atlantic, 35,000
tons of marine fuel oil per month was made available
to them by eight or nine tankers operated by the
Trossachiffterband in close connection with Adm Qu
III and Naval CinC France in Paris.
"On shore we had the Army organization, the Transport
Coamand, which was responsible for rail and inland
waterway transportation. It worked closely with the
railroad authorities. The Air Force, Navy and Army
sautitted their demands to it and it had to furnish the
transport. Responsibility for the transport of all
fuel overseas rested with the Navy. The Navy had to
transport the liquid fuels for the Army as wenl as
for the civilian economy in the tankers owned by the
Navy. One of the Air Force squadrons, the BIMAN
GOEING, had its own tanker fleet."
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The nuber of tankers umployed, their tonnage and other informtion
regardLng actual distribution of fuel at sea by the logistics support
departments are contained in Chapter V.

Information regarding the capacities

of the regular Navy logistic support vessels are lacking, except in the case
of the supply ship NORJIARK.

She carried:

Diesel

8,885,150 Xg (approximately 66,300 U. S. bbls.)

Marine fuel

2,754,200 Kg (approximately 18,360 U. S. bbla)

?Ielling at Me
All logistic support veseals and tankers were designed to refuel by
two hoses running from the stern of the fuelling ship to the vessel being
fuelled.

This practice of refuelling over the tanker's stern, according

to Rida Schubert, had the tactical advantage that, in case of emergency,
all connections with the tanker could be cast off inediately and the
fighting ship would be ready for action.
The Navy' s concept of mobile support was that each large fighting
unit should have its own tanker/supply ship.

In this connection l7ottem-

intendant Wuiff stated:
"The bunker capacity of a pocket battleship was about
3,000 tons and I should say the consumption, at 19
knots, must have been 60 tons of diesel fuel per day.
This means that thea could cruise about 50 days on
their own bunker capacity. The tanker/supply ships
carried about 11,000 or 12,000 tons of diesel oil.
When you add the two together, the cruising radius of
a pocket battleship was practically unlimited."
Accountin
In 1939, procurement, storage, distribution of and accounting for
fuel was a responsibility of Mar~biest/K.

The dockyards at Vilhelmshaven

and Kiel were the field agencies which carried on this work for MarRuest/K.
In 1940, however, a reorganization of the Admiralty was affected and this
responsibility was transferred to Admi III.

The Logistic Support Depart-

ments at Kiel and Wilhelushaven were established at that tine and assumed
responsibility for storage, distribution of and accounting for all fuel,
except coal and lubricating oil.

These item were nnaged by the supply

centers at Wilhelashaven and Kiel respectively.
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or reallocations of fuel allowed to the Navy by OK/Rue WI and pricing of
fuel in the supply systen was porformed in the Amiralty by Adm Qu III.
During the war, statistics on fuel issues and accounting for rationed
fuel, minod or produced in Germany, wore assembled and performed by three
commercial firma, the Yontan lining Union, at Berlin, the Schiweg Company
at Essen and the Von Appen Company at Hamburg.

A fourth company, Ruminol,

maintainsd statistics and accountcd for Roumanian oil purchased direct by
Adm Qa III or made available to the Navy by OKK/Ruo Wi or Spoor -Mnistry.
DIKG (German War Shiipment Corporation) maintained statistics on fuel
issues to Italy and submittcd them, under the mutual aid system of accounting to OXWE, thence to the Reichabank.
Before the war, when fuels and lubricants were first received in the
Navy's supply system (at the reserve or distributing tank farm), they
were handled like .amy other item of stock, i.
was taken up at its

o., the tonnage or gallonage

priced value on the books of the dockyards.

Total

quantities in store and their value was reported monthly to MarRuost/K.
Man war broke out, however, and the rcorganization referred to above took
place, prices were dropped.
Each fuel depot reported its

issues daily, and anticipated issues

for tho succcding day, to the logistic support department havinS cognizonco over its activities.

Quantities on hand, issued or expected to be

issued wore recapitulated by these dopartments.

Those recapitulations

wore eubmitted weekly to Adm Qa III, the Engineer Inspoctorate and the
proper accountin"/statistical firms.

Reports and the unaga factors devel-

oped by the Engineering Inspictorato were the basis upon which all Navy
reallocations were made.
Prices of fuel wore controlled and established by the Roichproispruefstolle (National Office of Price Control) at Hamburg during the war.
was said that there was little

It

variation in fuel prices.

The Navy Budget Office (OlIE) allocated the funds with which the
Navy financed fuel procurcment and production.

Mm Qx III obtained bids

from and =ado contracts with the various coal owners and navy-sponsored
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and other refineries and mixing plants to produce its

synthetic fuels.

It alco purchased, through the firm Ruminol, crude oil from Roumania and
other countries and consigned it
plants.

to the refintries and blending/storaGo

OKt./fRue Wi determined the amounts it

(see chapter on Procurement).

could purchase or produce

Bills for coal or shale oil acquired by

the Navy were paid by Mm Qi III at the controlled price.
In special cases whore certain coal products, such as residuals of
tar, oil or coal, were needed by the Navy only for blend-in
separate contracts were lot.

certain fuels,

The prices hegotiated in such instances,

wore, of course, not subject to price control.

Bmninol paid bills for

crude oil obtained abroad and submitted its own consolidated bill to
Lim Qu III for payment.

Costs of crudo .oil purchased abroad varied with

production costs in the countries in which it

was produced.

It was said,

however, that after Garmantroops occupied the countries involved, such
price variations wore controlled, insofar as it was politic to do so, by
the German authorities.
Issues to forces afloat wore made by the distributing fuel depots on
the basis of a combined requisition/invoice.

Mhon issue was completed,

the signed invoice showing quantities issued was sent to the appropriate
logistic support dopartment, which in turn sent it

to the Main Account-

ing Dopartment of the naval dockyard, where issues wore recorded and assembled for the annual fuel return made td AMm Qi III.
Aboard ship, quantities wore verified by the engineering officer by
counding and temperature conversion, end entered in the engineering log.
Daily consumption figures, Speodo and their duration were also entered in
this log.

logs wore forwarded to the Engineering Inspectorate, where

receipts and expenditures of all ships of ons class were recapitulated,
and usage factors developed.

The Navy used nine kinds of fuel, viz.:
(a) Crude and shale oil piurchaccd abroad, used as a base in blending
all liquid fuels,
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(b) Refined marine (black) fuel oil, used by all warships and oilburning merchant vessels, except pocket battleships and submarines,
(c) Firet grade refined diesel oil, used by submarines,
(d) Second grado rofined diesel oil, used by pocket battleships and
in some cruisers! auxiliary motors,
(e) Third grade refined diesel oil, used by diesel driven auxiliaries
and merchant vessels. (While the records studied make no mention
of other vessels using diesel oil, since Germany led the world
in the diesel engineering production field, it appears logical
to assume that mar small craft and naval trucks also used this
fuel.)
(f) Gasoline, used by small battle units and passoeer vehicles,
(g) Coal, used by nost of its minesweopers, trawlers, harbor defense
boats and shore establishments,
(h) Peat and wood, mixed with coal, used by small craft during the
last months of the war only#
(i) Peroxide of I'dr-ogen (H2 02 ), used to increase explosiveness of
first Crade diesol oils and to attain high speeds in submarines.
In addition, it had 22 kinds of lubricatiie oil and seven kinds of
grease in its supply system.
Fuel and fuel mixing ingredionta were rationed during the war.
Rue

OKW

i allocatcd to the Navy its share of all crado and shale oil purchased

abroad and all oil chalk and the various types of coal and coal products
mined and developed in Gormany.

These allocations wore made available to

ida Qa III.
The Navy Budget Office (OVE) allotted the money necessary to subsidize Gorm-n com-morcial firma in the production of coal and coal products
and to pay for thoeo products and the Navyls share of crude and shale oil
purchased abroad.
Ads Qa III nade all contracts far the production of fuel and fuel
products, for the blending of crude oil with these fuel products and for
other uork in connaction .horowith, and settled all bills resulting- from
such contracts.
Ruminol, a civilian firm, Imported all crude oil obtained for the
Navy abroad, paid the bills for it and submitted its consolidated bills
to Ada Qu III for settlement.
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After the) had been properly blended, liquid fuels and lubricants
were taken into the supply system, where they were carried on the books at
no price.

Solid fuels and greases were also taken into tho supply system

on the same basis.
An allocations of stocks of liquid and solid fuels, lubricants and
greases were made within the Navy by Ada Qu III.

The fuel program of the

NLvy was also administered by that organization.

Its field agencies per-

formed the work.

The Iogiatic support department at the naval dockyards at Kiel, Wilhelashaven and Gdynia and the logistic support unit under Naval CinC France
were charged with the receipt, storage and distribution of fuel and boiler
water locally, and the dispatch of such items, via tanker, to seagoing
units and foreign bases.
Prices for fuel mined or synthetized in Germany were controlled by
the National Office of Price Control.

Prices for fuel procured abroad

were negotiated by German forces occupying the country from which it was
obtained.
Three comercial firms maintained statistical data regarding receipts
and issues and accounted moneywise to Adm Qu III for all fuel in the naval
supply system.
Fuel distribution depots reported issues and anticipated issues daily
to the logistic support departments, which in turn made a consolidated
issue report weekly to Ada Qu III.
Adm Qu III made a priced fuel issue report annually to the Svpmw
Court of Accounts, via the AdmLnalty pre-audit office.
Wor Problems and Experiences Related and Su&estions IHdy by Person
Several officers and official

ware asked about their experiences in

handl'g fuel afloat and ashore, andw at'chanes, if any, they would make
if they were again confronted with the sw

probem.

They were also asked

if they had any further Information that the7 believed would be of intereat to the American Navy.

Their replies, i*ere they have not already been

included in the text$ are recorded below.
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Oberregierungsrat Booker said:
"hal delivered to the Navy hsa to have a special
Bncific gravity. designed tO make it heavier than
water so it would sink when a ship was hit. The mixing process was controlled by a top chemist at the
Chemical and Physical Department at Kiel, a Dr. Herman Meyer, now employed by the American Navy (Navy
Boiler Technical Laboratory, Philadelphia).
This
same man has information regarding the viscosity and
other properties of the 22 kinds of lubricating oils
used by us, especially the "Heiadampf 7jlinderoll"
(superheated steam cylinder oil).
"Our largest rail tank cars were approximately 15,400
gallons (22 tons), with the exception of same experimental care of 21,000 gallons (30 tons).
They were
about twice the size of our regular tank cars (15

tons).
"The main difficulty with these experimental tank cars
was not so much the volume of the cars as the weight
on the tracks and particularly the necessity for keeping the oil at temperatures high enough to maintain
flui•dity. These tank cars had only one unloading
hatch, where the fuel was to be pumped out, and when
the fuel was cold, pumping was difficult. This problem was solved by installing special metal hoses, running in spirals inside the tank, into which was
introduced hot steam. This made the oil thin enough
to unload it.
"The difficulties of getting clearances through

tunnels, on bends, through towns, etc., were solved
by subdividing the experimental cars into three partitions, each being supported by a special axle, so
that sharp bends or other obstructions along the rail
tracks were avoided. These experimental cars were
developed by WiFo (Wirtschaft Forsohung) an organization working for the Air Force.
"If

I were directed to establish a fuel handling sys-

tem again, with no restrictions imposed upon me, I
would make no changed in the system we used during the
war. In procurementG, however, I think that it would
be better if the procuring officers, or procuring
establishments of the armed forces, had more freedom
in obtaining their allocations of fuel. During the
last part of the war, heavy friction and unpleasantness developed within the armed forces because of
competition between the three services in their dealings with the various governmental departments in
their attemlts to get the oil they needed.
In practice the service with the greatest political influence
got the major share of the fuel, regardless of the
operational needs of the others.

"*The whole fuel procurement and supply of a country
cannot be looked at from the aspect of the country
itself, but has to be regarded from an over-all view,
in this case from the standpoint of the Western World.
Obviously the American oil industry has recognized
the need for controlling the distribution and supply
of the Western World. About 19 big American oil companies have now merged and probably will control oil
RESTRICTED
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procurement and supply in their own sphere of influence. Your forces here in Germany (1951) should not
be provided with the end product of high octane fuel,
for your military needs, from America. The crude oil
products should be shipped to Germany, where, after
being refined in German plants, they could befinished to support your forces. I would like t6 say that
I have conducted negotiations with the British, the
Benelux Countries and Norway on this subject. The
British are considering my proposal. I might also
add that discussions have also been entered into
with American authorities. There are seven crackinzg
plants left in Germany. The refineries are: Esso
at Hamburg, Shell at Harburg, Vacum at Bremen, DeuragNerag at Miesburg, Gelsonberg at Gereenkirchen, Schelvin
at Gelsenkirchen and Wesselling near Bonn."
Dr. Jannsen stated:
"If U. S. naval units were stationed here in Germany
and difficulties in fuel supply from overseas should
arise, it would be necessary to procure oil to supply
the ships from European bases. Then the type of fuel
oil which could be obtained here in sizeable quantities would be the type of oil we had to use towards
the last stages of the war, after the scarcity of
other types of oil had increased, the so-called pitch
fuel oil. With the qualities shown in exhibit 102,
and the special handling procedures required for this
type of oil (these documents are in the files of this
project), it is very probable that not enough normal

diesel oll would be available and it would be necse-

sary to add gasoline to diesel oil to produce what in
our Navy was called tsonder diesel Kraftstoff #21
(special diesel fuel #2).
"We had an interesting experience during the war, when
our submarines were stationed in France. The boats
lying, entering and leaving the ports in the Gironde
and Loire estuaries often experienced breakdowns of
their fuel pumps on diesel engines. The reason for
this was that the water in these rivers contained a
very finely dispersed mud, which entered the diesel
oil and thus destroyed the pumps. In the outside
tanks of the submarines, the diesel oil floats, so
to speak, on the water. The amount of water entering
the tank increases as the oil is used up. The water
which was carrying oil in these tanks was infiltrated
into the oil and the tiny particles of the mud destroyed the pimps. It also happened when the boats
stayed in the submarine pens. We avoided this by
closing the bottcm flaps of the tanks when croosing
over these mud areas. When entering French ports,
this condition should be observed.
"Lots of things are obvious today.

Tank farms

are

now all underground. One thing that surely would
interest Americans is that if there is going to

be a ware one can never begin too early to enforce rigorous methods to kcep down waste, particularly in oils and oil products. During.the warp,
the German railroads were a striking example of how
a nation can cut down waste. Our railroad system
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used vast quantities of cylinder oil, which, of course,
was very scarce. They tried to avoid a breakdown of
transport by miing a very heavy cylinder oil. These
regulations had'such a striking effect that the railroads suddenly required less than half the amount of
cylinder oil they had used before.
"Another procedure was to purify all types of used
oil. As a result of these purification methods, there
was always sufficient oil of the various types available. I think the secret of our success, despite the
scarcity of fuel and oil, lies in the systematic and
thorough training of our technical personnel in naval
colleges and schools.
There were special navy regulations for fusl oil, lubrication and boiler feed
water. Speoial chmical courses were held in these
schools. These supplied officers and non-canosioned
officers with the fundamental knowledge necessary to
carr out our program.

"wge should have evpanded our hydrogenic and FischerTropach plants long before the war and we should
start to build these industrial plants again now.
"One of our big disadvantages was that, in the whole
production sector, the organization, and especially

the leading top experts, was charged so frequently
and the experts discharged. This produced nothing
but friction and difficulty. Even if a person blunders once in a wbilej he should not isaediateloy be
replaced wTW another" person. The state of any personality, particularly in the production sector, is
decisive. (The last sentence apparently mans that
the removal of any top executive within azy field of
production is of such great importance that frequent
changes cause damaging disruptions and should be
avoided wherever possible.)
"Another great headache of ours •is that the fuel depots always asked for more fuel than was necessary
for their requirements. I think it should be possible,
from the establishment of these depots, to limit the
fuel they can stock, so that they cannot exceed the
amount of fuel or petroleim products actually required.
"I would also like to state that because of having to
furnish the required amount of fuel, and also the task
of testing the quality of the fuel delivered, the
situation was very difficult. The Navy, as a carryover froo peacetime, was very spoiled regarding the
quality of its fuel oil, especially in the matter of
viscosity, which was below 10 degrees Engler at a
temperature of 20 degrees centigrade. Our burners
were not able to burn oil with a higher viscosity.
As a consequence, when an order for fuel for a cruiser
was placed in foreign countries, it was immediately known that German units were on their way there.
"The mwa fuel sources which Germany had at its disposal varied greatly in their products' quiaity and
those, in turn, necessitated a firm supervision over
the mixed final product. However, the problem was
solved 100 percent when war broke out. I was informed
by an American naval officer, Lieutenant Richard C.
Aldrich, US Navy, a member of the Naval Technical
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Mission in Europe, weho interrogated W at Glueoksburg
in June 1945, that the sm difficulties with -13in"
different types of fuel f~ord the American Pacific
Fleet to be lIdM up U4 days because they carried out
a mixture between Californian and Gulf oili, and that
it oould not be used on account of asphalt residues.
During the war we had this accident once. 8hortar
beforg the intene sailing of the battleship BISMARCK, it was discovered that the oil buroers er
full of ' oil deposit' and all the bunker valls hW
to be cleaned up. Thereafter, azw new type of fuel
oil war thwcougby analysed, according to a special
procedure as shown in exhibit #3'(On file with
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Naval logistic operations are dependent upon the adequacy of supplies
and facilities inherent to each element of logistics and the use which is
made of them.

If extra importance can be given to any one of these ele-

ments it would without doubt be placed upon transportation.
mind it

With this in

is essential that the study of the transportation systems of Gae-

many and other countries of Rtrope, as related to the specific problem of
furnishing logistic support for naval forces s'ould be developed to a
point commensurate with the importance of this element of logistics.
To achieve this, the following report draws upon the vast amount of
information contained in intelligence data and in transportation studies
gonchited during and after the war, and uses them to outline a broad background of transportation experience and administration in Germany and
occupied Mhrope.

Superimposed upon this background, and pertinent to the

transportation needs and functions of the Navy itself, are the statements
of officials and officers who were closely connected with naval transportation problems.

Related research data extracted from OKW and German and

British Admiralty -fileshas also been included.
it

With these materials,

is desired to show the Navy's utilization of railroads, inland waterway

systems and highiys which were controlled by agencies outside the naval
organization, and also to show the job perfoemed by sea transportation,
which for a period during World War II was the Navyts sole logistic responsibility to the other armed services.
Despite traditional thoroughness of the Germans, the material state
of their transportation systac at the outbreak of war left much to be desired.
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The shift from peace to war enormously Emltiplied the burden on available
facilities.

The change-over of the German economy, the effects of the blockade

on ocean shipping, the urgent demands of OKW, the supplying of newly con.
qlaered territories and the effecti-of air raids and sabotage all added to
the strain upon a system, which from the beginning provided a very narrow
margin of safety.

The shifting of captured transportation elements from

one country to another and their integration into the German transportation
system provided temporary relief in some instances, and extended the systam
to the far corners of the European continent.

The advantages of these con-

quests, however, were offset by several disadvantages.

Thus while the booty

in transportation eqdiimant taken from France and Belgium was large, it
was ssmLU in such countries as Rolland, Denmark and Norway and neceasitated
German contributions of essential freight and transport equipmanb which had
been inadequate from the start.
DAiring the depression of the 1930a, Germany and the rest of XUrope
allowed railroad eqapisent to deteriorate seriously.

Therefore, when Gei"..

man armed forces began to roll over their own transportation routes and
those of occupied countries, they found that the transportation faoilities
available to them were considerably below the standards of perfection which
had been set by the Geman military theory of war.

Furthermore, Hitler,

in the heat of his manipulation of the nationls eoQpoW to achieve a
"Greater Reich" had sacrificed the railroads so that he could realize the
fulfillment of his. own ambitious plans.
With g1gant4c miscalculation and complete disregard of the warnings
of Von 8chlieffen and Ludendorff that Germany should reorganise its railroads, he deliberately neglected them in order to perfect his scheme for
a "Volkswagen" (peoples car) and extensive "autobahnen" (superhighAys).
Firmly counting on a brief motorized blitzkrieg, he built across Germany
the most extensive strategic motor roads in tho world, while neglecting
the developient of the railroad system.

It was his fixed idea that coa-

munication with and between the fronts could best be handled by motorized
units.

This had one great drawback.

The gigantic highways became worthless
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when Germany later ran out of motor fuel.
The inland waterway system of EIrope had been kept in good condition.
Unlike the state-owned railroads and highways, it bad been operated under
private ownership.

'hen car shortages developed during the Pbssian campaign

and fuel shortages threw additional loads, otherwise carried by tracks,
on the already heavily burdened railroads, the inland waterway companies
stepped in and saved Germany ts transportation organization from collapsing.
The merchant marine" of Germany and the countries overrun by its forces
carried the coastal tonnage of the Baltic, the Black and Aegean
the Mediterranean.

The British fleet kept it

ea

and

fairly well ilmbilized in

the Atlantic, but protected by naval escorts it was able to parry man
thousands of tons of war materials to Norway, the Lowland countries and
7rane.

a3 the blockade tightened, many of these ships were shifted from

the Atlantic to the Baltic$ the Mediterranean, Aegean and Black Seas to
carry on their Jobs.

Germany, even before Hitlerta rise to power always favored an organization in which there were only a few ministries, which represented the
whole of the federal administrative business.

Thus, in the Weinar Govern,

ment, the German Chancellor when conferring with his ministers was within
technical reach of every activity and agency of the government.

When the

National Socialists came into power they were careful to maintain this
effIoient organization.

As a result, it was a comparatively simple evolu.

tion for thee to integrate further and to centralize those elements of
government and private business which they desired in the Nasi plan of
government.
Under this plan all exating private economic associations were brought
under the influence of a central organization.

They ware legally consti-

tuted as private associations, but membership was made compulsory and the
government dictated the form and functions of the now set-up.

This was

accomplinhed under the law of 7ebruary 27, 1934, which promulgated the
"organic reconstruction" of Gersnw's economic system.
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Group ,was rnd one of aomcn under th. Miniotry of nmokimioa.

Under a law

of Septc=bor 25, 1935, howover, it van scparatcd from the other groupo,
called the 14iniatry of Transportation and cubdividcd into oeven functional
groups:
1. Ocean shipping
2. Inland shipping
3. Motor transport
4. Carrier service
5. Railway vehioles
6. •orwarding agencies
7. Auxiliary transport services.
Each of thceo groups was farther divided into rcional and cub-regional
divisions.
The basic feature of this organication was that transportation was
plaocd under the 1itnictry of Transportation, while undor the old cohcmo,
the original transportation. group wos included with others, under the coonigaoo of the liniotry of Emononioo.

This chango was the natural rccult

of the dominatin5 position hold by the national railroads in the transportation system
An organication chart of the Gorman Tranportation System appears
on page 294a, and on it the flov of authority for all agencies,
oxOcpt. tho favy and/or Roih lbritimo Shippin3 Co~ision is shown.

In

crplained under tho section Sca Transportation in this chapter, tho Navy,
fromm Fobilination D•y'until 1942 had complete control over all sea transportation.

lTrom 1942-1944, this responsibility was exorcisoed by the Peioh

Fmriti= Shippin3 Coimseion.

Fran 1944 to the end of the war, rcsponoi-

bility for sca transportation r-attors was' oplit botw-een the laritime
Shipping Comimsion and the Nomy.
Study of this chart will reveal that the Nand Govornm-nt did not rely
on private groups to organize transport facilities.

Decisions in policy

rmatters rc.srdin3 transportation wore nado by the governamt.

Thoroforo,

on Soptc=bar 14, 1940, an organi•ation was etablished to effect closo
co-operation botecn railroads, uhterways, and road traffic in pcaco and

var.

To attain this, the agencies created woro given ccomloto power to

opccify the typo of transport to be used and the routce to be followed.
Under their direction, highWy transportation was confined to local traffic,
25RESTRICTED
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collcotion and delivery work, and offorts wore mado towards divorting as
=ach traffic as possiblo fro= tho ovor-burdcncd railways to tho inland
waterways.
Controlling thin nev organization wan the Control Traffic Office, the
head of which was a railroad official who also presided over the heads

of other departments of the ministry.
The Central Traffic Offico imeucd its orders to three Area Traffic

Office:.

Thneo ucro located in Erloan for the westorn area, in Berlin for

th eanstern area, and in -mnich for the couthorn area.

The staff of the

area traffic officc3 conowitcd of reprcecntativea of the leading trucking
and c31 barjo ce .-enic3 and of the tajto-cuncd railroads in the area. The
,obiof %-o a railroad official.

This not only dc~onntraton the dominanco

of tho otatc-*:=d railro-d systce over the other tranoportation facilitic3, bat alco euMmet that it

Tho area traffic officce

dictated the policies of the new agoncioes.
wero further cabdividcd into district traffic

officco, 31 of uhich uoro c3tablisahd within Greater Gorasny.
th•ir staff ues coap3od of reprcsantatimpc

Hero agoin,

of the trauckim and canal barog

coapanics within tho district, and theoe offioce wore headcd by railway
officialo.

Thoir tack vao the rculation of traffic within their districts,

the quicak loading and unloading of roods, and the iplmcntation of the
directives issued by the area traffic offices.

In Juno 1942 a Central Traffic Direating hAncy wva establishcd.
hcadqcpartcra wero in Berlin.

The -_bora

rcprczentativa cach of the coal, libor,
an

=. _r t irdotric•,

ca•

Its

of this new aoncy included one
buiudii matorial, food supply

all as one for indimtry in Gcnoral and another

for inlarn1 uatm••as raviCtion.

Mie to =7 of this now organization were

ohiofly the lcadinz and unlccdin3 of cars and baraci.

Here again, the head

of the organization %as a senior railroad official.
11r. Albert Spear, the Reich 9miister of Ak-rcnt and War Production,
ac=u-d a ostedily inarcnwin? influence over the transportation organization.

On July 17, 1942 he catabliched an Avcnoy for Transport ReUalation and
appointed 32 1:ain Traspori Coicsionaro, whose offices were attachcd to
"Oo._ttcc3" cud "Mr,,,ol,, qoe--ýocd of cngineers.

ThMeo organizationo had

oriainnLly been o•cated by CSpor to m-pcdito a.--.nt production.
and "Rings" cisted for each of 32 raw =atcrilo
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special bearing on the oonduct of the war.

Thse transport ommissioner~s

had the power to intervene in the transportation of goods within their
sphere of responsibility whenever a more efficit organisation coOIA effect
savings in. cost or time.

Under these main tranport commissioners,, Mo..

triot and Local Transport Comisionerst offices Were organized.

The ext-

siv. power of this new Speer Organisation over the Geimen transportation
system practically elininated the Power Proviouas1y' exercised by the )Utnister

of Transportation. The wain transport commissioners could determine the
mazium. distinces over Which certain articles could be shipped.

MWe could

requs0t, industries to cancel the contracts of their old o.astommr if they
required long distance boals.

They could even force the closing of factories

which were unfavorably locatedj, or cense the reopen:Lng of closed pleants
which were located more suitably.

They could shift railfrausport to Water

transport or vices versa, end influence the plab±ng of government orders so
as to eliminate -long distance hauls.

The condsoioners could also initiate

measures by which seasonal obipments were wven2l' spread out over the year.
They organized the co-operative distribution of raw materials, frtela etc.,
as well as the co-operative shipping of semi-finished and finished goods.
LMO the Central Traffic Directing Agency, they Were also responsible for
expediting the loading and unloading of railway oars end barges.
In Order to effect additional co-ordination in the field of transpol'.
tationj, the transport main comaiusioners were directed to make suggstions
for the even distribution Of transportation end the elimination of unaiccessary shipmenta an" waste1fa1 methods.

The hgency for Transport ispiLation

delegated the task of rationalizing ahijmentg to th, variou galf-,aduinStrotive bodies, such as 3bonovic Groups and Specialty Groups, as Weil as to
various indistrial associations.

Z&oh of these groups also appointed trans..

portation experts.
In addition to the advice of all these traffic experts who were attached
to the aerious governmental agencies and self-aduinistrative bodies of in-.
&ustry, the District Transport Comaiosiomiers made rjsuggsions on methods
designed to reduce transportation requirements and to increase transport
Officiency., as well as supervising the execution. of all such amasures within
their respective districts.

Local Transport commissioners were appointed by
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the Armament Commands, agencies which had been created by 01 in 1934 and
taken over by the Speer Ministry in 1942.

These commands are refered to

in Chapter VI in connection with aewent production
The Four leers t Plan Office, Goering's speolal domain also participated
in. the German transportation organization by appointing a Traffic Commissioner to each area traffic office.

They were assigned the task of co-

ordinating the work of all agencies dealing with traffic problems.
Thus it will be seen that the transportation system was highly overorganized, with overlapping agencies and overlapping responsibilities.

The

fact that the Minister of Transportation, the Minister of Armament and War
Production and the DLrector of the Four Years1 Plan all had representatives
in the sawe organization would normally lead Americans to believe that only
conusion and frustration could result.

However, according to officers

and officials interrogated on this subject, this was not true.

Apart from

the interruptions incurred by rail car shortages and bombing, the organisation functioned efficiently and smoothly as far as the shipuent of military personnel,

equipment, material and supplies were concerned.

The reason for this, they said, was that the Mobilization Plan of 1938
provided that the High Comand of the Armed Forces (011) should co-ordinate
the use of the transportation facilities of Germany and the countries
occupied by its

forces with the needs of the civil econon

of those countries

through regular and frequent conferences with the national ministries controlling thm
To facilitate this, a co-ordinating body, known as the Home Staff (O11/IF4Bd/Heimstab) was established within the OEW.

This body, working in con-

junction with the national agencies which controlled railroad, inland waterway end air transportation facilities in Germany and the occupied countries,
was the final authority on transportation matters within the armed forces.
Admra III was the organization which compiled the Navy' s needs for rail,
air and inland water transportation.

All naval activities submitted their

requirements for such transportation to this erganization.
to O/AlWStW/Heimstab.

It

submitted them

That body, after conference with the Ministry of Trans-

portation concerning civil and industrial needs, and consideration of the requirements of the Army and lir

Force allotted so mnch rail, air and inland
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water transportation monthly to the Navy.

Requirements in excess of this

allotment were stated separately by Adn III to ON/W

td/Heimstab and,

according to conditions obtaining at the time, were approved or disapproved.
Adm4u III apportioned the Navy allotment of rail, inland water and
air transportation among its chief users and, through its transportation
field representatives and logistio support departments administered the
transportation(except sea transportation) program for the Navy.
Thus, railroad transportation was managed:
(a)

At t•e national level by the Ministry qf Transportation,
assisted by the Ministry of Armament and War Production
and the Office of the Pour Yearst Plan.

(b)

At the Department of Defense level by OI/V!dHetmstab.

(c) At the Navy Department (Admiralty) level by Aft Qa III.
(d)

At the operating level within thu,,_Yavy by field representatives
of Ada Qu III at shipping points and the logistic support
departments of the main naval bases.

The Navy had some railroad locomotives, tank cars and other rolling stock
of its

own for use in the Wilhelmshaven.Kiel area.

This equipmnt was con.

trolled extlusive•y by 1Am Qa III and its field representatives.

Shortly after hostilities broke out, it

became apparent that the long

neglected state-controlled railroads were not equal to the demands upon
them.

In the prewar years, the Nazi Party with all its

schemes for total

mobilization bad built considerably fewer locomotives than had been built
in the years before the Pirt
motives had been built anm
were produced.

Before 1914 more than 1,000 loco-

World 'Var.

lly in Germany; but in 1938 only 60 locomotives

In 1913 Germamy had a total of 28,000 locomotives and 704,000

freight cars while in 1939 it

had only 22,000 locomotives and 670,000

passenger and freight cars.

Daring the initial phases of the war, the nua-

bar of locomotives and freight oars was increased by an intensified production program and by the seizure of rolling stock in oompied countries.
This was by no means sufficient to fill

the bill, however, and Germany con.

t

tinued to suffer from Hitler a disregard of the importance of the railroad
syste§m
Germany worked desperately to correct and compensate for the errors
that had been made.

Greedily she snatched the railroads of conquered and.
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collaborating nations and integrated them with her own.
integration and coordination were effected.

HRge programs of

The transportation systems of

Austria, Luxemburg, Czeohoulovakia, Lithiania, Poland, Belgium, Franoe,
rugoslaviaa Russia, Holland, Denmark and Norway were all taken over or con.
trolled.
trol.

Even the railroads of the German allies did not escape Nazi con..

As early as 1941 all large terminals in Italy had come under the control;

of German railway officials.

By the beginning of 1943 the Germans assumed

complete control of the Hingarian railways.

Requisitioning of locomotives and railway cars from occupied and allied
countries was one of the principal means whereby Germary was able to increase
her transportation capacity after war broke out.

It is conservatively esti-

mated that up to the end of 19/3 she took fr= these countries over 12,000
locomtives and about 400#000 railway oars.

This amounted to about 60 and 65

percent respectively of the total number in Germany before the war.

But this

was still not enough to met the tremendous demands of war, and further
attempts bad to be =-do to reotify the prewar errors.
Evtensive regulations were issued to improve the utilization of locomotive power
stock.

and car space, and to accelerate the circulation of rolling

The •ame arrangements were made all over Axis DErope, either by the

German authorities or by the governments and railway administrations of the
conquered and satellite nations.

In all countries freight cars had to be

fully loadedp and were even overloaded by one or two tons.
eluded between the railway administrations of German

1greements con-

and other countries,

Roumnania and Bulgaria allowed overloaded oars to circulate on foreign lines.
imurrage charges were raised, time liUits for loadiug and discharging
shortened, and penalties for tardiness introduced throughout German oontrolled
territory.

Also to prevent terminal congestion, special agents were appointed

to organize the clearing of railwa

yards.

Passenger traffic was discouraged by higher fares and by propaganda
and other means.

In many regions, except for the regular commter traffic,

tr4ps were permitted only in case of urgency.

As a matter of course, travel

restrictions had the additional purpose of controlling the population of a
subjugated country.
kilometers (62 aile)

In Norway, in the spring of 1912, trips of more than 100
depended on a special permit, application for which
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bad to be u-de a week in advance, and in April 1943 a complete ban was
imposed on travel outside a 30 kiloaeter (19 miles) radius of the prinoipal cities.

In Poland, Germans enjoyed priority on the railroads, but Poles

could use lines only for professional trips4

In occupied

ussuia, a permit

had to be procured for every trip, and in some regions those desiring to
travel on what were officially known as li.-free trains were required to
produce a certificate that they were not louse.infected.
Transportation facilities saved by the reduction of passenger traffic
were used to move freight, but this should not be overated.
controlled by Germany was working for the arned force.

Every country

Consequently there

was much essential travel of workers, businessmen and officials to say
nothing of troop movements, furlough tripe and the conveyance of battle
casualties.

As the railroads were unable to satisfy all needs in the field

of freight traffic, cargo space everywhere was allocated.

Shipments easen..

tial for the conduct of the war were granted preferential treatment, according to the degree of their urgency.

The civilian population had only a

deferred sbare8 I tMnpOrtation.
The weaknesses in the transportation system caused by the neglect of
the railroads became particularly apparent during the first months of the
eastern campaign.

The captured territories there had yielded no railroad

stock, as bad bees

the case in the west.

ened considerably.

Lines of oomanication had length-

The railroad equipment could not be stretched.

In order

to supply the armies and to maintain production in the east, the Gemhs
started an eastward migration of equipment.

German locomotives and oars

were sent to Poland and Russia, and French, Belgian and Ditch rollirg stock
was sent to central and eastern Europe.

The Germans obtained possession

of the railway equipment simply by requisitioning it.
Transportation facilities were particularly strained because of this
necessary supply of a 2,000 mile front.

In occupied Rassia, car orders

for non-military use were classified by railroad authorities according to
their urgency and passed on to the regional offices of Spewr' s Agency for
Transport Regulation, where the number of oars available was ascertained
and allocated,

A similar procedure wan employed for shipments from Gummny

to occupied Russia.
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At home, the Germans attempted to combat this transportation crisis
by shortening their transport lines.

They fixed maximum distances for the

shipment of goods, and sought to induce every firm to buy only from the nearest supplier.

This policy, which was quite successful, was extended to Ea-

rope as a whole.

It increased efficiency in operation, and a thorough overt-

hauling of the existing practices of shipping goods effected further savings
of transport mcans.

Mtenaivo research was conducted into traffic relations.

The traffic of shipments from producer to consumer was thoroughly explored.
The statistical data thus obtained made it possible to prepare special maps
showing the status of traffic relations of each important group of goods.
When these maps wore completed, they were uscd to demonstrate the existence
of uneconomical traffic routes such as so-called long runs (transport over
unnccessarilry Iona distances), counterruns (goods of the same kind being
shipped in the opposite dircotion), and crood-runs (transport routes cutting
across each other).

At the same time, other maps were worked out showing

the ideal transport routes for each kind of essential commodity.
After 1942, however, authorization was granted only to the most important
and most urgent shipments.

Less-than-carload shipments wore excluded from

the railroads, and had to be forwarded to the eastern front by way of the
Baltic Sea.

As a result, there were, according to German reports, rma

instances of darago and loss from lack of waterproof packing materials.
The crisis in transportation was further intensified by the fact that
the war and the inevitable blockade of Germany threw all transport upon the
land, and brought radical ohangcs in the pattern of transportation.

Traffic

had to flow in different directions and had to servo different purposes.
In peacotimo the great bulk of traffic between Germany and central and southorn Diropo had gone by sea.

Goods consigncd to Constanza, Salonika and Piraeus

had been shipped via the Atlantic and Yxditorranean through Antwerp, Rotten.
dam, Bremen and Hamburg.

When war broke out all these materials had to be

piled on railways which were unsuited for them, not only in equipment but
in design, since most continental railroad systems were built to run merely
to and from harbors and not to span the continent.
Later as the war progressed, the transportation system was further
RESTRICTED
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affected by air raids.

Rapid and frequently drastic improvisations had

to be made because of raids and threats of invasion.

Between April 1942

and March 1943 a total of 1,500 Axis locomotives were put out of commission
by attack from the air.

Daring the first half of 1944 the loss of locomo-

tives due to destruction or capture by the Allies amounted to an estimated
average of 400 a month, while those damaged were estimated to average close
to 300 a month.
The heavy air attacks on all industrial centers resulted in great and
increasing dislocation of industrial production, particularly where industry
had been decentralized, and where the irregular arrival of component parts
caused frequent interruptions in the work of industrial plants and even of
whole factories.

The most sensitive element in the rail system proved to

be the automatic switch control installations, the repair of which required
precision work carried out by special teams.

Because of the frequency of

air attacks, hand controlled switches had to be applied.

This required a

great number of specially trained personnel and seriously decreased the
average speed of the trains and the capacity of the tracks.
In the Spring of 1943, the over-all transportation picture was brighter
than during the last months of 1942.

The mild winter and the shortening

of the lines in Russia were factors in this improvement.

A large scale

campaign for the production of standardized locomotive and rail car building
program, which Gennany was forced to undertake at the expense of armament
production were hampered by constant air attacks on locomotives and other
rolling stock and yards.

This gave cause for alarm, and the use of inland

waterways was greatly expanded to reduce the strain on the railroads.
When important material or supplies were being shipped by rail, the
service responsible for the shipment assigned special escort personnel.
As air attacks on rail lines increased, the escort personnel was correspondingly increased.

Finally, it became necessary for the Navy to create a spe-

cial rail escort organization for this purpose.
Despite the fact that after the spring of 1944, the general railway
transportation situation in Germany had become increasingly worse, transportation for purposes of war had on the whole been maintained.
accomplished by:

This was
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(1)

Requisitioning locomotives and railway cars from
occupied and allied countries.

(2)

Reduction of railway traffic for purposes not vital
by limiting the transportation of civilian passengers
and goods for civilian consumption and use.

(3) Transferring to waterways the shipment of certain

bulk goods and in some districts the transportation
of all goods.

Other important factors which account for Germanyls ability to maintain her railroads for war purposes were:
(1)
(2)

Speeding up of the turnaround of freight cars by placing
time limits on loading and unloading and requiring cars to
be loaded at night and on Sundays and holidays.
Loading freight cars up to one or two tons above their
prescribed carrying capacity.

(3)

Requiring freight cars to be loaded out over their bufkers.

(4) Using block trains for coal, potatoes and other bulk shipaents which travel directly to a single destination.
The railway transportation situation eased in the first half of 1944,
and there was a relative improvement.

lour and a half million more rail-

way oars than in 1943 were made available.

This was made possible by a

temporary decline in transportation requirements for war purposes because
of the shortening of the eastern front.

Accordingly to a report from the

American Ebassy in Bern, Switzerland, the total decline in railway transportation capacity from the peak in 1943 until the end of 1944 did not
exceed 25 percent, in spite of Allied bombing, sabotage and guerilla
warfare.

A part of this decline was due to losses of rolling stock which

could not be removed in time from former occupied and allied countries.
These losses, however, were probably offset by the number of locomotives
and railway cars requisitioned from other countries.
Other restrictions imposed upon the population, in order to conserve
rail transportation for the war effort were the limiting of passenger
transportation to a radius of 75 miles, general restrictions on mail and
the reduction In rail facilities for evacuation of civilians.

Ruthless

though the many measures employed to conserve railway cars and locomotives
may appear, they were some of the methds by which the logistic system of
the armed forces was kept in operation.
As Germany occupied the many countries of Europe, the Ministry of Transport took over the railroads.

They were administered by representatives of
RESTRICTED
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that ministry or by military transportation officers trained by it.
In the neutral countries, namely, Sweden, Switzerland and the Iberian
peninsula, influence was exerted to make the neutral railway system work
to ease the strain on the German railway system.

This was made possible

by the fact that Germany was their most important customer.
for example, placed its

Switzerland,

railroad system at Germanyts disposal for through

transportation of non-military freight.

Neutral countries were also con-

pelled to send their own railway cars into Germany for the shipment of
German coal and other exports.

The Spanish and Portuguese railway lines

were limited in their usefulness because they had a different gauge.
The shortage of locomotives and railway cars became increasingly serious
during the latter part of the war.

Despite the suspension of a large num-

ber of passenger trains, serious difficulties became noticeable in the
transportation of war materials and fuel.

Example:

At Hagen, 150 cars

loaded with shells and grenades could not be traasported because of a
shortage of rolling stock.

The factories in large industrial centers were

obliged to transport material from one factory to another with trucks of
their own.

In February 1945, air raids had disorganized the greater part

of the railway network of western Germaqr.

After the massive attacks on

Essen, Bochum and Gelsenkirchen, it was impossible to make expeditious
shipments over the railroads.

It was reported during this period that it

sometimes took an entire day to travel 18-24 miles over the twisted man
of trackage in that area.
In 1937, German railroads had a network of approximately 34,000 miles.
At the end of 1942, the lines directly operated and owned by the German
State Railroads or under the supervision of either the Ministry of Transportation or military authorities had increased to about 99,000, excluding the 12.18,000 miles of Russian broad-gauge lines.

Axis partners con-

tributed another 29...30,000 miles.

Allied bombing was scientifically developed and extended to selected
marshaling yards, repair shops and junctions.

While the fighter planes

concentrated on moving engines, bombers concentrated on railway centers,
engine sheds and repair shops in 7rance, Belgium and the Netherlands.
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Allied air attacks were concentrated on Germanyts main transportation
arteries, and carefully prepared plans were employed to batter the weak
spots.

The systematic destruction of comminications was effected with so

much success that Col Gaul, when interviewed, stated:
"With the rearmament of Germany in 1933 the possible
effect of air warfare was carjfully taken into account.
New factories and plants spung up by the hundreds, and
were as widely dispersed sp
sbssible. It goes without
saying that camouflage and shelter were extensively
employed. In addition, the traffic communication systems
were expanded and completed. The autobahnen also had
their place in this planning.
"The resulting decentralization of industry and depots
served its purpose very well up to the end of 1943.
Until then, although your air warfare increasingly
showed its destructive effect, production still functioned very well. The output even increased up to the
end of 1944. However, with the intensification of your
air attacks launched from England, France, Africa,
Italy and Russia, our traffic communications, not production, became the real factor of weakness in Germanyts
fighting strength and power of resistance.
"With your ever growing air superiority over the Reich,
the bombings showed a clear system. The incoming intalligence reports proved that you very systematically
cut at one time our north-south communications and then
in a sequence of other attacks the west-east routes. By
sticking to this system, you not only paralyzed the supply
routes for the shipment of ready war materials and weapons, but you prevented the possibility of assembling
vari.jus technical parts to the final product, for instance,
an anti-aircraft gun, a plane or a submarine. As you
know submarines were built in sections and parts all
over Germany, to be assembled in the large dockyards.
These sections, being too large for railway cars were
shipped via canal to Hamburg. The frequent cutting
through of the Midland Canal had a decisive effect on
the assembly of submarines. Under your final total air
superiority, the carefully planned decentralization
of industry proved disastrous to armament production,
because of its dependence upon supply routes."
The unprecedented attacks by air heaped tremendous burdens upon the
German transportation organization, which was already suffering from a
prewar system of railroad maintenance and improvement conspicuously out
of step with German technical growth and preparation for war.
Despite frantic efforts to improve the situation through various
methods, the operating margin of the transportation system became progressively smaller.
ingly severe.

Shortages of locomotives and rolling stock became increasBottlenecks became harder to break.

All this had a direct

bearing on civilian supply, evacuation measures, production of equipment,
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ratorial and cupplico and the offcnsivo and defensive capacities of the
armed forces.
The !!avy, accordina to percons interviewed, cuffered few ill effects
through a cripplcd rail transportation nystcn, except In rottin3 supplics
from inland supply depots to tidewater shipping points.
In 1951, the railroad stations and carohallin- yards still showed the
effects of allicd bonbina.
of tho yardo.

Twisted rz-ace

of wircokaro still littered C=om

Dcstroycd platform overhcado had not yot been replaced.

Trains, ho'vor, weoro runninm on reular cohcdalee.

First, second and

third class acco-odations in passenger trains were excellent.
An atte-pt was =do to determine whethor or not the grouse of =atorn
Goermn rail linco bad bcan chanzcd to corrcopond with that of Ibccian railroads.

T2hose porcons intervicvcd, hewovor7

profcscd a cco.ploto lack of

knowledge on this subject.
Inland Waterways
Tho extension of Gor.any's inland waterway oyntem was pro=oted by the
lazi Covernzcut not only for the sako of prcotio, an hans been clvAned by
mo= writers on the subject, but oleo for rcacons of cconomio warfare.

With

GoraW or ovcn DAropo blockaded, inland chippina, which is slow but cheap
and cuittble for =as transportation, could bo a cubotituto for ocsen chip.
pin,.

lUhcn A3llicd boambin3 of the transportation system becc.o effective,

inland watorway obippin, proved to be the only

edium of trannportation

that could ltihtcn the burden on the railroads, as wall as alleviate the
problem of an ovor-dcorcsoina capacity of hie1r:3y tran•portation duo to
lack of automotive fUel and tires.
The inland waterway syntcm of luropo is extcnsivo, and the Gorman armed
forces used cost of it at one tire or another durinr the war.

Of all its

efforts to ovcrco=a transportation difficulties, the roat cuecaczfUl was

the nmximm utilization of this system of interconnected watorway.
A chart showing the rain rivers of Dmropo and the canal aystes interconneoctinM then appears on page 306a.

The Rhine River, with its

conncatinZ waterways, is the rost ipportant inland water route in Wcstern
Gorr-W.

lVlo-win- from Lako Conztanco in Switzerland to its delta in the
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Netherlands, it

passes through Germaay-s most highly industrialized area.

Near Frankfort, the Main River Joins the Rhine.

This river, the Main, has

its source in southeastern Germany.

Connecting it with the Danube River,

via Wuertzburg-Nuernburg-Regensburg,

is the Rhine-Main-Danube canal.

At

Strasbourg, another canal juts out through France connecting the Rhine with

"thePhone

river.

The Mittelland (Midland) Canal completed in 1938 Joins

the whole network of canals from east to west and connects the Oder, Weser
and 'lbe rivers with the Rhuhr industrial district, as well as with central
and eastern Germany.
This network makes it

possible for shipments originating in the indus-

trial heart of Germany to be delivered by water to the Black Sea, the Mediterranean, the North Sea or to the Baltic.
Daring the war the Danube became the main artery between Central Europe
and the Southeast.

It

surpassed in importance all other inland waterways,

even the Rhine, as the shipbuilding yards and dock and shipping facilities
of Budapest, Vienna, Bratislava and Regensburg were enlarged and all shipping on the Danube was placed under German control.
Daring the Middle Ages, the German rivers and canals provided the most
efficient transport medium for the trade of that period.

Long ago, the

comparative ease with which this form of transportation could be improved
and extended by the building of canals was recognized, and minor schemes
for the development of the system were carried out in the 17th and 18th
centuries.

The Nazi Party was quite aware of the potentialities of the

inland waterway systems of Airope and by 1939 Germany managed 4,845 miles
of inland navigable waters, of which 1,085 miles were canals.
Administratively, the German inland waterways went through an evolutionary process which may most clearly be traced back as far as 1913 when
the first important steps towards centralization were taken.
After the First World War, the German government made a determined
attempt to bring the waterways completely under its control.

Under its

new constitution, certain important rivers and canals were listed as national
waterways.

Negotiations with the various states delayed their transfer,

because the states wished to relinquish only their responsibility for mainRESTRICTED
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tenance.

Although the states finally gave the government the right to

administer the canals, they continually contested its position.

Finally,

the Ministry of Transportation had to administer the waterways through
the states.
Later, when Hitler rose to power, the Nazi Party established control
over the waterways and all forms of inland shipping activity.
In 1935 the Ministry of Transport assumed responsibility for the administration of all inland shipping, dividing it

on a geographical basis into

seven regional waterways offices as follows:
Rego

Head Office

1.
2.
3.
4.

WISJRG
DWRTND
HAIJRG

5.

RHINE
WET German Canals and WESER
ELBE
CENTRAL German Waterways between
the M-BE and the OrER
Om

6.

EAST German Waterways

KOENIGSBER

7.

DIfBE

VIENNA

BERLIN
BRESLAU

As shown on the organization chart, these offices had, in the lower
echlons of the organization, barge control offices which controlled traffic
on a district basis.
out in 1939.

This was the organization in effect when war broke

On 29 April 1942 responsibility for the construction of any

new waterways and maintenance of the others was transferred to the Spear
Ministry.

These powers were at first intended to be exercised in technical

matters only and were delegated to the Inspector-General of Waterways.

The

Ministry of Transportation was supposed to retain full control of traffic.
Under this new arrangement,

the Ministry of Transportation concerned

itself with traffic, and the Speer Ministry with construction, maintenance
and other technical matters.

However, py virtue of his responsibility

for the production of war material as distinct from the maintenance of waterway facilities, Spear, through his Agency for Transport Regulation, adjusted
industrial traffic to the barges, steamers, etc., available.

Trade unions

in the inland shipping business were absorbed by the Organization Todt,
the Reich Labor Organization, later by the Speer Ministry.
The Navy used the transportation afforded by these waterways to a
great extent in distributing ita supplies and shipping equipment to the
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various theaters in which it was engaged.
ricated

The transportation of prefab-

and complete submarines through these waterways is one example

of their utilization.
The center sections of prefabricated submarines for duty in the Black
Sea were completely assembled, with the exception of the conning tower,
in Germany.

They were transported by heavy truck (Kulemeier low bed trucks

specially designed for the Air Force) over the autobahnen to Ulm or
Iglestadt, launched into the Danube and sent down the river to Galatz
(Roumnia), where the conning towers were mounted and the forward and
stern sections welded on.

Small craft, such as motor torpedo boats, and

barges were sent through the Rhine-Main-Danube Canal to supply naval
forces in the Balkanst
The type 23 submarines used in the Mediterranean were not assembled
in Germany.

Instead some prefabricated parts were shipped by rail to

Toulon, where they were assembled.

Others were sent by truck to the Rhone

River and then floated downstreaw to Toulon.
Outer hulls at the larger types of submarines were shipped through
the Midland Canal and the Elbe River to Hamburg, where the outer hulls
and interiors were assembled at the Bloba and Voss Shipyards.

Other sec-

tions were shipped via the Midland Canal and Weser River to Bremen, where
they were assembled by the Deschimag Shipbuilding Company.

Sfill another

group of outer hulls were shipped via the Midland Canal and Odor River into
the Baltic for assembly by shipyards in that area.
The transfer of seven motor minesweepers from the Atlantic (Bordeaux)
to the Yediterranean (ferseilles) through the inland waterways of France
was described in one of the documents studied.

These boats were 52.5 feat

long, 11.3 feet wide and drew 6.2 feet water.

The route lay up the Garonne

river to Toulouse, down through the Canal du Fidi to Anglouae, thence
through a 12 mile lorg lake to Sete, and from there through the Canal des
Etangs to Beaucalre.

Prom Beaucaire to Aries the route followed the Rhone

as far as Port St. Louis and reached the open sea from there by way of
Marseilles.
In the course of this voyage of 43.; miles, the boats had to pass
through 155 looks.

The whole voyage lasted 13 days. The boats touched
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pbottci

on ccvcral oOcaoicfl3.

Ecca.uco of tho ahallo-axc:3 of tho Uvntcr

thqy could onl~y proco-d ot- atout, ~..6 kIot3.
up =nid and ran arsrouaid.

Ait hio-hcr qpcc-da thoy caokcd

7hoy alco ran off courco very easily.

Th2o Canal

dcn Etanga oroacca a river, Ai(ucc 1Fortcc, which io often ILpoccablo for
days on end vhcn tho river hao hiph vatcr1%bcc"'oIo tharo ia no loek and
the canal is separated from the river oxily by a gate.
The Hf~v
Pzad traffic had never been very important in tho Iona diatanco
trancportation of Cood3 and poz,-ccicro 14 Cr-any.

H~itlcrp however,,

plaxnzsd a Crcat futira for cutcabilo traffic. floforo Gc~~ucat to uor,

1,850 milc3 of his rv

obncifta
aba '~ (vunrIhi~kw-ya)

vcro *;=ad to traffic#

opproxirato1 9#000 nilcos ucro cithc-r undlr conatruction or plarn-I.

on

tho:o hirhvcya Hitler er.-otcd to oco tho fr3.lflrcat of hia th-oZary that
a rotorizcd Go-racr rolmnr, over nrev roc~d on cynthotio rabbe rand hrflrZ
cynthotic; jecoliza vwold ho a r~oro cclZ-=ifficicnt nation.

Iroteadj, u±zu

var c--n =3t of tho cynthctic fulwl and afl of th3 Dana rattber u.-nt to
tho Arrp.

Bcocaz of t-bia, truc% tran:;artation d:Qunrd co CrCat3,y that

it could no lonZer ba conzidcral of vital itportanao to G=rman
'tation. r.ncept for lcaol hauls, cqpccioia

Moraxrpo1

thoco to and from atatior3

and river porto, truCdc~zz, or,-anication3 had fev rc~parnib~iitic3.
tho cutohabncn ani othr bIZ hi&,haxj

In chort,

of Gcr=7, which totalled 132,000

=Ulc3 of her&.zurfccc-d hi&h-aya varo kardly u=4~l czacpt for tho mnvczent
of trcorz. Vhca tho military raved into th3 occoupicl coontric3,9 tl::ro
vjas corperatively littlo u!:o rivdo of than evenc for that purpazz.
Trcz tho beZirmirv tho 1azi Party i6-o infatutmto with tho idca of
dd~cvbpit3 a zcrica of inte rcn::tir,- cq; ri~kzeya.

It neeant to r,-,lcco

tho railvoya with enutorativo trar--prtatio;, decpito tilitary C:TZ2t~t
u-i.~r,,3 that railroad tr,-report in var rwo of tho Crratcat itporteaxc-.
Hitlex-to war wraa CoirZ to bo a chart, war.

It was CoirZ to bo a brIef

r.3toriced blite:Inic~,- Of cour.co, it didnIt, lnp;= that uWa.

Tho chart,

w-ar d~eveloped Into a lor3 u-ar a-d tfacl ecoroity kept trucer tra.nrpoi'tat4,o
within =zlaibbo Proportior3.

In 1943, a Cczral. atonraco Lwan called

on a.11 conotruction and =lrtczanao work on the =44talmen.
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1!otorizcc trannport rcq~.drc=,z-nto of tho lravy were cupplied by the
Airy thrau~h Ad=!Z III. Thid included not only trackc and rmotoracylc3,

but dlco their aparo parts, tircc, fuie1 and lubricatin3 oil.

1~rlrzza ro-

crairc=ats of thcee it-~ woro frrniahcd to the Navy on a monthly alloco..
tion baoia.

Iuy unit dcofriza rcquirc=-nt3 outoide its ncrr31 allocation

applied to the local naval motor transport groulp,

That nativity forwarded

the rc~acst to PF4!=Z III.. which comolidatcd all motor transportation row.
qufrnments and miubitted this to the AxuW.
ZFaval rotor tranzport Graupa were attachod to aLl. naval acntera.

They

wero forrz-d in d)tnacb--"nt3, cc=panic3 and unite and weor aceiL'ncd an ouch

~in prop~artion to the a=ont, of trakidnj requi~red. Tho canzander of a
dztachazat# ucanly an c=3inc rint officcr van in chargo at all. corpm~aic
or unite qycratir,- in the rc---

area.

In the lorC~cr porte, all. tbrco tyVpC3

of amrops wero often acsiancd o1r=L~ta-onsay2,'
its mmn drivcra.

The 1Iavy produced and trained

Thoy-,
ucro nostly mabo pr-ronnal.

Occasionally fcaabe

czployccs of the Llavy wero prc:c~cd into ccrvico in thcse rotor tranoport
gropIS.
Air Tmwnanrtatlon
The Hbfilization Plan at 1933 placed all. coercial. air linca under
the Air Force.

All naval rcTiircz-nts for air transportation were Dariniahcd

by the Air Force, throu~h O1NW.td/1He4'imtab and M2id~ 1, ý Beforo the
watbrcak of the, var, on 3 Februaery 2939 to be preocise naval aviation,
thrc-.~h a scrics of r=chinations of the Air Force becsn- a oea branch
of t~ Air Force, instca-d of an air branch of the ravy.

DWrin3 the period

1935..1939ý& naval aviators were ccat to Mir Force schools, rccannicoioncd
as Mir Sorce Officcro and cent tacur to th3 fleet with Air Force plance.
The c=r proceure w~as c=.61oycd in the transfer of naval flicht orcws
and maintczanzo, rz= to the Air Force.

AUl cupplics, includin~j fuiel and

cr-aro parts wcro frrniched4 to cqtmdrorw opcratin_, with. the 1.avy by* the
Lir Forcoe(aartcr~aatcr.
rcrforrod by thait officer.

711 accountin,- for wach cupplics vas likewise
To all. intcnts and purposes, the Iavy vas

only pcraitted to have tho Mir Force plcin:3 and ecrw aboard Ito cruisers
or at sea dcfenseo stationo othcrwise under ite control. The Vlavy had
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to cmrricTD. Ono imas 3jmroh-,

dirir3 tho ar

trit nzvcr cn- ic~incd,

ConstrmotIon on crother was started, but it wasno t comploted.
Altbia~h tho 1ravy rcccn-tci thia cozasription of U~s air armj, the plan
roricd fairly vallj, but cohrt]y bcforo var broko out difficaltic3 aro::o
because;
(a) the pilots assigned to the Navy were montl- am-naval
aviators, and the cownii were em-naval persornelt
(b) Gocrizg- and moest of the hieh ranking air force offilcers were not faMiar with the requframents of the
Navy in tactical and operational air support of naval,
forces; ~ur
(c) Goezi-g was too engaged in building up the over-all
orarv~tation of the German Air force in its zaltal7
structure,v its ground organization, supply asyat
and own special aircraft prod.zetion industry.
Cx.zorcr, In carny 1942, avcm tho -ll r-11cr of plarze datsilcd for
for raval no amnoic=="o vc-r a l-cn r--zy from thea ravy,

IL2 cj-zrw-' that

rrczultcA Lot..-= tha ravi atl Air i'crco ovar rz-val aviation =ao a vcry
bittcr con,

fi~ll: with mii uderstaniir,, endJ rczrininatinn.

Thej l~vyo n

ircze.r=t3 for air tranztortation %dthinGCt==-, Ucro

cazelicdatcl by U:!Z. III ord cutzhattcd1 dirco3t to the ali~h Cozznd of tho
Air rarco (03L).

rP

n#c==tat

outaido C-r--r ucro aititted to tha local

Or-3/=tdintA~tb rc~r'c--cztativc3e, who coordiratc41 tho rc~rjfr=:nt3 of
all three servi~es in the area.
It can bo ?c~ortcdl that air froi~bt v=s ucd for naval, cutplies to a
ccrtain drc.VAC: 1
tclr,- rc::oivcd in Iarz:.-.

ohn
tatei that, h3 rc:allcl acicrml air c1birz-otn
Cal, Goal atatc;! that naval cr~mro parts an-d

otter mcateril urgc'itly nceaded for rc:airo vcre pirc:Cd up ty .11r roc
P~rlZ

at fcatoric3 aml de:li~vorod dircot to tho ;aints of roer.iijrozts.

Ott=r Intcrro::atcd anirit This attu7 profanood nohnvl
to ubich air frei!;it woe- ucned In tr-anzpa:rtir

of tho cztct

nav-al m3upplici =1d cV#prnt.

It Is tclUcvcl,, hzvo:cr, that hecazec of tho intre----rov~ico crmrrol
d-:-cnilc~d atovo., atutt orts an tho part of toth tho zEavy and1 Air Forco =.v
havo C:cur:rci- the raoantialitics of air tr-c~rprtation u~bich ucro os
Mr3,y exploited by the U.S. Navy during World War 11.

71-o anbilization plan of 1933 provido-d that the ravy %wouldhavo chareo
of ali. cca trarrportaticn..
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co-ordinating the requirements of all branohes of the armed servicen for
sea trarsportation and notifying the Navy of those needs.
In Chapter II, under the duties of the Fuel and Transportation Section

of the Adairal Quarteruster Division (AdMQ% III)s it was stated that AdmQu
III was charged with determining the needs of all naval activities for rail,
air* inland water and sea transportation and notifying Ox/WFStd/Heimstab
of those requirements.
Within the Navy, AdmQu VI (the Sea Transport Section of the Admiral
Quartermaster Division) was charged with the actual operation of all merchant vessels owned by or chartered from German steamship lines, seized
as prises or otherwice controlled by the armed forces.

The gaval Sea

Transport Offices (KWD) at the various bases in Germany and in the occupied
countries described under ths section on Port Organization in Chapter II
handled the detaiia of operation on the working level.

These offices

were subordinated to the various group and area conando in which they
wer" located.

An area see

transport official was attached to each group

and area conmmd to supervise the work of the individual sea transport
offices, which carried out the actual local operations of requisitioning,
preparing and dispatching merchant marine vessels entering and leaving
their ports.

In example of the effectiveness of these offices was demon-

strated in April 1940, when, in preparation for the invasion of Norway,
the sea tranrportaticn offices at Koenigsberg, Gelynia, Stettin, Trave.nuende, Kiel, Hamburg and Brunsbuettel were ordered to requisition all

ships suitable as transports or supply carriers and to refit them for
use in the campaien. By

Id-March these offices had the vezsels lying

in the embarkation ports ready for loading.
It should be borne in mind that AI.z VI had no control over thoso
vessels mployed by the logistic support departments of the main naval
baaes.

Vwe

were a part of the Navy's regular logistic support system,

consisted almost exclusively of ripply ships and tankers and were controlled b•yAdmQu III. They should not be confused with the merchant
vessels discussed here.
Vhen arn
ratified C5?/

brarnch of the armed forces required cen transp:rtatirn, it
Std/Reintab or"its reeds.

Adzmi III performed this function
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for the Navy.

ON/WJFSt/eimstab was responsible for determining the

degree of urgency and the priority with which merchant vessels under the
control of Ada QM VI would be loaded and sent to sea; also the number of
ships in a convoy that would be assignaed to the Army, to the Air Force
and to the Navy.
Admu VI received the dwpnds of the three armed services for ooean
tonnage from OIW/AIt/lbinatab.

AdA•i VI chartered or otherwise procured

the tonnage, including foreign veoels, through its area sea transport
officials and sea transport offices, or through direct negotiations with
foreign shipping companies.

It fuelled and armed these vessels and other-

wise ensured that they were rea(ýr for sea as cargo vessels and transports.
It had charge of loading and unloading the ships, seeing that sufficient
creows were aboard and that ther were provided with facilities necessary
for their health and comfort.
such vessels.

It was also charged with seaworthiness of

Therefore it vas also responsible for their docking and

repairs.

Satellite nation tonnage, ezept that of Italy,
by Adma VI.

was requisitioned

No compensation wan paid to the owners of vessels so Impressed

The Italians ran their own merchant marine affairs and paid their own
steamship companies for the use of their vessels.

When Italian sea

transportation was furnished to the German armed forces* such as troop
transportation across the HaedIterranean to North Africa, charges vere
aide under the Xxtual Assistance Agreement.
details.)

(See Chapter 1X for accounting

Roania had sent its three large psenger liners to

Constantinople at the outbreak of war.
•&Q! VI chartered what was left.

Its remaining tonnage was smal.

Nost of the transportation in the

Mediterranean and Black $eas, however, was in smll vessels which had
teen chartered or impressed.

The mority of these vessels, according

to LCdr P"ýpischil, had been transferred to those theaters from Germany.
France, the Lowland and Baltic countries via the inland waterways to
the Nediterrarean or via the Dambe to the Black Sea and from there to
Greece.
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RBda Voss said:
"Mle chartered ships remained under the administration of the shipowners. Necessary stores were
provided by the shipowners and personnel was paid
by them. Oil for the operation of these vessels
was furnished by the Navy. The captains receipted for it when delivered but there was no trans.for of funds involved. The shipowner was merely
charged for it.
Settlement of the whole matter
of charter fees and fuel and repair services furnished by the Navy was to be delayed until after
the war. The shipowner did not pay the govern.
ment anything and the government gave him nothing."
Sowe specially qualified merchant marine officers in these ships
were commissioned in the German naval reserve for the purpose of having
naval representatives 4n board as many of these vessels as possible.
Rates of pay for all personnel in merchant marine vessels operating
under naval control were standardized.
With regard to turnaround techniques, L~dr Pospischil said:
"We kept a close watch on the time our ships stayed
in foreign ports. Every conceivable means was
applied to shorten the time for loading and unloading.
However, the removal of ships from danger zones in the
ports was the task of the port director who was subordinated to the military CinC of the country. In
addition to the port director, each harbor had a representative of AdmQu VI, who was not subordinated to
either the port director or to the CinO of the country. Having the responsibility for speeding up the
loading and unloading of ships in the harbor, he
also had the power to recruit labor to fulfill the
task in as short a time as possible. This system
proved to be a very good one.
"As far as possible we unloaded and loaded during
the night hours. it the African bases we carried
out these tasks under fighter cover. Moreover,
all the ships operating in this area were heavily
armed with A& artillery.
"We had no stevedoring battalions. Additional labor
was recruited in the open labor market. In Norway,
they were Norwegians, in Italy Italians, etc. Moreover, this representative of AdmQu VI was able to
call on the military authorities of the harbor or
the area for assistance by troop detachments. These
military authorities, according to a Ftehrer direotive, had to fulfill these requirements.
"We used a sort of premium system in dealing with
native stevedores. We coaxed them to do a job by
promising cigarettes and alcohol, and if a team
worked well they had a profit. It is difficult to
work with the stevedores of foreign nations. You
have to consider*the mentality of the natives. For
instance, during the pe. od between the time we
lost Africa and the Allied landing took place in
Sicily, the inner resistance in Italy grew immensely
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and very often the Italians did not keep promises given in our conferences. It was diffi.
cult to work with them. We always had to kick
them, both mehtally and morally. In March 1943,
on the occasion of a big meeting of Italian and

German top rankers, one of the German generals

asked for several ships and sufficient support
of the German armed forces. One of the Italian

admirals, Sansonetti, who normally was quite in
favor of Germuay and German ideas, but who in
that period had lost face bluntly stated, tYou
may well issue this order because the Diea has
promised the PF:ehrer assistance and help, but you
never will be able to stop ue from making a
separate treaty of peace with the Americans.t
"Priorities for loading were issued by OK•/iMStd/Heimstab.
The immediate need in an area was the
basic consideration on which a priority was established, e.g., air attacks in the loading area,
special needs in combat areas, etc. For instance,
aunnmition and fuel or gasoline for the Air Force

always got first priority. Then came food. Items
with lowest priorities were horse fodder and feed
and other basic (general stores) shipuents.
"No special arking system was employed. The ship
was given a load list containing all the items put
aboard it, but within the load itself there were
no special markings on crates or packages aside
from the consignee's name. I know of no failures
in the system, however. It was the responsibility
of the loading officer to determine where and what
he had to load and unload and how he had to handle
the freight ears, etc. Arhway, there were no missing stocks on the quaysides. Trains arriving in the
harbors were Immediately unloaded or loaded and if
there was no ship available, the trains were kept
out of port away from the air danger zone. The coordination of trains and ship arrivals was effectcd
by representatives of OKV/Aiftd/Heimstab. Monthly
meetings were held between AdmQa VI representatives
asd those of the Air Force, Arnv and Navy, at which
the representatives of each service stated what their
requirements would be during the next month. In addition, there were dai.y briefings on operational
matters and the situation in general. In Italy, the
Italian Navy briefed sea transcript officials every

day,.1
When merchant vessels had been loaded and assembled as convoy,
Adm•a VI notified 1 SKL, which assigned escort craft and directed the
routes to be followed and the time of departure.
When the convoy reached its destination, the sea transport offices,
as field representatives of AdmQa VI, again took over and unloaded the
ships, effected such repairs as were necessary and again prepared them
for sea.
This was the method by which the various armed services obtained
their sea transport requirements between 1939 and 19h2 and the way the
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Navy handled its logistic responsibility to all armed services within
its own organization.
Because of these responsibilities, the Navy took an active interest
in Ge•manyl

s rorchant morine before the war.

It recommended certain legis-

lation for enaot-mnt which would plao the mrohsant marine fleet under
the control of the 0KW in national emergencies.

This was done.

It

inftqed the North German Lloyd Linos in conjunction with other otcambip
lines and the Navy, to compile lists of all German merohant veseols,
arranged according to cetcgories, such as colliors, rofrigeratcd ships,
etc., so that it would know what ships were available to it if Germany
mobilized for war.
The professional training of merchant marine personnel was also
taken up with the various steamship lines.

Vor this purpose, the SS

ADMWIAL BRO M- was fitted out by the Navy for the training of merchant
marine apprentices, in which about 30 boys at a time were given four
weeks training before being sent to sea.

Plans wore also made, and it

is believed put into execution, for the training of merchant marine
officers aboard this ship.
Spot checks were made in the various harboro of Gor-any to determine
what foreign as well as German chips would be available should mobilb.
zntion be announccd unexpectedly.

Suboidics wore planned for the constru-.

tion of high speed merchant marine tankers.

Harbor facilities were de-

veloped in conjunction with port authorities to expedite fast turn
arounds.

In general, a complete unification of effort was attained be.

tween the Navy, the port authorities and the steamship lines, so that
greatest effectiveness could be achieved in the event of war.

Attention

is alco invited to the arran7gments made with the steamship lines by the
Navy in connection with the establishment of the Secret Supply Service.
These details are contained in Chapter XI.
When the Navy mobilized 11 1939 and this organization was put into
effect, transportation and shipping experts were drafted to service with
Adm•m VI to man the man

sea transport offices which were set up in the

German. ports and were to be established in the occupied countries.
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Pospiachil, a former nciber of AdmQu VI, stated that there wero only
a few rejular naval officers attached to AdmQu VI or the sea transport
officc3; and that at first the organization was a nakchift one, which
desnstratcd to tho

•avy the necd of a rcular Sca Transportntion Corp3

liko thoso which had bccn developed in other navic3.

The feet that net

of tho ofTicero woro not ad-ciatoly trained in naval tccbniLAicc, ho caid,
rc"a-tcd in grcat difficulty in planning and rakin3 dispo3itions of the

ships available to ldi•x VI.

He also said:

"Of course, this organization worked quite well
as long as there was no scarcity of tonnage. However, in the Spring of 1942, OKW's requirements bad

increased to such an extent that it was difficult

for idwai VI to meet all its demands. This in turn
brought heavy reproaches upon the Navy, linally,
there was a very big conference in which maq high
ranking naval officers and members of the Speer
Ministry participated. At this conference the
Navy stated that it could not fulfill the demands
of OW (expansion of the defenses and supplying
every kind of stores required in Norway in cuffi-

oient quantity to bring them up to a six montnsa
supply of stock on hand), since the tonnage required for such a movement would have exceeded
the peacetime tonnage of the German merchant marine.
"Ada Kranke was the senior naval officer at this
conference. When he flatly stated that the Navy
could not meet OXW's requirements$ Dr. Albert Speer
said, tOh, you cannot ask me to tell the Fuehrer
thatji
The representative of the OKW said, 1I

would not dare do it xrself and I am sure Q@meral
Keitell would not.1

Finally, the Party Gauleiter

from Norway, Terboven, said, *Oh, letts just start
to fulfill all three programs set for Norway and
then we will see how far we get along.t
"The outcome of this conference was that Hitler
established a new agency to take over the sea transportation functions of the Navy.
"It my not be ethical to tell you this, but an
other sidelight on how nervous the top rankers

of the armed forces were when they had to give
Hitler information is illustrated by tho follow-

ing. One day Ada Kranke called me from the Faehrerfs headquarters and told me that Hitler had
asked that the new transports which were being
constructed be fitted with cranes lifting 150 tons.
I said, 'Buch a thing is impossible and ridiculous and you should have told the IFuehrer that
imediately. I 1Oh, yes, ' Kranke replied, 9but
I just wanted to make sure about itS "

It was admitted by some officers and officials interviewed that when
the Navy failed to find a colution to O14' problem, it

had d

nantratcd

its inability to cope with a civilian authority ruperimposcd over the
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had an unequal

military and with a defense organization in which it
voice.

However, there was another tide to the story.

The Navyts in-

ability to provide sufficient tugboats, fishing steamers,

etc., for the

invasion of England in the aumer of 1940, for example, had lessened
confidence of Party leaders and the ON in its ability to meet its obligations in sea transportation.

GrAda Raeder, according to Capt Fischer,

had told Hitler at that time:
"We are not disposing of the seapower of
England and we can only dare take on this enterprise if the Air Jorce obtains not only supre-

macy but real power in the air."
Hitler shrank from the invasion of England, Fischer continued, because "he knew such an operation would involve great losses of men and
ships."
There had been other differences between the Party, the 0KW and the
Navy.

Relations between Nazi Party leaders and the armed forces had not

really been pleasant since Hitler came into power.

Daring the rearma-

ment period, 1933-1939, they had felt no particular pressure from the
politicians because of the position of Goering and Hitler in relation
to the Ar Force and the Arnryo

However, with the outbreak of war, the

employment of special police forces behind the lines in the war. zones
and other means employed by the Nazi politicians to control military
forces had bred distrust of them in the minds of most military men.
Ridm Schubert stated that the Navy had particularly resented it.

Mich

t

of this antipathy ste=med from CinC Navy s attitude toward Hitler.
GrAdm Raeder, it was said, had little

time for the Fuehrer.

He took

orders from him but did not respect him and, when a conference between
the two had ended, Raeder would invariably stiffly pick up his papers,
bow and leave, instead of remaining to discuss his problems informally
on a social footing.

This attitude of Raeder was said to be well known

throughout the Navy.

The general opinion of naval officers regarding

members of the Nazi Party was that most of them were uncouth opportunists with

no qualifications for the great responsibilities vested in

them.
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OIUIs authority and attitude toward the Navy in the field of allocations of raw materials and plant production facilities had also rankled.
(See chapter VI for details. ) The Navy felt it
share.

was not getting its fair

This also caused friction at top levels.

Therefore, it appears

reasonable to believe that, as a result of these circuutances, 01

and

the Party leaders may have decided to show the Navy who was running the
war when they inchced Hitler to issue the following order:

"Reoree of the Z1ehrer concernina the aD~ojLtA~j ot
Reich Coiutsioner of Maritine ShiD=in
30 MWy 1942
I.
The fullest utilization of available tonnage is made necessary by increasing
demands for seagoing transports.
II.
The uniform planning of seagoing transports in accordance with the require.
ments of strategy and of the war econox, an well as the procuring and
planned use of shipping space are of decisive importance for the war. I

am placing the Reich Comissioner of Maritime Shipping in charge of this
task for the duration of the war.

He is directly responsible to me.

III.
I appoint Reichsstatthalter and Gauleiter Karl Kaufmann as Reich Comisvioner of Maritime Shipping. The office of the Reich Commissioner will
be located in Berlin.
IV.
The Reich Commissioner will have the tnoh of handling the uniform planning
of seagoing transports in collaboration with Reichsemarschall Goering as
head of the Your Years' Plan, the Armed Forces Hige. Command, and the
appropriate Ministers. He is to have control of all shipping space, except that in constant use in naval warfare or in troop transportation,
and is to keep seagoing shipping moving. He is to take care of the dayto-day replacement and renewal of available tonnage, equipment and percannel, and he is to see that the capacity of harbors is increased.

V.
With regard to transshipping in harbors and the intelligent utilization
of shipping space, the appropriate harbor offices (civil as well as
military) will be subordinate to the Reich Comissioner.
VI.

"The Office

of Maritime Jhippiug of the Ministry of Transportation and 'he
offices subordinate to it will be. at the disposal of the Reich Commissioner for Maritime Shipping and will be governed by his directives.

VII.
The Commisisoncr for the Tour Yearst Plan and the Reich Ministers, as
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well as all offices of the Party, the Armcd Forccs, and tho Rioob, aro
to Lupport the Reich Co=iciion= for Ksritkne Shippina in tho pororm.ance of his duties.
VIII.
The Reich Comicaion= is euthoriccl, tho !•d
Thor=s3 HIEh Co=.nd
con.rarri,
to ralko all deoision3 nzcc-- ory for the parforzanco of his
duties accordirn to tho dc.-rcca of priority cstabliohed by rVualf. His
decisions will bo bindir- for all conocrncd. In c3ac3 of doubt he will
rerzest ry de•cion in a confcrece at which tho Chief of Stnff, Armed
Forces High Ctmand, will also be present.
Me necessary dfrcotivca will he icucd by the Reich Co-icsionor for
Faritine Shipi,in e-rc-mt with tho Co--isioncr for tho Four Yearst
Plan, the Chief of Staff, &--ed Forocs HiCh Cocnd, tho Ilinioter of
Transportation, and the Minister of ra-me.nt and War Production.
Tdehrer Headquarters, 30 May 1942
The Iftehrer

signed:

Adolf Hitler"

Under the new or-anization, the Navy found arcat difficulty in coordinatirn3 the aaienr•t of coort vc3solo, tine3 of dcporturo of convoys,

tet. with tho londin, and unlo-din3 cahc±2lca of tho ncu organiza-

tion.

Differences of opinion aroso.

The Navy belicved that tho poli-

tioians in authority wcro not crislificd for the Job.

RMd= Schubert

said:
"Kaufhann, appointed by Hitler, was solely responsible for creating this new organization. He
blamed the Navy for not fulfilling its mission and
not being economical enough in the employment of
the tonnage available. He held the view that expert knowledge was lacking. He, having no knowledge whatsoever of the close connection between
transports and naval operations, was only concerned
about loads and tonnage in a business man's way.
The Navy, however, held the view that, in addition
to these routine facts, the operational requirenents had to be considered with especial care.

"It was imperative for the Navy that the load

carried should reach its port of destination, a
thing in which the Reichkomisesar was surely alco
interested, although his actions did not always

show it.
The Navy held the opinion that the condact of transports at sea was essentially dotermined by the sea strategical situation, thereforo
the choice of steamers for individual shipments
and the fixing of times of departure had to be
carried out accordingly. Moreover, the Navy had
to p-rvide for the escort at cea and the antiaircraft personnel aboard the merchant ships.
"One could not help getting the impression that,
for the Reichkomissar and the top members of his
staff, certain economical facts concerning the far

future played a role in pressing to get their Jobs."
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W1ir Fospischil said:
"Mis new comissioner being himself no experts
neither in transportation nor shippingappointed
to his staff Mrector Bertram from the North German LLoyd. The effect of this change in organi-

zation was that the Reichakonmsar took over the
task of procuring the tonnage and the equipment

for the ships while the Navy sti•l was the executIng agency in the organization, and actually
carried out the transport. The loading of all
ships outside Geraan harbors vas carried out by
the Navy organization as before and all troop transports! hospital ships - everything rwined in the
hands of the Navy. Thie type of organization was
effective in all theaters of war except the Wediterranean. In Italy, however, the organization was
quite different.
"The organization finally built up in Ital, under
the CLnO Mediterranean, Generalfeldrschall
Kesselrri,
was in z opinion that which best suited the purposes of war. lctualy it did not work
out so well because the top organization, which was
O.K. in principlevas not staffed with naval officers
that with gcenal staff officers of the Arm.
I
served in this transportation staff as the naval expert. The tonnage loading, unloading, etc., was
organized as coming under the Reickomaissar vhble
the actual carrying out of the Job was effected by
the Navy Sea Transportation Chief of Naval io&nd

Itay.
"Before the reorganization, there had been a lot
of friction bctween the Navy Sea Transportation
Chief, Idairal Horstaman, and the Chief of Transportation in the starW of Axv C" South, an Arjr
gentral staff officer. That was the reason wky I
had been detailed to the staff as an expert in sea
transportation.
"from then until the reorganization there was no
friction between the two transportation organizations. They alays followed ay advice as far as
possible. The whole procedure worked particularly
well after a change in general staff officers headirg the organization hal been carried out. General
Teichieier was relieved anl reassigned and General
Westp'-al took over the Job. Frei then on, it worked
all right.
"Two months after I had taken on this assignment, a
repre:cntative of the Relchskomissar of Shipping
Uas Mcnt to the staff. Fro- that time oniard this
rep. esentativo - W. Ecsen - tried to run the show.
Eo Lad no enxerier•e in sea transport matters. In
reacotime, ho uwas the head of a chain store organization in Hamburg. He was a party man In a way.
Ga•loiter Kaufm
wa3 the top Farty man in Hamburg
ani throuCh his conuetionr sapointed another party
notber, this Essen, to he his repreýentative in the
Mediterranean.
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"Pighting and struegling for sca tranwportaticn for
dlitary reTaircccnto actually never ste-ppcd until the,
breakdown of Italy. Ho triecd to co-.bino the Ital~ian
and the Gcxn-an ahippinfg tusincca in tho X:dtracn
to dcmizate It and to lead it as 1210 orranization.
However, the Italians resisted thin atto.zpt. Ev-ca
Generalfeldmrcehall Resselring, who van at first
In favor of this man, hoping it wouzld ba poaoiblo
to pro-cure more tonrA,-e and nhipping-. opacecay within two =nths what type of a man he was."
Ministerialrat Tcninatedt,, the taval oca tranzport official in tho
Black Sea area statod ttat,the, Comicoioncr of 1!3ritineo Shippina did
not take over the, Mvai~ for--= taz-ka In all arcan at onaos, but cono after,
another.

"Ee started!, he caid, "in NZer~vrcgian w~aters, then in tho lhrth

and Baltic Sew,# than in the 1'~dItcxraran and firally in the Black
Sea area.

The Black and Zfrgcan Cca ar-cas wore, controlled by the care

office, ointe tts latter arca was eu~plicd from, tho BaUkan Sca through
the Dardanelles until ttat tztr of %-atcrwas coaced by the Tlurka when
we lest the Crimea."
It nt irnevitable that control of cca tranzportation by politiviara
rather than by naval officcro wouald lead to co-".1icatione.

Admiral

M3ae% Sea. inforrecd port dirctors aný. -cao tranzpprtation offieces in
mid-3cptcober 1942 that rctruirerentn X r tranportation in the Black
Sca wars in cxcczz of bottom cpaco avalla.blo to z.:et thea, that a priority Eyote= had to to itstituted, and. that requests for oca tranrpor-

tation wero to be cubaittcod only to tho area eactronzportation offi,cez.

The-zo conditions =zltiplied, cc=s officials and officers said,

in all theaters of operation.

At coza portv, c.aloliid ateerc3hip

eczactivce) wcro drafted b7 KEfaan to dircuot opcration3.

Conditions

were tolcrablo in cuch inctanoco and the -cao co~anrbnta and Croup com=Isd workcd with thece: zcn.

On the whole, lyo-zver, thone

directing

cca trarnsportation uere incaprable, ad-the situation p~iregrcaivoly
grew worse*
P.Adm Sehubcrt stated that the rlavy was considerably har=pored in
ita optrationa by Cooicoioncr Z=4uf1a= and bin local officials, that
had to rensin an intcgral part of
tho direc-tion of transports at cac
naval warfaro in ceoato]. waicra ani that rcprczcntatotino to this offcet
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wuio ccnztirmally =1ýLin top-lcvcl rcofucircz~.

rlnuUY, t1bo Izrzaot4I

cab12ty of at lc--t a p~rt of tho or, a-zictso

ctitbl1ctc in 1942 vzo

ad--Ittcd Iry Oi cr;I lli~cr. On U2 July 1944, Ultlcr

AC~ucl

tUz foflcv-

±Ug directive:
"Dvd~ojrnta or th3 citratc,-ic nitustion r-Z7o tnritizo c~i;p±rj
naro ex;=-4-t an rt-nl uwnrZ~rq, =1 tl3-clowo rc~alxo a otriot
c===trat~ic wit1bin t!L3 2rx- Y.Taoc, of e2.l mtt--A
t.-r~
InIc
to a marit~ime tijj.lzg.
"Tor this pupase I isrw. the =owloVi

ordwrs:

"1l. Me. C=-'-.Sr lin M2ierp Ivy Will bwa~4e
forces all q,;99U=ticr3l~vilrg =rItias shippime,g

for tbe hse~

bilitic~i of ttI rflgch C==ic io=;x of Ilzritito Mb~pr,- c3 co~t forth
In mW order of 3D May, 1942.

"03. Th3a
in C~cf, ftz will tako over cza-" of
cr.ziti=c chir,-ýr in arrc wbich ora cut oft frmcrn
Czzy by c~zsy
cramiot3, on t± tbLio of =.r or&cr on -ca trc,,-z~rtz of 25 Oatctc
"4. T~ hicf or Gtf4aWc For~ce laCh C:=vz4 will iesr1e
tto o~rd!o for c~.r~r,-n cuit tV= z-a r~ in c:cczmt wirth tho
in chicf#
,=!Z'q
c=3 t'-- "liChC Icoumcrr ftr 12=W=r.
"Signed: Adolf Hitla*
iA3 rem'.it# 42MCVl~a
"Tho C2~ct of 'wt~iTt

iczucl tb: follc'4rti Gfrcztvo%
Toi--aaoIMIb C=--

?ic~cr F~mZ- =tcr3

Secret (Ger.An Classifioat~cn)

"W~c.s

Mto Tric%-cr

G 1A3-4A/Q.1 (M) I~r. C11+775/44 CE~. of 12 July 1944

Cz=3!IW- uith pr.=craj- 4 of V:3 ruc~xcr OeCzr, tL3 fbUc~j4xZ rcc;.ý.laticzis are iazed:
111. Tko Cc==-,zLr In CLICf, rzvj, in at--o",-o with bin c':~cotic,
Will c;,int tto Cu~cC or tto C2ik 2vliokn of tE3 r.z-1 Ctnff
(?:!:i VI) to t=Io cvc alca ths rzzitkon of OCUicf of 1srIti-o
Sb#itg± fo:r tte Gcme Lrnezl Ycrceaw.
1-.Mo C:-AcZ or !!~rlit43 "ir;it, for U3 Czr-- Ar&-=3 Frcc2, c3
for tho
in CIhicf, !ax~y tIt. =191
ec:i oAtro of anf rzttcra
rcrtmiuir, to rzarti=Uz~rpirid
for the Amczl F.arce3
83. Eni I.= tca -in traca to r-crfor.2 for tite Arzcdi forces:
a. To lcck%aftcr iltory7 intcr-cnto in d&a1i.,- with tho Wech
O=icnict-r fcr Zrhit,$-irirt
pmint to tc==:C, ci-#~1
it-?$ =2 rc;-4rn, mnvIlc r3 u.znluaticia of ofl. zattcra ir~rolvIrg
shlyitt-, cypeef cpcraticen.

bTo=:-,rt th.o Rtxicb C= c~ior.r for Faritimo S~hippixzP
in c~7rjl, cutV =rrtio t==-prta, It--for an rcrTaicz by the
Th
YA=:drc~c3 lac.h Cc=r4,, In rý,c-'cmt vith tho Co ardcr in
Cicf., 1zqy -1 tba k-,4ch C--zr'c~c=1zr for Mxrito Sbippinm Vill
etc-1oIn
ulwth V:3 wr citanctica to ulzat cztcnt tho
ruttr=U7 of th3.fltich C:Izic=i:zr of Kiriti-roz Shippir,, lo to bo
curtou1_d_
2h fu 2cq~kr, divicica of tc::,a ic crdrci for tho 1ravy cm tho rocich
Coinissionar for )britia Shiyppin:

"A* In a~reaso V-.era tto fvy Is in ch~r~o of =imot1

abippiuZ in
ctr~:zwth ttr) ?rtýýr cr,= of 25 0tcotz 1943 (trarzlctorto
31;ii: not Inobaded):
st. The oez=4
of the kAj' the Nlavy, the Air Force, tho Todt~
OC-='ct~c:! c=1 tho C=r=rl ==7z rbich cro to to chlr;ý,d by
cma era to tocz~c ccdizzr, to typo = cr4'---mt to th3 cpn
citlo cxr-c~r ottzr =-z-:1 forc::3 c: zz-:':a ir~volvcl. 14cso
will zt.1otho ccz of p.loioty at tb.&Ai-==t3 ar4i ports of
4spactur. and ftstizatiox6
b*"t~e arm.el Scr~ce lca1I~rZ ataffa and almiler ofUicco wil
e!.:Uvcr tto C=13 to to c ~~~to tho 0o !!:rcZc3 of tho chips.
a,

Z: otEiczo of Uz) PicloG

iC,:
zict!-r for Itiriti-m GbippirZ
tho £1r-:4 forcca
c-_:a c:rcUz, to irfoz-a+ic~i ftcei th3 ChIc? of 1:=itim.a SOppincp.
T zi.o
lr:3nt rz-1f:r~crz-: for~c= C.-:13 cro at tL3 dicp-.-:ol of
tho Plich Cic=1ic:z:r for ?::ýtl=~iii`
or othcr tranzportc.
tion,
vill ftr.-c~x ttv t--=-o r===7~r for tr,-.:rtt,

ci, Tt.a EAch CZ lC3iC=c for F-riftmr- Shir-ir-ha chargo of
cblrw-r, onl r-=Uitc7 C=23.
l..ir tho t::!f1c-pirz in'zolved,
eveni if thc7 are trauported on naval vessels,
c i;irc- c-ri tr=~;:rt offic= dscrmeaino tho ýlanw for
Thoc=~1
C. tto
forc~o c,;r2, cbhip, in c:or.=tIon with tho Roich
le.itt,-,
C=ic3iczcr for IMritlmo ip=r.1Z~ cr4 t1:3or--:: forecs locadirn- otaffl).
to TfLo oM=c~ of tto Poichi Cz~ico5.o-r for MAU=~r Shippigm,
will. t~eL c~ro of tlhe c~ttal lcz-lirxj =d imac~ain ca 1013 an tha
unitary Situation Permits.

Co Mhe PReich* C=:coic=:r for Maritir-a Chippir," Is rcz-poimiblo
tor ttm cmr of tte chip,. SWAaittIludcs rc:niro, iuolfaro of the
CCm4 rcZlliczr tr41 c::irix,-, ir--ofar as c-arlic, oro avaiiablo.
TL3 r--. Is rczj:=i-Ab1o for mcrrPr tlhe, chip: cr41 curplyitzj ce1ditional
3.if~ayIing .quipmstt end safety devices.
b. Tco Officco of tho P.~ch C= Icziocr-r for M~ritiro Chippinz,
aecbUlitc--d to itfc=m t1:3 n--7 of =7~ ~cxts d--layirZ the cchcdUlca
of th, ShiPS..
$. Zhe P.-Ach C -- 1 c~iottr for Mritic3*'ijp Anj Is rcoponoiblo
fer replacing merchant tcnnage.
"B.

XIn all other ase, areas.-

a. 2:3 Rtich C==Icaic=:r for Faritic-o Shippir.- io rc:;pon~iblo
for all cca trcrz--ort, czwc:t trcop tramcport, which Ic he-ndlcd by tho
Navy.
3:6
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b. For the ovetuality that the war situation in certain sea
areas should force the Navy to take over mearitize aipping, preparatory organizatonel measures should be undertaken to carry out a
'
-tennfer
of responsibility.
Signed:

Keit.1"

Thu it transpired that the Navy once again was given sml-control
Rift Schubert stated that in practice the Reich

over noritiz. shipping.

ComIsionar was responsible for the disposition of tonnage, loading and
unloadb* anj for all aftinistrative work conneoted with the shipping
offices.

AdWz VIp in co-operation with 1 SML (the Operations Divicion

of the Nav•l War Staff) arranged for the escorts, kept the necessa3j arm-c•
Cuard crom in readiness, set the tlins of departure of the convoyr and
tactically directed thea.

In addition, Jht1 VI designated the type3

of ships suited for the various convoys.

He also said:

"One cannot say that this double organisation was
advantageous. At places where the local partners
of the two orSmaisation worked hand in land, it
was as if no now parallel organization existed.
Yet, there wa wech friction and the co.operation
betwom. the two Vupe was in no war good evsz7e
IUdr Poanpechil was asked what changes he would make in the sea
transportation organization of A&W VI# if he were assigned the task
of orga&14 another such group for a navy.
"A verY

He sad:

i"ortant factor is officer training.

An

.)Sfcer corps should be dveloped to deal with
such things.

I think a "

Transportation Officer

Cox" like the i-tish have would be desirable.
Nseiete training in the merchant marine should be

aimed in peacetime for the task that will be allotted
to the merobant marine officer and port officials
In a war. I also believe that sehant marine
experts, such as ship owners, should be ambers
of hilger level staffs where their experience can
be AhU utilised. The
3 min •heIs sbhould be

on persoAnnl trainin.

When World War II started, Gerairy had a well integrated transportatin eysteet consisting of government owned rail•oads, state controlled
inlnnl watern

s, Coverment mtbaidized comecial air lines and a great

interconnected network of hard surfaced roads, a part of which were the
famus autobahmns

Its merchant zarine, operating under private owner-

czJV,was one of the world's finest and one third of the sue of that
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of the United ;tates.
In conquering Europe, its

armed forces gained control of one of

the most densealy interwoven Iransportation networks in the world.

For

more than four years these transportation facilities became the instruments as well as the victims of warfare.

One by one most of the European

transportation systems fell under German control, as the length of German
supply lines grew longer and longer and the armed forces extended their
operations.
)ore and more locomotives, railway cars, motor vehicles, canal barges
and even horse drawn carts and bicycles were required as the supply lines
grew longer.

Much of this badly needed equipment was obtained through

ArMy requisition and charter.

Some was captured.

Equipment belonging to

countries in which there was an abundance was transferred to those in which
the armed forces needed more equipment."
Although there was a constant shortage of transport equipment after
the end of the first year of the war, the German armed forces, through
the assistance given them by civil agencies of the German government, always
managed in some way to provide essential transportation for its personnel,
equipment and supplies.
OW/WStd/Heimstab controlled all transportation for the armed forces
and allocated that which was available among the three services.

The Navy

received monthly allotments of rail and inland waterway equipment and
facilities from that agency.
they arose.

Additional requirements were considered as

It was reported that ON/Pstd/Heimstab made these alloca-

tions in a very fair manner.
At first, the Navy controlled sea transportation, then, through a
disagreement, it lost that control.

After two years, operations by a

civilian agency, part of the Navyls former responsibilities were given
back to it.

There was no evidence that the Navy was furnished inadequate

merchant marine bottom space for the transportation of its personnel,
equipment or supplies.

The Navy had its own supply ships, tankers, etc.,

with which to support its forces at sea and on foreign shore.
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operated b- hdm~a III and its fiald agencieA the logistic support

e

departments of the main naval bases.

Theas vessels adequately met all

the Navy's requirements for sea transportation.
The Navy did not utilise air transportation to the great extent
that the U.S. Navy did in World War II.

Because of an ingrained resent-

ment, brought on by the seizure pf its air arm by the German Air Force,
the Navy apparently requested only such air transportation as was absolutely essential to its mission.

This was fiurnished when recsested and

in the amount needed by OIL within Germany and by OIEW/Std/Heimstab

outside Germxay.
As a result, the conclusion =ist be drawn that the Navyle logistic
system did not suffer through lack of transportation.

)WV petty annoy-

ances and some deeply frustrating circumstances arose, but in general,
oxcept for enwq sinkinga enroute, naval personnel, equipment and supplies
were delivered where and when they were required.
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If we are to understand a Navy' s logistic system, it is necessary to
describe its funding operations, since procurement is usually predicated
on the ability of a purchaser to pay for what he orders.
The funding system employed by., the German Armed Forces, especially
the one employed by the Navy, was unorthodox by American standards, in
that sone of the money spent was appropriated by the Reichstag and some of
it was raised without the knowledge or consent of that legislative body.
Cover firms were established to finance behind-the-scenes production of
new types of weapons and other equipment in contravention to the terms of
the Versailles Treaty.

Some vouchers were audited, others were never seen

by the Supreme Court of Accounts.

Aside from the logistic functions involved,

however, the story ofe the determined steps taken to reestablish the German
Navy, by legal or underhanded methods, is one unique in modern history.
This deception of the Reichstag and other world powers lasted for more than
ten years.

The methods used were desperate ones, with only one yardstick

by which their merit was measured - success.
When the National Socialist Party came into power, similar measures
were employed.

Deception of the Reichstag was no longer necessary, how-

ever, because its power was curbed to a point where its existence had no
meaning, but the same yardstick - success - was employed el1 during the
rearmament years from 1933 to 1939.

When war finally broke out and the
330
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German army overran Europe, a new twist to monetary controls and convertibility was introduced, this compelled the note-issuing agencies of the
occupied countries to finance German operations rather than risk inflation
and complete loss of control of their own currency in circulation.
Germary had won World War II,
redeemed.

It

If

the credits so established might have been

seems probable that such was Germany's intention.

other hand, the Treasury probably realized that if

On the

Germany lost the war,

any effort on its part to raise credits or otherwise meet its
in a conventional manner would be so much wasted tine.

obligations

From the time

Hitler seized the reins of government in Germany in 1933, until Gervan
surrendered in 1945, all military financing was based on the gamble that
Germ•a

would win the war and doninate the econonW of all European coun-

tries.
Method of

funds nrior to 1233

Before 1933, the Navy obtained its funds in a manner similar to that
employed by other navies.

The Navy Budget Office (OV%) sibmitted to

the various bureaus, technical divisions and offices in the Navy a statement of their appropriations, showing what had been spent or obligated,
what collections had been received

to the credit of the appropriations,

and the unobligated balances remaining in them.
Using the past fiscal yearts exenditir

as a basis for their am-

putation, the agencies then submitted their propoced budgets for the en-

suing fiscal year to 0"/.
After discussion with responsible persons concerned, CRI/E submitted
a consolidated budget to GInO Navy, who determined which items should be
retained or eliminated.

The Navy budget was then forwarded to the Ministry

of Finance.
The Finance Minister was charged with the preparation of the defense
budget and therefore was empowered to delete any item which he considered
non-essential or not in keeping with the financial position of German
the time.
program, it

at

If the Navy felt that aiy item so deleted was essential to its
was given opportunity to defend its position before the matter
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was referred to the Reich Cabinet, wheri the budget in general was again
discussed and a consolidated national budget prepared.
The national budget was then submitted to the legislative bodies, the
Relcharat and the Reichstag for further discussion.

The Nay was also

afforded opportunity to defend its budget requirements before these two
bodies.

It will be seem, however, that under such a system, the Ministry

of Finance had great powers in determining what naval projects could and
could not be started or continued.
Naval rearmament during this period was cramped byt

(I

The Versailles Treaty

2 The political situation
3) Widespread anti-rearmanent feeling, especiaU3
in the government
German's precarious financial position
5 The constructional difficulties involved in meeting requirements of the Versailles Treaty with
technology so little advanced.

The "interference" by the Minister of Finance and the close scrutiny
by the Reicharat and Reichstag of plans to revitalize the military services
were roadblocks to the Navy and the Arm.

The power -: these groups, top

military leaders agreed, had either to be eliminated or circumvented, if
they were to succeed in their plans.

The Secret ohi.•

•t

To got around these difficulties, the Navy kept a secret budget.

In

192% preparations began for the establishment of a w"hadow industry".
A Captain Loheanu was placed in charge of the secret building of craft,
such as E-boats, fishing vessels, motor boats, etc.

A start was also made

with naval aviation. The Lobmann scandal in 1927 threatened to upset
this secret rearmament, which had hitherto been financed from sources outside the budget.

(Lohmann had used government funds for speculations

which failed, causing public confidence in the Navy' s financial affairs

to be badly shaken.)
The cooperation of the Minister of Finance was enlisted about this
time.

The records are not too clear on this point.

have been appointed.

A new Minister may

However, the manipulation of the secret budget was
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c'uvicd on by the Prceidcnt of tho SCurce Court of Accounts, tho 11inioter
of Finnnco end CinC Navy withrut hnowledao or consent of tho Roicharat or
Roichstetp.

The noncy for thozo secrot activitico bad to be c•aouflcald in

the budgot and withdratn cain by c=ne apparently harmlcso oxp-ndituro;

therofore, tho acaista-n•co of thoeo other eacnoios of tho Covcrnnunt ims
osrential.

At tho end of the fiecal year, unoxpmded sccrot funds woro

paid back into a continuutn, appropriation, co that they could b3 carried
ovor into the next fiscal year.

Thus, to a certain extent, the uco of

secrot budzot funds vas sanctioncd.

Thoir c=ouflaeo wus achitvld by tho

uso of "extra chbrgc" there tho e.xpituro would bo difficult to chcck.
Theno "oxtra charges" worO rcnovcd from tho official bd"Zat by a Ccneral
oxpcndituro ordor and incorporatcd into tho Madlck Dgot.

Tho

oncy thus

drauc from thq Open Dzd_-et was cntcred in tho Else: Radtot as revcnuo.
Exprendituroe

were divided over the various fields as follows:

1

Establislemt of a naval air arm

4

Secret construction of fortifications

2 &3

Construction of U-boats

5

Pro-naval measures (probably political
influence)

6 &7

Establishment of a shadow industry
(expansion of industry to meet
mobilization requirements)

The ceorot budgot, throuah intermediary agcnts, alco financed the
construction of elcotrical torpedcos in Sw-cdn cnd tho building of a 700ton U-boat in Spain.

A co-pany co_--poned of fore Gor=n constructors uas

cetnblishýd in Holland to das! with other U-boat construction.
in naval technoloy
cn.inol

wcro conducted in Finlnd end Japan.
•ow

wore rn=ufacturcd.

A co:-unication ysote

lmari1mnts
typos of

wa built up.
vn

In ono

ycer, tho Niavy laid the foundation for its noval air ari by cpending 70
percent of the secret budget on that project alone.
A ccrot pay office, 1uon as tho B Pay Offico, was cotablished in
tho Admi alty to deal with these cesuflagcd oxpendituros.

Its audit

aection consisted of onG Intundantur official.

Since tho Havy could not

appear too openly in its disbursing activitice,

inter-ediary agents had
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to be used to pay the various industries.

For years the head of B Pay

Office sent these remittences through the post under his own name.
The secret budget rose from 6.85million reichmarks in1928 to 21
milion In 1933, all without the knowledge or consent of the Reichstag or
the Reichsrat.

Upon Hitlerts aseiption of office as Relchs Chancellor, on 30 January
1933, procedures were changed.

On 23 March 1933, the Nazi Cabinet took

over the duties of the Reichsrat and Reichstag and issued a resolution
excluding the Ministry of Finance from a large part of the militaryt'
financial affairs.

It also gave the various CinCs of the armed forces

wide powers to deviate from supply and budget regulations.
CinCs masters over their own budgets.

This made the

An annual statement of the Navy's

rearmament progress end the amount spent wao submitted to the Finance Minister thereafter coly as a matter of courtesy.
Uhereas in normal times procurement of money for the budget was a
regular annual procedure folloving fixed laws, during 1933-1935 the budget, previously a document in which even the slightest alteration -was
prohibited, now became subject almost daily to minor adjustments and
alterations.

Important naval coumitments had to have priorities.

projects were delayed if necessary.

Other

With new problems arising every day,

there was thus a continual fight within the Navy for funds.

The financial

element was an extremely iportant factor in the over-all program during
this period.
Procedures for the procurement of money-were altered substantially
at this time.

The Minister of War now allocated to each branch of the

armed forces, on the basis of its claims and according to the ministor'a
own judgunt of priority needs, the money acquired for its operations.
These funds came from thU money which the minister himself had received
in a lump sum.

Each service was naturally anxious to obtain for itcelf

as large a share of this lumw as possible.

In the end, CinO Navy often

had to intervens personally in this battle for the Navy's share of the
money.
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'When the Navy received its JIDey from the Minister of War, CInO himself decided what ellocation would be made within the Navy.

Requirements

or bureaus and technical divisions were propered and submitted as before,
the only difference now being that the Cip and not the legislative bodies,
decided what was permissible.

If estimated requirmats exoeeded the

amount received, the Naval War Staff (SL) then decided for CinC which
measures should be given priority, and whieh shoeld be postponed, cn the
strength of tactics cc strateg.

As stated, the budget of the armed fores during this period ceased
to be an open book.

While to all outward appearanmo,

the Navy oentinued

to conduct its 15,000 man budget, the reel budget was divided into three
sub-budgts for co

(1) Z& =h

enienm.

Thee were:

W referred to as the 'Open Bodgeta

This was the xmq regularly gr.tAed to i•nppt the
15,000 man Uay allwed by the Versaeflle •reatp, with

the

mse

issiomim aod ma1atemmamee of ships aol.*e
, the poee time omtructie

In

proeot., and a

won ineaesu in the appointat of officiels, all

details of which ire
submitted to the Ministry of
Finance under the old pjoooede.

(2) M& 3A~
This budget contained the m=W left emv frm the
Secret Bbet. All dispensable fuds in the Open Mget were entered in the B Budget as reveaw. In tUrn,
B Bd•get covered a= overexenditmres in the Open Wdget at the end of the year. In thismwy, it a possible to scrape the last p
froa the Open Budget, draw
off savings and make them trensferrable. The Open
Budget and the B Budget were financed from real sources
of the national income, i.e., duties and other govern-

ment reveues.
(3)

+

This budget was essentially the same %. the Open Budget.

The money was entered in the Open DwIet usder the
annual appropriations as *measures for re-farming the
Navy". Personnel and material procurement was financed
frcm this budget. At first, the Increased appropriations of the recontrwotion budget exceeded the items
in the Open DWiet, as the latter only contained items
for the 15,000 man ;avy. Thum, there were extra appropriaticns which were cleared again at the end of the
fiscal year by a corresponding transfer of accounts.
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Hefo kQ~b

gMe(M95--123S)

To0pr=id0 =rc-Ut for tho !kavy during tho pcriod 1935-1933, enid at
tk v

t1=3r-veZz:zt tho fur-i avol1oblo In th=;a bud,,tat,

of tho Rocz~,Dr.

tho Dircator

Sloa
chacht, introduacd a fora of fhmanalZ

":nown as "Ksovewehe'

or "Kefo lxobange*.

r!fb't rza mn cbUrc7inticn for 11otallureiccho Forcehunrczc:o11cohnft
(IVotallurwcAc~ 1tc=z-=ch Ceczr=y), a b1n
r-ativo t=L~.

firmi iVich tL.4 not con~o'ct

It %-.m eno of fto fix= dc~i~rTatcd b7 tho Roiohnbaik to

diczcc-nt bfl~la of c:'="ýa ic~
V-rfcrmzd for tL=.

b7 th-a oricd forces inx pný=nt for ivork

Until 1933, a Navy contractor drc-i tho, e=uat of his

ccce-mt cZaiwt thn aVy In a bil of oxc!,,'o urlth a ccrtain ntuz-bcr (cmc*. crzntity7 uz::mw)

of centinuation tzn,1.

z:,±'o aoccptcel then end tho

czatreaotcr rc:dvcd bla r--=,-y ven thc-7 uvro dicco'.rtcl. ,I~zni tho vailidit7'
of a bill of chzeh-"'mo czpArc1, Vofo cc~rr
t~'R

no Of tho Co~ntiuation,

Thin czatI-mo of b=:1 for ca:h ceczld ccatizu3 as Ion.,, an oIfo had

czatIr-zticn t:-zb cr4 rc1-en-pticn of th-- bill of

czhzxoulod
ha post-

rpcmc-d until. it ums poAiblo, to honor tho bill frcm lcnZ, tcrm loans.

Urdor

tbin Myton of uwita thon oioh%3ank m~d privato crcdit, at a ti=~ %lhcn tho
otato umo iznablo to fincrnco its projcot3 dircatly, oonoidorablo umm of
=7no uwo obtnincd for

rcxat
oro than 9 1/2 billion tarks xworo

5s~'otcdA by kd'-zat17 end L-azz-- in 1!a2fo bill of oubt'-rc or on~ia
tion bonds.
Is thez:o bills of cnva:L-,,,o, a distinction vas r-,zo botwcccn bill fromi
firm.! or coatractoro end fir'-oial or Clohal obliC,,ationn.
thnIr oun, Una1
canzb.

Tlio ffrn

drow

of cxc-',,o. Tixozo urdim 5,000 rnarko u-aro rcdcencd in

For this rpm:pOZ a ucvi fimm vas cot up b7 tho in'd~ot offIcon.

emair~tcd of Aintorats (Cdr) Jcnc.n rnd Lan3oo

It

Thcy obtai.ncd oash for this

pmpozo- at thin Roicha-'t=T on thoir oun ol nturo.

It thujn happcmcd that

cont~nufr,,j appropriationo of thin 11m'y EDxdjot, Includir-, oxpcndituwoo for
rcraenno1, ceno from tha atrairht rm~cnua or thin country, i.o., from taxon
cnd da.ty, Ohils ernnual appropriations umro finanoad itdfroctly throui-h
tho Y-afo oxch',-o pystcm. Tho conti2wjJ5 appropriationo w~orn offioiafly,
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rcz-orded at tka Fir.-rze 12mictry, t'at all c.-tzjA cjrop~viatic= iwCra take~n
o~zcr ty theo 13Fy Offico; ti'at it,

dal. bill

of cx-.ttzo vc~o a-czt to the

Nlavy t'ý1ct Offico =r4, aftcz cnr~ty In tho haof

tho B Pay Office, ucrro

for~micod to 1%fo Vibieh tl'= czyItcdl tlba co-callcd *,1cr~r, of the

OrIiixLmy, firz- dcal~r, in I!-fo c -

r--o vi:1 tho c=. d=:"-lcd

t7 tlh= 1r-:datcly ca t!ho strc:-,th of tho bill of c=%=z drczm t7 thc-n.

Aft=i

c

r.atuiwiz

~

193%,1zc'

oftc? five rznth3.

cc.-cirtcd ttrcuh a tczrý.

tho f1=3 zc-z:1vcd imzjtcr4l a bill of c'~'
T2hc-o bills of cx~t--

7ho floi&1th":: di~c:

crad to inveotcl 0r

tcdl the bill at the cor-

1iot:t r~rmkiccblo t1=e =1-r MachrZ-Jr< ,av,~ i.e., within tho last thrca
=ntha of its valirlity.

This prcceuro vw dirccctiruci at thi c=4 of the

19.37 fic-cal ycar.
In FcLa't-ry 1933, fit1±cr a:o:--d =;c~a cc= 4- of all the c~r4Lrcree, cr4 t1:3 Ccbket rc:o1ution of 23 Z:archi 19?3 umo givcn c;tdiblichr4
tcf in am official dlrea-tivo do"-~ 4 rct=,ý 1933.
to to In cffcct t!

7Zbda ccatlnu-:4

zZ'-1t tta %,=. Ur41cr thiso diactivo, Pany erp1ication

ftar drzvaticn frcri tulZct rcZiAntiono, la,

tc., within the Ilacvy had to

bo r-zio to the Na7cy TD~alt Office ithich ?c:crzcI it,

if rt:ccz:aryO to

CItO flavq for decision.
Reich TriRmz

an (l1Qj-1=)
wcnk
ith I. April 1933 tho satet

tiona directly, rAn

mac able to finance its obligCa-

cantractora vcra frccd. frcm fiamthcr o'-""e, trarzac-

titim. Inatc4- of a 1Mfo bill of exch=rZo, the contractor rceived an IOU
in the fora of a neich Trcec=wy bcr- to to haonrcd In about six r-onth3.

Is

e~c

193j., a financial crisis aroreo as a rcrult of the, inarcaccd

eo~itzrnt:a fo11m~nrZ G--r-miny t o occu,7ation of Auztria rndl Czechocolmakia.
Thili crisis um3 to ccrlouz tkat 0mnG Navy ord~z'd that naitaxy piy and
nnowar~coo iweae to have first priority.

To cazoet disbmirin.- authorities,

no alco dircated that all individual. dcalcral bills and contract paya~ato

"-cxccdinZ ZO,Oi)O rarka vcr'o to to handlcA only by tho B Pay Office in the
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1.:zirn.lty.

projects cootinr rorc than 30,000 marks were

111 cctructic

and no new work co~tins roro than

rc-.icýd, if work t::4 not c•.•a=cd,
33013 nr

was ccnsidered.

At first, no rcstricticns v•ra placed on p
en

'tho dc;olc••--t of d2yards.

to rcrart to rL=stcrtiol

cznts for shipbuildinC

.hileo both the Amy and Air Force had

triction on pay=?rnts, which ovcn lcd to non-

p•cnt for fccd, the navy was able to -anarc =aoothly witlhout iponinG
rcriau= restricticns.
In Apil 193?, a=other fiancxial crisis developed.

As a result, the

rpe--=t or €mtractors by n=as of Reich Trcasury bonds was discontinued,
the quota havinC been exhausted.

Tax Vyou

rs (39W

Aftcr 1!ay 1939, psM=nt of ar=--d forces'

contractors was nado in

accarZn:o uith the Icu Financo Plan of CO 1I:rch 1939.
tax yielda Id
tore lntcrcst

bccn cnticipatcd by rcms of nationsa

Previously, future

loans.

Theeo

loans

1ndco =.znt a cantinuinr increase in financial obligations.

Intcrcot cvcl at that tire h=d alrcad
In the nc'.i rystc

rcachcd

X

billion rarks.

of finnoinj, tax yields were anticipated by "tax

voauhers" instcd of loans.

Frcm I May 1939, tho state, provincos, munic-

ipalitire,

otate-o.mcd railvays, tho post office, the national autobahnen

end arilar

bodice trd to pay 40 percent of their industrial contracts

with tax vcuchcmr.

The other 60 pcrcent was paid in cash.

did not apply to bills =

u.zting to leis than 500 narks.

were iscucd by the Ministcr of Finance.

This system
Tax vouchers

This procedure was discontinued

at the end of October 1939.

The Navy vas able to raise, throumh the various methods described,
the following arounts of money for its budget:
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937

301 million reichsmarks
663
"
650
"
"
1,132
"
1,428

1933
1939

1,600
3,300

"
"

9,074

"
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Although the reserve funds of savings banks, insurance institutions
and private enterprise were continuoualT drawn aVn, othew means of state
financing and taxation were applied to the utmost during the war.

The

Nazi policy, in the latter years of the war, was to obtain 50 percent of
the state revenues by taxation and 50 percent by state loans.

During the

first five years of the war, the tax revenues were almost doubled.

This

vilent increase cam to a standstill, howevers, in 1943-19".
Immous m

were squeezed out of the occupied countries under the

guise of 'contributions' for their undesired occupation.

Max Seydevitz,

a former amber of the German Reichstag, in his book 'Civll Life In Wartime Germanyl stated that Noruay was forced to pai $108.82 per capita
for its occupation, France $60.50, Belgiua $42.10, Demark $31.90, and
the Netherlands

28.13 to Germany.

In 1941, 1.2 billion kroners were *contributed* by Norway, 1.2 billion
guilders by the Netherlands, 6CiXzdnllon kroners by Denmark, and 13.6 million francs by France.

The sam thnt Belgium had to pay per year, converted

into relchsairks at the official rate, was 1.3 billions, almost the same
amount that Germany bad paid as reparations annually after World War I.
France paid 400 million francs per day, later 300 million, and 500 million
after the occupation of the whole of France.

All in anl, France paid 77

billion francs in 1940 and 130 billion in 1941, in addition to a further
20 billion for 'expenses for financing the Franco-Germn clearing scheme".
Again at the official rate, she paid

n1

billion reichsmarks from her capitu-

lation until the end of 1941, the same amount that Germany paid all told
in reparations after World War I.

From all Western countries Germany

exacted considerably more, namely 20 billion reichamarks in the eighteen
months ending 31 December 1941.
Tream=

Credit Notes

In countries occupied by German troops, the leeal currency of the
Army, according to Reichsbank Director Max Kretschmann, was the Reichskreditkassenschein (National Treasury credit note).

By developing this

currency, it was intended (i) to avoid the uso of German bank notes abroad
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by troops and (2) to create a kind of "requisition money" with which the
German army could operate.

This second point was of special importance.

The German authorities, thus, made available a legal currency with which
the German soldier could pay for services received.

It was not intended

that the Treasury credit notes would replace the Indigenous currency of
the country but that they would be supplemental to it.

This method,

Kreacmann said, permitted requisitioning to assume a businesslike form,
without endangering business in the occupied countries.
The circulation of these notes from the beginning of the war until
the and of 1943 shows the following development:
End of 1939
"

l1940

"
"
"

1941.
1942
1943

37 million reichamarks
553 ""
1,781
2,664
3,100

"
"
"

"

While the introduction of the Reichskreditkassenschein legitimatized
procurement transactions in occupied countries, their use compelled the
note-issuing banks in occupied countries to adapt their monetary system
to the Reichskreditkassenschein, in order to maintain control over the
expansion of notes in circulation.
The authorities of the occupied countries gradually realized that it
was better to finance the demands of the German military with domestic
currency and by this method avoid further issue of the German treasury
credit notes.

As soon as this result was obiained, the Reichskreditkassen-

schein were recalled.

This took a short time in some countries, such as

in Denmark and Norway, while more time was needed in France, the Lowland
countries and in the Balkans.
Immediately after German troops occupied a country, a stable relation
between the treasury credit note and the domestic currency was established.
In the course of time, however, the European currencies became more
and more dependent on the German mark, because the treasury credit notes
and their clearance introduced a new form of currency and trade.
Capt Wilhelm Boettcher, former fleet paymaster of Group NorthFleet,
said that the Reichskreditkass~nschein could not be considered an invasion
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currency.

He stated:
"We used it to prevent daWqe not only to our own
currency but also to the currency of occupied countries. Example: If a naval officer had to make a
duty trip to Demark, a percentage of the travelling
allowance and per diem was granted to him in Reichskreditkassenschein. He changed these German credit
notes on the Danish border into Danish kroners, thus
preventing German marks going into Denmark and at the
same time preventing damage to the Danish eccnoq."

Dr. E"gert explaincd that this currency rc:c•blcd the rcplar roichsrerk in appearanco, that porsonnel of theo ar.d
wore pead with it
countries.

forec3 outoide of GCrZ--,

and that it vran acceptable in Go==n shops in those

Ho did soy, however, that French and Italians were roluotant

to accept this currency hut that black norkot operators v-_utcd it,
it

was redc=zble in Gorn,..

(Once it

since

at the cc=s value as rczuler roich=arks.

was rcdc•cd into rctular nr-k,

the black r.rkot opcrator th=n
with which he could

hAd arks acccptahlo to the industrialist or =•-zc ht
purchase nero Roichalmcditkaecsnachcin at a diccount.

Thus the cycle

cinenced again.)
VAdm Yachens caid that when he was on duty in Normay, he rao paid in
Norwc3ian bank notes.
mneat.

Marincobcrinapekrtor =ur 1uchlcn rdo the sr=3 otate-

He added:
"It was a regular Norwegian currency obtained by CinC
Norway from the Norwegian government. We did not get
very much of it; just enough for our allowances, because we wanted as mich of our money as possible to
stay within the German econo'.*
Fron those intervic-uw,

has bt-cn concludtd that the Roichslrcdit-

it

kaosenochoin wore nurrcndcrcd to officials of ccupi•d countries in C-ebano
for local currency to be uced to pay Gcr--n troops uithin that ccuntry end
that obliCation for corvitc

' -

rnatcrial preurc--t uero not Met by

paying contractors with these notes.
In the ccuntrics of Italy and Grccce,

Indign-cun currcacy

=as obteincd

U
o.cok cZrc=nts.
by Goean psoyatca direct from tho tr•,crrnica undr
Trcasury credit notes wore not urcd in thoec cc-m'tric3 for the pai--=t of
troops and for local obligations.
The VU Thjdgt.At

M&l

(g"NA

Vh=n the naval bud3ot hAd bce

approved, oithcr by tU
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or the Roichsteg prior to 1933 or by the Iazi Cabinet thereafter,

q,01A

had the rosponsibiity of apportioning the Navy' s funds to the various
naval organizations.

It also was responsible for the administration of

those funds.
Before World War I, supply and budget affairs were jointly administered
by the Supply/Administrativo Department of the Bureau of General Affairs
(Har•'="/G).

In 1913, the fiscal section was divorced from the Supply/Ad-

ministrative Dopartmcnt and combined with the pension scntion of the
Admiralty to form a budget department.

At the end of World War It the

pension section uas transforred back to the Supply/tdministrativo Department.
cor.

The budget section, however, continued Indepcndcutly unour an offiThe Supply/Administrative Department was headed by an official.
Thus the Navy's budget organization developed along different lines

from that of the Arzq, and during World War II renamed different from
that of either the Army or the Air Force.

In the Arzxy, the budget section

was part of the General Division of the Army, and in the Air Force it
comeoruder the Supply/Administrative Department.

The Navy Budget Office

was independent and directly subordinated to GinC Navy.
The official argument in favor of the Navy Budget Office being responsible solely to CinO Navy was that it could not be forced to deviate
from regulations by pressure from senior officers or higher departments.
Adm Erich Foersto, chief of 0W/E in 1934-1937, stated:
"OinO, acting under orders of the Fuebrer, controlled
all the money spent by the Navy and there was no
further responsibility to the public.
"The money requirements of the armed forces were presented to the Supreme Commander via the Minister of
Defense. That was Blomberg at that time. The Ministry of Defense was later transformed into the OKW.
There the lump sum allowed for the whole military
establishment was apportioned among the three services. The flow went from Blomberg to Raeder and OK!/E
where it followed the process described before. It
was the task of KMK/E not only to distribute the money
but to fight for the money. It was my duty to give the
Navyts requirements and good reasons for these requirements to Bloberg and to the Fuebrer, via GrAdm Raeder.
"The Supreme Court of Accounts had no authority in
checking the flow of the money once Cranted to a
zervice. It could only examine and check whether or
not the money had been spent according to its intended
342
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purpose, but could not issue orders as to how it
should be spent.
"After 1933, there was no agency of the national
government with authority to issue orders about procedures to be euployed in expenditure of money. However, during the days of the Reichstag, that body
issued all orders concerning the way money was to be
spent by the armed forces. After its liquidation,
this task insofar as the Navy was concerned Itq solely in the hands of the CinC Navy. (m/ carried out
hi- instructions and issued a type of an annual
appiopriation bulletin listing the titles to be
charged and the purposes for which the money had bean
obtained.
"when the funds were distributed, we attached orders
regarding their expenditure, viz., the purposes set
forth in the requests by the bureaus, offices, etc.
It was strictly prohibited to spend money for any
purpose other than stated in these orders. It waE
not possible for the head of a department to transfer
funds from one title to another. If, in the course of
a fiscal year, he found he would not use all the
money granted him in one title, he could ask CinC
Navy, via MVE, for permission to use this money
for another title.
"Me whole accounting structure was built around
titles. If title 19, for example, w.s the title for
the construction of subearines, all expenditures of
that type would be charged to title 19. The annual
bulletin was distributed widely and all the activities had to do was to see that the expenditures were
in accordance with the purposes set forth in the bulletin.
"While I was chief of OD/E, I would submit requests
to spend money for purposes other than those for
wtich funds were allotted to CinC, with my recommendations as to th.ther cm pot they should be approved.
I did not have the autdoeity to authorize such changes
myself. CinC signed all such authorizations.
"In any irregularities in the expenditure of funds
allotted, OKM/E had the duty to report the incident
to GrAdm Raeder and formally prepare the charges
against the offender; however, supervision over the
various funds allotted to the different Navy offices
was carried out by the bureau, division or office
to which the money had been distributed.
"In arriving at our budget requirements, each bureau,
division or office submitted a list of its requirements,
with a rej -tgiving the reasons for them., In each
bureau, there were officers or officials who were
specialists in questions of the budget. In most cases
the reports referred to requirements of the preceding
year. If there were no new requirements, no military
reasons had to be given. It was a matter of experience
to know and to see when the requirement was too high
or when it was reasonable and a matter of experience
to know the different specialists and to know who
exaggerated their requirements.%
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Hinistorialrat (Capt) Dr. Elaui.-Ahrentin E"gert, deputy aszistant chief
of OWA/E from 1941-1945, added:
"Our fiscal years ran from 1 April to 31 March. All
money not spent reverted to Ministry of Finance before
1933, after that to the Minister of Defense or, after
its establishment, to OKW. In short, the Navy lost it.
"We maintained no control whatsoever over the amount
of money that was spent during the war. We continued
to advise the bureaus and offices what amounts they
could spend, but permission to overoxpend allotments
was loosened up, since there was no Reichstag control.
All military installations had sufficient money for
their needs. Only in instances where we wanted to
retain a bit did we give only the amount we intended
to spend. In requesting funds, the bureaus, etc.,
were required to furnish estimates, but they were not
binding. Youmight say that there was no actual budget during the war. We only issued instructions regarding how the accounting offices would report the
various expenses.
"All financing of the mamy Navy-sponsored industries
was performed by the bureaus or inspectorates concerned.
Each had its own system. My primary duty in OKM/E
was to handle these transactions. I gathered all the
charges together.
"We had a lot of diffi6ulty in establishing what our
expenses were in the occupied countries. When we
occupied Greece, the relation between the mark and
the drachma was one mark to sixty drachmas. That is
the way we set the exchange. We used it for occupation
costs because our government had to buy a lot of things
in Greece in local currency. But then the currency
began falling. Prices rose day by day. Ve needed
this money to purchase Greek material and to pay the
Greeks in our dockyards in their own currency. We
obtained it from the Greek Treasury.
"OReports of withdrawals from the Greek Treasury were
sent to 0KW where it was taken up in marks. In the
beginning it was all right. But then it mounted into
millions. The accounting officer in Greece did not
take it up as 50 million drachmas, but as marks at a
rate of 60 drachmas to the mark. His expenditure
reports were going to the Reichobank in Berlin stating
that the Navy used so much, the Arny so much. There
it was entered on the books.
"In the beginning of the war, the Navy used about 6
million marks worth of drachmas annually. In 1942 we
needed 3 million more, so we said: 'The Navy will need
in 1942 nine million and in 1943 it will not be more'.
The next year it was 50 million. We could not explain
it.
The disbursing officer in Greece had not accounted
for the cheapening of the drachma and therefore nobody can tell me now what the war cost us in Greece.
"We kept a daily graph cn the open market exchange in
Greece, but we did not recognize what was happening
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in time to do anything about it, because we had no
check on the amount the finance officers were drawing
from the Greek Treasury. The Greek Ministry of Finance
was forwarding the receipts for money issued to our
firnce officer.7 to our 14initry of Finance. They
did not, however, coe to ON/E. Everybody could take
as much moaey as he needed from the Greek Treasury.
"There were only seven people attached to O/IIE. Capt
Baumke as chief, Flottenintendant Thiele, yself and
four other officials of the lower brackets. Therefore, accounting was not kept up-to-date. Incomplete
accounting is of no value whatsoever.. As a result,
the cost of the Navy's part of the var will never be
known.
"The destruction of Hildeshela c 22 March 1945 is
another e3ample of vby the cost of the Navy's particiPation in the war can not be assessed. We consolidated three large accounting groups there, in
accordance with instructions received from Dr. Albert
Spear. He said we were using too much personnel.
One group handled Ldlitary personnel paents, another
civil officials and the third bills for industry.
It was a great pity, because all bills had to be sent
there for payment. When this central pey office was
bombed out, various firma were owed u aillions of
marks, which otherwise would have been paid. That
is one of the great dangers of gathering all accounting features together in one place.
"OG/ did not have an inspection service. It only
allotted, distributed and controlled funds. 1- could
not take action in case of shortage. That was the
job of the Intendanturen offices. It also could not
disallow a pament. That was the job of the preaudit
offices and Supreme Court of Accounts.*
misbursinR Agencige
There were four types of disbursing agencies in the Navy. They were:
(1) The Tndeuendent Pay Offices
These were offices with sufficient disbursing volume
to justify their establisoaent as an independent entity
such as at the Admiralty in Berlin, at a main naval
base or a large convalescent hospital.
They were located at:
The
The
The
The
The
The

AdrAralty, Berlin
Naval Dockyard, Wilhelmshaven
Naval Dockyard, Kiel
Convalescent Center, Hodsteinsche-Schweiz
Naval Torpedo Testing Station, Eckernfoerde
Naval Headquarters, Hamburg

These offices paid all military and civilian personnel
attached to their station, as well as obligations for
services and material contracted by agencies for which
they were responsible.
(2) The Central Pay Offices
These offices were located at major ports around which
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was a high concentratloci of naval activities, each of
which had a disbursing office with an insufficient
Tolme of disb
sing to warrant its establishment as
an independent pay office. These offices paid all
military personnel, labor rolls and dealerst bills
for anl naval activities in the area assigned to them.
They were located at:
The Admiralty
The Intendantur Office,
Wilhelmshaven
The U-bo.t- Pay Office,
Wilhelmshaven
The Intendantur Offiva,
Kiel
The Naval Station, Borkum
The Naval Station, Eaden
The Naval Station, Cuxhaven

The Naval Station,
Flemsburg
The Naval Station,
Swinemuende
The Naval Station,
Stralsund
The Naval Station,
Pillau
The Central Procurement
Office, Hildesheim

These offices were regionally situated, so as to reduce
transmission of family allowance payments to a mini==
They calculated the salaries of all naval personnel and
paid to their families the difference between the amounts
earned as salaries and allowances and that paid to the
men by their paymaster. They were located at:
Nordhausen
Luisenlund
Ploen (n-boats)
Rudolstplt

Wilhelmshaven
Kiel
Brake

The first spe- I pay office, established shortly after
war broke out, was at Brake. The others were established
in the years 2542-1944.
(4) The C

ensation Offices

There were two of these offices, one at Ammelstadt
and one at Kuhlungsborn. Their function was to ocpute and transmit the family allowances of dependents
of officials and other militarized civilians on duty
in the Navy, and make deposits in savings accounts of
earned salaries not drawn for persons without dependeants. Ammelstadt took care of payments to dependents
residing in the northern and western areas of Germany,
Kuhlungsborn distributed payments to those dependents
residing in the southern and eastern areas.
Oinrnr1.~
Ofin~

teis feranvuni Aoard Shin

Disbursing offices were established at all large naval bases in
occupied countries and aboard major ships and in flotilla staffs for the
payment of base pay, dealerst bills and local labor bills.

Independent

and central pay offices were also established ashore in occupied countries,
as the work load of the disbursing offices warranted.
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Effect of Centralization
Coýpt Beettcher, in discussing the pay office organization, stated:
"With the enormous increase in personnel during the
war it was no longer possible for naval pay offices
to furnish the families of men with their allowances.
Therefore, we centralized the pay syntem for salaries
in special pay offices. In these offices the basic
salary of the men, less pocket money allowance, was
calculated and transferred to the families, or in the
case of bachelors, to bank accounts. One of these
special pay offices was located in Brake near Bremen.
It was headed by Capt (V) Behrendt. His pay office
was responsible for the payment of the families of
personnel aboard ships in foreign waters. However,
all those :pecial pay offices had their own special
tasks and areas in connection with the payment of
basic salaries. They were of different size and, as
far as I recall, the larger pay offices at Nordhausen
(250,000 accounts) and Luisenlund (60,000 accounts)
worked with electric business machines of the Hollerith
type. One of our experiences in that connection was
that these centralized pay offices must at all times
be very heavily sheltered. The central pay office
at Nordhausen was heavily bombed and destroyed, and
with it we lost the pay documents of thousands of
men."
Usc of Giro Bankinr
and in ravyin

System in making' deoosits to the credit of Paymasters

oblieationn

On 1 January 1935, the German comnercial banking system was nationalized.

Control was placed in the hands of a supervisory banking board and

a banking commissar.

One of the features of the new bankirg system, as it

affected naval disbursements, was the Giro method of bank transfers.
Briefly, it

worked as follows:

The Reichsbank, the central bank of issue, managed the monetary and
rediscount policies of the country and supervised the entire banking system.

Several large national interest banks, among which was the Land

RUnk, some public banks and a great number of small commercial,

savings,

agricultural, credit and rural banks were welded together into a system
of major and correspondent banks, through which the government agencies
could make deposits, transfers, etc.
When the annual military budget wai approved by the Cabinet, the
Director of the Reichsbank was notified of the amount involved.

These

fundo wcre then I.Laced in the Reichsbank to the credit of the Minister of
Dvfcn.e,

:A±tur krnwi, u.-, the chief •i CKW.

When Lhe MinIster ui Defen. e

allocated these funds to the various armed services, he requested credit
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to the account or the service involved with the Reichobank.

In the ca= e

of the Navy, this deposit was made to the credit of the Navy Budget Office
(OR-I/.A).

Thus the annual budget for the Navy was set up on the books of

the Reichsbank,

subject to instructions from the Navy Budget Officer.

When funds were made available by the Budget Office to the various
bureaus, inspectorates, Intendantur offices, etc., the same system was
employed.

These allocations were made once a year.

Funds to cover the

many projects wore then available for disposition by the supervisory
groups, the bureans,

inspectorates, Intendantur offices, etc., through

the Reichsbank,
The same system was employed by these supervisory groups in real.iocating

funds to subordinate activities.

Example:

The Intendantur Office

at Kiel desired to place funds at the disposal of the Naval Clothing
Factory at Kiel, with which to finance the procurement of cloth, etc.
The Reichsbank,

or its corresponding bank at Kiel, was informed in writing

that so many reichsmarks were to be transferred from the account of the
Intendantur Office to that of the Naval Clothing Factory.
would be employed if

The same system

the Intendantur Office desired to allocate funds to

a clothing or food store, or to a pay office at a naval dockyard coming
under its administrative control.
All personnel in the Navy, including officials, whose salaries exceeded 300 reichsmarks per month were required to maintain a bank account.
The salaries of such personnel, except in emergency where they needed cash,
were deposited to their bank accounts.

Personnel in lower salary brackets

were paid in cash.
All dealers' bills, family allowances and other obligations were
liltewise settled in the same manner - through bank transfers.

This resulted

in a very small amount of cash being required by paymasters, both ashore
and afloat.
The system employed in making these payments through the bank involved
the preparation of a list

of payments to be made by the bank, showing the

name of the payee, the bank in which the payee's account was held, the
amount to be paid and any pertinent accounting data.
34•
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delivered to the bank.

A copy (possibly more than one) was receipted and

=urrendered to the paying officer.

The bank, through its

own bookkeeping

department or through transfer to a correspondent bank, then credited the
account of the payee.

This system eliminated the use of checks.

ceipted copy of the payment list,

The re-

supported by the original dealerts bills,

became a part of the financial return.

This in turn eliminated the prepa-

ration of public vouchers and schedules of disbursement.
Arrangements were also in effect for transfers of funds and for making
payments through the German Post Office.

It

is not clear just what

differentiation was made between those payments which would be sent through
the Reichabank and those which would be tranmitted through the post office.
It is believed, however, that the postol system was used for family allowance checks for dependents of non-commissioned personnel, and the Reichsbank for all other tranasers.
Pavunts of bi3•

out.i•e Germny

Payment of obligations outside Germany were made, as shown above,
with treasury credit notes or indigenous currency obtained in exchange
for them.
If a ship sailed before settling bills incurred in Germany, however,
the bills were returned to a central pay office in Germany for settlement.
Personnel could exchange local currency into German marks before
leaving a foreign port, provided the -diMbursing officer could use it

in

settling his bills and that no loss through exchange resulted to the
government.
Pav iand.11ovatnaaa
It

is recognized that the amount of pay and allowances earned by

personnel does not properlv fall within the scope of a logistics study.
However, in order to understand the method by which the Navy provided per-

sonnel at sea and on foreign chores with incidental cash requirements,
it

scems necessary to furnish a pay schedule and explain the system of

supporting dependents.

A pay schedule appears on page 34ba.

Rates

used were established by the Pay Lawa of 16 December 1927 and 28 August
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1930.

Salaries eonsist6d of (a) basic pay, (b) lodging allowances (when

free barrack accomeodations were not provided),

(c) child allowances,

(d) special allowances for personnel afloat and on foroi•n
cial family allowances and (f)

shore,

(e) qeo-

a pocket allowance known as the "Wehroold".

The Navy differentiated in pay and allowances between rceulnr and
non-regular personnel.

The former consisted of officers, non-cois3sioned

personnel, officials and other militarized civilians who were members of
the Permanent Navy.

The second group was composed of persons inducted

into service for short term service.
During national emergencies, all personnel, officers, men, officials

-

everyone wearing the uniform of the armed forces - was subsisted, housed,
clothed, hospitalized and medically treated free of charge by the governsent.

While serving on detached duty, prvsonnel was paid a per diem

allowance to take care of such expenses.

It was therefore considered

that they had no living expenses while in the service.
To offset these costs to the government, the deductions shown below
were mde from the pay of regular personnel:

Married personnel.....(a) with no cbildren*...*s......

Single personnel

10%

(b) with no more than 2 children

6%

(c) with 3 or 4 children........

3%

(d) with 5 or more children.....

none

o.e.

o...........o....

......

20%

Regular persorinel above the rank of seaman, on duty ashore in Germay,
drew all pay and, allowances, less the deduction mentioned above.

Yersonnel

serving afloat or on foreign shore were furnished with pocket money (Wehrsold) only.

Non-reguLar perconnel afloat and ashore, either in Geranyr

or on foreign shore, and seamen of the regular Navy drew only pocket money.
The peacetime pay and allowances of regulars, however, were protected,
in that the deduction made for food, clothing, etc., could not exceed the
amount paid to them as pocket money.

Fnmflv afli

nnes for re~u1r
.1er~2,T

o1pther thim oenmn

There has been no indication in the documents studied or in the
transcripts of interviews held that families of regular personnel received
y added benefits to offset the increased cost of living during warti=e.
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The pay and allowances of regulars was supposed to take care of such increases.

Certain assistance grants, such as expenses attendant on child-

birth, hospitalization of dependents, etc., were made.

These were reimbursable

on a percentage basis, about 75%, upon the presentation of paid bills.

:

ji1

However, there were no permanent additions such as those allowed dependants of non-regulars.

When a regular officer or man was at sea or on

foreign shore, he drew only his pocket money.
money due to him was paid to his family.

If he was married, all other

If he was a bachelor, it

was

banked for him in a savings account.
FWm&iv M1nowanees for non-remular personnel and remia_2seamen
Non-regular personnel and regular seamen afloat or ashore, in Germany
or abroad, received only their pocket money allowance in payment for their
services.

Dependents of these officers and men received a family allowance,

commensurate with their needs, on which to maintain themselves.

Unlike

the regulars, many of these men came from walks of life affording them greater financial advantages and obligations than those enjoyed by service personnel.

Therefore, a system was devised to ensure that the standard of living

of the dependents of these conscripted non-regular officers and men would
not be lowered because of reduced income during the period of their service.

It was said that the reason for this was partly political, that

the Nazi party desired to avoid any dissension on the part of dependents,
and that it was greatly abused, especially during the early part of the
war.
In order to establish the family allowance for such dependents, the
non-regular filed with the disbursing officer at his first duty station
This document established the in-

a copy of his last income tax return.

come to which the man had been accustomed.
showing his obligations.

Example:

He also filed certificates

A man might have purchased a home,

which he wa. making mortgage payments.

He might also have payments to

meet on an automobile, a radio or other appliance.
mother-in-law may have been living with him.

His father-in-law and

His daughter may have been

taking music lessons and attending a private school.

A cook and/or a

maid may have been regular members of his household.

All these items

,351
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were considered as a part of his regular living expenses and were included
in the establishment of the amount of family allowance his dependents were
to receive.

Thus, a man earning 400 W4s in civil life was inducted into

the Navy as a seaman, where he received but 30 RMs as pocket money.

To

arrive at the basic family allowance in such cases, the Navy deducted 150
MIs from his regular income of 400 RMs, to offset the cost of his pocket
money, clothing, food and housing.
allowance as 250 RMs.

This established the basic family

To this basic allowance was added the monthly cost

of rent or meeting payments on the mortgage on his house, his car, radio
t
and refrigerator and the cost" of his daughter s music lessons and tuition

at school and maintenance of his parents-in-law, if
incurred prior to his entry into the service.

It

such added expense was

was permissible to retain

domestics in the household under these circumstances and, where they had
been with the family for a reasonable period, their wages were also allowed.
Officers

It will readily be seen how such a system would lead to abuse.

and officials interrogated stated that in some instances, where men anticinduction into the service, they would purchase on the deferred

ipated

payment plan household appliances and other allowable items which they
could not afford before, knowing that the government would increase the
family allowance sufficiently to meet the payments.

Restrictions were

imposed on deferred payment purchases, after this practice came to light,
and such abuse became a punishable offense.

Family allowances are fully

described in Appendix A.
Pocket monevy a1 oannces (Vehrsold)
The system of paying only pocket money, or ItWehrsold", was instituted by 0KW as an over-alL measure to reduce to a minimum the influence
of a great number of occupying troops on the economy of a country.

The

men could not buy souvenirs with the small amount of money made available
to them.

They could not outbid the native of the country for food, refresh-

ments or other local products.

The Wehrsold permitted a man little

else

than a couple of beers at the local naval canteen and an occasional cup
of coffee and car fare on a sightseeing trip on shore leave.

Capt Boettcher

explained the purpose of the Wehrsold, when he said:
"The Wehrsold was introduced during the war. The
intention was to furnish a man at sea and in occupied
3)2
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countries necessary cash for his own personal require-

ments.

It was independent from his normal salary.

His salary was paid to his family by the special pay
offices at home.
The Wehrsold was paid aboard ships
or in the field. As far as the amount paid as Wehrsold is concerned, the principle followed was that
the enlisted man and admiral alike had no need to
spend a great amount of money in the field. Therefore, the men recived about 30 - 60 marks a month,
rear admirals about 180. This amount was delibq-o
ately fixed and it was not a percentage of their normal
salary.
"Part of a man t s salary was deducted before payment was
made by the home pay offices to the family. This was
so that the soldier could not receive his pay and a
full additional second pay. The amount deducted increased with the height of'the Weiwsold, so that the
deduction from the salary of an admiral was considerably higher than that made from a mants pay account.
"The Wehrsold was not a combat pay. It only gave the
man an opportunity to pay for his personal needs away
from home in canteens or at recreation centers. It
was partly paid in the currency of the occupied countries.
"The amount issued in foreign cuirency depended on
the economic capacity of a country and the state of
its finances. For example, in Greece, we could hardly

pay any Webrsold at all in local curreday because of
the inflation.
"In France, which wa4L heavily occupied by the German
army, large payments would have been to the disadvantage
of the French econom,
and therefore the amount paid
in foreign currency was very small. It was paid three

times a month, so that the men would not spend it all
at once."
Amtsrat Pfoiffor stated that his pay end allowances amounted to 780
marks per month.

His Webrsold was 108 marks.

This was deducted from the

780 marks, and 672 marks were deposited to the bank account of his family.
Two sheets from a regular U-boat officer t s pay book have been rcconstruoted and appear on page 352a.

Attention is iinvited to the fact

that, after actual living expenses and obligations,

such as mesa bills,

telephone calls, subscriptions to the retired officerst home, etc., had
been paid by the disbursing officer and deducted from his pay, the officer
was paid his pocket money.

The balance was available for transfer •o his

family by the special pay office carrying his accounts.

Attention is also

invited to the fact that the entries in the pay book for August 1940 were
approved by the owner in July 1940.

In other words, the credits and debits

posted under August accrued during the month of July.
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Family allowances were paid not only to tho men in the ArPy, Navy,
Air Force and Reich Labor Service, but else to members of the Emergency
Service, Customs Border Guards, the Post Office and Railway Guards, the
Air Protection Service, the Red Cross and to all other organizations
affiliated with the military services.

"

The Navy had no personal allotment system.

Life insurance premiums

were deducted from pay accounts and paid once a year to the insurance
In the interim, the Navy guaranteed the premium to thts insurance

company.
companies.

Death Qratitiea
Death gratuities for married personnel amounted to three monthst
salary.
fl,,iona.

No death gratuities were paid if
of var end iimeen

the deceased was single.

nereonnel

Dependents of prisoners of war and missing personnel continued to
receive their family allowances.until a man was legally declared dead;
likewise all salary, except Wehrsold, continued to be paid into bank accounts of personnel without dependents until they were declared dead.

In

peacetime, a missing person was declared dead after two years; in wartime,
when hostilities ceased.
FRSCAOTINTT9

"Funda and A=nrouriation
The Navy had no rotating funds, such as the General Account of Advances, Naval Stock Puv.,
priations, however.

etc.

It

did have annual and continuing appro-

Before 1933, each yearts annual requirements were

appropriated by the Reichstag.

Later they were approved by the Cabinet.

Sums unobligated in annual appropriations were returned to 0KW via OKM/E,
thence to the Ministry of Finance or Reichsbank, depending on the period
involved.

Continuing appropriations, of course, remained available for

projects until completed.
Before 1933, annual appropriations were often held up as long as three
months after the commencement of a fiscal year, before disbursing officers
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obtained written authority from OKME to make disbursements.

This delay,

it was said, was often occasioned by the Ministry of Financets delay in
preparing appropriations bulletins.

In such cases, each withdrawal of

cash from the Reichsbank or transfers between accounts had to be authorized by OKM.

In such instances, several officials stated) cash advances

were often limited to two or three dayof requirements.

In peacetime, the Inteudantoren, Niel and Wilhelmshaven, were responsible to 01/
disbursements.

for the distribution of money and supervision over
They distributed the money according to the needs of the

various sub-pay officers in the districts, for which they were responsible.
These sub-officers were then responsible to the Inteandanturen for disbursements made from funds placed at their disposal.

All independent central

and special pay offices and compensation offices obtained cash or bank
credits from the Intendanturen.

xpenditvres were checked by pre-audit

offices established under the Intendanturen.
During the war, the Intendanturen and their successors, the senior
administrative staffs, continued to have these functions performed by the
pre-audit offices in the areas under their control.
The pre-audit offices at Kiel and Wilhelmshaven were hranches of the
main accounting offices of the supply/administrative divisions of the naval
base.

They performed auditing work for naval activities in those areas#

thus relieving the administrative load at the Supreme Court of Accounts
in Berlin.

Their staffs were composed of former officials of the dock-

yard who were conversant with naval procurement and finance.

Pre-audit

offices were also established abroad under the senior administrative
staffs.

Inspections of disbursing activities ashore were made by representatives o- the Supreme Couxt of Accounts and Fleet paymasters inspected the
accounts of vessels in their force.
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TAiallowancen and ahbtazes
The pro-audit offices, as well as the Supreme Court of Accounts, had
authority to make disallowances and cause disbursing officers to repay
sums paid out in error, where such mistakes could not be justified.

In

serious cases, they recommended trial of offenders,
Overpayments were usually collectable, either on a voucher deduction
basis or by direct collection.

In case of disputes, the paying officer

or official could resort to litigation.
Geschwaderintendant Schmula stated that the Intendanturen and the
chiefs of senior administrative staffs were not merely area funding officers.

The senior officials in these offices and staffs were central dis-

bursing officers as well, and responsible for all financial transactions
in their areas.
"We had no bonding arrangement. -We considered that a
paymaster or disbursing official was a reliable man,
once our investigation had been completed and he had
If he desired to carry insurance to
been appointed.
cover accidental shortages, he was permitted to do so.
Of course, this system was backed by very close checking and controlling. Every official who dealt with
money had to make a daily report of his cash on hand.
I remember faintly an incident of a shortage in Sylt,
an island in the North Sea. I don't know what the
trouble was, but it could not have been a very serious
offense, since the pay official was only transferred

to another basez
"In case a mistake was made, an official or paymaster

had to make a report to the Intendantur, who decided
the degree of his guilt and punishment. With regard
to punishment which the Intendantur could inflict on
one of these blundering Intendantur officials at substations, there were certain limits beyond which the
Intendantur was not entitled to judge.
If, for example,
an amount of money was overexpended, the decision had
to come fro OKM/E.
"Any chief of the Intendantur office or senior administrative staffs had the authority to inspect the accounts
of the pay offices and to check and control everything
connected with financial affairs and accounts in such
offices throughout his whole district. He was also
entitled, after having found some mistake, to transfer the officer responsible to another district. Of
course, the chief did not do these things himself,
especially the checking of accounts. He took finance
experts with him who handled the details."
RAdm Schubert stated:
"During my several decades long career, it happened
only once that an Oberproviantmeister (chief petty
RESTRICTED
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officer) committed embezzlement. Naturally such a
thing happened now and again, but it happened extraordinarily seldom."
Dr. Eggert said,
"In case *offalsification and embezzlement, the man
responsible was taken before a court, where it was
decided he had to repay his losses. If his offense
was so grave that he had to be discharged from the
Navy, then it could not be recovered, but frequently
the responsible msx had personal property which was
then confiscated.
If there were only minor amounts
involved, he had to repay it in monthly increments
and, if a minor offense, when he had repaid about
15%, and in serious cases 30%, the whole loss was
then absorbed. Of course, 30% could not be taken of
a high sum. We often said, when a man had been making
restitution for a long time:
MIt is sufficient punishment for him.'."

Branch pay offices submitted quarterly financial returns to the central pay office.

Returns consisted of a financial report, similar to an

account current, in duplicate, supported by the receipted copies of the
payment lists, covering transfers through the banking or postal system,
dealers' bills, pay schedules, etc.

A copy of the financial report was

retained by the central pay office and the original, and supporting vouchers were sent to the pre-audit office.

Paymasters afloat and disbursing

officers and officials abroad also rendered quarterly financial reports
to the appropriate senior administrative staff.

These financial reports

also were forwarded to the pre-audit off'ices for examination.

When audit

had been completed, the pre-audLt offices forwarded financial returns to
the Supreme Court of Accounts.
Intendantur offices and senior administrative staffs made a consolidated financial report annually to OENE, showing expenditures of all suboffice, and central and other pay offices, with a schedule of title charges
and balance.
Payments to nersonnel
Officers and men aboard ship or on duty ashore in occupied countries
were paid their pocket money cwcry ten days during the war.

In peacetime,

they were paid once a month.
There was no system of identifying men (pay receipt, witnessing
officer, etc.), when they were paid afloat.
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since division officers paid their men for the paymaster.
Pay lists, signed by the men and surrendered by the division officer
to the paymaster in lieu of cash advanced, substantiated payments.
Officers signed their pay books at the time they were paid.
Before the war, both men and officers had individual pay books.
During the war, a pay card replaced the men's pay books.
tained at a special pay office in Germany.

These were re-

These cards show all pertinent

data regarding base pay, additions and deductions.
The mission of special pay offices, as has been stated, was to calculate pay and remit balances due to dependents or banks.

When such

calculations had been made, a list of the men and officers showing amounts
due was furnished to their commands.

In the case of personnel abroad or

afloat, this amount was the fixed sum of the Webrsold.
Personnel interrogated stated that this type of pay card use was a
very simple system, that it contained all the information that might possibly
affect a persont s pay.

It was also said that only about 22 percent of the

cards carried by the special pay offices required monthly changes, due to
promotions, change of marital status, etc., and that the other 78 percent
required no entries.

A card was recalculated only when a change occurred.

Payments to DenAdentn cr Savings Accounts

Pay and allowances earned were completely paid out every two months.
Pay cards were maintained alphabetically, although pay numbers were assigned.
In one month all cards from A to L were completely settled.

Cards M to Z

were settled the following month.
Paymonts were made to dependcmts through the post office or through
the Reichsbank and its correspondent banks.

Payments to savings accounts

of individuals were made to the depository designated.
Accounting. for PayMents to Dzec~ndents rmd Savinza Acciunts

Accounting for such transactions was limited to filing with the
financial return a copy of the list of transfer payments receipted by the
bank or post office.
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FaYMents to Civilialh
Lt zur Muehlen stated that weekly civil pay rolls were prow~red.
These were based on time sheets mnde up from time punch cards.
due were entered on -all

printed shoots of paper.

These were distributed

to the individual employees with their pay envelopes.
pay list

Amounts

Each ran signcd a

when paid.

Aoonting for Pavments
X&iVn
to Civil

ovja

Payments thus made were included with other daily each expenditures.
The signed pay lists became a part of the financial returns.
Incme Tax Withholdi~wR
Income tax was withheld at source on civil and military rolls alike.

A report showing amount withheld and deposited was made annually by the
disbursing officer or official to the Ministry of Finance.
Interserveee Payment s
The armed forces had no interservice pay oystem.

Personnel was

paid by its own cervico paymastor oven if serving temporarily in another
service.

As a result of the lack of cooperation between sorvices, there

were delays in paying men on detached duty.

Before the war, when detached

duty orders were seldom issued, a system obtained whereby mnn of the Navy
could be paid by Air Force or Army paymasters, and accounting therefore
effected by interdepartmental transfers of funds.

A chart showing the flow of money and accounting documents in the
Navy during the period 1933-1945 appears on page 356a.
The various bureaus and offices and Adm Qu III assessed their
requirements for money, prepared a budget and submitted it to the Navy
Budget Office (MVE).

Theoretically, that office subjected these budgets

to close scrutiny and approved them.

It

then consolidated the various

budgets Into a Navy budget, which was submitted to the Minister of Defense
prior to 1934, afterwards direct to the Reichs Cabinet.
The Reichs Cabinet, after approving the consolidated budget for
RESTRICTED
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the armed forces prior to 1934 and the Navy budget after 1934 directed
the Roichsbank to make the sum so approved available to the Minister of
Defense or to the Navyo as appropriate.
The Navy's share of the armed forces budget,

or the budget approved

by the Reichs Cabinet for the Navy was given to the Navy Budget Office
for administration.
it

That office distributed the funds made available to

to the various bureaus and offices and other groups which exercised

control over official funds.
All disbursing and accounting activities were subordinated to MarWehr/C.

Within the Admiralty itself, all disbursements for pay rolls were

made by the Civilian Personnel Division (M/ML1g).

Contracts and other

procurement and production obligations were settled by the technical
divisions of the bureaus and by Adm Qu III.

These disbursements were

pro-audited for the Supreme Court of Accounts by the Admiralty Pro-Audit
Office.

All other naval disbursements were made by supply officers and

officials afloat and at shore activities outside Berlin.

These disburse-

ments were pro-audited by the Pro-Audit Offices established under the
various senior administrative staffs which were a part of the group conmands or chief commnds subordinated to group ccmeands.
The pre-audit offices forwarded fiscal and stores accounting returns audited by them to the Supreme Court Of Accounts for final audit.

MUUAL ArqZANrr
Aereements with Allies

Prior to World War II, Germany made agreements with the various Axis
countries for the mutual exchange of weapons, supplies and raw commodities
in the event of war.
Russia.

On 2 November 1940, an agreement was signed with

In early 1941, another was made with Japan.

two new agreements were executed with Italy.

On 14 March 1942,

During this study little

information has come to light about agreements with countries other than
those mentioned.

Capt Vittoria de Luca, the supply officer in charge of

mutual aid issues in the Italian Navy was interviewed in Rome in October
1951.

Several German officers and.officials interested in mutual aid
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matters were likewise interviewed in Germany.

Adm Nomura was interrogated

in Japan in 1946 by SCAP officials.
Agreement with Russia
Pnder the Russian agreement,

that country contracted to deliver to

Germany:
1,000,000 tons Fodder and foodstuffs
900,000 tons Petroleum

100,000 tons Cotton
500,000 tons Phosphates
100,000 tons Chromium ore

500,000 tons Iron ore
300,000 tons Scrap and crude metals
There is little definite proof to indicate how far this agreement
was carried out.

As stated in the chapter on Secret Supply Service, a

supply base was furnished in the Arctic Ocean area in late 1939, and ice
breakers were furnished to assist Raider Vessel #45, the KCHET, in July
1940.
AL~reemaat with Jann•

Because the Admiralty building in Berlin was bombed several times and
the Naval Headquarters in Tokyo met the same fate, all documents concerning the agreement between Japan and Germany have been lost.

The interview

conducted in 1946 between SOAP officials and Adm flomura of the Japanese
Navy is, therefore, the only basis for the following infcrmation.
The agreement concluded between Germany and Japan formed the political
background of the cooperation existing between the Japanese, German and
Italian navies in World War II.
According to Adm Nomura, this agreement was not for militaristic
purposes, but mainly for political ones.
the war with Germany and Italy.

Japan did not think of entering

Instead, it wanted to make an imediate

settlement of the China incident, to establish a firm friendship with Russia,
to avoid universal isolation and also to prevent the United States from
entering the war to help England.
Furthermore, when Germany and Italy took non-belligerent action against
the United States, Japan, in spite of the Treaty of Alliance, made every
effort to avoid entanglement in the trouble.
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on this treaty, began to import German mechanical techniques.

Japan had

bean trying to import American techniques, but this had been gradually
blocked.
depend.

Therefore, Germany was the only country upon which Japan could
Following an understanding reached through conversations, Japanese

naval inspection groups were dispatched to Germany and Italy in the spring
of 1941.

Adm Nomura (then a vice admiral) went to Germany as the head

of that inspection group.
to Italy.

VAdm Abe headed the inspection group that went

The scope of mutual support given, according to Adm Nomura,

was as follows:
"The Japan-Germany (Italy) operational boundary line
for coordinated submarine operation in the Indian
Ocean was fixed at 70 degrees East. Therefore, during
the early stages of war, the Japanese Navy, including
its Air Force, operated chiefly in the Andaman (Trincomalee) and Ceylon areas while the German Navy operated
around the southern coast of Africa. As tue war progressed, the employment of troops became possible.
The 70 degree East boundary line was removed and it was
agreed that there should not be any objection to the
Japanese and German navies operating in any area. A
combined battle front of the submarines of both countries was formed in the waters around Madagascar, Aden,
Bombay, Colombo and the South Indian Ocean and submarines were ordered to aestroy the allied transportation system.
"Furthermore, the German Navy planned to set up a
submarine supply and rest base at Singapore and to
advance in the vicinity of the Philippines if there
was any surplus troop strength. The number of submarines of the two countries which operated in the
above mentioned waters was only five or ten; consequently, battle results were not satisfactory. The
Japanese navy requested that a large number of German
submarines be sent to Asiatic waters in 1945, prior
to Germanyts defeat, but this request was not met with,
because of the fuel shortage and increasing danger in
the Atlantic Ocean. It is safe to emphasize that coordinated operation by Japan and Germany in the Indian
Ocean was the only operation, whether with the Army,
Navy or the Air Force, that should be noted as a significant combined operation during the war.
"A few German cruisers, which were temporarily converted
from merchant vessels, engaged in sea transportation
in the early stages, but it became impossible to continue with this because of increasing danger in the
Atlantic Ocean. The plan to utilize submarines for
transportation was made, but as the Atlantic Ocean
and Asiatic waters became increasingly dangerous, many
were sunk and only five German and three Japanese submarines succeeded in making the trip. In addition,
a submarine is different from a surface ship in that
it has less cargo space. Ships with much larger capacities were impossible to load. These submarines
served the purpose of transporting the personnel quite
well, but were not satisfactory for transporting munitions and supplies.
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"OCe Italian plane flew from Italy to Japan successfully, but a second trip became impossible. One

Japanese plane which flew as far as the Indian Ocean
was lost in action.

A German plane had planned to

fly to Japan but that did not materielize because
it could not fly across Soviet Russia, and because
the Indian Ocean, as the alternate route, would invite
technical difficulties.
"Of the considerable technical support received fron
Germa•y, Hitlerts gift of two 740 ton German submarines
to the Japanese Navy was most notable. One of them
was missing in the Atlantic Ocean for a while en route
to Japan, but it arrived safely in September 1943.
Using these, we were able to atu# the merits of the
German submarines. The Japanese navy planned to present one of their submarines to the German navy as a
return gift, but that plan did not materialize. Several
German tecnmicians came to Japan. They helped in the
manufacture of submarines, radar, various comnmication
facilities, machine guns, airplane motors and otfier
things. A considerable number of Japanese officer
technicians went to Berlin, where they contributed
much in their own specialized fields.
"During the early part of 1912, along with the conclusion of the Tripartite Military Pact, a proposal
for a German-Japanese and an Italian-Japanese Economic
Pact was made when the need for exchange of goods
arose. For various reasons, the treaty was concluded
one year later in the early part of 1943. Management
of these agreements was chiefly handled by the Japanese ambassador. This agreement was large in scope
and included not only the exchange of materials but
also of patent rights. However, the result was not
satisfactory because of the lack of adequate facilities. Transportation of heavy industrial machineries,
tools, special steel, etc., was not accomliahed because of diffioultieaj therefore, Japan asked chiefly
for mall arm and plans for manufacture.
"*The transportation of raw materials in large quantities was also difficult. Only small quantities of
crude rubber, quinine, tungsten and tin were supplied

to Geruwq."
When Adm Namura was asked what he considered to be the most effective part of the Getan/Japanese uutual assistance agreement, i.e., what

he thought contributed most to the Joint operations of the Japanese and
Ge=n navies, he said:
"The fact that a German 740 ton submarine navigated
safely to Japan led to a detailed research which contributed greatly to the techniques of our submarine
production program, even though the exact model could
not be manufactured because of the shortage of desired
materials in Japan. Later, a second submarine was to
be sent to Japan. The Japanese crew was drilled by
German personnel for one-half year. This submarine
was solely manned by a Japanese crew, and if it had
RESTRICTED
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arrived safely, it would have been of great tactical
value; but we regret that it was lost en :oute.
"Germany had many technicians who were more skilled
than the Japanese. Even though only a few highly
skilled German technicians came to Japan, the Japanese Navy 6 reatly benefitted frox. their direct instruction and guidance. Further-ore, even though the number
of plans for the production of new weapons was not
great, they rendered great help in supplementing our
technical defects.
"The mixed operation in the Indian Ocean was the only
cooperative operation in which both countries combined
directly. The naval officers of Japan and Germany had
opportunities to meet on the submarines and have friendly chats. The number of meetings of the submarines
were not many; yet had the effect of supplying mutual
military strength. The meeting contributed especially
to military spirit and morale. Our navy well acknowledged the fact that the crews of German submarines
were much superior.
"We tried to send as exact information as possible and
to judge the information we received as soundly as
possible. Persons on duty in foreign countries, whatever their nationality, are swayed by policies and
propaganda of the government under which they reside.
It becomes a custom for them to judge the situation
wishfully and optimistically. We deeply considered
this point, and with an exceedingly objective attitude
we passed judgement and reported it to our Naval Headquarters. This matter, :Ltis rumored, had great effect
in the judgment of the 0KW of the Japanese Government.
"The relations between Japan, Germany and Italy were
very friendly. Germany and Italy, unmindful of what
we actually requested, helped us to establish factories,
gave us the benefit of their study and observations
of new weapons and also placed at our disposal plans,
etc., thereby endeavoring to attain mutual assistance.
After the situation became worse, the idea of mutual
assistance asserted itself opj a closer relationship
became evident. Ai,' this ti#,m, the technicalities of
superior aircraft, high spegl submarines, anti-tam,
weapons, etc., wero extended. However, as is known,
transport by submarine became impossible, and the end
of the war prevented the utilization of the mechanisms. '•
A-reement with Italy
According to Capt de Luca, the agreement of 14 March 1942 constituted
the foundation of the relations of mutual assistance between the armed
forces of Germany and Italy, for the implementation of which the Italian
Navy Departent issued instructions to its various agencies regarding the
details of transfers, work and various services.

In this connection,

Capt de Luca stated:
"The mutual supplies and services of the armed forces
of the two countries were controlled by two boards
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presided over, for the ItAlian side, by the Minister
Plenipotentiary Mr. Giannini and, for the German side,
by the Minister Plenipotentiary Mr. Clodius. The sald
boards were the same which negotiated the commercial
agreements, and many representatives and experts of
various ministrios participated in them. They were
called from time to time when questicas in their
particular fields were being discussed.
"I was at one time the representative of the Italian
Navy Department on the Italian Board and chief of the
liaison office dealing with the Supply Officer of the
German Favy in Italy. This office was under the direct
canmd of Admiral Riccardi, then Under Secretary of
State for the Navy and Chief of Staff, who outlined
our tasks as follows in his directive No. 214706 of
25 May 1942. They were:
'(1) To establish relations with the supply
office with a view to coordinating mutual supplies and services, including the chartering of
ships.
'(2) To take part in the study and preparation
of international agreements regarding the matter
mentioned in point 1, at the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, with the participation and under the
supervision of the Treaty Office.
t(3) To maintain liaison commnications between
the Italian Navy Department, the General Headquarters, other departments, and government and
smi-goveamaent agencies in connection with any
matter regarding the above mentioned reports.
'(4) To advise the High Naval Operations Cornmand of the Italian Navy and the departmental
bureaus on all subjects within the field.
'(5) To issue rules to the naval authorities
for the carrying out of the agreement with the
Germans, as stated in point 2.
t(6) To coordinate in substance the authority
of the High Ccommnds and bureaus so that the
transactions regarding the relations with the
Italian and German navies were carried out in a
uniform manner.
t (7) To take part, for either side, in the agreements of an operative nature between the Italian
and German navies.

'(8) To solve in substance the questions regarding the peripheral agencies.
t(9) To transact in detail directly with the

Italian and German navies all the questions
concerning mutual supplies and services. '

"From March 1942 to 8 September 1943, I took part in

the work on the preparation of the Agreement of Rome

of 14 March 1942, of the Agreement of Berlin -)f December 1942, and of the Agreement of Assisi of August-

September 1943.

The latter was not co=pleted because
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the armistice put ea end to the meetings which were
taking place between the two delegations.
"The Italian Board met once a month to determine the
value of the German requests, which they were authorized
to make directly in Italy on the basis of the treaties,
and to discuss and examine questions of a goneral
nature which came up during the month.
"Part of the board consisted of myself and other officers of the Army and the Air Force, who held similar
positions with the staffs of' the respective armed
forces.
"In the main, according to the agreements, only in
limited and unimportant cases was direct acquisition
of items or services on the part of one of the armed
forces while in the territory of the other permitted,
but the corresponding armed forces of the locality
were to provide in that territory everything necessary
which could not be supplied from the mother country.
"Receipts were obtained for all supplies and services.
This created a corresponding debit and credit book
entry. Some of these entries were settled immediately
through the special clearing account "War Material"
or through other accounts, while other entries had to
be balanced through postwar agreements which, due to
the military failure, were prevented from taking place.
"The obligation to furnish in advance as quickly as
possible vital raw materials to be used in the repair
or restoration of ships or other war equipment was
still
in force.
"The exchange and supplies, as mentioned above, were
handled particularly by the Ministry of War Production
for the Italian side and by the Military Economics
Officer for the German side, the two agencies which
were largely represented in the two Boards, and which
were present when all the agreements between the two
governments were made."
The function of the military board referred to by Capt de Luca was
to ascertain and settle accounts between the two allies, to arbitrate
disagreements between issuing and receiving supply officers, to fix prices,
and make decisions regarding action to be taken in disputes or difficulties
that arose between the armed forces in evaluating services and supplios.
The agreement of 14 March 19I2 provided that Germany would furnish
the armed forces of Italy in Germany or countries occupied by German troops
and that Italy would furnish the armed forces of Germany in Italy, Libya,
the Italian possessions and territories occupied by Italian troops with
the following:
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(a)

Funds in Italian or German currency fort
(1) Salaries and wages (the Webrsold only for German
troops) for military and militarized personnel
(2) Other costs of operation

(b) Food, as available and in the same quality and quantity
as allowed the furnishing nationts troops, and desirable
substitute food where the eating habits of troops varied
from those of the furnishing ally
(c) Quarters, furniture and maintenance
(d) Transportation of personnel and equipment by rail,
water and air without cost or tax
(e) Freedom from customs inspection and currency controls,
except where the traveller was not with troops
(f)

Services and repairs to warships, merchant vessels,
motor vehicles, aircraft and other war equipment

(g) Raw materials required in performing such services,
subject to replacement in kind by armed forces receiving
the service.
kooountin- Proedureh s Aloved I= th Itnlian
t
Navy
The Italian Navy, on 22 April and 8 June 1942, issued directives to
implement their agreement.

Copies of the agreement and these directives

are included in this report, marked Appendices A, B and C.
Capt de Luca stated that he had a difficult time in his post because
of the fact that German naval personnel wanted more material and services
than they actually required.

For example, they ianted more bronze, copper

and other metals and supplies then both Germany and Italy had in their
reserve stocks.

Billets in large numbers were also requested.

Therefore,

when a demand was received from a German supply officer, it

was necessary

for Capt de Luca or members of his staff to determine first

whether or

not an operational agreement existed between the two countries permitting the troops (or naval forces) to be in Italy.
to determine if

It was then necessary

they actually needed the hotels or other billets requested.

Some food was furnished by the Italians to the Germans.
He estimated that the Italian Navy turned over to the German naval
forces an average of 22,000,000 lira in cash per month in addition to
making repairs to ships.
He also stated that the agreement between the two countries, that all
material used in repairing vessels was to be replaced in kind, was not
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carried out by the Germans.

A clearing house system was used to account

for the cost of such material delivered to the Germans, and at the end
of the war the Italians were the creditors.

All agreements made between

the two countries were completely drawn to the smallest detail.

The Min-

istry of Production for War Material carried on the accounting for the
Italian Navy as weo

as for the other armed forces of Italy.

The Germans signed receipts for all material,money and stores given
to them by the Italians.
give them nothing.

Otherwise, Capt de Luca said, the Italians would

There were great shortages of material in Italy.

Germans always insisted that they be given more.

The

'When Italian and German

troops were operating Jointly in France, the two services continually bid
against one another for material available in that econciV.
The Italians, he stated, were obliged to buy everything they could
from Germany.

There was a great shortage of fuel for ship operations and

the Germans provided some, but only a little.

Capt de Luca did not take

care of fuel matters and when questioned about the 35,000 tons of fuel
supposedly given to the Italians by the Germans, he said that he felt
that the amount stated was greater than Italy actually received.
Some comnands, he added, worked very smoothly.
depended very much on the commander.
could not control themselves.
lationships.

Others did not.

It

Some had rough temperaments and

This, however, was not true in command re-

An extremely cordial relationship existed at the top level

and the commands would punish individuals who got out of line if

the

authorities were informed of any disrespectful or other disagreeable action
on the part of their men.
good.

At the end of the war, cooperation was not very

The Italians know they could not win the war.

The Germans cculd not understand such an attitude.
were in sympathy with the Italians were still
give up.

Those Germans who

nationalistic enough not to

As a result, there was some discomfiture and embarrassment be-

tween even the top level naval officers.
for it,

They were tired.

The Germans understood the reason

but of course did not discuss it.

On the n1th of September 1942, the Italian navy department was
occupied by German troops.

Capt de Luca said that he was incensed over
3W8
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this act and tried to leave the Navy Department, intending to return to
his home.

However, German troops captured him.

Several Italian officers

were executed for refusing to work with the German Navy and for attempting to escape, but in the case of Capt de Luca, Geschwaderintsndant Schmula,
de Luca's opposite number in the German Navy, took him in custody, procured
an automobile for his use and sent him to Naples, from which point he
escaped.

He therefore did not know what happened to the records of his

office.
Ancoiumtny Procadures l

emloved
by the Germ,,

NawV

Two methods were employed by the German Navy to account for issues
of equipment and material to allies, namely:
(I) A civilian business orgar 4 .'ation, DKG, the Deutsche
XridgslieferungsgesellschjTt
(German War Shipment
Corporation), handled the details of shipment and
accounting for all issues of equipment and material
from Germany to its allies. This coupany, established
by the government, but owned by armament companies,
such as Krupp, etc., financed the cost of collection,
repacking if necessary, and shipment of all such equipage and supplies.
It was intended that it should act
as an accounting firm only and that no profit would
accrue from its transactfons. All military transportation facilities were made available to DKG. However,
it was required to prepay the cost of handling and
shipping. CEH/R settled these bills monthly. They
were then sent to the Reichabank for use after the war
in final settlement of allies' claims.
Italy, Japan, Roumania, etc., had similar civilian
business organizations within their own countries to
handle the cost of equipage and supplies shipped by
them to Germany.
(2) For deliveries made to allies by German supply officers
abroad, the unit mking the issue prepared an invoice,
obtained a receipt and forwarded the receipted invoice
to 0•0/, where it was priced and forwarded to the
Reichsbank for accounting purposes.
Dr. Iggert stated:

"Our

allies were always wanting something.

wanted food.

Italy wanted fuel.

Roumania

They always wanted

new cars or new weapons. We tried to make these transactions abroad simple. We gave instructions to every
unit in Italy, etc., that they were to keep a strict
record of everything issued to our allies and to show
the condition of the item when it was issued.
"An Italian accounting officer and three men came to
Berlin to compare- their receipts with our records.
They waited one year but never saw them.
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"We also had to get many millions of lire from the
Italians. We took the accounting procedures for these
issues very seriously, but did not get much information
from our personnel in Italy. We knew that after the
war the Italians would com to us with a long list
of
things they said they had issued to us, and then we
would be in debt to Italy and our political relations
would be endangered.
"When our troops got saomething from Italy, they did
not have to report to us, but had to sign a receipt,
as the Italians did when they got samething from us.
ýoth countries maintained their own receipts. We really did not know what our troops were getting in Italy.
We feared that the Italians would raise the prices on
the receipts given by our personnel."
The fuel procurement agreement with'Roimania. stipulated that Germany
would pay for all oil received.

The purchased oil, according to Oberregier-

ungsrat Boeker, was shipped by chartered tankers up the Danube River and
unloaded at Regensburg and Deggendorf.

He continued:

"Until 1939, Roumanian oil was paid for in foreign
currency, in Roumanian isis. After that it was handled
by bank transfers, i.e., comiercial methods. Later,
such payments were regulated through a clearing house
system between the two governments, via a clearing
bank in Germany, where we booked the oil received to
the credit of Romavla and deducted the value of items
purchased by the Roamanians from Germany.
"There were three comnercial firms doing this accounting for the Navy - the Deutsche Montan Union at Berlin,
the Schiweg in Essen and Von Appen in Hamburg. In 1938,
by direction of the German government, a private company
was ectablished named Ruminol, which effected purchases of gasoline and oil derivatives from Romania."
"The agreement that raw materials used making repairs or manufacturing materials would be replaced by both governments "in kind" was the
basis for many recriminations on both sides.

If,

for example, the German

Navy required steel plating to repair a damaged warship, Italy would issue
the material, but Germany was required to ship an exact amount of steel
plating to Italy to replace it.

Likewise, if

an Italian submarine required

repairs at the German submarine base at L'Orient, France, or at Kiel, the
materials issued in connection with her repairs were supposed to be
shipped by Italy to the submarine repair base at Lt Orient or the naval
dockyard, Kiel.

In connection with this, Dr. Eggert said:

"I had a very difficult conference with a commander
in Rome. He had a blotter which came apart. He showed
me the screw and stated: 'If we furnish you with such
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a blotter, you have to furnish us the steel for the
screw and we must ehare you with the electricity for
construction and the coal for transportation."
RAdm Max Adam stated:
"We had to transport sometimes up to 40-50,000 tons of
liquid fuel by rail tank car over the Alps to Italy.
The country had no fuel sources of its own. If and
when the bunkers were filled up, the Italian Navy
went to Malta to engage the enemy; othaw•ise it stayed
in Italy. "
RAdm Voss added:
"In 1944 it was agreed that the Italian Navy should
get 35,000 tons of fuel per month. When their polit.ics
changed, we stopped such deliveries.
"With regard to the development of Italian Navy fuel
requirements, I was in constant touch with them. In
February 1942, we had a discussion between Raeder and
Ricardo of the Italian Navy. This discussion was
mainly about fuel. The Italians wanted about 125,000
tons of oil a month and I had to tell them that we
could not provide that amount. They showed me papers
stating that we had so much and that our output was so
much a month and that we should he able to provide
them. However, their information was not true. The
tables they used were not correct. The result was
that we Cave them a monthly allocation of about 35,000
tons. We had to draw that quantity out of the teeth
of OKWiRue Wi, which was in charge of all material of
importance for the German armed forces and their
allies. We usually allocated the Italians the quantity of fuel oil we expected to receive from Roimania,
but the Roumanians, as well as the Italians, were
unreliable in keeping their promises.
"We were very often informed by cur observers in Roumania that we could expect about 85,000 tons of fuel
oil during the next month; however, when the next
month came and we looked into the matter, there was
no more than 35,000 tons. You may remember that,
according to an agreement between Hitler and Mussolini,
the Italians were in charge of the occupation of those
parts of Romsnia through which the railroad limes ran
to Italy. Instead of keeping the lines safe from
insurgents, now Titoists, they did not, and so the
oil sent by railroad to Italy was taken over by these
insurgents. Sometimes the Italians could not get
the oil because they could not pay the Rolmanians for
it.
I think we, the Germans, had to pay the Roimanians
10 million marks in gold to keep the Italian oil supply flowing."
VAft Machens said:
"We had to control this 35,000 tons we gave to the
Italians. It was difficult since they objected to
any conurol as being against their thonort. We had
some observers in Italy, but officially they could
not control the issues. We could control about
30,000 tons but the last 5,000 always disappeared.
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RPdm Voss continued:
"We suspected at one time that something was wrong
%ith •i-tlian oil icsuas, =d observers made a trip
to Naples. There they saw the recreation steamers
running as in peacetime. That was the starting point
and we sent a staff to Italy to control our oil issues.
I know from Chief CMeaist Dr. Jannsen that the Italian
ships which tried to get over to the French coast got
their oil from secret stocks obviously kept in the
mountains. That was where the rest of our oil was.u
Dr. Jannzm

statid:

"Daring the time when we supplied Italy so generously
with coal and fuel, they never used it for the war
effort, but stored it in depots where we were not
allowed to go. After the breakdown we found it there.
In supply and procurement procedures in Italy, the
organization was cluttered with red tape. I watched
an Italian naval captain for days and he did nothing
but sign requisition slips."
Despite the difficulties encountered in administering the mutual
assistance agreement between Germary and Italy, as evidenced by the statements of officers of the two navies, it appears that in many ways the procedures established worked satisfactorily.

Capt Wulff, when asked about

his experience as supply officer of Naval Commnd Italy, said:

"Men I served in the Mediterranean (1942-43), we
got everything we needed. It was not difficult to
fulfill our requirements. We received vegetables,
fruits, vine, professional services, transportation,
housing for personnel, etc. The Italians required
ammunition, fuel and also anti-aircraft guns and mines.
The last item was very essential because the Italians
did not have a good Zine. The scheme of operation
was that in the Italian Navy Department there was a
liaison officer, nr opposite number so to speak, a
high ranking officer, a Capt de Luca. I made a routine vioit to him each morning and we told each other
what was wanted and both tried to help the other as
much as we could. As a whole I should say the operation was very effective.
"We used the normal Italiau-German clearing system
for settling cash advances. As I now recall, there
were two separate accounts. One was a military account.
(The other was for civil agencies.) I donst know
whether there were awl arrangements to take care of
overlapping accounts or not.
"Getting materials from the Italians to repair our
ships was one of our biggest headaches. They were in
short supply and the Italians didnlt want to release
t)em to us. Then we needed spare parts. We could
not mako them as fast as they were required. We had
to ship everything by rail from Germany. Sometimes
we used trucks, but usually rail. After Roumania
broke down, we especially tried to get oil for the
Italians by sea and avoid rail shipments across the
Balkans.
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"We had a series of supply depots in Italy and the

Balkans, but we couldn't get authority to erect them
where they were needed. The Navy was of the opinion
that we should erect smaller depots, but the Army
point of view was that it would be much more difficult

to defend small installations against partisans, air
raids, etc. Finally we erected special clothing and
food depots along with other large stores of spare
The depots them(supply centers).
parts, mines, etc.
selves were run separately of course. It my not
have been too economical, but it was a front line
problem that had to be solved."
Cant do luca was asked what change would he make in the mutual assistance system employed during the war, if
assistance system.

he had to establish another mutual

He stated:

"I would say that this system was very well planned
and that it met all the needs of the moment very well,
but that at the present time it could in no way be
practically carried out in case of war.
"In fact:
"The Italo-German agreement was a purely bilateral
agreement between two countries extremely poor in
vital raw materials.
"Reciprocity was possible since Germa units fought
in Italian sectors and Italian units in German sectors.
"The economic and industrial conditions in Italy after
the war started were considerably different from those
before the war.
"It can be concluded that while the informative principles of the bilateral pact m•st be considered out
of date and no longer applicable under present conditions, the experience gained from its practical execution mast be taken into consideration. For example,
it is necessary that the part of the pay and allowances

paid in local money to the military personnel who are
in allied territory should be reduced to the utmost,
in order not to increase the devaluation of the money
and the discomfort of the civilian population. It is
furthermore indispensable that the armed forces distributed outside of their own territory should make
no acquisitions, requisitions or requests for services,
except through the corresponding armed forces of the
allied territory in which they are stationed. This
is not only in order to be served better and more
economically, but also as not to disturb the order
and the economy of the host nation or harm the prestige of her territorial sovereignty.
"In order to comply with the needs and requests of
both armed forces promptly and competently, I consider
that the officers of each armed force handling the
matters mist be highly efficient and have great authority."
A copy of the mutual assistance agreement of 14 March 1942 between
Germany and Italy and the instructions issued by the Italian Navy Department regarding its implementation are contained in Appendices B and C.
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IAFfTER IX - CLOTHING. SMALL STORES. PROVISIONS
AND SHIP STORE ACTIVITIES

The development, procurement, production, storaeot inventory control,
distribution of and accounting for clothing and mnall stores (not special
purpose clothing) and provisions$ including horao fodder, was a function of
MeIrebr/C, as was the adminiastration of chip otoros and chip otoro activi-

ties.
The Intendantur offices at 1el

and WM.helmnhavcn,

later tho sonior

administrative staffs, eupervied work performed byj clothing contractors,
naval clothing factories, clothirZ cupply centers and dopoto, naval clothing

stores and clothiM issue roo=s ashore and afloat.

Thoy also had the came

responsibilities for food poourceunt, naval Carden projects, food supply
centers and depots, food storeo,

coe.

ocary dcpartrenta and chip otores and

ship store activities ashore and afloat.
Supply officials were in charge of the activitice

awhoro.

Supply of-

ficers were in charge afloat.
The chain of responsibility for clothing and provisions ran from tho
supply official or supply officer ashore or afloat to the area supply official ashore or the fleet p~as'tor afloat$ to the Intcndantur office at
Kiel or

ilhhelmshaven or the appropriate ccnior crciniatrativo otaff, to a

pre-audit office, to ?•flehr/C,
Supreme Court of Accounts.

to the Navy BWd•et Offico, and then to the

Ship stores and chip store activitios voro han-

dled on a concession basis, profits therefrom bocoming the property of the
ship or shore comand.

The coa-ndint

officer or co-ordant 6wn the roviow-

ing authority in ship store matters.
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CLOT•ING AND SMALL STORES

Funds with which to finance the manufacture and procurement of clothing
were budgeted annually, together with those to cover allowances for clothing
maintenance.

The Navy had no rotating fund similar to our Navy Stock Fund,

or old Clothing and -mall Stores Fund.

Since clothing was issued gratuitously

to officers, officials and men alike, there was no need for such a funding
arrazge~xnt.
Unobligated clothing maintenance allowances were taken up at the end
-of the year as a credit to Navy revenues.

The Navy Budget Office was au-

thorized to augment funds granted for the procurement of clothing and small
stores by transfers from other funds (appropriations) or if necessary, to
transfer money from It to other funds.

Annual deficits or overages in the

clothing budget were often adjusted In this manner.
Specificationg and tmnes of uniform
Apecifications for uniforms were developed by MarWehr/C.

Hodels based

on these specifications were available for inspection by contractors and
other Interested persons at Wilhelmahaven, Kiel and Berlin.

Samples based

on these medels were manufactured and approved by the Intendantur before
contracts were finalised by WMrIehr/C.
Unifora regulations were not observed closely in the Navy.

There were

two types of uniforms. Both were of the same cut and bore the same insignia,
but were not of the same material or workmanship.
The other was non-egulation.

Oae was issued by the Navy.

Both were acceptable.

The regulation uni-

form was worn wbIle on duty, the non-regulation one ashore.
If a sailor desired to purchase a non-regulation uniform, his cozmanding officer could authorize him to do so.

.Colanal".

These uniforms were known as

Colani being the name of a firm that manufactured the most pop-

ular ron-regulation outfits during the days of the Kaicerliche Vavy.
name In still used in the Navy when referring to ar
of naval uniform

This

non-regulation item

Another example of lexity in uniform regulations, a
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develop=nt no doubt brought on by Hitler's eqaalitarlan doctrine, was that
of sailors' cap ribbons.

They were attached to the back of the cap and

were supposed to be only long enough to reach the tip of a =anls nose when
brought over the top of the cap.

ones.

However, non-regulation caps had long

It was said that sailors, when going on leave# liked extraordinarily

long ones and that naval personnel called them "Hoimatwinpol" or "Homeward
bound pennants".

The system of obtainira raw materials for the production of clothing
and finished items of clothirn
plained in Chapter VI.

con-4mn in use to all cervices has been ex-

Prior to 19311, all uniform outer garmenta for rated

and non-rated men# as wen as all special purpoco clothing, wore manufactured
Shoes, undorwear,

by the naval clothing factories at Kiel and Wilholtzhaven.

shirts, ties, etc.., wero procured under contracts madoeby NWarWhr/C.

Offi-

cers and officials obtained their uniforms from civilian tailors.
During 193/-1942, OEM/Ruo Wi allocatc

-ochrav matorials as it boliovcd

the Navy required for the preduction of clothing and rmall stores.

It also

allocated plant facilities for the production of item the Navy was unable
to manufacture in its clothitr

factories at Niel and Wilhelmshaven.

larWahr/C

let its own contracts and its inspectors# assisted by the naval departments
of the armament Inspectorates and later by the Armacnt Acccptanco Inspoc-

torate, supervied actual production. In 1944-1945, the S'per Knistry took
over all production of clotb4cg, including that ;orforz-d by the naval
clothing factories.

Aftr that,

ar*--hr/C =d the Intendantur offices had

za further produatin r.poaibilitiiw.e
A list of items comn in use to all cervices was not obtained.

It ia

believed, however, that outer gar--mnts for naval parconnol detailed to
artillery reeients, reckin Jackeots,

marchitn

boots, high broun chooe ,

Mzn:mniu= pazts, shorts and •toes, toelet articles, cca end ditty bogo end
Thcro itcem,

shoe sbinin kits were come of tk.

as has been reported,

were produced prior to 2944 under tho cuporvialon of the armed

ervico

having greatest need for the,. U)srirg 1944-1945p tho C;ccr RU1nictry was
responxible for their producticn.
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Wten -4-lothir was ratdoned =dr chortoi~ca in toxtUles became evident in
1940, production of unifor~s fok officera and officiaols b7 civilian tailors
was discontinued and the raval clothir,- fta-toriez nonufacturod them.

The

purchare, of non-regnlaticrx elothfrj. by rated atd con-rated ran was also
disallowed.
in 1944, It was report~ed that Germany's textile Industi7s although
sharpily curtailed, was able thrcoý,h tho ds-.lc;=rt of artifciel fibers
to aupp3,y 75% of its needs by d=-*5-tic p

ucdtio-n.

The other 255% csze from

stockpiles and I =rts. &onnetotseZ= cwj1d rot to rozedIad# because substitutes were not aiweyn catJcfnaotox7 dim to tho peculiar propertles of the
different fibers. Tke trxoly of cotton and wcol was insdoequato.
TurkE7 was the only conuntz7 ct±11 e~crtdqg cotton to Gorzany In appreciable Cntitieia

Tho cotton ni

17
b tho Ccro= A~q In the Lubasi

area (arouznd Xa--a In South Ihojorth of tho C=azjo Mot~talz) vwa
lost vise the ar:7 evazzmted thtt crca.

ample. Sqrplies of temmo elthzt~h 4

&M-kin

t

'-tofor

frcom Italy1 were still

vcr e

Iit$.crc vare rat

col

Gct-opa3 an.d

danWerousy low. Erprts from Croa~tia halb~ tcm
shipuents from Hungary ware almost at a standstill.
Purel~y eynthetio fibers we-re 4t

=ir,- In irrc

c, h~fly baucuse

of their resisatnce to dsmnc*o czid3 czud clkaticD.

M.lk tode of suna

.glens was beIrZg used as a substitute for asbestos.
,jrthetie matorilas had actrtdrcd cuor:cun lzý2rt-c In I-ar pxcduotIon#
not only an cutatitutc3 for czarco

.r:
r=tcrJiolo bu.t alca vitbh catis~etoir'

=eults em ctfrely rou natcriola.

It vzun c'21d that tl:,- hWd toohaclogical

potcntialitica rn-vcr betzor

attairzd t7 the Cerzan scis.-izts.

in 29ZOO CGornen c:icutIcb~ dovc;cld Zcc1lwolo (ccll %wol-),aLviscos
r~cn zixture of w~od blc=!ýcd Lith =Ao c;,; Into yzamn.
uct wan aelz3

At first the prod-

Itferior, candI it wvco =t =Mtl 1933 that its devilop-

ment was trev~ht to a point sz'=ra it w--3 ccun~irc1=
tute, for cotton end weal.

&-tandir to I

n

this .zateniel w=n verjy rsu~b but uao vre7 wonl.
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stockpiling wool, Zellwolle was used widely in the manufacture of civilian
clothibg, but not to aMW great extent for nilitary uniforms.

It was re-

ported that over two-thirds of the woolen and worsted industry of Germany

was destroyed durlig the ware

As a result, in 1944 and 194.5, cloth was in

such short supply that the armed forces had to resort to the use of Zellvoile in manufacturing their uniforms.

Shoes

ith Ilitation leather tops

and wooden soles were also developed in 1942 for use by civilians, but there
is no evidence that mIlitar

shoes were manufactured of any material other

than leather.
The development of Arctic clothing was not commenced until 1940, when
the Germans invaded northern Norway.

The Medical Division (Mar~ehr/G)

assisted the Intendantur Corps in this project.

Arctic clothing consisted

prima&riy of fun-lined coats, fur mittens, fur caps and heavy woolen underwear similar to that used by divers.

The use of fur, however, was judged to

be impractical for mittens and caps, since it was difficult to dry.

Leather

suits and leather boots with felt Inner linings were developed for submarine
personnal.

One official stated that the Navy tried to develop a synthetic

leather but did not succeed.
Foul weather clothizg developed during the war was made of rubber, not
oilsidn, ard consisted of coats, trousers, boots and a uoutwester type hat,
cut to cover the shoulders and chest,

The soutweotere were fastened around

the shoulders by straps under the armpits.

Foul weather overalls, difficult

to put on and take off, wore also developed.

This clothing was not con-

sidered successful, ho-.over, because of the difficulties encountered with
sippers, in makng collars and cuffs waterproofs and drying out coats and
trourers once water had penetrated them.

Safety belts, straps and carbine

bfcoks tuilt into special purpose coats were also unsatisfactorj becauco
they failed to withstand the service expected of them
Unusual sine clothing was often manufactured in emergency by local civilimn tailors.
rea-ificatlons.

The cut and quality of the cloth in such cases followed Vavj
Each clothin

store, however, had a tailor's shop in which

unifcs could be altered, or unusual sized garments manufactured.
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Items surrendered when men drew replacement clothing were repaired and
cleaned for reissue.

Special maintenance shops in naval clothing storeo and

naval clothing factories performed this service.

Hen did not always receive

new clothing when drawing replacement articles, but clothing Issued was always
serviceable.

It vat soid that the naval clothing factory at

had &W tehnicinajs

some of whom were chemistso

Uhelalhavon

who oould restore clothing

to almost a naw condition and opperenee; mreover, they had machines with

*hch to test fabric strengths and degree of wear sustained. Before the war#
when renovated clothing did not meet zessue standaarids but was usable, it was
packed and set aside for mobillsation purposes.

Unusable clothing was reduced

to a manufacturing state.

Before 1939, the main otoez of clothing and smell store, were held by
UL. Intendantur offices in the clotbing factories at 1.1. and .ilUalmshaven.

The Intueantur at

19el was responsible

for distributdn to forces in the

Baltic areas, Wilhelmshaven fo? those In the North Sea area.
mined what Inventories would be held.

MHrlhhr/C detex-

Contractors sent their finished items

to thesn factories.
iA
n the case of general and technical stores, however, when the Allies
aade their first,aerial attacks on these ports in 1940# dsperal of clothing

was necesary,

AUl stocks not actually required for imediate issue was seat

into the surrounding countryside.
nut to Vilholmahaven or Kiel.

Item req"ured for shipment or issue were

Items beng manutfactured unsdr contract ware

retained at contractorsl plants until needed.
Clothing supply centers were established at Nagdburg and Breslau in
1940.

Items of clothirg and small stores In dsad store in the Kiel and Wti-

bhelmsaven areas were used to initially stock these centers.

Later, when

rval forces entered the talkan countries, another clothing supply center was
set up at Viarma.

Clothing procured through OII/Rue Wi or manufactured under

contract was sent to these centers* as were item produced by the naval
clothirg factories in excess of cr'- ent needs at Kiel or Vilhelmshaven.
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Tka rarpd exp-'r' 4on of tho flavylo 1oiatipc ropponoibilitios has bcon
dozoz~bcd in Chrzptor IL. tz naval forcca pc-natratcd tho lowland Countriess,
Fr '--op Znrvzý7,0 the H-zditorranw-an and the Balkan countriosv clothin3 stores
vmoe catecbli'h--d in cach anjor oporatizaj port a3 a 'part, of tha port oreanina.tione
Irdob'.zrj P-1 VIko*rzhavc-n u-.re rc-ponaiblo for tho support of clothinj
store:; in the Earth &ca orcnx Eaflanxds 1Bo3aiur and Franco.

Broalau, and Kiol

cu~portcd theon in rornmy cr.1 tho Baltic. Vienna supported the Black an4
Lc:;can Sca area.

raval Co-

Italy reqizsitionad its clothin," diLroct fiom

'tel.
In addition to clothir., stores at major porto, flotilas (Es R, S and Uboats) bzi thei:r oun, flotilla clothir3- stores which vara moved from port to
port with them.
ClotbMA

AllOVAnce2

Officers and officials recoivcd a olothin.3 allowaneos of 750 narks., a
preworequivalent of t-300, upon cc-aiaio~n#,.
their ctlotbizn- account.

This c~ount lwas credited to

Thoy than ordorcd cuch articlos of uniform as they

r-eacl$d either from a clothin,-j storo or# boforo nobilizatiori, from a ciLvilZcn tailor. Tailors' bLlls varo ccnDt to the noarcot olothik, atoro, whore
tV-7 voar paid =14 the coat debited c~ainot the officorat olothin3 accounta.
ClotbirZ raintcnar o dllowoocc3 for officers and officials woro alco
credied to their olothin.- cccounts.

It in not known what thaso allowances

izro. Thqey cbor.,,-d with coch annual budrot. Uzobli,-atcd allowancos, 'howovor,
L-.ro paid to officora and officials quarterly.

Thoy u-aro pormittcd. to ovor-

=
over tha value of
drawi thc.=o accounts and no =, orvision 16-a oxrico.d
clotbir.n purchazcd by them from civilian tailors or drawn at elothinm storos.
Gcaa:hwa-dorintcrdomt (Cdr) Uolfgan3 Sahmla stated that thoy could run up
a pretty blah dabt In thoao acccounts.

In eddition to outor garr~ntos, they

vare authoriced to draw vzdoru-.r, cockas handkorchinfa and toilot articles.
Bofore the war* cloth4ý,n for rated and non-ratcd ra-n was issued on a
turnA-iz-rCPltccre-nt basis. .E-ch ran vao given an i~nitial outfit.

In raddit-

hen,
t too raceirod a clotbit- cainten-nceo allowance, omountinj to 9 marks
60 pfcnnSZ (03.94) per ronth for potty officorn eccond class and lowor
RESTRICTED
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ratirCs, and 18 zarks ($7.20) per =onth for petty offimer- first class and
chief petty officera, it ums credited in his clothirC account book.

Lcn he

firet drew clothing, he was charged six montha t allowarce.
During his first six mnths cervico, his p:y account was debited for any
clothing drawn.

Clothing drawn after ht

was charged agaimst his clotbir- mnint

had bezn in tho rxvy for six rontho
•nr•. ollo•-:•.

and needed more clothing than his cclatc-d

If ho uva. profligato

anoczvao uould finance, ho

paid cash or authorized checkage against his pa

account.

In June of each year, a epeciel brZ imrection was told 1r co.nnJing
officers on board all chips =4 at all staticn=,

Yn uror

rcq'uicd to ro-

place their unserviceablo or loot clothing at that tirm.
were in addition to theoo cornuctct

monthly b7 division offlicora. Icn theas

inspections were co--.loted, the caunt cca=:r

in a rznto account bcok, lcas

one monthts allowance, was paid to hin, providcd ho h"
one year.

A certificate atatirn

Theaso 1r4cctlonr

c=n in the Vlavy over

that the mn had a full bag wao furneihcd to

the prAaster to substantiate cntrica in tho clothirg recount book,

This

certificate was prepared by the division officer,
A unique mothad was erUloyed to crcount for clothbiz
charged or other porconnel.
eurvey board, co-priosin

curr=0ircd by dio-

It was appraiccd by a co.icsion, sirilar to a

two officers, one of vhoo

had to to a cupply officor.

The appraited value was creditcd to the man's clothing account bcok.

Aftor

audit, the accrued balance was certified for pavment to him.
The articles were then cent to the nearest naval clothing storep vhoro
the appralzal was reviewed by a cecord cc--e-Iion.

If the first appraical

exceeded the second oce, the chip or station was cz-c.cted to r•cr-1-ra

the

clothirg store in the a.ount ovorpaid or crditc-d to th3 a•Io clothing account.

The Interndatur could, howavor, if

ence at the end of the ficcal ycar, char-Gir

he dvsirced1 uto
it

off tho differ-

against a cpccial fund con-

trolled by him.
When a nan died, his clothitn

was eppraioed in the cans na.nnr and the

balance paid to hie next of
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This system was abandoned during the war and monthly allowances were
discontinued.

Clothing was issued gratis in accordance with tables I and II

appearing in this chapter and remained the property of the government.
was thus in effect only on loan to a man.
clothing maintenance allowance.

It

Officers continied to receive a

Their uniforms were their personal prop-

erty.

Clothing in quantities sufficient to meet the needs of an activity, but
no more, was carried at clothing stores and In issue rooms afloat.

Replace-

ment stock was obtained as needed.
Replacement stocks of clothing were obtained by the clothing stores and
large ships and stations from the clothing supply centers.

Small veassls,

however, and personnel attached to port commands obtained their requirements
from the clothing stores.

A requisition signed by the oupply officer was re-

quired for all transactions between ships and stations.

Items were trans-

ferred on a conventional type of invoice which contained a certificate: "The
clothing listed hereon is to be used for service purposes only."
The accumulation of excess or dead stock was considered a professional
blunder on the part of supply officers, especially during the war w'hien
clothing was in such short supply.
iczes available.

reduced.

Before the war, there was a wide range of

HoWever, as materials became scarce, the range of sizes was

It was said that all shoes were standardized and that only a min-

imum of widths were available.

The number of widths was not ascertained.

The U. S. Army reduced its standard shoe widths from 9 to 6 during Wrld War
II.

The same standardization was followed in clothing sizes.

was either small, small medium, large medium or large.
had a tailor who made the necessary alterations.

A3l clothing

Each clothing store

This system, of course,

considerably reduced the number of sizes carried in stock.
Stock in clothing issue rooms was kept in wooden racks or bins, stacked
in piles to facilitate inventory.

There was but little bulk stock of clothing

kept on board ship, lest such critical material be lost in action.
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FORM 0-1

(Issuinm

Office or Transfeng Unit)

to the Clothing Office at

(Shin or Station-

covering items of clothing fQr rated and non-rated men

ISSUED
'UNIT
NO UNIT

ITEM

SIZE

PRICE

19
M[TAL

Card

-Line

Caps, cloth
Caps, white
Frames, cap

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

L2

13
4
5

Covers, cap
Cap bands

1 a 3-4

Jumpers
Jaokets. nole skin
Trousers, blue
Trousers, work
Trousers, white
Underpants

Shirts, wool

Shirts, white
Colars, detachable

ndershirts

Received:

Storeroom Book

Issued:

Storeroom Book

19
19

Page No.__

Ine

Page No.__ Line

I certify that the clothing listed on this invoice will be
ised, without exception, for service purposes only.

unit)
(Supply Office of Receiving

382a
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The Navy,

3s stated before* renovated and repaired oz *

clothire as possible.
certed.
wL

Uppes cn shoes were repaired.

of its

Nev eyelets were in-

Trousers were Invroibly mended and tucks put in then by tailors

had adjusted them to the last ovuer t s size were removed.

A man was required to

possible was taken to use clothing as lone as possible.
have a full bag, but was permitted no excess clothing.

Every step

As a result of this

po1icy, suh used clothbig in stock was Issued before new clothing was given
to theMn.
After used
factories, it

lotbing hd been aide fit

for relsuste by the naval clothiM

was equitably distributed between the various units of the

fleet and shore establishmet.

Fe,•ebu/C was responsible for this din-

trIbutIon.

ooreage precautions for clothing were observed, both in peaeatime anr
durIn

the war.

apthalene and cmsphr flake wre used to protect woolense

Cap bends were wrapped in tiusus paper not contain]

kept. in storeroom

In

ic

chloride.

cosutat tasperatres were

Moes were

uintained,

It was

mpossble to datendne what precautosaj, if aW# wore observed hean storig
rubber artiols such

so boots, rawooats etc.

The lo of the raider SUEIIA•
,
sonthl use of Insect powder

p 016A contains a reference to the

ad Parexj, a liquid inecticide•

in its

clothing

stoaesece.

" asyste

similar to cne esployed tr our Mv at one tim was used to

control clothing Iusues.
noted deficiewtis.

.visi•n officers held monthly beg ipetions and

Tables I ad Ir,

on papes 382a and 382e, show the

item requairod and their life-expectancy.

Attentin is $xrdted to the fact

that the zueber of zonths a garmet was expected to be usable varied with tbe
duty atation of the afnt e.g,C

Geriuar

or overseas, and that som it•es were

issued only to mion wbo were on duty in tropial climates.
Ren the division officer had coaeteld his Inspection, the senior petty
Officer prepared a divisional clothing requisition for the item required by
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the man and submitted it to him for approval.

It was then sent to the supply

officer for scrutiny and establishment of a clothing issue date.

The supply

officer forwarded it to the executive officer for final approval

(see sample

requisition appended) after which it was returned to the supply officer.
All columns on this requisition were filled in or had a horizontal line
drawn through them.

Erasures were not permitted, and all changes, after

approval, had to be certified by the officer witnessing the ýssue.
Emergency issues to individuals were permitted but the normal procedure
was for the men to proceed to the issue room once a month in a group, accompanied by a witnessing officer.

The witnessing officer was responsible for

seeing that the man drew the items prescribed by the division officer and
that the clothing received fitted properly.

On -a1

vessels or elsewhere

where an officer was not available for such duty, petty officers performed
this task.
AIX issues were made on a turn-in-replacement basis.

The supply official

at clothing stores, the supply officer of the ship, or clothing officer in
large ships or at shore stations, and one other member of an appraisal conmissions appointed each month by the comnmanding officer, were required to be
present when issues were made and to inspect personal3y and assess the value
of the items surrendered and issued.
receive new clothing at such times.
a repaired or renovated one.

As stated, a man did not necessarily
In some instances the item issued was

It was serviceable, however.

Likewise, he was

given credit for items turned in if the garments had any value.

Because of

thin, the appraisal commission had to indicate on the requisitions the value
of the item issued as well as the value of durrendered items, so that this
information could later be posted to the clothing ledger and the proper amount
charged or credited in the mants clothing book.
Appraisal was based on the time in use by its owner, fractional parts of
the value of the item when new, how much longer it could be used after repair,
and the current cost of similar items.

Fractional factors of 2/10, 2/4, 2/2,

3/4, and 3/1 were used in making such appraisals.

Appraisals of 1/10 of the

new value, as a rule, were confined to jackets, jumpers, trousers, blue woolen
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shirts, work clothes and shorts.
valueless.

Items appraised under 3/10 were considered

In case of disagreement by the committee. the commanding officer

set the appraised value.
To avoid mixups, used clothing was stowed separately according to its
appraised value.

Values of such items,, where appraisal was under 3/i, wore

stencilled on the garment in red.
Replacements of clothing lost through disaster or other accidents were
issued without charge.
Comerce raiders required large quantities of used civilian clothing.
The log of the ATLANTIS contains the following entry;
"It is needed for both white and colored prisoners,
because for the most part they hr4g -9n4 the clothing they are wearing when their ahips are sunk.
danvas is issued to cover the bodies of the colored
prisoners when they are put to work. For white
prisoners, we have to make such extensive use of
worn uniforms and undergarments belonging to the
officers and chief petty officers that some of
them have found it necessary to procure a colpletely
new outfit upon their return home. As far as possible, gear of every kind for camouflage purposes
and for clothing the prisoners has been obtained
from the captured steamers."
Clothing issues afloat were made by storekeepers assigned to the pay
office.

At naval clothing stores and depots, supply officials performed

these dutios.

A priced stock ledger, in which the supply officer posted all clothing
receipts and expenditures, was maintained by all clothing Issuing activities
ashore and afloat.

This ledger was closed at the end of each fiscal year and

submitted to the Intendantur office for examination, and a new ledger opened.
A monthly inventory was taken by the Issue room storekeeper and suamitted to
the supply officer.

This inventory was substantiated by the signed division-

al clothing requisitions.

No evidence was found to indicate that the in-

ventory was checked by the supply officer or his assistants.

After posting

the issues shown on the divisional requisitions and the storekeepers inve•!=oi7
in his stock ledger# the svpply officer verified his entries, approved the
clothing requisitions and filed both vouchers for inclusion with his quarterly
clothing return.
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Each man in the Navy had a clothing account book, in which the supply
officer was required to enter monthly the value of all items turned in and
all issues made to the owner.

These entries were substantiated by the signa-

ture of the man on th, divisional clothing requi4tion.

These clothing ac-

count books (see sample shoots included herein) contained tinfollowing information:

1. The value of clothbng issued
2. The cost of shoe repatre
3. The cost of issues of mall personal items

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Clothing maintenance allowances
Supplementary clothing allowances
Credits for police petty officer equipment
Credits for other special item
Value of returned articles
Value of deceased effects"
Allowance for cleani
materials (shoe polish, cleaning fluid, soap, etc.)

Each clothing account book was made available to its owner for inspection, verification and signature twice a year.
at that time.

Inaccura&.s,';

had to be noted

Once signed, no claims were entertained for errors made dur-

Ing the period covered.

These books were closed each December or when a man

died, was transferred or discharged.

They contained a space for the supply

officer to certify them correct when the account was closed.

,

Qarter•y returns consisted of a balance sheat, substantiated by receipt

and expenditure invoicesp surveys, a statement of all issues madej which was
supported by the approved divisional requisitions a certificate of credits
for clothing maintenance allowances# cash collected from sales and pay record
checka4ges.
Sipply officers afloat forwarded clothing returns to the force supply
officer.

After that officer had inapected them, h forwarded them to the

appvcpriate Intondantur office of senior adjaiistrative staff, which preaudited and forwarded them to KarWehr/C.

They were then sent to the Supreme

Court of Accounts for final audit.
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COVER PAGE

CLOTHING ACCOUNT BOOK
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Entered the Navy
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Other
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Sheets 5 and 6 are a continuation of items allowed with the
same headings.
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Clothing ledeora were also submitted for inspczotionn and verification
by the Intendanturen at the end of each fiscal year.

Incrections
An inspection of clothir. stocks afloat was razde annuaul
or fcot

pay•aster.

by the force

Surprice inspections ashoro wore mezlo by roprocontatives

of the Intrndantur offices every two years.

During thoeo inspections special

attention was paid Lo otorcgo, condition of stocks on hand and slow-moving or
dead stock.

Introduction
Boforo the war# the Navy =aintaized a goneral moes on all ships and
stations, in which all
general mess h-d its

•en,

except chief potty officers,

oue galley and baelohop.

Each

raro subsisted.

Von of the c=o rating ar/or

dopartm--at waro Crouped togothor and a rmoo cook assigned to thor

to bring

their food from the galley, wash dishes, etc.
I•dcpendent meoco

for flca,

cabin, wardroom and chief potty officer per-

connel ware eotablished on all largo ships and at all atationo.

Thoeo zoesso

wore advanced funds by the supply officer with which to purchase food.

There

wore no moss bills for food conour=d at regular rmoala in thoco mescoo.

Extra

food over and above that allowed by tho Navy, e.g., cggs for breakfast when
cggs did not appear on the menu, a sandwich and a cup of coffco botwcen meals,
wi3os and spirits In excess of allowed items, etc.. was charged for and the
officers and chief petty officers paid for it monthly.

Meen Gor-aVny wont to war, all independent roscos woro abolished and all
afficors and con wore vubaiated in the general moss.

Thoro was no diforenco

between the food corved in the flca =ss and that served in the coamons
A caloric system of fceding was introduced.

moss.

Persons interviewed stated that

it was an adequato, well balanacc diet and that there ware no complaints.
however, there wore no night steaming rations or other food available except
at rculZar real tires.

Each officer and man was entitled to his ration

no Moroe
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In this report, differentiatirn has been zmade tetween prcc~durec e*ployed in times of peace and war, en large chtips and acrall crnez, in :enreral
and in indcpondent mesaos.

It is believed that in this way only =ay an

otherwice co-plicated systcm of fccdin_ a navy and accounting for issues of
provisions be explained.
Scub&istence Furds
Funds for subsistenco of naval porconnol and civilians e--ploycd on chips
of the N:avy (cooks,

bakers, stewardo, tailors and cobblers) were =Jde availPefore the

able annually by CMV/E urder the appropriation "aboiostenco".

Reichatca was strippcd of its lcgialativo power on i January 1934, that body
voted on the approlriaticn of theso funds.

After that date, as has boon ex-

p3aincki, the Supremo Ccrer.der, Hitler made thece funds available to
Iavy. CMhIiE etablished the budget.:arVhr/C edmdnistored it.
priation covered subnistcrco allowances, co---uted rationr,

iCn

This appro-

all expences of

the procurc-cnt and prcpration of focd (hcat, IiCht cquipzent and water for
bekechopa an.d Calleys), co-orcial trancportation of focd and the initial
procurc=nt, zaintenanco and clcain•

oZ work clothinr

for cooka,

bakoro

and stewards.
Sub2istence Allowances
Boforo the war, subsistenco allowances wero dotozrincd every thrco ronths
by the Intenrantur officc.

The one at Kiel determincd thoco for chips and

shoro stations in the Baltic Area; U1lhelozhaven for units in the North Sea
arca.

Thcoe functions wore later abcorbcd by the senior airdInotration staffs

of the various group and area commands.
Suboistenco allownccs- wore baoed on the typo of ohip, its cozplcncnt
and the cost of food in the area.

Allowances durinZr

the souzr ronths, when

vcotables and fruit wore cheaper, wore less than thoee durir4 the wirter.
Iargo ships and choro stations wore at, ,iotcd on a co=ponent basis and
the cupply officer was not permitted to over spend his allowance.

Izali chifr

wore granted a coney allownace with which to cubzict their crews.
If food prices chaned peorcoptibly in any area, corresponding chanzen
wore r-do in the allowances of ships and stations in that area.
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Althugh nlowancai varied by ships, stations and ceasons of the year,
Capt Roezsini stated that they averaged 44-52 cents per day per man ashore
and 4-48 cents per day per man afloat.
Additicral Alicyances
To the basic allowance, I.e., the one granted to large .hips and stations,
was added 28.6 percent for personnel serving in submar--ess, torpedo boats,
anmeswopers and 3, R and S-boats not attached to a tender or depot ship.
U-bouts were given further allowances.

On operations, they were fur-

nished 50 percent additional meat: in port 12 percent.

Coffee allowances were

doubled at sea.
A ten percent increase In food was also allowed to personnel of the
engineering force of large ships, and members of the deck force assigned to
the eMineer for work in shaft alliys or cleanimg bilges and coaling ship.
Cooks and bakers and hospital corpsmen on night duty were also given extra
rations.

The reason, according to Amtlrat Pfeiffers for this vas
'Ibfgineroon personnel had to work harder. Air co=ditionlM in ships was not so good, so some incentive
had to be given thea to becom enaginerooa personnel.
The German mentality is such that if a sallor is
given larger quantities of food he believes himself a
more important person. This psycholoW was used to
procure 4ngineroom personnel, cooks, bakers and
.hospital attendants."

Independent measse

ware granted additional allowances as shown below to off-

set necessary coats of mess operation, such as salaries of stewards and
masamen, supplemental foods iteme, etc.:
VASS

In Hlme Waters

Abroad

Flag

50%

100%

Cabin

50%

100%

Wardrcom

30%

60%

CFO

15%

30%

If

-cala wore from time to time transferred from the general mess to an

ir.dopctrdnt reso, only oac-half of this allowance could be claimed.
payablo if

None was

m•elo were so transferred all the time.

Mecs r"ntitees
In larre ships and at shore stations, a ness comitteesappointed by the
coo•i.•inr

#tIficerand crew, was in charge of the general moss$ the adminisRESTRICTED
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tr:tIcn of pro-visins ars of the gereral mess funds.

It perfor-.ed its

duties imder the supervision and direction of the executive officer.
comissary steward was acsinel to assist it

preparaticn and accountire.

A

ý; actual supervision over food

This co=ittee consisted of a line mesber, a

medical memter, a supplv member and a few mn elected by the crow.
InVe1ssels Mot having a supply a&or medical offieer, suitable chief
petty officers sodor petty officers fron the supply and sedical departments
were appointed to the conottee.

Under such cicuastanoes the line member

vas usually the cozzanding officer.
These comitteea were responsibl, for aseein
a

ood,, nutritious and varied diet.

that the general mess provided

They inspected the quality of provisions

received and cockedj, and supervised tte proper stowage, cae of and accounting for stock. on hand.
They determined what food would be served# prepared the

enus, supervised

the preparation of meals, observed which dishes tia men did mot Like and ensured that waste van avoided.
A comsittee cmeber who neelected his duties was held liable for losses
which could not. be collected from tho coumisary steward.
in the zomterrhir. of the ccrittee, it

If a change occurred

van up to the new cember to deter-

mine the correctness and coletness of provisions. The maemer who was relieved was held liable for shortages discovered at a later date only if
new member could prove that the shortage existed before be took office.

The duties of the mambers of the most €oomlttee were an folloust

a) Supervise the proper handlirg of provisions when bringing thea aboard. (This meant all methods of handling
from the tim provisions ware received until they were
stewed telcv.)
b)

Supervise the issue of food to independent messes,
Falley and bakeshop and distribution of prepared meals
to the various general mess tables.

c)

Examine and determine validity of Comlaints and requests
submitted by personnel ands when necessarys submit them
to the executive officer for final decis~on.

The MedicalMebe
as) Enure that provisions received on board and issued to
messes were of proper quality.
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b)

&.=Ire ari ca4lo prerarel ex-ala in order to Dnsure
tLat tte vitrr.fr.• had been preserved. Endorse the menu
cr.co a week to the effect that he had =apled the meals.

c)

E--=Inc provia•ons in storerocas from time to time to
er:ure that old stocks were used first;also check w'hether
rturage r.aces vA all galley equipment were In conpliance
with sntry
regulations.

d)

Check that =eals were well balanced, and that food pre;ared did not vary too greatly from *e weekly binl of

fare.

Corput* a munthly it

of vit"awin

and calories

consused. Thia report was filed with the provision return
and a note coverin such computation entered on the menu.
e)

Prepare In consultation with other sabers requests to the
Captain for special rations deezed necessary for the health
of the crew.

f)

Examie all galley personnel, Including civilians, for conta{Cicus and other diseases.

The &IL~u?4sEd
a)

Supervise the cleanlinecs and orderliness of the galley.

b)

Furo that provisions were properly stowed, that rtoreri*.t
were locked ard persons admitted only for the performance of assigned duties, and that nacessary fire precautions were observed.

c)

Prepare purchase orders and requisitions*

d)

Check suppliors$ references, scrutinize bids and 4amples.

e)

Ensure that provisions were delivered in the quantities
ordered, and that packaeirg was correct. Spot check to
make sure that the chief conniasary steward performed
hin duties properly.

2)

Cheek book Inventories with actual stocks a"d certify the
agreement of stock with irnentory shown on the subsistence
ctatesment.
Wen official inventories were taken, furnish
any Information desired by inventory officers.

G)

DrariN all correspondence connected with the administration
arc! the ceratitn of the Peneral teas, except that part
which caxo ur.der the cognizance of the medical member,
lairtain schedules issued by Intendantur Offices and other
prceurc:.ent documents.
Prepare all necessary statements and
vauchers and certify the correctness of all invoices
covering provisions received. (This in no way affected the
repcnribi.iity of the chief commissary steward to account

for the rutpliec.)
Thn-C-r-w Yrrlfro
It

ic Loliove

that theco =cnberj were included for political

reazonw only anrd that their cole contribution to the administration of the general roso convictcd of giving a nominal approval
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to menus preFared by the officer renbors of the committee.

There

has been no indication during this study that they perforxed any
other tasks.
The CoQmssary Steward
a)

Supervise the preparation of meals

b) FAIntain accounting records for provisions and money received.
c)

Issue alcoholic beverages in accordance with the written
orders of the executive officer. (Such orders specified the
quantity to be issued. They were turned over by the commissary
*teward to the supply officer for retention.)

d)

Slaughter live animas. (Raider vessels carried live stock to
supplement food stccks, other vessels did not.)

e)

Maintaim goods under bond whil, the ship was withimg a customs
district and keep a record of am such items use, in port.
Reimburse the ship for losses caused by his own negligence
or by his disregard for instructionc.

f)

The Navy was required to pay a tax on certain foodstuffs and beverages
served inside the territorial waters of Germany.

(See asterisked items on

list of items required for 1200 men for 12 weeks).

A system similar to that

employed by the U. S. Navy for sea store cigarettes was followed, i.e.,
supplies were retained in bond in port and brought out of store for consumption at sea.

When a ship drew provisions and beverages, the supply of-

ficer reported the quantities of dutiable items previously issued to him that
had been consumed within German waters and paid the tax to the customs agent
at the naval food store.

Man of the same rating always meased together.

The system of food dis-

tribution was similar to that employed in the Aerican Navy prior to the introduction of the cafeteria system, i.e., mess cooks carried food from the
galley to the mesa tables.
All food for the general moss was prepared in the shipt s galley and
bake shop under the supervision of the commissary stoward.

Where necessary,

civilian cooks and bakers were employed under contract to supplement personnel shortages.
signed such duties.
rations.

The Navy had no rated cooks or bakers.

Seamen were as-

They received $3 per month extra compenration and extra

Commissary stewards received $12 per month extra compensation.
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FOOD LOWWMNCE FOR 1200 MEN FOR 12 WE={S
(INCLUDING EXTRA RATIONS FOR ENGINEERS)

Obtain at Naval Food Stores

VIP.

Beef, canned
Pork, canned
Liver sausage, canned
Black pudding, canned
Ham, canned
Meat sausage, canned
Corned beef
Frankfurters
Bookwurst
Ham
Sausage preserved
Herrings in tomato sauce

8,600
6,625
1,764
1,764
992
2,646
793
200 cans of 100 each
260 cans of 50 each
5,512
5,512
5,400 cans

Sardines in oil

1,800 cans

lJelly
]Peas, split
(Beans, haricot

1,800 cans
1,600 cans
800 cans

Lentils
Peas, canned

1#3W cans
2.000 cans

Carrots, canned

2,200 cans

Asparagus, canned

1,000 oane

Beans, canned

2,500 cans

Iashrooma, yellow
Plums, canned
Peas, canned

1,700 cans
1,200 cans
1,400 cans

Mirabelles, canned
Cherries, canned
Apple mousse
Rice
Macaroni
Lard
Sugar
Milk, evaporated
cocoa
Coffee II (second grade)

900
1,800
600
3,100
5,953
3, 748
7,717
50
441
3,969

Tea

cans
cans
cans
cans
*

crates
*

*

154 *

Salt
Mixed fruits
Cabbage, red, canned
Noodles
Beets
ICucumbers
I-hstard
Fruit juice

4,410 *
1,984
2,646
1,543
1,984
200 cans
1,102
992

Celery
Strawberries

1,984
1,764

Coconut oil
Potato xaeal
Semolina
Jago
Tomato Puree
Canned cauliflower
Pot-herbs
hruaten flour 70%
Rye, flour 80%
Hard tack
Dried potatoes
Il-t coffee

1,764
661
882
882
661
661
661
42,000
42,000
4,410
5,512
551
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FOOD ALLOWANCES FOR 1400 101 FOR 12 WEEKS (Continued)

Extra coffee
Bread fresh
Pepper, white
Pepper, Jamaica
Vinegar essence
Spice and seasoning
Ram
Citric Acid
Jellied crabs
Canned butter
Fresh butter (bottled)

551
f,600 loave3
.10
33
30 bottles
1,323
528*
110
360 cans
6,615
6,615

Obtain from Potato Contractor

50,000

Potatoes
Obtain from Contract Butcher
Beef, quartered
Beef, roasting, carcass & bones

3,969
4815

Pork, boiling

1,543

Pork, roasting, Qarcass & bones

3,307

Cutlets, smoked pork

1,587

Veal roasting, carcass & bones
Veal, halved
Ham, rolled
Mutton, roasting
Sausage, liver
Sausage, Thuringer liver
Sausage, tea
Sausage, luncheon
'Sausage, German
Sausage, ham
Sausagej, white
Sausage, tongue

1,587
1,587
992
1,587
1,587
1,587
1,587
1,587
793
2,579
1,190
1,587

lObtain in Open Market
Herrings, jellied
Sea eels, jellied
Eggs
Honey in kegs

1,455
1,587
75 crates of 360
3,307

Salmon, sea, canned

3,175

Meat salad
Herring salad
Cabbage, pickled, canned

1,587
793
3,969

Herrings, salted

7,938

Herrings, grille.
Rote Gratze (Raspberries and Farina)
Badding powder
Coloring
Niutmeg, etc.
Cheese, Tilsiter

7,938
441
1,102
330
88
3,307

Cheese, EMsenthaler

1,764

Pork, shoulder of
Cheese, Camembert
Vegetables (cabbage,
Fruits, preserved

793
7,200 portions (lead cans)
8,000
83

etc.)

882

Milk, dried
Pickles
Yeast
ItrarCoxrine (canned Z2ZCkg. in package)
Onions

392b
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WEEKLY FOOD JIOWANGE PE MANH
FOR BREIFAST
Jelly
oz.

Margarine
oz.

Butter
oz.

Cold
Cuts

Coffee
(unroasted)

os.

oz.

-1
13/4

3/4
1

Tuesday

, V/4

1 3/4

13/4

1 /
-

143/
13/4

14

7

Wednesday

-

1 3/-

turday

13/

TFriday

1/

11//4j
-

Satrday

7

Total

1

13/4

.3t
3

Monday
Sunday

FOR DINNER
Vegetables

meat

F-'esh o
Peas or Cereals Canned
Mattow Veal CannedtRice
Veg. taVeZ,
Beans
I

BefPork
0.
Sunday

Tuesday
knday
edneday
day

r

, _e., y

0.

O2

OZ.

t

-

-

13

-

I

---. 8 -3/4

12*

day

otal.

0x.

121

-

e y84-

-

25

-

-

3..

1r&

U1

-

-:~ 'm
-
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-

-
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-
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Cuts

Cheese

OZ.

Ioz,

Thursday
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Saked
Fish

O2

-

13/4
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-

2j
-

10

4j

-

2

-

.4

41

-

-

13/4

31

OZ

oz,

-

-

3/4

13/4
1- /4

-

-

13/4

-

-

13/4

dayk,

o0z ,OZ

Bread

2

Fats

1 ;/4

113/4

3/Os..4..
3/4

21

1j

eesdday
Ledneday

for
the

21
21

1

dry
day
turday

week

21
21
21

1
l
1

3/4

10*

5f

nday
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83/4

147

3/4

/34

Milk

029

2/12

2/1.2
212
1/12

51

Sugar

1

/4

-

-

Tea.

1/12
1/12
1/12

-

1/
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Flour

Lard

Margarine

OZ.

1

2

2-

Butter

OZ,

22-

nday
ruesday
Wednesday

Egg

OF

7/12

ALS PER MAN

Fresh

Spices

Reichsmark

.

for
the

for
the

worth
per

week

week

da

8*

1 pf.

3/4

3/4
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General Mss Funds
General mess funds were accountable funds; independent mess funds
were not.

General mess funds were augmented by collections for food

served to persons not entitled to be subsisted on the mess, such as persons on leave desiring to take their meals at a station or on board a
ship in a navy yard, persons on detached duty and in receipt of per diem
allowances, permons receiving retirement benefits or salaries from a government agency and ordered to training duty.

General mess funds also received

the assessed value of returned barrels, bags, containers, bottles and
other packaging equipment, and money for sales of food to other naval units
or distressed merchant vessels.

Food was issued on a strict component allowance of so
and ounces per day per man.

ny pounds

When the Supply Officer drew food from naval

food stores, the Navyls food distribut:ve agencies, he signed a receipt
for it.

This receipt in turn was forwarded each quarter to the Intendan-

tur, who recapitulated the amount of foodstuffs allowed to the ship and
the amount drawn from store.

Both recapitulations were priced.

The dif.

ference between that allowed and that drawn was then paid in cash to the
Supply Officer of the ship.

This fund was then used to purchase items

of food not otherwise allowed to the general mess or for special occasions,
such as holiday picnics, ships parties, etc.

These funds did not revert

to the Navy, but remained the property of the mess and could be used during
the succeeding year.
Upon decommissioning, the balance of such funds were transferred to
the comaund which furnished the crew to the ship, i.e., North Sea Station
(Wilhelmshaven) or Baltic Station (Kiel).

If the crew originated from both

stations, the funds were distributed according to the percentage of men
obtained from the two stations.

IZ the entire crew was transferred to

another ship, the balance was transferred to that ship.
split up and transferred to several ships, it

If the crew was

was distributed in accordance

with the number of men transferred to each ship.
When a ship was departing on a cruise or wartime mission the Intendantur advanced to the supply officer funds, eventually accounted for in
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the same manner, to cover the purchase of supplementary food abroad.
amount of the advance depended upon the length of the cruise.

The

If the ship

t
was to be away for a period of less than six months, only one month s food

allowance was advanced; between six months and a year, three month's allo'
wance; over a year, six months allowa.ce was advanced.

When a small ship was ordered on detached duty, its food allowance
for the period during which the ship was to be absent from its base was
turned over to the captain.

A petty officer acting under the orders of.

the commending officer was reaponsible for the cash and for the procurement
.of. food.

Hm•ae for a general mess were prepared by the supply member of the
mess committee.

They covered a period of four weeks.

Norma•ly,

the

supply masber had taken a course in dietetics before his assignment to a
ship or station.

The captain or coandant approved all menus.

were duplicated for three successive periods, or three months.

Menus
In this

vay* it was believed that all seasonal foods on the market would have been
procured for the orew, and monotonous duplication of meals would be elim1'nated.

On small ships the commanding officer, the cook and a committee

appointed by the crew made a weekly menu.
According to hAtsrat Pfeiffer, the great attention paid to menus was
occasioned by the Navyts experience in 1915 when the cruiser CROWN PRINCE
WILIMM

through failure to feed a balanced ration, was forced to pIt into

Newport News Virginia for internment, with the whole crew ill

with beri beri.

A raider, the MOLF, had a similar experience, he said, with its crew suffering from scurvy.

Supply officers were taught at the dietetic school to

introduce rose hip, tomato puree, black currants (high vitamin B content),
lemons (citric acid), oranges and extract of yeast into the various foods
to increase the vitamin content and reduce the possibilities of such diseases
to a miniwa.
Independent Moses
Independent messes, including the CPO mess, had a civilian caterer.
The money allowed for the subsistence of the independent mess
394
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First Week
Breakfatst:- Margarine, one egg, qoffee
Dinner:
Bacon and peas, canned pluma
Butter~, sausage, sardines in oil, too.
Suppers

,Noa

S

Breakfaot:
Dinner:
Supper:

Margarine, 'canned liver sausmage, coffee
Noodle soup, roast pork, potatoes, gravy, beans
Butter., hen sausago, Tilhiter (yellow) cheese,
coffee.

Breakfasta
Dinner:

Margarine, Jelly,, coffee
Leipaig Notpot (vegetable stow,) with fresh pork,

Suppert

apples
Butter, liver sausage, cinnamoen rice puxdding,, cot-

Thursday

Breakfast:- Margarine, canned mtoat sausageg coffee
Semlina soup, .beef goulash, macaroni, par
Dinner:
Batter, luncheon sausage, herrings in sa uce, cofSupper:
fee,

Frida

Breakfast:
Dinner:
Supper:

Margarine, honey# coffee
Asparagus soup,. fricassee of veal with eggs and
rice, pudding, fruit.
Batter, tongue sausago, neat salad., tea.

Saturday

Breakfast:
Dinner:
Suppert

Margarine, white sausage, coffee
Canned baked beans and pork, canned green Plums
Butter, German sausage,, cucumbers, cheese, coffee.

San

Breakfast:
Dinner:
Supper:

Batter, one egg, coffee
Milk soup, roast veal, potatoes, gravy, peas and
carrots
Butter,. preserved sausage., sea salmon, bacon, cakel

Breakfaot:
Dinners
Supper:

Seownd Week
Margarine, jelly, coffee
Bacon and lentils, bockwurst
Batter, liver sausages, Jellied crabs, tea.

Breakfast:
Dinner:
Supper;

Bread and drippings, coffee
Soup, roast beef,, moaronis gravy, bean salad
Batter, tonguej, cheese, coffee.

Breakfasts
Suppert

Margarine, mea1,sausage, coffee
Canned beef, noodles, cherries
Butter$ ham, Jellied eelm,, tea.

Thursa.

Breakfast:
Dinner:
Supper:-

Margarine, honey, coffee
Soup, pork cutlet, potatoes, gravy, red cabbage
Btxtter, ham sausage, herring salado coffee

Fr

Breakfasts
Dinner:
Supper:

Margarine, canned pork, coffee
Soup, meoat loaf, coffee, gravy,* rice, and canned
strawberries
Butter, cheese, potato soup with bockwursti, coffee,

Breakfast:
Dinner:
Sappert
Breakfast:
Dinner.Supper:

Margarine, canned liver sausage,. coffee
Plums and noodles
Butter, bacon,. cumamberbs ham and eggs, tea.
Butter, one eggs, coffee
Soup, pizkled pork, potatoes, gravy, apple mousse
Batter, preserved sausagefr cakes, coffee with m"lkl

Laos

WednescedM

Dinners

Sauray
San

Rye- bread furnished with all meals.
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S1I.TLE )!ENU SERVED IN FEACETINE (Ccntinued)
Third Week
Ibn

Taed

Breakfast:
Dinner:
Suppe2r:
Breakfast:
Dinner:
Supper:

Margarine, canned black sausage, coffee
Cinnamon rice pudding, frankfurter sausages
Butter, white sausage, edem cheese, tea
Bread and drippings, coffee
Soup, pickled cabbage, puree of peas, smoked pork
cutlet
Butter, luncheon sausage, one egg, coffee

_ednesdaZ

Breakfast:
Dinner:
Supper:

Margarine, jelly, coffee
Bacon, macaroni, baked fruit
Butter, hot frankfurter sausages, preserved
sausage, tea.

Thursday

Breakfast:
Dinner:
Supper:

Margarine, canned pork, coffee
Soup, roast pork gravy, rice, canned cherries
Butter, Tilsiter (yellow) cheese, canned ham, coffee

Fid

Breakfast:
Dinner:

Margarine, honey, coffee
Soup, fried meat balls, potatoes, pudding and
fruit juice
Butter, thueringer liver sausage, jellied crab,
coffee

Supper:
Saturday

Breakfast:
Dinner:
Supper:

Margarine, jelly, coffee
Bacon and peas, canned plums
Butter, sardines in oil, bacon, cucumbers, coffee

Sun

Breakfast:
Dirnner:
Supper:

butter, ham and eggs, coffee
Joup, pork cutlets, potatoes, gravy, mushrooms
Atter, bologna sausage, cheese, cakes, bacon.
Fourth Week

Breakfast:
Dinner:
Supper:

largarine, canned meat sausage, coffee
Vegetable stew with pork1 groats cooked with
preserved juice of fruits and eaten with milk
or cream
Butter, tea saisage, sea salmon, coffee

Taos

Breakfast:
Dinner:
Supper:

Margarine, canned beef, coffee
Beef steak, macaroni, gravy, pears
Butter, ham sausage, grilled herrings, tea

Wednesday

Breakfast:
Dinner:
Supper:

Bread and drippings, coffee
Ragout of mutton and beans, canned beef, cherries
Butter, liver sausage, sardines in oil, coffee

Thirs

Breakfast:
Dinner:
Supper:

Margarine, jelly, .coffee
Soup, stewed meat, rice, gravy, celery salad
Butter, meat salad, Tilsiter cheese, tea

Fri

Breakfast:
Dinner:
Supper:

Margarine, canned blood sausage, coffee
Soup, boiled beef, potatoes, gravy, boiled beets
Butter, bacon, cucumbers, cold pork cutlets, coffee

S

Breakfast:
Dinner:
Supper:

Margarine, honey, coffee
Lentils, bacon and bockwurst
Butter, shoulder of pork, potatoes in jackets,
gravy, herrings

sun

Breakfast:
Dinner:

Butter, one egg, coffee
Soup, roast mutton, potatoes, gravy, mixed vegetables
Butter, bologna sausage, sprate (similar to sardines) in oil, cakes, cocoa.

Mon

Supper:

Rye bread furnished with all meals.
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TABLZ OF VITL41N CONTENT OF FOODS
Shoin

N

ber

Nf
N

g1rams in 100 Grams of Food

Vitamin B-I

Item
Sardines

Fgg Yolk (cooked)

Vitamin C

60

275

Wheaten Bread

94% m.Ued (wholemal)
82%
60%

"
"

220
170

Lentils

40
420

Canned Beans
Dried Beans

240
240

Potatoes, raw

80

Potatoes, cooked

50

Horse-radish, raw
Horse-radish, cooked

Radish

5

100
25

120

25
25

Asparagus

15

Rhubarb (stem)
Cauliflower, raw
Cauliflower, cooked

10

220
60

50
8

8

Spinach, raw
Lettuce, raw
Parsley
Greens, raw
Greens, cooked
Brussels Sprouts, raw
Brussels Sprouts, cooked
White Cabbage, raw
White Cabbage, cooked
Red Cabbage, raw

8
100
75
16
50
50
40
2
50

Red Cabbage, cooked

80

15

Cucumbers, raw

60

9

Hishrooms, raw
Dried Yeast, raw
Cenovis, raw

Vitox, raw

100
1200-4500
7000

Little

Walnuts, raw
Hazel Nuts, raw

300
400

Almonds, raw
Apples, raw

155
80

Pears, raw

60

Plumsq dried

80

180

Tomato, Chutney

8
25
16

Raspberries, Gooseberries
Redcurrants

Lemons, Oranges

15
12
6-12
50

Strawberries
Blaaketrrants
Raisins
Rose-Tips
Figs, dried

1-3

15

Cherries, yellow, raw
Cherries, black, raw
pricots
Plums

2-15

100
150
500
200

80

50-100

80

15
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turned over to the caterer by the supply officer.
offices with it.

He had to feed the

He also had to get his salary out of these funds.

Ho had his own storeroom.

He purchased the food required for the meos

from merchants ashore prior to 1934 or from the naval food stores after
that, paying cash at the time he got it.

At the end of the month he

would turn over the charges for guests, drinks, etc.,
uror.

to the mess tress-

The mess treasurer would in turn issue nmss bills to the officers

and collect them.
All food and beverages served to officers, other than at regular
meal times, were signed for and charged to the individual. Each Saturday, the caterer would submit to the mess treasurer and first lieutenant

of the ship a menu for the succeeding week.

pated cost.

It

showed the antici-

Three-sixths of the amount of money furhVied to him was

to be used for lunch, one-sixth for breakfast and two-sixths for supper.
A civilian cook and two civilian waiters were furnished by the
caterer in rast vwrdroom masese.

They were paid by the Navy, but ageed

in their contracts to a deduction from their salaries for their meals.
This deduction was the same as the food allowance for men subsisted on
the general mess.

They went to sea in the ship on all cruises.

Pantrymcn were sailors, known as "stcwards".

They were paid a small

amount of nctra-compennation for their duties but it

was mostly tips

from officers and the bettor food served that made the job attractive.
The length of such details was limited to six months.
The same system was employed in the cabin mess, except that the
captain had no separate galley, and his foodý as well as that for the
flag mess, was prepared by the caterer.

A sailor mesamsn served him.

In the admiralts mess, two sailor messmen, one civilian messman
and one cook. who served as a caterer as well, were assigned.

The

admiralts staff also took their meals in this mess.
The CPO mess had its own galley, caterer and civilian messien.
The same system of purchasing food, bills, etc., was employed in
all independent messes.

ill

equipment, laundering of linen, upkeep of
395
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silver =d china and oleanig materials was financed bT the appropriation NIbintamon(eW
The independent anl

for war.

system was discontinued when the Navy mobilized

Civilian soployees were inducted into the Navy.

All food for

officers, chief petty officers, stewards and messmen was issued gratui.
tously.

lbwever, the flag, cabin, wardroom and chief petty officer messes

continued to receive onewhalf of the allowances granted for supplemental
food.
Proourmt of Provision=

The system used in obtaining raw and processed foods for the Navy
has boa

described sketchily in Chapter VI.

Prior to 1939, the Intmndantur Offices at Ral and Wilhelmshaven purchased all Navy food.

ALl tinned and bagged staples were procured through

contracts made with leading food processing firm,

and sent to store at

the Navy's provision supply depots at Swinemuende, Wesermende, Heligoland or Cuxhavenm

These supply depots furnished the requirekents of naval

food stores and retained a stock of these item sufficient to meet the
mobilization requirements for naval vessels. A list

of these items appears

on the schedule of allowances for 1200 man for 12 weeks.
In addition to such provisions, the Intendantur offices also made
contracts with reliable slaughter houses and vegetable produce firms for
fresh and preserved merats and potatoes, under which naval food stores
could make purchases.

These items are listed under Potato Contractors

and Contract Butchers on the same schedule.
Special items such as Jellied herrings, eggs, spices, cheese, margarine and other fresh vegetables were purchased by the food stores in
the open market on an as needed basis.
when the deand arose.

Telephone bids were obtained

These items are also listed on the schedule.

In addition to the Intendantur Offices and provision supply depots,
the Navy had food stores, through which it

distributed its food to ships

and stations, at each main, second and third class naval base.

These

distributive agencies obtained their food from:
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(a)
Sb

Provision supply depots
Contracts
n
eder with butchers and potato suppliers

c nt*open market.
When a ship or station required provisions, it
sition for such items to a food store.

submitted a requi-

Staple and special tinned or

bagged items were issued direct to the chip or station by the food storo.
In the case of provisions purchased in the open market, an order on the
contractor or auccessful bidder vas given to tho Phipls rpesentative.
He made his own arrangements with the firm for delivcxy direct to the
ship or station.

Based on the current contract price or bids received,

invoices for the weights ordered were iseaud by the naval food store
at the time the order was given to the shipts representative.

Adjust-

ments between weights received and weights ordered wcro affected by
credit or debit invoices at the' ýid of the month.
Naval food stores had no refrigerating facilities.
were required to maintain a two weeks' cupply of itos

Contractors
fTrniohed by them.

Representatives of the naval .food otore3 and Intcndantur offices made
frequent inspections to enaure that this rc~uirent vao carried out.
In this way, the toad stores were able to maintain a 14 day suppl7 of
perishables without incurring the cost of rofrigcrating installations.
Quarterly contracts for meats and potatoes were negotiated by the
lntendantur offices and a echeoble thereof sent to the ships, stations
and nmval food stores.

Schedules of fresh vegetables, fruits, eto.,

available in the local market were also included.
staple items were standard stock.

Tinned and bagged

Where the cost of meats, etc. fluc-

tuated, new sche&tlea were furnied.

In ibis •wa,

=o

co=itteca and

Independent mess treasurers were ablo to plen manus and control the
cost of food served.
Vendors making delivery to ships and stations on ordoro

cent to

them, by naval food stores submitted billa, cupported by recoipted
ery

doliv-

slips, to the naval food store for payment monthly.
Each axpply officer of a ship or flotilla had an account at the

national bank and cash in his cafe for rnking parchasns.
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for details about payment of bills.) If his ship required food at a
port at which there was no food store, and this was especially true on
foreign cruises, he obtained bids or, if necessary, negotiated a contract and procured his own provisions.
When the armed forces were mobilized for World War II in 1939, howover, a system of food rationing was immediately introduced.
not a sign of scarcity.

This was

It was a precautionary measure by means of which

all would be assured of undiminished rations until the end of the war.
As stated, the policy of the German armed forces was to ruthlessly and
systctatically clean out vanquished territories.

Everything that was

likely to increase the war potcntial, including foodstuffs, was taken
to Gor-an.

As a re-ult of this policy, Germany was able to maintain

its food rationing at its original level during the first two years of
war.

This seizure of food continued throughout the war.
In 1942, the ilorwegiana cozplained that thoy were being deprived

of their high value =cat foods, as their cattle were transported to Germ=n
in exchango for supplies of potatoes.

In June 1943, the doctors of Hol-

land protested to Seirs-Inquart, the Nazi ruler of the Netherlands, that
the standard of health of the Ditch had greatly deteriorated because of
such practices.
The system of allocating other raw -aterials and plant production
facilitics of Gormasy and the occupied countries to the armed forces
explained in Chapte: TI was applied to the procurement and production
of food when Gerany mobilized for war in 1939.
Under this system, the Vlavy's food requirements were lumped with those
of the other armed scrvicev

and submittcd to OW/Rao Wi for presentation

to the Ministry of Vood and Agriculture.

That ministry assessed the needs

of the civil popalaeo and the productive potential of Gor,-an and the vanquishcd countries, after which it allocated to OKW/lbo Wi what it considared to be the armod forces' share.

0=/Pao Wi reallocated this amount

of raw and procesed food amon. the various services.

Where raw materials

other than foodstuffs were required, such as tin, they too were allocated
to the services.
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Under the ratioxning oyaten introduced, all food vithin (1erzw~ %,as
brought undor the control of the !41.nitry of Food and Agriculture and
tho Intendentur offioc3 and naval food officc3 uero not pmxmitted to =7ko
Perchac3 except as authorized by that ministry, its field offioce and
OZMJ/Pad~i.

In nckina its allocations of raw and processed food to the

variouo military aerviocso, 0UW/Ibie Vi loened a t~ypo of ration coupon
vhich was currcndcred to the foad wholc:3lcr at tho ti=e the Favy pur..
chaacd itsi food. ?Ver'Jer/C rceoived theeo coupmn from OW7/flo 1-11
and
distributed them aron
n
tho Intendantur officce and the acnior admiiaitrm.tivo staffs that wore orraniced latcr. Tho lattcr officc3 ani/or stoffs
rcdiotributcd thca c~zong the naval food atorc3 and provision vcipply dcpoto.
In addition to the cupply dcpota at Svin-ncndo,. Wc:cre-Aem±,, E6ilColond and Cuxhavcn, the !ravy cetabliehcd ftv provision Cupply ocntcra
in 1940.

Thceo centers were located at Fhafdcburj; and Breelen.

When

the clothina centcr at Vicmna was catabliahcd, a proviaion cupp3, center
wasa also set up.
Thene cupply cuntcra wero In fact clothin.7jfcod cupply ccntcra. REwover, inar-ioh caoclothing, and food vcro carried in acparato accountingoyat-n,

they were referred to anoseparate centera.

tice of cupport, were the cna-mfor both.

The reopenwiblli-

V='4'deburC, Vc::crrcndo, Holigeo-

land, Cuzhavcn and Vilhokehavcn cupportcd tha naval food storme in tho
North Sea area, Holland, Belgium and ftance.

Breslau, Kiel and Swine-

rumcdo cupportcd the food atorc3 in the Baltic area end in Moray.

Viennar

cupported food etorca in the Balkone and in the Black and Arzean Seao.
Later in the war, other food cupply dcpotn were eatabliahcd in Paris# to
cupport tho food steres in France, and at Sofia, as an advanced food
cupply depot for the ono at Vienna to cupport the storcs in the Black
and legean Sea areas..
Under this qyatea of procurement and diotribution, the Navy retained
ito independcnce from the Arey and Air Force until the last stage3 of
the var, whend It vwa forced to cotbino its procuremant with the other
aervicew in basic foods, cuoh as flour, potatoes, aet.

Howover, it re-

taincid independence with rceepcot to opcoial provicione for cuhnarince
all through the war.
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In occupied countries, representatives of the Ministry of Food
procured as much food as possible to reduce shipments out of Germany
to a minimum.

At the same time, every precauticn was taken to avoid

arousin6 the antipathy of conquered nationals.
supply in the Bilkan countries.

Food was in very short

Most of the food required by naval

personnel in the Black Sea area had to be shipped there by rail from
Germany.
countries.

The situation was much better in France and in the Lowland
In Norway, fish was the only food in abundance, otherwiqe

the saee situation obtaining in the Balkans existed there.
The Ministry of Food, through its field agencies, made allocations
in occupied countries direct to the military services.

Navy allocations

in occupied countries were turned over to the senior administrative
staffs of the group commands, which in turn reallocated the supplies to
the senior administrative staffs of the lcsoer conmands.

The latter

determined what portions the naval food stores within their areas would
receive and what naval activities would be supported by them.
An interesting document relating to food and its production came
to light durivg this study.

It was written in 1944.

Its author is un-

known but excerpts are quoted because it bears out the statements of naval
officers and officials that the Navy suffered no real food shortages during the war, that the quality remained about the same as that served in
peacetime and that the quantity only was reduced.

This document states,

among other things:
"The garain situation is highly favorable. Grain imports to Germary from the occupied territories and
from treaty countries have exceeded expectations. In
this respect, the occupied territories of the East
take first place, then follow 'ranco, the General
Government (Poland), Hungary, the Protectorate (BohemiaMoravia), and Roumania. We will have succeeded in
doing something this year that we were unable to do
in the two preceding years, that is, create a reserve
of 1,000,000 tons of grain at the beginning of the
new grain year on 1 August, 1944. The grain situation in the sixth year of the war will not be as
satisfactory as it is now. The harvest prospects
for this year are not as good as last year. The
Ukraine is now gone. In addition, we are feeling
the loss of the surplus supply areas of Roumania
and parts of Galicia, and of about 600,000 hectares
of valuable arable land in the west, because of
flooding, mining, earthworks, and air raid damage.
*
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"The meet situation was already causing concern in the
autumn of1943, but there is now more meat on the market
than had been anticipated. This is because the domestic
supply was larger than had been statistically estimated.
The occupied countries have also supplied more meat than
had been designated in the meat quota. Dermark supplied
almost 100% more than was expected. Italy also was able
to supply 46,000 tons of Dawt. Because the troops retreating in uassia satisfied their requirements by confiscating the cattle reserves of the country, the situation in GermaW became more favorable. During the winter
there was even a persistent demand for the removal of the
restrictions on meat. The refrigerating plants are bursting with meat, and the maintenance of the present rationing policy can, therefore, be assured and, frthermore,
extra rations can be expected in areas exposed to air raids.
"The fat situation, however, appears worse than it did
last year. The loss of sunflower oil and oil cake fron
the Ukraine is making itself felt. In fact muW details
are contributing to the fat shortage, such as an increased
demand for cattle feed, aid to occupied territories, heavy
losses from aircraft damage and increased rations for the
armed forces. To -avoid a reduction in the fat ration, the
rationing of anim-l fats proper was introduced and this
can be expected to contirne; otherwise, the weekly fat
ration would have to be reduced by about 40 pras. HOwever, we can get along until next year's production is
available. Some relief mq be obtained from the prodcotion of rape seed, sinoe the area under cultivation has
been increased by 25% as compared to last year.
"The only food -forwhich reduced rations are contemplated
is suca.
Large stocks of sugar have been destroyed by
eneq' action. The industrial sugar requiresent (for the
production of glycerine and Buna)
is increasing to a
greater extent than formerly. Sugar bests are being distilled to produce alcohol and are being used more and more
as a feed for stock.
"A curtailaent of the sugar ration would improve the fat
supply, since sugar beets are highly satisfactory as feed.
"The
2 crop cannot be predicted at the present time.
In any case, the situation is more favorable than at the
saue time last year. The present potato scarcity will
become worse because the spring potato crop was two weeks
late.
"We were able to sursount the failure of last year's' 49=
etable crop and we can got along until this year's crop
of field vegetables is available. Some shortage is likely
to occur in July until the fall crop is in.
"The 4,000,000 producing farms with 760,000 deferred agricultural workers have had to release 90,000 of them to
the armed forces. Further demands of this nature cannot
be met by agriculture because positions of responsibility
should not be entrusted to foreign workers.
"The furtbar curtailment of power fuels also constitutes
a serious hazard. The yoking of cattle is a decidedly
unsatisfactory substitute since an ox requires 11 times
as rach feed as a cow. Yet the use of oxen is already
100% greater than before the war.
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"In conclusion, it can be said that food production is still
one of the most favorable aspects in
the German economy. The confidence of the civilian
population in the food rationing card has been justified and the regularity of deliveries to the large
cities even after the heaviest air raids has been one
of the mest gratifying achievements during the past
winter.•"
Caloric Content of Mesus
Durinm the War
The Navy abolished the component ration system of feeding at the
outbreak of war and instituted instead a caloric unit food allocation
,system whereby a battleship, cruiser, destroyer, submarine. etc., received so much food per capita.

The aemunt of calories allowed varied

by types of ships and stations.

Ministerialrat (Cdr) Rolf Hesse stated

that the number of calories furnished was between 2-4000 per person per
day for units ashore, that U-boat personnel received about 6000 per day,
that there were no cxuplaints and that the personnel looked robust and
in good fighting trim.
By comparison, it

is interesting to note that the average daily

ration of personnel in the general service of the American Navy today
contains 3500 calories and that the ration for submarine crews averages
3700 calories.
Food develoment
Several substitute foods were developed, the most interesting of
which were coffee from roasted rye and malt grain, into which had been
introduced figs to give it

strength and color, and butter from coal.

Schoka-cola was developed as a beverage.

Flavor essences and compressed

tablet foods, such as destro-pure, dextro-sugar, and concentrated meat
were also developed.

Frozen vegetables and fruits and many new methods

of canning meats were introduced in the Navy for the first time during
the war.

Monthly tests of the nutritive values of food served were made

by doctors and analytical chemists.

Special attention was paid to the

caloric content of all food, and tablets to supplement vitamin deficiencies were issued when medical officers deemed it

expedient.

Special emergency rations were developed for small craft, such as
motor c-orpedo boats and small battle units in order to get high quality
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food for thes, units which operated away from their bases for on2,y about
six qr seven hours at a time.
Veget~ables and butter were usualj tinned.
availeble for baking.

Some powdered oegg were

Xargarine was used aautonsive1ly. Fish paste wons

served an a substitute for jo~lly and jam spreads.
placed broad -on smell ships at sea.

Hard tack biscuit re-

Debydrated potatoes came into their

own but were mot popilar, since fried potatoes are the staple diet of
Omeans and dehydrated ones could only be served as a mash.
Wood Conservatio
. In discussing food conservation, 'Antsrat Pfeiffer stated that in
peacetime leftovers aboard s#ip were thrown overboard.

Leftovers at

shore, stations were fed to pigs maintained by the general mess.

In warh.

time, however, becoause of strict rationing theirs were, no leftovers.

This

was true on all ships and stations.
3flmisterialrat Ress stated that each suppl officer was charged
with indoctrinating the crew of his ship or station in food coneirvationj,
that everyone k~in that. there was a food shortage and, as a result, there
was no waste.

Before 1939, a general mess report was submitted by the

esse commt-

tee to the commnding officer of large ships and saltions each month.
This report consisted of:3
(a) A schedule of receipts broken Into:
J2j(1)rood
Beverages
jb 3 Containers and packaging materials
oj Issue to general mess
of shortages
a
d Schedule
Transfers to other vessels or sales to independent msoes
(a) hations allowed for men assigned to the
general mess
(2~ Priced schedule of issues
(gShortage (survey) reports, receipt and
enpndiureinvoices covering food, beverages,
cona rer
and packagin materials end other
vouchers boeflecting receipts and expenditures
Sh~ Priced inventory as shown by provision ledgers
A statement of general aess funds
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A physical inventory was taken by the supply officer quarterly.

At that

time the provision ledgers and stock cards were reconciled with the actuml stock on hand.

A return incorporating the vouchers and infor-ation

shown in the tio monthly reports proviously submitted was also prepared
and sent to the Intendantur office, via the fleet supply officer.
smal. ships this inventory was taken by the food petty officer.

On
The re-

turn was prepared by the captain and submitted to the flotilla supply

officer, who sent it to the Intendantur office.

After preaudit by the Intendantur office or senior administrative
staff, provision returns were forwarded to EArqehr/C,

thence to the Su-

proe Court of Accounts for final audit.
When the Intendantur office had conmpleted its preaudit, the difference
between the amount of cash allowed and advanced was paid to or collected
from the supply officer of the ship or station or, in the case of s-all
vesseles,. the connmnding officer.
TWo officers, not mnnbers of the mesa coamittee, were appointed seianually by executive officers of large ships and stations to make an
official inventory of the provisions on hand in general messes, and to
render a report of the quantitics and conditions found to the cananding
officer. On s-a1l

vessels, this inventory was taken by the commaudingv

officer himself.
On small ships acting singly, the coua-nding officer also conducted the annual inventory of provisions and verified' the balances shown
in the provision records.

When operating with flotillas, the flotilla

commander appointed inventory boards to take all s
in the flotilla.

-emn-an l inventories

Flotilla supply officers held surprise inspections of

provision stocks and records.
Accounting in naval food supply depots and food stores consisted
of a monthly report to the appropriate

Intendantur office of:

a

R ert of stocks on hand

(b)

Schedule of invoices issued (atTanged by naval
food stores, ships and stations)
Schedule of disbursements made to dealers for
provisions delivered to depot, food store, ships
"and stations.

(a)
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The Intendantur office recapitulated all such reports and submitted
A separate financial return

a combined provision return to MarWehr/C.

covering collections and disbursements was made to the Supreme Court of
Accounts, copy to YArWehr/C and OKW/E.
Provisign accqunting in wartime
All accounting for provisions was discontinued afloat when the caloric
system of feeding was introduced in 1939.

Aside from strict supertision

to avoid overissues, waste and thefts, or other conversion to personal
use (liberty parties were searched by the officers and senior petty officers, also occasionally by customs officials), no special attention was
paid to provisions.
Aside from stock cards in storerooms, the only records required
afloat wire two provision record books.
received by the ship.
mess.

In one was recorded all food

The other contained a record of ell issues to the

The difference between the balances shown in the two books re-

presented the inventory of provisions on hand.
Verification of this balance was effected through the inventories
made by the supply officer of large ships, commanding officer of -al
vessels, and the aemi-an-rn4 inventory board.
The first book was kept by the suppJy officer or commanding officer
and was presented to the food store each time provisions were drawn.

The

second one was maintained by the commissary steward on largo ships and
by the food petty officer on s1l vessels.

Amtsrat Pfeiffer stated

that the entries in the record book submitted to food stores were often
altered in order to get more food for ships, but that if

such practice

was detected the commanding officers were held responsible and disciplined.
Peacetime provision accounting procedures were continued throughout
the war at naval food supply depots, food stores and commissary departments of shore stations.
The U-boat and small battle unit services were independent commands
and, daring the latter phases of the war the only ones actually participating in operations.

MarW reports had been received of the special priv-

ileges granted to their personnel and, as a result, Capt. Roessing was
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closely Interrogated about food distribution and other feeding problems
in the U-boats service.

He was very cooperative.

His replies follow:

"I dont know exactly the number of submarines
supported by the various U-boat bases but a certain amount of food was given them. This was broken down into daily portions. -The food vas then
pIt together for one type of U-boat going south and
for another type going north, according to winter
or summer food. There were several hundreds of these
types and they had to be kept separated in the food
supply depots.
"We helped in developing new food stuffs. I remember, for instance, during the first year of the war,
the bread was very poor. Experiments were made with
bread, practically all during the war, experiments
with canned bread, bread in celophane bags and bread
baked from all sides. We made certain progress in
that field. But after six weeks, submarine personnel
had to eat hard tack. As long as we could we tried to
avoid this since the German sailor was accustomed to
black bread. He needed it.
Then the canned bread
often bulged and deteriorated inside the cans and we
had to be very careful and avoid food poisoning. At
this time, I do not remember a single case of food
poisoning, however.
"The lack of fresh food was our greatest problem. The
bigger U-boats had refrigerators later on, particularly for tropical waters, and this proved excellent. We
gave the men as much citrus fruit as we could, but it
did not last too long. We also gave them such fruit
juices as we had. We had to given them 'Nage buttent
(rose tips). It is a high vitamin carrier and we made
jam and juice out of it.
The men liked it.
There was
always a certain lack of citrus fruit.

"You must understand of course that the submarines
got all that was available in Germany.

It was partic-

ularly difficult during the latter part of the war
to get exactly what we wanted for them. We had canned
fruits but they lost their vitamins when cooked.
"Another typical problem was that of potatoes, a
proper food for Germans. A sailor has not had a
meal unless he has had potatoes. There were of
course dehydrated potatoes but the flavor was not
good and you could only mash them. Then they had
fresh potatoes stored in nets, swinging free, but the
air in the submarines was not good and they spoiled.
"We placed a skin of cellophane over the meat. This
proved excellent. It was sprayed plastic, I think,
and heiietically sealed the meat. The type of food
carried depended on the cruise of the submarine, as

I stated before, winter food on northern trips, summer
food on southern ones.
"We found that we needed a lot of fats in Arctic waters. I peraonnally reacted to them. Ishore I did
not eat lard or bacon, but on a cubmarine in winter
time I wanted to eat lard by the spoonful. We also
gave the men cod liver oil in Arctic waters, where
RESTRICTED
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it was damp and cold. In tropical waters,
they needed juices, light food and fruit.
"There was also another problem when we used
the schnorchel.
We got air into the submarine
with it.
The night was changed into day and the
day into night. The schnorchel was hard on the
people though, since they were submerged up to
70 days and the men became very nervous. We had
to be very careful about their food and how we
prepared it.
I always warned the captains about
this.
"Our personnel, of course, got chocolate; also
beer and liquor. The latter was kept under lock
and key by the commanding officer. It was issued
as a reward after a battle to the most important
people on the submarine or for medicinal purposes.
I tried to check the beer drinking, since beer
makes you tired, and I always suggested apple
juice which, by my own experience on war missions,
I found to be nuch better, but these were areas
in which we did not wish to restrict the people
too much.
"The cooks were regular Navy men. We trained them
at the regular submarine cook's school at Neustadt
Holstein. We did not have a rating of cook or
baker in our Navy. Able seamen and seamen booked
and baked. In submarines they were supervised by
the radiomen.
"We did not use the mess committee system on submarines in wartime. Anyone complaining went to the
cook inquiring why he did not get this or that.
The cook's explanation soon spread to the crew; how-'
ever, all decisions about complaints were made by
the captain. Depending on whether or not he was close to
his crew, this system was effective or ineffective.
It normally was one of the petty officers who acted
as liaison between the captain and the crew.
"Sometimes the food ran short on long trips. Then
the captain had to subdivide the food duly, since
it was as vital for the submarines as torpedoes.
The man in charge of the food was one of the watch
officers, usually the oldest watch officer aboard.
Under him was a radio mater, who acted as the commissary steward and was responsibl6 for accounting
and issuing directions to the cook.
"We Wsed the magazine principle of outfitting submarines with food, i.e., gave them a lot of food
when they started on a cruise. When they came back,
what they did not use was returned and roughly accounted for. We had some trouble with this system since
luxuries had to be returned too and the crew pinched
them. This included coffee, cocoa, chocolate, sugar,
etc. About 60% of all disciplinary cases that came
to me for review concerned pilfering of taxable items
and others scarce food. The men would smuggle it
ashore for use by relatives and friends who could
not otherwise get such items. We couldntt be generous in such matters,
even though we would have liked
to be.
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The careful economic controls established and maintained by the
Ministry of Food and the armed forces made it

possible for the German

people as a whole to eat mauch better during the World War II than in
World War I.

Example.

The average Berlin citizen received 2600 calo-

ries per day in 1943-44 as opposed to 1600

in 1918.

While there was

a shortage of fats and oils, careful planning permitted extensive distribution of at least mini-m

requirements.

While there was limited

variety in wartime mems, a fairly well balanced diet was maintained
through the use of substitutes and vitamin tablets.
Ships' Store Activities
All large vessels and all shore stations had a ship store, a soda
fountain, laundry, cobbler and tailor shop.

They were administered by

paymasters afloat, by Intendantur Officials ashore.
Small vessels were afforded these facilities through flotilla ship
store activities.

The flotilla supply officer was responsible for their

administration.
Ships Stores, barber shops and laundries were operated on a concession basis under the supervision of the supply officer.

A percentage of

their profits was also paid to the welfare fund.
Cobbler and tailor shops were operated by civilians employed by
the supply officer.

1oterial used by them was furnished from the cloth-

ing account and, before the war, charged against the men s clothirg maintenance allowance.

Diring the war, it was charged against the clothing

appropriation.
A supply officerts responsibility for these activities consisted
of ensuring that service rendered was satisfactory, keeping a record of
concession supplies received on board ship or at the station, auditing
the monthly statements of sales end profit or loss to ensure that the
ship or station received its proper share of the profit made by the
activities and, in general, acting as the commanding officers' representative in such matters.

Therefore, no official records or returns

were maintained by him.
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Tobacco prodacts and beer were furnished as a part of a man-t s
ration and carried in the provision account.

Because of the great

shortage of fats and oils, soap was heavily rati.•ed and was also
issued gratis to naval personnel during the war through the Central
Procurement Office

supply system.

Each officer and man was given either six cigarettes, two cigars,
two fifths of an ounce of tobacco or seven tenths of an ounce of chewing
tobacco per day.
Other items, such as dentifrices and other toilet articles,
chocolate, cakes, writing materials and soft drinks, as available, were
carried in the ship store.

These stores were run, under tle supervision

of the supply officer, by a civilian concessionnaire, who purchased
his own stock.

A separate storeroom war provided for the concessionnaire.

Price lists woro approvcd by the coanding officer.

The store was open

early and late, except where sales might interfere with ship or station work.
A four percent merchandise tax was levied on all items sold in
ship store , and paid by the concessionnairo to the Government Finance
Office.
When ships put to sea on long cruises, a petty officer, appointed
by the commanding officer, operated the ships store and soda fountain
for the concessionnaire.
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During the first four years of the war, the Secret Supply Service of
the Navy was responsible for equipping German merchant vessels interned in
foreign countries, and for chartering neutral ships where necessary and
dispatching them to sea to meet and supply various surface raiding vessels
and submarines with fuel and other supplies.

It was also responsible for

procuring badly needed raw materials from the Far East, Spain and Argen-

tina and shipping them to Germar

in blockade runners, which in most

instances it had initially equipped.
This service was known as the Etappendienst.

It was composed of

German nat2onals v-4 pre-German foreigners employed by German steamship
lines, oil companies and other firms engaged in business in foreign countries.
first

Personnel of this organization were divided into two groups.
group consisted of intelligence men.

supply men.

The

The second was composed of

This report is concerned chiefly with the work of the second

group.
The documents studied do not indicate whether the personnel which
made up this organization was a part of the regular naval establishment.
It

is believed that the agents were all civilians and were never inducted

into the Navy.

The leaders of the larger groups were naval officers who

were naval attaches.

The whole organization was headed by a naval officer

attached to the Foreign Intelligence Division of the High Command of the
Armed Forces (OKW/AuslAbw).

Several naval officers held this post, but

the ones assJgned during the period just preceding and during World War
IX were Capt Werner H. T. Stoephasius (1937-1943) and Capt Dietrich
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Niobuhr (1943-1945).

Etappendienst was most active between 1939 and 1943.

Cognizance over ito activities was transferred in 1943 from MW/AuslAbwehr

to Adm Qu III and 3 SKL.
Capt Stoephasius was Interviowed at Hamburg an 27 August 1951.

RAim

Kax Adam, Chief of Adm em III, was oleo intercvricid at HR.bura on 29 Aujust

1951.
The Secret Supply Service was organized into three main area Groups,

each subdivided into the Greater Ltappen with their subordinato EtMppun,
and the Individual Etappen.

Three main Etappen groups were:

1. Near Etappen, which included the countries in the Baltic, Scandinavian and North Sea areas
2.

Far Etappen, which Included all other countries in
Europe, in the Near and Middle East and in Africa

3.

Orerseas Etappen, which included all other countries
In the world.

Each Great Etappe had several subordinate Etappen.

For example,

the Great Etappo, South 1=arica hcA Etappo organizations in Brazil# Argcntina and the countries alon3 the west coast of South Anrica which wro
subject to the ordors of the Naval Attache in charge of the Great rt.ppo,

South America.
Individunl Etappen wero organized into areas which bed their owm
particular cdvantqgce3 and were =are easily' controlled directly by 0!!!!
AuolAbwchr than tbrough a Great Mtppo hadqartrcr.

T3 IdAvi~dual

Etappo, China, for oxraplo, was responsible for ChQin,
Philippines.

R=,nke-2 and tho

Great Etappo, East Asia, ho.wevr, c•ntrolledl cny Jap

amd

Manchukuo.
The development and use of this secret cupply eervice illustrates
methods by which in time of peace there cmn be establishd, undor the
cafoe cover of ohippin3 end o)ort inteoests, a secret logistic agency
which is capable of penotratin3 into foroiti trade, chippin3 and naval
operations.
The Etappendienst, as plannd and co.tabliched during 1930x"1933 by
SM and CKW/Ahwehr, .w to be an Instr.t
was two fold:

of naval -Wafaro. Ito nission

it uao to gather intelligence in neutral ports on r-rchant
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shipping and naval movements and, in time of war, it

was secretly to sup-

ply from neutral bases German naval forces - particularly blockade runners,
armed merchant cruisers and submarines.
The value of such an organization for any naval power lacking overseas bases, colonies or allies on foreign shores is evident.

Modern

methods of economic warfare and the increasing importance of air bases
far from the borders of the homeland give a secret supply service potentialities extending far beyond the mission assigned the Etappmdienast

during World War II.
The first part of this chapter deals with the development of the
organization from its origin in World War I through the gradual crystallization of the plans for the World War II organization to the final
establishment of the Secret Supply Service.

The purpose of furnishing

this background infearmation is to chow how such an agency, which in time
of war may be a highly important instrument for logistic operations, can
be built up in a secret but perfectly lawful manner.

In addition, it

is

desired to show the potentialities of such an organization in time of
peace as well an in time of war.
The high degree of secrecy that was achieved and maintained by this
organization is an additional reason for stuc'ing the methods used in
setting it up.
The Secret Supply Service was first organized in 1911 and, according
to German accounts, operated successfully and without compromise from

1914-1913.

After World War I, it was mentioned in several German books.

The official German naval history MUISER WFARE, written by Grand Admiral
Raeder, contains accounts of its activities.

LESSQ1S OF NAVAL WARFARE,

written by VAdm Oross, also mentions the organization and its functions.
It

was not until these books were published, however, that the secrecy

maintained during the First World War was broken.
In 1927, SKL made its first move to re-establish contact with
former members of the Etappendienst.

This consisted of asking the Foreign

Intelligence Division of the Supreme Army Staff (OKW/Abwehr) to locate
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them.

The chief of CKW/Abwehr at that time was Wilhelm Canaris, who had

been chief of the Etappendienst during World War I.

This initial move and

t

SKL s future actions in the matter were all handled very secretly.
these initial efforts was also done secretly.

Financing

Security consciousness about

Etappendienst was so acute that according to an official German account
the Defense Minister himself was not informed of the plans of the Navy and
OKW/&bwehr.

It was not until 1930 that the Navy's efforts to reestLblish

the Secret Supply Service were made an official but secret part of the
activities of OKW/Abwehr.
Between 1931 and 1939 Etappe stations were set up in a great number of
places, and agents were enlisted in almost every part of the world.

As

neutral countries became belligerents, or appeared likely to align themselves
with England or other potential enemies of Germary, or when an agent was
coromised, Itappe stations in those countries were disestablished.

An

example of the Navyls policy in such matters is the incident in Denmark in
1938, where, through the carelessness of an Itappe agent, a police investigation was launched.

The station immediately closed.

This also occurred

on several occasions in the United States prior to its entry into the Ver.
I chart showing the location of these stations at the outbreak of
war appears on page 412a.

Stations in French and British posses-

sions were closed when those countries declared war on Germany.

However,

when German troops marched into Poland in 1939, Etappe agents were stationed at the points indicated in those possessions.

They had been thor-,

oughly indoctrinated and ware ready to procure supplies needed by any
Carmen naval units which might operate in their areas.
In the course of World War 11, activities of this organization were
carried out on a relatively large scale in Spain, Argentina and Japan,
as well as to a lesser extent in numerous other countries.

Information

obtained on this subject indicates that until the end of the war this
organization and its function were not fully recognized.
The war diaries of Via Secret Supply Service have been checked by

members of the American and Bitish naval intelligence services.

However,

mo general conclusion was reached by them regarding any shortcomings of
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the organization.

Capt Stoephasins stated that it functioned smoothly,

that there were difficulties in getting the necessary ships and material
with which to equip tham, but that these difficulties were never so great
that a ship could not be comaisicned.

He added:

"If I said that there were no difficulties, that would
draw a picture too rosy. A lot of nations were no
longer neutral, and the areas from which we could get
material for our ships grew progressively smaller.
033y the South American countries and Japan remained
with us. At the end of the war, only Japan remained.

It appears that success depended to a large extent on the manner in
which the facilities of the Etappendienst could be used for naval operations.

As German naval forces were driven from the seas, its usefulness

decreased proportionately.

On the other hand, it effectively supported

the vital work of the blockade runners.

TMe details of the work of these

ships are contained in the chapter on Mobile fopport, Chapter V.

Details

of the co-operation obtained from shipping companies are contained in the
section on Sea Transportation in Chapter VIII.

That these arrangements

were made on such an elaborate scale with no loss of security was in itself a great achievement.

The information which follows shows the poten-

tialities of naval polioy which enlists the aid of the other government
agencies (Ministry of Finance and Supreme Court of Accounts - Details

"arecontained

in Chapter IX) and of private business for the support of

naval operations and the conduct of econcmic warfare.

The ?Frst Amenst
As stated, the Secret Supply Service was first conceived in 1911.
It was to function in wartime as a supply organization for German warships
in foreign waters, with these additional duties:

to collect and transmit

intelligence of iSortance to the conduct of the war to other Etappen, to
the warships and to the German Mm' alty; to interfere with and mislead
the eno'
sabotage.

intelligence service as opportunity offered; and to organize
Agents were German businessmen in neutral parts, whose duty it

was to purchase the supplies, particularly fuel, and arrange their delivery
to the warships at secret rendezvous on the -igh seas.

As has been said,

secrecy regarding these operations was very well maintained until 1945

except in two instances.
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The Revival of the Etannendienst
Following Germanyt s defeat in the First World War, contact with

former secret supply agents was almost completely lost.

It was only in

exceptional cases, when these agents visited Germany, that a loose relationship with them was reestablished.

Therefore, when the Navy began to plan

its rearmament program, it was inevitable that it should consider how the
It

new pocket battleships and other forces would be supported abroad.

must tiot be forgottta that Germany had been stripped of its colonies and
that its only naval bases were in Germany.
Therefore,

same means had to be devised of logistically supporting

naval vessels on foreign cruises and naval operations against enemy merchant shipping.

The Navy had learned in World War I that submarine losses

were heaviest when U-boats tried to break through the British blockade on
their homeward voyages.

If they could be supported abroad and relieved

of the necessity of returning to Germany for supplies and fuel, these
hazards would be greatly alleviated.

Thus, the revival of the Etappen-

dienst was conceived.
There had been several obstructions to the Navy s plans.
during World War I, it

Before and

had had complete control over the Etappendienst.

In the pnst-war military organization, however, its independence had been
consideral~ly curtailed, especially in the fields of military and economic
intelligence regarding foreign countries.

Responsibility for all foreign

intelligence had been centralized in the Foreign Intelligence Division of
the Supreme Ar=7 General Staff (CKW/AuslAbwehr),
immediate cognizance of the Minister of Defense.

which came under the
the

During 1927-1930,

Navy opposed the attempts of OKW/AuslAbwehr to absorb Etappendienst, since
its entire structure had been intended purely to carry out mobilization
preparations and had nothing to do with intelligence or espionage.

How-

ever, because OKW/AuslAbwehr was better equipped to maintain contacts
abroad and because a naval officer was the head of OKW/AuslAbwehr, it
finally acceded to the repeated demands of the Ministry of Defense and
transferred control of Etappendienst to Canaris, with the understanding
RESTRICTED
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that such control would revert to the Navy should any person other than a
naval officer be appointed head of OKW/AuslAhvebr.
As a result of this agreement, an Etappe section was established in
OKW/AuslAbwehr in 1930.

It

was known as CKW/AuslAbwehr III.

On 19 August

of that year, Lt Frisits, a naval assistant to Canaris was appointed head
of the new section.

As explained in Chapter IX, the fiiances of the Navy

during this period were critical.

Crisis after crisis arose.

The Navy

used black or secret budgets to finance operations which it thought the
Reichstag, the Supreme Court of Accounts or the Minister of Finance would
not countenance.
kept down.

As a result, expenses in this new venture had to be

Conflicting spheres of interest of the Navy, the Army and the

Foreign Intelligence Division of CKW also had to be avoid&I.

The work

prescribed for Etappendienst had to serve purely naval purposes.
After 7risius had been in office about a year, he sent a secret memorandum to the Naval War Staff.

In this memorandum he described his efforts

to reestablish the organization and the initial steps taken by him.

It

stated in part:
"tAbwehr sees less difficulty in meeting the Navyts
requests for organization of supplies for returning
cruisers than in establishing an intelligence service.
Ccmunications frequently have to be transmitted via
roundabout routes. Thus, a close net of comounication
points will be required all over the globe, For the
time being, this appears out of the question. Thus,
Abwehr considers it best to investigate first the
actual supply sources of our potential enemies, Poland
and France, and next to ascertain the channels through
which these supplies are routed. Similar investigations
had been conducted by the Admiralty prior to World War
I.
"These sources and their channels constitute the main
target for intelligence activities and they are also
to be covered from other places and foreign countries.
So far, the results of this investigation are of a
preliminary nature; the work is being continued by
Dr. ZLoch, Economic Assistant to Abwehr.
"We have came to the conclusion that far-reaching use
should be made of the facilities of big business, cammercial and press enterprises having connections abroad.
It is also highly important that an agreement be
reached with the German Foreign Office. Representatives
of syndicates, trusts and export firms resent requests
in matters which in their opinion should be handled
by official German representation in foreign countries,
and they became even more impatient if they are told
that in this particular matter cooperation with official German representatives abroad should be avoided.
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*We can expect to find a somewhat better understanding
for our problems in the ports of Hamburg and Bremen;
several directors of German steamship lines with whom
the Mmiralty concluded secret agreements at an earlier
date are still
active. The regional district offices
of the Navy have been assigned to handle the contacts
with big business in these cities.
"The officer in charge of the Bremen Naval Office, Capt
Baeumker, has recently made considerable progress. He
succeeded in convincing Glaessel, the general manager
of the North German Lloyd Steamship Line, of the importance of the Etappendienst. Glaessel has issued instructions providing for a clear-cut cooperation with
our enterprise. The branch offices, which in his
opinion are most suitable, have been informed that
they are to ccmply with any request that might be submitted by CKW and that the general management has full
knowledge of these requests and is backing them wholeheartedly. The general management has also expressed
its readiness to transmit our mail in a safe manner.
"Capt Baeiuker explained to Glaessel and his secretary,
Dr. Eggers, the advantages that would accrue to the North
German Lloyd by co-operation with the Etappendienat in
the event of a war, even if Germany remained neutral.
Most effective was our statement that the North German
Lloyd Steamship Line presumably would them be unable
to transmit to its vessels any messages in secret
code, but that the Etappendienst would in all probability be able to offer such facilities.
"These large shipping companies and other export-import
firms having agencies abroad hav3:
1) Recacended suitable Germans and other German firms in and outside Germany for membership in the Secret Supply Service
2) Assisted the Etappendienst in finding suitable
camercial employment for, its agents abroad;
or transferred to the ocapanyts branches outside Germany employees who were considered
by us to be especially suitable for the
Etappendienst
3) Put their business addres3es, postal and
telegraphic, at our disposal as cover addresses for the Etappendienst.

4) Allowed the use of their business note paper
and envelopes for correspondence sent to
agents abroad
5) Allowed the use of their teleprinter camunications with branches in countries such as
Holland on Germanyts frontiers
6) Allowed the use of their bank accounts to
cover the transfer of funds to Etappendienst
agents abroad; or allowed the use of the
ccomanyts money abroad for Etappendienst pinposes. An agreement was reached with Herr
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Kaumann, representing the director of the financial department of the Hamburg American Line,
that an agent in Batavia should not transmit

freight money paid to him for the steamship
but should collect it and use
line to Germa=w,
it in case of need for secret supply work
7) Covered the Navy in commercial transactions leading to the control of oil supplies and tankers
8) Advised Abwehr of sailings and recommended reliable
ships' captains for liaison with agents and
courier work."
It

shQuld be pointed out in connection with the above that the con-

tact in these steamship and other companies was generally an official or
director, in a sufficiently high position -to be able to ensure the cooperation described, and that great secrecy about the firmts connection
with the Naw mas maintained.

For example:

The agreement concerning the

use of a oaupanyts address by the Etappendienst was to be known at the
moet only to two members of a firm.

The wording of the cover address

used by an agent ensured delivery of the mail or telegram to the contact
in these German firms.

The contact was personally held responsible for

their transmission to CKW.

During the war German censors intercepted

correspondence from agents to cover addresses and forwarded it
CKW/AuslAbwehr.

direct to

The Prisius memorandum continued.

"I am certain that the success of the Bremn office
will have far-reaching effects. It shows how important it is for us to gain the assiatance of big business.
We must always be on the lookout for such contacts.
Once the persons who count are on our side, previous
methods of recruiting agents, such as cruiser visits,
travels by naval officers for the purpose of study
and casual acquaintancesaips, will be of considerably
less importance, and our work will becoms easier.
"The Etappendienst is only in the first stage of its
development. It undoubtedly has vast possibilities;
however, these cannot be fully exploited until the
Foreign Office takes more interest in it.
"At present the organization operates practically
without funds; later certain expenditures will be unavoidable. We shall have to employ retired naval
officers at least in those countries that are most
isportant to us. The officers will be responsible
for promoting and conducting Etappendienst operations
in the various countries in accordance with the instructiccs of 03W.N
Marginal notes on this memorandum indicate that it was studied with
much interest by the Naval War Staff.

One of them, presumably written by
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the Chief of the Fleet Division, Capt Boehm showed that SKL was more dosirous than CKW/Auslibwebr of having secret supply activities carried out
under the ccomlete cover of private business:
"The organization is to be headed everywhere by
prominent businessmen. I retired naval officer could
render valuable service as chief of staff, aide or
smoretary. He would have to do the actual work while
the noainal chief of the organization would utilise
his assistance for setting up, promoting, and controlling the organization. But the chief himself will
issue the directives required and make use of the
facilities of his own business organization, its financial resources and his many valuable contacts."
SKL prepared an answer to t.he memorandum.

Boehm and forwarded to CKW on 13 November 1931.

It

was signed by Capt

In this correspondence,

the Navy fully endorsed the principles established by the memorandum.
However, it

apparently suspected that Abwehr, as =n armed forces intelli-

gence agency would try to shift the emphasis of Etappendienst work to the
gathering of intelligence.
In this connection, SEL stat. 4
"The Fleet Division shares your view that the development of the intelligence service of the Etappendimxst
should take first place. However, this service mist
be primarily a mean to an end; it must serve only as
a medium to stimulate the agents' ability for critical
observation and to train them in collecting and forwarding clear reports and information. The agentsO main
task must always remain the supply and support of our
ships in foreign waters. Therefore, the Fleet Division
attaches great imortance to the request that the
agents be trained and instructed at an early date for
this mission, which will be their most izportant function
in tine of war.
"HThe Fleet Division is in full agreement with the policy
to give due consideration to economic factors in the
expansion of the network. SEI also fully approves the
concept that all possible use should be made of ewisting facilities and that commerce and industry should
therefore be enlisted."
When the training ships were sent abroad in the early 1930s, the
Navy was afforded its

first real opportunity to rocontact former members

of the organization and to re-interest then in the Secret Supply Service
without giving then any specific tasks.
naval construction program.

Germany had embarked on its new

One of the new pocket battleships had appeared,

and interest was easily sparked among German citizens abrad.
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along with the other branches of the armed force.-, was beginning to talk
about the new Germanyte destiny in world politics and the unfairness of
the clauses of the Versailles Treaty.

Even the most peaceful of German

groups living abroad were likely to rallq to a cause designed to heighten
respect for German ingenuity and science among foreigners.

The Navy

decided that this was the most favorable time to send its ships on foreign
cruises.

The cmmunication officers of these ships weie charged with

contacting the businessmen recommended as potential agents by the shipping, oil and export-iMport firms in Germany.

Before sailing, they were

given detailed information at OKV/AuslAbwchr concerning the purposes and
objectives of the Secret Supply Service.

This method of instructing agents

had been selected because of the risk of compromise involved in attempting to instruct agents by mail and the delay of waiting for them to come
to Germamy on regular leave every two or three years.
Codes were distributed either by the training cruisers or in person
when agents returned to Germany.

Instruction in the use of these codes

was also given by the ccmunicaticn officer of the training ship or at

OKW/AusIlbwehr.
In 1933, when Hitler became Chancellorp the shortage of funds that
had hampered CKW/AuslAbvehr in its activities disappeared.

As described

in Chapter IX, control over all Navy funds was vested in CinC Na& soon
after Hitler took over the reins of government.

This permitted the de-

velopment of Etappe codes and ciphers, special radio sets and deposits
of sums of money to their accounts for use in case of war and other ossential expenses.

A rapid expansion of the organization started at this time.

Lt Frisius had left CKW and returned to duty with the Fleet in 1932.
had been relieved in

He

•CW/AuslAbwehr by Lt Otto Schulzt who, in October

1933, prior to his relief by Lt Gottfried Krueger also made a report to
the Naval War Staff on Rtappendicnst affairs as they existed at the end
of September 1933.
Among other things, Schulz said:

"We are combining individual agents into an Etappe
headed by an Etappe chief. The person chosen has to
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be eor.cially suited for this task or he rust reside
in the most convenient place. The agents in his area
are eelected according to his wishes.
"If possible, every EtappD chief is provided not only
with a mail and telegraph address in Germany but also
with a code address for telegrams in neutral countries
neighboring on Germany.
"In addition to supplying the cruisers with fuel, provisions and equipment, transmission of information on
movements of enemy warships will be expected, as well
as the gathering of data on enemy merchant shipping,
in some cases with cargo details.
"The agents are furthermore to report by wire if the
enemy purchases in their area substantial quantities
of material essential for the conduct of war or for
the war economy. They are also to state on which
vessels and by which route this cargo is to be shipped.
"It has not yet been decided whether the agent should
attempt to prevent or obstruct the above-menticned
supply operations of the enem in their area by means
of sabotage. Up to now, active sabotage has been
deliberately caitted and the agents are merely instructed to attempt to hinder enemy supply operations
by influencing the local authorities, firms and press.
"In the Mediterranean, the tasks of the Etappasdienst
differ frcm those overseas. Here the mission is to
ensure complete coverage of all movements of French
warships, troop transports, and merchant vessels,
when buch movements appear abnormal; also to gather
information of military importance regarding France
and her colonies via the channel of neutral shipping.
"In addition to the Suez Canal, which is already
covered by Etappe Egypt, the Western Mediterranean
is of particular interest in this respect.
"As proposed, steps have been taken to place agents

in the Balearic Islands and the important harbors on
the Spanish coast of the Mediterranean, including
Spanish Morocco. Such persons will be closely connected by profession with shipping and harbor authorities and thus in a position to intercept at their
place of residence all information brought in by vessels entering port.
"In the British Isles and Holland the task of the
Etappendienst is likewise to collect information for
naval warfare. The objective is to post suitable
agents with shipping experience at all harbors to
watch for any supplies being shipped to Poland and to
pick up all information concerning movements of French
naval forces in the North Sea.
"Progress made by Abwehr in this area'has been slow.
Attempts to gain a foothold in British ports with the
aid of fishery protection vessels have not proved
successful. However, CW has increased its efforts

to develop the Etappendienst in this area and hopes
to make headway through the future cooperation of the
naval attaches, particularl5 in the British Isles.
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"Two missions are to be carried out in Scandinavia and
Denmark.
1.

Gathering information concerning movements
of French naval forces in the Kattegat,
Skagerrak, the northern part of the North
Sea and in the North Atlantic.

2.

Observation of all harbors and important
rail lines, especially the trans-Scandinavian
lines, for shipments or transit of war material
and other essential supplies to Poland, in
order to intercept these transports in the
Baltic Sea if possible.

"At the present time, investigations are being made
as to what extent German consuls are suited for working with the Etappendienst - in most cases they are
honorary consuls of Danish nationality - and in which
places new consulates should be established for this
mission. Abwebr tries to have all newly established
or vacated consular posts filled with personnel who
can assure far-reaching co-operation in this matter.
"It is planned to establish an outpost for the collection of information in Norway. The outpost is either
to be actually incorporated in the Embassy or remain
in closest collaboration with it.
"Establishment of an Etappendienst in Soviet Russia
has not been considered, since in view of the previous
friendly military and naval relations, no German Intelligence service was maintained in that country. Furthermore, I suggest the following:
"The organization was set up as an expedient on a voluntary basis. Personnel engaged carry on simultaneously
private and professional activities. Thus the capacity
of the organization has by now been stretched to the
limit of what can be accomplished under present conditions. The further development of the organization
will require the employment of Etappendienst Chiefs
in full-tine paid positions, particularly in areas of
special interest.
"The agents should be of German origin. German citizenship is not an indispensable requirement.
They should
be patriots with influential positions and economically well situated.
"Even in peacetime it is the duty of every agent to
establish contact with all those agencies which may
be valuable at a later date; that is, with the press,
with cable, telegraph and radio companies, official
agencies, particularly harbor authorities, shipping
and air transport companies, etc. He must also inform
himself about general shipping conditions, import and
export and trade relations at his place of residence,
as well as of ccinunication facilities, particularly
radio, marine cable and telegraph links. He must
know exactly by which channels or roundabout routes
he will be able to get his messages either to Germazy
or to the German warships, should any restrictions
be placed on using the commercial telegraph system in
time of political unrest.
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"The establishment of an adequate network of cover
addresses is an absolute prerequisite for the above
mission. It is therefore the duty of every agent to
prepare the work by infcrming us of suitable cover
addresses.
"In addition to this preparatory work, the agent will
correspond regularly with CM/ALuslibwehr to maintain
contact and exchange ideas. In this carrespondence,
reports can also be made on any special event of economic, political or military character. O special
interest are reports on foreign warships entering port,
their reception, and the attitude of the authorities,
press and population toward such visits, as well as
the impression gained of the craw.
"Among the political questions, one of paramount interest is the political attitude toward Germany in
the respective area.

"Furthermore, material for influencing the press according to German plans can be sent from German if the
agent expects success from this procedure and believes
that he is able to carry it out in an unobtrusive
mDnner.
"*Itis

emphatically stated that no agent is expected
to act against the country in which he resides and
that in no circuastance will he be involved in illegal
activity in time of peace."

In 1934, a four year plan was drawn up for the expansion of the
Secret Supply Service to full strength by the end of 1938.

Abwebr budgeted

20,000 reichwmarks for tours of inspection and yearly reports on the progress

of the organization to be submitted to the Chief of Intelligance.

The training of agents was to be undertaken seriously.

Special attention

was to be directed towards the building up of Etappe Ingland, which was
proving a very difficult task.

According to Ada Patzig, chief of CW/ALuslbwebr frca 1932-1934,
up to the beginning of World War II the Rtappendienst was originally a
distinct and separate entity and had nothing to do with intelligence and
had carried on no direct espionage activity.
served the purpose of the organisation, i.

This prohibition, he said,

e., it

was merely to furnish

logistics service to Geroan warships abroad and to supply the homelmnd
with needed materials through the use of blockade runners.

The success-

ful mission of the Itappendienet, he maintained, depended on its being
unburdened with espionage tasks.

It

was for this reason, he added, that

during his service as head of lualftwehr, the Itappendienst was not active
in any country which was considered as being a possible esno
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in war, such as England, France and Russia.

This possibly explains Why

the Etoppon post in England ias dissolved in the spring of 1939, when it
bcccno evident that Goraanua

would becom involved in uar with %:atcountry;

further, the conclusion of the Gorm/anAusso friendship pact of August 1939
ray ozploin the subsequent establishment of an Etappen post in Russia, for
Russia was then to be resarded as not being a possible enemy of Germany
in time of war.
In M-y 1935 a spooil aercement was signed between (EW/AuslAbwchr and
the Foreign Offico concerning the assistance to be given to Secret Supply
agcnts by diplomatic rcprosentatives abroad.

This included regulations

gowerning the scac'-cping of agentst -ccret equipment, the banding over
of this cqdpment on tho outbreak of umar and the recruiting of now agents
for the organization by diplcmatic represcntativos abroad.
Among the shortcomdngs of tho organication dovoloped in 1934 and 1935
was the fact that aecnts ware being only vary slowly equipped with radio
cots,

and that th7y waro not boing trained as r-dio operators.

To alloviato

this situation, in Fcbruary 1937, C1inC lavy appointcd LCdr Otto Schmolinako
as cznicati on

officer of Etapp--rdimct.

••b•oli1oko

aystem of radio c•_mnication with agents abrcd.

It

oestablishcd a

,as based on the

following links.
(BALTIC SE A.U,,)
L

ITIATIDSAL

AMATEUR RADIO

NAVAL C
RADIO

T

TATICS

AND
Ol/CATICKS
A

RADIO

NCRDDZICHRUEGEN
NAVAL COG NICATIGS AND INTERCEPT STATICKS
NEMMST
CERTAL AREA
AREL SOUTH

AL/
(EUMWANWRS.
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On 1 Juno 1937, Cdr (later Capt) Worner H. T. Stoephasiuw wan
wppointcd chicf of t-ho Ltoppcicnut.

On 16 Feobnry 1933, at tho NBvel

Ac-dc=7, I1u=rwik, ho cavo a lcct',x= about tho Secrot &upply Servico.

Its

Four Ycar Plan h::t just bcan conclud1: and Eqpc=rUcnot vao re=ey to
oparato should Gc=-W cnzcao in vr. Th3 or•ianition ras dividtd torrttorially into ilcar Lappcn (ncoa1rby m•pply arca), For tppen (diotsnt
cupply arcas) ati 0or.czvao flt-eppcn (Dim.p37 arcao ovcrceao) which werea ubdividt1 into Grcat Mpp= (ccpin

cevral vubondinsto Etappen) and

lndiviAd3l fLpPn (Undt•er-dt uply arcas covrcinz ,-.11or territorial
divisioms), as fofloiw:
Filn*

....

.. *...I.....
) Finland

2)]•sthonia

3) Lithuania 4) Latvia

SSc

~invia.... ............ . ...... 1) Norway
d.... .... ................... 1) aglead

2) Sweden
2) Holland

Blgiumk

n.. ...... ..................... 1 Spain
2) Spanish poasesasios
S3)
4)Portugal
Azores Islands

(
s

m

Itay*
00600
0 00 * 600 #0001)Italy
2) Italian Worth Africa

Portuguese West Africa
Mack Sea and Asia Kinor....o......
Gulf of Guinea
P((er
2ersi
Southwest
GAlfic.,.......,
...........
Brtsh estAfrica
Africa
FIera
c
i.tcxranean..............
Pcrtuzuese
East
Africa
Weat Afrca******.*******o****o*oo**

CNorth A.ic..........l)North

(2)

British East Afr'ica

America (West Coast)
North America (last Coast)
21
Zam
taj Argentina
3 South America (West Coast)

(

Fast Asa.....~......)Japan
2)Mnchukuo
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Greater Antillea
Mexico

S

a

zt~m.

(Panama

(Central America and Lesser Antilles)

( Netherlands East Indies

(china (including Hozekong and Phiflipinco)
( Colombo, Madras and Calcutta, India
(Bangkok, Thailand
Sidney and Perth, Australia
(Welligton, New Zealand

In his lecture, Stccpb-xIu3 Cavoea
tho Et

acco•nt of tho plans on which

_pendienst operation uma to bo baccd.

In part, ho stated:

"The mission of the Etappendlenst is:
(a) To provide an efficient source of informa-

tion in any part of the world which appears
of interest to us. This source must be
able to report via cafe and speedy channels
on the militaxy and naval situation in the
respective countries, and it must aslo be
able to answer any specific inquiry concerning matters of general Interest for naval
operations, such as shipping movements and
supply possibilities.

(b) To organize supply facilities which permit
the dispatch on short notice of an auxiliary
vessel carrying fuel or other provisions
to replenish supplies of Geriun naval forces
at a previously designated point, should
this be requested by a cruiser or SML.
"The Secret Supply Service of the Navy represents a
urd-uido not of contaots ubich have bcee ctablished
to ju;p;-t rnval p;eraticno in ramote waters. Cruiser
and ;zsably also cubmarine warfare depends, as ycu
supply of fuel. It also
know, lsa•ely cn a centitu-•
req.uirce the ocpedicat inczpation on the cney•7o naval,
.
c
military and econoc mi
"It is thw one of the frncticns of the Etap;endienot

to eable crulers, auz~tery cruisers ean au-Uiary

vessels to replenicsh their fuel, fc-d, and other supline to their hase base is coverod.
plies, if the cu•p
"The e:c=d function is to colleot informaticn on naval,
military, cactc-io end political tepica end to trzamit
this ittelligence to L ac4 possibly also to Garnan
warships or merchant vessels in the vicinity.

"Finally,, the Et.a;pe is to at;pport cur war eccancr

to disrupt the smpply lines of the aea

as far as

and

lizzsIble fr7 exerising Irnflecs cm ftrei~a gcvc==zt
agencies, businass firms and the press.

Me question ray be ralced why thems functions canrnt be carried cut 1y efficial R•eich re;reaentative.
In reply, the following can be said:
(a) Offlcxal Beich representatives abroad act
under the authcrity of the Foreign Ofice
and cannot receive direct orders from the

Naval War Staff.
SNURITY

FOFNATIO!

(b) International diploaatic custom restricts
the amount of offlicial support which Reich
representatives abroad can give to the Gern armed forces.
(c) Reich representatives are not umafy in a
positicu to cWrr out transactios with the
secrecy essential for the success of our
plans. They are assigned to relatively few
places and often lack ability for the dealIngo Involved. Practical business experience
is necessary to charter secretly a merchant
ship for the supply of cur cruisers or
auxUlary cruisers. A respected businessran, on the other Land, who has been enlisted

as an agent is in a acre favorahle position
to conduct such transactions without arousing
suspicion. If this agent should encoumter
difficulties with local authorities in
carrying out his supply operatios, the
official Reich representative can proceed
to act. Outwardly at leaat, he wflL appear
disinterested in the particular transaction,
but can lend the full weight of his position to the steps required to eliminate the
obstacles.

Maho Poich Fr--=e 0ffice in cfae en:e1 with CKW//A=AAL-tz Las eal•eed to .':rt
in rinoiple the farction-

Ing of the Ztappe otVisatiem.

*Me Itappendianst As organized as followa:
*Me rci--:tivo rza-al attache dirc•t

the activities

of Great Etapen. Ily those ccuntries to Uhich attactes e accredited ane ctm5ibed ln a Great Etappe,.
"A careftuy chosen Geran tatic:cl acts as chief cf
cach E+.s-e. He n=t reoida in tho c=-tr in ciestion;
preferably he eh'v1d bo a naval rezcrve cficer. The
varica• Ets;pen dictricto coinc.irdo with t"o toders
of the respective countries.
"A nuber of agents cpezate under each chief.

lhuy

Cordclto c'-C-r4=t c r C.:i;ry rcent3. Core!con11cnt3 and c,4,2y t~eto can edict rmd2'lis oc~re:ondetor
cuitablo cmntact nze
discretion.

acccrdiag to their oam

*Service as a c reTcndenL. necezzitates extensive
trainiz in time of rcaco to avoid failure d~izi
war-

tima ceratict3.

2:9 zibjcct3 oi vhich the cor-rezpnd-

cat io to rc•rt arv dolf=il In the 1'r;a

ReTaticno1.

A==.,, othtzro tthy Itrlulo Ir-fcr-tica cvering =bilicaticn ;res-ratI=:;; presence of worslips and their
cztIv:Ltic3; c=-cntratita of raticro, ziltary rper-onr-o or cr•co; ;rcraticn for trcop tranrcots; type,
c,-,o and dertitsticn of cargo vewzels amd cnvcyo;
rerouting of mno shipping.

w5Z'J3y in t1he'edt ILr-,="-t tn-k. o the zopyagent.
ED %421 ezecivo .pCzial aeoIgCz=tt Calling for oil,
cr for the dispatch of auilc:s etA oth:--. =c;pl,

irry vocz:lo. liO ability to C=7r cat t!heze Vazci=nent3
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uil depend largely upon the experience he has gained
In peacatima and upoz tho contacts undo and knowledge
acquired In his country of residence.
"M~aintenance of colmication with agento in a highly
cc*plicatcd phaco of this scorot logistics oreonization.
as
caouflaedJ5
*'mforX-aticfl frnacmitted by mail. ine
ouch cenouflego in not
beinezo correzpczicnco. Whcme
pocnible, tho =-il is trancmittad either via steererccurier serviea, or by the courier service of the
Fdorica 41ffico. Stcr-'er-couic~r cervico is the trans.mittal of letters by a roliat, e captain of a German
r=crchamt ste~~r Van,acts undvr spcial instructions.
"Tdlvzrzaph and vireless c-ranications are troncrnittcd
uiness phracen
either in ciphezr or in a code uirxsInm
It is asoumcd that
with an utderlyinZ secret rmaanir.
In tire of i6mr c~cry nuvtral country will iosue reau7Inl=to reTyirlzng that =:czzagc3 cent by non-nidlitery
ag~enciez be written in a standard coumeroial coda.
Th'.= the re-::sge rat appear to be in reguamr cc=e:)cial codes --ch as thoza of the Honburg Arorican and
North Gemusr Lloyd Steamship Lines.
'A last rezort is offered by the Dtap;endicnst radio
ccrvice. Dtarlrg the peszt r-cath3 various gocrc==nts,
arzrg them the Gcz=&m~hnae cc=sidcrablyv increaced
cuprcisicncaovor =tmir radio traffic. We are taking
effort3 to ocra-c=e thia o-bztaclo, and aea trying to
r;erQ.jzds tfh Gcrrou, chipping lines to inatall chort=evtran=mItter reacivera cm,crall vexe-ls eng~aGed
reularly In cc-aztel traffic cvervceas, as well as on
their larco stc--irers. It in uiderztr~dable that the
cpiglines do not like this idea, the pro ant lang'v-.vo c~rAi=zit toir- quzito cuffivcit for thoir purpo:s;
h==evr, t1h3 prc-czecd solution offers the great advantrugao that we, i,-ld te provided with floating radio
ctatiena In various foreign waters.

"P~rimrazily 0=--= busin!=zs firns cnd a lizited nun~bcr

of rprivate ;cr=3r have tc=~ slected as ccrcr--drczzcs
for Ejrc=icmat ccnunicatioas. In colectirZ cable
6o
cocrc c!1rc:zzes in countries adjaccnt to GCrarqa,
PrCfcr firre3 having a telotyre line to their main
office in Gerouxy.
"In tire of .unrj, the crraticn of tho Ltappendicast
We distirgýulkh btoteen ftw diffferont
rc~'rj~c3 r-=7-.
tho War C*.cxatIr,, Ftxl end the War Cupply Fund.
F'r= tte Wcr C-'Crnting Fndr eanch Eteppendienst chief
Is provided with mncr=-mt cafficen(t to cover approxIrately ttrco nrt!:3 ccratIr,- mmcaecm in his area.
The War Cpil-j;y FLnd in re-erved for the aceluisition of
fuzel exd other prvovisios. At the rczra-t of CAV, the
t=c-urrenoy
FPeichaz;, ha ds,==itc4 with a fcrai~ an~
to the vaire of tta nillicn rzr;:o for the latter pur___4=

1%ith the cxc*.tica of =aal att-aches, all ccrot L-up.ero ca the bnwi~ of a voluntnry, rutuc]
rly
el
voza
a~ecnten is =Utvatc'd by ideanlistic end patriotic
fee iregs. In ti= of p.-aco this service in not rcnmcrated, and no agenmt i-- to act against the Intcenotn
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of the country in which he resides. Etpenses incurred
are reimbursed. In time of war the agent will carry
out his work as fitl-time duty and will receive a
regular ala17 from 0R.
Etappen chiefs will receive
500 marks per month, others 300 marks.
The Alert for the fin
ar

Seam

In the fall of 1933, tho Sezret Supp

Service had its firat full.

ocolo alert sinco the Pirat Uorld 1:ar. Stocphaaluo dezcribed the events
in connection with it in bii lecture, when he said:
"On 3 Septenber 3!;38 the Naval Var Staff notified O0f/ft-altbw'1 that the pocket tattleship rEMTSOM D was
to be cent to swath=rz Spain on 20 September to operate
in foreign waters in the event of a criais. It requested
that the rJUC!AD be Civen the latest information
rcZsrlirz-, tho Mas;erdicnct to asrsre her fuel and provisions. On 8 Septewber a preliminary conference was
held at 1 SIM. regarding these matters. An agrement
was reached the next day.

61ho notor chip SL'O!ID was acoigred to the MUCHLMID
a3 oupply vessel and was to proceed toSpain. On 16
Septenber, the
IM'ND was furnished with necessary
inforn-tion rct-adni. Etappendienst. On 17 September
1938, the ;ccket tattlerhip GRA.F SFE was alco supplied with such information.
"Follcv#n a conference with the Lufans (German
rptze=:er airline uhich wan oenst-inoe
and
had a close working arangment with 0W), on 20

Se ~

...e= otr
nto chip S05

~~~

receive$ ordera

from the EMarendienst to take on oil I•ediate]y so
as to te able to provide warships in the Atlantic with
fuel. On 27 September, the Admiralty advised German
shipplng companies to instruct their ships to leave
or avoid Britlah, ?erench a- RIoniean ports. If possible,
they were to return to Germany; failina this, to await
developemts in the nearest neutral harbor.
"On Z3 &eptember 1933, at L20, OV/Ausnbwehr received
telehne nztatructaenor3 f=m the Admiralty to alert the
Mayenzdenst. Ca
-uflaced
as a comercial telegram,
this order was sent from Ehmbrg and Braen to the
various stappea chiefs.
"Upon receipt of the alert order, the agents were
cul;Ue: with secret Instructions, codeso etc., held
at Gersz diplcmatlc missions. As this took several
dapa (in some cases as much as ten day to two weeks
for agents residing far from the missions), not all
aZets hWd received their epaipment by the date -chcduled for mciliszation. This would Lawe delayed the
atart of rear•tirg, and of eventual supply activities.
"It is vaCuCoted, therefore, that orders be issued to

the Ete;,rcn abolit two weeks before an e•etctd nobillcation day. In order to avoid ary mic•nderstandings,
the text ctuild read: 'Alert ordered for the Etappendienst only'.
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"The alert for the Etappon was cancelled by the Admiralty at 1500, 30 September, after about two days operation.
Corresponding orders were passed on.
"From the reports of naval attaches, independent Etappen chiefs and single agents, it can be concluded that,
apart from Etappe England where special conditions
prevailed, proper operation of the Etappendienst could
have been expected with regard to the reporting and
supp2y service as long as the respective countries
remained neutral. No outright ?ablures occurred. A
few mistakes resulted from the use of a wrong code or
through oversight of certain recent changes, but the
Etappendienst proved its operational readiness even if
its performance could not be tested.
"Only the Etappe base at Istanbul was fully tested,
having been assigned at the beginning of the Spanish
Civil War to observe and report shipping movements
2rom the HLack Sea to Red Spain. It has been carrying on since then without difficulty and with good
results. Shipping movements are reported in code via
the Foreign Office and imediately relayed to 3 SKL
and CKW/Abwehr I, the Armed Forces Espionage Section.
"This crisis demonstrated how dangerous it is to the
interests of Germany if foreign individuals are employed
in leading positions with German firms abroad. A
speedy and thorough change should be made. In the
interests of national defence, the Foreign Countries
Oganization of the National Socialist Party must see
to it that m=e nationals move to foreign countries
as representatives of German irirns.
"In general it has been shown that the agents who got
off to a good start and are working most zealously
were recruited while on business or pleqsure trips to
Germany, were contacted by captains of German warships
visiting foreign ports or recruited by officers of
Etappendienst headquarters visiting their respective
territories.
"Through i~s intermediaries abroad, the Admiralty
chartered tankers cailing under a neutral flag. The
fuel cargo for these tankers was purchased by a foreign
branch office controlled by an Etappendienot agent.
Thus a Norwegian tanker was chartered by a Swedish
firm and carried a cargo of fuel nominally owned by
the Swedish firm. Orders from the Admiralty were
transmitted to the tanker in the name of the firm by
an Etappendienst agent working within the Swedish firm.
"By special agreement with an Etappondienst agent,
who is a member of the Waried Tanker Company, the
Etappendienst could have had the use of at least some
of the 27 tankers owned by this company in case of
mobilization. Although this company has American
capital and sails under the Panamanian flag, the Hamburg r4•fice is German and the crews are 100 percent
German. Some of the skippers are naval reserve officers. The ships carry gasoline, diesel oil, fuel oil
and crude oil. To insure that orders from 1 SKL are
relayed to these ships in case of mobilization, the captains received a special code from 3 SKL. Certain
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claims for compensation could be raised by the Standard
Oil Company if we were to take over control of these
vessels, but in our opinion no international complications will occur, since officially the captains would
receive their orders from the Hamhbrg branch of the
Waried Tanker Company.
"Agents have started negotiations with the Spanish
oil refinery CEPSA for a long-term oil delivery contract. Through the contacts of a Swedish and a Danish
agent, the Adiralty was able to contact for building
or leasing of oil storage space abroad in Sweden and
Danzig. The Navy will thus te able to assure further
deliveries of oil, even in wartime, through the friendly services of these foreign firms."
Pereom~

Srnt

There were 178 officers attached to the Etappendienst on 15 November

1938.

They were classified as follows:
8 Great Itappen Chiefs (Naval Attaches)

30 Individual Etappen Chiefs
/+9 Combined Agents and. Suppv Officers
91 Harbor Observers and Intelligence Officers
In addition, 70 German cover addresses (maildrops) and 36 foreign
ones had been established.
Seci=v

and Ccaniniipations

Both the cover provided by business contacts and the safekeeping of
the highly compromising secret material in German embassies and consulates
went a long way towards ensuring the security of the organization in the
years before thq war, but the lecture of Cdr Stoephasius indicated that
OKW/Axslhbwehr war, f4uly aware of the possibility that other nations had
knowledge of its existence, because of references to it in the books b7
Raeder and Gross.
His reference to three incidents which occurred before the war show
the importance attached to the maintenance of Etappendienst as a secret
organizatio,

the anxiety caused when a part of it was endangered or ex-

posed, and the almost ruthless measures taken to cut cut and replace that
part:

(1) Early in 1937 at Philadelphia, the steamer GOSLAR was
burgled by someone who vas thought to be after money
and valuables. Papers were stolen from the captaints
cabin. Thesd included a letter in transit to the Foreign Office which probably mentioned the name of the
agent at New Orleans, a nan named Harzog, for shortly
afterwards Harzog was removed froi his position in the
Secret Supply Service.
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(2) A ipecial agreement signed by the agent at San Francisco,
Robert Blatt, which was entrusted to Captain Vogt of the
North German Lloyd steamer ELE was lost in July 1937.
This was serioms, because this agreement showed the full
lay-out of the organization in an agentfs district.
Therefore, it was decided that Great Etappe, North
America must be reconstructed. Batt himself was of
course removed. In neither of these cases did the
investigation discover that the papers had got into
the bands of anyone who might have exploited them.
(3)

In the autumn of 1938, Horst von Pflug-Hartung, the Naval
Attache to Denmark was arrested with other Etappe agents
by the Danish secret police. Cover addresses were
campromised and the whole organization there capsized.
Stappe Denmark was never reorganized owing to the dissolution of the Near Etappe in July 1939.

The successful functioning of the service in wartime depended on the
security of its coumnications.
war.

This was planned and practised before the

Etappen headed by German naval attaches communicated through Foreign

Office channels.

Other Etappen corresponded by post or telegraph.

This

method was made secure by the use of secret variations of agentst codes,
the develolment of cover names for the agents and for CW/Auslkbwehr and
by the use of business cover addresses.

These were chosen because in 1935

OK!/AuulAbwehr found by examining the mail in a train that ,onl

15 percent

was private correspondence and the remainder was almost entirely business
ocnmications.

Therefore, it was considered that the latter was much

more secure fro•n surveillance.

In open letters to cover addresses, agents

were instructed to word the texts in a language suitable to correspondence
used in that kind of business.

During the early years of the war, as

stated, censors intercepted mail addressed to cover firms.

The codes used

were subjected to periodic examination by experts to test their continued
effectiveness.

Such alterations as were deemed necessary were ordered.

The difficulties encountered in setting up a widespread wireless
cimication network seems to have prevented the completion of the original plans in this respect and to have forced OKW to concentrate on those
places where post and telegraphic comnication was unlikely to be interrupted by the outbreak of war.

Early in the war it was stressed that as

long as other means of conmmnication were still available, radio transmitters should be used as little as possible in order to avoid detection.
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By the end of 1938, the organization bad seven wireless stations of its
own in the following places:
Panama

Iesbon

Santa Cruz de Teneriffe
Las Pa3mas

Istanbul

Horlta

Copenhagen

The organization was planning to set up others inj
Mexico
Cristobal
Valparaiso
New York
Buenos Aires
Stockholm
Mombasa

Rio de Janeiro
London
Madrid
Rotterdam
Antwerp
Olo
Batavia

Helsinki
Rme
Port Said
Weld8 Bey
Monrovia
Durham
Shanghai

To07o

In addition, the motor ships QUITO and BMOTA, later soployed in the
Far East as collection vessels for blockade runners, had eeýn fitted cut
as floating radio stations and were in Central American waters.
In March 1939 it

was decided to abandon the plan to install transmit-

ters in the Near Etappe.

During the early years of the war additional sets

were sent out to Japan, to Spain and to mll

vessels acting as collection

vessels and blockade runners.
The three receiving stations in Germany with which the ]Ltppen commmicated were at Swinmunde, Pfllau and eummenster.
were at Norddeich and Ruagen.

Transmitting stations

Same agents' tranemitterswhich were in-

stalled abroad before the war, such as that at Norta were large sets;
others were amell enough to be concealed in a rocm.
Pinanin

th

ZtananAianst

In May 1935 the Reichsebnk had preisede

to supply ton million reichs-

marks in foreign exchange for Xtappe purposes when the money was needed.
It

was not to be sent to the Etappen until war van clearly imminent.

The

original intention vas that the proposed sums should be secretly transferred through the International Bank and its correspondent banks abroad,
which were very often British banks.

These acconts had to show a norml

volume of business large enough to render the transaction inconspicuous.
When war with lar2and came to be regarded as a possibility, new arrangements were made.

In Septeaber 1938, the funds wer
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form of gold, notes (chiefly dollar notes) and credits direct through
these channels:

(1) The German Overseas Bank
South American Dank
The German
ý2? The
Hamburg-American Line to Central and South America
(4) The Japanese military attache to Tokyo
151 The Etappen agent Remppis in Holland to Batavia
By steamer to Santa Cruz de Teneriffe and Lourenco Marques

(7) By air to Lisbon
On 10 December 1938, CZW/AuslAbwehr notified SKL that the funds had
been deposited with the diplomatic missions abroad.

When Great Etappe

Spain had been reinforced in the stumer of 1939, the money required by
the agent at Madrid was sent to him by courier.
The relative importance of the Etappen areas at the outbreak of war
is shom by the distribution of funds on 26 June 1939.
Buenos Aires

-

F(

1,619,214.21

Mexico

-

"

2,245,W8.10

Teneriffe

-

"

1,002,540.00

Panama

-

499,600.00

Lourenco Marques

-

245,520.00

Den Haag (Netherlands) Batavia

-

Valparaiso

-

Tokyo

-

Lisbon

-

'

49,941.71
U

249,750.00
51,150.00

"

JK
Note:

245,520.00

M00

6,310,984.02

1 reichsmark was worth US C.40.

Etappendienst Spain was given 3.7 million reichsmarks in 1939.

By

the end of February 1940, a further 5,216,117 RMs bad been provided from.-

foreign currency holdings abroad for the various Etappen.
In this connection, translation of a German document reporting the
minutes of a meeting between members of OKW/AuslAbwehr and a director of
the Dresden Bank, a Dr. Pilder, discloses the reasoning of the group with
regard to the deposit of these funds:

"in his introduction, Cdr Vermehren declared the purpose of the conference to be the discussion of the
various possibilities that existed for establishing
a regular pattern for the use of foreign deposited
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funds in case of war. The current method of handling
deposits was outlined. The question was raised as to
whether the use of gold for making deposits should be
discontinutid and whether any large-scale transfers of
funds would create attention. It was decided that it
would, and that payments could no longer be made in
gold.

"ODr. Pilder stated that to the best of his knowledge
there were no countries who used gold and still retained obscurity. Son. kind of changeover had to be
made. The question arose as to which presented the
least amount of risk.
"Tile point was made that in car-disappear from the market.

of war, gold would

"vVermebren wanted to know what medium of exchange
would be preferred. Pilder thought either the American dollar or the British prhmd would be anl right.
"It was epbasized that their only interest in funds
was to get enough for the purchase of materials.
A
medium of exchange for such expenditures had to be
decided then not when war came.
"The point was made that with the outbreak of war all
currencies would fluctuate, and no German firms would
continue to make payments in gold. It Was also pointed
out that no Germ•'flrma overseas waere so strong and
solvent that they had their reserves in gold.
"LCdr Jack was of the opinion that gold would be hoarded
in Holland and Nexico and questioned therefore whether
any later exchanges of German gold in those countries
would attract attention. Pilder thought it would.
"It was brought up by Pilder that there was a definite
risk involved in dealig in the currency of MIeico.

"•he question

of whether or not there were credits
available in other countries was answered affirmtivaly
by Pilder. Vermehren wanted to know how such credits
could be obtained, and stated that he thought there
was a greater risk of attracting attention by opening
new accounts than there was in the continued use of
gold. Pilder was of the opposite opinion. A foreign
inactive account in the USL would quickly go unnoticed
among the great numbers of accounts based n fleeing
capital.

"weebmebr

expressed sone thoughts about the reappearanco of blbcked accounts which would again be taken

up where those of 1918 had left off.

"Pilder brought out that gold deposits made by Geiman
foreign representatives had the protection of extraterritoriality and that trezsactions with other nations
could take place behind this protection. Particularly
in Central and SouthAmerica, German ambassadors with
the help of friendly foreign diplomats could reduce
gold deposits without much trouble.
*In suation Pilder stated that he was in favor of the
reduction of gold deposits even when it applied to gold
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that was protected by the laws of extratemTitoriolity.
In closing he stated that those who held gold deposits
at the outbreak of war could easily fall into difficulty.
The tize for rackoing, after the reduction of gold
deposits was a long 16V off. Payment of gold directly
to the seller uas Iossible."
Others present at this conference were LCdr Zimer and Regierung-

obermnspektor Feldnan of I SIL.
The secrecy of supply work from neutral countries had to be ve7y
strictly maintained both for military and legal reasons, such as the

American neutrality law of 1935 and the Hague Convention regarding the
sale of supplies to belligerent powers and the use of neutral bases by
belligerents.
k•t1!itlin i VcuIA Ibi, II
The Secret Supply Service was alerted about 10 August 1939.

The exact

date is not known.
It ban been stated that the Navy considered that a secret supply
service agent could work effectively
was frea to car

nly in neutral countries, where he

on his duties under the guise of regular business.

Because of this policy, the Individua.l EtappeTastern Mediterranean, was
dissolved in June-1939.

Great Etappe, Italy was also dissolved about this

time, because of the mutual, assistance agrement made between the two

countries.

Etappe stations in all British and French possessions were

closed at the outbreak of war.
The work of preparing an organization Sn Spain was held in abeyance
to a certain extent during the Spanish Civil War, but froa the aumer of

1939 plans were pressed forward for an Etappe in Spain, which should priarily be concerned with the naval supply operations.
In Septuber 1939 it was decided to set up a station In Russia.

By

the eand of 1939 a base had been made available to Germany by Russia and
was established at Polyarni near Mursansk.

It was closed in 1940, however,

when Gerazy acquired bases in northern Norway.
The Ztappe in the Netherlands East Indies was dissolved after Holland
vas occupied.
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A

~t~atlvni

was czataUiobed at E~xdcauxc in tho cprinz- of 1941 to super-

vi,.e blockade runnerz t)2at wero bacci thcre,
Thiiw, it V~ill to zccz that uhcn umr actuaelly breko cut tho oreani-

zaticn that could bo u.ee4 had shrunk to:

Spain
Epaaieh pooeceoionw
Portuz~al
Acores Islandso

spaixi

:)
2)
3)
4)

North America

1)idnt Coact ot North Amecrica
2)WecV Ceoat, of North America

South America

I~ Brazil
district
3) West Coast of South America
1) Japan
2) Ianehukuo

Fast Asia

ktci Reý

Thd4-id"la 11nnr-'n
Grccco
Maec S&a ran Asia Minor
Peraien Gulf
Wc.-,t I1frica
Greater Antillci
Mexmico
pan=,Du-tcIh Eo--t L-xdics
China
':n~c!-:,
Thailan~d
Iiuzoia JPolyarni, =ear tLza:)
Tho fbý!-n$

tic

Tho 11orth

ýd

ýhPr

Portu~guese West Africa
Gulf -of Guinea
Southwest Africa (exclusive
or Uaion of South Africa)
Central kzcxir.- vd Louz~er Afatilioo

in thg ALer'ien

can
cmr
otinent vaa divide-d into tuo large, cupp].y areas

=id thrco irdcp=dcnt creac, n~za~y.

The rilitary cdXreotcr was Vtdm Rebert *vitte1hoeft-1-Ideu, tho Geirran
naval attaahe, at Wachinsitcn.
Rids larCO zu-pply area ltoludcd the two areas:
(a) North Amecrica East Coacit
(b) lQrt!' America Weet Coact
TneOz

inlulead t!ho Mrtcrn 92:1 %-Ctcxn ccaots cf C-an--a and the Unhitedi Statca

aso far cuth ais the Mexican b~zrdor.

Tho dceveo;ment of this area ncvez rcachcd rmore than its firat st-',Cs,
The death, or th-e raturn to G=r-=Y, of cacnt3 already emplq.yed or about to
ba e=,ploycii prcvcnteJ its dc'velc;=?at.
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The folowing plaaei oithcr hýd cZcnto or it xa, plonned to placo
agents in them

TeiporariIy under Heinrich flp, a csptain with the
North German Lloyd Stoesbip Idno. After tho outbreak
of war, he returned to Cermazy.

A shipping agent named Maeller-Hioticr was apsicned
to this post. He returned to Germav oftcr Var broke

out*

Data
Remaied unmnned,

Remned unmenned.

eioh1 who was
A shipilng representative named Carl
with the firm Wilckeno & IUtbh bad th!* post. He
died about 1936.

It vas plenned to aploy chipping ajcnt R. G. Harzoe
at New (X1lc=. His o.Tir• -nt wva fow4 broken into
after a cabin robbey at , -ladehpla aboard a North
Germen Lloyd Lite chip bit, vas carryita this cquipment as courier raterial In '937. Hrzoe was therefare conzide1rd as curcwk 1. Conneoticcs with him
were broken off imdiately.

Robert Miatt, a chbippIr agentwa plannod for this
by him which wore
post. Certain czerct fa~ero o tined
bein trax:portcd to Cen=a aboard tho vw.:el ELE
disappeared without trace. Miatt wan thereforo ccaidered c€promiod. Connections with his were
Lmediaiter broken off.
In charge of Allevoldt, formerly an active naval officer,
who returned to Gemany about 1937 to reenter the Navy.

Remained n•rnamed.

Rmained iusimned.

Ramdned unmuned.

JtLSTIC~m

SECURMf DFF(ND=Ow
At tl: c'jtt-hc=! of i.mr In 19>39, uU C=--= cbipn ozo-2t a t=.Icr of
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of NrVw in the fall of 1im0.
1he Itappe

beawd1qw

ers were in Nuratink.

was at PciIyrni on a bay just west of the city.

At firot the baco itzelf
Later on, it was mvovd

tbrher east to Teriberka Bay on the Kola Penirwula.

The transfer was

made because Finnish ski patrols had reached th2 first bay and had ceen
ships there flying the Gemuan flag.
Russians askid fi

the transfe

In order to avoid investigation, the

of these ships to the east.

The base was established as a harbor for Gersan ships running the
gawitlet in the North Atlantic when war boke cut.

bua

It also served an a

for su;plies for the raider vessel KXPTA and for limited repair work

for wrshIpe wd auxUlx7 warships outside the probable line of the
ftitish blockade.
ActivItie

at first cmasiated ef har~riarg and dispatching a consider-

able zmber of German

inent vessels

and fishing boats.

They were re-

leased for retrAn to Gemanr, sailirg along the Korwegian coast at opportuno
amrts.

Later itt

cut cff CGra

activities Included dispatching supplies for taporarl2y

=1t3 at Narvik by the

-AN 1MU,

eel fitted cut as a tanker ani supply sdp.

a converted whaling ves-

Shortly before its decomission

the base was used as a randexvous point for a nmber of Gemn fishing
vessel

returning to Germany with their catch.

There won two Etappendieast agents in Muanak.

Cne of them special-

ied in the field wvrk cf lalson with ships in the bay, while the other
vas

occupied with lialson with the naval attache and the Russian lisfocn

cfficer.

This Russian officer$, the documents stato had to be Informed

about all zeass.

9e arranged for all conferences with Russian authori-

ties and, If possible, want vith the agents when they visited the German
seips.
The egants worked under the Iaediate supervision of the Germen naval
attache at Moscow, who in turn received L-sa orders concerning Etappe matters
from CEW/AuslAhwhr.

Nessage3 ard reporto from the base were sent to OXW/

luslAbvehr via the naval attache.
C.-operation with the Russians was extresely difficult.

While at

tiles, they mt the Geans half-way, they occasionally sabotaged their
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efforts.

Nothing was ever certain.

The Puscien liaison officer could

never decide anything or permit any action directly.
cbtain authority frac

He always had to

vexious sources, often from Moscow.

Because of

this, and the fact that only Russian vehicles could be uzed in connection
with the chips, e'zcesx cr failure of the base depended on the Russians.
The departure of the JAN UIZM,

whose mission was unknow

to the Russians

wes delayed 48 hkus because the Russian liaison officer had received no
anoter froa his superiors.

After the bWse had been mved to the east,

the G6aans proozsed that its supplies should be routed via the Arctic
Ocean Garml, but this was refused on the grounds that the canal was unsereiceable at that tim.

That later turned out to be untrue.

Ships

b-nd fcr the base, which had to be picked up at a certain place by Russian patrol b2ats and pilots, often had to wait a long while before the
rcaicod ;e:=ela appeared.

The Russians always had plausible explanations

for any of their disturbing and delving tactics.
(KR(M)

When bider Ship 45

was piloted through the Arctic COcean, the same observation was made

by its officers.
In spite of the agrecaent between the two countries, the Russians
wished to protect themselves as nuch as possible and not to become too
deeply involved in Etappe zatters.
Siberia

for blockade r~mne

The plan to use the route north of

proceeding to the Pacific and Indian Oceans

wai abandoned because of these and other difficulties.
In addition to their main zissim, that of supplying warships, raiders
and rumarines, secret supply agents constantly watched the political
situation of the countries in which they were stationed for:
(1) The possibility of sailing peomits being refused by
neutral countries, a danger which became acute in Peru
and Brazil in January 194 when the neutrality conference was held

(2) The possibility of German moey being frozen. Money
was transferred fros gold into curtency and frmo one
Etappendienst to another as appeared advisable
(3) Periods hen protection of a friend1y neutral from
British representaticns made suspension of the supmly
work desirable, as in Japan in 1941
(4) British action endancering the operations of the Etappendienst (such as the institution of the air line to
R•TRICTE
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Bathurst via Ine Canary Islands in December 1940) which
called for Go-mam representations to a neutral country.
Coincident with the mobilization order, OKW/AuslAbwehr directed all
German shipping companies to order such of their vessels as were in foreign
waters to proceed to neutral ports in which Secret Supply Service agents
were stationed and report to them for further orders.

Same passenger

liners and merchant vessels for which the Navy had special plans, such
as the EUROA, were ordered to report to the Etappe agent at Polyarni
(Murmansk).

All vessels in the Pacific including those on the west coast

of South America were ordered to report to Great Etappe, East Asia.

Those

in the South Atlantic were sent to ports in South America, those in the
Carribean to Mexico, Panama and so on.

In same instances it

appears as

though tankers were deliberately sent on routes which would place them
in the vicinity of Etappe stations which it was thought could render important service to nava- units during a war. For example:

In the ports of

Spain, where submarine fuelling was carried out with great success during
the early war years, there were a number of interned tankers.

There were

also several tankers in the South Atlantic at the time this order was
issued.
is little

The CHARLOTTE SCHLIEMEN happened to be in the Far East.

There

doubt that some of these tankers were intended to be in specified

&reasin September 1939.
Secret Supply Service agents equipped these vessels for their new
work as far as local resources and secrecy permitted.

Naturally, they

did not attain the. standard of the regular naval supply ships and tankers
in equipment and crew, but they had sufficient equipment to enable them
to fulfill their tasks of sailing from the neutral ports to rendezvous on
the high seas, of transferring supplies, fuel oil and provisions to naval
forces, and later, of taking from the warships and raiders prisoners of
war,

Eurvivors,

etc.

They could also fuel submarines which, particularly

in Spaln, seoretly visited them by night for this purpose.
These ships although subordinated to the Etappe and sailing in the
service of the German Navy retained the outward appearance of regular merchant vessels and sailed under whatever flag gave them the best cover in
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those waters.

Their captains had been ordered to avoid seizure by the

enemy at all costs, and often had to scuttle their ships.

As an additional

safeguard, two logbooks were kept, one false and one showing the true
record of their•

-rney.

The German Admiralty informed OKW/Auslkbwehr of its requirements
from these ships.

The latter commiunicated these requirements to the ap-

propriate Etappe through its organized channels, i.

e., via the Foreign

Office, by cable or by wireless, whichever was most expedient, and the
Secret Supply Service then proceeded to make the necessary local arrangements to equip the ships for the operation.

Because of the great success

attained by the various Etappen in arranging the sailing of their supply
ships to rendezvous with naval units on the high seas, in September 1940
the Etappendienst was entrusted with the organization and administration
of the blockade running service between Japan and Western France.

This

operation was undoubtedly Etappendienst's greatest contribution during
World War II.
19I.2, it

In an operational report made by COK/AuslAbwehr on 10 July

was stated:
"Since
by the
act- on
are 39

the outbreak of war, b5 rhip have been operated
Etappondienst. 11 of these ships were lost in
and 15 were transferred to other coronds. There
available at present.

"In accordance with security orders received from SKL
or requests received from the Ministry of Transportation
the following German merchant ships were transferred
with the assistance of Etappendienst agents from neutral harbors to German harbors, or to harbors of
friendly or allied countries. A list
follows" containing the names of 28 German merchant and passenger
ships, nine of which were lost by naval action in the
course of transfer.
"Twenty-nine operations of other ships outfitted by
the Secret Supply Service were listed, of which 23
involved suprly of auxiliary cruisers, three the supply of the IRAM= SCHEE and three were listed as
performing special tasks. For these missions, Etappe
supply ships operated from Mexico, Chile, Spain,
Russia, Brazil, Canary Islands, Japan, Chisimaio and
Western France.
"On 3 February 1941, Etappendienst took over full control of the East Asia blockade runner service, which
up to then had been partially conducted by the Ministry
of Transportation. This step was taken because of
the experience gained by that service in such matters.
*

omitted in translaticn.
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"In conjunction with orders from SKL, blockade runners
also supplied auxiliary cruisers or submarines operating
In foreign waters during their voyages.
"Five voyages have been made from friendly territory
to Japan. Total cargo carried amounted to 32,540
tons. During two voyages vessels carried a special
shipment for the Ordnance Division of the Army.
"Eleven voyages have been made from Japan to Germany.
Total cargo carried amounted to 74,960 tons, including
32,000 tons of raw rubber, 30,000 tons of nutritive
and industrial oil and oil seeds, and 26,500 tires.
In addition, 2,500 tons of cargo were transported for

Italy.
"Total losses in blockade running has amounted to three
out of nineteen ships. Loss of cargo amounted to 20.6
percent.

"*For the

second blockade-running season, from the fall
of 191.2 to the spring of 194.3, 24 trips to Japan and
22 return trips are scheduled.
"It has been possible to carry out they )perations
in accordance with the orders of SKL becrAuse the
over-all organization of the Etappendien, regarding
personnel, material and communications was completed
before the outbreak of hostilities. Special attention
should be given to the activities of Etappen, South
America, Spain, and East Asia."
Capt Stoophasius, Chief of t1he Secret Supply Service from I June
1937 to 30 May 194+3, when interviewed at Hamburg on 27 August 1951, stated:

"*We succeeded in getting all the money, gold, American
dollars and British pounds we wanted to our agents, and
all phases of the Etappendienst work ran quite well.
"During the war, the neutrality of certain nations
became stricter as other nations who had been noutral
did not remain so and, even if not in the war, leaned
toward the other side. That was the reason for the
first losses of our supply ships near Daker. As a
result, surveillance became more and more effective.
"Ltappendienst personnel were divided into supply
personnel and intelligence personnel.. In the Admiralty, they were all in one group but did not know about
each otherst affairs. The reason for this was that
supply people would not attract unfavorable attention
to themselves in peacetime, while intelligence people
might. Therefore, they were so divided that they did
not know each other. The organization was established
in the 0KW for two reasons. One was that in World
War I, Admiral Canaris was chief of Etappendienot and
had proved to be a very able man for this job. When
the Secret Supply Service was being reactivated, he
was chief of Abwehr, so he also became chief of Etappendierst. The other reason was that the 0MW had more
f'oreign currency than the Navy. It was easier for
0KW to pbtain foreign currency and it also was easier
to get money from 0KW. Although the Etappendienst
came under OKW, it nevertheless was subordinated directly to the Admiralty, because it was comprised mainly
of naval personnel.
RESTRICTED
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"Theoretically, the agents, especially the attaches
had to make a report of what they did with the money
advanced to them, but in practice it was written off
and not accounted for.
"Our greatest successes with this work were in South
America, especially in Buenos Aires, during the first
year. There was a change of presidents in 1940 and
with this things did not work so well. A part of our
success may be attributed to the great German colony
in Argentina. They did a lot, but Argentina as a
whole was always very friendly towards Germany, since
many ships were always going down to the La Plata.

"-"Our second most

successful areas were in Spain and
Japan. The Etappe leader of the agents in Japan, the
naval attache, often had difficulties, especially
since there were a lot of authorities in Japan to deal
with, but he went to the higher levels to clear it
up - I think to the diplomatic level.
"We had an agent in Singapore, but he could do little
after Ehgland went to war. We loaded some blockade
runners, as well as furnishing other ships with supplies in the Far East, from that port.
"I dontt think our agent in New York was very successful. American neutrality was not very friendly from
the beginning, so we were not able to do very much.
As far as I remember, just before the war he had trouble
with American intelligence agents, so we did not pursue
anything there.
"When we took our agents out of England, the HamburgAmerican Line was suspected of being involved, which
was the way we had planned it to look. This, coming
right on top of the New York incident, made the whole
situation in England and America a hot potato. We
could do nothing in New York becauze of it.
"The Russians must know about our Etappendienst, because
we had a station near Murmansk end they helped us to
get the EUROPA out. However, they wont know as well
as you how it worked. Any nation can establish a
secret supply service, provided its merchant ships
are scattered all ever the world and the necessary
mnn are available. We generally worked only with
Gsrmans born in Germany or Germans horn of German
parents abroad. That is the kind of people you select.
They must be reliable. We had a lot of German firms
throughout the world and in them were a lot of reliable
men.
"I would lMke to point out that it is necessary that
the ships that you expect to use for secret supp3y
service duties in wartime should also run on these

routes in peacetime, so as not to attract attention
if they go on the route in wartime. Another thing.
the firms as a whole never know about the Etappendienst. Only one or two men in them were in the
know. If possible we took the second man, or a man
who was especially concerned with ships. In this
selection you did all you could to avoid attracting
notice.
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"A mcst important point is that you should not use
tankers, since they are bound to certain routes and
if they turn up on other routes everybody becomes
suspicious. Therefore, it is important to take merchant ships. Their loadings should be normal. We
had certain loadings, e.g., a cruiser loading consisted
of so much fuel, ammunition, food, clothing, etc. We
had only to order tThis ship will take two cruiser
loadingst and the agents knew what wo wanted. Only
the fuel had to be ordered specifically.
"I would not make any change in a future Etappendienst.
I would do it the same way if the same conditions
existed. The Secret Supply Service had experience in
the First World War and we were therefore able to improve it greatly. I think it did very well. It will
work, especially if the war is not too long. Bat
when the war lasts on and on, surveillance and other
difficulties from outside - not from within the organization - will come. It worked at first without any
losses. Then the losses grew to about ten percent,
and by- 1943 to about 75 percent. When Raeder lcft the
CinC post, the organization was finished and we decided
to dissolve it.
"Our zain difficulty was that the Etappendienst came
under the OKW. The reasons for this were special and
cannot be evaluated by another navy. If you did your
job theoretically or bureaucratically you would have
to go through the COW to the Admiralty, but it did
not work that way in practice. I received my orders
direct from the Naval War Staff. I was in on all conferences with them. Therefore, the OKW did not hinder
my work. When GrAdm Raedor resigned, what remained
of the Secret Supply Service was placed under Adm Qu
III and 3 SKL. Some of the very secret things, such
as the procurement of Etappo coding machines '*,:'e
handled by 1 SKL.
"Great security was maintained in all matters regarding
the Secret Supply Service. For instance, SEL told me
to fit out a ship. It was my task to do it, but I did
not !now for what purpose, although perhaps I could
imagine whether it was a battleship or cruiser load
that was ordered. When the ship was ready, I reported
it to SKL. Then the ship remained in the harbor until
it received orders by mail or by telegram or radio
through the supply agent. These orders would tell the
ship's captain where to go. Generally he was told to
meet a ship, not at a certain point enroute but in a
,prearranged grid area. I donut think that the enemyts
intelligence service figured out our system, because
no ship was captured when leaving the harbor or when
coming in, except towards the end of the war when submarines were operating just outside the harbors. As
a rule, the supply ships wore captured on the high
seas. Our supply ships always officially left a port
for another one, e.g. Buenos Aires for Japan, and did
not come back to it until sufficient time had elapsed
for them to have made the trip."
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Air Foreg EtanpnUdjdi
In Octobcr 1936, a cu3-qcetion vus raido that an air Etappondicnat bo
cetablichcd to cupply the ncedo of tho Gorezn Air Forco In neutral counThe cObJct was under diccusoion for quito 43=o tin=, but it ap-

trice.

pears that the plan vas never put Into effect.
Ktanlauenst an a- Int~aIliinape Saiviia
It is not ab.zolutoly clear from tho capturcd docv--entn to wat oxtent
tho Etappcdicnat van u.cd during the wmr for the coflcation n32vl intolligcnco.

It cces that the oriainal Intention of CKV that it chould be a

world wide Into]ligcaco orrnicmtion was nodified by two factors:

(a) tho

activitiec of Atrebr I (strictly an intelligcnco division of (EU havin3
nothinj whatoovcr to do with Etappcndicnot), c:pocially In the arca of
the Ncar Etappo and In Spain and PortuZal 1redatoly beforo the Lmr and
(b) the ncccmeity to cloco dow all Etappa stations in Pritich and French
possession when war broke out.
ork of ercnt3 iu the Near Etp.po was to havo in-

Tho intelligence
cludi4 tho rumni

of a chip and air Intoli•acco corvico arA tho C=-loy-

=ent of cub•idiery c~cmts for this purpoz:o

Tho a.-cnts wero to cnaoldor

cuitablo c-ploycoo of chippir5 and air lino co=panios for this work, and
to raintoin inconspicucus and caamal contact with thci before tho war.
They wro to bo Instructcd in their work.

The oxtcnt to which this ohould

bo done beforo war actually broko cut wao loft to the diocrotion of tho
agient but cubaidiary arcnts were not to be Civcu any information about
the Etappo oceanization, its purpoco or its contects.

Tho rcports recoivcd

from thcco cuboidiory arcnts were to be ecnt to the chief of the local
Etappo and forkmrdcd by that peroon to MXwith an aooa=-t of their
accuracy, reliability, otc.

Ch the diocolution of the Near Etappo and

Etappo EnMland in the cpring and •u

r of 1939, thceo agcnts wero tnkcn

over by Abwehr I.
O~er~n~
Sin Thnfl

ute

Srtieft

Thore it no dircot indication that tho aicnto prirrily concerncd
with naval cupply work were aloe to have establiohed an Intolligcnco carvico in their arca.

However, the papors covering the years fron the
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outbreak of war to the end of 1941 do show that a constant flow of intelliCence reports was received frm the upply agents of the Etappendeinst who
were still operating.

From the contents of some of the reports mentioned

here, it appears that they geserally give information about Alliod ship
movements, information which my well have been derived from a ship intelligence service.

However, in a report dated 7 June 1940 from the chief

Etappe agent at Shanghai, special mention was made of Japan's growing
interest in the Dutch and French colonies in Southeast Asia.

Neverthe-

less, it seems probable that the intelligence activities of the agents
were chiefly concerned with collecting information about shipping and
ouch other Information as might affect the operation of the supply ships
of the Secret SuplyA Service.

These duties were laid down In instructions

fr- the agents of Etappe Spain to prevent duplication of the work by Abwehr
I.

The Secret Supply Service was responsible for the logistic support
of pocket battleships in the South Atlantic and armed merchant cruisers
in the Atlantic, Indian and Pacific Oceans, and for procurenent, leading
and shipment of critically needed supplies from South America and the Far
East.

It has also been shown that it supported U-boats ocpaating in areas

through which its blockade runners passed.
It was responsible for the import and export of a great many critically
needed raw materials from and to the Orient.

It assisted in repatriating

a great number of merchant vessels which might otherwise have been immobilized through internment in neutral countries.

These were eal important

contributions to the Navyfs war effort.
There has been no indication that the system of dispatching ships
for rendezvous with naval units failed, except when the SS MIL IWO
failed to destroy her codes when captured by a Britksh warships, a negligence which led to the destruction of several tankers employed in the
support of raiders and pocket battleships.

No Etappe ships were captuwed

whcn preparing to sail for rendezvous with ships they were to supply, and
there is no evidence that any agent was apprehended in the prosecution of
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his duties.

Mere also is no evidence that the security masures 4lcoyed

by the Secret Suply Service failed In ae

respect.

It mutt therefore be cancluded that the Itappendianst prqopa vas
successful during the first three yars, of the mar and that beoaue of
the effecsveneas or the Al2ied blockade and aerial reccnatisace In the
fourth year of the war, it wa only 25 perocet effective.
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1.

The Navy was a em1l, effective branch of the German armed forces, and

its mission at the outbreak of World War II was limited to the protection
of Germarn's coastlines and the entrance to the Baltic Sea.
2.

Although many contingencies had been provided for in the Navy mobili-

zation plan of 1938 and the development of the naval Secret Supply Service, World War 11 was launched by the National Socialist Party before
the Navy was ready for it.

No plans had been mada to extend ite oujply

system because the Navy had not foreseen how quickly the Army and Air
Toroe would occup
National Angonei

3.

the countries of Europe.
of the Govgint

The organization of that part of the national government which affected

supply to the armed forces was effective, although it contained many ovorlapping agencies.

Controls imposed by these ministries on the use of

raw materials, plant production facilities and prices were necessary in
tine of war.

The Ministry of Economics and the Speer Ministry gave the

armed forces as great a share of the econoy of Germany and the German
occupied countries as those economies qould afford.

4.

Tht. criticisms of the Speer Ministry quoted herein are unwarranted.

While many of the day to day transactions were aggravating and may have
retarded naval plans, it appears that the officers and officials making
these criticisms lost sight of the over-all war effort in their attempts
to obtain material and equipment for the logistic support of naval operations.

Until Dr. Albert Speer reorganized industry and took over the allo-

cation of raw uateriald, plant facilities and end items of industrial production, the procurement/production program of the armed forces was bogged
down.
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Before Hitler's rice to pwcr, the .11anitryof itr=Co and the

SUPrme Court Of AccoW-nts were cor-zct in their attitude towards military

fiscal affairs, when jud-led by democratic stardarda of govorrment.
Nazis'

The

JsuPt-*On of the Prero0atives of the PEichatag, the Reichsrat

and the Ministry of Firance, with regard to decisions on expenditure,
examination of bdets,

ald their delegation of firal authority over

navel budgets to GiUO Xzv -cro steps contrare
of fiscal management.

Although this was an cxeicnt of the rc=ent, de-

signed to exvpedito the rc,
to condxct World War II,
b.

it

gnt of Ger-n

td Fend functionlo

imposed by this e enxy was wenl

7.

and cnruro sufficient fuWds

rcmultei In accuntirg difficulties.

The Ministry of heri.-.lturo

in naval

to the democratic ccnaeet

Gnoothly.

riniotcred and ra ill

Rationing

effects resulted

orale or health.

The Ministry of Tranzportation ard the ljpcr Ministry administered

the railroads and inlard wateraas in a manner that caused no noticeable
disruption in transportation of naval rupplies.
8.

Ahnistration of sea trarsportation by the Ccizsionor of Maritime

Shipping, despite the chagrin of the Navy at the loss of part of its traditional control over Germany's merchant marine in wartime, likewise had
no adverse effect on logistic tapport of naval forces, ina1c h as the
vessels assigned to such duties were controlled exclusive2y by the 14avy:
The High C0gand of the AM.
9.

Forces

The High Cosmard of the Armed forces did not function like the American

Department of Defense.

It was merely an agency for giving effect to the

orders of the %prese Condier of the Armed Forces who, after 1940 was
also CinC Arsq.

There were no Joint Chiefs of Staff.

Except on rare

occasions, each commander-in-chief conferred ceparately with the Supreme
Comander on military matters of policy.
This comand did, however, exercise great control over the procurement/
production program of the Kavy durirg 1939-1943, when its

Military Economy

and Armament Division (OE/Rueo Wi) distributed among the various armed
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Services such raw materials, plant faoilities and cnd itc-s of industrial
production as were made available to it by the appropriate ministries.
Thi distribution was made on a percentage basis with no regard for ro.
quirmsnt.

Because it was the smallest servico, the Navy found that the

allocation of raw materials, plant facilities and finished products wero
often inadequate to meet its requirements.

This resulted in Creat intoi-

service strife and dissension, how far justified it is difficult to assess.
The record of the chase between the services that resulted from the methods
employed by OW/Aie Vi serves, however, as a warnina of the dangers of a
centralized procurament/production agency in which all branches of the armed
furces are not given equal voice.
The Medical Division of the IflCh Command of the Armed Torces (OKW/AA)
plaVed a relatively unimportant part in distributing medical supplies and
eqipment awng the various ar-ed services, especially the Navy.

There

web no shortage of medicine and medical supplies in Germany and the oocupied countries until Allied bombing became effective.

Therefore, each

service was able to procure its own requirements independently and to
establish enough reserve stock to last them throughout the war.

There is

no evidence that the pover of OKWMI/ts control over armed forces medical
supplies was ever tested.

10.

The organization of the Admiralty was designed to centralize control

over the planning, procurcment, production, storage and distribution of
ships* personnel, weapons, equipage and supplies and services in a Naval
War Staff (ML), its Admiral Quartermaster Division (Ida Qu) and three
technical bureaus.
The Naval War Staff performed all ope~ational planning.

Its Admiral

Quartermaster Division determined the personnel and material requirements
for those operations.
The three technical bureaus and the Fuel and Transportation Section
of the Admiral Quartermaster Division (AdmQu III), through their training,
storage and distribution systems delivered the ships, personnel, weapons,
equiment and services to the point of requirement.
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The Navy Budget Office (O!/E) obtained and diotributed the money
needed to finance raval projects and to pay personnel and bills.
One technical bureau, YArluest provided the essentials of warfare,
the bares and ships and the equipment and consumables required to fight,
defend and maintain them.
Another bureau,

harPors provided the officers to commend and super-

vise their operation.
A third bureau, KarWehr provided the mn.ýcmissioned personnel and
all essentials to their welfare, comfort and contentment.
Adag

III furnished the fuel necessary to propel the ships and the

transportation required to deliver the personnel, weaponsa ate., to the
tactical comander where and when he wanted thou.
This organization was simple and effective.

It

withstood the tests

of a global war and, with but a few minor additions and deletions in the
names of sections and divisions, required no substantial change.
The nle
31.

The Fleet organization was divided into comimnds which had control

over:
(a)

Battleships and pocket battleships.

Sb
) Ciearn,
o

Ditroyers and Torpedo Boats.

(d)

Z and S,(PT) Boats.

(a)

minesweepers.

The Navy had no fleet amphibious command, fleet marine force, fleet
air arm or service force before the war.
them.

Landing craft flotiflas used to fey

Its mission did not require
troops and equipment in the

Mediterranean and Black Bea were the closest approach to an aphibious
comand that the Navy bad.

Die Navy Emergency Battalions and Naval

Shock Troops developed during and after the Normandy invasion provided
an organization similar to a fleet marine force.
such reconnaissance and air support as it

The Air Force provided

considered necessary in fleet

operations and for the protection of U-boats and other naval units arriving and departing from North Sea and Atlantic bases.

This reconnais~ance

and support was said to be inadequate.
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The Logistic Support Departments of the main naval bases developed
in April 1940 provided an organization similar to a service force, in that
it

provided supply ships and tankers to support units operating on the

high seas and at overseas bases.
Independent Commands
12.

The U-boat Command and the U-boat Administrative Command were sub-

ordinated directly to CinO Navy after 1942.

The Small Battle Units Com-

mend and the Naval Command Italy were subordinated direotly to the Naval
War Staff.
Daring 1943, the major units of the fleet were immobilized in Norwegian fjords by lack of fuel and superior opposing forces.

The U.mboats

were fighting the major part of the Navy's war during that period.
The Bali

Battle Units Command was organized in late 1943 as a pos-

sible desperate means of stemming the tide of reverses that had beset
the Navy.

U-boat successes had waned.

developed and were in construction.

Now types of submarines were being
This command, like the U-boat Command

could only be operated independenttly of the immobilized Mleet Command.
Such an organizational arrangement, although diametrically opposite
to the American concept of naval command appears justified under conditions obtaining in the German Navy during 1943-1945.

No logistic fail-

ures resulted from it.
The Shore Establishment
13.

The shore establishment in Germany and in the occupied countries was

administered for the Admiralty by three logistic/operational coumands:
Group North, Group West and Group South and an independent Naval Command,

Italy.
The logistic/operational commands were given wide powers over all
bases and shore activities and all fleet surface units operating within
their geographical limits.

They did not control submarine or small battle

unit operationS, but were responsible for their logistic support.

fleet

surface units other than =411 battle units, however, were at all times
under the operational, as well as the administrative and logistic control
RESTRICTED
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of the group couman~d

in i-.oe -- Ei they wore operrting, except uhen

aqtually engaging an enc=y.

This control was administered by Croup

commanders through their regional commands.
Group commanders were senior to fleet and task force commandors.
The group commander, with his bases and facilities for repairs,
reconunissance, intelligence and logistic support and his

ncwledgo of

the general situation in his own coimnand,vw,;. :onsidercd by the Wavy to
be bptte- qualified to direct the operations of surface forces than
CinG Aeet or other commanders of units involved.

This reculted in a

loss of operational control of surface units by parent co=mds and the

"possibilityof

diversion of fP-:r

required by them in emergency.

In the U.S. Navy logistic v.-d administrative command is

exercised

by sea frontie, commanders through district co-andauts, but fleet co--,
manders do not relinquish ope-rational control over task forces or indlvidual units, except by tranifer to other fleet commands.
It

is not within the purview of this study to evaluate the merit of

a logistic/operational comand organization in a -odern navy.
it

oriovor,

appears advantagcous to repair and replenishm-ont catablishme•mt

that

tihoy can detach a unit of the flect only after they are catisfi6d that
every detoal of the work has been satisfactorily co--ploted, and not
necessarily when ordered by a task force or fleet commander.
Supply Peroonn•l
14.

The supply officials of the Pavy, including those Intendantur otficials

temporarily appointed Special Service Supply Officers during the latter
part of the war, controlled all disbursing and accounting and the procureenst, storage and distribution systes of the Intcndantur, Central and
Technical Procurr~ent Offices.

These officials only served ashore.

However, because they wore in charge of budgets, tho distribution of
auds, the audit of fiscal and stores vouchers and the storage and distribution of food, clothing, and administrativo supplies, they wore able
to reletate m--bcrs of the Supply Officers Corps, who porformed thseo
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duties afloat, to an inferior position of authority in the over-all supply
personnel structure of the Navy.
The development of the superiority of the supply official over the
supply officer, it war said, had come about because of the latter s lack
of vision and his inability to comprehend and adapt himself to the new
techniques and administrative changes that were taking place in the new
Navy.

The supply officers resented their inefnior position.

between the two corps developed to a point where it

Priction

could no longer be

ignored by either the line and other officers of the NWavy or by the supply
officers and supply officials themselves.
Despite this intercorp3 struagle, the storaau and dlstributive system,
coutrolled by these officials ±ie
uoned
support of naval forces was noL =npaired.

efficiently, and the logistic
It is an inescapable conclu-

sion, however, that such perfection could noi have been aohlevQ

if

the

German Navy had used democratic rather than totalitarian methoui of controlling its personnel.
In some ways, this attitude of the officials is understandable.

The

over-al.. competence of the Supply Corps was involved. The Navy needed the
best supply service it

could develop and the official, because of his

educational background was better qualified to undertake the revolutionary

changes planned.
On the other hand, the concept of naval organimzation in the U.S. Navy
has included regularly commissioned staff officers, not officials to implement the fiscal, storage and distribution policies of its operational
planning agencies and technical bureaus at every level below that of the
Secretary of the Navy.

Amy radical departure from this concept would un-

doubtedly create in the $upply Corps of the U.S. Navy a situation similar
to that developed in the German Navy.
15.

The muilm- use of non.-rated supply and commissary personnel, and the

promotion of only supervisory personnel to petty officer grade resulted
in substantial savings.

Because a man had to serve six yeas in the Navy

before becoming eligible for promotion to petty officer and because he
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was a member of a select group after he was promoted, the efficiency of
the petty officers was undoubtedly raised.
The German Navy did not require its

i6.

cials to furnish bond.

supply officers and supply offi-

This policy resultod in little,

if

aw financial

loss to the government,
17.

Assignments to duty were made on the basis of ability rather than

rook.

There is no indication that this practicie

ures or that it

reulted in supply fail-

caused cabarrassment among junior supply officials or

officers or their imaediate superiors.
Mobilization P•arning
18.

The Naval Mobilization Plan of x3

the Navy on a war footing.

No cos

was a simple order which placed

plans for operations after mobiliza.

tion were located during this &tudy. VAdm Machens and fIdm Schubert
stated that the Navy had no plaits to expand its shore establishuent or

One officer stated thL, there

to war.

logistic system when Germany ow.

was no stockpiling program belore 1939.

It is concluded that we can learn

nothing from the German Navy in this field.

_Lozistigs P1_
19.

Ada Qu was charged with the logistic planning and the determinatioL

of the feasability of the operation plans of SKL.

Between 30 and 50 per-

cent of all work performed by this division was devoted to logistic planning.

Diring the Norwegian campaign, which was the only major overseas

movement of personnel, equipment and supplies undertaken by the Nar- duning the war, this work was stepped up to 70 percent.
fLly conferences were held between 8KL and Adm Qu, at which the
intentions and decisions of BEL and the general situation of the Navy,
Army and Air Force were disclosed.
CinC Navy conferences with SEL.

The Admiral Quartermaster also attended

It is therefore conolud3d that Ada Qu

was sufficiently in the confidence of ML to permit him to determine
through the technical bureaus and AdiW ýII the feasability of the operational and strategical plans of SEL, insofar as support, production,
distribution and timing were concerned.
Aside from its U-boat operations, the Navy played a relatively swal
role in the war.

However, in such operations as it
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logistic planning was sound, thoroughly organized and compotently followed
through by the distributive agencies.
Ylobile SusAert of Surface Forces
20.

The use of a supply ship for each battleship or pocket battleship,

while an extravagant use of supply ship tonnage,developed a highly mobile
striking force of one or several major fleet units which were not dependent
upon shore bases in an oyerating area.

Task forces which included crulsora

and other fleet surface units could similarly be supported by the same
supply ships, with the single disadvantage of a shorter operational period.
Prize tankers and other vessels carrying desirable storgs and provisions were invariably impressed into service as supply ships for armed
merchant cruisers and other raidzinj vessels.

Prize crews were ordered

to rendezvous with the ships to be supplied in designated grid areas at
specific times.
These mobile support techniq.ues proved effective.

While many of

the tankers that were taken over during the war and employed on such
operations weve lost through capture or sinking while sailing to or from
rendezvous with heavy units or armed merchant cruisers, no regular N1avy
fleet or auxiliary supply ships were lost in such operations.
Mbbile Suasort of Submarines
21.

Undersea supply of U-boats was a method of mobile support born of

necessity.

The system proved effective until 1943, when the Allied block-

ade and air patrols made penetration by the large, clumsy undersea supply
ships and tankers impossible.

Blockade runners also supported submarines

operating in areas through which they were routed to East Asia.

After

1943, these methods were unsuccessful.
Despite the Navy's experience in undersea supply in 1944-1945, many
1600 ton submarines designed for duty as supply ships, blockade runners
and undersea tankers were under construction at the end of the war.
Subersible Supply Trailers and Tanks
22.

The development of an undersea trailer for use in mobile support and

of subuarsible barges for use in harbors and lagoons particularly susceptible to air attacks appears worthy of attention.

During World War II,
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the U.S. Navy developed an IT barge that could be towed from port to port
to reduce eemi-permament shore construction of supply facilities in forward
areas to a -inlimm

These barges were surface craft and vulnerable to

air attack.
23.

The development of a collapsible submerged fuel tank made of rubber

or other pliable material for use in isolated operating areas also appears
worthy of consideration.
Such barges and tanks could conceivably replace or partly replace
the many oil lighters, water barges and other service craft that would
probably be destroyed at fleet anchorages or other operating bases in an
atomic attack.
Ship to Ship Transfers
24.

We can learn nothing from the German Navy in transfers of fuel or

stores at sea.

The methods employed were old fashioned, and demonstrate

complete lack of ingenuity.

The same is true in the methods employed

by the German Navy in handling qargo where methods which are old by American
standards were the only ones employed.
Procrement and Produoti•
25.

The system of centralizing control over all serice procurement and

production at the Department of Defense level in 01/Rale Wi was complicated and fraught with interservice and political maneuvers to gain influence with industry and control of the economies of Germany and the
copupied countries.
fllocations of raw material and plant capacities to the services
were made by OW/Aue Wi on a percentage basis of their stated requirements.
This resulted in inflated statements of requirements, and other abuses.
The Air Force and Army also used their influence to obtain over-riding
priorities without due regard to their effect on the Navy.
Such irresponsible actions and thoughtless demands on the part of
the armed forces and the lack of tea

ork between them proved to be a

fatal defect in the over-all military procurement/production program.
Is a result, control and allocation of raw materials and plant production
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facilities were taken away from them and given to the Spoor Ministry,
an organization somewhat similar to our National Defense Production
Authority.
26.

To reduce the drain on German resources procurement of finished

items was effected, wherever possible, in the occupied countries.
27.

The manufacture of spare parts by firms other than those constructing

the equipment to which they pertained was used to good advantage, and
may be worth trial as a method of expediting production of critical
spares and improving design of the equipment itself.
28.

Procurement of- equipment, material and supplies from firms nearest

the point of requirement, and shipments of not less than a oarload
assisted in reducing transportation needs.
S~toraje
29.

Dispersed storage was widely used.

Underground storage was used

wherever possible. Most of the Navy's fuel
underground.

-

81.6 percent, was stored

Where the Navy constructed new supply facilities, such as

those at the submarine bases in France, most of the storage space was
sheltered.
Floating storage was also used in Germany and Norway wherever practical.
Mechanical hand] ing
at Kiel and Wilhelmshaven.

a.ipment or accessories were not provided, except
At other places supplies -'ere handled and

stacked by the time.-consuming and antiquated system of beef and brawn.
We have nothing to learn from the Germans in the field of storage,
handling of materials, packaging or preservation of material.
30.

The utilization of space in manufacturers' plants as "special store-

houses" and the benefits derived by both the Navy and the manufacturers
appears worthy of consideration as a method of acquiring cheap extra
storage space for reserve equipment.
31.

The method of determining by electrical accounting machines the life

expectancy of a moveable part for high pressure hot steam auxiliax7 engines
is unique, and may be the basis of a system devised by the U. S. Navy to
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reduce the number of such spares required to be carried in its supply
system.

Some work has been done in this field by Code 819, Bu~hips, where

vacuum tube failure reports are analyzed with electric business machines.
Attempts have also beets made by the Aviation, Electronics and Ordnance
Stores Offices to determine issue rates of spare parts in this manner.

It

is understood, however, that the results obtained so far have not been
entirely satisfactory.

Purther information regarding the methods employed

by the German Navy can be obtained from VAdm Stiegel through the Naval
Intelligence Officer, Berlin.
Distribution
32.

Distribution of general stores and spare parts during 1939-1943 was

inefficient.

There was a lot of unnecessary shuttling of material between

dead storage and inlana supply depots to Kiel and 'Wilhelmshaven for ship.
ment to naval activities, marV of which were closer to the inland depots
than the tidewater shipping activities.

In January 19"4,

a reorganizs-

tion was effected in which the Central Procurement Office and the Technical Procurement Office was established.
The distribution system employed after 1 January 1944 was similar
to that employed by the U.S. Navy under the Integrated Naval Supply System.
Supply demand control points (Inspettorates, Adm Qu III, Intendantur Offices,
Central and Technical Procurement Offices) assessed the Navyta needs for
the various types of stock by items and quantity, procured or produced
them and placed them in the various supply systems.

They directed the

flow of such material from inland storage points to issuing activities,
or direct to the consumer.

The system functioned efficiently as long as

control over the stock could be maintained.
33.

The segregation and dispersal of spare parts and boxed spares by

ship types is a feature of the system which might merit attention.

The

U.S. Navy follows this system in principle in that the primary distribu.
tion points at Clearfield and Mechanicsburg supply the navy yards with
spares for the types of ships usually overhauled by them, e.g. Portsmouth
for submarines, Philadelphia for destroyers and Bremerton for battleships.
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Howovor, the emphasis placed on wide dispersal of spare parts and eleotronics material, as shown by the chart appearing on page 234a indicates
that the German experience in bombing raids showed the necessity for a
very wide dispersal.

U-boat spares were stored in 30 different places,

large ships' spares in 10 places, minesweeper spares in 5 places, etc.
The same pattern of wide dispersal was followed with general stores, as
shown on the chart on page 230a.
34.

The German policy of issuing spare parts on a turm-in replaceable

basis was designed to conserve not only the spare parts themselves but
also the critical metal used in their manufacture.

While the adoption

of such a policy by the U.S. Navy would cause additional problems in account.
ing, storage and reissue, further study of the benefits to be derived
from the adoption of such a system during a war, when spare parts are
always scares, appears desirable.
35.

The Germans claimed that their method of investigating excessive

consumption by activities saved a lot of money and conserved much material.
Inspection parties sent on such missions were composed of engineering as
wall as supply personnel.

Material consumption in the U.S. Navy is

policed through allowance lists prepared by the technical bureaus concorned, allotments, screening by Requisition Control Offices and quarterly stock status reports rendered to supply demand control points.

There

appears to be little improvement possible in this area.
36. During 1939-1944, control of stock in the general supply and the
spare parts supply systems was frequently lost.

This resulted in pro-

curement errors, duplication of stock and general confusion.

In January

1944, mechanized stock control was introduced in the Central Procurement
Office headquarters at Hildesheim.
system was soon regained.

Control over stock in that supoly

At Hildesheim, however, too much reliance

was placed on centralized mechanized stock control, and on 22 March 1945
Allied bombers destroyed the buildings which housed this machinery.
result

-

The

complete loss of stock control is a valuable lesson in over-

centralization.
Stock control in the Technical Procurement Office supply system was
maintained by a card system.

L

Once control was regained in January 1944
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it

was not again lost.

Inasmuch as the headquaz-ters of this system at

Hohenwestcdt was not bomb ', no comparison can be made between the merits
of the use of mechanized or manual stock control systems in target areas
in wartime.
Issues. Stores Accounting and Inventories
37.

Allowance lists were prepared in peacetime for all articles of

equipment.

These lists were assembled according to types of ships by

the techn5 cal bureaus.

Replacement of items was effected on the basis

of an approved survey report.
Consumable stores were issued on an "as needed" basis in keeping
with the annual budget.
some point in peacetime.

Ship allotments were established.- They had
In wartime, they were not strictly adhered to.

Wartime issues to ships and overseas bases were unpriced.
accounting was performed ashore.

Final

A system was foe1lowed which was similar

to that employed by the U.S. Navy in finally expending material consigned
to these forces, excluding provisions and clothing.
The German theory on stores accounting was that if

it

could be kept

simple, it was necessary ashore to prevent waste and black marketing.
Only important classes of general stores were completely inventoried
&aring the war.

Sample inventories were taken in some classes.

Others

were not inventoried.
There is nothing we can learn from the German Navy in this field
of supply technique.
Salvaspe and Maintenance
38.

Each branch of the armed forces organized its

own scrap drive.

Worn

out or obsolete equipment was certified as such by survey boards before
it

was declared unuasable.

Where practicable, such equipment or matarial

was reduced to a manufacturing state.
Metal items in store were dipped in grease or oil.

The method of

protecting stock through the use of plastic sprays and dehumidifying
materials were unknown to officers and officials interviewed.
The only discovery worth mentioning in the field of maintenance is
that the Navy kept its stocks of shoes in rooms in which constant .tempera,
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tures were maintained.
tice, but if

American military forces do not follow this prac-

they would, quite a lot of money could be saved through tne

provention of hydrolysis in shoes and other leather products.
ous temperatures

are between 100 and 1100.

between 110 and 1200.

The danger-

The critical temperatures are

Research on this subj eot is recommended.

Fuel
39.

A valuable suggestion was made that instead of shipping refined pro-

ducts from America for use by American forces operating in Europe, German
refineries should be used for cracking gasoline and otherwise refining
crude fuel or for producing pitch fuel oil by hydrogenation in these
plants if

fuel supply from America is

ever interrupted.

By these methods,

part of the requirements of the armed forces could be made available for
other purposes.
Transportation

40.

Air transportation was not used extensively by the Navy.

This was

due firstly to the fact that other transportation means were usually available, and secondly to the fact that the Navy had no air transport service
of its own and was forced to request air space from the Air Force.

Thirdly,

only submarines and raiding vessels were operating at any great distance
from European bases, and logistic support by sea, inland waterways and
rail had proved satisfactory.
Occupation Currencu
41.

The use of Treasury credit notes as means of avoiding disruption of

the econonV of German occupied countries and reducing the amount of German
currency in circulation is worthy of attention.
The indigenous currency of the occupied countries was obtained in
exchange for these certificates.

This elimination of the use of military

payment certificates avoided dangers of counterfeiting and.misuse by
allies, which in the past have been a matter of some concern and expense
to the U.S. Treasury.
The German experience in obtaining local currency from the Greek
Treasury should also be noted.

There was no systematic control by the

Navy over receipts by its disbursing officers and this made it
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to determine Germany's liability to Greece.
Disbursing
42.

The overcentralization of disbursing activities at Hildesheim and

Nordhausen and the subsequent destruction of such activities by bombing
points to the necessity for dispersal of such activities or the production
and dispersal of duplicate pay records,

records of bills paid and bills

in line for payment.
43.

The payment of all bills and of pay checks to officers and officials

and other military or militarized personnel by transfer of funds through
the Reichsbank and post office eliminated the use of Treasury checks,
public vouchers, schedules of disbursement and lists of checks drawn,
and reduced the amount of funds required to be carried to the credit of
disbursing officers.

The development oe:such a system for use within the

United States would reduce the work load of disbursing activities considerably.
Payment of Salaries
44.

The payment of pocket money alone, instead of full salaries due, as

a meants of reducing the influence of a great number of occupying troops
on the econony of a country is a sound practice.

The American policy of

paying to military personnel overseas sums greatly exceeding those drawn
by allied personnel or earned by citizens of comminities occupied by them
invariably causes dissension abroad.

Recent complaints have been received

by the U.S. Arny from allied troops in Korea.

The effect of surplus cash

in the pockets of military personnel in foreign countries in obvious.

The

German policy of paying troops three times rather than twice a month further reduces the amount of money in circulation in military groups.
The adoption of the Ger-min policy for the payment of forces of the
United States overseas would do much toward cementing friendly relations
with our allie3 and the citizens of the countries in which our troops are
stationed.
Insurance Premiums

45.

Payment of premiums to insureance companies annually, with a Guarano.

tee of such prcmiums is a practice that appears sensible.
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ments were possible, considerable work at the Field Branch, BuSandA could
be eliminated.

.1breover, if

such payments to insurance companies could

be made upon receipt and verification of the second half-year's pay records at ClevTeland, the work load could be further reduced.
Mutual Assistance
46.

Despite recriminations by German officers, the Germsn"Italo Iatual

Assistance Pact worked smoothly, insofar as the exchange of equipment,
material and services were concerned.

The accounting system employed by

the Germans in this program was inefficient in that it

did not permit the

Admiralty to determine what transactions were being or had been made.
The practice of employing civilian accounting firms to collect and
recapitulate all vouchers covering mutual aid transfers is interesting.
Dering and after World War II,

the U.S. Navy experienced great difficulty

in determining the value of issues and receipts to and from allies, especially England.

Some advantage may accrue from further study of this

practice.
Clothing and Small Stores
47.

The Navy developed no synthetics used in the manufacture of clothing

that the Research and Development Division, BuSandA does not already know
about.
Clothing was issued on a turn•in replacement basis.

All articles

had been assigned a life expectancy and were required to be turned in when
they had been in service for that time.
renovated and reissued.

Clothing thus surrendered was

A. man was allowcd to have only permitted items

of clothing, no more and no less.

During peacetime, he was allowed to

purchase non-regulation clothing.

This practice was discontinued during

the war.
The system of furnishing articles of uniform clothing free to military personnel is not new v:othe American Armed Forces.
master Corpse
-nd !xarine

Our Army Quarter-

Corps have long employed a system somewhat simi-

lar to that established by the German Navy.

The pre.-war system of the U.S.

Hirine Corps was identical, except that men did not surrender their clothing upon discharge.

Prior to the Armys adoption of the Navy plan of cash
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sales of clothing, the Quartermaster Corps also employed a somewhat
similar system.

These services abolished the method, however, as a means

of reducing accounting steps and entries in clotnine books.

It is recog-

nized that cash credits on a pay roll of initial outfit and maintenance
allowances, which allow each man to keep his bag of clothing up to standard

out of the funds given him, should create an incentive for him to take

care of his clothing.
Undeo

this system, however, personnel can be as profligate as they

wish in the use of their clothing.

There is little

over the number of garments a man purchases.
shirts if
bag.

if

any supervision

He may have twenty under-

he wishes, as long as he has the number required for a full

Such laxity engenders waste and creates a greater demand on our

naval clothing system and on the textile industry and resources of America.
48.

Clothing exchanged was renovated and reissued.

Items which did not

meet reissue standards but which were usuable wore sot aside for mobil.
zation purposes.
This is

Unucuable clothing was reduced to a manufacturing state.

a system that could be used in the United Stated only if

there

were critical shortages of the material used in the manufacture of cloti.inr.
49.

Stocks of clothing aboard ship were reduced in wartime to absolute

essentials in order to minimize losses through torpedo hits, etc.

This

policy seems worthy of consideration.
50.

The adoption in wartime of four standard sizes of clothing and a mini-

mum of standard shoe widths was one method employed to conserve textiles
and leather.

While it

is recognized that the adoption of such measures

in peacetime would engender political rcporcusslons,

it

is suggested as

a practical method of reducing the great amount of stock required to furnish a wartime Navy's personnel.

Daring World War !I,

enlisted men served in the Navy.

Furnishing those men with the exact

size jumper, trouser, shoe, etc.,

they had been accustomed to necessitated

carrying in stock a wide ranre of sizes and widths.

over 3Ao million

Tho clothing carried

in the Niavy Stock Fund at this time represents about 20 percent of the
total investment of stock in the Navy.

Combat clothing issued to our
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troops during World War II was stocked in but four sizes.
Arqr now has but three standard shoo sizes.

The British

Supplemental sizes, of course,

are carried for special requirements but are not regularly stocked at
issuing activities.
tbaistence
51.

Officers, chief petty officers and men were subsisted in the general

messes of German ships and stations during the war.
cation of effort and waste in food preparation.

It

This eliminated dupliis realized that this

method was conceived in a Socialistic State and would not generate favorable
response from persons now being subsisted in independent luesses.

However,

should food be strictly rationed in a future war, such a system of subsisting personnel would undoubtedly assist in reducing naval demands for
rationed items of food.
The Secret Supnly Service
52.

The

tappendienst contributed much in the logistic support of raiders

and submarines during the early years of World War II.

It

is not believed..

however, that such a systcm of supporting U.S. naval vessels will ever
be necessary.
Finance and Fiscal Accounting System
53.

The finance and fiscal accounting system of the Navy was simple,

yet it

provided the funds required and ensured that their expenditure

was for the purposes intended.
Mistribution of funds was effected by the Navy Budget Office.
were disbursed by the naval pay offices ashore and afloat.

They

A centralized

system of disbursing was employed at ma=V points ashore, wherein associate disbursing officials made daily reports to central disbursing
officers.
bills.

At other points, independent disbursing offices paid local

Central disbursing offices were also established for the sole

purpose of distributing pay roll and family allowance deposits.
Initial audits of expenditures were made for the Navy by its preaudit offices, where errors and omissions were detected.

The Supreme

Court of Accounts made the final audit of all fiscal and stores accounting vouchers.
468
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Because the head of the state was also the Supreme Coamander of the
Armed Forces, there was no shortage of funds.
matters was delegated to CinC Navy.

Authority over all fiscal

Because totalitarian methods of con-

trol were used, there was no diversion of funds to unauthorized purposes,
no defalcation, no loss.

Because the Supreme Court of Accounts was limited

in its examination of accounting vouchers to determining that funds were
spent for their intended purposes, there were no accounting difficulties.
Naval
54.

unnlv System
The integration of the Navy' s eleven separate procurement/production

and distributive agencies into a naval supply system was complete and
effective.

While in

3oms respects the techniques employed by them were

old by American Standards, they nevertheless produced the desired results.
The value of any supply system can be measured only by whether or
not it provides what is required in the quantity required at the time
and place required.

With the exception of petroleum products and some

critical metals and elements required in production, the German naval
supply system mot this test and provided all of the many items of equipment and consumables that were necessary for the logistic support of its
shore establishment and forces afloat.
55.

The supply officers, special service supply officers, Intendantur

officials, engineer officers and technical officers who operated the Navys
supply system were highly respected by the line and other officers of
the German Navy.
Those interviewed were very friendly, co-operative and genuinely
interested in U.S. naval supply techniques.
These officers and officials determined the raw materials, plant
facilities, lead times and end items of production necessary to maintain
the stock levels required in their respective supply systems.

Their

efficiency in distribution techniques is attested to by the abundance
of equipment and consumable supplies available to the Navy throughout the
war.
56.

Although at the outset of this project it was proposed that its

second phase should be devoted to a study of the supply system of the
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Japanese Navy, it has since become evident that various factors detract
from the value of such a study.

These are:

(a)

The Japanese Navy, like the German Navy,
is an extinct organization

(b)

Its supply system has not functioned for
over six years

(c)

Former Japanese naval personnel have in
most instances lost contact with naval
affairs and professional naval subjects

(d)

Japanese records have been seized and
impounded.
This would necessitate relying, as in the German phase, on the memory
of former naval personnel for some details
of the systemw and techniques employed.

Therefore, it

is suggested that instead of making a study of another

defunct navy, it would be more valuable to study the supply system of
an active European or South American navy now aligned with the U.S. Navy
in its international missionp and which is or may be considered an ally
in a future war.
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"ALLOWANCES FOR DEPENDENTS OF IMBILIZED MEN IN GERMANY"
WRITTEN BY HEDMIG WACIHOHEDI AND PUBLISHED IN THE
INTERNATIONAL LABOUR REVIEW, VOL. XLIX NO. 3 MARCH 1944

Profiting by the experience of the war of 1914-1918, when Germans
morale at the front was affected by complaints from soldierst families
that their allowances were inadequate, the present German Government has
made liberal provision for the dependants of all men in the armed
services below the rank of sergeant (Unteroffizier), men of higher rank
being expected to support their families out of their p*z- Moreover, as
an incentive to work, it has excluded from the means test a large part of
any earnings from employment.
The main principles of the scheme now in operation were briefly
outlined in the Review soon after the outbreak of war. 1 The following
article, besides bringing the description up to date, shows how the
scheme is administered in practice.
The German legislation on maintenance allowances for service ments
dependants in force during the last war became obsolete when the Weimar
Republic, in conformity with the requirements of the Treaty of Versailles,
established a long-term professional army, but with the reintroduction of
conscription in 1935, the National-Socialist Government initiated legislation establishing allowances for service men's dependants. Following
some preliminary Decrees, the basic measure, an Act concerning the maintenance of the families of men called up for military service, was
passed on 30 March 1936, together with rules of the same date for its
administration. 2 It was easy to adapt these peacetime regulations to
war time needs; various changes were made by an Administrative Order of
ll oune 1939 3, and the legislation was consolidated in a Family Maintenance Act of 26 June 1940, supplemented by an Administrative Order of
the same date. 4 These measures contain general regulations; the rates of
the allowances granted to dependants are fixed by Joint Decrees of the
5
Ministers of the Interior and Finance.
Under the basic Act the maintenance of service ments dependants is
a Government obligation, and the assistance given is quite distinct
from poor relief or other forms of social assistance. The assistance
deemed necessary for the maintenance of a dependent varies to some extent
with his former *tandard of living. It consists of a basic allowances
together with a-number of supplementary payments and allowances.
Beneficiaries
The persons whose families are entitled to maintenance are de- 6
fined in the basic Order of 26 June 1940 and subsequent amendments.
They include, besides men who have enlisted or been called up for
service with any branch of the armed forces, the men in the following
services; the Compulsory Labour Service (during the regular six months
of such service), the Air Raid Precautions service, the Army Transport
Corps (including non-military members), the Energency Service, the Armed
S.S.; also men attending Red Cross Training courses preparatory to
service with the Army Sanitation Service or Red Cross Service during
states of emergency, S.A. leadership courses, courses organized by the
motor transport schools of the National-Socialist Air Pilots Corps, or
courses given by the Hitler Youth in camps for boys fit for defense duty.
10f. International labour Review, Vol. XL, No. 5, Nov. 1939: "Allowances for Families of Mobilized Men", pp. 680-683.
2
Reichsgesetzblatt,
1936, Part I, pp. 327 and 329.
3
Idem, 1939, Part I, p. 1225.
4Idem, 1940, Part I, pp. 911 and 912.
5
The most important are the Joint Decrees of 26 lMy 1937 (Reichsministerialblatt fur die innere Verwaltung, 1937, p. 809.)
11 July 1939 (idem, 1939, p. 1447), Oct ;-, 1939 (ideam, 1939, p. 2079),
6and 5 July 1940 (idem, 1940, p. 1363).
Decrees of 25 Oct. 1940 (Reichagesetzblatt, 1940, Part I, p. 1397),
16 June 1941 (idem, 1941, Part I, p. 320), and 27 Apr. 1942 (idem, 1942,
Part I, p. 248). Cf. Dr. boberski: "Bedeutsame Verbesserungen in EinaatzFamilienunterhalt," in Relchsarbeitsblatt, 1941, No. 20, Part V, pp.
346-349.
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After the outbreak of the war, girls performing their regular
six months of compulsory labour service were added to the list. 7
The dependants of the following are also entitled to maintenance
allowances; the crews of merchant ships detained abroad by enemy
action, missing men, prisoners of war, civilian internees, German
nationals under supervision in enemy countries or unable to leave
neutral countries owing to enemy action, and German nationals serving
with bhe Italian army.
Sick or wounded service men on leave at home, or those who have
been discharged but are still
with their military units or in a military hospital for treatment, are deemed to be in service for the
purposes of family maintenance. Provision is also made for the dependants of men killed or incapacitated in action, who receive maintenance allowances until the pensions due under other legislation are
paid.
Definition of Dependants
The dependants entitled to maintenance are defined in the basic
law of 26 June 1940 and a Joint Decree of 20 June 1941.8 They are
divided into two groups. Those in the first group receive the allowance even if the service man did not support them before entering
military service. They include:
(1) The service mants wife, even if thej married after he was
called up;
(2) His adopted children, if he adupted them before the beginning
of his service;
(3) His legitimate and legitimised children, even if born after
he entered the service;
(4) His stepchildren, if they live with his wife:
(5) His illegitimate children, if he is under legal obligation
to support them.
Allowances are granted to the second group of dependants only if
the service man had provided for their livelihood wholly or in part
before entering the service. This group includes:
if
if

(1) The service man s wife, if she has been divorced from him, or
their marriage was annulled or dissolved;
(2) His grandchildren and foster-children,, and his stepchildren
they do not live with his wife;
(3) His ascendants;
(4) His parents by adoption, step-parents, and foster-parents;
(5) His brothers and sisters;
(6) His parents-in-law.

A service man is considered to have provided partial support for
his dependants if, during the six months prior to his service, fe gave
them an amount equal to one-third of the local rate for the maintenance
allowance. Special provision is made for service men wno were engaged
in seasonal occupations. Provision is also made for the care of dependants who did not become needy, or whom the service man did not have
to assist until after the beginning of the six monthst period prior
to his entering the service. Parents may even be given an allowance
if their son was not yet able to assist them, but could be expected to
have given them financial aid had he been able to do so. They are also
granted an allowance if several sons on service gave them assistance
amounting to at least one-third of the maintenance rate for the family,
during the six months prior to service.
7Decree of 10 Nov. 1939 (Reichaministerialblatt f.d.i.v., p. 2329).
8
Idem, 1941, p. 1116 (of. Boberski, loc. cit.).
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.1iantenance is granted only in cases of special need to brothers
and sisters who still
have one or both parents living or have not
shared the service mants household., and to parents-in-law.
Dependants entitled to maintenance who were in receipt of relief
or unemployment insurance benefit at the time the service man was called
up are entitled to receive family maintenance instead of such relief
or benefit.
Allowances
The Basic Allowance
Before October 1939 the rate of the basic allowance, or maintenance
rate, was fixed with reference to the standard of living in the l9cality
concerned, but did not vary with the beneficiarysa individual standard
of living. The Joint Decree of 2 October 1939 introduced an "index
rate" in certain cases to provide for such variation.
The Family Maintenance Rate
The 1936 regulations established a family maintenance rate, which
fixed the basic monthly allowance to be granted to the dependents of
former wage and salary earners. As is still
the case, this rate was
based on the relief rate for assistance given to destitute persons,
wlich is determined by the local relief authorities and varies with
the coat of living and financial resources of the locality. As the
relief rates have not been changed since 1932, they also reflect the
pre-Nazi attitude of each district towards the welfare of the poor.
In practically all districts the relief rates differ for single
persons, for married couples, and for children. Under the Weimar
Republic legislation was passed requiring the local authorities to
increase their rates by 25 percent. For certain categories of needy
persons, such as victims of the 1914-1918 war and subsequent inflation
and social insurance pensioners, it was this increased relief rate
which was used as the basis for computing fatLly maintenance allowances
under the 1936 legislation, and thus the allowances, too, vary with
the local cost of living. The family maintenance rate was fixed at
125 percent of the ordinary relief rate excluding any rent allowance
(which forms part of the relief rate in some districts). A rent allowance of 75 percent of the family's expenditure on rent was added to
the maintenance rate.
The relief rates, reduced late in 1931 owing to the economic
depression, were not raised again in spite of the rising cost of living.
Relief assistance was intentionally kept at a low level in order to
increase the difference between the standard of living of persons on
relief and that of employed workers, so as to make gainful employment
more attractive. By 1937 the reliel rolls included only semi-employables
and unemployables.
The Government, however, was prepared to give
greater assistance to the dependants of service men so as to avoid
discontent following the reintroduction of conscription. It therefore
authorized the local authorities responsible for administering the
Family Maintenance Act to grant a supplementary allowance to service
men•s dependents, adjusted to their individual needs and former standard
of living. The Joint Decree of 26 May 1937 replaced the individual discretion of the local authorities in this respect by fixing a general
supplementary allowance, which was later merged with the family maintenance rate by the Joint Decree of 3i July 1939. The new maintenance rate
was fixed at 175 percent of the local relief rate for a single person.
And this is the rate currently in force for a large part if not the
majority of service ments dependents.
Since the maintenance rate is based on the relief rate for a single
person, it is given in full only to the service man' s wife who shared
his household before his departure and to dependents over sixteen years
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are granted only "about" 50 percent of the maintenance rate. Since
October 1939 children under the age of sixteen who live with the spavice
mants wife or with other ascendants are granted 30-40 percent of the
maintenance rate, subject to a minimum of 15 marks.9 Children in
other households receive about 60 percent of the maintenance rate.
What is the real value of these rates, and how do the dependants'
allowances compare with income from wages?
The relief rate, the basis for determining the family maintenance
rate, is about 32 to 40 marks a month in towns, being highest in large
.cities, where living is expensive; in rural areas the rate is lower.
The family maintenance rate, therefore, for a service mants wife with
two children is approximately 95 to 119 marks in towns. Furthermore,
under wartime regulations, a dependent wife receives an allowance covering the full cost of her rent, instead of 75 percent, 1 0 which adds at
least 35 to 45 marks to her monthly allowance, making a total of 130 to
165 marks. This allowance is exempt from inco'me tax.
A skilled worker's gross monthky income ias been estimated at 175
to 225 marks. 9 The net income afti o deductions for income tax and
social insurance contributionslO is approximately 150 to 195 marks.
Since wages, as well as relief rates, tend to be higher in large than
in small towns, it may be assumed that the wife of a skilled worker
earning the lowest wage in his category would receive 'the lowest urban
maintenance allowance, or 130 marks, if she has two children, as compared with her husband's net pre-service wage income of 150 marks. The
difference of only 20 marks is an amount which he certainly would have
needed for his own food, clothing, and incidental expenses. To make
another comparison, if it is assumed that a worker receiving the highest
net income paid in his category, 195 marks a month, had lived in a big
city, his dependent wife and two children would probably receive an
allowance of about 165 marks a month. In that case the difference
between the pre-service income and the maintenance allowance is greater;
but is still
not more than the husband would have needed for his own
expenses.
The figures show that the allowance in fact enables the average
skilled workerts family to continue'its old standard of living while
he is in service.
This obviously holds true for lower paid unskilled
workers, since the maintenance rate is the same throughout the particular
district; and it holds equally true with respect to workers in rural
areas, where wages as well as maintenance rates are lower. The smaller
allowance given to wife who has one child or none - about 78 to 98 marks
or 56 to 70 marks respectively, not including rent - is presumably
balanced by the fact that she is in a much better position to earn
supplementary income.
The income from the maintenance allowance must not exceed preservice income. In the case of a service man t s children and parents
who shared his household, the maximum allowance is fixed at the familyls
net income in the month preceding hie calling up, less 15 percent of
his earned net income. The 15 percent deduction, made to allow for his
own expenses while he was still
living at home, seems to have been
dropped in 1 9 4 0 .11
The fixing of a maximum limit is not unfavourable to large families,
since the family rate is increased by at least 15 marks for each child.
Their income tax is lower, thus raising the ceiling set by their net
pre-service income. Moreover, the Government grant to all families with
three or more children, of 10 marks a month for the third and each
additional child, is not included in calculating the pre-service income.
9

Cf. Rene Livohen: "Wartime Developments in German Wage Policy," in
International Labour Review, Vol. XLVI, No. 2, Aug. 1942, p. 154.
10
The monthly average of such deductions in 1937 was 13.5 percent.
(Wirt-Schaft und Statistik, 1938, p. 160).
llof. Boberski, loc. cit.
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If a child is born during the service period, the max1mim limit is raised
by the amount of the maintenance allowance for the child.
In the case of dependents who did not share the service man' s household, and dependants other than his wife and children, the maximum is set
by their total net income ineluding the assistance given to them by the
service man, even if a dependant' s pre-service income was lower than the
rate plus the rent allowance.
The Index Rate
Before October 1939 dependents of wage and salary earners were in no
case granted an allowance exceeding 175 percent of the local relief rate
plus the rent allowance and other supplementary grants. In other words,
a dependent's standard of living could not be higher than that of the
average skilled worker, whatever it might have been before the breadwinner
was called up.
Before the outbreak of war only men of twenty years of age were called
up for the regular two-year service period, and only a minority of these
were married or had dependants. Older men were called only for a short
period of training or retraining. But in the autumn of 1939 millions were
called, including family breadwinners from all age classes. Many a middleclass family probably resented the lowering of its standard of living which
the family maintenance regulations meant for it.
To avoid such complaints
and discontent, an "index rate." applying only to the wives of service men,
was introduced by the Joint Decree of 2 October 1939.
The index rate is distinct from the relief rate and is based only on
the husband's net pre-service income from work, no deduction being made
for his living expenses. It is fixed at 40 percent of his former net
earnings up to 270 marks and 30 percent of earnings in excess of that
amount. The maximum allowance under the index rate is 200 marks a month,
which corresponds to a pre-service net income of 580 marks a month. Speciment rates are shown in tfe table below:
Husband's net
monthly income

Wife's monthly
index rate

marks

marks

100-.10
150-160

40
60

200-210

80

250-260
300-310

100
116

350-360

131

400-410

146

450-460
500-510

161
176

550-560

191

580-and over

200

The index rate is used in place of the maintenance rate only when it
results in a larger allowance for the wife. It appears that in large cities
having a high relief rate the index rate is more advantageous for the
wife if the husband's net income was over 180 marks a month; in cities of
medium size, if it was over 160 marks- and in small cities with lower
relief rates, it was over 140 marks.1D
The index rate system was extended by a Joint Decree of 18 January
1940 to women whose marriage took place after the husband entered the
service.1 3 But if these women were wage earners before marriage or
lived with their parents and can continue to do so without undue hardship,
12
13

oziale Praxis, 1939, p. 14-06.
Reichsministerialblatt f.d.i.v., 1940, p. 130.
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they receive the maintenance rate. The same Decree remedied the situation in the case o0 iomen whose husbands were colled up after their net
income had been reduced by wartime taxation. Similar provL.sions are made
in the case of husbands released from service and employed on war work
14
which pays them less than the jobs they had held when called up.
The disparity, which increases in proportion to income, between
pre-service income and the index rate allowance is further increased by
the fact that the allowance for the dependent children is not determined
by the index rate, but continues to be 30 to 10 percent of the local
maintenance rate, subject to the minimum of 15 marks for each child. However, the widening gap in the upper income groups between pre-service
income and index rate allowance is bridged by the special allowances
described below.
Supplementary Grants
In addition to the basic allowance, the following assistance is
granted to all dependents:
(1) The 100 percent rent allowance; a family occupying its own
house receives a grant towards the payment of taxes and other charges,
provided that there are not more than two dwellings in the house and
the family occupies at least half of the building;
(2) Sickness and maternity assistance in cases not covered by the
national sickness insurnnce scheme; the maternity benefits granted are
equal to those provided under insurance;
(3) Education and vocational training for minors corresponding to
their capacities and their parentst social standing;
(4) Vocational training for blind, deaf mute, and crippled dependant,(5) Payment of the social insurance contributions necessary to maintain the rights acquired by the dependants of insured men in cases where
the maintenance of these rights is not secured by the insurance legislation; (6) A grant to meet the service man's
wife insurance premiums or any
other legilly contracted instalment payments, provided the obligation
was contracted before he entered the service and he is no longer able to
make payments.
The grant may not exceed 10 percen+ of the total family
maintenance allowance.
All these grants are subject to the maximum limit fixed for the dependants' total income.
The local authorities are also required to pay for a dependant's
funeral if the expenses cannot be met otherwise.
Special Allowance
The Joint Decree of 2 October 1939 provided for the payment of a
special allowance to the service mants wife to secure the continuance of
the household and the preservation of the family's belongings within the
limits imposed by wartime restrictiors.
The right to this allowance was
extended to parents and other relatives (excluding children) in July
1940.15 The amount of the special allowance is not fixed by the Decree,
the local authorities being empowered to adjust it to individual needs
with a view to preventirig such changes in the dependants' standard of
living as would cause undue hardship.
The special allowance may even be granted for payment of a woman
servant's wages and board if her continued employment is necessary for
the proper care and upbringing of children or the care of other relatives
in the household.
The need for a maid is to be taken for granted if there
are two or more children in the household, or if the wife is ill or pregnant. If there are special circumwatnces in the household necessitating
1Of. Boberski, loc. cit.
15
1bid.
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the services of a maid, or if she has been employed in the household so
long that her dismissal would result in undue hardship for her, the
allowance must also be paid.
Occasional allowances may be made in cases of special need, for example, for furniture or clothing.
The special allowances are subj ect to the maxi-1m limit based on the
dependants' pre-service income. This fact and the special purpose of the
allowances show that they are designed principally for middle-class employees, in whose case the disparity between pre-service income and
family maintenance income is large enough to justify their payment. There
is no such disparity in the case of the average worker, who, moreover,
does not usually employ a servant.
Financial Assistance to Self-Emp.Loyed Persons
If the service men used to make a living from his own commercial or
industrial business, his farm, or professional work on his own account,
financial assistance is granted to keep the business, farm or professional
practice going for the duration of his service, provided that his financial position would otherwise be jeopardized. This aid is also granted
to men without dependants. If the business or farm is owned by the dependant, but was managed by the service man, the dependent is entitled
to the assistance.
Financial assistance of this kind must be used for engaging a substitutz and for rent. If the substitute is a relative by blood or marriage rfthe service men, the assistance is granted only if necessary
to avoid undue hardship.
The amount of the assistance in the caae of a service man with dependants may not exceed 150 percent of the amount that would be due if
he had been a wage or salary earner. In the case of a man without dependants the maximum is 150 percent of the amount granted to one person
under the maintenance or index rate system.
If necessary, extra grants may be made for rent and, since the outbreak of the war, for various other purposes.
Conditions of Award
Family maintenance payments supplement the dependantts own income
and can be claimed only to the extent to which they are needed. The
dependant is considered needy if his income is less than the amount of
the basic allowance to which he is entitled plus his rent and the supplementary grants. Dependants receiving income from capital or having
relatives bound by law and able to assist them, those having a claim to
assistance or pensions from private persons or from public or private institutions, and those capable of working receive maintenance only to the
extent to which their income from these sources is less than the maintenance allowance due to them under the Family Maintenance Act. Certain
deductions are made, however, from the income from the above sources before fixing the rate of the allowance.
If a dependant's income changes, his maintenance allowance is also
changed, so that his income always amounts to that which would be due
if he lived on the allowance alone. The local authority responsible
for paying the allowance must review his needs at regular intervals.
It should be noted that a service mants dependants are not required
to use their capital or sell their property to provide for their own
support. If the service man receives an income from his capital, he
must use this for the support of his dependants, but the capital or proparty itself is under the same protection as that belonging to the
dependents.
Under the Civil Code, husband and wife and ascendants and descendants are under a legal obligation to assist each other, but the obligation of ascendants and descendants to support the 4ependants of service men was abolished by war legislation. The local authority may sue
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the person liable for the nuppirrt of dependants for repayment of the oxpanses it incurs on their behalf.
Other relatives by blood or marriage and persons morally obliged to
assist a dcpcndent living in their household are expected to provide for
the dependant, and their assistance is deducted from the dependant's
maintenance allowance. However, the granting of such assistance if more
or less voluntary since it is not enforceable in law.
Certain income from public and private institutions or persons is

not taken into-account when the dependant's own income is computed, although it enters into the calculation of the rsiin limit based on preservice income. The Joint Decree of 3.1 July 1939 specifies the following
items:
(1) Voluntary grants made by the service mants employer;

(2) Twenty-five marks of the current allowance paid to men disabled

in action during the first world war, or to veterans of the Nazi movement
disabled during the Party's struggle for power; the same amount is oxeluded from all other types of additionrl allowance granted on account of
serious disablement;
(3) Fifteen marks of the special grants paid to injured pensioners
of the Imperial Army (sergeants and higher ranks);
(4) The allowances paid to children of men in categories (1) to (3)
ab(vej5) Fifteen marks of the allowance
paid to widows and orphans of the
first world war;
(6) The grants paid to veterans of all wars prior to the first
world war;
(7) The Government grant to families with three or more children;
(8) Certain payments, other than current benefits, made to sick or
injured persons under sickness or accident insurance and the grants to
supplcscnt old-ago and invalidity pensions made under Acts of 1937 and

1939;16

(9) Income from revaluation and other current sllowances paid to

victims of the inflation after the last war whose income falls below a
certain level;
(10) Grants made by private welfare organizations and by private
persons not bound by law to assist the dependant.
Income from Wages
Dependents in receipt of a family maintenance alJqwance are required by the regulations to accept suitablec employment and to register with
the local employment office at regular intervals. If they fail to do
so, or refuse to accept employment, the allowance may be curtailed or
stopped, even if they are in need of the means of subsistence. The type
of work which they m.y be required to do depends on their social position,
age, health, domestic situation, and, as far as possible, professional or
vocational training. A women may not be required to take up employment'
if this would interfere with the proper education of her children. Account
must also be taken of her household duties and her obligation to take
care of relatives living in Yer household.
By a Decree of 25 SeptemLer 1939 the Minister of Labour, who in
agreement with the Minister of the Interior may allow exceptions to the
registration provisions, exempted all service men's dependants from the
obligation to register with the employment service. 1 7 The reason for
this step lay in the number of men called up at that time, which led to
a rush for registration by dependants. 1-bst of these had either not been
employed for a long time or never before engaged in gainful work. At the
same time the complete shift from peace to war production had caused some
unemployment, and the employmant offices could draw on a surplus of more
16

The pension increases granted in 1941 are presumably also excluded.

17

Reichsarbeitsblatt, 1939, Part I,

p. 4941.
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experienoed workers, whom they were transferring to war industries. The
registration of service men t s dependents, therefore, only loaded the offices with unnecessary work, since most employable persons in any chase
had to have a work book and were in fact already registered.
Above all, the Government seemed to consider it more useful at the
beginning of the war to avoid compulsion, in regard to the registration
of service men's dependents at a time when they were more sensitive about
State interference than ever before. Instead, it tried to encourage them
to enter the labour market voluntarily by placing their income from work
in a privileged position when calculating the maintenance allowance.
The method of calculation originally used to determine the family
maintenance allowance due to gainfully employed dependents was very complicated. Under the Joint Decree of I1 July 1939, an amount equal to
one-third of the allowance due was exempted in computing the gross earnings, and only one-half of the remainder of the gross earnings was deducted from the allowance. For fixing the maximum limit based on preservice income, however, the total earnings were taken into account.
This method of reducing the maintenance allowance by part of the
earned income was not changed when the index rate was introduced in October 1939.
In the case of women on the index rate, an amount equal to
one-third of the maintenance rate to which they would have been entitled
had there been no index rate was inrame; and one-half of .the remaining
gross earnings was deducted from the index rate.
An important reform was affected by the Joint Decree of 2 October
1939, when the maximum limits for employed dependantst total income was
raised. A fictitious pre-service income replaced the actual income. In
all cases in which the dependent entered employment after the service man
had joined the armed forces, the dependant's net income at the time he
started to work was added to the actual pre-service income; the resulting
figure was the new income ceiling. This method of computation was particularly important for persons in the lower income groups, since their
income from the maintenance allowance came closest to their pre-service
income.
A new change in the calculation of the maximum limit was made by a
Joint Decree of 23 May 1940.18 The increased income of an employed dependant who changed his employment to one demanding higher skill was also
added to the pre-service income, with the result that the ceiling on his
total income was again raised. In order to discourage a dependent from
leaving his employment, the ceiling was lowered by the amount of his income from work if he left without valid reason.
The same decree made technical improvements in the methods of deducting part of the income from the maintenance allowance. Two-thirds
of the net income from work (not from the allowance) are now excluded
from the computation, and only the remaining one-third of the net income
from work is to be deducted from the maintenance or index rate. In the
case of a wife with children, the amount deducted is further reduced by
one-half of the childrents allowance. 1 9
18
19

Reichministerialblatt f.d.i.v., 1940, p. 1003.
By way of illustration the case may be considered of a wife with two
children whose husband had an income of 300 marks and who started to work
after he was called up. Her index rate is 113 marks, the allowance for
two children at 15 marks each is 30 marks, and the rent allowance is 90
marks giving a total allowance due of 233 marks. If her net earnings are
150 marks, the amount to be deducted from her allowance is 50 marks less
15 marks, (half the childrenms allowance) or 35 marks. The allowance is
thus 398 marks, which together with her earnings of 150 marks gives a
total income of 348 marks. This exceeds the actuIa pre-service income,
but since the wife's income from work is added to the pre-service income,
the ceiling is set at 450 marks and no further deductions are made (Der
deutsche Volkswirt, 1940, p. 1309.)
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Special provision is made for dependants whose income from employment is so low that two-thirds of this income is less than one-third of
the local maintenanco rate (regardless of whether the allowance is based
on the maintenance or the index rate). In this case a portion of the income from work equivalent to one-third of the maintenance or index rate
remains iimoine, and only the remainder of the income from work is duducted
from the allowance. 2 0
The reforms of October 1939 and May 1940 coincided with two periods
in which the Government was particularly concerned to attract women workers to the employment market. By October 1939 many women had retired from
work because they were receiving family maintenance for the first time
or, in the case of newly married women, because they went back to live
with their parents. In May 1940 a general drive for the employment of
women was under wvy to alleviate the shortage of manpower.
TheApplication for the Allowance
The application for a family maintenance allowance need not specify
the various grants to which the applicant is entitled, since these are
made according to need, whether or not they are applied for. All necenary supporting evidence must be submitted together with the application.
Family maintenance is due from the day on which the breadwinner leaves
for his camp or combat unit, and terminates upon his return home from service.
In Pho case of a wage or salary earner, the payment originally
ended on the day on which he received his first wage or salary, but by
a Joint Decree of 14 December 1940, this was changed to the end of the
first full pay p2iod and no deduction is made for any pay received during this period.
Family maintenance may also be given for a period of not more than
one month before the application is made if the dependants were in need
during that time. In no case, however, may thin period be.'in before the
service man has left for service.
The maintenance allowance- are paid twice a month in advance.
Administration
The local relief authorities are responsible for the administration
of the Family lMaintenance Act but may delegate this function, subj eat to
their supervision, to the local government authority in districts with
a population of over 5,000. The administration of financial assistance
to self-employed persons may not delegated. It should be noted that
while the relief authorities administer public relief in their capacity
aS local government bodies, their duties under the Family Yaintenance Act
are delegated to them by the Government (because they have the necessary
experience, staff and institutions for the support of the indigent) and
they mast therefore follow Government instructions in this respect. In
practice, this means that, while the relief rate is fixed by the local
authorities, the family allowances and other grants made under the Act
are fixed by Joint Decree of the Ministers of the Interior and Finance.
Furthermore, the local authorities are responsible for relief expenditure
as part of their own budgets, but four-fifths of their expenditure on family maintenance is refunded to them by the Government. Administrative
expenses in respect of family maintenance are not refunded.
20

For example, if the dependantls index rate is 76 marks and rent 50
marks, the maintenance allowance due is 126 marks. But if he earns 30
marks, one-third of the local maintenance rate of 64 marks is more than
two-thirds of the earnings. Consequently, an amount equal to one-third
of the maintenance rate, or 21.30 marks, remains immune, and the remaining 8.70 marks of the earnings are deducted -ýrom the allowance, giving
an allowance of 117.30 marks.
21
Cf. Boberskia,
Ucs cit.
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The district of residence of the dependant is responsible for granting family maintenance to him. But if the dependant was on relief before
becoming entitled to mointenance, the district which granted the relief
must also pay the maintenance allowance. With a view to preventing dependants from moving to places with higher maintenance rates' the Act
stipulates that a beneficiary who can show good reacon for moving, for
example, to join a relative bound by law to support them are exempted
from this provision.
Au appeal against the decision of a local 'authority with respect to
family maintenance may be lodged with the authority within one month of
the date on which the decision became known to the dependant.
If the
authority declines to modify its decision in accordance with the appeal,
the case
is referred to the supervisory authority, whose decision is
22
final,
The Family Maintenance Act explicitly states that family maintenance
is not identical with relief. At no time and in no circumstances is the
beneficiary obliged to refund it, provided that it was granted in accordance with the statutory provisions. Family maintenance allowances are
not liable to attachment.
The local relief authorities are required to keep the administration
of family maintenance separate from that of relief, a rule designed to
protect service ment s dependants from being stigmatized as indigent. Moreover, the Government achieves another end by separating family maintenance from relief. Germany has a very inclusive relief census, which records the number of persons receiving relief in the various relief groups
and every detail of expenditure. By the separation of family maintenance and relief, service men's dependants do not appear in this record.
1o figures on the number of beneficiaries or the expenditure involved have
ever been published.
Conclusion
The German system is vory flexible. In everl case the maintenance
granted is adjusted to the beneficiary's needs. The &mount differs according to the number of dependants in a family, their position within
the family and relationship to the service man, and the local cost of
living. It carefully preserves the social gradations that existed before
the men left for service. However, the adjustment of the maintenance
allowance to individual needs is not achieved by individual case work, but
by centralized regimentation which dictates rules for every conceivable
situation. Consequently, the system has become extremely complicated.
It demands a well-trained staff of office and field workers for calculations and investigations.
The probable reason for this system of centralized regulation is
that it facilitates the refunding of the local authoritiest exp=nces.
But this is not the only reason. The stricter the regulations imposed on
the authorities which grant the allowance, the fewer are the complaints
which night weaken the home front.
The maintenance granted is relatively very generous. The HlationalSocialist system carries to an extreme the concept of the Veorar Republic
that the needy must be granted a title
to a definite amount, and that
public support must be higher in cases where the need has been caused by
political conditions than in thoce where it results fro= personal maladjust-mont. The present system rdds an especially privileged class, recoiving 175 percent and more of the relief rate, to the classes receiving 100
or 125 percent.
The expenditure on family maintenance is enormous, and must have emmounted to 5,000 to 8,000 million marks a year since the invasion of
Russia. Yet, compared with the total cost of the great gamble, of the
war, it is probably regarded as a secondary item.

22

0rdar of 2V April 1942 (Reibhsgesetzblatt, 1942, Part I, p. 248)
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APPENDIX B

AGREEMWT BETEEN GERMANY AND ITALY REGARDING MJNUAL SERVICES ANqD
SUPPLIES FURNISHED THE ITALIAN AND /4EMAN ARM FORCES
In execution of Art. 9 of the Agreement to facilitate the payments
between Italy and Germany during the war, signed under todayts date,
and for the purpose of regulating the mutual services and supplies of
the Armed Forces of one of the two countries for the detachments of the
Armed Forces of the other country which are on its territory or on the
territory occupied by it, the Italian Government and the German Government agree as follows:
Article 1
The Armed Forces of each of the two allied powers shall request
from the Armed Forces of the other country the necessary funds in
Italian or German currency or, since there are no agreements to the
contrary, in the currency of the territory occupied by the respective
Armed Forces.
Requests will. be granted withiu tifat da after ascertaining thot
they lie within the provisions of the present agreement, without indi,"vidually examing each of the amounts requested.
The funds shall be requested accordlng to the following distribution:
%1) For personal allowances: on the basis of the forces present
and enclosures A and B attached to this Agreement;
(2)

For expenditures:
(a)

In the zone of operations, as per Art. 4, point 2;

(b) In other territories, as per Art.. 4, point 3. For this
purpose, an advance of three million marks or twenty million lire is
to be appropriated, which will be reimbursed every month upon the presentation of a summary report of the amounts spent.
The German requests for funds shall be presented monthly through
the Central Paying Office of the German Armed Forces in Rome to the
appropriate Italian Military Authority in Rome. The funds are to be
allocated to the Central Paying Office of the German Forces in Rome.
However, funds mentioned in 2a and intended for expenditures to be
effected in Africa shall be allocated by the Italian Armed Forces to
the Italian Supply Office in Africa, which will hand them over to the
individual German Armed Forces.
The-Italian requests for funds shall be presented monthly directly
by the Italian Commands to the appropriate German Offices and granted
by these.
Article 2
(1) As available, or the economic situatiou of
t• 4•nshing
a
country permitting, each of the two Armed Forces pledges itself to
furnish to the Armed Forces of the other country stationed in its territory or in the territory occupied by them as follows:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Victuals
Quarters, furniture, and their maintenance
Other necessities for the troops
Services and transportation
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The raw materials necessary for major services or requirements
requested by the German troops in Italian territory shall be advanced
or replaced by Germany as agreed upon by the military authorities of
the two countries. In this respect the Italian troops in German territory would be charged for corresponding supplies advanced to them.
(2) The nature and the amount of the services and supplies shall
be established for each area of operations by means of agreements of a
specified duration between tho Staffs of the two Armed Forces.
Naturally, the Armed Forces of the two countries shall aid and
assist each other in general and in cases of military necessity in
particular.

The victuals will correspond in type and quantity to the daily
rations allotted to the Army furnishing them in the locality in which
the receiving Armed Force is stationed. The same arrangement also
applies to the animals.
The Armed Forces of the two countries, with the consent of the
authorities in charge of the food distribution, may nevertheless make
arrangements for the substitution of certain foodstuffs for others
more suitable to the Armed Forces of the other country.
The items not included in the said ration shall have to be furnished by the country of the Armed Forcos being provisioned.
However, by previous consent of the appropriate authority, such
items will be .furnished by the country in which the Armed Forces are
located on condition that these items are provided for and included
in the quotas for exportation to the country of the requesting Armed
Forces and that the quantities supplied be charged to the quota accounts.

(1) The offices and the units of the Italian Armed Forces in
German territory and the offices and units of the German Armed Forces
in Italian territory shall refrain from making direct acquisitions
in the territories in which they are stationed, such as placing orders
with the industrial organisations or requesting any services directly
(2) In the areas of operations, the Italian or German Military
Authorities of the spot will be able to make arrangements with each
other for allowing direct acquisitions of local products or local
services when the Armed Forces which direct the operations are unable
to provide themselves with them directly.
(3) In addition to the conditions indicated in the preceding
paragraph, expenditures may be made in other territories also for minor
need.b of the troops within the limits of the funds alloted, as mentioned in Art. 1, point 2b. Also with these suns other necessary
expenditures nay be met, such as payments for damage indemnity or for
assistance to the troops. For the acquisition of articles subject to
limitation, in accordance with the provisions of the country iu force,
the approval of the appropriate office of the other Armed Force must
be obtained before hand.

All receipts and debit notes issued for services or supplies
will show the price and the manner by which such price has been computed.
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The prices for services or supplies shown in Art. 3 shall be
fixed as follows:
(1) In the case in which the services or supplies are the same
as those given to the Armed Forces of the supplying country, the same
prices computed during the period corresponding to the latter will be
adopted. For such purpose the military authorities will exchange price
lists fron time to time.
(2) If there is no conformity in the prices for services or supplies, these shall be agreed upon by the offices of the two Armed Forces.
In case it will be impossible to reach an agreement on this matter, the
price requested by the Armed Forces which execute the services or
furnish the supplies shall be applied, subject to the provisions of
Article 8.

The Armed Forces of one of the two countries stationed in the
other country or in territories occupied by it will be able to request
repairs, modifications or equipment of warships or merchant vessels by
the firms of such country or of the occupied territory through the
appropriate local maritime authorities.
The nature and the amount of the services shall be determined by
the requesting Armed Forces who, in conformity with the obligation to
furnish the supplies or replace the raw materials as provided in
Article 2, will also test and inspect the equipment.
The requesting Armed Forces shall prepare a contract plan which
will serve as the basis for the stipulation of the final contract.
The stipulation of the contracts and the payment of accounts necessary
in -such case as 'ell as the payment of the invoices drawn up by the
firms shall be executed by the Armed Forces of the country to which
these firms belong, subject to the approval of the requesting Armed
Forces.
- The same principles apply to repairs and modifications of motor
vehicles, aircraft, and other war equipnent.

The provisions of this article do not apply in cases in which, by
virtue of special agreements, payment in commodities is provided.
The provisions of this article also do not apply in the case of
contracts for repairs, modifications of other major services for an
amount not exceeding 300,000 lire or the corresponding value in marks
excepting the contracts for the usual administration of the equipment.
Repairs, modifications, or services will bo carried out, but the contracts shall be stipulated by the receiving Armed Forces, subject to
agreements with the Armed Forces in whose country the ccmitnent is
requested.
The payments will be made to the special account "War
Materiel".

The transportation of military personnel and equi4ent belonging
to Italian or German Armed Forces, and effected by any means, constitutes a service as explained in Art. 2, and the following rules apply
to it in particular:
1. (a) Taxes and expenditures inherent in railway transportation
of personnel and equipment belonging to the two Armed Forces are
charged to the Goverment to which the Armed Forces belong.
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(b) The Italian Armed Forces will assume the payment of
taxes and expenditures in connection with the transportation of personnel and equipment belonging to the German Armed Forces, within the
limits of the Italian territory or the territories occupied by Italy,
at the same rates as provided for the transportation of Italian mill:,tary personnel.
(c) The German Armed Forces will assume the payment of taxes
and expenditures in connection with the transportation of personnel anmi
equipment belonging to the Italian Armed Forces, within the limits of
the German territory or territories occupied by Germany, at the same
rates as provided fcr the transportation of German military personnel.
2.
(a)
The charter parties and transportation contracts as well
as the requisition of merchant ships and other private craft for the
travel of military perscnnel and for the trantportation of the equipment belonging to the Italian or German Armed Forces sha be respatively stipulated, ordered, and executed exclusively by the Armed
Forces of that of the two countries to which the ships belong.
The charter parties already stipulated directly by the German
Navy and still
in effect shall be transferred to the Italian Navy with
the understanding that no substantial amendments to the conditions
contained in them shall be made and that the execution of the contracts
themselves continues to devolve upon the German Navy.
This understanding does not apply to the charter parties of a
specified duration previously stipulated by the German Navy, and which
are not valid in excess of three months after the signing of this
Agreement. Such contracts shall not be extended after their expiration.
The funds necessary for the execution of such contracts shall be allocated to the offices of the German Navy by the Italian Navy.
If the ships belong to the country which charters them and they
are in the waters of the other .country, the latter will allocate the
funds necessary for the management of the ships, exclusive of freight,
in its own currency.
(b) For the transport of German Armed Forces made by ships
charter.d or requisitioned by the Italian Armed Forces, the latter
shall provide for the payment of the compensation for the requisition,
charter or expenditures, by charging them to Germany. In case of the
transport of a mixed Italo-German cargo, the aliquot part to be charged
to each of the two parties shall be determined in proportion to the
space occupied.
(a) The scae procedure shall be followed for the payment and
debiting rezarding the transport of personnel and equipment belonging
to the Italian Armcd Forces carried out on merchant ships or other
private craft requisitioned or chartered by the Germans.
(d) In cases where indemnity, even-because of war, is due
for 1damage or loss of a ship which was employed for transportation by
Italian or German Armed Forces, the payment of such indemnity shall be
r.de by the country to which the ship belongs by charging it to the
Armz-d Forces whose cargo vas on board chip at the time of the damage
or loss.
In the case of a ship with a mixed cargo, the quotas to be charged
to each country shall Lq determined in proportion to the space occupied.
The payment shall be a-zsdo
by the country to which the ship belongs,
excepting the share due by the other country.
(e) For the effects of this article the ships belonging to
other countries sha-- be of the same type as the ships of the country
which has chartered them.
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3.

Transportation by air of personnel and equipment belonging to

the Italian or German Armed Forces are charged to the Armed Forces to
which the personnel or equipment belong.
.4. 'Transportation of personnel and equipment carried out by military means, such as, warships, aircraft, motor vehicles, tanks, etc.,
is free of charge. Arrangements for transportation permits and for
the replacement of raw materials shall be made by the appropriate mili-

tary authorities.
Article 8
After the present Agreement comes into force, steps shell be
taken for the creation of a Mixed Committee. For this purpose, the
two Governments will each appoint a delegation composed of five members.
The Chairmen of the two delegations shall have the authority to appoint
substitute members, invite experts, and to set up subcommittees by.
mutual agreement for the examination of special cases.
The meetings of the Mixed Committee will take place when necessary or at least once in three months and shall be assembled by both
Chairmen upon agreement, who will fix the date, place, and agenda of
the meetings.
The Mixed Committee shall make decisions on the following points:
(a)

Ascertaining and settling of accounts in cases as provided

for in Article 9 and 10;
(b) Fixing of prices for supplies and services as provided for
in Art. 2, when no agreement is reached by the competent offices of the
two Armed Forces;
(c) Disputes and difficulties that may arise between the Armed
Forces of the two countries in computing the services and supplies.
Article 9
The Offices of the supplying Armed Forces shall keep accounts of
services, including the allocation of funds, and supplies with the
indication of prices.
Each quarter of a calendar year statements of accounts and vouchers
necessary for ascertaining the regularity of the entries are to be prepared and delivered to the authorized offices of the other side. The
vouchers shall be returned after verification.
The statements of accounts delivered and the vouchers presented
shall be aaincd by competent offices and, as soon as found correct,
cubmitted to the Mixed Comittee for final acknowledgement.

In cases of disputes the decision shall be made by the Mixed
Committee.
The acknowledgcnemt of the decision of the Mixed Committee shall
take place within two morAths from the delivery of the statcmonts of
accounts to the other party.
The amount acknowledged by the Mixed Committee shell be entered
in the books by the Offices as indicated in Article 6 of the "Agreement
on the prompt handlinm *ofpaynents between Italy and Germany during the
war" signed under today'a date.
The balanco of possiblo differences Succe3sively coordinated by the
iMixed Committco shall be made up in the accounts of the following quarter.
46
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Article 10
Within two months of the coming of this Agreement into force, the
Offices of the supplying Armed Forces shall present to the representatives of the other side the statements of accounts relative to the
services and supplies effected up to 31 December 1941 together with all
the documents necessary for the examination of the individual expenditures.
The Offices after examining and comparing the entries and vouchers
presented shall submit them to the Mixed Committee for final acknowledgement.
In case of dispute the decision will be made by the Mixed
Committee.
The acknowledgement or the decision of the Mixed Committee shall
take place within six months of the coming of this Agreement into force.
The amount acknowledged by the Mixed Committee is to be recorded by the
offices as indicated in Article 6 of the "Atgreement on the prompt handling
of payments between Italy and Germany during the war" signed under todayls
date. The balance of possible differences successively coordinated by
the Mixed Committee shall be made up in the accounts of the following
calendar quarter.
Article 11
In case the Mixed Committee should reach no decision on a controversial question, the latter shall be referred to the Chairmen of the
Italian and German Government Boards.
Article 12
All the supplies declared as military equipment and destined
direcly for the troops of one of the allied countries which are within
the customs territory of the other, and which are transported across
the customs territory of the other country, are not subject to any
customs inspection and are exempt from duty.
Troop transports are not subject to any frontier control whatsoever.
The Supreme Commands of the Armed Forces of the two countries
shall make provision that these privileges do not lead to abuse.
Individuals belonging to the Armed Forces of the two countries,
who travel alone and cross the frontier of the other country, have to
comply with the customs and cu-rrency regulations in force. If during
the execution of the customs inspection difficulties should arise, the
frontier military authorities chall intervene as intermediaries but
the right for a decision in the matter remains within the competence
of the customs authorities.
Article 13
For the purposes of this Agreement the Italian territory and the
German territory are understood to be:
(a)
Italy, Libya, the Italian possessions, Albania, and the territory occupied by the Italian troops;
(b)

Germany, and the territory occupied by the German troops.

The provisions of the Agreement do not apply to Greece.
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•"bis Agreement may be revised or amended upon the request of one
of the contracting parties.
With the exception of the amounts herein indicated, this Agreement
bay also be amended by a simple exchange of notes between the Chairmen
of the two Government Boards ir. case of major changes in the number of
the troops stationed in the other country.

Article 15
The Agreements between the Armed Forces concluded on 21 December

1940, 12 and 13 March 1941, and 27 June 1941, are to be reviewed by
competent Offices of the Armed Forces of the two countries in order to
conform them to the provisions of this Agreement.
Whenever the agreements reached between the two Armed Forces
deviate from the provisions of this Agreement, they shall be considered
as nonmexistent during the validity of this Agreement.
Article 16
This Agreement comes into force on the date it is signed.
Done in Rome, in duplicate, in the Italian and the German languages
on 14 March 1942-XK.
/Signed/

Glodius

A. Giannini
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Enclosure 1 to APPENDIX B
Allowances to be paid to the German Milita.Z and Militarized Personnel
stationed in Italy
Additional per diem war pay
Front-line allowance (special per diem allowance)
Flight pay
Ship's allowance
Machinistts allowance
Diving allowance
Clothing allowance to personnel who dress at their own expense
Clothing allowance to personnel authorized to wear civilian clothes, as
ordered
Food rations in cash; Mess allowance
Prizes to personnel who distinguished themselves
Expense money to civilian personnel assigned to police duty
Travel and sleeping car expense money
Reimbursement of travel expense money when travel is not gratuitous
Contract payments and prizes for assiduous and efticient work to
civilian personnel
Salaries, wages, and allowances to offic.a,ls, militarized employees and
workers regularly stationed in Italy
Compensation for loss of personal clothing or equipment
Travel expenses to kin of wounded or ill
Extra pay for duty in Africa and financial leave assistance to be paid
in Italian currency as an exception in accordance with the existing
regulations on leave to be spent in Italy
Advance money to frontier banks for the exchange of currency allowed
for exportation
Subsidies to German military personnel, employees, and workers regularly

stationed in Italy
Quarters and subsistence allowances to military personnel who cannot
be billeted in hotels or local messes at the disposal of the German

Command
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Enclosure 2 to APPEUDfl
Allowances to be paid to the Italian Military and Militarized Personnel
stationed in Germany
Salaries or wages, and additional active service pay
Military pay and any other allowances ,of general or personal nature
Family allowance to married personnel or those with dependent children
Temporary war allowance
Workers' wages
Expense account and reimbursement of travel expenses
Navigator, pilot, and. flight pay
SpOial ground pay
Special embarcation allowance for embarked personnel
Fodder rations in cash
Prizes and additional pay for enlistment and reenlistment
Clothing allowance to personnel authorized to wear civilian clothes
Field allowance
Additional per diem operations pay
Outside residence allowance
Special daily allowance
Food rations in cash; Mess allowance
Compensation for losq of animals
Compensation for loss of harness equtipment
Compensation for loss of baggage
Allowance and additional pay for special duty or positions and
specialization pay
H-ward for rescue of equipment
Pay for unused leave
Prizes to personnel who distinguished themselves
Contract payments and prizes to workers for assiduous and efficient
work
Expense money to civilian personnel assigned to police duty
Travel expenses to kin of wounded or ill
Advance money to frontier banl:s for the exchange of currency allowed
for exportation
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APPENDIX C
ITALIAN NAVY DEPART1MT OPRER REGARDING MJTUAL
••
GERMAN NAVY

SISTAINCE TO THE

Rome, 22 April 194?,,,U

From:

Navy
Department of the
Cabinet

To:

Headquarters, Naval Forces, Battleship LITTORIO
Submarine Cond at Taranto
Special Naval Force, Cruiser TAhRANTO
Autonomous Section of Motor Torpedo Boats
Naval Coemands of La Spezia, Naples, Taranto, Venice,
Messina, La lMaddalena, Brindisi, Pola
Autonomous Naval Command of Libya, Hq.,

Tripoli

Autonomous Dodecanese Naval Command, Hq., Rodi
Autonomous Naval Command of Albania, Hq.,
Autonomous Naval Command of Dalmatia, Hq.,
Subj:

Dlrazzo
Spalato

Relations with the German Navy

On 14 March 1942, two new agreements regulating the financial
relations between Italy and German, and the mutual services and procurement for the Armed Forces of the two sides have been signed in
Rome and became effective as of the came date.
They supersede the protocol of Berlin of 19 June 1941, and the

supplementary protocol of 5 August 1941.
Depending on the modifications and innovations that the new
texts inteoduce into the coordination of relations, the temporary
general rtles to be followed from now on are reported herewith until,

with the understanding on the part of the Germans, terms of various
special agreements, originating from the general agreement of 14 March
1942, shall be set up.

Rinds
Funds shall be furnished to the Central Bank of the German Armed
Forces in Rome exclusively on the basis of the orders of Yaripers
/Officer Personnel and Administration of Military and Scientific Barvices/ approved by a special Committee constituted in the Foreign Mini..
try for the consideration of such requests.
As an exception to this rule, only procurement for agencies, corn-

mands, ships or units of the German Navy stationed in North Africa

shall be provided by the North African Supply Corps of the Italian 2-1y
in Tripolip and on the basis of the decisions of the aforementioned
Committee in accordance with the instructions which it will receive
from the Staff of the Italian Army.
In case of absolute and urgent necessity, and upon requestx the
peripheral agencies of the Italian Navy shall anticipate funds to ships,
units or military personnel in transit, on strictly limited occasions,
by transmitting the receipt to the Navy Department in Rome which,
through Maripors, shall arrange for the reimbursement.
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Work
"Acquisitions
With the exception of cases provided under the title
and Sapplies," the German authorities are under no circumstances to
apply directly to private firms but shall make requests to the Headquarters or Commands of the Italian Navy for all the necessary work,
both on board ships or by arrangement on land.
Upon receiving the request, the said Commands in concert with the
German agency, and availing themselves of the works administrations or
the local technical offices, shall determine the nature and volume of
services and their expected cost, and report to the competent General
Directorate of the Navy Department for executory provisions by specifying also if the work is to be performed in a naval establishment or by
a private firm (name of firm indicated) and by bringing into evidence
the points under the title "Reimbursexu.nts..."
The fixing of prices, stipulation of contracts, and payment of
accounts or invoices for works in connection with repairs and modifications of warships or merchant ships in the amount not exceeding
300,000 lire, and for works in connection with the usual maintenance
of such ships for even a larger amount than that indicated above, if
given to private firms, shall be executed by the Italian authorities,
The German authorities shall draw a contract draft which shall serve
as a basis for the stipulation of a final contract, and shall proceed
to the inspection and testing of the services both directly or with the
assistance of the technicians requested from the Italian naval authorities, if considered necessary.
The contracts for repairs and modifications of warships or merchant
ships representing an amount above 300,000 lire, and which do not include
the usual maintenance of such ships, shall be concluded with the firms
directly by the German Navy, with the Italian authorities participating
only as regards the assignment of shipyards, fixing o' prices and
possible technical supervision, if requested. The a.,ounts and payments for such wurk shall be the direct responsibility of the German
Navy through the special blearing account "War Materiel."
It is to be borne in mind that for this purpose the Finance Ministry arranges the details of firancing for firms with the main banks
for German Military orders.
A contract shall be approved by the competent General Directorate
which shall inform (through the Cabinet) the Ministry of Finances and
the Ministry of Exchange and Currency for participation in the agreement between the firms and the contracting German side, and in the
regulating of the payment in clearing house.
hah scettlczent accounts for work of the aforesaid nature carried
out at Naval establishments shall also be transmitted to the General
of information
Directorate of the Navy Department with a separate list
to be transmittcd through the Cabinet to the Ministry of Finances and
to that of Exchange and Currency.
After having informed the Navy Department, the peripheral commands
may immediately make arrans"monts for the work to begin without waiting
for approval, when the coat of the work does not exceed 40,000 lire, or
regardless of tlh ai.ount, when the urgency of war need is evident.
Work neccssery for installations on land shall all be carried out
by the subordinate offices of the Narigenimil / Genie Militaro Marit,
time - Naval Corps of Engineers/ which shall be responsible for the
contracts and payments by reporting to the Navy Department as per the
second paragraph of this L.,:adinf, and with the authority as mentioned
in the preceding para.raph.
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The local conmands shall inform the firms within their territorial
jurisdiction through the local technical offices that they are not to
conclude contracts with agencies of the German Navy without the cognizance of the local Naval Authorities and that they are to notify the
latter of any request coming directly from the Germans,
Cases gpecifically mentioned under the title
"Acquisitions and Supplies" are excepted,
Special accounting rules for recording the work shall be issued
by the I1ariseram /Office of Administrative Services/ as a supplement
to the order.
Victuals
Victuals necessarj for German Military personnel shall be withdrawn only in the same kind and amount of the daily ration established
for Italian naval personnel of corresponding destination, in the
locality in which the delivery is carried out.
Thus, for example, the German submarine personnel shall be
allotted the came articles and quantities comprising a special ration
for submarines during a period of time at sea, and for those on shore,
the rations of personnel on shore, etc.
The withdrawals shall be debited according to the rules of the
enclosure to the Order of 20 September 1940, or any other subsequent
enlarged and revised provision that may be issued.
The coupons and the settlement accounts signed by the German
agency shall indicate the forces present and the duration for which
the withdrawal is intended, with the Italians exercising the same
controls as those for the units cf the Italian Navy. In the absence
of such information, victuals shall be allotted in the amount suf-.
ficient for the estimated Italian forces and for the estimated duration of the mission of the ship or of her permanence at the headquarters
of the unit.
Articles not included in the ration of an Italian sailor or
requested in excess to the amount allowed shall be provided through
supplies sent from Germany since direct acquisitions in Italy are
prohibited, with the exception of those cases which are covered by
the exportation quota and which shall be submitted t6 the Navy Department for the verification of the article and capacity of the quotas.
When substitution of some ration articles for others available
in the warehouses of the Italian Navy or on the market are roquested
by the Germans, reports shall be made to the Department for appropriate agreements with the German Cozmand. In cases of urgency or of
small quantities, the Vavwl Commands shall make decisions on the spot
without waiting for the approval of the Vav-y Department.
Billets of German military personnel either are
to corresponding messes of the Italian Iavry, or have
which shall be handled in the same manner as Italian
civilian rations, or issue individual mess passes to

to be attached
their own messes
billets with
their personnel.

In the first case the Germ-an ependiture shall be summed up each
month, and, when approved by the German Gosmand, debited as any other
service. German military personnel attached to Italian messes on
board ship or ashore shall he handled in the same manner for rations
only.
The respective amounts shal1 be deducted equally from the allowance sheet, a statcment of which, approved as sbove, and in the absence
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of a Command, by the personnel who availed themselves of the services,
or at least by the highest in rank among them shall serve for the
debiting procedure.
German military personnel on detached service ashore shall pay
in person for meals consumed both at messes of the Italian Navy or at
hotels or restaurants.
The same restrictive meal regulations, which may be issued for
Italian messes,

shall also apply to German messes.

Hospital &Maenses
German military personnel hospitalized at Italian Naval hospitals
or sick bays, or on board Italian hospital ships sholl. be debited only
with the rations procured in the same manner as indicated under the
heading "Victuals" for German military personnel attached to Italian
messes on board ship or on shore.
Incidental expense met by the Italian Navy over and above the
limits, as for example, consultations, or loans of prosthetic sets,
etc., shall also be debited.
Medical assistance, medicines, and operations shall not be
debited.
Officers and noncommissioned officers of the German -rmedForces
shall enjoy the size treatment as Italian officers and noncommissioned
officers, and the hospitalization charges shall be debited according
to rank.

Olothin
It is confirmed that procurement of clothing for German military
personnel is prohibite, except in cases of providing shipwrecked persons with bare necessities according to the weather when German
authorities are unable to provide the indispensable clothing items on
the spot.
These procurements shall be debited in the same manner as those
for victuals and in accordance with the enclosure to the Order of 20
September 1940, or any other enlarged and revised provision which may
be issued.
Acguisitious and Sunolies
The German authoeiticashall refrain from maing direct acquisitions in Italian territories as well as requesting services directly.
Minor expenditures for services listed below are excepted:
Maintenance and repair of immovables
Acquisition of supplemental non-rationed foodstuffs
Acquisition of cooking or mess equipment (implements, pots,

utensils)
Acquisition of materials for cleaning o.f premises
Supply ol! tools aad materials for minbr repairs
Chartcring mean3 of transportation for occasional trips
of short duration
Payment for work in connection with occasional loading
and unlceding services
Washiug of clothinZ or billot items when contracts for
such services have been concluded with Italian firms by
the Germans
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Variouc articles and itemo for assistance to military
personnel
Compensation for damage caused to VA third party by Germns
personnel or by Italian person•sl under German supervision for an amount ascertained by competent Italian
offices
Unforeseen and urgent needs which cannot be supplied through
the usual means
The Gerzan Navy shall also provide directly for expenditures
in connection with the iasnageaent of cargo ships flying
the German flag (agentst accounts, pilotage dues, port
charges, loading and unloading expenses, etc.)
It is therefore agreed that, except for the above indicated minor
expenses and those inherent in the operation of ship., everything else
within the present rules and needed by agencies, commands, ships, or
detachments of the German Navy, shall be requested from the Italian
Naval Commands, which shall provide the items as soon as available. In
the case of rationed or allotted goods or those difficult to obtain,
the competent General Directorates of the Navy Departaent shall be
notified, and these shall issue instructions in each ease. Requests
which may be considered as not sufficiently justified by the Italian
authorities sball be referred to the Navy Department (Cabinet).
Fuel. Gasoline and Lubricants
Vaen fuel, gasoline or lubricants are requested by the Germans,
the local authorities shall make a note of the quantity and quality of
the materials and the reason for which the request is being made. However, the transfer of the said materials, approved by the Navy Depart.
ment, shall not be offeSted without a written guarantee of the requesting Germnn authority to the effect that the quantities supplied shall
be restored promptly.
The General Directorate$ shall work out successively, through the
Cabinet, the procedure with the Suprme Comand for the part within
its
Athorlty.
Consumables
Requests for consumables made by ships or agencies of the German
Navy shall bo complied with only within the limits of quantities
allotted in accordance with the special lists in force for the Italian
Navy for similar ships or agencies, with proper adjustatnts of th•eAe
allotnents providing larger quantities, and taking lixto consideration
the duration of the stay of a ship in our bases and the temporary or
permnent nature of the requestix. agency.
i monthly statesnt of account sball be issued and sent to thc
competent General Directorates of the Navy Departaent which shall
transmit it through the Cabinet to Lhe Supreae Comand for a higher
order both regarding the restoration of consumables to the establishmets of the Italian Navy and the verification on the part of Germany
of the restoration carried out.

Barrac:. and Pancoiry.

iuEj'1r~t

Mo

~dun

Requests for cuch articlea shall always be made to the Navy D&.
partnent for -he appropriate dezisins, with the exception of minor

cases,
This equi•mct is not transferred Iut given for use gratuitously
agaist a receipt indicatinrz the condition of each article. An article
shall be returned whea no lonicr needed, but missing or greatly damaged
articles chall be dcbited according to the price existirZ during the
time of reotitution and not to that whmu the article was first delivered.
S
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The cost of ncaczoary repairo shafll be debited in order to put
the rotrnicd article back into oerkira order. Wlear of the article duo
tonormal usageshlnobedit.

and the person at the kcad of its and the v'n"e of the perzon in charge
of the operation, ccrtifyizZ; nlairiz: or rrcatly 'd'-Zcd articlcs and
the acccptarao of tho corronpondinj dcbitina. 'The said dcbitin,-, when
pczeoiblo, shall be a,-rccd: to 1-cediately by aiaixzz. the anount of the
noto. In the event there are no datai available for this, fidna the
s~unt shall be the rczponzibility of the c=,potcit General Dircotorato
of the Navy, which shall annotao the note in question.
Pou-nent .
PO;=nto for act~raiitions, works or cupplico, charterir, of rotor*
vehiclcs or 91catirzZ cquip=ziit ao well as for any services portainina
to the Ge-r-an Nx.y in Italy shall always be r~ado by the Italian au~thor-.
itica In aacordexzo with the ceze rulc:; in force for pazrznt3 for the
Italian 1%vy. Pa7i-zits as liatc! in paraorapob 4 under the kcadin~j
171arkx', arl othero cpeelficallyv providel by these rulcs shall be
excepted.
Dobiting~ to tVie GciMr

Naw

Any c:,.cno borno for the Gorroan Vavy, the cC:Crcato erount of
vork carried cut dircotly in the cotabliab-ents of the Italian 1!avy
and rst rceulatc-l per, via olearin,-, cnd the cervices, ratcrialo, and
cujyplics pracured shall be rcpertcdl to the co=,eotcnt General Dircotora.
atc3 of the Lavy D rtntIn
accor-danoe with the cnolo.cure to the
Orde= of 20 Ccptc~bcr 1940 and Irticle, 7 of the Order of 2-.3 March
1941, Lo. 51, or svecccssivo cnlarjgcl and reiised, ralc3 that ray be
iczcaed. In the eace of unpaid balrances;, czpcoiaflly of tko.-o prior to
31 Deoznbcr 1941, it is mzrcstel that the D:port--!nt bo notified
~~diaelysince a rcneral ctatc~ent of accvunt covorinz the entire
period of up to that date Lzaot be precatced~ not later than on 14 lMay.
N~Or)ehiCleS
A,"ctaic3 of the German flavy whcn in need of rotor Vehicles Zay
act~iro c=e tbrouCgh ptrohace or ohaiterihnj of private rotor vehicles
or thrau,,h traor~fcr for tc-orarr use of roter vehicles ovncd by the
Italian E:avy. In the first case, the aocnoics of the Gerren= Eavy slvnll
=ulio provisions for contracts and payr=ento, in the sccond case, the
useo of vehicles shall bo Cratuitwou buat tho transfer root bo authorizedd
by the D r;t.cnAtt itC the use is to be continouo, oad only the res3tore..
tiozi of used tirmi, gas-oline, and lubricants shall be chzorgcd to the
Germans.
Tae r-atcrials used shall be recorded in a spcial r-onthly otat~crnt
of attvant vhleci shall bo handlcdi accordir., to the --=o proceduro as
that Indicated under the heading "Cenzusnblcs3'
Upon roturain,ý the vehicles rci~vcd for te~rrorarj iaco, the Gerrensa
shall also restora the aatcrialo nc cc ry fa the repair of the ye-

hidles, if damajged.

Trar nLPr of? Small Craift for Trzporary Ur~
TIuWp, bariges, pontoons, and other a=11l craft for local use wc.md
by7 the Italian 1'avy, which ray be reqacstcd for the tenpoarry needs of
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tho Gerzaa Navy, shall bo loanci by the local authoritices for Cratuitous
u.-C in corziatcrncy vith the dc=cdo or the scr'zico of the Italian IEavy
it.-cif andl upon the V==ratco or the rcetoration of fael, lubricants,
and consuzables.
In the wzcnt the uzo of the erait is to be contivious, the local
Co~ando; ch1a3l rcfcr to the Dc;artmeut for major decisions.
OQlarters

qmwrt=r chall be ur~nichizi t7 the Italian IEavy upon the approval
of tho Nw~.y Dcjirt:_czt, and uhcro zrz~c=:er, hetels and houses ahall
be rcntcd1 with contracots cor 1udcl dircot3y by the Italian Navy which
ch-2ll pay the rcat nl
--r tmo &;;ropriatoarrcxre=ent3 vith the 'qivil
local cuthoritica prcrjcrtiri- the dcprco3.ation of the location.

Simi1lar arrar~czct3 choli be rmode for future requests for the
occupation, of ground1s or bui~ldites.
WzutpiýirZ of Ships andI Trarsunortatign bySea
MCrtcrirZ of chipe ard trar;ortation by eca cannot te csrriel
cat dircztly byr tho ~C-_== huat che).l te ccntranatcdI for b7 the Italian
Na&vy. C-ll craft for iced u:zo r ,cte tc b ths Gerxia N~avy can be
ct~artcrc~1 dircztly V1 the 1;criprýal Italian ecut1horitie3 which sh~all.
fix the priete c-nd cor-diticzc, while for chir3 of lareer tco'a'e, the
local hiChIcz~u ckall rc±fcr to the M~ristat /Iavy G=rl StaffState ?.~ioro della IMrir~z which ctall =::!o tho nc--c:zary rprovioiorts.
Tho Italian !:.vyr chL-4 provido for the rojzat for the retrpdaiticro.
ingj chartcrir1r,, czT=zcc_ praovidlzI in the contratts, =1 ary other
ailiticxrelo in cerz,-t~icn with tran-zprtotion carriezI cut for the
Clcrzzn ftrzA rorca by cz_=~ of ==ahent chip c*4artercl or re-:iaitio=217by the Italian ravy. Thý%* QT.=c:c oh-all to d!:bltel to Germary
cnd# th~crcora, the dc;=Icut C,-icz::nlc3 /C.:-icoion) M~cati-ento
rVWV7 - l1,=*al Prh Cir zC::iecoq chall r=etity the !Maripera by a
centhly rcprt of tr z;rtaticne corricl cut so rcationed above, by7
Duichitg oil the, i=:c:zaY- data for the rcziotration of the debit.~
In tho '.--e of &!zed Italic-n-AGer-sn carC~o on mrchant chips$ the
cl' tcrir:, tunl ;=Ablo lc=e of a chip ehdll be ctsr~ed to both Navies
in proportion to the apace occuipied.
ror tho Far~ozo -of c;;,prerato dcbitir,:, tho Cc~iesallos aball
z*Wiir the 1:2r#=c by a m=ntbly cu-=ary of the aliquot to be ctiargec
to the Garamus.
Tfr=,:prtation or p;.zea =14 C,-d3 carricli out by miltary m-ana
cach c3, ver.-hi;, aircraft, totor vchiolec, teo,
etc., are rratul,
tcan c.-aint a Cunxnntco of rcatcration of =r-nmtcriclo (fuel, gase..
l1ir- , lubricento, tixca), providcl tho ==rs ý-0tr~rz--_rtaticn Las
beon moved and xeed for the exaluoivo uce of the Ger.-ans.
&_ALvaz

Tycawa~rt~ation

keneica of the or
lwyv ==redrcl cheil =:ke requcats for
radlwo tracrzpartaticn. to the fAr-7 Staff, P,;rtmc=t of 2raprtation
(Saperesrcito - 2ransparti).
Vbo coat of raillva trr-prtaticn tzund for Otr=a authorities
cr4d carricl cut by the Ittallen, 1,a=ol ",ttoritic3o h:nll be cumed up
in ft* cc~arata lintit eczztdim: to vhsttbr war ratcriala or war tcaty,
or othcr ratcriealo in Ccc-=al are itrzlvcl, with rmýent in clcarirný,
on the ;ert of tho G-cxrn in the firat ceann, er-4 dc'bititg ea for all
othzr cxqcrditurc3, r
c teor ccrriecae, in the zeeczri case.
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11' Italian or nat~vo urkaor can be hired by Gorzan comn'znds or
cZczeicz In Italy or in Itallian occupied territories without the approval of local ",thoritica of the Italian Arrd Pomoc in order not
to drcx~o the d==de for labor on the Italian parts the trade union
orZizatiouc or the czdatirt- wv"ac3. The ar~cnoico of the Italian 11avy
u;zzt rc-.-Uvir,- a rc:,racat from the 4cmano shall make provisilons in
cacordnzco with tho circular lcttcr of the V-rineff, No.* 29994 of 23
April 1941, or any other successivo revised provision.
Algltgration of R~maMaterials
A3 c:= r-3 a~ rc~ricot for voiez in r-ado by the C'r ana maicntioned
ctaovo, the raca1 cuitharity to which the rce-jucet in boita cuhe-itted shn1l
rotif~y tho Eayj D-at.-zat which cebll kotcrmine whethcr the worik mot
be carried cu~t b,7 Kav* or private establishments.
nlo cold ctovo, the werk chall alvaya be di'vidcd into tuo catczorico:
firot, for en cz=unt of or talcz 300,OQO lire or rc,-ular raintcmenco;
socond, workc of cost exceeding~ 3OC,000 lire.
In +t1ec-,cnt the 11x.r7o
dc-tcrminom that tho work, in to
be cz=ic10 cut by r~al catcblich!-znt3; the pcriphcral tccbmioel
cattzeVitico In c.~cz=t vith the local ecrrza= vathorit~ico shall comp.ile a lint of rmtcrialo r=:cZar for the mc-cation of the uor~k.
The- local C-z= c-athority- chal ql. y to the Gcr-onA Naval Comn=: in Italvv lccatc3 In via Prinzip~zas Ootilde 29, PEos, which
ctall c=:i th rc:.-catci1 r~atcrioln dircztly to the Italian Uavel shipYard uwhich Is to carry cut the voezs the cold chipyard upon rccoivina
the amterials shall beein work.
In theo c~cat the rzay Dz;=t--=t d-.tcr.A=:- that. the work is to
be cniarriaca
ot b7 pl~vaot cbipyardo, the fira co dce)icot~ci and under
tthe vaz,1crviioo of the 1:wval tczhnicnl caittzrity cIhall cc-pilo a list
ot ====1 matcrIalo cz1cu- i it to the local G=zrmz ruthority for
qproval by a cr-cial ceal en
r-c mdorzccnt, or, in the abzecnco or
oralof tLe CczUtil G:== choritri, to the Italian Eaval authority supervisizZ the vork.
V:=3~z latc, cZ=rcol uron end: c;-romvcd by7 the Gc-r an cuthoritice
c=-1 Vtlz C~krviafrZ lcAl Itnaica cathoritice cHT"l be ccnt to the
CaWi4=
Crx
N~cl Cz-d Vw-eh chnll r=1 o proviaiona3 for the allpaemt of the materials.
43 elcticod for raval vw~o cutblich-w±~nt:, privateochip.Y'C3~ckol net L-,-Zn uoezprior to the arrival of the raterialo
shipped t7 the German mAttboirities.
The Fpc=::=o zztioncd c-vo-o rcfcra to ror--al coa-ca. Roveovar,
výhza it In a c.-zzticm of rcally urre,=t work izh~rcnt in war need,
thieb c~ro croea
zypintczl cat to the Gacran cuthzritic3 or canCle-=1 MC!, t7-VI to2 ic cutl:*ritice3, thcy7 choll rot he delayed
until the arrival ofr tke natcriala frem the German vido.
In mobh caz=, the-priph~rcral local mi~thexritice shell zzubmit a
lint ofr~:
r tnatrieolo, C=7nilc an zitiotcd tbove, to the N1avy
&;orzzatukotbcr Nr.val or private chipyardo ara involved.
Tho tmr Dc 1tuoa the a;;roval of the, M&~ Cozand,
Offco of Msr Fotcotial, c%3ll cathorirco the, u.- of otorcd rmatcrialo,
if available,.
Zhe aforezaid Uinto of natcriola ra~t rcach the Dcport--t with
au rittcm roteo atczd =1d validated with the acoal of tho Gorr.-Pn Nlaval
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G-==nd by which it plcdzce to roturn the m~aterials loaned by thm
Italian Navy dule to tho urgency of the work, an coon as possible.
All the materials which are to be transferred by Noval establiahr~ets, cvcn thou&h subjecat to rcstorat~toa, chall equally bo entered
in the stntceerts of account to to debited to tUe Gernan 1raAy.
Only materials3 in connection with the works shall te listed in
tho n~otes, cach as: roetalic zatcrilla for any otrve of mnunfacture;
tiabcr; electrodes for electric 1weldinz; fuiel and lubricants for
tcstir3., etc.; leather; rubber; linirnZ in gecnrali non-conduotiria
materials; nmtaliic utensilus. Mfccoflenecou materials whoeo resteratica is not considcrcl indicpcnablo arc excludc-2. Luwovrr , it
rcsaina undcratood that c,;cn the, material which is ret to be restored,
ouch ast.razo, cottoai r
s-t, ggoll tir~ber for cLcrin.- or eccoffoldlinj,
etce., chall he ctar,~cd to the account as in the cost of the jobs.
In additicon to the materialso in connection with the voek con-.
curabics3 alec aro cabjeot to restorationj, cuch as.- rubber, fuel,
C~dOito and lubricants, as nzntioncl under thd rezpcative hendira,
enrl in cencral, all the rc=Nninr,, atcriolo which ero boirC furroihcd,
if necessary.
Pricesi
I~zcptin., th3 p~roision undecr tho hnn:dint.j '"vrterod', the prices
to te dcbltcd to the Ger-n I'xzy chell1 he fixed in rccordance: with the
Zollowirj criteria end1 corrc--yaditnZ to ttoso which wc'ald br: efo'lovd
If the pro-curc-eto were =-.do to other Italian Irmed Forcest.
(s)Invoice price for local purchases
(b) 7he care tran-sterrina price P-3 charCecd to ths agencies of
tte Italian Navy for msaterials, foodstuffs and articles
obtained from N~aval depots or cstablicbhients at a transtarring price.
(a) "the current price for materials an in (b) bat having no
transferring price.
Mrnce, tho rec.eipts of the Ce-raanu e~cnciee are to chotj the de-bitirng
pric-, of r=tcrialsaend c=*vicce, bat eb-.td difficulty arise in cccnctir, ttn, cnihyin
caozen rat ceverel in (a) end (b), pricces,
ccronsd=r ecv.tablo by tha Italicn tr.t, chall he r--:er~c en provided
at the end of j~rewayh 2, Art. 5 of the Agrec~net, and under no aircuztan=3cs hal. the price =Wrari be emitted altogether.

On the who-lej, it in establlrhed that for any reed the Axrc--d Forces
of coe of the t,:o contrics stationcl in the territory of tho other
nay have, thi%7 rcfcr to tUe correczrponditz!I3
e Fores of the latter,
14'iC-4 ceLlA provide uhat. is rerc=:ry. Con.ceqacntly, eZcncico of the
Italian racxy shall cc--2y only with the rcquesct:e of the Gorman Navy
within the limits of these rules.
Vx.c~cr,, a3 for units or aaeciesc of the At=7 or the Air Forces
of the r..ich rcferring- for thoir nccln to the Italian Naoval authorities in locations whezre rcncrai
or corna.nd3 of the Italian Arey or
llizferccs are aheent or are in no position to p-rovide what is neceeea 17s the Italian '1aval Cy--,rd chell i-ko provisions according ý.o

the e=an criteria or directives countined in these rule:), aetlng both
as concerns the =retbnd of conplying- with the requesnts end the notes
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and receipts to be obtained from the German side, as well as the method
of accounting in the same manner as if it were the case of Naval agencies
of the Reich.
The lists and necessary statements of accounts for such expenditures,
procurements or services requested by these rules or any other enlarged
rules that may be issued shall be drawn up separately from those pertaining to the Navy of the Reich.

Notifications for the g1jrnse of debiting
All the dependent authorities are abided by the strict observance
of these and successive provisions regulating the same matter, and by the
terms which shall be established for the pertaining notifications
admonishing that sanctions as provided in Art. 82 of the Royal Decree of
18 December 1933, No. 2440, relative to the administration of the patrimony and general accounting of the State, shall be applied to those who
vtll not comply with them.
Temporary Provisions
The works and procedures in couree shall be as far as possible fulfilled in conformity with the present rules, and uncertain and controversial cases shall be promptly referred to the Navy Department (Cabinet).

ARTURO RICCARDI
Under Secretary of State
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APPENDIX D
ITALIP11 NAVAL ACCOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS REGAfRDING 1.J1TJAL

SISTANCE TRANSA.CTIONS

NAVY DEPARDTNT
GENERAL DIRMtO1RATE OF ADMINISTRATIVE 1EVICES
Administrative Accounting Inspectorate

P1LES FOR TRMI!SFERS, WORK,

MD VARIOUS SERVICES REZiDMMD WITEOUT PMYMIT

IN CASH TO OREIGN AGCUIES, RMRESR TATIVE

OR TROPS

PREMISEB
In reference to the provisions of Articles 49, 50, 51, and 52 of the
R. D. L. /Royal Decree-Law/ of 21 June 1940, No. 856, converted with modifications into law on 21 October 1940, No. 1518, on patrimonial and financial management in time of war, the procedure to be followed in case of
transfers, work and various services rendered without payment in cash to
foreign agencies, representatives or troops, and to be, therefore, charged
to the foreign government concerned, is outlined in the following rules.
Any service to be rendered to a foreign agency shall be authorized
by the Department, or, as delegated by it, by the highest ranaing local
authority within the limits prescribed by the instructions received for
this purpose.
The procurement of funds is usually reserved for the Department which
provides it in accordance with the formalities established by a special
agreement stipulated with the foreign government concerned.
The request for services by a foreign agency shall be made on a
special coupon clearly showing the title ofthe requesting agency, the
full name and rank of the person at the head of it, and the specification of the service.
The Department should be notified in the ,shortest time pon3ible in a
manner prescribed b1 the following rules.

CHIAPTER 1
TRANSFERS
A.
(a)

Agencies which are legally accountable
Warehouses of Woriktng Establishments. Tcehnicnr
House Aireas

Officen and Light-

Upon the presentation of a coupon, an order for the allotment of
materials requested for transfer shall be drawn up in three copies on
form 45 Reg. Ars. (7) and handled in the folow1jing manner:
The consignee shall deliver the three copies of the order, with the
first copy showing the catalog prices, to the Administrative Office. The
latter shall returx them to the consignee after having indicated in the
second and third copies (by properl7y atehing the columns of the order)
the current value of the transferred materialo and after having validated
the figures by endorse:..oit.
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The consignee, at the moment of the acceptance of the materials for
the requesting foreign agency, shall hand the second copy of the order to
the persog authorized to make delivery of the materials and have him sign
his full name and ran: on the third copy of the order in acknowledgement.
The two orders, (the first and the third) remaining in possession of the
consignee, will be submitted by him to the Accounting Office which shaJ 1
return the first copy, provided with a debit note to the foreign government to serve as an instrument of discharge, to the warehouse, and forward the other copy, by vay of the Department's General Directorate, to
the Central Accounting Office for the purpose of completing the documents
debited to the Foreign Government concerned.
The debit note on the part of the Accounting Office shall be worded
as follows:
"In conformity with and for the affect of the provisions contained
in the R. D. L. /Royal Decree-Law/ of 21 June 1940, No. 856, converted
into law on 21 October 1940, No. 1518, it is made known that a copy of
the duly receipted document is transmitted to the Navy Department for
the prescribed debiting procedure.
The aggregate value of the transferred materials in Lire ........
(words and figures) is approved."
Chief, Accounting Office
if the warehouse should transfer raw materials to the foreign government, with the latter's guarantee of restoring them, the transfer shall
be handled as if it were a definite settlement.
(b)

Fuel, Gasoline, and Lubricant Depots and Consumable Stores

Form 45 shall be drawn up in the same manner as indicated in (a)
but the transfer shall take place only upon a written guarantee o the
requesting foreign authority that the quantities supplied will be
promptly restored. This guarantee does not exclude the settlement of
the debit of the foreign agency, which shall have tu take place on the
basis of the price list of fuel, gasoline, and lubricant, and that of
the current prices of consumable materials.
(a)

Victuals and Clothing Warehouses

In case of transfer of foddtuffs three copies of a settlement
account will be drawn up on form T. XXV, No. 1610 of the catalog as provided in Art. 105 of the Provisional Instructions for the application of
the Royal Decree of 15 December 1932, No. 2040 (D.C.C.2) estimating the
transferred foodstuffs according to the prices in force.
A copy of the account shall be delivered by the authorized Maricommi /Office of the Naval Supply Corps/ to the requesting foreign
agency which shall acknowledge receipt by signing the second copy.
The second copy of the account together with the third copy and the
withdrawal coupon shall be submitted to the Navy Department (Maricommi)
for further forwarding to the Central Accounting Office.
The Accounting Office shall retain one copy and return the other
with a debit no•tThe latter ahall be sent by Maricommi Roma /office
of the Naval Supply Corps in Romie/ to the transferring Maricommi which
shall regard it as a discharge document for all purposes.
The procedure similar to that established for all the Maricommi
shall be followed by the competent Command for transfers carried out by
the victuals warehouse of Augusta.
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The same rules as established for tUs transfer of victuals shall
apply to the transfer of clothing, by drawing a settlement account on
form T.XLVI, as provided in Art. 113 of the above mentioned D.C.C.2.

(d) Medical Supply Depot-

":ncase of the transfer of medicines, the depots will draw a note
on forn 58, as provided for in the plan of the Management and Accounting
Regulations for Italian naval vessels and agencies on land D.G.0.3, 1940
issue, in accordance with the instructions given in (a) for forms 45 Reg.
Ars., by estimating the medicine transferred according to the prices in
force.
(e) Warehouses of the Corps of Engineers for the Navy
The transfer Qf equippent on the part of the Warehouses of the Corps
of Engineers for the Navy will be shown by form 25 of the Work Regulations
of the Corps of Engineers appropriately adapted, by following a procedure
similar to the instructions given in (a) for for^ 45 of Reg. Ars. (T).

B. AGE•CIES WHICH ARE NOT LEGALLY ACCOUNTABLE
The transfer of materials (excepting victuals and clothing) by
Italian naval vessels or agencies on land which are not legally accountable shall be carried out as follows:
The transferring agency, upon the presentation of the withdrawal
coupon by the foreign agency, shall draw an order, in duplicate, for the
delivery of the materials to be transferred with the description of the
materials according to the nomenclature.
Then it shall send the two copies of the order to the Adainistrative Office for the latter to mark the current value of the materials to be
transferred and to validate the figures with an endorsement.
The two copies of the order shall then be returned to the transfering agency which at the moment of the delivery of the materials shall
hand one copy to the person of the foreign agency authorized to take
delivery and have him sign his full name and rank on the second copy in
acknowledgement.
The transferring agency shall submit the latter copy of
to its Accounting Office for the issue, on a separate sheet, of a
note which it will attach, in substitution of the usual vouchers,
request submitted to the competent warehouse in order to have the
ferred materials replaced.

the order
debit
to the
trans-

If the warehouses, from which the transferring huthority shall
have to obtain the replacement of the transferred materials in the future,
are subordinate to various agencies, the said authority shall draw as
many copies of orders as there are warehouses and the Accounting Office
shRll draw a corresponding debit note for each order.
The debit note shall be worded as follows:
In conformity with and for the effect of the provisions contained
in the R.D.L. /Royal Decree-Law/ of 21 June 1940, No. 856, converted
into law on 21 October 1940, No. 1518, it is made known that the order
dated . . . . drawn by . . . . (name of transferring agency), evidencing
the delivery to . . . . (name of requesting agency) duly receipted by the
receiver, has been transmitted to the Navy Department for the prescribed
debiting procedure.
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This order concerns the warehouse . . . . . . . . . . . . . for the
followIng materials . . . . .
°.
Chief, Accounting Office
The Accounting Office shall submit the copy of the order in its
possession to the Central Accounting Office, by way of the competent
General Directorate of the Navy Department, for the prescribed debiting
to the Foreign Government.

For the transfer of victuals by the depots which are not legally

accountable, an order shall be drawn, in triplicate, proving the transfer, as per Irt. 150, No. 3 of the Management and Accounting Regulations

of the Italian naval vessels and agencies on land (D.G.C.3, 1940
Such order shall have the same course as that for the settlement
form 1610 (D.C.C.2) of legally accountable victuals and clothing
houses, with the only difference that while for these latter the

issue).
a9counto
warethird

copy accompanied by a debit note of the Central Accounting Office shall
be enclosed with the legal accounting, for the Depots, instead, the third

copy with the debit note shall be attached to the quarterly statement
of accounts, as per Art. 156 of the above mentioned D.G.C.;, 1940 issue.

For the transfer of clothing on the part of depots which are not
legally accountable, the procedure shall be the same as that established
for the transfer of victuals, as indicated in the preceding paragraph,
and the third consignment order together with the attached debiting note
shall be enclosed with the statements of account by the transferring
depotsA as per Art. 215 of the Regulation D.G.C.3, 1940 issue.

Work Performed by Factories, Repair Ships and Repair Shops of the Navy
For work performed on the basis of the authorization received, the
workship shall make sure that the foreign authority signs his full name
and rank on a declaration giving a detailed description of services received, the amount and nature of materials used, and the total number
of days worked. Also it mu3t show whether the raw materials used were
furnished by the foreign auwhority requesting the work or that such
authority had given the guarantee that they will be restored.
Another copy cf the above mentioned declaration signed by the workshop manager and by the Officer in charge ani endorsed by the Director
shall be delivered to the receiving foreign authority.
The workshop shall send the declaration, signed by the foreign
authority, and a copy of the work order, acknowledged by the Accounting
Office, to the Administrative Office for the drawing up of a settlement
account in which the raw materials furnished by the foreign agency shall
not be counted. The status of such raw materials shall be recorded in
a special account.
The Administrative Office, in turn, shall draw up two copies of a
settlement account showing the total amount of the expenditure (including the quota of general expenditures established for agencies not pertaining to the Navy) which shall be debited to the foreign government
on the basis of the current prices, and shall send then to the Accounting Office by enclosing the declaration of the work performed signed by
the foreign authority, and a copy of the work order with one copy of the
settlement account.
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The Accountin. Office shail supply one copy of the account with a
debiting note simniar to that provided in Chapter 1, and thus (-ompletod,
send all to the workshop to be attached to the work order; the second

copy of the settlement account with the documents enclosed with it shall
be sent by way of the competent General Directorate of the Navy Depart.meat to the Central Accounting Office for the prescri-bx debiting prove-zti.
cedure to the fereign
Work performed by varius agencies
The agency which has executed the work shall draw up a declaration,
in duplicate, similar to that prescribed in the preceding paragraph, as
well as a settlement account of the work, also in duplicate, whenever it
has the necessary data for maklng the evaluation; in the contrary case,
it shall send the above mentioned declaration, signed by a foreign authority in acknowledgement, to the nearest competent executive office
for such service for the drawing up of the settlement account.
The handling of the aforementioned account, as regards the locountor
ing Office, shall be identical with that indicated in the preceding
paragraph.

CHAPTE

III

The loan of materials to a foreign agency is made gratiutously in
the absence of instructions to the ontrar7 by the Department.
A special order form 45 Reg. Ara. shall be written for the materials
loaned in which the status of their use shall be indicated. At the time
the materials are returned, a memorandum certifying the status of the
materials with the specification of the extent of possible damage sustained and the amount of repair necessary for restoring the articles returned shall be written; natural wear of the materials shall be disregarded. Missing articles or those greatly damaged shall be debited
according to prices existing at the time of the return of the materials.
If during the loan pe#od spare parts of the materials shall be
fturnished or repair of the Lrticles loaned made, a sapplementary order
corroborating the operation shall be written.
of all the loans
The Accounting Office shall send a suMary list
made wkihi the course of each month and of all the articles returned to
the Central Accounting Office by way of the General Dirotorate of the

Navy Department.

With this list must also go a memorandum of restitution

showing that an equivalent number of articles not returned was debited to
the foreign agency, or a memorandum showing the amount of repairs necessary to put the articles returned into working order.
(a) loans of materials charvd to legally accountable warehouses
The order of delivery, form 45, shall be drawn up in three copies
of which one to be given to the requesting foreign agency, the second,
signed by the foreign agency, to be retained by the Accounting Office
for the purpose of the settlement in due time of future compensations
charged to the foreign agency, and the third copy, also to be sent to
the said Office, which shall forward it to the transferring agency with
the following declaration:
"In conformity with and for the effect of the provisions contained in the R.D.L. /Royal Decre-Law!/ of 21 June 1940, No. 856, converted
into law on 21 October 1940, No. 1518, it is made known that for the
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materials listed In this form whose aggregate value of nomenclature is
of Lifr . a* 9 p.
(words and figurreer).
.
. a debit entry to the
....
o....
goverment has been opened undez the account "Loans" kept
by this Accounting 01fice.
It is also certified that a copy of this document, duly receipted,
is retained by this Accounting Office for the purpose of defining the
ratio between the Navy and the receiving agency."
Chief, Accounting Office
It tL-h moment the mat6rials loaned are being returned, an appropriate memorandum shall be drawn up in two copies, of which one copy, signed
bj the warehouse consignee, shall be given to the representative of the
foreign agency, and the other copy, with the signature of the receiving
consignee shall be transmitted to 4he Accounting Office for the issue of
a charging order and for its registration.
In the event that the foreign government is to be debited, a third
copy of the mmorandum of restitution, signed by both parties, shall
also be sent to the Accounting Office which shall attach it to the order
of delivery, as per the preceding paragraph. and send it to the competent
Directorate for the drawing of a settlement account. This account together
with all the documents wich rave originated it, shall be sent to the
Accounting Office, which, after having made the necessary entries, shall
forward it, by wva of the Departmentts General Directorate, to the Central
Accounting Office for debiting to the foreign government and for the
issue of an appropriate debit note to be sent to the Accounting Office
for registration.
In case the necessary data for settling the debit are missing, the
latter shall be determined by the competent General Directorate of the
Department.
(b) Loans of materials on the part of other agencies
The same procedure as that indicated above shall be followed, with
the only difference that the second copy of the orders of delivery or
re-delivery shall servo exclusively for recording the changes to be made
in the inventories, records of allotments and cu=rent accounts.
It is to be remembered that for the transfer of materials necessary for the use of the articles given on loan (for example: fuel,
lubricants, etc.) the rules as indicated in Chapter I (b) shall be
observed.

CHAPTE I
0

TIING
OF SHIPS OR MUOATING EQUIPMMT

The chartering of ships or floating equipment shall be based on
a written contract concluded with the agent or the owner of the ship
or the floating equipment.,
The invoices issued b the agent for the '.imrtering concluded by
the local authorities delegated by the Department shall be submitted,
before they are paid, to the foreign authority concerned for endorsement confirming the actual use of the servi- invoiced.
Upon p•3rent,

the invoice shall be transmitted to the Navy Depart-

ment (Maripers - Officer Personnel and Administration of Military and
Scientific Services) for forwarding to the Central Accounting Office which
will issue a debit note to be sent, by way of Maripers, to the paying
agency for inclusion in the expenditure account.
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The invoice proving the chartering contracted directly by the Dapartment and already approved by the foreign agetoy-user shall be transmitted to the Naricomi (Office of the Naval Supply Corps) charged
-withmaking the payments on the credits graated, and for the subsequent
handling -f tbe invoice in accordance with the procedure as indicated
in the preceding paragraph.
In the case of chartering a ship made in behalf of the Navy, even
if the transportation should be made for a foreign authority, the quotn
of the total expense to be charged to the foraign authority shall be
determined in proportion to the space of the ship occupied by this
authority. The Departmt (Maripers) shall be notified of the quotas

by a monthly irmmry.

A.

_nts for a

sceition 2f ptels.

coatted to iprivate-ti

work, 9

icgos a

cuaee

Any services rendered by a private firm to a foreign agency, which
require payment on the part of the Navy, shall be carried out, bearing
the following in mindt
(a) Payment shal always be made with credited furds allocated by
the Department and charged to Art. 78 b in the current year and to corresponding articles in the successive years;
(b) Upeanes originating from services rendered to a Ulhoignt agency
shall be borne by the Italian Navy in arordano, with the rules currently
in fotee in the Italian Navy regarding similar operations.
A peripheral authority shall request an authorization of the Department for rendering a service if tho corresponding expense Is in excess
of 40,000 lira. In case of an smrgency, the request should be mde by
telegraph;
(o) IMaterials acquired and transferred without going through the
Navy warehouses shall not involve the usual loading and unloading operationa, which, in case of verification, would be on paper only;
(d) Payments in question shall be supported by documents proving
the reason for the extension of credit by the private firm to the Navy
on the one hbnd, and the credit ratio on the Navy with the foreign agency,
on the other.
Consequently, the administrative agency which directly arranges
the payment with an order in favor of a third party, in accordance with
the above mentioned points, shall withdra, the paid off order fVoa the
Provincial Treasury and send it together with the original documents to
the Central Accountitg Office of the Navy (by way of the General
reoctorate) which shall issue a debit note of the expw se to the foreign
govertment concerned for inclusion in the statement of account in the
place of the original document of the expense.
If payment is made with cash funds at the disposal of the person
entrusted with makin the expenses, the Administrative Offices shall
send a settleaent account furnished with documents to the Central Accounting Offices by way of the General Directorate, which shall issue a debit
note as indicated above.
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When pesrmet Is to te =ado by the N~avy through a dircot order,, it
eb~afl be the re_";--ibi11ty of thzo cepotc!nt Gcneral Alrcetorato to inmforma the foraoirn Covcz~ent. Mhe nao of tto fbroien cuthority whioh
han receired the cervices ohall abv-ao acracr in tho daim=ento cho-win3
the,~ans

Vhe instraotiers of the Cfr-niter No. 2 M,4~ dated 23 April 1941.-XIK
of the 2!erirsff /Office of Civilian c
r-rtd Qc-ra~l Mfoirq/, or
amy other faitare provision wdifying it ahall be followed.
If ?fa~y workers are placed at the diqpossl of a foroein agmcoy
from time to timp, t1=7 ehAll to cz iderd c:3 abeent fromn vork in their
wafkgeos ftirin ths d*!oy #--I =r cm Iczm.. td ohnll to catered on a
fspecial 3i5t ke,)t b7 the 01C8~fc Of the C~"PM"ent concerez-d.
f1. fees ft.e to the worm;era for ary semvico (standard fcce, overtine rpe~y#
en
retimenets, etc.) for the dInyo th-.7 wero prc.-ent
In a two weeks period sball be ooqaited on this Ust.
Paymamts on this list ahell ba the c=9 a thf'ozo for the uorkcra.
A certificate for the withfr al of flbldb, providedl with a debit
tota dxrwn b,7 tto Azcc'.untijz3 Offico In place of the lhot, qrprovcd by
t-!:- foreizan cathoelty "rd prridad vit "'ez cztx=--i of tho cn Cnoo
dcbit rote, chahll be foz mrded to the C-:' "ral 1=-=~tir2 Office for tho
debitii'! of the ~ezpo' to the Mree of ;ao d~daoticn;, to the foreign
190yerm~et.
Hired workers wIto are placd at th dicpesAl for a foro n-agenoy
for an indefiitdt period of tir-e (cu%%h ea iT cxrj~ctero, c=;l~oyce;3 for
heand17irter3,* billets, eid mrce hallos, ota.) Ahall alco be cnterred on
the oforametIoned list as a special group,

(b) TramortaIgon, of gtood and

myole

Mraenoportation or people erxd cocd3 cerricd cut by nilitocry neeno
eudi a wurehip, cotor v&Aicl balonIra to thea Davy, oto., for the
benefit of foreign tathzrities, otall be r,"do fres of hohrgo end tho
foreign Ceverzzent ctall rcstore wee-d tirc-3, fuzel =1d lubriceznto when
the tran-pertatien ban3 b=en at tho recrist end for t1h3 ezeiwoivo uno
of the fereign mutbority.
Hallway tratzaprtation of articles belon~irg to the Navy or
etcraired 17 It on behlfl of a forceig ",thority eh-all bo '--d against
reinr-tmrncat of cm;=eee muotaired. if a coebh r.ayzznt h=n been nedo,
the prceezhm for cash r-Ae,=zzt3 chall to foflerel; in any cthor a~ope
a asttlenet eceeent ctall to dr--n, which, vith the po '.I of the
foreiGn 4=thority for when the tr=;ortation h=s bec carricl ant,
ehall to t~r=--Attc:l tcCgathcr with th3 orliginl dimzto to tho
Ceatral AccvmUtar OffIce, by wA7 of F-l~siff /Offlico of Civilian
Personnel and General Affairv..
CH{APTER VI
VARIOUS
(a)

a~ICF

Navy Klegs Balls

liLec, accordirg to ins3tructions given by *tho Dcpartnent, tho
foroiL-a Covornoet is to to debited for tho unso of Mvcy =3e h:Lls
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by foreign military perxcrnal, the documant, proving the debiting and

approved by the foreign commld or, in its absence, by the personel
vbo availed themselves of the services shall be sent to 4arloomi Rom
/Cffice of the Naval Sipply Corps in bele for forwarding to the Central
Aziounting Office.

(b) HoApital bmnese
Hospital administrations

bhall adhere to the instruotions given

by the Department.
When in aPpYizg these Instructions it is nA000=7 to debit the
foreign •ovexr
nt, the amount of the debit mat be Indicated in a special
settlment account uhich, with the * poval of the foveign authority
concerned, shell be sent to the Department t s Centrol Aceounting Offices
by way of the General Health Directorate, for debiting to the Idaiaistration of the Hospitalpsueder for incluuion in the statumt of a0ooAt.
(a) Use of 42W. CMres. se.
Tor the use of docks, stationa7 rames, eta., of the Navy•,

debit of the foreign authority shell be

the

calclated according to the rules

indicated in articles 133 and 134 of Re& Ars., and conditions Uhich frta
time to time sal
be determined by the Departmet, or by local authority,
as itructed by it.
..zimt
foreign Coverrent is to be debited, ths eettleamnt
account #hell be provided with a dwumsnt o" the foreW eauthority
certifying the service rendered to it, and tmapsmitted to the Cemtre]
Accounting Offlee, by way of the competent GeeraL Direetwate, for all
the debiting proceure.

c;1iPT!N

nI

Services similar to tosae foresee i the preesdlM cap•te
and
rendered to the Itala Wavy by foreign agecies shall be rwort0*L in
the shortest possible time and upon the ewiuantioa or thet
rWA
foreign agency And the acceptance of the receiving agency of tho S)y,
to the competent General DMretoratoS of the WVso V at thw my

notify the Contral Accounting Office• "epdU4 crediting tka foreg
goveramnt Concerned.

Under secretery of State
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ThU report is based almst entirely upon ofticial German documents held
by the Arican and British navies, vartins and post-war reports of U.S. Naval
Intelligence personnel, and Interview
cers and officials of the German Navy.

which were conducted with former offiKAny of the documents had to be trana-

lated from the original GerA&n before they could be used.

The project files

now contain digeats of information extracted from Office of Naval Intelligence
tiles and in a3me Instances copies of Intelligence reports theiselvesp translations ode in london and Washington, and ewid =cording@ and transcribed
stezgrapterenotes made during the Interviews,

There are n printed bibliographical lists of the, subject matter of this
report.

The sources of

formation. which have been used were discovered

throveb the uggestaicna of Interested persons, through extensive research in
Men, containiS Inform.ation of broad application to the German

oal-

N*Vy, and through detailed and exhaustive questionirg of individuals professloalmy iUormed about the supply aspects of German naval logistice.

The

les of the Office or Naval 1ute1lIgcae contain a vast amunt of

documents contatming information about the German Navyts organization, its
cperating experience, methods eapployad•

its personnel and other logistical

data pertinent to the aspeoto of wuppy that have been covered In this re;=t.

At the Naval Classified Records Center may be found microfiLked

copies ubich were rade of rost of the German classified documents captured at Tazbach Castle In 1945.
trenU. fztful.

These documents, when translated are ex-

sources of basic and authentic Information of naval inROSMRICTED
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The library and the archives of the Naval War College are excellent

sources of infor tion for making comparisons and evalnations in a study of
this type.

Sourco materials of a geAural mature may be foitd in the Navy

Department Library, the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts Library, the Library
of Congresc, the Kational Archives, the files of the NEW YORK TIMS, LIFE,
T]P and FKRTUHE Magazines, REAE' S DIGEST and the U. S. Naval Supply
Research knd Development Facility at Bayonne, N. J.
The Foreign Document Section of the British Admiralty at london has the
original documents of the Tambach colnection described bove

"filesof these
in this study.

Many of the

documents were cu=nrized and translated by persons employed
Copies of such translations have been furnished to the British

Navy.
PersonMl Interviews
The project officer had direct contact with 4 1he assistant chiefs
and mst of the divislonal heads of the Bureau of Supplies azd Accounts.
From these officers came much assistace when comparisons and evaluations of
the German system wvere made.

In Europe, fifty-four foreign officers or of-

ficials with specialized knowledge pertinent to this report were interviewed.
These people gave generously of their vast experience.

Their contributions

are an Important addition to the U. S. Navy's information on German naval

logistics.

1 general background of information on political, ecouotic and social
matters in Germany was found inz Max Seydewitz, Civil Life in Vartime Germanys
(Swe York, 1945); Arnold Brecht and Cotstock Glaser, The Art and Technioue of

Adm1.1tration in qerian

inintraes, (Cambridge, 1940); Adolph Hitler, M .

J

(Houghton Miflin Co., New York, 1939); Fortune Megazine Vol. nXNo 4, Oct.
1939; Fortune Mtgazitne Vol. XX No. 5, Nov. 1939; Fortune Magazine Vol. IX,
No. 6, Dec. 1939; Centralization of Germn Control over Minsoer, kMonthly
Zabor Review, October 1942; Herbert Block,

hropgan Transtortation, Social

Research, Vol. II Mai 1924.
For establishing the position of naval logistics in relation to the broad
scope of Geraan naval affairs tbc following were consulted: Fuehrer-Conferencea
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an Mattera-dea.ing with the German Navy, 1939-1945, (ONI, 1947); Karl
Doenitz, The Conduct of the War at Sea; Anthony Martienesen, Hitler and His
Admirals, (New York, 1949); William A. Wiedersheim III, Factors in the Growth
of the Reiegarlne 1919-1939, United States Naval institute Proceedings Vol.

74, No. 3, March 1948; M. F. Talbot, Navies and National Policy, Yale Review,
December 1937; C. P. Griggs, Some Considerations of German Naval Policy, The

Nineteenth Century, Vol. 146, July 1949; The log of Ship 16 (ATLANTIS) Decemher 1939 toNovember l941, Vol. II (ONI); R. Kafka and R. L. Pepperburg, Ijaxships of the World$ (New York, 1946); Brassulpe Naval Manual (1939), edited
by RIA H. G. Thursfield, (Iondon, 1939).
In the field of .logiatics the printed materials available are limited;
however, this is largely compensated for by some very fine source materials
available.

These include: Duncan S. Ballantine, U.S. Naval Logistics in the

Second Wojrdjar,

(Princetop, 1949); Captain H. E. Eccles, U. S. Navy,

Operational Naval Iogistics, (Newport,

1949); Naval Iloistics Manual.

(Nav-

Pers 10861) prepared by Captain 14.M. Dupre; Report t2cthe Secretary of the
Navy on Naval Iogistics, General Motors Corporation and United States Steel
Corporation, 1944; Address by Mr. John D. Millet before the Industrial Col-

lege of the Armed Forces, Washington, D. C., 12 Jan 1948, Foreign lo•istical
9rganizations and Methods.

Information with direct bearing upon the supply aspects of German
logistics was found in books, periodicals and manuals as follows: H.
Wachenheim., Allowances for DeRMgnts of W&bilized Men in Germax,.

national Labour Ravlvw Vol. 49, March 1944;
Allowances in GermaV,

Inter-

tengion of Militaxy Family

Monthly Labor Review, Vol. 57,

December 1943;

Ormanization Instructions of the German Navy, (Berlin, 1936); 0
Rau1oaions of the German NavE, (Berlin, 1938); Shits Messin

th
Instructions

of the German Navy, (Berlin, 1940); Supply Manual of the German Navy. (Berlin,

1941).
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Adm QU

Admiral Quartermaster Division, Naval
War Staff; also the Admniral Qiartermaster., VAdm Bruno Machens, himself

Adm Qi II

Mobilization Requirements section of
Admiral Quartermaster Division

Adm Qa III

Fuel and Transportation section of the
Admiral Quartermazter Staff

Adm Qi IV

Coastal Section of the Admiral Qmartermaster Division

Adm Q1 V

Fleet Training section of the Admiral
Quartermaster Division

Adn. Qa VI

Sea Transport section of the Admiral
Quartermaster Division

Admiralintendant

Special Service Supply Officer with the
rank of Rear Admiral

Admiraloberstabsintendant

Special Service Supply officer with the
rank of Admiral

Admiralstabsintendant

Special Service Supply officer with the
rank of Vice Admiral

Admiralty

Navy Department

Amtsrat

Supply official of Middle Intendantur
Service With the rank of Lieutenant
Commander

BdK

Stall Battle Units Command

BdU

U-boat Command

BdMU

U-boat Operations division of Naval War
Staff

Flottenintendant

Special Service Supply Officer with the
rank of Captain

Fregatten-Kapitaen

Line officer with the rank of Commander

Geschwaderintendant

Special Service Supply officer with the
rank of Commander

Gmup Command

A. com:mand structure embracing the shore establishment and forces afloat, except
independent commands, for logistic and
operational control

Group lortWFleet

A commind structure combining the shore establishment in Norway, Baltic countries and
Germany and surface forces in the Fleet
comuands

Group 5euth

A command structure embracing all shore
activities in the Balkan countries and surface forces operating in the Black, Aegean,
Eastern Mediterranean and Adriatic Seas
RESTRICTED
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Group West

Command structure combining all shore
establishments in France and Lowland
Countries and surface forces operating
in the Atlantic

Inspectorate, Acceptance

An inspection organization subordinated to
the High Command of the Armed Forces that
accepted finished products for all the
armed services and assisted indlustry in
expediting production

Inspectorate, Armament

A technical organization belonging to the
High Command of the Armed Forces that expedited and assisted industry in production

Inspectoiate, Naval

A technical supply organization belonging
to the Navy charged with production, procurement, storage and distribution of
equipment and supplies for which it was

responsible

"Intendantur(en)

Senior Supply Official at Kiel or Wilhelmshaven charged with administration of all accountin, pay, food, clothing# and equipment
needed in barracks, pay, and accounting offioss and clothing and food stores

Intendantur Offices

Clothing stores, food stores, pay offices,
accounting offices, pre-audit offices and
acco3omdation offices and supply centers,
depots and storehouses for equipment and
stores carried for those offices and stores

Kapitaen zur See

Line officer with the rank of Captain

Kapitaenleutnant

Line officer with the rank of Senior Lieutenant

Korvetten-Kapitaen

Line officer with the rank of Lieutenant
Commander

Ieutnant zur See

Line officer with the rank of Ensign

logistic Support Departments

Field actlvlties of Adm Qi III, located at
Kiel and Wilhelmshaven, Germany, and St. Nazaire,
France, to administer the fuel program and the
supply ships and tankers engaged in logistic
support of forces afloat

lower Deck Personnel

A14 non-commissioned personnel - similar
to our enlisted personnel, except majority
were drafted

WAllg

Civil Personnel division of the Admiralty

WHAtt

Naval Attache division of the Admiralty

Marineoberinspektor

Supply official of Middle Intendantur
Service with the rank of Senior Lieutenant

MarPers

Bureau of Officer Personnel

MarRist

Bureau of Warship Construction and Repair

MarRuest/AWa

Ordnance division of VarRuest

YarlRuest/FmP

Invention and Patent division of MarRuost,

YMarRuest/K

Warship Construction division of MarRuest
514
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MarR:uest/K-4
ar.rRuest/fWa

S
Ship end ]ockyard section of MrRoest/K
Communication division of t.aucnest

1-arRuest/Pi Wa

Construction Battalion division of MarRuest

XarRuest/Rue Wi

Economics division of MarRuest; allocated
raw materials and plant facilities among

MarRuest divisions and tr Mm Qi III
MarRuest/Sonderstab Org MB

Statistical section of MarRuest/Rue Wi

ldarRuest/a

Mining and Blocking division of MarRuest

MarRuest/TWa

Torpedo division of MarRuest

MarWehr

Bureau of General Affairs

MarWehr/C

Supply/Administrative division of MarWehr

Marwchr/C-I

Pay and Allowances section of MarWebr/C

MarWehr/C-II

Welfare and Bille+ig asection of MarWehr/C

MarWehr/C-III

Provisions and Clothing section of MarWehr/C

MarWehr/G

Medical division of MarWehr

MarWehr/Tr

Lower Deck Personnel division of

Ministerialdirektor

Supply official of Senior Intendantur
Service with the rank of Vice Admiral

Hinisterialdirlgent

Supply official of Senior Ittendantur
Service with the rank of Rear Admiral

Ministerialrat

Supply official of Senior intendantar
Service of the rank of Captain

Ministry of Agriculture and Food

National agency that allocated raw and
processed foodm to armed forces

Ministry of Economics

National agency that allocated raw materia~s

riWehr

and plat production facilities to the
armed forces prior to 1942
OBd DM

CinC Navy

Oberleutnant

Line officer with the rank of Lieutenant
junior grade

Oberregierungsrat

Supply official of Senior Intendantur Service
with the rank of Commander

OKH

High Command of the Arq

GKL

High Command of the Air Force

OKM

High CommAnd of the Navy

OKWE

Navy Budget Office

O0

High Command of the Armed Forces, similar to
our Department of Defense

OMAaslAbwehr

Oversees section of the Foreign Intelligence
division of the High Command of the Avzad
Forces. Controlled activities of the Secret
Supply Service
RESTRICTED
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OKIVMA

OI*RuL

Medical division of the High Command of the
Armed Forces. Responsible for distribution
of wl•cal supplies and equipment
Wi

Militaey7 Econoqy and Armament division of the
High Command of the Armed Forces. Charged
with allocation of raw materials, finished
prOducts and plant production facilities to
Art, Navy and Air Force
t

OI•W/FSt4/J1ltab

Home Staff of the High Commane of the Armed
Forces. Charged with allocation of transportation to Army, Navy and Air Force

Organisation Todt

Ministry of Labor

Regierungarat

Supply official of Senior Intendantur
Service with the rank of Lieutenane Commander
Legislative body similar to U.S. House of

Reicharat

Representatives
Raichatag

Legislative body similar to the U.S. Senate

Second Admiral

Admiral attached to a group or chief command
staflI charged wIrh distribution of persounel or other administrativo tasks

Senior M-uinstrative Staffe

Successors to Intendanturen. Established
as a part of each group or naval chief
commind to administer all pay, food, clothing
and accounting functions

S&L

Naval War Staff

1 SIL

Operations (non U-boat) division of the
Naval War Staff

2 SKL

U-boat Operations division of the Naval
War Staff

3 SMKL

Intelligence division of the Naval War Staff

4 SL

Conmmication divisiin of the Naval War Staff

5 MZL

neal location division of the Naval War Staff

6 KL

Nautical division of the Naval War Staff

Speer Ministry

Ministry of Armament and War Production

Veriltuug

Supply/Administrat.ve groups of government
and mlitary organizations

Verwaltung Corps

Supply Officer Corps of the Navy composed of
regularly oommissioned officers; organized
in 1935 to replace old Zablimester Corps

Zahlmeister

Supply official who served at nea prior to
1935 as a paymaster
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Abe, Vice Admiral, 362.

BUJCHE,

Accounting, fuel, 283-285;fiscal,
354-359; payments to dependents
and savings accounts, 358; Payments to civil e2;a!yees, 359;

Boehm, Captain, 419.
OberregierungsBoeker, Warner,
rat, 274, 288, 419.
Boening, Ahgust, Rear Admiral,

clothing,

385-387; provisions,

140,

- 107o 108, 123, 125.

374, 403-408. Italian mutual
assistance Appendix D.
Adam, Max, Rear Admiral, 33, 261,
266, 268, 269, 270, 274, 279,
282.
Admiral Quartermaster mivision,
organization and functions, 3235, 196.
AIMIRAL SCMMR, log of, 168-169;
support of, 169.
Agencies, national level, func-

Boettcher, Wilhelm, Captain, 124,
34•0.
BROW, 183.
BRMMAV , 173.
BD , 139.
BRUMMR, 139.
Budget, Black, 332-334.
Budget Office, Navy, 341.
BULLAR, 170,

Air transportation, 312-313.
Allocations, raterial, 202.
Allotmentsa 354.
Allowances, family, 350-352;pocket roney, 352; sub.s-tence,388;
clothing, 380. See also Appen-

ning submarine, 175.
Cargo tubes, 176.
Cell, ".1, 377.
Central Xardex Section Of MarRuest/Rue Wi, 41.
Central Naval Publications Divi-

AITHAMK, 136; boarding of, 167.
Anmmition, 242-244.
Amw=1tin inspect-orate, 84.
ANMLIM EMIER , 173.
hAred Forces Medical Division,29.
ALWAMIS, complement, 179; operationa,179-180; support,180-222.

Central Procurement Office, 228,
230-233.
Central Traffic Office, 296.
CHARITTE SCHLM , support of
submarines Far Zast, 179.
Civil EMployee Relations Divisions
MarWshr, 47.
Civil Engineering and Construc-

tions, 23.

dix A.

Bachankobler,

Otto, Admiral, 35,

udmiral,28*416.

Canaris, Wilhelm,

blockade ran-

CAPPELLINI, Itali

sion, MarWehr, 42.

tion Divisions, MarWehr,

4.

208.
BAGOLINI, Italian blockade running submarine, 175.
Baltzer, Vice Admiral, 48.
Base, organization of large naval basso 67-81.
Bases controlled by Group North/

Clothing, appraisal metodas, 384;
foul weather, 378; sizes, 382;
storage precautions, 383.
Coal, 268.
Coastal Defense Construction Organization, 63.
Coa*tal Seotion, Adm Q IV, 34.

Bases, Far East, used by blockade runnersa174;facilities,178179.
BasesrNorway, support of,183-184.
Battleship, pocket, bunker capacity, 167; fuel consumption,167.
Baunke, Captain, 29.
Bends, Admiraloberstabsintendant,
4.
BERGENWLAD, 173-174.
Bergius,j Friedrich, Dr.# 261.
BISHMMK, operational control of,
53.
Blockade Runners, fitting out
overseas, 172-173; transport of
crjtioql materials, 172-173;opcration by Secret Supply Service, 1,73;Iosses of,173;discontinued use of, 174; bases, 174.

Conmndkr-in-Chief s Stafforganization and function, 30.
Commands, armament, 188.
Comzrcial goods, exchange of,174
Committees, nass, 389-392.
Coxnicatlon equipment, 245-247.
Commnication Equipment Division,
MarRuest, 39.
Communication Inspectorate, 85.
Coxamications Division, SKI. 32.
Compensation Offices, 346.
C0EUM , U.S.S. ex-D]TTHARSCHt,
166.
Conservation, food, 403.
Construction Battalion Division,

Floet, 64.

Cociancig, Captain, 37.

VarRuest,

40.

COTANIA, 183.
Cruisers, aupport of, 169,
CyliUrA oil, synthetic, 262.
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de Luca, Vittoria-, Captain, 360,
364, 366, 373.
Destroyers, support of, 169.
DWfSCHLAMD, 137, 266.
DUONSHIRE, H.M.S., 179.
Diesel Oil, procurement, 266.
Disallowances and shortages, 356357.
Disbursing offices, outside German and aboard ship, 346.
Distribution, clothing, 379; fuel,
281-283; general stores,232;Inspectorate system,, 242-249;
span parts, etc., 241.
DIXTMMWC, 159-160, 166, 182.
Doenits, Uarl, Grand Ad-Iral, relations with Hitler, 25; 173,
202-44, 275.
DZUS,
173.
Eonomaca Division, Bureau of Wab.
sbip Construction and Armaments
40, 196.
Econoaics, Vmistry of, 186, 196.
Educational and training mteriales, 28.
Eggert, flaus, Ministerialrat,
225, 341, 344, 357, 370.
DU, 140.
Enesa location Division, SKl 32.
Enginser Officer Corps, 97.
Engineering Inapectorate, 86.
Englehardt, Rear Admiral, 35.
ER1AHD, 106.
ESSD GDYNIA, 182.
"Export Force", 142.
Finance Minister, 331-332.
Finance, Ministry of, exclusion
from military financial affairs, 334.
Finances, Secret Supply Service,
433-436.
Fiscal returns, 357.
Fischer, Captain, 320.
Fiacher-Tropuch, method of fuel
production, 261, 267.
Foerste, Erich, Admirals 342.
Food and Agriculture, Ministry
of, 186.
Food, clothing and administrative
supplies, 250.
Forces supported, number of each
type operated, 88-90.
Foreign Intelligence, Division of
High Command Armed Forces, 28.
Pricks, Captain, 350,
Fries, Heins, Dr., 209.
Frisue, Lieutenant, 416-418.
Fuel, black, procursment,265-266.
Fuel, bleiding, 266.
Fuel lubricating oils, distilled
water and boiler feed water 249250.
Fuel, productionBergius,FiccherTropsch methods, 261.

Fuel, sources of supply, 270; requirements planning, 270-272;
procurement, 272-273;allocations
and rationing, 273-279.
Fuel storage, underground, development of, 264, 279.
Fuel and Transportation Section,33.
FuellU
at sea, 283.
stations, establishment
F
of, 263-264.
Fuelin, techniques used$ 182.
Funding ystem, procurement of
funds, 331, 334-335.
Funds, clothing and small stores,
375; subsistence, 388.
Gasoline, 269.
Gaul, Walter, Colonel, 306.
General Affairs, Bureau of, 41.
General mess, 292; funds, 393.
General store*, 230-231.
Giro banking systemuse of to make
transfers funds, pay bills, 347-349.
GNEImIAU, 139, 172.
Godt, Rear Admiral, 31.
GoeriAg', He•mannI ReAchmmarschallj,
relations with Hit!r.', 25.
GRmm m , 136, 172, 266.
Gratuities, 354.
Grease, 270.
Greul, Rail, Dr., 43.
Grid areas, rendezvous points for
resupply, 181-182.
Gross, Vice Admiral, 412.
Group NorthFieet 5.6 ,64-88;control of mobile support, 167.
Group South, 57-59.
Group West, 56-57.
Gutjahrs Rear Admiral, 39.
HIDM .'=,140,
High Comm•nd of the Armed Forces,
organization and functions 2329; procurement, 186o
High Command of the Army, procurement functions, 185-186.
High Command of the Navy, organization and functions, 29-48.
Highways, transportation rates,
311-312.
HIPPER, 139, 172.
Hitler, Adolf, control of government, 21, 22, 200; interest in
motorized transportation, 293;
visions of highway travel, 311,
325, 334; assumes command of all
armed forces, 337.
Hoffman, Vice Admiral, 38.
Hollerith machines, 231, 239-240.
Home Staff, authority in transfortation matters, 298, 314-315.
Hydrogen peroxide, 268.
Industrial Gorrany, 21-22.
Inland watorways, 294, 307.
Inspection/zLceptance Division,37.
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Inspections, disbursing a•tivities, 355.
Inspectorato, Ar=wnt Acceptanc4

Ma#hons, Bruno, Vice Admiral, 30;
on logistics planning, 49; 52,
147,148-165, 168s 184, 210, 313,

Inspectorates, armament, 185; organization, 188; functions,189.

MansfitAd Dr., appointed Production Dictator, 199.

192.

341, 371.

Inspectorates, naval,185;193-195.

Maritime Miippimg Cormission, 295.

Inventions and Patents Division,
MAr!b-est, 41.
Inventories, all typos, 223.
Issues, clothing, 383-385.

Materials, raw, procurement overseas, 172-174; typeM procured,
174.
Matthbis, Rear Admiral 1 47
Medical Division,Marzihr, 43, 196.
Medical Supplies, 247-248.
Mero e*cha43e, 336.
Meisel, Vice Admiral, 30.
Manus, 394; caloric content, 402.
Merker, Otto, 205, 218.
Mosses, iodependent, 394.
MICHEL, operationsp 180; support,

JAN WMLIEM, 139, 143, 183.
Jannssn, Hans, Dr.; 266, 268,271,
2e9, 372.
Japan, relations with GoAsa'A,174
Jodl, General, position In 01W,
24-25.
Judge Advocatc Division, UarWehr,

180.

47.

XARISRUH, 139.
XKmMixr, 139.
Koi.Lbmn, Kerl, apotment as
tiich Commisuioner of
-Ain-

'%lita:y and Central Departments
of the Armament Inspectorates,
189.
Military Economics and Armament,

Keltel, General, Chief of the
Armed Forces, 24-25.
Kerosene, 269.
lienastp Harald,•ear AiDIral,246.
Kinsel, Walterp Vice Admiral,256.
Ilueber, Otto, rc-ar
dxami•l, 38.
NOEIN, 139, 266.

Military goods, exchange of, 174.
"Milkeows", characteristics, 169170; supplies carried,170; fuelirg, 170; personnel, 170; number
oj, 170; convarsion,171; losses,
171.
Millet, John D., 211.

IDEhIGMERG, 339
]xngT, 183, 361, 441.

Mine gear,, 245.
Mines, 245.

Iranie, Adral, 319.
etechmann, MaxReichsbar•,339.

Mining Inspt.rorate, 85.
Mobilo support, concept of, 166;

Kroger, Gottfried$Teutcnant,42(1
K1HRDANDs supply ship, armed
merchant cruiser, 173.
KMLND, 173.

extended operations, 166; procodures of, 167; submarines,170.
Mobilization plans, 136, 225-226,
298.
Mobilization
Requirements Section,
Aft Q Il, 35.

tie Shipping, 321.

ETA PINANG, 170.

labor for nsival production and
operation of storage and distributin activities, 252-256.
legal and Fiscal SectionMarRuest,

38.

lend LeAse, 174-175.
WMWfR), 3401, 266.
Ioewbisch, Captain, 32.
logistl0/peratiodul Go
sanls,
history of or-anizatlon, 48.

Iogistics planning, 49, 127, 137138.

Logistics anr Promurenont Section,
MarRuest, 33.
Logistic3 system, 127, concept of,
133.
Iohmann, Captain, 332.
lohmann, Standal, 332.
lower Deck Personnel, Division of
marvehr, 42, 196.
Lubricating oil, 269.

Division of# 28, 187.

Mining and rlockig Divialon, 39.

•Mcsen, Hans Guenther, Captain,
40,189-191, 252-256.
)bney, distribution and fiscal ac-

counting, 355.

Weller, Erich, Rear Ad•iral, 39,
209, 210.
K1ENSrERLAND, aupp-v ship, armed
nordcant cruie~r, 173.
Mutual assistance,360-373; agree-

ment ditb Russia, 361; agreement
with Japan, 361-364; agreement
with Italy, 364; accounting procedures employed by the Italian
IRavy, 367, accounting procedures
employed by the German Navy,369373. Se3 also Appendices B,CD.

fNautical Division, 6 SKI, 32.
Naval Attaches, activities in Secret Sipply System, 88.
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Naval a"_Ation, control by Air

Force, 31.2-313.
Naval Commnd Italy, 61.
Naval Inspectorates, 82-88.
Naval Sea Transport Offices, fmcntion of, 314.
Naval Var Staff, organization and
functions, 30.
Navy bAgeo Office, organization
and functions, 29-30;331.
Nazi propaganda, 47.
Niebuhr, Dietrich, Captain, 410NMama, Admiral, 361-363.
NMU(3 P,eO WSSTNWD, 137, 166,
263.
NIRtOM
.D, 170.
Norwegian capa,
137-147.
NUAMsG, 266.
Officer Personnel, Breau of, 4$8,
196.
D, 173.
OLDNIM
C0wrations (non U-boat) Division,
Naval War Staff, 31.
Ordnwce Division, Martuest, 38.
Ordmance Inapetorate, 84.
Ordnance stores, 242.
GRICE, stuport, 11; q•erations,
181.
(SMO, 173.
CTRIMLAVD, 173.
Patzig, Admiral, 48, I06, 423.
Pay and allowances, 114, 349-354.
Pay offices, central, 345-346;
coapensation, 346;. independent,
345; special, 346.
Payments to deperwents on savings
accounts, 358,,
Payments to personnel, 357,359.
Personnel, SecretSupply Service,
431.
Personnel strength, 91, 109-110.
Pfeiffer, Walter, Antsrat,222,353.
PINGUIN, operations and support,
180.
Part organization, 62.
PMRTLND, 173.
Ports and anchorages, 62•
Pospischil, Warl, Lieutenant Commander, 315, 323, 327.
PRINZ NIGNI, operational control
of, 53, 182, 222.
Procureleat and logistic support,
127, 185-220, 224.
Provisions, procuremnot and distribution , 396-402.
PITdi(X, 170.
QUITO, 173.
Raeder, Erich, Grand Adrieal, relations with Hitler, 25, 320;

speech on umificntiou,27-28;
264, 277, 412.

Raiders, conversion, 179; operation,

179; complement, 179.
Railroads, ?99.
Raw materials, lack of, 22; allostions, 130.
Reconditioned equipment, 237.
REM S=3G, suply ship, armed merchant ruiser, 17.
Reich Ti~asury Bonds, 337.
Reich Treasury credit certificates, 339.
Reicharat, 332.
Reichateg, loss of legislative
powers, 20, 22, 330, 332.
Retiracent, naval personnel, 109.
Rheim, Reor Admiral, 41.
RIO GrANDL, 173-174.
Roessing, Hans, R., Captain, 170171, 220, 267,,
Rigge, Vice Admiral, 181.
Rollman, Captain, 35.
Rudolphi, Admiral, 47.
Rue, fliedrich, Vice Admiral, 37.
SURLAND, 173.
ST. LOUIS, 183.
Sauckel, Gauleiter, 199.
Sfhacht, Hjalmar, Dr., 336.
SM HRST, 139
SCHARKHST, Pacific express liner,
173; converted to Japanese CV,
SHMO, 173.
SC& NCRST, supplying of, 166-167,
172.
SCHLWSIG H(OLTEIN, 140.
Scbmula, Wolfgang, Geachwderintendent, 356.
Schoenermark, Rear Admiral, 42.
Schubert, Guenther, Rear Admiral,
statements by, 25-26,35,49,122,
130,133-136, 167, 322, 356-357.
Schulte, Rear Admiral, 30.
Schulz, Otto, Lieutenant* /IA.
Sea transportation, 138, 141; control
of, 295, 314; requisitioning of ,
foreign vessels, 315; lose of control, 319; use of mvvfarines, 145.
Sea Transportation Section, Adm Qu,
I.
Secret Supply Service, 173; history,
organxization and functions, 410"49; personnel, 431; security and
cmimications, 431-432; finances,
433.
Senior Adninistrative Staffs, 374.
Service Force, 0Oganization of, 166172; need of, 172.
SHILMO ex SCHARSHIEST, 173.
Ship and Dockyard Section, 37.
Ships store, 374, 408-409.
Small Battle Units Cand, 60.
Small Units, support of, 171.
Spain, use of harbors by Germans, 171.
Special Service Supply Officer Corps,
97; organization, 117-125.
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Tax vouchers, 333.
Tcchnical Procu±cnt .ffice, 228,
2:3-242.
Tcnsteit, Ernst, OberreZ•-irur4norat,

Seciasl Maff for Accodaticn
43.
O tio;tlo,
Srcer, Altert, Dr., 176; U86-187,
191-200), 275; influctro on

256, 324.
It.OR, operations, 180

trarortation, 2.96, Ia.
.peer Iinistry, develcpment or-

T70.-LLI, Italian blockade runnirg

canIzation ar- furntions, 200,

submarine, 175.
Torpedo Puatc, support of, 169.
Torpedo Division, MarR•est, 39.

-74, 309.
SKMAID, 173.
CADNGE13 139.

Torpedo Inspectorate, 84.
Torplcdes, in store, 245
Transport, Miistry of, asaimes
reqpnaibilit•r of all inland

MoiU, Cocinder, 43.
Stiegel, Heinrich, Vice W-hlral,
57, 122, 192, 229, 234, 239,
240, 241.

ahipping, 309

S3EE, operationz, 180; eu;port,

sea transport, 319

Transaertation# Minietry of, 173,

180.

295; ad'Inistr4ion of captured

Stock control, 129-130.

railroad faci•itlesp 304.
Transportation system, material
state, 292; nelect of, 293; or-

Stockpilirg, 225.
Stocks, clothir•g, 3,•1.
Stcephaiua*, Werner HT. Captain,

444-446.

'410, 425-431,
ard. diatritution, 127, 220otorage
260.

222., 2Z6, 223#
uder rouni, 220-221;
236, ('ojs,
257;di-rperaL,

earizzationj, 294-2199.

Treasury Credit Notes, 339.
Trittler, Guid, Mirterialdirektor.,

44, 209, 220, 2'a.
Tropsch, Dr., 261.

Trcsschiffverbsnj, taken over by
fuel, 2779-2-1; flcatirZ, 221-222,
Nazi, 33.
Stores transfer, technicqes used. at

139.

ccs, 1U2.
8TIIASIV, , 183.

T3.;0t,

Snbmarlte Blockade Týunners, conversion of, 174-175; Italian,
175; operations, 175; cargoes

U-boat dinictrative CGo.dan•, 8182.
U-boat C.,-=ad, 59.

trarxported, 175; Zapateze, 175V
cuccess of, 176; cubzercible
trailers, 176.

Whbnario transports,

145.

Submersible Fuel Barres, 177.

Subersible rubber fuel tanks, 177
Ctpply/Alminiatration Division,
MarWehr, 44, 196.

Supply centers, clothirg, 379.
Supply demand control points, 129.
.upply Officials Corps, 96; bi,-

torys 110-112; officer procurezent, 112-14; salaries and 41lowances, 114; strength of Corp,
115; retiremnt, 116; orgatisa-

tion, 17-1-25;

Capply Officer Corps, 96; history,
93; officer procurement, 99;
Training, 99-3.02; reoreanization
102; non-cois.-sioned personnel,
104; perzonnel records, reports

and premotiono, 105-109; organication, 219-125.

U-boat Operations D.vision, SXL, 31.
U-boats, support of, 169.
Uniform cloth, procurement, 376.
tniforr.s, opecifications, 375.

Von Eerriez, Co::ander, 38.
Von Bl•=kerg, G,_rsral, dismissal, 24.
Von der Dauerau-Dmbrovwski, Captain, 37.

Von Pegerndorff, Captain, 34.
Voss, Hans, Rear Admiral, 268i 271,
275, 316, 371, 172.

lkner, Gerhardt, Rear Admiral, 30.
Usaner, Heinrich, Rear Admiral, 47.
War Production and Armament, lInis-

try of, 199. Alco see Speer Vinistry.

Warship Construction and Armament,
tureau of, orgautsation and functions,
35-41.
Warship Acceptance Inspectorate, 86.
Warmzcha, General hdnfral, 41.

Watorways, Inspector General of, 309.
Wannekor, P.o1., Admiral, naval at-

tache Tokyo, 172.
Supply ships, fleet, speed, 166;
=TtLR2D), 173.
hunkers, 166; porconnel, 167;
WIMER, operation, 180; support, 180.
nn-ter in oprention,, 171.
Supply trailers, submersible, 175-176. Woh.that, A., head of economic deleigation, 173.
Supreme Court of Accounts, 22, 360
WuIff, Arend, Captain, 123, 182, 264,
341, 372.
Tanker forces, 143.
Tankers, number of, 171-172.
Zur •'iehlen, Dietrich, !.'arinoborTANE!FEIS, 173.
inspektor, 377.
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